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Preface

The first major study of the cultic calendars of ancient Mesopotamia was writ-
ten in 1915 by Benno Landsberger, Derkultische-KalenderderBabylonierundAs-
syrer. Landsberger analyzed the annual and monthly rituals, gathered the
then extant calendrical attestations, and presented philological analysis of
the Sumerian and Akkadian terminology. In 1935 S. Langdon published his
lectures on the Mesopotamian calendar in Babylonian Menologies and the Semi-
tic Calendars. Whereas Landsberger had restricted his study to an analysis of
the material from cuneiform sources, Langdon incorporated material from
the Levant and the Arabian peninsula, using a cross-cultural approach to an-
alyze the festivals in light of biblical, Greek, Roman, and Arabic festivals. In
1949 Landsberger published his study of the Mesopotamian seasons, "Jahres-
zeiten im Sumerisch-Akkadischen," in the Journal of Near Eastern Languages,
wherein he discussed the Sumerian and Akkadian terminology as it related
to the naming and division of seasons, and analyzed the agricultural activity
associated with each season.

Since Landsberger's and Langdon's pioneering efforts new sites have been
unearthed, their tablets yielding previously unknown calendars and festivals.
In addition, the material from known sites has increased through additional
excavations or from publication of tablets from collections housed through-

*

	

out the world. There have been many excellent studies of the cultic calen-
dars of particular cities or covering certain periods, such as, just to name a
few, G. Van Driel, The Cult of AEur, 1969; G. Pettinato, "I1 Calendario Semit-

°` ico del 3. Millennio Ricostruito sulla Base dei Testi di Ebla," OA 16 (1977);
R. Whiting, "Some Observations on the Drehem Calendar," ZA 69 (1979); M.
Cooper, "The Drehem Calendars During the Reign of 8ulgi," Acta Sum 3
(1981); J. Sasson, "The Calendar and Festivals of Mari During the Reign of
Zimri Lim, " Studies Jones, and S. Greengus, "The Akkadian Calendar at Sip-
par,"JAOS 107 (1987).

This study presents information from sources which have often been in-
accessible to the non-Assyriologist, much of the material residing in tablet
copies or in articles unknown to non-Assyriologists or unavailable at many
university libraries. We have attempted to provide a basic tool for further re-



Abbreviations

search by other scholars which will serve as a basis for either the refinement
of ideas presented here or the development of entirely new hypotheses. We
hope that by bringing the material together, by enabling the scholar to have
access in one location to over two thousand years of calendars and festivals,
new insights will be gained in the development of the calendrical systems

and the festival practices.
Because of the wealth of material, we have, in the main, restricted our re-

search to annual or semi-annual festivals, celebrations which were assigned
a fixed position within the calendar. Monthly and daily cultic events, hemer-
ologies, agricultural rituals unassigned to a specific day in the calendar, and
one-time festivals of a political nature are beyond the scope of this volume.

This work presents the material by millennium, then by site. If festivals oc-
cur at different sites or in different periods, we have included some repeti-
tion of material in order to enable the reader to peruse a chapter without
constantly flipping throughout the book. However, we have assigned the ma-

j
or discussion to one chapter, which is referenced in the footnotes. This rep-
etition is most evident in the chapters on "Festival Themes," in which much
of the information has been culled from the previous chapters in our effort
to present a coherent analysis of the evolution and function of specific holi-

days.
Whenever possible we have used the translations of The Assyrian Dictionary

of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago. All quoted biblical passages

are according to the three volumes of A New Translation of the Holy Scriptures

according to the Masoretic Text. The Torah (1962), The Prophets (1978), and The

Writings (1982), published by the Jewish Publication Society of America,

Philadelphia.
Throughout our discussions we have tried to acknowledge the source of

our ideas and to give credit to those whose invaluable works have served as a
foundation for our research. If we have inadvertently omitted relevant arti-
cles or have misrepresented the views of any scholar, we deeply and sincerely

apologize.
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INTRODUCTION

Overview and Background

Ancient man 's concept of 'year ' , recurring cycles by which he could count
the length of his life and measure the span between major events, was an in-
evitable development, one based on the cycle of seasons. There was no need
for man to scan the heavens to determine the beginning and end of a cycle-
he felt it; it affected him personally. When the scorching heat returned, the
rain clouds moved overhead once more, the chilling winds once again began
blowing, or the rivers overflowed, man knew something monumental in na-
ture had just ended and was starting anew. But man also needed to measure
time periods shorter than the seasonally based year, yet greater than several
days, and for this he looked to the moon, which he observed endlessly re-
peating its cycle of waxing and waning. This was a somewhat contrived
means-man could not intuitively sense the moon ' s effect upon him as he
could the sun ' s-but the moon was a dependable means for reckoning
elapsed time.

The Mesopotamians were aware of the difference between the lengths of
the lunar and solar years, and eventually the moon (the god Nanna in Sum-
erian and Sin in Akkadian) achieved dominance over the sun (the god Utu
in Sumerian and Shamash in Akkadian) as the determiner of the year: "[Nan-
na], fixing the month and the new moon, [setting] the year in its place.°
The importance of the moon for determining the length of the year was not-
ed by Rim-Sin, the ruler of Larsa, who praised the moon as: "Nanna, who es-
tablishes the months, who completes the year. ”2 The Sumerians' perception
of the superiority of the moon was reflected also in their mythology wherein
the moon was considered the father of the sun. This supremacy of the moon
was evident in the year being measured by complete lunar cycles. Even those
annual festivals whose very existences were bound to the solar seasons were
assigned fixed days in an irrelevant lunar schema. But as an acknowledgment
of the unbreakable bond between the solar year and its religious festivals, the
Mesopotamians intercalated the year to ensure that festivals observed in a
particular month coincided with the seasonal phenomenon being celebrat-

1.A. Sjoberg, ZA 73 (1983), 32: iti u4-sakar gi-nb mu ki-bi-Ie an-(garl.

2. RIM 4 220 5-6: dNanna iti ge-en-ge-en mu-silim-ma.
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ed. But even this intercalation was defined in terms of the moon by adding
a complete lunar cycle to the year. Thus, the Mesopotamian year was, in ef-

fect, a solar year squeezed into a lunar strait jacket.
The Sumerian term for `year ' , usually twelve lunar cycles, sometimes thir-

teen, was MU; the Akkadian term was fattu, Rnt at Ugarit, and Rand in Hebrew.
The inhabitants of Mesopotamia referred to these years by designating the
number of the regnal year of a leader or king or by assigning each year a
name based upon an event of the past year or at the beginning of the current
year. The term for 'month ' was ITI in Sumerian, l arbu in Akkadian, yrjy at
Ugarit, and yerali or hi def in Judah and Israel.

The months in Mesopotamia were lunar, i.e., each month began "at the
moment when, following the period of invisibility due to nearness of the sun,
the lunar crescent appears again briefly on the western horizon just after
sunset."2 Thus each month was 29 or 30 days-a year of approximately 354
days.3 The length of a particular month was based upon sightings of the
moon and not upon a predetermined pattern of alternating 29- and 30-day
months. The existence of archives which include tablets dated to the 30th of
the month for all or most of the months of the year is not proof that some
sites had a twelve month year consisting of 30 days every month-a year of
360 days.4 There assuredly were scribes who went to work in the very early
morning hours, or spent the night away from the city (perhaps in the fields
to which they were assigned), and could not be contacted immediately upon
determination of the new month. This situation must have been particularly
acute if the sighting of the first crescent of the new moon occurred towards
morning, since many of the scribes may already have dispersed to the many
fields and places of assignment or if inclement weather prevented the new
moon from being visible. 5 Thus tablets may have been dated to the 30th of
the month by some scribes, even though subsequently it was determined that

I. The Sumerian term for "moonlight " was also pronounced /iti/, but was written with different

Sumerian signs: U 4 .dNANNA literally "the light of the moon."

2. F. Rochberg-Halton, "Calendars, Ancient Near East," The Anchor Bible Dictionary I (New York,

1992), 810.

3. P. J. Huber, Astronomical Dating of Babylon I and Ur III, Occasional Papers on the Near East 1/4
(Malibu, 1982), 7 notes that at Babylon during a 1000 month period there were 471 months of 29
days, 528 months of 30 days, and 1 month of 31 days.

4. J. Sasson, Biblical Archaeologist (December 1984), 249-250 has identified all months at Mari
during the reign of Zimri-Lim for which a 30th day is attested. During the fourth year of Zimri-Urn,
eight months of 30 days are attested.

5. Huber, op. cit., notes "It is not entirely clear how the Babylonians dealt with sightings delayed
by poor weather, and they need not have done it in the same way at different places and in different

times. " Huber notes a Neo-Assyrian letter in which it was reported to the king that the sighting of the
moon on the 30th of the month resembled the lunar position expected on the 3rd of a month,
indicating that, probably due to inclement weather, no one had sighted the new moon when it had

occurred several days earlier.

the month had but only 29 days. Whether it was the temples or the city ad-
ministration which made the official determination of the new moon, it is
hard to imagine that before the next morning ' s work, all the scribes of the
city, as well as those assigned to projects outside the city proper, could have
been officially notified of the new moon. Support for this conclusion derives
from the Ur III Drehem tablets dated to the fifth year of Amar-Suen (ca. 2042
B.C.). There is no doubt that the Drehem calendar was lunar. Yet for the year
Amar-Suen 5 there are tablets dated to the 30th of the month for ten of the
twelve months. l

The months were assigned names, usually a reference to that month's dis-
tinguishing ritual observance or to an agriculturally significant event. Inter-
calated months were named with the same name as the preceding month,
the scribe appending the number "2" after the month name or adding the
word "extra" (diri) to distinguish it from the previous month. In some calen-
drical systems in the Near East the intercalated month was simply called diri/
watrum ("extra"), or taknit ( "second"). The insertion of an intercalary month
was usually a reaction to a natural event (harvest, rains, flooding) being out
of phase with the cultic calendar. And although many cities waited until the
end of the year (Feb./Mar.) to correct this problem, there are instances of
cities inserting an intercalary month at various points throughout the year. 2

The Assyrian lunar calendar of the second millennium B.C. was the excep-
tion, not using intercalation and thereby wandering throughout the solar year. 3

Concerning the regularity of intercalary years, Hunger and Reiner have
noted: 4

... since seasonal events themselves may occur earlier or later depending on
meteorological factors, the intercalation was fluctuating around the mean of
three years. Throughout most of Mesopotamian history no pattern can be
detected in the distribution of intercalary months. It was only in Achae-
menid times that a regular intercalation cycle of 19 years was introduced.
While the intercalary months actually attested in dated texts and in royal
edicts promulgating them do not show any pattern, there exist first millen-
nium astronomical texts with rules by which one could determine whether a

1. Evidence based upon Sigrist and Gomi, The Comprehensive Catalogue of Published Ur III Tablets
(Bethesda, 1992), 169-174.

2. Six different intercalary months have been identified at Mari, three at Sippar, and four at
Elnunna (see S. Greengus, "The Akkadian Calendar at Sippar," JAOS 107 [1987], 212). At Ur III
Umma the leap year was inserted at a fixed position each year, but in some periods this position was
after the first month, other times after the twelfth month (T. Gomi, "Embolism in the Umma
Calendar," Acta Sum 6 [1984], 1ff.).

3. No references to intercalated months have been found at either Nuzi or Alalakh. However,
there are not enough references from these two sites to determine unequivocally whether these
calendars used intercalation.

4. H. Hunger and E. Reiner, "A Scheme for Iritercalary Months from Babylonia," WZKM 67
(1975), 21ff.
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certain year should be made a leap year or not. The best known of these
rules is the so-called Pleiaden-Schaltregel: "If Moon and Pleiades are in con-
junction on the first day of Nisan, this is a normal year; if Moon and Pleiades
are in conjunction on the third day of Nisan, this is a leap year..

Parker and Dubberstein suggest that "it may have been in the reign of Na-
bonassar, 747 B.C., that Babylonian astronomers began to recognize, as the
result of centuries of observation of the heavens, that 235 lunar months have
almost exactly the same number of days as nineteen solar years." The inter-
calation was performed by an additional month after the sixth month

(Ululu) or after the twelfth month (Addaru). They note, however, "that is not

to be interpreted as acceptance of that date as the point at which Babylonian
astronomers consciously recognized the principle. "2 On the basis of three

letters which record the announcement of the intercalary year, Parker and
Dubberstein suggest that during the Babylonian period the directives for in-
tercalation came from the king, whereas during the subsequent Achaemenid
period priestly officials in Babylon gave the orders. By 367 B.C., but perhaps

as early as 383 B.C., " the intercalations became standardized, and the nine-

teen-year cycle thus came into being. "3

In addition to the seasonal cycle and the lunar cycle, the Mesopotamians
were affected by a third cycle-the cycle between the equinoxes, a period
when the sun and the moon vied with each other for time in the sky. The an-
cient Hebrews recognized the significance of this cycle, referring to the equi-

noxes, the times when the year turns, as tequfat ha.ffdna (Exodus 34:22): "You

shall observe the Feast of Weeks, of the first fruits of the wheat harvest; and
the Feast of Ingathering at the turn of the year" (the autumnal equinox) and

as le3`ubat hanana (2 Samuel 11:1): "At the turn of the year, the season when

kings go out [to battle], " (probably referring to the vernal equinox). The Is-

raelite incorporation of this six-month 'year ' into its ritual can further be de-

tected in the duration and timing of the festival of the first month, the Feast
of Unleavened Bread, and the festival of the seventh month, the Feast of In-

gathering. 4

This concept of a six-month equinox year appears to have been a major
factor in the establishment of the cultic calendar throughout the Near East.

1. For other astronomical methods for determining intercalation, see Rochberg-Halton, op. cit., 811.

2. Parker and Dubberstcin, 1 with note 1.

3. Parker and Dubberstein, 2. For references to royal letters as a means of disseminating the
proclamation of a new month, sec Rochberg-Halton, op. cit., 811.

4. This six month year concept in ancient Israel may perhaps be detected in Ezekial 45 18-20: "On
the first day of the first month, you shall take a bull of the herd without blemish, and you shall

cleanse the Sanctuary ... You shall do the same on the seventh day of the month to purge the Temple
from uncleanness caused by unwitting or ignorant persons. " The Septuagint, however, reads "in the

seventh month " instead of "on the seventh day of the month. " Thus the Septuagint shows a clear

parallelism between the first and seventh months.

OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND

In many locations there were parallel major festivals in the first and seventh
month-suggesting that rather than considering one of these festivals as
marking the beginning and the other the half-way point of the year, the an-
cients viewed each as a beginning, the onset of this six-month equinox year.

Sumerian mu-an-na, a term which was eventually used synonymously with
mu "year," originally may have connoted this six-month period, as echoed in
the first-millennium B.C. observation: iiiSE itiKIN SAG MU.AN.NA ki-i 3a iiiBAR itiDU6
" (this year) the months Addaru [=Feb./Mar.] and Ululu [=Aug./Sep.] begin
the MU.AN.NA-year, what the months Nisannu [=Mar./Apr.] and Tagritu
[=Sep./Oct.] (normally) do." 1

This concept of two six-month periods defined by the equinoxes was fur-
ther ingrained in the Mesopotamian psyche by the natural weather pattern
of the seasonal year. The Babylonians divided the seasonal year into two pe-
riods, each beginning in the month of an equinox. The summer (EMES/um-
matum), the hot season (umfum), or the harvest season (eburum) began around
March; the winter (ENTEN) or the cold season (kuy hum) began around Sep-
tember. 2 The impact of the solstices, however, was also understood, though
they did not define the year to the extent the equinoxes did. In first-millen-
nium B.C. Babylonia goddesses of the Ezida and the Esagil temples ex-
changed places on the 11th of the fourth month and on the 3rd of the tenth
month (approximately the time of the solstices) as a remedy to increase the
daylight in the winter or to lengthen the nights in the summer. 3 And the sec-
ond tablet of the astronomical series MULAPIN summarized the year's weather
pattern by quarters, not halves-months 1 to 3: wind and (bad) weather;
months 4 to 6: harvest and heat; months 7 to 9: wind and (bad) weather;
months 10 to 12: cold. 4

The rainy season began around September, resulting in the sporadic
flooding of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers from November through March.
The main flooding occurred in April and May, the two rivers being swollen

1. RMA 16:5 (Parpola, AOAT 5/2, 187). For a brief discussion of the term mu-an-na, see B.
Landsberger, JNES 8 (1949), 254-255 note 33, wherein Landsberger cites various theories as to the
meaning of the term, although he does not mention the possible interpretation we have put forth.
Note the Emar version of the composition Enlil and Namzitarra (J. Klein, Acta Sum 12 [1990], 58-59
lines 20'-22' and 63 note 14) for the term -an-na appended after nouns involving time: u 4-an-na ba-
ba-l£ / u4-m1 a-no u4-mi ti-im-ff /iti-an-na ba-ba-l£ / ITt a-na ITt li-im-(1 /mu-mu-an-na ba-ba-l£ / MU a-
na MU li-im-fi "Day to day they verily decrease, month after month they verily decrease, year after year
they verily decreasel" Perhaps, then, -an-na in the term mu-an-na, connotes the alternating year
pattern of equinox cycles ( "one after the other "). The term mu-an-na was used interchangeably with
mu in economic documents (e.g. BE 9 24 2 and frequently in Neo-Assyrian documents) and in ritual
texts (E. Reiner, Surpu, MO Beihefi 11 [1958], 41 42: u4-mu ITI u MU.AN.NA "Day, month, and year").

2. For a thorough discussion of the seasons and the terminology in ancient Mesopotamia, see B.
Landsberger, fahreszeiten im Sumerisch-Akkadischen,"JNES 8 (1949), 249-296.

3. For details of this ritual, see p. 319.
4. Landsberger, op. cit., 252.
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by winter rains and snows in the mountains of Turkey. The winter months
preceding the major spring flooding were spent shoring up the dikes and
cleaning out the canals in preparation for the flooding. This was the time of
the brazier festival (kinunum), ceremonies presumably to combat the cold,
and festivals of the storm-gods, such as Ninurta, hurling lightning, van-
quishing the anzti-bird and the asakku-demon of the stormy mountains. After
the winter rains subsided, the dry season set in, culminating with the very hot
and dry months of July and August, when the parched and merciless steppe
seemed to be a place of death and demons. These hot summer months were
the time throughout Mesopotamia for the cult of the dead Dumuzi, who, as
the embodiment of the power in the grain, had disappeared-the grain had
already been harvested and the new seeds not yet sown.'

The Calendrical Systems 2

During the middle of the third millennium B.C., an early Semitic calendar
was in use across much of northern and central Mesopotamia, being attested
on tablets from Ebla, Mari, Gasur (later Nuzi), Abu Salabikh, and E§nunna. s

Pettinato has labeled this calendar the 'Semitic calendar of the third millen-
nium', stating "this designation took rise from the names of the months
which are Semitic and for the most part West Semitic, and from the diffusion
of this calendar throughout the whole Near East during the period from circa

2600 to 2200 B.C. "4 It may be significant that the Early Semitic calendar
month names do not contain theophoric elements, but rather are agricultur-
al in nature (with month names meaning "Sheep," "Plowing," or "Ghee"), a
feature which enabled this early Semitic calendar to be somewhat universal
in its application. This calendar eventually fell into disuse around the Ur III
period (ca. 2100), when at Ebla and Mari native calendars, reflecting the lo-
cal cult, replaced this early Semitic calendar.

The earliest (middle of the third millennium B.C.) attested month name
in southern Mesopotamia is found at Fara, ancient Shuruppak: tna-DU-gir5ku6,

1. For a discussion of the agricultural cycle, see J.N. Postgate, Early Mesopotamia: Society and

Economy at the Dawn of History (New York and London, 1992), 170-172 with references to previous

discussions. For information on more recent patterns, see R. McC. Adams, The Land behind Baghdad:

A History of Settlement on the Diyala Plains (Chicago. 1965), 13-20.

2. This section of the Introduction is an overview of the detailed information set forth
throughout the rest of this book. Therefore, we have neither supplied full footnotes nor provided all
the evidence to support the assertions in this section. The arguments and supporting evidence are

presented in full in the following chapters.

3. This calendar is discussed in the chapter entitled "Early Semitic Calendars. "

4. Pettinato Archives, 147.

the month being named for a fish of either economic or cultic significance
during the month.'

In southern Mesopotamia ca. 2400-2200 B.C. local Sumerian calendars
were in use, documented in tablet archives mainly from the cities Adab,
Laga§, Nippur, Umma, and Ur.

The pre-Sargonic (ca. 2350 B.C.) tablets from Laga§ provide insight into
the cultic celebrations of a network of cities comprising the Laga§-state-
daga§, Girsu, Nina, Sirara and various other smaller sites nearby. 2 There are
over thirty different month names on tablets from the Laga area during this
period, indicating the use of separate calendars in many of the cities in the
Laga§ city-state. These calendars shared month names, although one month
name could be applied to months occurring at different times of the year.
An administrative month numbering system was developed to create order out
of potential chaos, the confusion arising from different calendars but similar
month names.

By this period the calendars of the Laga§-state reflected a syncretism
among the gods of its cities and a shared observance of major festivals. The
texts themselves depict a community of cities wherein the citizens of one city
made pilgrimages to observe major festivals in sister towns. The wife of the
governor was responsible for organizing the offerings and leading the pro-
cession of pilgrims from town to town, from shrine to shrine. The tablets de-
tail the offerings provided by the governor 's wife on a day by day basis,
summing each day as ' day 1', ' day 2', etc. However, this notation refers to the
day of the festival, not to the day of the month, and therefore there is no
information as to the day of the month on which the festival occurred.

The major festivals of the Laga§-state were the Barley and Malt Consump-
tion festivals of Ningirsu in Girsu, the Barley and Malt Consumption festivals
of Nan§e in Nina, and the festival of Baba in Laga§.

Further north, Nippur-the city of the chief god Enlil who dwelt in his
temple, the Ekur-was the center of a Sumerian amphictyony, a relatively
non-political city revered throughout Sumer. s The Nippur calendar would
later be appropriated by I§bi-Erra of Isin (ca. 2017-1985 B.C.) for use through-
out all the cities and villages of southern Mesopotamia, and still later (ca.
1'730 B.C.) the Nippur month names would be appropriated as logograms to
denote months in the Standard Mesopotamian calendar, a calendrical sys-
tem used down through the close of the first millennium B.C.

1. See Salonen Fischerei, 204. Note also an obscure reference, perhaps to a Fara festival (TSS 515):
ezem-la-la.

2. These calendars are discussed in the chapter entitled "L.agat and Girsu. "
3. For the Nippur calendar, see the chapter entitled "Nippur."
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At Nippur an elaborate celebration of the New Year zagmu was conducted

at the Tummal temple complex in the month bara-zag-gar [Mar./Apr.].
From the 20th to 22nd of the second month the gusisu-festival was observed

in honor of Ninurta, "the farmer. " This occasion marked the end of the bar-

ley harvest and the start of lengthy preparations for the fall seeding, a time
when the gods officially blessed the upcoming agricultural activities. There
were no festivals for the next seven weeks, until the 14th of the month gu-

numun. The 3`unumun-festiva l also centered around the plow, and may have

marked the end of the first phase of preparations and the beginning of ac-
tual usage of the seed-plow by the farmers. Around the 11th of the fifth
month the Nippur paternalia, called the nelZlgar.festival, was observed-a
time when fires were kindled to guide the spirits of the dead back to their
ancestral homes. In the middle of the sixth month the kin-manna-festival
(about which little is known) was observed. On the 27th and 28th of the sev-
enth month the second major observance at the Tummal occurred, the "Sa-

cred Mound " (duku)-festival, an observance for Enlil ' s ancestors with probable

netherworld overtones. There is evidence of only two other festivals in Nip-
pur during the remainder of the year. There is a late introduction by Amar-
Suen of the ab-C festival in the tenth month, a politically motivated ceremony
in honor of the dead kings of Ur III, and a barley-harvest festival was ob-

served in the middle of the twelfth month.
Most of the month names from pre-Sargonic Ur have been preserved. Sev-

eral of these month names were later retained in the Ur calendar used dur-

ing the Ur III period (ca. 2100 B.C.), 1 which was used also at Puzris-pagan

(modern Drehem) and still further north at Elnunna. The term Reichskalend-

er is frequently applied to the Ur calendar; however this is a misnomer. With

the exception of Puzri g-Dagan, a small village expanded and elevated to a po-

sition of economic importance by 5ulgi of Ur, every other city in which tab-
lets containing the Ur calendar have been found also contains tablets using

its native calendar, hardly "one empire, one calendar. " Beginning with the

reign of Ilbi-Erra of Isin (ca. 2017-1985 B.C.), in contrast, a true Reichskalend-

eris the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar, which was based on the
Nippur calendar and was used almost exclusively throughout southern Me-
sopotamia. However, in the Ur III period, aside from Ur itself, only at Puzrii-
Dagan was the Ur calendar used exclusively. The major festivals at Ur were
the a-ki-ti celebrations of the first and seventh month, which marked the
equinoxes, and the Great Festival of Nanna in the tenth month.

Tablets from Umma, a Sumerian center west of Lagal, have been referred
to as mu-iti texts, after the convention of dating each tablet by year and
month numbers in the form: MU-# M-#, possibly an administrative solution

1. For this calendar, sec the chapter entitled "Ur."

to the difficulties caused by the Umma calendar beginning in the summer.
These tablets span three time periods, the earliest tablets dating to the reign
of Lugalzagesi (ca. 2350 B.C.) and the latest to the close of the Akkad dynasty
under Bar-kali-garri (ca. 2217-2193 B.C.). 1 Although actual month names
were probably in use at Umma during this period, native Umma month
names are not attested until the Ur III period (ca. 2100-2000 B.C.). 2

The major annual festivals at Umma consisted of the s"esagku (a barley-har-
vest festival), nisag (possibly the festival of the first malt production), Junumun
(a festival associated with the seeder-plow), ri (nature unclear), eitiaf (nature
unclear), and pakufe, a festival possibly based upon the need to clean and re-
pair the irrigation canals. Two additional festivals were introduced at Umma
to honor kings of Ur, a festival for Sulgi to commemorate his thirty-year ju-
bilee and a festival for his successor, Amar-Suen, beginning in his sixth reg-
nal year.

The Sumerian Nippur calendar was adopted throughout much of south-
ern Mesopotamia after the fall of Ibbi-Sin of Ur (ca. 2000 B.C.), most likely
an innovation of the first monarch of the new Isin dynasty, I gbi-Erra. 3 This
calendar (the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar) became a source of
unification for the Isin empire, politically and economically. And the sym-
bolism of Nippur was not lost on the Isin monarchs, who made a special ef-
fort to participate in the Nippur rites, as seen by Lipit-Ishtar's central role in
the gusisu-festival at Nippur. As merchants and scribes from the Isin empire
conducted business in the Diyala region, the official calendar probably fol-
lowed, so that when the First Dynasty of Babylon arose, it too was already us-
ing this Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar.

Beginning at least in the thirtieth year of Rim-Sin of Larsa (ca. 1822-1763
B.C.), for a period of about twenty years, there was a highly unusual calendri-
cal system employed at Nippur, Larsa, Isin, and Ur, which was comprised of
months of up to 48 days and month cycles of up to 54 months. 4 This unusual
system was not employed throughout all Nippur, but only by certain admin-
istrators of particular institutions. Robertson observes that the introduction
of this system coincided with Rim-Sin's conquest of Isin and, therefore, sug-
gests that this administrative change somehow reflected the need to reorga-
nize the flow of goods throughout his suddenly enlarged domain. 5

1. Foster Umma, 8ff.
2. For the calendar at Umma, see the chapter entitled "Umma."
3. For the development and use of this calendar, see the chapter entitled "The Southern-

Mesopotamian Sumerian Calendar."
4. See pp. 227-228 for discussion of this unusual calendrical system.
5. J.F. Robertson, "An Unusual Dating System," Ada Sum 5 (1983), 156.
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Variations of a basically Semitic calendar were employed by many of the
cities stretching across the middle of the Tigris and Euphrates valley during
the last century of the third millennium and the first three centuries of the

second millennium B.C., the last attestations coinciding with the reign of

Samsuiluna of Babylon (ca. 1749-1712 B.C.). 1 These centuries witnessed the

influx of Semitic tribes referred to in Mesopotamian sources as Amorites

"westerners" (amurric in Akkadian, MAR.TU in Sumerian) into the central re-

gions of Mesopotamia, followed by the establishment of Amorite kingdoms

throughout the area, including at such important centers as Etnunna and

Babylon. Although there is no conclusive evidence that the new calendars
were introduced by the immigrating Amorite tribes, the appearance of a new
calendar at the same period as the introduction of a new, large, dominating

population suggests just such a relationship.
Sippar was situated on the border of two calendrical spheres of influence,

below the span of cities utilizing versions of an Amorite calendar and north
of the cities which had constituted the old Sumerian city-states, a region that
utilized the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar. Perhaps as a result

of this positioning, Sippar concurrently maintained two calendrical systems

up through the reign of Samsuiluna of Babylon. One calendar was the South-
ern-Mesopotamia Sumerian calendar, the other an amalgam of a Nippur/
Sumerian month (gu4-si-su), a Sargonic month from the Diyala region (Thum),

Semitic month names from the Amorite calendars (Nabril, Mammitum,

Ajarum and Tamb.irum), unique month names (Sibutum, Qati-ersetim, Elfcli and

Isin-dAdad), and months common throughout Mesopotamia ( dDumu-zi and

Isin-abi).2 At Sippar, as with the Amorite calendars elsewhere, 'during the

reign of Samsuiluna the local calendar fell into disuse.
An Assyrian calendar is attested in Cappadocia at the beginning of the sec-

ond millennium B.C. at Kultepe, ancient Kiang, an Assyrian trading colony,

and about fifty years later at Hattu`sal (the Hittite capital) and Alishar. After
a brief period during which an Amorite calendar was the official calendar
during the rule of the Amorite interlopers SSam§i-Adad and I gme-Dagan (ca.

1813-1741 B.C.), a slightly evolved Assyrian calendar was restored as the offi-
cial calendar by the middle of the eighteenth century B.C. s Finally, during

the reign of Tiglath-Pileser (1115-1077 B.C.) this restored Assyrian calendar
was abandoned in favor of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar.

The middle of the second millennium B.C. witnessed the arrival through-
out north-central Mesopotamia of peoples speaking Hurrian. The Semitic
and Hurrian populations in cities such as Nuzi, Emar, and Alalakh, either

I. For these calendars, sec the chapter entitled "The Amorite Calendars. "

2. For this calendar, see the chapter entitled "Sippar."

3. For these Assyrian calendars, see the chapter entitled "Assyria. "

adopted a Hurrian calendar, utilized Semitic and Hurrian calendars simul-
taneously, or integrated the month names into one calendar. ] However, as
with the restored Assyrian calendar, these systems would not endure, yield-
ing to a new international calendar, the Standard Mesopotamian calendar
(which has been frequently referred to as the Nisannu-calendar).

It is likely that the Standard Mesopotamian calendar was an artificial cre-
ation commissioned by Samsuiluna of Babylon as a means to unify a heter-
ogenous and rebellious empire. 2 It might have been difficult to impose the
currently used Sumerian calendar (i.e., the Southern-Mesopotamian Sume-
rian calendar) outside of southern Mesopotamia. However the economic
and political advantages of a single, standard calendar were as obvious in the
second millennium B.C. as it had been on a smaller scale hundreds of years
earlier to I§bi-Erra of Isin. So rather than selecting one city's non-Sumerian
calendar as the new Reichskalender, a move which might have alienated not
only those cities on whom another city's calendar would have been imposed,
but also the proud, and necessary scribes of the south, the Babylonian ad-
ministration invented a hybrid Reichskalender, gleaning months form various
calendars throughout the realm and beyond, thereby, it was hoped, gaining
the acceptance of everyone. The use of the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumer-
ian month names as logograms for the months of this new calendar is a clear
signal that there was something highly unusual about the development and
imposition of this new calendar. The retention of the Southern-Mesopotami-
an Sumerian month names on written documents may have been a negotiat-
ing point to gain the acceptance of the former Sumerian cities and of their
proud scribes. The continuation of a calendrical tradition that could be
traced back to venerated Nippur may have been important to the scribal
community, educated individuals who were proud of their eclectic and an-
cient position in society.

1. For these calendars, see the chapter entitled, "From Elam to Alalakh." The calendar of Emar
during this period is discussed in the chapter entitled "Emar." Calendars from Ugarit and other
western Semitic centers are discussed in the chapter entitled "The Levant."

2. For a full discussion of the development of this calendar, see the chapter entitled The
Standard Mesopotamian Calendar."
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The Beginning of the Year

Until the closing centuries of the first millennium B.C. there were only two

instances which reasonably present the possibility of a New Year other than

during the spring-at the summer solstice at Sargonic Umma and at the au-

tumnal equinox at pre-Old Babylonian Sippar. Aside from this, the evidence

overwhelmingly indicates a 'universal' spring New Year.
The concept of a beginning to the year is manifested in three ways: (1) as

a starting point for counting and naming years; (2) as the start of the fiscal

year (i.e., performing year-end accounting and starting the ledgers for the

coming year) 1 ; and (3) as the start of the religious/agricultural year's cycle

(which may be entirely psychological unless there is an actual observance to

mark the New Year). Throughout almost all Mesopotamia the beginning of

the year occurred in the spring.
The Sumerians called the beginning of the year zag-mu, literally, "border

of the year," from which derived the Akkadian designation for New Year, zag-

mukku. The beginning of the seasonal year, zag-mu, took on an important

economic role within society, becoming the occasion for reviewing the pre-

vious year's financial accounts and administrative affairs in the temple and

royal residences, as documented by the large number of year-end account

tablets from the Ur III period (ca. 2100-2000 B.C.) onward. The overseeing

of administrative duties at New Year's was ultimately the responsibility of the

gods, themselves, in their role as the supreme authority over all those serving

in their temples. This divine function is mentioned in a hymn to Nan`se,

wherein Nan ;e is portrayed as reviewing the total operation of her temple in

Nina on New Year's day: 2

At the new year, the day of assignments,
did the lady shower

the holy body,
on the day to review

(performance for) food and fief,
did Nanshe hold

review of the servants.
Her chief scribe, Nidaba,
put out of her own accord

all valid tablets
as they had been figured up,

took the golden stylus in hand
and was lining up the servants

for Nanshe in single file.

1. The fiscal year need not coincide with the calendrical new year-the fiscal year of the U. S.

Government starts in October.

2. Jacobsen Hasps, 133.

OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND

The practice of reviewing the servant staff on New Year's Day is mentioned
in a hymn to the goddess Inanna: l

That she [Inanna] may take in charge
the life of all lands,

has on New Year's Day,
the day for rites

for reviewing loyal servants
and performing correctly

the rites of the last day of the month
a bed been set up for Milady.

For the Israelites the New Year was the appointed time for cleansing the

temple (Ezekial 45:18): "On the first day of the first month, you shall take a

bull of the herd without blemish, and you shall cleanse the sanctuary." An
intriguing, but unclear, passage in a first-millennium B,C. Surpu incantation
refers to a seven-day ritual cleansing(?) occurring at the time of the New Year
celebration: "the pure quay, the horn-like soap-plant, the pure water he gave
you, to perform correctly the New Year (festival) for seven days." 2

An analysis of each city's calendar, beginning with sites from the third mil-

lennium, provides mounting evidence of an almost total adherence to a
spring New Year throughout Mesopotamia.

The Early Semitic calendar of the middle of the third millennium began
in the month Za- 'a-tum, which can be assigned to the spring on the basis of
the agricultural meanings of several month names. 3 Adherence to this calen-
dar was widespread, reaching from northwestern Syria down to south-central

Iraq-thus the Semitic-speaking peoples of middle third millennium Meso-
potamia observed a spring New Year.

A spring New Year existed in the calendars of the third-millennium Sum-
erian cities, Laga§, Ur, and Nippur.

The pre-Sargonic calendars from Lagas and its neighboring cities began
in the spring, as can be determined by a numerical month notation system
that accompanied the month name on some of the tablets. The months burux
(GANA2)-mas and me-kin-ku5-ra, month names associated with the spring bar-
ley harvest, are both first months of their respective calendars. The pre-Sar-

gonic calendars from Nippur and Ur do not in themselves provide any

information as to the starting point of the seasonal year. However, the Nip-

pur calendar continued unchanged into the Ur III period, and the Ur calen-

dar evolved in varying degrees into the Ur III Ur calendar, which

unequivocally commenced in the spring. The agricultural month names en-

able us to align the Ur HI calendars with the seasons. The assignment of the

!Jacobsen Hasps, 122.
2. E. Reiner, Surpu, AfO Bdheft 1.1 (1958), 47 66 (translation differs).
3. For our assignment of Za-'a-rum as the first month, see pp. 23-24.



OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND

Other references to special New Year's distributions in Laga§/Girsu in-

clude barley rations for the city, rations of lard and oil, and provisions for
the festivals.. A Girsu text dated to SS1 details containers for an unspecified
festival during the first seven days of the first month in Uruku, the sacred
precinct of Girsu. 2

The earliest evidence of a New Year other than in the spring is from
Umma during the Sargonic period (ca. 2350-2200 B.C.), when the New Year
may have occurred around the summer solstice.

An Ur III Umma tablet from the eighth year of Amar-Suen provides very
detailed information on the festival for the fourth month (nisag) and sums
the entries as "standard offerings for the New Year (festival) of Sara." It is
very unlikely that this long detailed list was intended for a festival nine
months later, particularly since there is a similar Umma text dated again to
the fourth month, but to a different year. 3 It is therefore likely that the orig-
inal Umma calendar began in the first month of the summer. This would
have created dating problems for the short-lived kingdom of Lugalzagesi (ca.
2350 B.C.) and during the Sargonic period (ca. 2334-2154 B.C.) when stan-
dard year-names were in use throughout the empire, i.e., the three spring
months at Umma would have been considered part of the previous year and
used the previous year's year-name, whereas the rest of the empire changed
to the new year-name during these months. Perhaps, as a solution to this ad-
ministrative dilemma, the mu-iti system was introduced to harmonize Umma
dating and accounting with the rest of the empire. This shift of the civil (but
not cultic) calendar at Umma became permanent, as noted in the many Ur
III economic documents which clearly calculated the year's accounts begin-
ning in the first month of spring. However, vestiges of the old calendar re-
mained with the old cultic New Year in the summer being celebrated at
Umma during the Ur III period in the (now) fourth month.

But for Sippar, the calendars of the second and first millennia B.C. give no
hint of a fixed New Year other than in the spring.

The Assyrian calendar of the second millennium had no intercalation,
causing the months to migrate across the solar year so that the beginning of
the Assyrian year could occur in any season.

The last century of the third millennium saw the beginning of the migra-
tion of Amorites into central and southern Mesopotamia, causing some cal-
endars, such as those at Mari and Sippar, to incorporate Amorite month
names into their local calendars. In other sites, such as at E§nunna, calen-

1. Reisner Telloh 99a (fe-ba zag-mu nam-uru-na); HSS 4 3 obv ii; Gomi, Orient 16 no. 112; CTMMA
1 40; Reisner Telloh 308 (ni-czem-ma zag-mu-ka (SS9 xiii]).

2. ITT 5280; for this text, see p. 71.
3. For detailed treatment of these two Umma texts, sec pp. 197-200.
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spring month as the first month of the year can then be determined based
upon year-end accounting practices and by the term MU.tJS.SA being append

-

ed to the previous year's name, whenptheractices antd year name had not
year-naming conve

yet
ores

assigned. These same accounting p
continued in Sumer after the fall of Ur (the period of the rise of Isin and Lar-
sa) , when the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar replaced the lo-

cal calendars of the Ur III period.
The term ZAG.MU, "New Year, " does occur in documents from Ur, but

does not appear to connoteNew Year's inventory was taken in the temples and roy As
mentioned d above, , at N
residences

and additional required supplies for the upcoming year were pro-

cured. In fact, throughout the previous eleven months, supplies were contin-

ually stocked in anticipation of the needs of the coming
year. From these

foodstuffs and goods disbursement was made for yearly wages to temple per-
sonnel, for special distributions at the New Year, and for supplies for the of-
ferings for the shrines and various festivals throughou

t the year (UET 3 no.

21): "provisions
for the various festivals, for the New Year, and for the funer-

ary shrines of Ur-Nammu and Nin[...]."1
In Nippur the advent of the New Year was celebrated as a special festival

observed in the Tummal temple of Ninlil. The Sumerian collection of Tem-
ple Hymns praises the Tummal's appearance during the festival: "In a

t
ee

month of the New Year ' s Day, on which the feast is celebrated, (you

wondrously adorned. "2
A tablet probably dating to the reign of the Akkadian

king Sar-kali-larri records: "1200 liters of onions, Enlil's regular offerings for

the New Year. "5
During the Ur III period at Laga§ the New Year was the time for distribu

-

tions, as recorded for the temple of Nindara:4

(Every) month and the New Year are times
to provide food.

Nindara, in your temple, the betrothal gifts
are made to you, togethe r with mother Nan§e, the queen.

1. According to Th. Jacobsen (Jacobsen Treasures,
124): "Lustrations to keep the bright moon

free of defilement appear indeed to have been a fairly general feature of the c
ult and to have taken

place not only at eclipses but annually at New Year (zag-mu(.ak)), probably fell at thewhich in Ur

beginning of the month Mashdagu, and at the "Great Festival
" (Ezen-mab) ..•" As support Jacobsen

refers to a passage referring to Ibbi-Sin of Ur having brought a golden jar back from a campaign in

on Nanna '
s copper bath wanting in the

Elam: "so that at Ezen-mab
outhopenin, at the

place wherere the e (rite of)of) "

	

P

	

B" is performed

2.A. Sjoberg, TCS 3, 19: iti zag-mu ezem-gsl-la-za u5-di tag-ga.

3. Westenholz, OSP 2 171: 5 sum lid-ga s5-duc t zag-mu dEn-lfl-kam.

	

the entire hymn

4. Translation M. Civil, "'fhc Statue cndugsna

	

et" Kramer AV, 139--176 or
is treated by Edzard and Wilcke, "Die lj
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dars almost entirely of Arnorite influence were utilized, which, on the basis
of year-end accounting, clearly began in the spring. The months of the Old
Babylonian calendar at Mari can be reasonably well aligned with the seasons
on the basis of the months Abum, Kinunu ("brazier"), and Eburum ("har-

vest"). And the observance of the 7th Day of the 7th Month (sibilt sibim) in

Kinunu indicates that Old Babylonian Mari observed a spring New Year. And
since (1) the pre-Ur III Mari followed the Early Semitic calendar which be-
gan in the spring, and (2) the Ur III Mari calendar evolved into the Old
Babylonian Mari calendar, the Ur III Mari calendar probably began in the
spring as well.

The first month of the calendar at Emar, during the last half of the second
millennium, began with the month Sag/Zag-mu, which means "beginning/
border of the year." The only slight indication that this month occurred in
the spring is the name of the second month Niqalu. If Niqalu is related to the

first spring month of the Elnunna calendar Niggallum ("sickle"), then the
first Emar month, Sag-mu, would have occurred in the spring. The evidence
from Nuzi and Alalakh is insufficient to enable us to determine in which
month their calendars began.

Addaru was the first month of the calendar at Susa, (the seventh month
was Sibutu "seventh"), and occurred in the spring as can be noted by the stat-
ed equivalency of the tenth month Sililituwith Sabatu of the Standard Meso-

potamian calendar.
At Sippar, however, there is an indication that there may have been a fall

New Year at an early, unfortunately, undocumented period.
Greengus has reconstructed the order of the Semitic calendar from Sip-

par, assuming that the calendar began in the spring with Sibutu or Sibut. attim

as the first month of the year. l At Nuzi this same month name occurred as

warab Sabuti or warat̀l fa Sabuti; in Elam the seventh month was called Sibutu

or Sebutu and coincided with the beginning of autumn. CAD S 233 states re-
garding the derivation of the month name: "The etymology of the word is un-
certain; since according to the calendar in use in Elam, Sibutu is the seventh
month, it is possible that the month name is to be connected with "seven, "

... in spite of the occasional spellings with the zi-sign in OB. Whether the OB

festival sibut . attim and the Nuzi month Sibutu/Sabutu are to be connected

with beer-brewing, as suggested by Landsberger ... is uncertain." W.G. Lam-
bert advocates a translation "seventh " for the month Sibutu and suggests that

if indeed the translation "seventh " is correct, then the Sippar calendar com-

menced in the autumn with Eluli as the first month. 2

1.The occurrence of Sibi7t dattim in the spring is proved by VAS 9 139 and 140, wherein the tablet

was dated by the month Sibnnt Jattim and the envelope by l ' i bara-zrg-gar.

2. NABU 1989/4, 64.

-- OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND

There is no corroborating evidence from Old Babylonian Sippar that the
naming of years ever began in the autumn. Moreover, since Sippar main-
tained the Southern-Mesopotamian calendar as well, which began in the
spring, it seems unlikely that different year names would have been used to
date the tablet, depending upon the calendar used. Nor is there year-end ac-
counting occurring during the months Timm or kindInanna, which would
have occurred had Eluli 'been the first month. Lastly, there is no evidence of
a New Year's festival in either Sibut . attim or Eluli. The month Sibut.'atom was
the occasion for the initiation of a young girl as a naditu, a cloistered woman
dedicated to the god pair Shamash and Aja, l which might reflect purposely
beginning the service of a naditu at the beginning of the year.

Noting the many ways in which the Sippar calendar differed from the
Amorite calendars, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the Sippar calendar
attested in the Old Babylonian tablets, rather than being a strictly Amorite
calendar, was a combination of an earlier, non-Amorite Sippar tradition in-
tegrated with the Amorite calendar. And, therefore, there is a possibility that
this earlier Sippar calendar commenced in the fall.

Nisannu was the first month of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar as
noted in lexical lists, economic documents, and in other texts such as an in-
scription of Sennacherib: "The month Nisannu, the first month." 2

A limestone slab discovered in 1908 has been dubbed the Gezer Calendar,
though it is not a true calendar, but rather a seasonally ordered listing of ag-
ricultural activities. 3 Talmon places the authoring of this document between
950-925 B.C. 4 This document lists an agricultural activity for each month or
two month period, although never providing the actual month names. The
list concludes with the summer months, which has raised the possibility that
the starting point of the activities in this tablet mirrors the start of the local
calendar, i.e., the calendar began in the autumn. But this can hardly be
called proof that the calendar began in the autumn.

The calendar at Ugarit may have begun in the spring as elsewhere through-
out the Near East, as noted by de Moor:

Now there exists some evidence that this date too may have been regarded
as a New Year at Ugarit. ... king Krt had to bake bread during the fifth and
the sixth months for his campaign against Udm. Thus it is likely that the
campaign started in the seventh month. After a week's march his army en-
counters firewood gatherers... As the gathering of firewood took place in
September and early October it is almost certain that ... refer to a year be-

1. PBS 8/2 183; edited by R. Harris, "The Naditu Woman," Studies Oppenheim, 110ff.
2. 01P 2 136:24.
3. Published by R.A.S. Macalister, Excavations at Geier, 11 24ff. For a discussion of this text, see p. 383.
4. S. Talmon, "The Gezer Calendar and the Seasonal Cycle of Ancient Canaan,"JAGS 83 (1963),

177 . 187.
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ginning about the time of the vernal equinox. ... Whereas the Ugarit cultic
year appears to begin in autumn and the civil year in the spring ... I

It has been suggested that biblical material indicates that the calendar of
the northern kingdom, Israel, began in the fall. 2 Cogan, while suggesting the

likelihood of a fall New Year in Israel, prefaces his statement with "Though
the evidence is inconclusive."s Vanderkam notes "No part of the Bible or
even the Bible as a whole presents a full calendar; information about these
matters must be gleaned from occasional, often incidental references to
dates, days, months, seasons, and years."4 We are skeptical about the value of
biblical material for reconstructing the pre-exilic calendar of the Hebrews
with any degree of certainty. Not only is the source material for such books
as Kings lacking, but the original editions of these secondary works are also
lacking. The only extant copies are the product of varying degrees of editing
over the centuries, editing which in some instances inserted political or reli-
gious biases. There is, of course, no doubt that the Bible contains informa-
tion on the early Hebrew cultic calendar, but without contemporaneous
source material, the study of the pre-exilic Hebrew calendar cannot progress

beyond scholarly speculation.
There is a first-millennium B.C. New Year's (rs. g.n.nm) ritual in Demotic

script. 5 The ritual, celebrated in the seventh month, represents the tradition
of exiles from Rash, a country which at one time was captured by Asshurba-
nipal on his expedition against Elam. Aside from the possibility of a fall year
in an early native Sippar calendar, this then is the earliest unequivocal evi-
dence of a fall New Year in the ancient Near East.

1.J. C. de Moor, The Seasonal Pattern in the Ugaritic Myth of Ba'lu, AOAT 16, 61-62. We do not
concur with de Moor's suggestion that the cultic year began in the fall. Rather, the cultic year in the
Near East seems to be based around the equinoxes, thus two beginnings within each twelve month
period.

2. Sec most recently B. Goldstein and A. Cooper, "The Festivals of Israel and Judah and the
Literary History of the Pentateuch," jAOS 110 (1990), 23; and M. Cogan, "Chronology," The Anchor

Bible Dictionary I (New York, 1992), 1006.

3. Cogan, op. cit.

4. "Calendars, Ancient Israelite and Early Jewish," The Anchor Bible Dictionary I (New York, 1992), 814.

5, R. Steiner, "The Aramaic Text in Demotic Script: The Liturgy of a New Year's Festival Imported
from Bethel to Sycne by Exiles from Rash,"JAOS I11 (1991). 362-363. For further discussion of this
text, see p. 452.
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THE THIRD MILLENNIUM B.C.

Early Semitic Calendars

Based on economic documents unearthed at ancient Ebla, Pettinato recon-

structed a calendar used at Ebla during the reigns of Igri g-I3alam and Ebri-

um.l The same calendar was identified by Charpin as being in use at pre-

Sargonic Mari. 2 The occurrence of these month names on tablets from mul-

tiple sites, including Gasur (later Nuzi), Abu Salabikh, and E§nunna-

though at these latter sites the paucity of dated material provides only a few

month names-led Pettinato to label this calendar the 'Semitic calendar of

the third millennium', stating "this designation took rise from the names of

the months which are Semitic and for the most part West Semitic, and from

the diffusion of this calendar throughout the whole Near East during the pe-

riod from circa 2600 to 2200 B.C. "3

Pettinato assigned Ha-li as the first month of this Early Semitic calendar,

whereas Charpin suggested that I-siwas the first month. Gelb's analysis of the

month names of this calendar led him to suggest that neither Pettinato's nor

Charpin 's suggestion as to the first month of the year was likely to be cor-

rect. 4 Thus, although the sequence of month names was established, there

was no unanimity as to which month constituted the first month of the year.

We suggest that the first month of this Early Semitic calendar was Za-'a-

tum, based on the following observations.

1. "II Calendario Semitico del 3. Millennio Ricostruito sulfa Base dei Testi di Ebla," OA 16 (1977).
257ff. and 11 calendario di Ebla al tempo del Re IbbiSipi9 sulfa base di TM.75.G.427," AfO 25 (1974-
77), 1ff.

2. "Mari et le calendrier d'Ebla,"RA 76 (1982), 1ff.

3. Pettinato Archives, 147; Pettinato, "II Calendario Semitico del 3. Millennio Ricostruito sulfa
Base del Testi di Ebla," OA 16 (1977), 257 had originally labeled this calendar the "Old Eblaite
calendar (vecchio calendrio diEbla), " as opposed to a second calendar utilized later in Ebla (nuovo
calendrio di Ebla). Pettinato Archives, 148 suggests " the West Semitic names of the months indicate
Ebla as the likely center for its [the calendar 's] radiation. " However, there is no real evidence to
establish its city of origin, particularly in light of assuredly many as yet unexcavated West Semitic sites.

4. 1J. Gelb, "Mari and the Kish Civilization, " Mari in Retrospect (Winona Lake, 1992), 137:
"Irrespective of whether the MN figlum is interpreted as the month of the greatest cold or the
greatest heat, its placement as the tenth month of the Semitic Calendar by Pettinato, or the second
month by Charpin, cannot possibly be right."
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n In a large proportion of pre-Sargonic Mari texts the month Iq-za is

the final month in which an accounting has been performed over
several months. ]

>- The first month of the year, as demonstrated by Charpin on the ba-
sis of his Mari text no. 7 which spans two years, must be after
MAxGANAIenu-SAG (and most likely MAxGANAtenu-UGUR as well)

and before Gi-um. Thus the first month was I-si, Iq-za, or Za-'a-tum.

• Our proposed positioning places the New Eblaite month se-kin-
ku5 as the twelfth month, the same position as at Nippur, Adab and
Drehem, and within one month of its position at Laga§ and Ur.
Placing I-si first, as Charpin suggests, causes §e-kin-ku 5 to occur lat-
er than in any other Near Eastern calendar.

• This positions the month I-ri-sd "seeding" as the fourth month, the
same position as the Nippur month §u-numun "seeding. "

a The existence of an intercalary Iq-za andse-kin-ku5 increases the

likelihood that Iq-za and §e-kin-ku 5 were the twelfth months of
their respective calendars, since the most common intercalary po-
sition was after the twelfth month.

• If the month Za- 'a-tum does indeed mean "flocks " as Pettinato and
Gelb suggest, the first month approximately corresponds to the pe-
riod of the birth of the new sheep and goats. Gelb states "Obviously
the month was named after the period during which sheep and
goats yeaned, that is, bore their lambs and kids. This normally
takes place in the spring in the Near East." 2

If Za-'a-tum was the first month (and therefore §e-kin-ku 5, the month of
the barley harvest, was the twelfth month), then this indicates that the year
at Ebla began in the spring, as elsewhere throughout the Near East.

A second calendar was also in use at Ebla, although later in date. It was
apparently a native Eblaite calendar, since none of the months have been
identified on tablets from other sites and, according to Gelb, the language is
Eblaic. 3 It may be significant that the Early Semitic calendar month names
do not contain theophoric elements, but rather are agricultural in nature, a
situation which enabled this early Semitic calendar to be somewhat universal
in its application. However, the new Eblaite calendar (apparently in use
"only at the time of the last king of Mari, Jibb ' -Zikir "4) contains several god

L D. Charpin, "Tablettes presargoniqucs de Mari," MARI 5 (1987) nos. 8, 9, 10, 17.

2. Gelb, op. cit., 138.

3. Gclb, op. cit., 147.

4. Gelb, op. cit., 145.

names and appears to be native to Ebla, replacing the commonly shared Ear-
ly Semitic calendar. The continued use of the Early Semitic calendar else-
where may be the reason that an Eblaite text (TM.75.G.2096) contains
months from the new Eblaite calendar mixed with months from the Early
Semitic calendar. In fact both the Early Semitic and new Eblaite calendar
names for the seventh month occur on the same tablet.

The Early Semitic Calendar 1

The months of the Early Semitic calendar are attested mainly in documents
from Ebla and Mari, although occasional references are found from E§nun-
na, Abu $alabikh, Gasur, and Laga§.

i.

	

Za- 'a-tum

Ebla For references see Pettinato OA 16 (1977), 275 and note
TM.75.G.1441 ( iti Za-'a-na), TM.75.G.1441 ( iti Za-'a-na-at),
TM.75.G.3958+3969 ( iti Za-'a-trim).

Mari2	Charpin no. 23

Abu Salabikh OIP 99 no. 513 3

E§nunna

	

MAD 1 296, 300
Laga§

	

ITT 1 1291

Both Pettinato and Gelb suggest a meaning "sheep and goats," or "flocks,"
related to Hebrew ¢O 'n.

ii. Gi-um

Ebla

	

For references see Pettinato OA 16 (1977), 275 and note
TM.75.G.2086 itiNI:GI; note MEE 1 xxxv and 282 for IGI-li.

Mari

	

Charpin, no. 7 (itiG[i--NI]), 31 ( iti Gi-NI); Charpin, MARI 6
nos. 38,40

E§nunna

	

MAD 1 102, 292, 299

1. Gelb, op. cit., 143: "The occurrence of the names in the normal or indeterminate states clearly
indicates that iti in the structure iti MN is a graphic auxiliary ..., and does not form part of the
construct with the MN in the genitive. " For a more complete discussion of the meaning of these
month names (as well as references to other pertinent material), see Pettinato, "II Calendario
Semitico del 3. Millennio Ricostruito sulla Base dei Testi di Ebla," OA 16 (1977), 272ff. Since the
publication of OA 16, Pettinato has tentatively translated some of the months in Pettinato Archives
which he had previously left untranslated in OA 16.

2. These references are to the text number as presented by Charpin in "Tablettes prhsargoniques
de Mari," MARI 5 (1987), 68ff.

3. For this identification, see P. Steinkeller, RA 78 (1984), 87.
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Gelb offers no meaning for the name, although suggesting that the or-
thography Gi-NI is most likely to be read Gi 3; Pettinato suggests reading

ki-11, "measuring." Mander, MEE 10, 203, reads: ki-li "(feast of the month

of) heat."

/ ,Ha-li-da

Ebla

	

For references see Pettinato OA 16 (1977) 272 and note

TM.75.G.1630 ( itiHa-li-tu), TM.75.G.1221 ( ituJJa-li),

TM.75.G.1340 ( itiJJa-li3).

Mari

	

Charpin, nos. 7, 16, 33 (all: iti J,fa-li)

Umma

	

MCS 9/1 233 ( id ,Ua-l:da)

Gasur

	

HSS 10 41, 82, 125 ( ttu JJa-li-it)

Laga.§

	

RTC 117 (iti tia-li-t)

Gelb offers no meaning for the name; Dahood and Pettinato suggest a re-
lationship with the Ugaritic month hit and translate "phoenix. "

iv. I-ri-sf

Ebla

	

For references see Pettinato OA 16 (1977), 273 and note

TM.75.G.1559 ( itiRi-sa).

Mari

	

Charpin nos. 11, 23; Charpin, MARI 6 no. 41

Egnunna

	

MAD 1 273, 306 (iti l-rl-sa-at)

Pettinato translates the month name as "sowing. " Gelb suggests that the

month name may derive from one of two different Semitic roots: "Appar-

ently, there is a confusion between two roots, one I3RS, IIRT, IIRT 'to cul-

tivate', 'to see', and the other 'R$ that is known from Arabic garasa 'to

plant (trees, herbs, etc.)'.

v. Ga-suml

Ebla

	

For references see Pettinato OA 16 (1977), 272.

Gelb, noting that "the initial sibilant of -sum is d ... at Ebla,"2 suggests that

the month name may be related to gazazum, "to shear (sheep)," or to the

Akkadian verbs kazazum, kasasum, or kasasum, etc. However, the fifth

month of the year is far past the time for shearing sheep and goats and
thus we do not support the possibility of the month meaning "shearing."

1. Pettinato, "II Calendario Semitico del 3. Millennio Ricostruito sulla Base dci Testi di Ebla, " OA

16 (1977), 283 note 34 suggests that the Gasur text HSS X 166 v. 1 be restored as Ca-sum.

2. Gelb, op. cit., 138.

Pettinato suggests reading ga-s"tim, "rains." However, the fifth month is
during the dry season.

vi. 1.NUN.NAat

Ebla

	

For references see Pettinato OA 16 (1977) 273 and note
TM.75.G.1629 ( iti l.NUN), TM.75.G.1537 ( ttI I.NUN.NA),
TM.75.G.1405 ( tti1.NUN.NA-at).

Mari

	

Charpin, nos. 7, 10, 19 (all: idI.NUN.NA), 20 ( iti 1.NUN)

Gelb suggests that the month name was fim'at "ghee," (1.NUN being the
Sumerian term for ' ghee'), noting this interpretation "makes sense only
if it is assumed that the month was so named because the best kind of but-
ter (or ghee) was produced only during that month of the year. This sug-
gestion is partly confirmed by the existence of l.nun.nun 'noble butter',
that is, the best kind of butter, as a basis of l.nun ... in the new Calendar
of Ebla." 1

vii. Za-LUL

Ebla

	

For references see Pettinato OA 16 (1977), 275.
Mari

	

Charpin nos. 5, 9, 12
Gasur

	

HSS 10 63, 144, 170

Pettinato and Mander read $a-lul "processions"; Charpin reads Za-lul, and
Steinkeller reads Za-LUL. 2 Gelb suggests that a reading Za-nar is just as
likely as $a-lul and notes the personal names Za-na-ri, Za-na-ru-um, the god
dZa-na-ru-um, and the zannarwlyre.

viii. I-ba4-sa

Ebla

	

For references see Pettinato OA 16 (1977), 273.
Mari

	

Charpin nos. 9, 10, 12, 24, 37
Adab

	

OIP 14 165 ( id7-ba-I°a-ai)

Gelb suggests that the Adab month name I-ba-.ia-ai derives from paldlutn,
to anoint." 3 However, in regard to the Eblaite orthography he states: "Its

derivation from paiaium ... and its relation to I-ba4-sa of Ebla-Mari, are un-
explainable. "4

1.Gelb, op. cit., 138-139.
2. Mander, MEE 10 35; P. Steinkeller, "The Sumerian Verb i u g„(LUL)*," SEL 1 (1984), 12.
3. Gelb, MAD 3 219.
4. I .J. Gelb, "Mari and the Kish Civilization," Mari in Retrospect (Winona Lake, 1992), 139.
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ix. MAxGANAtenu-sag

Ebla

	

For references see Pettinato OA 16 (1977), 274.

Mari

	

Charpin, nos. 6, 7, 9, 32

Gelb suggests that the element SAG in this month name probably means
"earlier" and that -SIG7 in the month name MAxGANAtentiSIG7 should

therefore mean "later, " parallel to the month names *Babir malri and

*Ba(}ir warki (see below). (We have followed Charpin's reading UGUR

rather than SIG7). Gelb has no suggestion as to the meaning of the sign
MAxGANAtenii, but notes that these two month names are Semitic, since
the other ten months are Semitic.

Archi suggests that MAxGANAteni1 may denote a type of fruit (thus the

months of "first fruits" and "ripe fruits " ), 1 which, as Charpin observes,
may be based upon the similar terms giipes(=MA), "figs, " and GI$.MAguni

= gi§bakbur, "apple."2

In the third millennium the sign GANA has a reading burux and mean-

ing "harvest: " Therefore, perhaps the sign MAxGANAtenu indicates the

fig(?) harvest. 3 If so, this month referred to the first fig (or other fruit)
harvest, whereas the next month referred to the latter harvest.

ix2. MAxGANAtenu-sag 2

Ebla

	

For references see Pettinato OA 16 (1977), 275.

x. MAxGANAtent2-1 gur

Ebla

	

For references see Pettinato OA 16 (1977,) 274.

Mari

	

Charpin, nos. 8, 9, 10, 17

We have followed the reading of Charpin, who reads the last sign UGUR

according to the suggestion of Civil, who, in turn, interpreted this writing
as indicating EGIR, "later.*4 Although Gelb (see above) reads SIG7, he too

interprets this sign as indicating "later. " Other readings of this last sign

have been IGI-tenuxKASKAL, GUDU4, IGI-gunu. 5 For this month possibly re-
ferring to the latter fig (or other fruit) harvest, see our discussion of the
ninth month, above. We have no suggestion as to the Semitic month name
which this Sumerian orthography represented.

1.ARET 1284.
2. D. Charpin, "Tabtettesprisargoniques de Mari," MARI 5 (1987), 74.

3. For the reading burn, sec pp. 43, 70.
4. Charpin, op. cit.
5. For references sec Charpin, op. cit., 74.

EARLY SEMITIC CALENDARS

Xi. I-Si

For references see Pettinato OA 16 (1977), 274 and note
TM.75.G.1998 ( iti75t)

Mari

	

Charpin, nos. 8, 27; Charpin, MARI 6 no. 39
Abu Salabikh OIP 99 no. 508

Gelb offers no meaning for the name; Pettinato suggests reading
"fires."

xii.

	

Iq-za

Ebla For references see Pettinato OA 16 (1977), 273 and note
TM.75.G.1305 ( iti7A:1Q).

Mari Charpin, nos. 8, 9, 10, 17, 21, 25 ( iti liq-za), 26 ( iti l-iq),

Gasur

Laga§

Nippur

HSS 10 96 ( iti lq-zum)

ITT 1 1291 ( itilq-zum)

28 (iti liq-z6)

Westenholz OSP 2 no. 4 ( iti lq-zum)

Gelb suggests a meaning "heat, " though noting: "The choice of the mean-
ing of the MN Jigsum lies between ' cold' and ' heat ' . The adduced parallel
with the noun based on Qj$, which in other Semitic languages means
'heat', ' summer', or in which it denotes a month name, favors the mean-
ing 'heat' for Jigsum. On the other hand, the existence of the Akkadian
opposites kasum (Q$J) 'cold' and ba(Iirum ' heat' ... leads to the conclusion
that if the MN Babir means 'heat', ..., then the MN Jigsum must denote its
opposite, namely ' cold'. »1 However, if the positioning of this month as the
twelfth month is correct, then neither a translation "heat" nor "cold" is ap-
propriate. Pettinato suggests a meaning "harvest": "Questo nome lo farei
derivare dalla radice gz' "tagliare" (ebr.) riferendolo al raccolto del gra-
no. "2 Since this month was the last month, it might be appropriate to sug-
gest a possible relationship with Hebrew Ts, "end."

xiii. Iq-za 2

Ebla

	

For references see Pettinato OA 16 (1977), 273.

1. Gelb, op. cit., 136.
2. Pcttinato, OA 16 (1977), 273.

Ebla
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The New Eblaite Calendar

According to Gelb, this calendar is written in the Eblaite language: "Even
though none of the names is written clearly in Eblaic, their phonetic and
morphemic features (r/l, omission of -urn, vowel alternation and elision)
leave little doubt that the later calendar is written in that language."' The as-

signment of dAMA-ra as the first month of this calendar is based upon our as-

signment of Za- 'a-tum as the first month of the Old Semitic calendar. Since
some Ebla texts mix the two calendrical systems, the correspondences of the
months in the two calendars can be established. There are also references to
variant month names for months 3, 6, and 8. The following months comprise

the New Eblaite calendar: 2

month.' The tablet contains eight other month names from the Eblaite
calendar, thereby limiting this month's position to four possibilities. And
based upon the order of the month names on this tablet, the month oc-
curred after nidba-dKa-mi-i§ and before Ir-me. Thus it replaced either BAD-
li or nidba-d'A-da and since an alternate iti l.NUN(.NUN) occurs as a variant
for nidba-d 'A da, it is more likely that this month was a variant for the
third month. This is also the conclusion reached by Mander (MEE 10 no. 1).

iv. dAs-cla-PtL

Variant: iti nidbadA§-da-P1L; the month: "The feast/offerings ofA§daPIL." 2
The month it'AI-ta-bi occurs at Level VII Alalakh.

v<
i.

	

dl§bara (=dAMA-ra)
vi'.

The month: "(The food-offerings/festival of) I§bara. "3

NI.DU

d'A-da

ii.

	

dKk-mi-i§

Variant: itinidba-do-mi-B, itinidbadI(a-me-i§; the month: "The food offer-

ings of Kami§."The god Famish was the chief god of the Moabites, the bib-
lical deity Chemosh, the deity after whom the city Carchemish ("Quay of

Chemosh ") was named.

iii'. BAD-li

Pettinato, reading Be-li, interprets this month as meaning "lord," under-

standing it as a reference to a festival of Dagan. 4 Gelb argues that this or-

thography with the sign -li indicates that an interpretation /Be'll/ is

untenable.

iii2 . GIS IG DUB

Mander (MEE 10 1) reads this month name as gi g-gal-tagx . One of the doc-

uments from Ebla contains two references to this otherwise unattested

1. Gelb, op. cit., 147.

2. For references to the variants see Pettinato, "II calendario di Ebla al tempo del Re IbbiSipil

sulla base di TM.75.G.427, " MO 25 (1974-77), 1ff. For references to votive offerings supplied

throughout the year to deities at Ebla during this period, see L. Cagni, "Offerte sacriticali e votive ad

Ebla, " Wirtschaf and Gesellschafl von Ebla, HSAO 2, H. Waetzoldt and H. Hauptmann, eds.

(Heidelberg, 1988), 181-198.

3. For the reading Itbara for the orthography dAb1A.RA, sec most recently Sticglitz, Essays on Ebla,

82 with references; P. Xclla, "Bemerkungen zum Pantheon von Ebla," Wirtschafl and Gesellschaft von
Ebla, HSAO 2, H. Wactzoldt and H. Hauptmann, cds. (Heidelberg, 1988), 352.

4. Pettinato Archives, 257.

Variant: itinidbad'A-da; the month: "The food offerings of Ada," the
storm-god elsewhere called Adad or Hadad.

vie. .NUN

Variants I.NUN.NUN, A.NUN.NUN; this name is presumably a continuance
of the sixth month of the Early Semitic calendar, which Gelb suggests may
have been pronounced Jim 'at ' ghee.'

vii. Ir-me

Variant: )'la-mu

viii'. &u-lu-mu / bur-mu

Variant ]u-ru12-lu.(see Gelb, op. cit., 146).

viii2 . NE.GAR

Three pre-Sargonic calendars contain months referring to the kindling of
fires: itine-girx (UM) at Ur, itine-IZI-gar at Nippur, and itigu4-ra IZI-mtS-mit
at Laga§. However, we cannot position the Ur month in its proper season and

1. Sec O.O. Edzard, Archivi Reali di Ebla Tesli-Il, Vr wallungstexte Verschiedenen Inhalts, no. 5.
2. Stieglitz, Essays on Ebla, 82 suggests that this god 's name was ° 'A1tapir; "seems to me to

correspond to the Ugaritic itpr, rather than to its Hurrian equivalent Mtabi."
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the Nippur and Laga§ months occurred in the summer or spring) The
Brazier festival (kinunu), a winter observance probably based upon the
need to combat the cold and early darkness, is attested in the seventh
month in the Old Babylonian period at Mari, E§nunna, and Tell Rimah
and in the ninth month at Nuzi. 2 Thus it is quite possible that the eighth
Ebla month, itiNE.GAR, is named for the observance of a festival similar in
nature to the Brazier festival-possibly this Ebla month was actually pro-
nounced Kinunu. Perhaps the orthography NE.GAR should be read ne-gar,
thereby paralleling the Ur month ne-girx, meaning "brazier," rather than
reading izi-gar, "to light a fire. " Note the entry: 2 gikpeI NE-gar lugal ("2
fig trees for the brazier(?) of the king") on a pre-Sargonic tablet from Mari
dating to the sixth month. 3

There is a reference to the "day" or "time" (UD) of the NE.GAR obser-
vance in an Ebla text. 4

ix. UD.DU(=E)

Note the late bilingual lexical equation e = fie-tu-ii Id KA (Antagal D 62,
CAD B 14 sub babu A) and the existence of the Susa month at the begin-
ning of the second millennium B.C.: pit babi. For the festival called "Open-
ing-of-the-Gate" in second and first millennia B.C. Mesopotamia, see p.
363. Thus perhaps this Eblaite month $ may designate the exiting of the
god(s) from his/their temple(s) in a major procession, rather than inter-
preting the month as "expenses" as Pettinato suggests.

x. SUKU

The month name means "food offerings" (kurummatu) and would appear
to be a shortened form for an as yet unidentified longer month name.
There is a reference in an economic document from Ebla to the "day " or
" time " of food offerings (UD SUKU).5

1. According to Pettinato, a festival may be indicated by the month name izi-gar, bul/rumu,
"consecration, " which "as observed by my colleague M. Dahood. could well refer to the sacrifice of
children, a widespread practice among the Punic peoples of the first millennium B.C. " (Pettinato
Archives, 257). This interpretation is rather unlikely.

2. For a discussion of the kinunu festival sec pp. 392-394.
3. D. Charpin, "rablettes presargoniques de Mari," MAW 5 (1987), 79 no. 19.
4. Pettlnato Archives, 257.
5. Pettinato II Culto, 36.

EARLY SEMITIC CALENDARS

xi. dA-dam-ma-um

Variants: A-dam-ma, A-dam-ma-urn, dA-da-ma-um; the month: "(The food-
offerings / festival of) Adamma." 1 The Emar calendar, almost a thousand
years later, contained a month dA-dam, possibly an evolved form of the
same deity.

xii. s̀e-kin-ku5

For a discussion of the meaning and reading of this common month
name, see our discussion of the twelfth month of the Nippur calendar.

xiii. §e-kin-ku5 2

Festivals at Ebla

Based upon the month names of the new Eblaite calendar, the following
schedule of festivals can be discerned at Ebla:

i.

	

Festival of the goddess I§bara
ii.

	

Festival of the god Kami§

	

iv.

	

Festival of the god MdaPIL
v.

	

vi.

	

Festival of the god 'A-da
vii.

	

viii.

	

The Brazier(?) festival
ix.
x.

	xi.

	

Festival of the goddess Adamma
xii.

Pettinato also notes references in economic documents to feasts for the
gods Agu, Nidakul and Rasap. Other possible festivals or observances are at-
tested in the economic documents:

u4 °h-sI-pit ( "the day of the ingathering") 2
u4IB.SES.23

I. For this goddess note most recently Stieglitz (Essays on Ebla, 79): "Eblaite Adam(m)a is not
Hurrian, but a Semitic name, or title, of a netherworld goddess."

2. Pettinato II Culto, 36. This, of course, brings to mind the much later Hebrew holiday Sukkoth,
which is also known as Hag he'asff, "the Festival of the Ingathering."

3. Pettinato II Culto, 36.
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U4 GIRxgunfi'''' ("the day of the ...-bird")1

U4 ma-wa-tim2

u4 ni-ba dBE SAL dNi-da-KUL 3

u4 SAGSU4

U4 g'lze5

U4 tu-ra-sit6

u, nidba dEn-ki lu gi§-nu-kiri 6 ( "the day of the feast/offerings of Enki of `the
garden ' ") 7

ezem-'NE-lab

ezemdSa-ma-gan ("the festival of the god Samagan") 9

mar za-ti910

nidba dKu-ra ("festival/offerings of Kura'') 11 and cf. in u4 du-du nidba 1-gil e
dKu-ra "on the occasion (of) going (to) the anointing ceremony (of) the
temple (of the god) Kura."12

sikil ("(the festival) of purification") 13

1. Pettinato Il Cuho, 36.

2. Pettinato Ii Culto, 37 where Pettinato suggests that the Semitic word ma-wa-tim in this context
might mean 'ater," "country," or "death."

3. Pettinato It Culto, 37; for the possible identification of this god with the moon-god, see W.G.
Lambert, "The Identity of the Eblaite God Nidakul," OA 23 (1984), 44ff. and A. Archi, "Diffusione
del Culto di DNI.DA.KUL," Studi Eblaiti I/7-8 (1979), 105ff.

4. Pettinato II Culto, 38.

5. Pettinato II Cullo, 38; see p. 210 for a ritual zi-ga-z6-na "palm waving " at Ur III Uruk.

6. Pettinato II Culto, 38 where Pettinato suggests that the name of the observance may derive from
Sumerian TU-ra, "to enter. "

7. MEE 10 no. 3 obv. 8-10 and see MEE 10, 26 for other references.

8. Pettinato II Culto, 37.

9. Pettinato II Culto, 37.

10. MEE 10 no. 1 = ARET 25 rev. i. The text records sheep being brought for what Mander
suggests might be some type of feast, perhaps to be identified with the mrzh observance (see pp. 344-
345).

11. MEE 10 no. 21.

12. Translation Mander, MEE 10 no. 40.

13. Pettinato Archives, 257; Pettinato 11 Culto, 37-38.

EARLY SEMITIC CALENDARS

Other Months from Sargonic Tablets

The following six month names occur on tablets dating to the Sargonic pe-
riod and were not part of the Early Semitic calendar used at Ebla and Mari:

Ba-bi-ir IGI

Adab

	

OIP 14 92 (Ba-bi-irIGI)
E§nunna

	

MAD 1 154 (Ba-bi-ir MA)
Mari

	

Durand MARI 3 (1984), 264 (Ba-bi-irMA)
Nippur

	

PBS 9 119 = OSP 2 no. 6; AS 17 12 = OSP 2 no. 9 (Ba-bi-ir
IGLME)

Gelb reads this and the following month as Babir mabri "Earlier Heat" and
Babir warki "Later Heat," suggesting that these two months may corre-
spond to July and August, when the heat was most intense. Westenholz,
OSP 2 202, translating "Month of the Early Hot Season, " reads Ba-bi-ir
me as Ba-bi-ir *qadmi; however, Gelb notes that IGI.ME occurs for IGI in the
Sargonic period in an inscription of Rimu§ and thus the element -ME in
the month name need not be a phonetic complement. ] The implication
of the orthography Ba-bi-ir MA, which is attested at E§nunna and Mari, is
uncertain.

Ba-bi-ir EGIR

Adab

	

Zhi Adab 973
E§nunna

	

MAD 1 184

Laga§

	

ITT 1 1079

This month name means "Later Heat."

Ga-da-ad

Gasur

	

HSS 10 166, 184; Glassner, JCS 35 (1983), 211 no. 1

pia-lu5-ut

E§nunna

	

MAD 1 153, 163, 293, 331

Sa-ni-i

Adab

	

OIP 14 117

Laga§

	

Scheil RA 22 (1925), 159

1. For a discussion of the term IGI.ME "before, " see P. Steinkeller OA 23 (1984), 33-37.
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Gelb interprets this month as "second, " thus indicating an intercalary

month, similar to Tad-ni-tim at Ur III Mari.

Ti-ru

E§nunna

	

MAD 1287

Ki§

	

MAD 4 44

For a discussion of this month name, see p. 253.

THE THIRD MILLENNIUM B.C.

Laga§ and Girsu

The pre-Sargonic tablets from Laga§ (ca. 2350 B.C.) afford insight into the
cultic celebrations for the cluster of towns comprising the Laga§-state, which
included Laga§, Girsu, Nina, Sirara and various other neighboring sites. By
this period the calendars of the Laga§-state reflected a syncretism among the
gods of the component cities and a shared observance of certain holidays.
The major festivals for the Laga§-state were the Barley and Malt Consump-
tion festivals of Ningirsu in Girsu, the Barley and Malt Consumption festivals
of Nan§e in Nina, and the festival of Baba in Laga.

The texts depict a community of cities wherein the citizens of one city
made pilgrimages to observe festivals in sister towns. The wife of.the gover-
nor was responsible for organizing the offerings and leading the procession
of pilgrims from town to town, from shrine to shrine.

For each day of the festival a list of deities or locations receiving offerings
was recorded. From year to year the order of these deities remained con-
stant. So too the offerings remained surprisingly constant in quantity and
content, consisting of meal, emmer and black beer, oil, dates, a food mixture
and bundles of fish, accompanied by sheep and lambs for the more impor-
tant deities and goats for the lesser gods. Information about these festivals is
restricted mainly to the deities and shrines for which the governor's wife
brought offerings. Assuredly there were elaborate ceremonies conducted by
the temple priests, with prayers, songs and other ritual acts. Yet there are no
preserved tablets recording this-information is restricted to royal adminis-
trative texts.

Pre-Sargonic tablets from Laga§, those spanning less than twenty years
from the second year of the governorship of Enentarzi through the seventh
year of Lugalinimgina 's kingship, contain, at a minimum, thirty distinct month
names. l Since the usage of these months cannot be grouped on the basis of

1. For another attempt at reconstructing the Lagal calendar, see Rosengarten Consommation, 406-
425. Both Landsberger, LSS 6 1/2, 43ff., and Rosengarten Consommation, 253ff. consider the tablets
listing both the Malt Consumption and Barley Consumption festivals (F6 190, RTC 35 and Nikolski
269) important in reconstructing the order of the festivals. However, if our suggested reconstruction
is valid, these festivals were not necessarily consecutive and the tablets were merely recording
contributions for the major upcoming festivals of the year.
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NUMERIC POSITIONS OF OLD SUMERIAN MONTHS

Lugalanda Uruinimgina ...
ensi

	

King...

5

	

6 7*

	

I

	

2 3 4 S

	

6

ezemdLig-si4	8

	

7

	

8

ezemdLugal-uru-bar-ra

	

2

ezem-munu4-gurdNan§e

	

9

	

9

	

9

	

8 9 9

ezemdBa-bah	12

	

11 4/11 12

	

4

§e-kin-ku5-ra

	

1

	

1

ezem-§e-guTdNan§e

	

2

	

1

	

1

	

1

gu4-ra-IZI-m6-a

	

5

	

6

sig-ba

	

8

ezem-munu4-gurdNin-gir-su

	

10

	

10

ezem-[§e/munu4]-gurdNin-gir-su

	

4

burux (=GANA2)-ma§

	

12

	

1

udu-§P §e-a-il-ladNin gir-5U

	

4

	

3

	

4

gururim-due-a

amar-a-a-si-ge

sigdBa-bae-e-ta-gar-ra

ezem-ab-8

	

10

gururdub-ba

mul-UD-sag-e-ta-lub-ba

dNin-gir-su-an-ta-sur-ra-l-gin-gin-n a

*The seventh year of Lugalanda 's reign lasted but one month; the year when Uruinimgina served as

ensi " spanned the remaining eleven months of that year.

Figure I

LAGAS AND GIRSU

the tablets' contents, it is highly unlikely that the calendars represented by
these thirty month names were the product of simultaneous usage by differ-
ent social or economic sectors in the same town(s). These thirty months ap-
pear to be from at least three separate calendars, each probably used in its
native town, such as Laga§, Girsu, Sirara and Nina, the major cities compris-
ing the Laga§-centered state) The basis for asserting distinct calendars is
threefold: (1) there are too many months for one calendar within such a
short period of time; (2) many tablets apply a numeric month notation (in
the form #-ba-am6 or #-gar-am6) in addition to the written month name, this
methodology indicating that a month name was insufficient to identify the
time period; (3) the numeric month notation on the tablets for certain
months is inconsistent and in some instances widely divergent, suggesting
that more than simple intercalation is involved (ezem- dBa-bah is 4, 11 and
12; sig-dBa-bah-e-ta-gar-ra is 3 and 11). See Figure 1 for the months occurring
on tablets utilizing a numeric month indicator.

These calendars shared many of the same names, though occurring at dif-
ferent times of the year, which would render it difficult to ascertain the ac-
tual period of a transaction without additional information. To resolve this
problem, a numeric notation in which the month number was written on the
tablet was devised to stabilize a dating system in which any of at least three
different month names from three distinct calendars could indicate the
same time period.2 It is likely that the numeric system indicated the position
of the month within the calendar year, i.e., the first spring month was con-
sidered month 1. This conclusion is based upon the months buru -ma§ and
§e-kin-ku5-ra both being first months in the numeric notation. As noted in
subsequent Laga§ calendars, both these months occur in the spring, their
names being associated with the barley harvest.

See Figure 2 for a partial reconstruction of the three calenders which con-
tained these over thirty month names-the basis of the reconstruction is ad-
mittedly highly speculative. The logic of this reconstruction is as follows:

During the three years from Uruinimgina governor to Uruinimgi-
na king 2, there are several months which suddenly occurred a nu-
merical position earlier and then once more, beginning in Uru-
inimgina 3, reverted to the numerical position in years Lugalanda
5 and 6. These months are burux ma§ ([1] to 12 to 1), gu4-ra-IZI-
mti-mu ([6] to 5 to 6), ezemdLig-si4 (8 to 7 to 8), ezem-munu 4-

gu7-dNan§e (9 to 8 to 9), ezemdBa-bah (12 to 11 to 12), and udu-

1. For the cities comprising the Laga3/Girsu city-state, see M. Yoshikawa, "]agaf and Ki-tagat,
Unug and Ki-Unug," Ada Sum 7 (1985), 1578. and Acta Sum 12 (1990), 356.

2. For the Lagaf/Girsu administrative notation possibly serving as the model from which the
Umma mu-iti notation derived, see pp. 161-162.

3

4

6

7
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RECONSTRUCTION OF OLD SUMERIAN LAGA3 CALENDARS

Calendar 1

	

Calendar 2

	

Calendar 3

i. buru,,-ma§

ii. ezemdLugal-uru-bar-ra

iii. sfg-dBa-bah-e-ta-gar-ra

iv. udu-§L §e a-fl-la-dNin gir-su

v. ezem-[ )-gurdNin-gfr-su

vi. gu4-rya-IZI-mi-mu

vii.

viii. ezemdLig-si4

ix. ezem-munu 4-gurdNan§e

x.

xi.

xii. ezemdBa-bah

ezem-§e-gurdNan§e

	

§e-kin-kus-ra

ezem-§e-gurdNin-gfr-su

	

ezem-§e-gurdNan§e

udu-§c §e a-fl-la

	

gururim-dus-a

ezemdBa-bas

	

gururdub-ba

amar-a-a-si-ge

Figure 2

a

a

LAGAS AND GIRSU

§6-§e-a4l-la-dNin-gir-su (4 to 3 to 4). Quite likely these months were
from the same calendar, since they demonstrate this same peculiar
pattern (while other months from this period do not)-therefore
they have all been placed in the calendar arbitrarily labeled Calen-
dar 1. Pairs of these months occur in the same texts, a further in-
dication that they were from the same calendar: gu4-ra-IZI-mu-min
and ezem-dLig-si4 both occur in DP 319 and ezem-munu4-gu 7-
dNan§e and idezemdBa-bag in BIN 8 357.

This unusual pattern in month number beginning in Lugalan-
da 7 was probably the result of an intercalary month occurring af-
ter the twelfth month of Lugalanda 6. Presumably the numeric
notation as well as calendars 2 and 3 inserted an intercalary month,
whereas calendar 1 did not intercalate until after the twelfth
month of Uruinimgina King 2. Therefore during the three year pe-
riod from Lugalanda 7 through Uruinimgina king 2, calendar 1
was one month out of synchronization with the other systems.

Two other months are documented as a first month, ezem-§e-gu7-
dNan§e (arbitrarily assigned to calendar 2) and §e-kin-ku 5-ra (cal-
endar 3).

DP 303 contains three presumably consecutive months: ezem-§e-
gu7-dNan§e, ezem-§e-gu7-dNin-gfr-su and udu-§e-§e-a-fl-la. The month
ezem-§e-gu7-dNan§e (which is the first month of calendar 2 [see
above]) is recorded as a second month in Lugalanda 7. However,
calendar 1 months in that year are one month earlier. Thus if the
reference in Lugalanda 7 is to a month from calendar 1, then the
month ezem-§e-gu7- dNan§e should normally be the third month.
However, if the above reference to the three consecutive months
is to the same calendar as the one in Lugalanda 7, then they cannot
be from calendar 1, since the three months would have to be posi-
tions 3 (=ezem-§e-gory-dNan§e), 4 (=ezem-§e-gu7-dNin-gfr-su), and
5 (=udu-§d-§e-a-Il-la). Yet ezem-§e-gory- dNin-gfr-su cannot be the
fourth month of calendar 1, since udu-0-§e-a-fl-la-dNin-gfr-su is the
fourth month of calendar 1 (see above). And since ezem-§e-gu7-
dNan§e is the first month of calendar 2, the reference from Lugal-
anda 7 to ezem-§e-gu7-dNan§e being the second month must there-
fore be from calendar 3.

Since the months guru7-dub-ba and ezem-dBa-bag are fourth
months in calendars 2 and 3, (in calendar 1 the fourth month is
ezem-§e-gu7-dNin-gfr-su), the only calendar in which there is room
for the three consecutive months referenced above is calendar 2.
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Based upon the positions determined above, several other months

can be assigned positions:

(1) The third and fourth months guru?-im-dug-a and guru7-
dub-ba, which, based on similarity of construction, may be from
the same calendar, can only be placed in calendar 3 (since this
is the only calendar with positions 3 and 4 both vacant).

(2) EzemdBa-bag then must be month 4 of calendar 2.

(3) ezem-[x]-gu7-dNin-gir-su must be month 5 of calendar 1. (It
is numeric month 4 [or month 5 in calendar 1 which is a month
off] but the fourth positions of calendars 2 and 3 are already as-

signed.)

(4) sig-dBa-bag-e-ta-gar-ra must be month 3 of calendar 1 (since
this is the only calendar with position 3 available).

(5) ezem 'Lugal-uru-bar-ra must the second month in calendar 1.

In the later Laga§ calendars, the month amar-a-a-si precedes §e-kin-
ku5-ra and since in this pre-Sargonic period amar-a-a-si-ge is a
twelfth month and §e-kin-ku5-ra is a first month, they are likely to
be in the same calendar in this period as well-thus amar-a-a-si-ge

is probably the twelfth month of calendar 3.

The following months can be only partially placed:

(1) sig-ba is the eighth month in either calendar 2 or 3;

(2) ezem-munu4-gu 7-dNans-e is the ninth month in either calen-

dar 2 or 3;

(3) ezem-§e-gu7-dNin-gir-su and ezem-ab-8 are tenth months in

calendars 2 and 3;

(4) sig-dBa-bah-e-ta-gar-ra is the eleventh month in either cal-

endar 2 or 3.

The one reference which we cannot fit into this proposed reconstruction

is the month udu-§e -§e-a-il-la-dNin-gir-su, which is recorded as the fourth

month in Uruinimgina governor. We expect this month to be listed as the
fifth month in calendar 1. And we cannot place it in either calendar 2 or 3
as the fourth month. Either the scribe of this tablet utilized calendar 1 and
made a mistake or tried to realign the months correctly, or this tablet repre-

sents a fourth calendrical system.
Several month names from tablets with numeric notation appear to have

been used just once, having replaced the standard month name to mark a

special event. These months include dNin-gir-su a-gibil an-ta-sur-ra-ka-na i-

gin-gin-a, dNin-dar e-gibil-na i-gin-gin-a, dBa-bah e-gibil-na gin-gin-a, rnul-UD

LAGAS AND GYRSU

sag e-ta-§ub-a, lei-Unu ki-ga-3-kam-ma-gin-na, and igi-nam-giriX (UM)-ni ba-
dab5-ba. There are many other month names without any numeric notation,
which undoubtedly fill the lacunae in the proposed reconstruction, while
others may represent still more calendars from neighboring towns.

itiezem-dNin-gir-su-ka buruX (=GANA2)-ma.4-ba / idninda-buruXmas`-ka

In the pre-Sargonic period the month name occurs in two forms: "(the
month of) the festival of Ningirsu, (when) the burumal is distributed" (DP
152) and "(the month of) the breads of the burumar (DP 229). By the Ur III
period the month evolved simply into itiburu14-ma§.

On an Ur III school(?) tablet listing the twelve Girsu months, beginning
with the tenth month (NBC 7439 transliterated below), this month is written
itiburum-ma§. A reading buruX for GANA2 has already been proposed by
Krecher, who noted in a third millennium text the expression u4-GANA 2-ka,
instead of the expected u4-buru14-ka, as designating the time for repayment
of a loan. ] Krecher notes the lack of pre-Sargonic occurrences of the
BURU14-sign (which contains an inscribed GAN2-sign). The Girsu school tab-
let proves Krecher's suggestion that the GANA 2-sign was used in the pre-Sar-
gonic period to designate "harvest."

The term ma§ in relation to bread may connote a type of share or distri-
bution as in the expression ninda-bi ma§-am6 "these breads are a share, "

which is twice attested in pre-Sargonic Laga§ documents. 2 However, whether
the term ma§ in these two passages is related to ma§ in the term buru -ma§ is
unclear.

The term buruX-ma§ is attested in an Old Babylonian copy of a Sumerian
hymn to the goddess Aruru of Ke§: 3

buruX -ma§-a-mu buruX -ma§-a-mu ma§ §u mu-gid-de
dBara2-ul-e-gar-ra buruX -ma§-a-mu ma§ §u mu-gid-di'

The expression ma§ §u gid refers to investigation by divination; thus the
above passage may mean "Baraulegarra uses divination to foretell (the
amount of) my burumaL"4 (The term ma§ in buruXma§ and ma§ in ma§ §u
gid may be a deliberate wordplay.) Interestingly, the colophon to this tablet
dates to the first month of the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar,
bara-zag-gar, the harvest period.

1.J. Krecher, "Neue sumerische Rechtsurkunden des 3. Jahrtauscnds, " ZA 63 (1973), 247. A
reading fatal For GANA, has been discussed by M. Powell, "On the Reading and Meaning of GANA 2 ,"
JCS 25 (1973), 178-184.

2. See Selz Wirtschaflsurlunden, 535.

3. CT 36 p1. 47-50, treated by S.N. Kramer, "Kel and its Fate: Laments, Blessings, Omens," Gratz
College Anniversary Volume (1971), 165-175 iii 29-30.

4. The term buruXmat occurs also in a field text (DP 591 ii 7-8): buru Xmal sipa-dNanie-ka-kam.

D
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In the pre-Sargonic period the term burux-ma§ referred to a special allot-
ment of foodstuffs (breads and beer) provided during this first month. One
text (DP 131) lists beer and various breads distributed to high-ranking tem-
ple administrators for the festival of the "Barley Consumption of Nan§e," spe-
cifically breads which were part of the buru -ma§ distribution for the

administrator (sanga) of the temple of Innana, as a =Maria-gift to the ad-

ministrator of the temple of Nan§e, for the administrator of the temple of
the Ebabbar, for the head of the scribes, for the administrator of the temple
of Ninmar, and for the administrator of the temple of Dumuzi. The various
breads and beer are summarized as "the breads and beer [are] ma. daria-gifts;

they are the burumas'. " Another similar text (Marzahn, VAS NF 9 no. 91)

records bread and beer as the &urum afor the administrators of (the temples

of) Nan§e, Ninmar, Nindar, Gatumdug, and Dumuzi, for the Ebabbar and
for the administrator of Urub. Another text (DP 130) records the distribu-

tion of bread as bummed, summarizing the list of individuals as "men allotted

the breads of the burumar (lti ninda buruXma§ ba). This list of workers in-
cludes shepherds, fishermen, royal votaries, soldiers, messengers, farmers,

and watchmen.

iti ezem-§e-gurdNan§e l

Four tablets describe the main observances of the festival of the Barley

Consumption of Nan§e. 2 A document dated to Lugalanda 3 (RTC 47) de-

1.Additional references to this month are: MVN 3 2 (2-ba-am 6); Fa 55; Fa 145; Nikolski 57 (1-

gar-am6); Nikolski 225; Nikolski 260; Genouillac TSA 36 (I-gar-am 6); HSS 3 6 (-[3] e l -gu 7-; 2-ba-am 6);

HSS 3 8 ([ itiezem.e-gu7] dNante; 1-ba-am6); HSS 3 33 (til-la-ba; 2-gar l -am6); DP 207 (' tiegir-); DP

253; DP 303; DP 306; DP 445; VAS NF 9 no. 66 (1-gar-am 6). The following references omit the
determinative ITI: VAT 4477 (Or 21 63); DP 316; Fo 60; Nikolski 151 (records ovine offerings for
Nan3e and Ningirsu-ninegara for the festival for the first day and an offering to Nan3e on the second
day); VAS NF 9 no. 52; RTC 35 (ezem-le-gu 7 ezem-munu 4-gu 7dNanle-ka); HSS 3 48; DP 87; DP 186;

DP 187; DP 189; Cros Tello 181 AO 4197. The shortened month name itiezem-ge-gu7 occurs in
Nikolski 237; the form ezem-3e-gu7 occurs in Fii 190 (goats for ezem-3e-gu7 and ezem-munu4-gu7);
Nikolski 269 (fish and turtles for ezem-3e-gu7 ezem-munu4-gu7-dNanle); VAS NF 9 no. 35 (ezem-3e-

gu7 czcm-munu4-gu7dNan3e); probably in DP 131 (buru Xma3 ezem-[3e]-gu7-dNante); RTC 33 (this
tablet, involving fish and fishermen, includes the entry: ku6 banlur-ra iti-da 3u-13A-ab-ba-l-a-kam,
"fish for the offering table for the month for ... the sea fishermen" (see Rosengarten Consommation,
254 footnote for a discussion of this expression and cf. 255 note 4); DP 201 (sheep for MesanDU
[egir-D. DP 50 lists two days of offerings for an unspecified festival, but the offering list duplicates
portions of the Barley Consumption festival of Nan3e. TSA 35 mentions the two festivals of Nan3e,
one right after the other: ku6-fl ezem-3e-gu7 ezem-munu4-gu7 dNanfe-ka.

2. Rosengarten Consommation, 252-253 discusses the issue of who actually consumed the malt or
barley, concluding that the people consumed the grain in honor of the deity, rather than the deity
being served a special offering of grain. This would explain why it was not always necessary to include
the name of the god Nan3e or Ningirsu as part of the month or festival names ezem-munu 4-gu7 and
czcm-3s-gu7. Fo 48 is an account of beer brought to the palace-complex of Lugalanda for the festival
of the Malt Consumption of Nan3e. It is worthy of note that this text includes malt beer (and in larger
quantities than the regular beer and hulled-emmcr beer).

LAGAS AND GIRSU

scribes seven days of festivities, moving from Girsu to Laga§, to Nina (for the
main celebration), back to Laga§ and returning to Girsu on the seventh day.
Another account of the festivities dating to Lugalanda 6(?) (Nikolski 23) de-
tails just six days, beginning in Laga§, moving to Nina and returning to
Laga§. The other two tablets record the same three days of activity in Uruin-
imgina 4 (DP 45 and HSS 3 41), starting in Laga§ and ending with the main
celebration in Nina.

Text DP 131 records the buruXma§ distribution to high-ranking temple
administrators for the festival of the Barley Consumption of Nan§e. Since the
buruz ma§ was distributed in the first month, the Barley Consumption of
Nan§e referred to was in the first month as well. The order of events de-
scribed for the festival is almost identical from tablet to tablet (the main dif-
ference being that the tablet from Lugalanda 3 describes the observance
beginning a day earlier at Girsu). Since it was an observance entailing a con-
siderable number of days and involving the monies and time of the wife of
the governor or king, it is likely that by this period the festival was observed
throughout the Laga§-state only once, in month 1. Thus RTC 47 describes
joint festivities in Girsu and Laga§. The naming of the second month in cal-
endar 3 for this festival may reflect a previous tradition wherein the city of
calendar 3 had at one time celebrated the festival in the second month.

The central celebration spanned three days in Nina, the first day involving
offerings to Nan§e, her family and retinue. During the last two days offerings
were restricted to Nan§e alone. Probably those living in Nina itself observed
the festival as a three day affair. Those pilgrims living north of Nina (i.e., in
Girsu and Laga§) spent an extra day or two before their arrival in Nina mak-
ing preliminary offerings in their own cities. The pilgrims from Girsu, after
a day of offerings in Girsu, joined up with the pilgrims from Laga§ and par-
ticipated in the preliminary offerings in Laga§. It took the Laga§ pilgrims six
days to complete their activities, those from Girsu an additional day.

These "pilgrims" included the wife of the governor or king (one text
records that on the sixth day "The Lady offered up 1 measure of meal and a
lamb to Nan§e for her return trip to Laga§"). And if one of the purposes of
the buru -ma§ distribution was to provide the pilgrims with sustenance for
the trip, then these pilgrims included important personages, such as the ad-
ministrators of the temples and the chief scribe, as well as individuals of less-
er rank, the soldiers, herdsmen, watchmen, etc. An account dated to
Lugalanda 3 records various animals delivered by the temple administrators,
the chief scribe, and other leading personages to the representative of the
governor 's wife at the festival of the Barley Consumption of Nan§e. These
personages, many or all of whom were among those making the pilgrimage
to Nina, were also responsible for providing many of the animals to be of-
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fered up. Thus the festival expense was not borne solely by the governor's
estate.

The pilgrims from Girsu began their celebration by slaughtering a lamb
at the Kisurra-dike, a ritual lustration by the pilgrims at the onset of their
journey. Then occurred the slaughtering of a sheep at the a-PA, followed by
the departure for Laga§. The next day the Girsu pilgrims joined those setting
our from Laga§ in their preliminary activities. The day began with ceremo-
nies by the Ambar-canal, where the pilgrims from Girsu offered up a goat by

the "Small Chariot. " Those from Laga§ brought to the Ambar-canal ten gir-
breads, as well as the standard offering of emmer beer and dark beer, barley,
emmer, oil, dates, a food mixture and a goat. This opening ceremony may
have been a ritual lustration for the Laga§ pilgrims at the onset of their cel-
ebration, paralleling that of the Girsu pilgrims at the Kisurra-dike. The ritual
chariot was probably used in the procession for conveying the statues of the
gods, these offerings at the chariot guaranteeing a safe journey. Thereafter
the pilgrims made offerings in Laga§ to Ningirsu at the Bagara-shrine, to
Inanna at the ibgal-shrine, to Nan§e of Sapa, and at the funerary shrines (Id-
a-nag) of Laga§. The next day, which one text (RTC 47) calls the "Day of the
Transporting of the Barley, " was spent at the a-PA, outside of Laga§ proper,
(and most certainly not the same a-PA mentioned for the first day in Girsu l ),

where offerings were made to Nan§e.
On the third day the pilgrims arrived in Nina where they and the local in-

habitants offered to Nan§e, her family and retinue, the standardized offer-
ings of emmer beer and dark beer, barley, emmer, oil, dates, a food mixture,
fish and perhaps an animal or two. It should be noted that there is nothing
in the content of these offerings to distinguish them from those made during
the Malt Consumption festivals or the Festival of Baba. Offerings were also
made at the funerary shrines of Nina, to various statues and shrines, and at
the place of sheep shearing.

In addition to the food offerings, sacred objects were prepared for Nan§e
for the festival. Two texts (Fo 13 and DP 71) record votive offerings for the
festival: chalices(?) (gu-za-um, gia-za), a silver crown, a bronze bowl in the
shape of a Dilmun-ship, and a stone bowl for oils for Nan§e; a crown and a
chalice each for the gods Gan-tilr, Girir-nun, and Nin-to-za-ga (as well as a

crown and chalice for the ab-KID-kt).
During the next two days in Nina the only deity receiving offerings was

Nan§e. At the end of the third day in Nina an offering was made by the "Char-
iot," probably to ensure a propitious return to Laga§ and Girsu.

On the last day the pilgrims returned to Laga§ and from there the remain-

der departed for Girsu.

1. For the 6-PA having been built by Ur-Nanle, sec Cooper Inscriptions, 27f.

LAGAS AND GIRSU

'vezern-se-gu7-dNin-gnr-stn s

F6 119 lists offerings for a two-day festival of the Barley Consumption of
Ningirsu in Girsu wherein Ningirsu, his family, and entourage, received of-
ferings on the first day, while Ningirsu alone received offerings on the sec-
ond day. On the first day Ningirsu's offering was much greater than that of
the other gods, his wife Baba receiving the second highest quantity; whereas
on the second day Ningirsu's offering was the standard quantity. On the first
day offerings were also performed by the abzu-banda 2 and abzu-gt -i7-da, the
ib-shrine of the steppe, and the Tira§ and Antasurra shrines.

Text DP 62 may be describing the celebration of the festival of the Barley
Consumption of Ningirsu in Laga§, rather than in Girsu. In this document
Baba, not Ningirsu, is the main recipient of offerings. Moreover, the text is
an account of ovines being offered, not the standard offerings of beer and
foodstuffs. Festivities commenced with a night offering of a lamb to Baba.
The next day sheep and goats were offered to Baba, Igalim, MesanDU,
Nin§ubur, Lugalemu§, and by the abzu-gti-i7-da and the canal of the steppe.
Ningirsu's name is not recorded on this day of the main offerings. On the
third day Ningirsu and Baba received sheep and on the fourth day a goat was
offered at the place of the Lama-genie of Baba in the Etarsirsir, the same
closing offering as for the Laga§ pilgrims for the festival of Malt Consump-
tion of Ningirsu (F6 5). DP 63 lists the standard offerings of beer and food-
stuffs for days [2], 3 and 4. But the only deity named is Baba. These two texts
may refer to the Laga§ celebration of the festival, wherein Baba had almost
totally displaced Ningirsu.

Some of the offerings for the festival were, as with other festivals, provided
by the leaders of the cities, e.g. the administrators of the temples of Nan§e,
Lugal-urub, and Dumuzi (Nikolski 189).

1. Additional references to the month name are: Fe 126; Fo 146; Nikolski 171; Nikolski 197; RTC
67; DP 148; DP 303; cf. CT 50 pl. 15: l' t' l ezem-[x]-gurdNin-[gir]-su. References without the
determinative ITI: VAT 4824 (Or 21 62: egir-); VAT 4464 (Or 21 63); Fo 46 (1 ewe each offered to
Sul§agana, Nanle-3elegarra, $endursag, Sul-utul); Nikolski 150 (offerings to Ningirsu and Baba);
Nikolski 152 (ovines on the first day for Ningirsu, Baba, Sulsagana and Igalim, on the second day for
Ningirsu, and Nanle-+lesegarra); Nikolski 271 (egir-); VAS NF no. 42.

2. For the Abzubanda having been built by Ur-Nanle, see Cooper Inscriptions, 22f.
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itiudu-^^-^e-a-fl-la-dNin-gir-su-ka l

There is no festival associated with the activity after which the month is
named, "(the month of) carrying grain and water to the sheep for Ningirsu, "

(following Selz's interpretation: "Monat, in dem man zu den Schafen Gerste
[und] Wasser tragt fur Ningirsu.") 2 Krecher suggests interpreting the month

name as itiudu.Zl dabin-a-fl-la, "das Darbringen(?) in(?) dabin-Mehl. "3

This summer month may have been the period when sheep were inten-
sively fattened with grain (udu-niga) as a prelude to slaughter. The implica-
tion of the god Ningirsu (and of Nan§e in the unplaced month itiudu-§8-ge-

a-fl-la-dNan ge-ka) in the month name may indicate that the entire process
was under the auspices of the god Ningirsu (or Nan§e) and his temple staff. 4

itiezem..munu4-gu7-dNin-gi r-su5

The main festival of the Malt Consumption of Ningirsu was a two day cel-
ebration in Girsu. The first day involved offerings to the same deities and at
the same shrines as during the festival of the Barley Consumption of Ningir-
su, i.e., to Ningirsu, his family, and entourage, at the abzu, at the ib-shrine
of the steppe, and at the Tira§ and Antasurra shrines (Nikolski 26; Genouil-
lac TSA 51; Nikolski 163). On the second day only Ningirsu received offer-
ings. Other texts (Nikolski 24, FO 5, FO 116, Fb 91, DP 98, DP 198) record
the majority of offerings as having occurred also on the first day, but note
the performance of offerings at the Tira§ and for a few other deities on the
second day.

Text Fo 5 recounts the celebration by pilgrims from Laga§, beginning with
an extra day at the beginning for an offering to Baba at the sacred Uruku
district in Girsu. During the next two days the pilgrims made the standard

1. Additional references to the month written' tiudu-iL-ie-a-dNin-gfr-su-ka are: Fo 84; Fo 85; FS

143; Nikolski 59 (-til-la-ba, 5-gar-am 6); Nikolski 176; Nikolski 196; Nikolski 208; Nikolski 244;
Nikolski 274; BIN 8 349; BIN 8 365; RTC 65; Genouillac TSA 6 (egir-); DP 194; DP 211; DP 256; DP
262; DP 264; DP 511; DP 548; MLC 2613 (-ka-ka, 4-ba-am 6); VAS NF 9 no. 80 (-ka-ka). Written itiudu-

IL-ie-a-il-la-dNin1fr-su-ka: BIN 8 367; RTC 31; DP 284. Orthographies without the god Ningirsu or

Nanle: F6 104 ( ltludu-lL-a-fl-la); Nikolskl 211 ( ltludu-le-a-fl-la); Genouillac TSA 18 (itiudu-ie-a-x-la);

Genouillac TSA 34 (4-gar-am 6 ); DP 215; DP 297; DP 303; DP 305 ( iti udu-ie-le-a); DP 479 (-d [...]);

DP 510; DP 537; DP 547 ( !tiudu-iL-irll-a).

2. Selz Wirtschaftsurkunden, 426.

3. Krecher Kultlyrik, 40.

4. S. Yamamoto has noted that the month ' tiudu-iL-Ie-a-fl-la was among four months which
occurred during the beginning of the agricultural year (months 4 to 8) ( "The 'Agricultural Year ' in

Pre-Sargonic Girsu - Lagal," Ada Sum 1 [1979], 85 if).

5. Additional references to the month are: F6 24; Nikolski 60 (9-gar-am6); Nikolski 183; Nikolski

218; cf. CT 50 p1. 15: [ ' t'] czem-[x]-gu7-dNin-[gfr]-su; BIN 8 374; Genouillac TSA 19 (101-ba-am6);

Genouillac TSA 32; Genouillac TSA 42; Genouillac TSA 48; HSS 3 21; DP 117 (10-ba-am 6); BIN 8

361; BIN 8 380; RTC 34; DP 209; DP 227 (10-ba-am6); DP 242; DP 280; DP 281; DP 293; DP 309; DP

412; DP 417; DP 457; DP 556.

offerings in Girsu, with the exception of an unusually large offering for their
patron deity, Baba. On their arrival back in Laga§ on the fourth day, an of-
fering was made to the Lama-genie of the Etarsirsir, as done by those in
Laga§ at the conclusion of the festival of the Barley Consumption of Ningir-
su. Another tablet (DP 66) describes three days of activities in Girsu. The
first day consisted of the majority of offerings, the tablet traces for the sec-
ond day may indicate an offering to Baba, and the third day paralleled the
second day in Nikolski 24, F6 5, and DP 98, with the addition of offerings to
the statue of Lugalanda and to a ritual harp.

idgU4-ra-IZI-111u-a-dNan se l

In the pre-Sargonic period the following orthographies are attested: itigu4-ra-
IZI-mil-a-dNange, itigu4-ra/ra-IZI-mu-a, and itsgu4-ra-IZl-mu-mu. One text (DP
532) contains the orthography itigu4-ra-IZI-mu-a-dNin-'gir-su, which, judging
from its single occurrence, may be a variant for ltlgu4-ra-IZI-mit-a-dNange
rather than indicating a separate month. Significant later (ca. 2100 B.C.) vari-
ants for the reading of this month name are: ltlgu4-ra-IZI-mu-mu (RA 8
[1911] 87 [AO 3636]) and itiUAR/UR5-ra-IZI-mu-mu (or perhaps itigurg l -ra-
IZI-mil-mil) (`Atigot IV no. 11).

Bauer2 transliterates itibar-ra-bf-mit-a, reading bar-ra- following the sug-
gestions of Landsberger, Sollberger and Rosengarten, the latter translating
the name as "mois oil l ion inscrit les boeufs."3 However, against reading GUD
as bar in this context is the occurrence of the Neo-Sumerian variants itigu4

-ta-IZI-mit-mu (PinchesAmherst 70) and itigu4-ta-IZI-mu (RA 5 [1902], 91 AO
3463), these orthographies indicating a morpheme /gud r/ rather than /bar/
in the month name.

Landsberger states that the NE-sign is probably not a verbal prefix and re-
stores 5R 43 i 5, a first millennium B.C. tablet containing months from vari-
ous calendars, as [ ltlbar-ra-i]-si-mu-m6, which, if correct, indicates that first
millennium scribes read -izi-mil-mu. 4

1. References to this month written ltlgu 4-re-1Z1-m0-a: VAT 4813 (Or 21 62); F6 4; F6 28; F6 41;
F6 54; F6 71; F6 123; F6 138; F6 166; F6 174; Nikolski 75; Nikolski 185; Nikolski 258; HSS 3 15 (5-ba-
am6); DP 143; DP 193 ( ltlgu4-ra-IZI-m6 .a-a); DP 240; DP 261 ( itigu4-ra-IZI-m6); DP 267; DP 268; DP
304; DP 319; DP 328; DP 523; DP 535; VAS NF 9 no. 96. Written tlgu4-ra-IZI-m6-a: Nikolski 266; BIN
8 345 (6-ba-am6). Written itigu4-r8-IZ1-tn0-m0: Uruinimgina CT 50 no. 36 (6-ba-am 6). Written 't'gu 4

-ra-IZI-mti-adNanie: F6 25; F6 154; RTC 32; DP 156; DP 269; DP 527. Written itigu4-ra-IZI-mu-dNin-
gfr-su: DP 532.

2. Bauer Lagasch, 138.

3. Landsberger, LSS 6 1/2, 46 n. 1; E. Sollberger, BiOr 16 (1959), 119; Y. Rosengarten, RO 48 n. 4.
4. Landsberger, op. cit.
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Krecher l translates the name as "bei den Stieren Feuer entfachen, " citing
references to the term gu 4-DU, "oxen," in pre-Sargonic Laga§ texts and in a
later inscription of Gudea of Laga§. 2 Krecher suggests in regard to this
month name "andere Feste waren besondere Zurustungen im Zusammen-
hang mit dem Opfertier(?) charakterisch: das Anzunden von Fackeln. "3 In

the pre-Sargonic period gu 4-DU referred to barley-fed oxen, occurring in the
expression e gu4-DU gu7, "to feed barley to the oxen." Bauer transliterates
gu4-DU as gud-de6. 4 The simple writing gu4, thus §e gu4 gu7, is even more
common in these texts. However, the form §e *gud-e gu7 is unattested, rais-
ing a doubt as to the validity of a transliteration gud-de b. There is a strong

likelihood that RA in gu 4-ra in our month name is not simply a post-position-
al element because: (1) a variant gu4 instead of gu 4-ra is unattested in the
orthography of our month name; (2) evidence of a morpheme /gudr/ rath-
er than /gud/ does not occur for the simple term gud, "ox"; (3) the syntac-
tical significance of a post-positional element -(r)a in gu4-ra/ra is unclear.

Rather, the term gu 4-ra in this month name probably connotes some form
of brazier. The possible relationship between the three pre-Sargonic month

names itine-girx(UM) at Ur, itine-IZI-gar at Nippur, and itigu4-ra-IZl-mu-mu at
Laga§ has been noted by Selz, NABU 1989, 25-26. The Ur month name prob-
ably means " (the month of) the braziers " ; the Nippur month itine-IZI-gar:

"(the month) the lamps/braziers are lit"; and the Laga§ month itigu4-ra-IZI-

ml -mfi: "(the month) the braziers(?) are lit." 5

The Nippur month ne-IZI-gar was the fifth month, thus not a festival akin
to the kinunu festival which occurred in the winter. More likely the name of
the month referred to the fires which were kindled during the paternalia to
aid the netherworld spirits when leaving the dark netherworld for their an-
cestral homes. In the pre-Sargonic period the term ezem, "festival, " is unat-

tested with the month name gu4-ra IZI mil mli. However, one Neo-Sumerian
text does contain the element ezem in the month name: itiezem-gu4-ra-IZI-
mtt-mu (MVN 6 105). The Ur III Girsu month gu4-ra-IZI-mtt-m0 was the sec-
ond month of the year, thus it too was probably not related to the kinunufes-

tival. However, neither do we have any references to a festival for the dead

at Girsu in the second month. 6

1. WO 4 (1967/68), 267f.

2. Fragment 2 iii 3. For izi-m0mu m6 "t° " torch, " see CAD D 156 sub diparu; for m6-m6 "to kindle

a fire, " see AHw 732 sub napabu.

3. Krecher Kultlyrik, 40 n. 112.

4. DP 542; see Bauer Lagasch, 606 for references.

5. For further discussion of the relationship of these terms, see pp. 126-129.

6. S. Yamamoto, op. cit., has noted that the month idgu4-r5-IZI-mu-a was among four months which

occurred during the beginning of the agricultural year (months 4 to 8).

LAGAS AND GIRSU

itiezem-dLi9-si4 (-na) 1

None of the extant pre-Sargonic tablets dated to this month provide any
information regarding the observance of the festival for the goddess Lisi.
One text (Nikolski 29) lists offerings for the festival of the new moon at Urub
for the month itiezem-dLig-si4 (Lisi is not among the gods listed as having re-
ceived offerings). 2

itiezem-munu4-gu7-dNan es

The celebration of the Malt Consumption of Nan§e was similar to that of
the Barley Consumption of Nan§e, a three-day festival in Nina, with prelimi-
nary offerings in Girsu and Laga§ for the pilgrims. DP 53 details the journey
of individuals whose pilgrimage began in Girsu in the year Lugalanda 3. On
the first day offerings were made to Ningirsu at the Bagara-shrine. Then, on
the same day, the pilgrims, led by governor Lugalanda's wife, left for Lagas,
where they joined the Laga§ pilgrims the next morning at the Ambar-canal,
where a ritual cleansing was performed and offerings were made by the char-
iot which transported the statues of the gods. At day's close they conducted
offerings by the a-PA, after which the pilgrims left Laga§ for Nina.

As was the custom on festivals, the first day involved offerings to all the de-
ities, in this case, Nan§e, her family, and entourage, as well as to sacred ob-
jects, statues, and shrines. The second day in Nina involved regular and
votive offerings to Nan§e. (These two days are partially described also in F6
34.) On the third day offerings were made to Ningirsu, the pilgrims met once
more by the chariot, and the procession left Nina for Laga§. The tablet is
somewhat broken for the remaining days, but apparently two days were spent

1. References to this month are: F6 7; F6 42; F6 68; F6 76; F6 87; Nikolski 29; Nikolski 187; RTC
58; RTC 68; HSS 3 34 (8-gar-am 6); HSS 3 52; DP 228 (7-ba-am 6); DP 289; DP 299; DP 319; VAS NF 9
nos. 53 and 82.

2. S. Yamamoto, op. cit., has noted that the month ttlezemdLig-si4 (-na) was among four months
which occurred during the beginning of the agricultural year (months 4 to 8).

3. Additional references to this month are: F6 58; F6 61; F6 101; F6 110; Nikolski 6 (9-ba-am 6);
Nikolski 230; Nikolski 272; Nikolski 288; RTC 39; RTC 43; HSS 3 6 (2-ba-am 6); HSS 3 11 ([ ]-ba-am 6 );
HSS 3 31 (9-ba-am 6); DP 106; DP 108; DP 109; DP 113 ([iti]-, 8-ba-am 6); DP 154; DP 157 (9-ba-am 6 );
DP 168; DP 210; DP 259; DP 462; Pinches Amherst 1; MLC 2611 (9-ba-am 6); VAS NF 9 nos. 12 (9-ba-
am6), 30. Written without the ITT-determinative: VAS NF 9 nos. 29, 35 (ezem-3e-gu 7 ezem-munu 4-gu 7-
dNan3e), 47, 71 (9-ba-am6); VAT 4862 (AnOr 2 57); VAT 4472 (Or 21 62); DI' 104 (egir-); DP 183;
DP 185; DP 285; F6 105; Nikolski 269 (fish and turtles for the ezem-munu-gu7 and ezem-3e-gu7 of
Nan3e); Nikolski 173; Nikolski 181; Nikolski 254; BIN 8 357 (fish oil delivered in the month' t'ezem-
dBa-bah for the festival of the Malt Consumption of Nanle); BIN 8 390 (offerings for Inanna-ib-gal;
Nanfe, Gi7-ir-nun, Gan-tlsr); RTC 30 (fish delivered for the festival in the month itiezem-ab-h); DP
164 (-Ninald-na); DP 188; DP 279; DP 282 (eger-); DP 301. Written without the ITI-determinative or
a god name: Fe 190; RTC 33. Cf. DP 90; Nikolski 140; Nikolski 172: itiezem-munu 4-gu TdLugal-
urubxt'-ka-ka (which may be a variant for itiezem-munu 4-gu 7-dNin-gfr-su or a local form of the festival).
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in Laga§ before the last of the pilgrims returned to Girsu, seven days after

they had first sojourned from there.
DP 43 (probably in the third year of Lugalinimgina 's kingship) and DP

197 (which details just the first two days in Laga§) describe the festival begin-
ning in Laga§. Two days were spent in Laga§, followed by only two days, not
the standard three, in Nina. By the fifth day the pilgrims had returned to

Laga§.
Genouillac TSA 1 records five days of celebration. The first day included

the standard offerings performed in Nina and then, on the same day, offer-
ings which on other occasions are known to have been performed in Laga§.
In fact the tablet juxtaposes offerings for the funerary shrines of Nina and
Laga§. The second and third day are typical of the second and third day in
Nina-offerings to Nan§e only. On the fourth day the pilgrims had returned
to Laga§, with offerings to Nan§e, Baba and Ningirsu in the Bagara-shrine.
On the fifth day offerings in Laga§ were made for (the statue of) Nan§e (of
Laga§) who had been brought from Laga§ to Nina (for the celebration) and
by the Ambar-sag river by the chariot which had been brought originally

from Girsu.
F6 48 records delivery of beer to the palace-complex of Lugalanda for the

festival of the Malt Consumption of Nan§e. It is worthy of note that this text
includes malt beer (and in larger quantities than the regular beer and
hulled- emmer beer). Thus, despite the standard offerings for the gods not
mentioning malt beer, there may have been a special use of malt beer as one
might expect for this festival.

DP 70 and DP 72 record votive offerings of stone bowls, chalices and
crowns for the gods Nan§e, Gantur, Girnun, Nintuzaga and Uendursag for

the festival.

itisig-dBa-bah-e-ta-gar-ra-al

The month "the wool of Baba is removed " is somewhat similar in sound to

another month: Iusig-ba.2 This latter month name may be hypocoristic for

the former, with a derived secondary meaning "wool rations."
The month name may refer to a general allotment of wool rations which

occurred during this month, as is noted in a tablet which dates to this month
(Nikolski 149): sig e-ba-a, "when the wool has been allotted." Curiously, one
text (Genouillac TSA 39) contains the variant itiki-sig-ba. ki-sig is a female

1. References are: HSS 3 9 (3-ba-am 6); Fe 98; Nikolski 63 (l l-ba-am 6); DP 427.

2. References arc: F3 149 (egir-MN-ta); Fo 165 (-a); F6 148 (egir-MN-ta); Nikolski 9 (8-ba-am 6);

Nikolski 90 (-a); Nikolski 149; Nikolski 229 (-a); Nikolski 224 (-ka); Nikolski 311 (-ba-a); BINS 391

(7-ba-am 6); RTC 37 (-a); Genouillac TSA 27; Genouillac TSA 39 (egir-itlki-sfg-ba-ta); HSS 3 20 (8-ba-

am 6 ); DI' 155 (7-(ba-am 6i); DP 260 (-a); DP 302 (egir-MN-ta); DP 314 (-a); DP 530 (-a); DP 531 (-a);

DP 534 (egir-MN-ta); DP 546 (-a); VAS NF 9 no. 28.

wool-worker. There is a later Ur III Ur month ki-sig- dNin-a-zu, which may
mean "wool-workers of Ninazu."

The goddess Baba may have been associated with the netherworld, as was
Ninazu at Ur. l It may be more than coincidence that at Ur the months ki-sig-
dNin-a-zu and ezem-dNin-a-zu occur, while at Laga§ the months sig- dBa-ba6

-e-ta-gar-ra (with hypocoristic sig-ba and in one instance ki-sig-ba as at Ur!)
and ezem-dBa-bah are attested. 2 The term ki-sig means "wool-workers" (of Nin-
azu), not "funerary offerings." The weaver wove a type of crown which signi-
fied kingship, as mentioned in the Dispute of Cattle and Grain (line 17):
"The godly Weaver had not been born, so no royal cap was worn" and (line
96): "All yarns of the divine Weaver, the splendors of royalty, I possess." 3 Per-
haps the wool-workers were needed to produce special clothing or the crown
for the statues of Ninazu and Baba, cult objects for this ritual period.

itiezem-dBa-ba64

The first day of the festival of Baba was named the Courtyard Festival (ezem-
kisal-la) and was marked by offerings to deities whose statues presumably were
assembled in the courtyard. 5 Offerings were presented to Ningirsu, Baba, Sul§a-
gana, Igalim, Gangir, Ninsar, Nin§ubur, Ninasu and the genie of the Etarsirsir,
at the ib-shrine by the canal of the steppe (ib-i 7-eden-na), and, according to DP
54, to the statues of the royal wives, Baranamtara and Sa§a. 6 On the second day
offerings were made to Ningirsu and Baba, although only half the quantity they
had been given on the first day. Offerings were also made at the house of the
ruler or high-priest (e-en-na). On the third day, according to Fo 74, after offer-

1. See pp. 465ff.

2. See pp. 148ff.

3. Alster and Vanstiphout, Ada Sum 9 (1987), 15.
4. Additional references are: F6 121; F6 127; Charpin Durand Strasbourg7; Nikolski 64; Nikolski

209; Nikolski 219; Nikolski 239; Nikolski 253; Nikolski 261; Nikolski 262; BIN 8 366; RTC 27; RTC
39; Genouillac TSA 10 (12-ba-am 6); Genouillac TSA 20 (4-ba-am 6); HSS 3 10; HSS 3 25; HSS 3 27;
DP 51; DP 81; DP 96; DP 112; DP 126; DP 125; DP 124; DP 127; DP 128; DP 129; DP 139; DP 218; DP
221; DP 225; DP 236; DP 244; DP 245; DP 252; DP 263; DP 277; DP 318; DP 429; DP 443; DP 474; DP
539; DP 570; DP 571; DP 569; Jacobsen Copenhagen 4; MLC 2612 (4-ba-am 6); VAS NF 9 no. 73. Written
without the month determinative: VAT 4870 (Or 21 63); F6 35; F6 163; F6 164; F6 191; Pinches
Amherst 2; Charpin Durand Strasbourg8; Nikolski 146; Nikolski 178; BIN 8 356; BIN 8 357; BIN 8 347;
RTC 52; RTC 60; RTC 61; Genouillac TSA 4; DP 73; DP 74; DP 77; DP 82; DP 161; DP 205 (may-da-
ri-a for days 1 and 2 of the festival by the administrators of the temples of Nanle, Ninmar and
Dumuzi, and the administrator of the Bagara); VAS NF 9 nos. 8, 18, 58.

5. RTC 46, F6 74, DP 25, DP 54, DP 67, DP 196.
6. RTC 46 records offerings for the Courtyard Festival to Ningirsu, Baba, the lb-shrine by the canal

of the steppe, and the ib-shrine of Bad-tibira. DP 67 and DP 196 record offerings for Ningirsu, Baba and
the lb-shrines of the canal steppe and of Badtibira, but do not enumerate any specific days.

For an overview of the pre-Sargonic Lagal tablets in relation to rites for the dead and the
netherworld, see J. Bauer, "Zum Totenkult im altsumerischen Lagasch," 7-DMG Supplement I
(Wiesbaden, 1969), 107-114.
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ings to Ningirsu and Baba, the participants journeyed to and made offerings at
the ib-shrine of Badtibira; whereas DP 54 records that the third day concluded
at the temple of Uruk and offerings at the ib-shrine of Badtibira did not occur
until the fourth day. The fourth day (apparently in the Badtibira area) involved
offerings to Gilgame§, Ninbursag-Seda, and Me-Kulabata l along the "Banks of

Gilgamesh. " Bauer suggests that the "Banks of Gilgamesh" was a site associated

with the cult of the dead. 2

There were three preliminary days of offerings to royal ancestors. 5 Ac-

cording to RTC 46 ovine offerings were made on the first day at the kigu-ka
for the deceased governor, Enentarzi, on the second day at the ki-a-nag for
Enentarzi and at the e-ki-SIL-la for Dudu, the chief administrator of the tem-
ple of Ningirsu, and on the third day at the gu-§u-RIN-na for Enentarzi. 4 Sim-

ilar patterns for these three days are detailed in DP 222 and RTC 58.
Offerings during the festival of Baba for Enentarzi and Dudu are recorded
in Nikolski 195. DP 59 is a record of ma§-da-ri-a offerings for the funerary

shrines for the festival of Baba.
These offerings to royal ancestors as well as the offerings by the Banks of

Gilgamesh indicate that the cult of the dead was the major theme of the fes-
tival of Baba. Kobayashi observes: "In the case of the festival of Baba, offer-
ings such as food and drink are explained as i-ku-de ' (These are) to be eaten
(for the ancestors),' so that the aim of the festival seems to have been to give
food and drink to the ancestors. "5 However, this was probably just one aspect
of the festival. Festivals with netherworld themes (such as Lugalurub and Lugal-
urubara) were opportune occasions for providing offerings to one ' s ances-

tors in the netherworld.

itiSe-kin-ku5 (-ra) 6

For the reading of this month name see our discussion of the twelfth
month of the Nippur calendar.

1. For a discussion of the term Me-Kulabata, see Bauer Lagasch, 439.

2. Bauer Lagasch, 439.

3. These three days of ancestor offerings may have been preliminary to the actual festival of Baba.
RTC 46 lists three days of ancestor offerings and then summarizes known parts of the festival of Baba,

including the Courtyard Festival (which was the first day), at the end of the tablet, seemingly
indicating that the first day of the ancestor offerings was not the same day as the Courtyard Festival.
Moreover, ancestor offerings clearly occurred before the offerings to deities in the Lugalurub and
Lugalurubara festivals (sec below).

4. T. Kobayashi, "The ki-a-nag of Enentarzi," Orient 21 (1985), 11 interprets the term gu-3u-RIN

as the bank of the emblem (of the deity)."

5. Kobayashi, op. cit., 11.

6. References written itife-kin-ku55-r£: RTC 55 (1-gar-am 6); HSS 3 30 (1-ba-am 6); HSS 3 46; DP 44;

DP 381; DP 425; Jacobsen Copenhagen 3 (cgir-; 2-gar-am 6). Written sti le-kin-ku5: BIN 8 373.
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During this month there were no festivals recorded with the exception of
a celebration of the new moon (e-u4-sakar [also attested for the second
month in DP 200]) in Uruku, the sacred district of Girsu. DP 44 records the
offering of flour, a sheep and fish (though no deities are mentioned) during
the night of the first day (when the new moon appeared). During the next
day, the first full day of the new month, offerings were made to Ningirsu,
Baba, Sul§agana, Igalim, Ninsar, Engar(?) and Kindazi. The following day
Baba alone received offerings.

itiezem-dLugal-uru-bar-ra and itiezem-dLugal-urub,tki l

Lugalurubara was Inanna's spouse in Laga§, thus a deity somewhat similar
to Dumuzi. And noting that both Lugalurubara and Lugalurub were identi-
fied with Dumuzi, Selz concludes that Lugalurub was for Laga§ what Ningir-
su and Lugalurubara were for Girsu. Selz observes: "A later god list attributes
the epithets of dlugal-uru-bar-ra and of dlugal-uru-§aga (Lord of the Inner
City) to Ninurta, who at that time can scarcely be distinguished from Ningir-
su. The interlockings are so many that it seems only logical to propose to
identify dlugal-uru-bar-ra with dnin-gir-su. "2

One indication that the festival of Lugalurub involved ritual activities for the
dead is a basket tag (DP 25) which lists among the basket's contents a tablet for
Lugalurub for the ab-e festival. Offerings for the funerary shrines of the royal
ancestors are recorded on texts for the festival of Lugalurub. 3 And one text
(VAT 4875) lists ancestor offerings for both of these festivals. This tablet
records ancestor offerings for the first day for the festival of Lugalurub and
offerings to the gods Lugalurub and Adana on the second. During the festi-
val of Lugalurubara, there were offerings to the ancestors on the first day,
offerings to Lugalurubara on the second, to the ki-a-nag (funerary shrine)
on the third, and to Gilgamesh on the fourth. On each day of both festivals
there were offerings to a group of five (ancestors). 4

1. References written' t'ezemdLugal-urub5ki : DP 85; DP 200 (offerings of sheep to MesanDU and
Ninlubur for the new moon celebration); DP 219. Written itiezemdLugal-urub,,: DP 105; F6 158;
Nikolski 202. Written iuezemdLugal-urub,tkt: DP 208. Written ezem dLugal-urub,,ki : DP 58; DP 212
(ki-a-nag-a). Written ezem dLugal-urub„ ki : Nikolski 25; F6 171 (offerings for the funerary shrine of
Enentarzi); RTC 59. Written ' t'ezemdLugal-uru-bar(-ra'"): RTC 54 ( 'tiezem-dLugal-uru-bar-[...1, 2-
ba-am6); DP 332". Written ezemdLugal-uru-bar: F6 161. Written id dLugal-uru-bar-ra: DP 410.
Written 't' dLugal-uru-bar-ra-ke4 tu l7-a-a: Nikolski 289 ("the month when Lugalurubara bathes"). Cf.
DP 90; Nikolski 140; Nikolski 172: 't'ezem-munu4-gu7dLugal-urub„ki-ka-ka (which may be a variant
for 'tiezem-munu4-gu 7-dNin gfr-su). Note also MAH 15998 (A. Alberti, OA 18 [1979), 220): nl-gi3-tag-
ga ezemdLugal-urub,, ka.

2. "The Development•of the Pantheon in Laga3," /iota Sum 12 (1990), 121-122.
3. Sec T. Kobayashi, "The Id-a-nag of Enentarzi," Orient 21 (1985), 12 for the names of these

ancestors.

4. Kobayashi, op. cit., 13: "... the relatives of Uruinimgina (such as Urutu, Gifri, Lugaludde,
Hebaba and Hegirid) appeared as "5-ne-ne-kam" ("(they) are five")."
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Since Lugalurubara and Lugalurub were identified with Dumuzi, the fes-
tivals may have involved the journeys of these god to or from the nether-
world, concomitant with ceremonies for important personages in the
netherworld. Selz understands the ritual bathing associated with Lugalurub

(ezem dLugal-Urubxki-ke4 a-a- a-ga a-tu 5-a [Nikolski 289)) as purification of

the god after his return from the land of the dead.

iuguru7-im-clue-al

The month means " (the month) when the silo was plastered. " This is

preparation for the following month, which, as its name indicates, was when
grain was actually stored in the silo.

The term im-dug-a refers to the plastering of mud structures. 2 For the use

of this term in Laga§ texts note the pre-Sargonic references DP 650 and 651:
gi im-dug-a kiri6-gibil-kam "reeds for the mud plastering of the new garden " ;

the post-Sargonic reference Gudea CA 22 6: a im-dug-a-bi be-nun abzu §u-
tag-ga-am "The mud plastering of the temple is accomplished with the abun-

dance (of clay) from the apse" ; and the Ur III reference Reisner Telloh 168:

eren2-im-dug-gub-ba-ni "his workforce assigned to mud plastering."

The term IM.DU8 also connotes an atmospheric phenomenon. 3 However

this latter meaning is probably unrelated to the month name.

itiguru7-dub-ba-a4

The month name means "the month when the silo is heaped full with

grain. " For this expression in pre-Sargonic texts from Laga§ note Nikolski
246: guru? i-dub-ba-a "when the silo is heaped full with grain."

id aNin-gir-su e-gibil-an-ta-sur-ra-ka-na I-gin-gin-a 5

All references (with the exception of DP 320 wherein the date is not pre-

served) to the month "when Ningirsu enters into his new house of Antasur-
ra" date to the fourth year in the kingship of Uruinimgina. The name of the

1. References arc: F6 183; DP 114 (3-ba-am 6); DP 119 (cgir- itiguru7-im-a; 4-ba-am 6); DP 158 (egir-

guru ?-im-dug-a; 4-gar-am 6); DP 307; DP 543; HSS 3 22 (egir-i"guru 7-im-dug-a; 4-ba-am 6).

2. Sec k Sj6berg, "Zu Einigen Verwandtschaftsbezeichnungen irn Sumcrischen," Studies Falkenstein,

207 for references.

3. See A. Falkenstein, ZA 52 (1962), 115.

4. References are: F6 134; Nikolski 16 (4-ba-am 6); CT 50 no. 34 (4-ba-am 6); CT 50 no. 37 (4-gar-

am 6 ); Genoulllac TSA 14 (4-ba-am 6); Nikolski 249 ( Idguru 7-dub-da); BIN 8 362; RTC 24; VAT 4826

(Or 21 63); VAS NF 9 no. 50.

5. References are: DP 116 Ott dNin-gfr-su 6-gibil an-ta-sur-ra-ka-na 1-gin-gin-a; '7-ba-am6); DP 311
Siti dNin-glr-su an-ta-sur-ra-a 1-gin-gin-a); DP 310 ( iuan-ta-sur-ra-a dingir 1-gin-gin-a); DP 320

(id

°[Nin)-g(fr-su] an-t[a-sur)-ra-[x) i-gin-[gin-a]); DP 543 (' ti dNin-gfr-su 6-gibil an-ta-sur-ra-ka 1-gin-

gin-a); GenouillacTSA 15 ((iti d [Nln-gir]-su (...)-gin-a; 7-ba-am 6).

month itself indicates that this was a unique event and, coupled with all the
tablets dating to one specific year, strongly indicates that this was a one-time
month name, replacing the standard name for the seventh month for one
year only.

A similar type of naming occurs in F6 78, dated to Lugalanda 2: the month
"when Nindara enters into his new house" (id dNin-dar e-gibil-na I-gin-gin-a)
and DP 263, dated to the first year of Uruinimgina's kingship: the month
"when Baba enters into her new house " (id dBa-bag e-gibil-na gin-gin-a).

For the Antasurra having been built by Akurgal, see Cooper Inscriptions,
33. The nuance of the term a-gibil may vary, connoting either (1) a new, re-
cently built temple; (2) a renovated temple; or (3) the permanent designa-
tion of a temple (resulting from it being the newer of several temples). 1 For
two other references to a-gibil in pre-Sargonic Laga§ note Nikolski 66: 2 e-
gibil-ta e-ta-gar and Nikolski 133: 3 e-gibil-ta gar-ra-am 6 "removed from the
'New House ' . In the Ur III period, at least, there were two temples of Ningir-
su, (economic texts occasionally recording provisions for the "two houses of
Ningirsu" [Virolleaud Lap.? 114: eaNin-gir-su min-a-bij). Note Sauren
Wirtschaftsurkunden 172 for the two temples of Ningirsu in Girsu referred to
as the "older one " (e-gu-la--dNin-gir-su) and the "newer one " (e-gibil-dNin-
gir-su). The term a-gibil in the Ur III period at Girsu refers then to the newer
temple. Ur III Girsu references to the a-gibil of Ningirsu and to the a-gibil of
Baba occur in an offering list from Girsu (ITT 5280) and the a-gibil of Nin-
girsu occurs in two other Ur III texts (TLS 3 8; Sauren Wirtschaftsurkunden
60: 1-dub-e-gibil-le).

F6 94 records deliveries of beer for the festival at Antasurra (ezem-an-ta-
sur-ra). According to the text, beer was provided for the two days the gover-
nor's wife resided at the shrine(e§) and for the festival of Antasurra when the
governor's wife was in attendance, as well as beer for the ib-shrine, for Nina-
su, and for Nin§ubur. Beer was delivered to the palace and provided for the
offerings to Baba (possibly back in Laga§), and for three mun-du offerings,
possibly indicating a three-day festival. The document contains the summa-
tion: "17 containers of strong beer and 17 containers of dark beer (for) the
festival of Antasurra."

idsig-ba

See the discussion of the month itisig-dBa-bah-e-ta-gar-ra.

1. i jgibil is attested as early as the Fara period in the personal name amar-6-gibil (lestin NTSS 2
444 obv. vi 6).

2. Selz Wirtschaftsurkunden, 278.

3. Selz, ibidem, 351.
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iti ezem-ab-C l

The ab-e festival is documented as having been celebrated in pre-Sargonic
Laga§ (DP 164) and in one document the month is actually named "the ab-
e festival of Laga§" (HSS 3 17: itiezem-ab-e-Lagalki-ka). Langdon interprets
the month name as meaning "the ancestors go out (from the netherworld) ."2

A hint that this festival in pre-Sargonic Laga§ also involved ritual activities
for the dead is a basket tag (DP 25) which lists among the basket's contents
a tablet for Lugalurub (a god whose festival involved the netherworld) dur-
ing the ab-e festival and offerings for the festival of Baba, another observance
involving the netherworld. However, there are no references to ancestor of-
ferings during this netherworld festival as there are for the festivals of Baba,
Lugalurub, and Lugalurubara.

RTC 30 records fish deliveries for the festival of the Malt Consumption of
Nan§e in the month ezem-ab-e.

The name of the tenth month of the Nippur calendar in the Ur III period
was changed to itiab-8 at least by the fourth year of Amar-Suen, for the pur-
pose of establishing a cult in Nippur for the deceased Ur III kings.

iti amar-a-a-si-ga3

Landsberger understood this month name as referring to the offering of
a calf accompanied by a libation of water, (Sumerian: a si-ig "to fill with wa-
ter").4 Krecher also interprets a si-ig in this month name as referring to a rit-
ual libation.5 Gregoire, noting that Sumerian A can connote 'semen', trans-
lates the month name: "oft l 'on remplit de semence de jeunes lakes," under-
standing this as an allusion to a festival of fecundity. 6 Similarly Selz translates
"des Monats, an dem die Jungtiere zubefruchten sind." 7 The festival was cel-
ebrated, at least partially, in the a-tfr (cattle pen), a strong indication that
the element amar ("calf") in the month name refers to an activity involving

I. References are RTC 30 (ku6-fl ezem-munu4-gu7-dNan1e-ka-kam ' t°ezem-ab-e-ka); HSS 3 17
( '[' ezem-ab 6-Lagalk'-ka); DP 351 (-ka); DP 411 (-ka); VAS NF 9 nos. 11 (-ka; 10-ba-am 6), 14 (-[til]-la-
ba; 11-ba-am6), 23 (10-ba-am6), 37 (10-ba-am6). Written without the month determinative: DP 25 (-
ka); DP 164 (-ka).

2.Langdon Mcnologies, 139.

3.References are: Nikolski 27 (`it"amar-a-a-si-da); Nikolski 222 (' ti amar-a-a-si-da; [ku§-udu ezem
gu 7-a]); DP 48 ( Idamar-a-a-sida); DP 60 (ezem-amar-a-a-si-ge-da); DP 65 (amar-a-a-si-ta); DP 69
(ezem-amar-a-a-sl-ge-da-ka); DP 199 (amar-a-si-ge 4dL); DP 344 ( e " i amar-a-a-si-ga-a; [ezem-amar-a-a-si-
ge4da]); F6 128 (ezem-amar-a-a-si-8e4da-ka); F6 22 ( Tamar-a-a-si-ga-a); Nikolski 1 ( Itl amar-a-a-si-ga;
[12-ba-am 6]); BIN 8 368; HSS 3 3 (' t 'amar-a-a-si-ga; [12-ba-am 6]).

4. LSS 6 1/2, 55-56 n. 4.
5.Krecher Kultlyrik, 40 n. 112.

6.Cr6goire Legal, 19.

7. Selz Wirtschafsurkunden, 178.

young bovines. However, neither of the aforementioned interpretations of
the month name satisfactorily explains the orthography with the form -a-a-.
If, as Gregoire suggests, the first -a is a post-positional element ("complement
circonstantiel"), thus amar-a, we expect at least one variant with the form
amar-ra. But such a variant is unattested despite all the occurrences of this
month name.

The expression a-a-si-ga occurs in an Ur III judicial case (Legrain TRU 376):

180+[ ] liters of barley (concerning which)
Lu-Utu willfully
broke his contract.
The wife of Lu-Utu was to receive 180 liters.
Bazige was to receive 220 liters.
Each of the three of them sought to be affirmed.

Ordered concerning the barley whose upper
parts had been already cut:

80 liters ... will be handed over ...
30 liters of the barley stubble will remain
(undistributed). The first (part of the decision).

Ordered concerning the remaining barley: I
From the ...
10 liters will remain undistributed.
The second (part of the decision).

igi Ln-dingir-ra di-kur,-§P

	

Before Lu-dingira, the judge,
igi Kal-la-m[u] ? dumu Inimdingir-§e Kallamu, the son of Inim-dingir,
igi Lugal-bb-g£l en-nu-§

	

Lugal-begal, the watchman,
[igi] Ur-dEn-lfl-l£ dumu Inimdingir-§2 (x)Ur-Enlila, the son of Inim-dingir,
[igi d5]u/^i1-lf-e

	

Sulgi-ili,
[igi x]dEn-lfl-1£ §e

	

and [ ]-Enlila

[x dam(?)] Lu-dUtu [(x)] x-ri-ib

	

[has the wife(?) of(?)] Lu-Utu ...
Irda-na?-[k]a?
[x] an-gi-in

In this judicial case the expression a-a-si-ga may denote an action per-
formed by or to the grain which had not yet been cut. Perhaps the term
means "to go to seed," thus "to mature," indicating that of the grain which
had not been cut, thus is still maturing in the field, all but ten liters will be
cut and distributed. This proposed interpretation of the term a-a-si-ga does,
to some degree, coincide with Gregoire's interpretation of the month name:

1. The translation of le-ki-tag-ta is based upon context and the lexical equivalency (MSL 16 235
82): l0-le-kl-ta la dapilti. See CAD 5 452 Bapiltu A mng 3b) for le 'um lapiltum, "remaining barley."

(...]+180 (sila3) §e-gur-lugal
[(x) § ] £-1014a
LndUtu inim-ta bal-a
180 (sibs) dam-Lfi-dUtu §u ba-ti
220 (sila3) Ba-zi-ge §u ba-ti
et-a-bi fb-gi-ne

§e sag-sig-ta du ll -a

80 (silas) sfi (x) x to bal-a
30 (sila3) §e-in-u-da
ki-tag ba-a-tu§ a-r£-1-kam

§e ki-tag-ta du ll-a
a-a-si-ga §£-bi-ta
10 (silag) ba-da-tu§
a-r£-2-kam

been proven right.
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the time when the calves begin to mature, "filling with semen. " However, we
still cannot explain the unusual form -a-a-. 1

Although the actual words "festival of Ninmar" never occur on tablets
dealing with this festival, all the documents detailing offerings for the amar-
a-a-si-ga festival place Ninmar at the top of the list or directly after the chief
deities Nan§e and Ningirsu. One text states that the governor ' s wife offered
a sheep to Ninmar and a sheep (at) the e-ttlr (for the festival) amar-a-si-ga. 2

Since the main cult of Ninmar was in Guabba, 3 the a-Or in this context may
have been part of Ninmar 's temple complex in Guabba. DP 55 and DP 60 list
Ninmar first among the gods receiving offerings and DP 55 concludes with
the statement "offerings of Ninmar " (ni-gi§-tag-ga-dNin-marki-ra), indicating
that this festival was, indeed, a festival of Ninmar. DP 48 and Nikolski 27 list
offerings for the festival, placing Ninmar fourth, after the e-tdr, Nan§e and
Ningirsu. According to DP 60 the governor's wife spent two days making of-
ferings. On the first day she made offerings to Ninmar, Nindar, the e-ttr,
Nan§e, Ningirsu, Igi-ama-§e, Enki of the Pas-sir canal 4 and Enki of the Long
Canebrake. On the second day the governor's wife once more made offer-
ings to Ninmar and Igi-ama-§e. DP 69 records votive offerings of chalices and
crowns at the amar-a-a-si-ga festival for Ninmar, the a-tt r, dlgi-ama-ge, and

the stela of Sa§a.

The following month names occur on pre-Sargonic Laga.{` tablets without any designa-
tion as to their placement within the calendar:

dga-bas e-gibil-na gin-gin-a / iti dNin-dar e-gibil-na i-gin-gin-a

The month "when Baba enters into her new house" (DP 263) and the
month "when Nindar goes into his new house " (Fo 178) may have been used
just once each to honor the dedication of a new or renovated temple. Note
above the similar month name: iti dNin-gir-su e-gibil-an-ta-sur-ra-ka-na i-gin-
gin-a, the month "when Ningirsu enters into his new house of Antasurra. "

1. Perhaps the duplication a-a is to indicate an abundance of semen or seed.

2. DP 199, treated by Gregoire op. cit.

3. See A. Sjoberg, TCS 3 Temple Hymn no. 23.

4. Sec Gregoire op. cit., 22.

itig^-udu-ur4 1

The second month of the Sargonic calendar from Adab is also itiga-udu-
ur4, the month of the "sheep-plucking shed " (or according to two texts the
"plucking shed ").

Uruinimgina claims to have built (or rebuilt) the sheep-plucking shed for
Baba in Uruku, the sacred precinct. 2 This shed is mentioned in a Sargonic
document from Girsu (Donbaz-Foster Telloh 28): si:g ga-udu-ur4-ra ke§da-a-
am6 "the wool has been tied (into bundles) in the sheep-plucking shed." The
term ga-udu-ur4 is also attested in an undated tablet, probably early Ur III:
dabin ga-udu-ur4 (Pinches Berens Coll. 10). In the Ur III period there was a
special offering performed in the shed (ga-udu), perhaps to ensure a boun-
tiful shearing: sizkur-§a-ga-udu (Genouillac, TCL 5 AO 5506) and sizkur-ga-
udu (Gomi, BM 103437, Ancient Orient Museum II [1980]). Another Ur III
document (Durand Catalogue EPHE 299) records: "1 lamb for the nl-ki-zab
of the sheep(-plucking) shed " (1 sila4 ni-ki-zab-§^ §a-ga-udu-ka). The ki-zab,
"the place (from which the deity temporarily) disappears, " has generally
been viewed as a cultic site for rituals for the dead. 3 The exact relationship,
however, between the cult of the dead and the sheep-plucking shed is un-
clear.

The sheep(-plucking) shed of Ningal is referenced in an Old Babylonian
text from Ur. 4

idgi6

For this possible month see Selz Wirtschafisurkunden, Riftin 3 wherein it oc-
curs in the expression gi-iti-gi6-kam. As Selz states, it is unclear from this line
whether iti-gi6 is, indeed, an actual month name. 5

itigurum2-ab-ka

For the month of the "inspection of cows" note Nikolski 207 ( itigurum 2-

ab-ka-ka). For pre-Sargonic references from Laga§ to the expression "to in-
spect cows" note Nikolski 248, Nikolski 251, Nikolski 252, and Nikolski 259
(gurum2-ab mu-ak-a). It is unclear whether this and the months itigurum 2-
ma-ka and itigurum2-udu-ka are separate months or variants for the same

I. References are Nikolski 70 (-ka); Nikolski 168 (-ra-ka); Nikolski 228 ( kiga-ur4-ka); RTC 36 (-
ka); HSS 3 49 ( itig5-ur4-ka); HSS 3 50 (-ka); DP 217 (-ra-ka); Cf. DP 565:'x-sfg-ur 4-ra-a.

2. Cooper Inscriptions, 70.

3. For references to discussions of the term ki-z9b, see Gregoire AAS 191.
4. D. Loding, JCS 28 (1976), 241 no. 10: nl-dabs-giw-ududNi[n-gal].
5. S. Greengus, "The Akkadian Calendar at Sippar,"JAOS 107 (1987), 212 lists a month name

iugi 6-a in the Old Babylonian period. Possibly this Old Babylonian reference should be read ' ti si B4 l -a
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month, though most likely the month itigurum2-ma-ka is a variant for one of
the other two.

itigurum2-ma-ka

For the month of the "inspection" see Nikolski 241. This month may be
an abbreviated form of itigurum2-ab-ka or itigurum2-udu-ka.

rogurum2-udu-ka

References to the month of the "inspection of sheep" are: Fa 112; Nikolski
231 (-ka-ka); Nikolski 235 (-ka-ka). For the expression the "inspection of
sheep" occurring without a month determinative, see Nikolski 312.

itigi-nam-girix(UM)-ni ba-dab 5-ba

The two references to this month name, Fe 70 and RTC 56, are both dated
to year 5. Thus, this name may have been used to designate the month but
one time, marking a unique event. However, the meaning of the name is un-
clear. (For the reading girix(UM), see the discussion of the early Ur month
itine-girx (UM).)

idki-su7-§u-su-ga

For this month see the discussion below of the month itiudu-ss-e-se-a-it-la-

dNan§e.

iUlu-Unuk'-ga-3-kam-ma-gin-na

The month "when the 'man' of Uruk came a third time" occurs on only
one tablet (Nikolski 227), which is dated to year 6 (of the kingship of Lugal-
inimgina?). Cooper interprets lu-Unuki-ga as "leader of Uruk," understand-
ing this as a reference to either Lugalzagesi or Lugal-TAR, thus alluding to
hostilities between Uruk and Laga§. 1

itimul-UD sag e-ta-i;ub-a

This month name (Nikolski 2) may refer to a celestial phenomenon, per-
haps to a meteor or comet: the month when "a bright(?) star fell from on
high(?)."2 If this interpretation is correct, this name would have been used
but one time.

I.J. Cooper, SANE 2/1, 34 with references. For other references to fu-Unug kl as referring to

Lugalzagesi, sec Selz Wirtschaftsurkunden, 353.

2. For the occurrence of meteors in the ancient Near East see J. IC Iljorkman, "Meteors and
Meteorites in the Ancient Near East," Meteorites (Arizona State University, 1973).

itinl-ka-i^-ka

This month is attested twice: HSS 3 45 and DP 165. Landsberger interpret-
ed this name as the month when the "(emptying of) the mouth of the canals
(was undertaken) .0 Landsberger observed that a religious ceremony proba-
bly accompanied the onset of this essential activity, on the basis of DP 165
which records the governor having brought an offering to the canal.

itiud5-de-gtl-ra-a

This month, attested but once (Nikolski 226), may mean the month "the
goats are bleating." 2

itiudu-dNin-gir-su-ka-ka si-bi dub-ba

This name occurs in Nikolski 162. Selz suggests interpreting this month
as "Monat in dem das Schaf des Ningirsu an seinen Hornen bestossen (?)
wurde."3

itiudu-se-se-a-il-la-dNanse4

Gifts of beer, bread and sometimes ovines for the ki-su7-§u-sil-ga (FO 181,
DP 215, Genouillac TSA 3), ki-su7-§u-su-ga (DP 84, DP 169, BIN 8 375) or ki-
su7 (DP 166, DP 202, DP 257) were brought to the palace. Two of these texts
(DP 215 and DP 166) indicate that this practice occurred during the month
itiudu-§e-§e-a-il-la-aNange. One tablet (Fo 83) names the month for this activ-
ity: itiki-su7-§u-su-ga.

Tohru Maeda, rejecting Rosengarten ' s interpretation of ki-su7 in this con-
text as "fallow land, " translates ki-su7-§u-su/sd-ga as "(the celebration) of the
threshing floor which has been emptied (=st1, because the barley has already
been transported into the granary) " or " (the celebration) of the threshing
floor which has been returned to its original state (=su)."5 However, a com-
pound verbal form §u sd/su meaning "to empty" or "to return" is unattested,
although Maeda suggests: "Su-su/sa may be a variant of §a-std or §u reinforc-
ing the verbal su/sbl." Perhaps §u su/sil-ga is related to §u su-ub, esepu, "to

1. LSS 6 1/2, 61.
2. Selz Wirtschaftsurkunden, 453 states that the month name is unclear, but suggests the possibility

of reading gO-ra, 3asu.

3. Selz Wirtschaftsurkunden, 387.
4. References written' uudu-0-3e-a-dNante: Fo 66; F5 75; F6 124; F5 142; Fa 195; Nikolski 148;

Nikolski 153; Nikolski 198; Nikolski 263; Nikolski 265; RTC 44; RTC 50; DP 47; DP 166; DP 206; DP
241; DP 254; DP 286; DP 298; DP 444; DP 476; DP 514; VAS NF 9 not. 59 and 94. References written
itiudu-tb-le-a-fl-la-dNante: F5 49; Nikolski 234; Nikolski 247; DP 270; DP 290. For references without
a deity name, see p. 48 note 1.

5. Maeda, Ada Sum 1 (1979), 25-31; Rosengarten Consommation, 64-66.
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shovel, to collect," (this latter meaning in the Old Babylonian period being
attested with cereals), or related to §u su-ub ma.Ia.Iu "to clean, wipe away."
Thus the name may mean the "the threshing-floor collecting," "the thresh-
ing-floor shoveling, " or "the threshing-floor cleaning, " any of which is appro-

priate for our context.
The mal-da-ri-a offerings for the ki-su7-§u-std-ga were sent by administra-

tors (sanga-sanga-ne) of various temples (Ninmara, Dumuzi, Nindara, Nan§e,
the Ebarbar, the Abu§, the E§apa, the Bagara) and by the sagi-mab and agrig-
officials to the palace (e-gal-la mu-na-tum) for the queen (munus-§8). Maeda
suggests "Sanga-priests brought the mas-da-ri-a-gifts into the egal[=palace].
Their gifts seemed to be used to inform the state ruler or his wife of the end
of cultivation and to express their thanks for a plentiful harvest. "1 "There-

upon a congratulatory banquet held in the egal seemed to have been presid-
ed over by the state ruler and his family. This seems to have been performed
in hopes of successfully completing cultivation and offering the first ears of
barley to the gods and goddess without mishap." 2

In none of the texts is the term ezem, "festival," ever used in conjunction
with the ki-su7-§u-st -ga ritual. Rather, this custom appears to be a duty owed
by the temples to the governor. A token portion of the grain (in the form of
bread and beer) processed at the threshing floor of each temple complex
was delivered to the palace, with an occasional sheep or lamb to further in-
gratiate the administrator. We suspect that since this practice was agricultur-
ally based, the month of its observance could vary based upon the synchro-
nization of the calendar with the agricultural cycle.

One text (Nikolski 148) lists offerings for four days during the month
itiudu-§8-§e-a-il-la-dNan§e, although no festival is mentioned. On the first day
two sheep and a Iamb were offered to Enkidanigin, on the second day two
sheep for Enkidanigin, on the third day one sheep to Enkidanigin and a goat
for the harp, and on the fourth day a sheep for MesanDU.

Nikolski 47 records a three-day observance for the new moon during this
month in Nina. The first day, as usual, contained the bulk of the offerings.
The second day entailed an offering to Nan§e and the third day an offering

to Ur-tt r.

1. Maeda, op. cit., 30.

2. Maeda, op. cit., 31.
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The Sargonic Period

In the Sargonic period a unified calendar was adopted for the area formerly
encompassing the Laga§-state, which was a combination of the older calen-
dars, possibly a deliberate attempt to gain the acceptance of all the partici-
pating cities. Except for the first and possibly the fifth months, the months
of the new, unified calendar do not reflect their positions in the previous cal-
endars, indicating either a change in the time of the year certain festivals
were celebrated, or, in some cases, festivals which were no longer observed: ]

i.

	

ezem-buru,r-ma§
ii.

	

gu4-ra-IZI-mu-mu
iii.

	

ezem-dLig-si4
iv.
v. ezem-munu4-gu7

vi.
vii.

	

[ezemdBa-bag]
viii.

	

mu-§u-dug
ix.

	

mes-en-DU-§e-a-nu
x.

	

ezem-amar-a-a-si
xi.

	

§e-kin,,(SE+KIN)-a
xii.

	

ezem-§e-Il-la

The months mu-§u-dug and mes-en-DU-§e-a-nit are, as yet, unattested in
the pre-Sargonic period. Yet these months were probably incorporated from
another calendar in the area, one not preserved in the pre-Sargonic tablets.

Several variants for the month mes-en-DU-§e-a-nit are attested: itimes-en-
DU-§e-a-nu (ITT 1189, 1364); itimes-en-DU-§e-nu (ITT 1201) and iti mes-a-DU-
§e-a-nit (ITT 4560). Perhaps the month name derived from a corruption of
the name of the pre-Sargonic Laga§ deity dMes-an-DU, who may have been
the personal god of the rulers Enentarzi and Lugalanda, 2 although in none

1. The order of the Sargonic months has been reconstructed on the basis of their order in the
post-Sargonic text RA 5 (1902), 90 AO 3388. Sargonic references are: idezem-burux mat: ITT 4438,
Donbaz-Foster Telloh 49, MVN 3 54; idgu4-roe-IZI-and-ms1: Donbaz-Foster Telloh nos. 47, 76 ( idgu 4-IZi-
mu-mu), 112; ' dczemdLig-si4 : Donbaz-Foster Telloh nos. 10 and 65; iuezem-munu 4-gu7: ITT 1455,
Donbaz-Foster Telloh 40; iuezem'Ba-bah: RTC 110, RTC 116; idmu3u-dug: ITT 1183, Donbaz-Foster
Telloh nos. 1fd.nd 113, RTC 123; 16mes-en-DU-1e-a-nu: RTC 105, RTC 125, ITT 1189, ITT 1201, ITT
1201 (' t'mcs en-DU3e-nd);' t'ezem-amar-a-a-si: Donbaz-Foster Telloh 43, CT 50 135 (it'amar-a-si);' t'Ie-
SE+KIN-a: ITT 1262, ITT 1306, ITT 1332, CT 50 151; idezem3e-fl4a: ITT 1301, Donbaz-Foster Telloh 57.

2. E. Sollberger, "The Rulers of Lagal," JCS 21 (1969), 282; T. Kobayashi, "Was Mesandu the
Personal Deity of Enentarzi? " Orient 25 (1989), 22-35, wherein Kobayashi discusses M. Powell ' s
suggestion that MesanDU may have been a chthonic deity ("mun-du as an Akkadian Plural Loan
Word in Sumerian," ZA 76 [1986], 14).
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of the variants for the month name is the god-determinative DINGIRwritten.
The month name may mean "(the month) when MesanDU lies down in the
barley," suggesting that MesanDU might have been a deity involved in the
growth of grain) However, as Kubayashi documents, this deity (for political
reasons) fell into disfavor during the reign of Lugalinimgina and is men-
tioned only again in an Old Babylonian inscription (BM 23103). 2 Thus, it is
surprising, that if, indeed, the element mes-en/a-DU derives from the deity
name, it should reappear in the Sargonic period (unless this was symptom-
atic of a political backlash against the deposed Lugalinimgina in favor of the
preceding royal line).

The ninth month was the time of the final sowing of barley. Perhaps the
month name signified that the barley seed had been "laid to rest"; the first
phase had been completed-the power of growth was lying with the seed in
the furrows. This possible relationship between MesanDU and the grain is
reminiscent of that of Dumuzi and the grain, which supports Powell's sug-
gestion that MesanDU may have been a netherworld deity.

The Gudea Period

In the period generally corresponding to the governorship of Gudea of
Laga§ (ca. 2150 B.C.) the fourth month was itilu-numun and the sixth itiur:3

i.	buru,r-ma§
ii.

	

[gu4-rya-IZI-mil-mu]
iii.

	

[ezemaLig-si4]
iv.

	

§u-numun
v.

	

ezem-munu4-gu7
vi.

	

ur
vii.

	

ezem-dBa bag

I. Kobayashi, op. tit, 26: The records mention the distribution of cereals to about twenty places,
such as for feeding donkeys and brewing beer, and Mesandu is mentioned among the recipients. He
is the only deity included in the lists regarding the distribution of cereals. " This unique offering to
Mesandu may be related to his being the personal god of the governors and/or connected to his
being associated with grain.

2. Sollberger, op. cit.

3. Cudea period references are: it'burux ma3: AO 3388 (RA 5 [1902], 90), MVN 6 531; 't'ezem-
gu4-ra-lZl-m6-mfi: MVN 6 105 (post-Sargonic); iti3u-numun: MVN 6 96 (post-Sargonic: itiezem-), 498

( it 'ezem-), 502, 504, 522, AO 3319 (RA 5 [1902], 81), MVN 7 440;' t'munu 4-gu7: AO 3388, AWN 6
491 (post-Sargonic), 493, MVN 7 382, 435 (omits czem);' t'ur: AO 3388; it'ezemdBa-ba6: AO 3388,
RA 4 (1897) p1. 17 nos. 49 and 50 (both pre-Ur III); 'el mu-tu-dug: AO 5388, MVN 7 438, RA 4 (1897)
pl. 15 no. 45 (pre-Ur III);' timcs-en-DU: AO 3388;' tTamar-a-a-si: AO 3388, MVN 7 461;' t'3e-kin-a: AO

3388;' t 'ezcm-3edl-la: AO 3388, MVN 7 415.

viii.	mu--u-dug
ix.

	

mes-en-DU
x.

	

amar-a-a-si
xi.

	

§e-kin-a
xii.

	

ezem-§e-il-la

A question has arisen regarding the month which began the calendar year
during the governorship of Gudea. In two Gudea inscriptions a festival of
Baba is recorded as having occurred at the New Year: u4 zag-mu ezem- dBa-
bag ni-mussa ak-da, "so that there be wedding gifts at the New Year, (at) the
festival of i3aba" and "He caused his personal god, Ningi§zida, to follow be-
hind with bridal gifts which Ningirsu happily presents to Baba, the child of
An, his beloved spouse." 1 The month named the "Festival of Baba" is the sev-
enth month of the year, in the autumn, and this has led S. Oh'e to suggest
that the Girsu/Laga§ calendar began in the fall. 2 Since (1) the earlier Laga§
calendars began in the spring and (2) there can be no doubt that according
to the Ur III tablets from Girsu burn,-mas was the first month, the festival of
Baba which occurred at the New Year was not the same festival of Baba for
which the seventh month was named.

The month iti§u-numun was probably introduced directly from the Nip-
pur calendar, where it was the fourth month even in pre-Sargonic Nippur.
Adoption of this Nippur month name may have entailed Laga§ participating
in the lu-numun festival in Nippur or conducting its own celebration in
LagaV/Girsu.

The month' tiur is attested in the Lagal/Girsu calendar as early as the gov-
ernorship of Gudea and as late as 816. 3 In the early Ur III Lagal/Girsu cal-
endar the month became the seventh month with the removal of the old
ninth month, itimes-en=DU. It is unlikely that the term UR in this month
name is an astrological or seasonal reference since the month name oc-
curred three or four months apart in Girsu (6/7) and Umma (10). The term
ur is not an agricultural term nor the name of a deity (no variants occur with
a determinative indicating a god 4). Since, as stated above, the month ' d ui- is

1. Statues E v 1-3 and G iii 5-8; see Lambert and Tournay, RA 46 (1952), 83; Jacobsen, Unity and
Diversity, 79.

2. S. Oh'e, "An Agricultural Festival in Tummal in the Ur Ill Period," Ada Sum 8 (1986), 125.
Oh'e cites this as support for the New Year at the Tummal also occurring in the autumn. However,
see our discussion of the first month of the Nippur calendar, wherein we suggest that the festival
referred to by Oh'e is actually the du b-kb festival, known to have been celebrated in the Tummal in
the seventh month, not the New Year's celebration.

3. MVN 6 nos. 41, 53; MVN 7 nos. 390 (Gudea 11), 421 (8); UET 3 1534 (S9); Sulgi 11: (ITT 6744,
ITT 680, RTC 286; RA 5 84 AO 3341); Relsner Telloh 56 (S16); Gomi, BJRL 64 (1980) no. 36 (the
case dates the tablet to itimin-1"S [the seventh month at Umma) whereas the tablet is dated Itl ur);
Atiqot 4 48. References to this month have been collected in Sauren Umma, 2 n. 5.

4. A god UR is attested in the later series AN = Anum A115 as a name for the god Nabd, the scribe.
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attested no earlier than the reign of Gudea, the month may have been
named for either Gudea himself, or for his predecessor, Ur- dBa-bag, "the
lion of Baba." The influence of Laga§/Girsu on Sumer during the Gutian pe-
riod was significant and the occurrence of the months itiezemdLig-si 4 and
iti ezemdDumu-zi in Ur III Umma may well be a remnant of this influence.
So too, the adoption of the Nippur month name iti§u-numun may be further
indication of this influence. In his own inscriptions and in a literary text
Gudea is called UR, which, Jacobsen suggests, in these passages means "lion."
In the Nan§e Hymn Gudea is called "Nan§e's lion": 1

She (Nan§e) (now) felt urged
to envision in the holy heart
a high priest,

she seated with her on the throne dais Nanshc's lion,
the beloved high priest of Lagash,

and granted august scepter to the shepherd.
Gudea perfected for her

all her precious sacred offices.
Her shepherd, envisioned in the holy heart,
Gudea, ruler of Lagash.

Jacobsen notes: "The Sumerian term here used, ur, can mean dog, or lion.
Since ur-dNan§e is said by the ancients to mean "doorkeeper of the palace"
we have preferred to translate "lion," since figures of lions were frequently
placed at gates as guardians. Gudea of Lagash, to whom the tide is here giv-
en, was, according to his own inscriptions, also ur, "lion, " of the goddess Ga-
tumdug."

It is probably more than mere happenstance that Sulgi replaced the
month itiur with one bearing his own name ( iti ezem-d8ul-gi) in Girsu and
Umma. As a sign of his own greatness, Sulgi had his month replace that of
the revered Gudea. In Girsu the month iti ezem-dSul-gi occurs on two tablets
dated to the year: dNanna-kar-zi-da a-a-na ba-an-ku4 (MVN 6 207 and 257),
which Pettinato has dated as 55 and according to Sollberger's dating (MO
17) is 59. However, many of the tablets which have been dated to 59 (or 55
according to Pettinato) should, in fact, be dated to 536 for the following rea-
sons:2

The formula for 836 is dNanna kar-zi-da a-ra-min kam a-a-na ba-an-
ku4, but can be abbreviated as dNanna kar-zi-da (MVN 6 315),
eliminating the element which clearly distinguishes it from 59.

If MVN 6 207 and 257 date to 59 instead of 536, this would indicate
the deification of Sulgi to be much earlier than assumed.

1.Jacobsen Harps, 129.
2.See Gregoire AAS 229 n. 159 wherein he recognizes this problem.
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These tablets mention Ur-dLama as the governor of Laga§, yet all
other references to his tenure are from the 32nd year of Sulgi on-
ward (see MVN 6 nos. 433 and 467; Gregoire AAS 231).

>- By dating these tablets to 85 or 89 the catalogues of Laga§ texts in
MVN 6 and MVN 7 show practically no tablets for 536, although
they abound for 535 and 537, thereby indicating something is
amiss in the dating.

a-

	

As stated above, the month itiur in Laga§ is attested after 59, as late
as 516 (Reisner Telloh 56).

Therefore, in Girsu as in Umma the month iti ezemdSul-gi replaced itiur

to honor the thirtieth jubilee of Sulgi.

The Ur III Period

By the reign of Sulgi of Ur the calendar at Laga§/Girsu had undergone yet
another change. The following calendar existed after the Gudea calendar
and up to the year Sulgi 30:

i.

	

burux-ma§
ii.

	

gu4-ra-IZl-mu-mii
iii.

	

ezemdLig-si4
iv.

	

§u-numun
v. ezem-munu4-gu7

vi. ezemdDumu-zi
vii.

	

ur
viii.

	

ezem-dBa-bag
ix.

	

mu-§u-dug
x.

	

amar-a-a-si
xi.

	

§e-kin-a
xii.

	

ezem-§e-fl-la

The month ezemdDumu-zi was added to the calendar as the sixth
month. 1 This resulted in the former months 6 through 8 being shifted one
position to months 7 through 9 and the old month 9, itimes-en-DU, being
dropped from the calendar. The final change to the Laga§/Girsu calendar
occurred, as discussed above, in the 30th year of Sulgi, when in honor of his
thirtieth jubilee the month itiur was replaced by itiezemdSul-gi.

1. The earliest attestation from Lagat/Girsu of the month it'ezemdDumu-zi is Charpin Durand
Strasbourg38, the date of which cannot be precisely determined.
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The contents of the Ur III tablet NBC 7439, perhaps a school tablet, con-
sists only of the names of the twelve months of the Girsu calendar. The text
begins with the tenth month (probably the current month): 1

obverse:

1 amar-a-a-si- r sa? '
iti§e-loin-ku5
iti §e-il-la
itiburu14-ma§
itigu4-ra-IZl-mu-mu
itiezemdLig-si4
it'§u-numun-a
itimunu4-gu7
itiezemdDumu-zi-da
itiezemdSul-gi
itiezem-dBa-bag
itmu-§u-du7
iti 12
iti Girsu
(reverse uninscribed)

i

	

burux (=GANA2)-mag

For the origin, reading and meaning of this month name see the above
discussion of this month in the pre-Sargonic period.

One Ur III Girsu tablet, dated to the month itiburux ma§, records 15 oxen
and 2 bison for the burux-ma g festival (Barton Haverford 56: ni-ezem-ma-buru-
ma§-§e). There are several references to this festival in tablets from Drehem:
"6 grain-fed oxen for the §e-il-la festival in Girsu on the 4th of the month and
7 grain-fed oxen for the buruma3 festival in Girsu on the 28th of the month
for delivery" (PDT II 955 [S47 itima§-da-gu7]); "3 grain-fed oxen for the bu-
ruma3festival in Girsu on the 29th " (Sigrist PTS 88 [AS4 itimag-da-gu7]); "3
grain-fed oxen of third quality, 2 grain-fed oxen of fourth quality, (and) 2
(regular) grain-fed oxen for the burum&festival at Girsu" (ezem-burn- ma§ Gir-
suki-§e) (YBC 1185 obv. 1-4 [SS6 itima§-da-gu 7]).

A tablet dated to S43 lists regular provisions for the first four months of
the year, dividing them between ni-ezem-ma, "provisions for the festival(s)"
and barley rations for the female mill-hands. 2 "Provisions for the festivals"

1.For a Neo-Assyrian rendering of the Lagat/Girsu calendar, see p. 221.

2. Coral, Arta Sum 3 (1981), 155 no. 113 (S43).
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are recorded for the months itiburu ma§, itigu4 ra-¢ZI-mu, itiezemdLig-si 4
and iti§u-numun.

From pre-Sargonic Laga§ tablets there is no mention of a zag-mu or a-ki-
ti celebration. By the rule of Gudea of Laga§, several centuries later, a festival
of the goddess Baba was observed on New Year's day (see above). In the Ur
III period there were special activities to celebrate the New Year's festival,
zag-mu. A reference to the celebration of the New Year's festival (zag-mu) in
the temple of Nindara in Laga§ occurs in a hymn to Iendursagga: l

(Every) month and the New Year are times
to provide food.

Nindara, in your temple, the betrothal gifts
are made to you, together with mother Nan§e, the queen.

It is unclear whether the reference to the marriage of Nindara refers to
the New Year's in the previous line or not. If so, this might be another exam-
ple of a sacred marriage rite at the New Year. Other references to special
New Year's distributions in Laga§/Girsu include barley rations for the city
(§e-ba zag-mu nam-uru-na; Reisner Telloh 99a), rations of lard and oil (HSS
4 3 obv. ii; Gomi, Orient 16 no. 112), and provisions for the festivals (ni-ezem-
ma zag-mu-ka [CTMMA 1 40; Reisner Telloh 308]).

A Girsu text dated to SS1 details containers (gir-lam) for a festival during
the first seven days of the first month in Uruku, the sacred precinct of Girsu
(ITT 5280). The term zag-mu does not occur although the tablet clearly in-
dicates that a festival is occurring.

Day I:

	

containers for the place of the festival (ki-ezem-ma) and the place
Uruku;

Day 2:

	

13 containers for the temples of the gods in Uruku;
Day 3: containers for the a-gu-la of Ningirsu, the a-gibil of Ningirsu, the a-gibil

of Baba, the a-nesag of Baba, the a-gu-la of Baba, for Igalim, Gatum-
dug, Kindazi, Enlil, Lugalsisa and the magur-ship;

Day 4: containers for the a-nesag of Baba, for Ninsun, the nig-gar, dIS-dBaba,
Nan§e, Manna, Damgalnun, Martu, Ninmara, Ninu§gidda, the genie
of the king, Gudea, [ dNin?]-nun-gal, Sulpae, lu-ga-lam, e-balag-di, Nin-
insina, the genie of the Guenna;

Day 5:

	

8 containers for the temples of the gods in Uruku, 2 containers for the
8-mi;

Day 6:

	

a-nesag of Baba, c-gu-la of Baba, [...]
Day 7:

	

[text broken].

1. Translation M. Civil, "The Statue of Sulgi: The Inscription," Studies Sjoberg, 50; the entire hymn
is treated by Edzard and Wilcke, "Die ljendursanga-Hymne, " Kramer AV, 139-176.
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ii gu4-ra-IzI-mu-mu

For the origin, reading, and meaning of this month name see the above
discussion of this month in the pre-Sargonic period for itigu4-ra-IZI-mu-a-
dNanle. In the Sargonic period the month occurs as itigu4-ra-IZI-mu-mu
(Donbaz-Foster Telloh nos. 47 and 112) and itigu4-IZI-mu-mu (Donbaz-Foster
Telloh 76). Ur III variants are:' t'$AR/UR5-ra-IZI-mu-mu (Atigot 4 no. 11); itigu4-
ra-IZI-mu-mu (Th. Dangin, RA 8 [1911] 87 AO 3636); itigu4-ra-IZI-mu (MVN
6 39); itigu4 IZY-mti mu (MVN 7 214; Lafont Tello 372); iti ezem-gu4-ra-IZI-mu-
mit (MVN 6 39 and 375); itigu4-ra-IZI-NE (MVN 12 426); itigu4-ta-IZI-mu (RA 5
[1902] 91 AO 3463; Pinches Amherst 70; RTC 326); itigu4-ra-mu-mu (Lafont
Tello 329); itigu4-ra-IZY-DU-mu-mu (Barton Haverford 66); itigu4 ra-IZI mu mu
(Barton Haverford 57).

There is no festival documented for this month in the pre-Sargonic or Sar-
gonic periods. In the Ur III period, however, on one tablet the term festival
is appended to the month name: iti ezem-gu4-ra-IZI-mu-mu (MVN 6 39). A
possible reference to festival offerings in this month is a Girsu text (MVN 6
125) which lists large quantities of sheep as offerings to various gods, begin-
ning with Enlil, continuing with the expected Laga g deities. The list con-
cludes with a goat for "the chariot which proceeds at the front(?) of his
(procession). "

iii ezem-dLig-si4

For the origin of this month name see our discussion of this month in the
pre-Sargonic period. Note the variant it' dezem-Lig-si4 (MVN 6 218).

iv gu-numun

The earliest dated reference to the month itigu-numun in the Lagag calen-
dar is Gudea 11 (MVN 6 498, 502, 504, 522; MVN 7 440; RA 5 [1902], 81 AO
3319), wherein the month occurs also as itiezem-'su-numun (MVN 6 498 and
MVN 6 96 [undated]). One text (Chiera STA 8) enumerates offerings for
several months and during the month gu-numun beer "for the statue of the
king was sent (to the temple) for gu-numun" (alam-lugal gu-numun-gc gin-na).

v munu4-gu7

For the origin of this month name see our discussion of the months
itiezem-munu4-gu7dNange and' ti ezem-munu4-gu7-dNingirsu in the pre-Sar-
gonic period. The month name occurs without any associated deity begin-
ning in the Sargonic period: itiezem-munu4-gu7 (Donbaz-Foster Telloh 40;
MVN 3 89), continuing into the Gudea period: itiezem-munu4-gu7 (MVN 6
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491, 493, 511, 493 [Gudea 11]; MVN 7 382) and it'munu4 gu7 (MVN 7 435
[Gudea 11]). 1

During the Ur III period the Malt Consumption festival occurred around
the 25th of the month, as discerned from a tablet from Drehem (PTS 816
[AS8 v 25]):

2 high-quality, grain-fed sheep for Ningirsu in Girsu,
2 third-quality, grain-fed sheep for Nan ge in Nina, (and)
I grain-fed, fat-tailed sheep for Nindara in Keg
(for) the Malt Consumption festival for Girsu.

Ur III texts indicate that the Malt Consumption festival was celebrated
throughout the cities of the Lagag area, including Lagal, Girsu, Ke g, Nina,
Guabba, and Kinunir. A text from Drehem (BIN 3 502) dated to 546
( itiezem-dNin-a-zu) records for the festival (ezem-munu4-gu7) the delivery of
grain-fed sheep to Girsu for use as offerings for Ningirsu and Baba in Girsu,
for Nange in Nina, for Nindara in Keg, for Dumuzi in Kinunir (<ki>-nu-nir ki )

and for Ninmar in Guabba. The transport of provisions for this festival may
be involved in a tablet dating to 59 which details oil for the ships of Nange,
Dumuzi and Nindara (Cros Tello AO 4209), an observation noted by R. Kut-
scher. 2 This text mentions four boats: Dumuzi's boat, the 'Lady-Sprinkled-
with-Charm'; Nange ' s boat, the ' Shining-Lady'; Nindara's boat, the 'Shrine-
Abundance'; and a fourth boat belonging to Nange which carried torches
(gi-izi-la.), presumably for nighttime travels. On the first day all the boats are
treated with oil. The next day Dumuzi's boat went to Lazawi-field and
Nange ' s to the apple orchard. Based on the entries in BIN 3 502, mentioned
above, the ultimate destination for these boats may have been Nina for
Nange ' s two boats, Kinunir for Dumuzi's boat, and Keg for Nindara's boat.
Several deities are mentioned in a list of deities as having received date of-
ferings during the month, perhaps alluding to the festival (CT 7 BM 17765):
Ningirsu, Baba, Lugalbagara, Nange, Nindara, Dumuzi and Ninmar. Thus, by
the Ur III period, the festival continued to be celebrated throughout the cit-
ies of the old Lagag-state, but the local chief deity was the center of the cele-
bration, no longer just Ningirsu and/or Nan ge.

Grain-fed oxen for the festival in Girsu are recorded in a Drehem tablet
(Langdon Archives ofDrehem 27): "2 grain-fed oxen for the Malt Consumption
festival (of) Girsu"; and disbursements of fish are recorded for the festival
(ni-ezem-munu4-gu7) in 534 (MVN 10 149); barley as provisions for the fes-
tival (ni-ezem-ma) in 543 (Gomi, Acta Sum 3 [1981] 155 no. 114). A distribu-
tion of gypsum (for building purposes?) for the festival during the month is

1. Pinches Amherst 83 has itimunu 4-gu7-<zi>-ta on the tablet, but the expected ' l'munu 4-gu 7-ta on
the envelope.

2. "A Torchlight Festival in Lagal," Acta Sum 5 (1983), 59ff.
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recorded in a Girsu tablet (Virolleaud Laga. 114: ni-ezem-ma). Gypsum was
distributed to the two houses of Ningirsu, the three houses of Baba, and to
Nan§e, Ninmar, Nindara, Dumuzi, Iendursagga, Abau, Nindara of Ke§, Dumu-
zi of Kinunir, Ningi§zida, Ninazu and Ningi§zida, 5ulpae, the orchard and
the Ebagara.

Another tablet records two oxen for Ninmar for the festival (la-ezem-ma),
perhaps a reference to the Malt Consumption festival or to another festival
of Ninmar during this month (Barton Haverford 223 [835]). l

vi ezem-dDumu-zi

There are no Ur III tablets from Girsu mentioning any festival during this
month, which is named for a festival of Dumuzi.

vii ur / ezem-d8ul-gi

See the discussion above for the origin of the month itiur, which was re-
placed by mezemdSu1-gi during 5ulgi's thirtieth jubilee year.

Two Girsu texts (MVN 7 332 and 374, both undated) record offerings of
beer and flour for the a§-L§ festival on the 3rd of the month and regular of-
ferings for the 7th. And on the 3rd of the month, as part of the cg-e§ festival,
5ulgi presided at an offering to honor his deified stela (lugal dna-ru-a-§c gin-
na) called d5ul-gi-a-lim. Both the is§-C§ offerings for the 3rd and the regular
offerings for the 7th of the month are summed in MVN 7 332 as royal festival
provisions (ni-ezem-ma-lugal).

A Drehem tablet (YBC 16661 [5S4 vii 27]) may refer to a celebration in
Girsu at the cattle pen during this month. The tablet begins with entries for
the Sacred Mound festival at Nippur followed by offerings to Utu and Suen
when one goes to the cattle pen:

5 udu-[x]
5 m'3-[x]
UrdLama [...]
U4 Gfr-sub'
giri 3 Ba-za-za [...]
7 udu-u KU4 ni [...]
dUtu t1 dSuen
U4 e-Or-§@ i-gin-na

The reference to Girsu previous to the mention of Utu and Suen 's atten-
dance at the cattle pen suggests that this may be a Girsu festival. Moreover,

1. In the preSargonlc period, the amar-a-a-si-ge was a festival of Ninmar's at the cattle pen. For

the Cattle Pen festival of Baba at Old Babylonian Cirsu, sec p. 235.

in the pre-Sargonic period, during the month itiamar-a-a-si-ga (see above)
the amar-a-a-si festival occurred in the cattle pen.

viii ezem-dBa-bag

This month and festival is attested in the pre-Sargonic period (see above).
An Ur III Drehem reference to this festival records ten sheep as a bridal gift
for the festival of Baba at Girsu (MVN 13 527 [5S3 vii 29)): nl-mi-us-sa ezem-
dBa-bag GIr-suki-§e). A sacred marriage involving Baba is attested during the
first month at the New Year's celebration during the rule of Gudea (see
above). An Ur III Girsu tablet records food for workmen towing a barge for
the festival of Baba (Barton Haverford 169 [IS2]).

ix mu-§u-dug

In the Sargonic and Gudea periods the month is written iti mu-§u-dug and
in the Ur HI period both orthographies itimu-§u-dug and itimu-§u-clu7 occur
(CT 10 BM 14316 contains both orthographies on the same tablet). Note
also RA 4 (1897), pl. 15 no. 45 for the pre-Ur III reference: iumu-, mu "-su-
dug. The term §u-dug means "to hold," "to assume guaranty," neither of
which, when coupled with the basic meanings of mu, "year" or "name," pro-
vides a satisfactory interpretation of the month name iti mu-§u-dus.

There are no references to a festival in this month.

x

	

amar-a-a-si

For the origin and meaning of this month name see our discussion of this
month in the pre-Sargonic period. Sargonic orthographies are: iti ezem-
amar-a-a-si (Donbaz-Foster Telloh 4.3); iti amar-a-si (CT 50 no. 135); Gudea pe-
riod: itiamar-a-a-si (MVN 7 461). Ur III variants are: itiamar-a-si (MVN 2 72);
iti amar-a-a-si (CT 7 12932); iti amar-a-a-si-ge4 (MVN 9 109); iti amar-a-a-si-ig
(MVN 12 97); itiamar-a-si-ge4 (Weidner, OLZ 1912).

Two Drehem tablets (BIN 3 496; Jones-Snyder SET 70) record animals dis-
bursed in the ninth month for the festival of amar-a-a-si of Girsu (ezem-amar-
a-a-si-Gir-su ki) . A Girsu text (BM 12374) records four grain-fed sheep as fes-
tival provisions (nl-ezem-ma) issued during the month (no day recorded).

A Girsu tablet (Barton Haverford 158) dated to this month lists provisions
of beer, flour and oil for a trip of 5ulgi ' s, beer for Klan, and beer, concluding
with the entry nl-ezem-gu-la u 4-2-kam d5ulgi, "provisions for the Great Festi-
val-the second day (for?) 5ulgi." The significance of the term ezem-gu-la in
this context is unclear, unless this occasion is a reference to the ezem-mab
festival at Ur in the tenth month.
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xi ge-kin-ku5

This month occurs as the first month in one of the pre-Sargonic calendars
from the Lagag-state. For the reading and meaning of the month name see
our discussion of the twelfth month of the Nippur calendar. In the Sargonic
period from Laga§ the orthography iti§e-kinx (SE+KIN)-a is attested (CT 50 no.

151). In the Ur III period the orthographies iti§e-kin-ku5, iti§e-kin (Pinches

Amherst 77; MVN 7 141; TCS 1 226) and itiezem-§e-kin-ku5 (MVN 7 446) are

attested (Reisner Telloh 110 contains both orthographies iti§e-kin-ku5 and
iti§e-kin on the same tablet).

We are unaware of any Ur III references to a festival in this month in Girsu/

Lagag .

xi2 diri-Se-kin-ku5

The intercalary month of the Laga g calendar occurred after the eleventh

month.

xii §e-il-la

This month name may derive from the pre-Sargonic month itiudu-§e-ge-a-

il-la-dNin-gir-su or itiudu-§e-ge-a-it-la-dNan§e. However, note that the pre-Sar-

gonic text RTC 47, which records daily activities for the Barley Consumption

festival of Nan ge, begins the third day's entry with: 1 udu 1 sila 4 dNange u4

§e-it-la-a gig e-tag "1 sheep and 1 lamb offered (to) Nan ge (on) the day of the

Transporting-of-the-Barley. " Thus, rather than being a shortened form of
itiudu-ge-ge-a-il-la-DN, this month name may derive from this special day of

the Barley Consumption festival of Nan ge.
During the reign of Gudea the orthography itiezem-§e-il-la (MVN 7 415)

is attested. In the Ur III period the following orthographies occur: itiezem-

le-il-la (TLB Ill 2); iti§e-il-la (MVN 6 458); iti§e-fl (MVN 2 54); iti il-la (RA 5

[1902], 97 AO 3511). 1
The actual name of the festival included the city Girsu: "the §e-il-la festival

of Girsu" (ezem-ge-it-la-Gir-suk') as noted in a Drehem text dated to the 20th
of the month (MVN 15 110 [AS2 xii]). This text records offerings to neigh-
boring towns which joined in the celebration: sheep for Ningirsu in Girsu,
for Dumuzi in Kinunir, and for Ninmar in Guabba. Provisions for the §e-il-la
festival of Girsu in this month are recorded also in Lau OB Temple Records 251

and in two Drehem tablets (PDT 11 955 and 1115) which list grain-fed oxen
as provisions for the §e-il-la festival of Girsu (ni-ezem-ma §e-it-la-Gir-suki-g i

[no. 1115] and ezem-[ g ]e-it-la-Gar-suki [no. 955]).

1. Note MVN 12 297 and MVN 6 240, 241, 524 for the personal name Ur-Sc-fl-la.

At Umma an observance called the §e-fl-la of Nan ge is attested as occur-
ring in the first month ( iti§e-kin-ku5). It is unclear from this one context
(Yildiz and Gomi Umma no. 1885) whether this observance occurred annual-
ly in the first month, or as part of the Festival of the Early Grass (which at Umma
was not fixed to a particular date, but rather to the beginning of the spring).

A dedicatory inscription on a statue of Sulgi alludes to a boat trip by Nin-
dara from Girsu to Guabba during the month <itNe-i1. 1 The same inscrip-
tion mentions "the day of the festival, in Ninmar's temple. " It is unclear
whether this latter occasion was a special ceremony for the dedication of Sul-
gi's statue or refers to an annual event in the temple of Ninmar. Moreover,
this reference occurs before the passage citing the month itige-it-la. Thus the
month of this latter festival in Ninmar's temple is not clear.

Other Festival References

An undated tablet (Limet Textes Sumeriens 91) records oil rations and honey
(1^1 ezen-ka) for a festival in the temples of Ningirsu and Baba.

A monthly festival of the new moon called ezem-an-na was celebrated in
the Tira§-temple in Girsu for Ningirsu during Gudea's governorship: 2

Tirash he [An] founded
for princely functions like the Apsu,
therein, monthly at new moon,
are great offices, my Ezenanna festival,

performed for me to perfection.

A tablet (Sauren Wirtschafsurkunden 144 [1S2]), provenience unknown,
mentions a festival of Ningi§zida: "32 gur and 76 liters of barley for the festi-
val of Ningigzida (ezem-dNin-gig-zi-da). " Since there was a cult of Ningi gzida
at several sites, including Ur and Laga g , we do not know the native town for
this festival.

1. M. Civil, "The Statue of Sulgi: The Inscription," Studies Sjoberg, 49ff.
2.Jacobsen Harps, 401 (Gudea Cylinder A). There is no evidence indicating a relationship

between this festival and the Ur Ill Ur month name itiezem-an-na.
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THE THIRD MILLENNIUM B.C.

Nippur

The town of Nippur served as a focal point for the religious life of Sumer
and its god Enlil, who dwelled in the Ekur, achieved a place of prominence
among the Mesopotamians. The calendar of Nippur would continue after
others had disappeared, being adopted throughout Sumer after the collapse
of the Ur III empire, and then evolving as logograms for month names of the
Standard Mesopotamian calendar for another 1700 years.

There were three main agricultural festivals at Nippur: (1) the gusisu-fes-

tival from the 20th to 22nd of the second month to mark the onset of the
entire agricultural cycle, specifically the retooling of farming equipment and
the acquisition of livestock for the coming planting; (2) the iunumun-festival
in the middle of the fourth month to mark the onset of both preparing the
fields and the actual seeding which followed in the fall; and (3) the .lekinku-

festival in the middle of the first month to mark the onset of the barley har-
vest.

Around the 11th day of the fifth month the Nippur paternalia, called the
ne-IZI-gar festival, was observed-a time when fires were kindled to guide the
spirits of the dead back to their ancestral homes. In the middle of the sixth
month the itikin-dInanna festival was held; the nature of this observance is
unclear.

The New Year, zag-mu, was celebrated at the Tummal temple complex in
Nippur during the first month. On the 27th of the seventh month the other
Tummal festival was observed, the Sacred Mound (du b-ktl) festival, a celebra-
tion involving Enlil's ancestors.

There is a late introduction by Amar-Suen of the ab-i festival in the tenth
month, a politically motivated ceremony in honor of the dead kings of Ur III.

The order of several Nippur months in the pre-Sargonic period can be
confirmed as being identical to that attested in the Ur III and later periods.
A pre-Sargonic clay bulla lists in order the second and third months: it'ezem-
gu4-si-su and itisig4-gisu5-sub-ba (Westenholz OSP 1 15). And another pre-
Sargonic document, detailing a monthly disbursal of onions, lists in order
months four through seven: itisu-numun, itine-IZI-gar, itikindInanna and 1ddu6

-kit (Westenholz OSP 2 136). The remaining Nippur months are attested in-
dividually on pre-Sargonic documents: itibara-zag-gar, iti gisapin-dug-a, itigan-

gan-e, itikll-sux, itiud-duru5 and itiie-kin-ku5. The earliest document listing
all twelve Nippur months in order is from the Ur III period (Owen NATN
298). The only change to the Nippur calendar occurred during the reign of
the Ur III monarch, Amar-Sin, when itiab-e began to replace itiki-sux as the
name of the tenth month.

A few tablets of unknown provenience are dated to a month named for
the Tummal complex at Nippur: ititum-ma-al or ititum-al. One document(YBC
1484) dated to the sixth month in the Nippur calendar lists ititum-al as the
repayment month in the year AS1. Curiously the repayment clause has been
added at the bottom of the tablet, after the date, an extremely unusual ar-
rangement.

YBC 1484
obv.

2 plow-oxen
from Nans-ekam
has 1=labamu
taken in possession.
The sixth month;

rev.

mu AAmar-dSuen lugal
(blank)
(blank)
ititum-al
su-su-dam

In the next month, the seventh month, at the Tummal occurred one of
the two major festivals at the complex, the festival of the Sacred Mound.
Quite possibly the month ititum(-ma)-al may have been an alternate name
for itidu6-ktl. The rare occurrences of the name, however, indicate that this
naming convention was extremely limited in use. Nor can we be certain that
this month is indeed from Nippur, since the clause in which it occurs has
been appended to the body of the document, an unusual situation.

2 gu4-gig
ki dNanse-kam-ta
Ida-ba-mu
i-dab5
iti kindInanna

Year Amar-Sin 1.

(in) the month Tummal
they are to be restored.
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The Months

i.

	

bara-zag-gar

The month lubara-zaggar is attested in pre-Sargonic and Sargonic eco-

nomic documents. " Two unusual variants occur in the Ur III period: itibara-

zagar (cig-Kizilyay NRVN 1 207; TuM NF I-II 13) and itibara-za-gal-ra (cig-

Kizilyay NRVN 1 208 = N. 467; Huber, Hilprecht AV, 203).2 And Landsberger

suggested that the Old Babylonian reference itizaggalgar (CT 8 41 c [Bu.

91-5-9, 867]) might also be a variant for this month. 3

The month itibara-zaggar was the beginning of the year (Mar./Apr.) and
was eventually utilized as a logogram for the Standard Mesopotamian calen-

dar name Nisannu. This relationship, as well as the derivation of the name

Nisannu from nisag, "first, " is intertwined in the composition "The Message

of Lfi-Dingir-ra to His Mother," wherein a syllabic rendering of itibara-zag-

gar as pa-ra-za-an-kar occurs in the Ugaritic version. The non-Ugaritic recen-

sion parallels zag-mu, "the new year " (translated loosely into Akkadian as

"early") with nisag, "the first produce": gurun-zag-mu-a ni-to-bu-um (var:

gig .U.SAR; i .gig .SAR) nisagga inbu pan .iatti mutllummu nissani "An early fruit,

the yield of the first month. "4 In the Ugaritic version, although the month
itibara-zag-gar has replaced nisag, it is still translated by nisannu: [gurun-

zag]-mu G[URU]N? .GIS.KIRI6 [ iti]bara-zaggar ku-ru-um za-an-ku mu-ut-bu pa-

ra-za-an-kar inbu .ia pana [x] MU x ti mutt ummi nissani. 5

First millennium B.C. bilingual vocabulary lists equate the term zag-gar-ra

with Akkadian agirtu, "sanctuary."6 For zag-gar-ra as a sanctuary, note the Old

Babylonian year-date formula of Ibalpiel of Esnunna: mu alam-kt -sig 1 4 zag-

ga-ra ba-an-ku4-ku4, "the year the golden statue was brought into the sanctu-

ary"7 and a Larsa document: 10 gur se zaggar-ra. 8 In the Old Babylonian pe-

riod onward the term zag-gar-ra also denoted a "special room in a private

house for cultic purposes"9 and a "socle" (in the form of a sanctuary for im-

1. Westenholz OSP 1 73; WestenholzJena 117, 138, and 151; Westenholz OSP 2 114 and 164; Pohl,

TuM NF I-II 117 and 151.

2. Note Sauren Wirtschaflsurkunden, 129:'u [bar]a-[z]i <gal>-[1]a.

3. LSS 61/2, 24. Note the Old Babylonian text BRM 3 182 whose month should probably be read:

itibara ! (BA)-zag-gar.

4. M. Civil, "The Message of Lu-Dingir-ra to His Mother,"JNES 23 (1964), lff.

5. UgariticaV, 314.

6. See CAD A/2 436 sub ain't A) and note in particular IZI J iii 6: (MSL 13 213) bara-zag-gar-ra

= MIN(=parakku) a-3i-it--tu4,"throne (of) the sanctuary."

7. JCS 13 (1959) 74, quoted CAD A/2 437 sub atirtu lb.

8. Leemans SLB 1 (2) no. 40.

9. CAD A/2 sub a4irtu A 439 mng. 2.
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ages or symbols)." The earliest literary reference to zag-gar-ra is in the Keg
° Temple Hymn 6': a kalam ki-gar-ra zag-gar-ra t s-sa, "The house which sup-
ports the nation, the established places, and the sanctuaries." 2

The obvious translation of our month is "throne of the sanctuary" as in
MSL 13 213. In the pre-Sargonic references the term is not unequivocally a
genitival construction (the form *itibara-zaggar-ra is unattested and the
forms itibara-zaggar-ge [WestenholzJena 138] and itibara-zag-gar-ta [Westen-
holz OSP 2 114 and 164] occur). Perhaps the month name is syntactically
analogous to the expression bara-dur-gar, "to take a seat on the dais," and
that zag-gar in our month name is not a noun, "sanctuary," but rather a com-
pound verb, from which the noun "sanctuary" ultimately derived. The term
zag-gar might mean "to place off to the side," and would thus have designat-
ed cellas which were set off to the side of the main sanctuary. The evolution
into a nominal form zag-gar would parallel air-gar "to take a seat" from
which the noun "chair" developed (note the Sumerian loanword durgaru,
"an ornate chair," [CAD D 191] and gigdurgar = kussu). If this hypothesis is
valid, perhaps, then, itibara-zaggar designated the month in which statues of
the gods or their votive objects "took (their) place by the side of the throne
or sanctuary (of Enlil?)," thus portraying Enlil holding court.

In Nippur a New Year's festival zag-mu (literally "edge of the year") was
observed. 3 The New Year was the occasion for taking inventory at the temples
and for distributing foodstuffs (e.g., grain, oil and perhaps onions) to the
personnel for the coming year. Foodstuffs were also stockpiled for the com-
ing year's offerings to the gods. One Old Akkadian text details deliveries of
barley throughout the entire year for distribution at the New Year obser-
vance: "210 niga of barley, in monthly deliveries of 17.2 niga, (to?) Na-ba-
LUL; 90 niga of barley, in monthly deliveries of 7.2 niga, (to?) Lugal-GIR-gal;
from the month ezem-gu4-si-su [the second month] to the month bara-zag-
gar [the first month of the following year], these deliveries for the New Year
festival (sa-dull zag-mu-ka-kam) were received. "4

In Nippur the New Year's festival was observed in the Tummal temple of
Ninlil. The Sumerian Temple Hymns praises the Tummal's appearance dur-
ing the festival: iii zag-mu ezem-gal-la-za u6-di tag-ga (var: duly-ga-am) "In
the month of the New-Year's Day, on which the feast is celebrated, (you are)
wondrously adorned."5 Disbursements of barley for the New Year's celebra-

1. Ibid. mng. 3; note also OECT 6 pl. 18 K. 4642 3/4: zag-gar-ra [...] = gum-ma la x-[...].
2. G. Gragg, TCS 3 176 (translation different).
3. For several Kassite kings frequently attending the New Year 's celebration in Nippur in the 14th

and 13th centuries B.C., see pp. 306-307.

4. Translation Westenholz Jena 138.
5. Translation Sjoberg, TCS 3, 19.
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tion at the Tummal are recorded on an Ur III tablet dated to SS7: 13 §e-gur

ni-ezem-ma-tum-al 0.4.4 se-gur 0.3.3 ziz ni-ezem-ma-hal-hal "13 gur of barley

as festival provisions for the Tummal; 44 liters of barley and 33 liters of em-

mer as festival provisions for various (shrines?)" (BE 3 117). Although this

text does not specifically mention a festival, its summing of disbursements

from the second month itigu4-si-su to the first month of the following year
itibara-zaggar-ra, similar to the aforementioned Old Akkadian tablet involv-

ing New Year 's provisions of barley, suggests that the supplies were, in fact,

for the New Year 's festival. A tablet probably dating to the reign of the Akka-

dian king Sar-kali-sarri records: 5 sum lidga sa-dull zag-mu dEn-1i1-kam

"1200 liters of onions, Enlil's regular offerings of the New Year" (Westenholz

OSP 2 171). Although, as seen in the above passages, the New Year's celebra-

tion was termed a festival, the term *ezem-zag-mu is unattested.

S. Oh 'e observed that Drehem references to live animals brought as offer-

ings to the Tummal complex followed a pattern.' The one reference from

S43 dates to the sixth month, those from S44 to S46 date to the seventh

month, and from S47 to SS7 date to the eighth month. Oh 'e, noting that the

Temple Hymn mentions the splendor of the New Year festival at the Tummal

and that no offerings from Drehem are recorded for the first month of the

year, raises the possibility that the religious year at the Tummal began in the

seventh month. The references to the eighth month Oh'e attributes either

to a discrepancy between the Nippur calendar used at the Tummal and the

Drehem calendar beginning in S47, or to an actual change in the date of the

festival. Oh'e accurately notes that in Nippur proper there was no disparity

between the Drehem and Nippur calendars before and after S47. Thus, she

suggests, "it is possible that before S47 the Nippur calendar used in Tummal

was a month ahead of the calendar used in Nippur itself." To bolster her ar-

gument for a New Year observance in the fall, Oh'e cites two inscriptions of

Gudea which state: "The New Year's Day, the Festival of Baba," the Festival

of Baba being the seventh month of the Lagas/Girsu calendar at that period. 2

However, as mentioned above, BE 3/1 117 is an account of festival provi-

sions for the Tummal, the tablet recording entries from gu4-si-su (ii) to bara-

zaggar (i) . This is the order expected if the festival of the New Year occurred

in the first month, but hardly were it in the seventh. And, as also cited above,

in the pre-Ur III period, this same accounting from the second month to the

first for the zag-mu festival is recorded in another text (Westenholz, Jena 138).

There is a solution to this apparent discrepancy. The two above texts

which indicate that the New Year occurred in the spring list grain as provi-

sions for the Tummal, presumably much of this grain to be distributed to

1. S. Oh'e, "An Agricultural Festival in Tummal in the Ur III Period," Acta Sum 8 (1986), 121ff.

2. Gudea Statue E 5 1-2; Statue G 3 5-6.
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functionaries as the coming year's wages. Similarly at Umma, where there

ale many tablets listing contributions for the zag-mu, tablets list grain and oil

rations for the zag-mu, but never livestock. The zag-mu observance at the

Tummal apparently involved neither the distribution of animals as wages nor

the use of animal sacrifices. This would account for the lack of Drehem texts

recording the shipment of animals to the Tummal during the first month of

the year. Any offerings which may have occurred at the Tummal during the

zag-mu festival may have been mainly restricted to grain-based offerings, af-

ter all, both at Nippur and Umma this was the time of the barley harvest. The

Drehem references to the delivery of animals in the seventh or eighth

month, therefore, must refer to another festival at the Tummal, assuredly
the "Sacred Mound" (dug-kb.) festival, which is recorded on several tablets as

being celebrated on the 27th day of the seventh month at the Tummal. 1

As Oh ' e observes, beginning in S47 the deliveries to the Tummal were in

the eighth month and before S44 in the sixth month. M. Cooper demon-

strates that various calendars, all using the same month names, were em-

ployed at this same period in Drehem. 2 And, in fact, the years S44 and S47

were crucial years for attempting to synchronize these calendars. This assur-

edly is at the heart of the change in the delivery month to the Tummal, not

a change in the month of the festival at the Tummal itself (one of Oh'e's al-

ternate solutions). But whether this reflects a lack of synchronization with a

calendar used specifically at the Tummal, another of the suggestions put
forth by Oh 'e, or rather indicates that those making the deliveries from Dre-

hem to the Tummal employed a different calendar from those making deliv-

eries to the other areas in Nippur, cannot be determined.

ii. ezemgu4-si-six

In the pre-Sargonic and Sargonic periods the month is written: itiezem-
gu4-si-su (Westenholz OSP 1 15; Westenholz Jena 138), itiezemgu4-si-sli
(Westenholz OSP 1 105; Westenholz Jena 112), itiezemgu4-[si]-sux (MU8) (Pohl,
TuM 5 112 and 123), and itigu4-si-su (Westenholz Jena 123)-but never: *itigu4-

si-sa, the orthography that predominates by the Old Babylonian period. By

the Ur III period the term ezem "festival" had been dropped from the month

name, resulting in the Ur III orthographies: itigu4-si-six (UET 3 10), itigu4-si-
su (Owen NATN 297), itigu4-si-su (Owen NATN 122), and itigu4-si-sa (Fish
Catalogue 355).

As Landsberger noted, the first millennium B.C. interpretation of the

month name as ITI GUD.ME$ uJtelrir uptattd bama"tu "the month (in which)

1. See our discussion of the seventh Nippur month below for the dug-ki festival in the Tummal.

2. "The Drehem Calendars During the Reign of 5ulgi, " ZA 77 (1987), 174ff.
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one yokes the bulls (and when) the high (lying land) is broken (for cultiva-
tion) "1 must be a false etymology, since this is based upon an orthography
itigu4-si-sa (si sa = e. eru), yet the original orthography, as noted above, is itigu4

-si-su/sA.2
In this month name, gu4-si is most probably a nominal form and su/su a

verb. The term gu4-si occurs in the expression ( gis)gu4-si-dili, a, ibu, "a batter-
ing ram," which derives from a "one-horned ox", a "unicorn" (si = horn, gu4
= ox).3 Ninurta (who is the chief deity of the gusisu-festival) is described as a
battering ram in the Hymn to Ninurta with a Prayer for Su-Sin: dNin-urta am-

gal gu4-si-dili bad-gal su x x-e, "Ninurta, the great wild ox, a battering ram
which can [push down (?) ] great walls." 4 The lexical entry gu4-si "horned ox"
is attested at Ebla (MEE 3 p. 138) 5 and in middle second millennium B.C. tab-

lets from Emar. 6 A reference quite relevant for our understanding of the
month name is "Enki and the World Order" 317-318, wherein gu4-si
("horned oxen") are the animals pulling the plow: gi apin-gisdul-erin-bi si ba-
an-sa nun-gal dEn-ki-ke4 gu4-si kisal-us-a ba-an-sum "He directed the plow,
the yoke and the team. The great prince Enki caused the `horned-oxen' ...
to go in straight lines." (A similar usage of the term gu4-si may have occurred
in a fragment which possibly belongs to "Lipit-Istar and the Plow " [N 4166,

courtesy Sjoberg]: gu4-si egal gilur(?)-[...].) Thus, in our month name, the
term gu4-si probably refers to horned oxen.

The verb su/slt frequently means "to repay" or "to replace " in pre-Sargon-
ic and Ur III economic documents. ? However, such a meaning does not seem
appropriate in our context. There is one occurrence of the verb sit as part of
the name of a cultic plow: "Vs liter of oil is provided for the giiapin-d5ara-da-

su-a. "8 In lexical texts and bilingual literary texts the term sit is frequently
rendered into Akkadian as .ladalbu, "to stride," being used to describe the
movement of gods and to indicate processions. This interpretation of sit for
the cult object gilapina%ara-da-stt-a seems appropriate: "The plow (called)
`Marching with Sara', which would describe the plow as moving ever onward
with the help of Sara. This same meaning for sit also suits our month name:
"the month the horned oxen march forth. " This month name may rcfer then

1.Translation CAD A/1 368.
2.Landsberger, LSS 6 1/2, 25.

3.See Heimpel Tierbilder, 177; for gu4-si-dili at Ebla, see Steinkeller, NABU 1987/2, 14.
4.Sjoberg, Kramer AV, 412 4.
5.The somewhat similar expression "ox-horn" (si-gu4) is attested in another Ebla lexical text

(MEE 3, 260), in Ebla documents (Sollberger, ABET VIII [1986] no. 529: 4 si 2 gu4 and no. 534: si-

si-gu4), and in an economic text from Girsu (Reisner Telloh 126: lu-nigin2 3 si-gu4).
6.Arnaud Emar 6 77 423'-432'.
7.Selz Wirtschafsurhunden, 322 with references.
8. TCL 5 AO 6040 obv. iv 1.
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either to the forceful pulling of the plow by horned oxen as part of the fes-
tival ritual or to a specific cultic procession of oxen through the Lugalgusisu-
gate of the city as part of the gusisu-festival. One Ur III text (C1ig-Kizilyay
NRVN 229) confirms the Auslautg in the verb su in our month name: la idgu4

si-su-ga. l Unfortunately, the verb su is not attested as having a meaning
"march."

The earliest reference to the gusisu-festival, aside from the month name,
is a pre-Sargonic list of offerings(?) for the Sacred Mound festival (ezem-du6-
ktt) and the gusisu-festival: "6 goats and 5 spears(?), for the dub-kit festival; 5
goats, [x] pigs, and 1 ... for the gusisu-festival, Ur-gu, the land registrar,
brought in(?)."2

Information concerning the gusisu-festival is quite abundant in Ur III
sources:3

Year Day(s) Reference

846 22 Sauren NY Public Library 348
847 22 Toronto 910.209.587
849 21-22 TCL 2 AO 5501 and MVN 15 146
AS 20 Kang Drehem 186
AS1 20 Fish, BJRL 11 (1927) no. 8
AS3 22 Jones-Snyder SET 60
AS4 21 M. Lambert, RA 49 (1955) no. 11
AS7 20-21 Jones-Snyder SET 64
AS7 22 Fish Catalogue 355
AS7 Archi-Pomponio Drehem I no. 252
8S1 20-21 TCL 2 AO 5527
8S2 20 AASF B 92 592
SS3 20-21 Michalowski, OA 16, YBC 12565
8S5 18 Watson Birmingham I 102
8S7 20 Or 47-49 no. 42
? 22 PDT 1 572
? 22 AUCT 2 306

In the Ur III period the gusisu-festival was a three-day celebration, from
the 20th through the 22nd of the month. (The one reference to the 18th is

1. For sd-ge = ladE u see AHw 1122.
2.Translation Westenholz Jena no. 160.
3.There is one document (AUCT 3 480) which dates to the 19th day of the month "umal-da-gu7.

However, the year is not preserved and thus we cannot be positive that this is the second month, thus
referring to the gusisu-festival. The tablet lists many offerings, specifying the uzu-a-bal and the sizkur-
gu-la offerings, clear indications of a major festival. Other tablets recording offerings possibly for the
gusisu-festival include: TuM NF I-II 272 (8S7 ii ['nma§-da-gu7]) which contains a lengthy list of
offerings and mentions the uzu-a-bal offering; MVN 13 525 which records offerings form the e-dEn-
lil on the 23rd of the month.
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clearly an anomaly). This can be determined by two texts dated to AS7 which

record offerings for the gusisu-festival. One text lists offerings for the 20th
and 21st, while another records the offerings for the 22nd.

Thus the festival was a three-day event. l The first day involved offerings of

calves only to Enlil and Ninlil, special honors afforded to the chief deities of
Nippur. On the second and third days the Great Offering was performed,
while only on the second day the otherwise unattested MUS.MUS-offering was
performed. The culmination of the entire festival occurred on the third day,
when the statue of Ninurta received special honors. Based upon Ur III eco-
nomic documents, a partial ritual schedule for these three days can be recon-

structed:
20TH OF THE MONTH

The earliest recorded activity involved sheep as the night offering (sizkur-

gi6). Thereafter, during the day of the 20th, the only offerings recorded are
calves (and in one text other bovines) for Enlil and Ninlil.

21ST OF THE MONTH

On the second day offerings were provided to the full pantheon residing in
the Enlil and Ninlil temples of the Ekur complex (TCL 2 AO 5501 and MVN

15 146):

Ninlil temple 1 lamb each for Nusku, Ninurta, Enlil, the Iursaggalama;
two lambs for Ninlil; 1 ewe and 1 lamb for Nanna; 1 ewe each for
Nisaba, Nintinugga and Ninhursag;

The Great Offering (sizkurgu-la): 2 lambs for the Sacred Mound; 1 ewe
each for Ninbursag, Nusku, Ninurta, Inanna, Ninsun, Lugalbanda,

Enki, Nintinugga;

1 lamb for the Great Door (ka-gu-la) ;

The MUS.MUS-offering: 4 ewes for the MUS.MUS of the Enlil temple; 1 ewe
each for the oracle(?) (IGI.GAL), for Ningagia, for the cedar

plow(?) (gtseren-KU),2 and for the dais (bara-ri-a);

Royal offerings: 2 ewes and 1 lamb each for Nusku and Sadaranunna;

1. A possibly unusual situation occurs in AS1. One text (Fish, BJRL 11 [1927] no. 8) records

offerings for the 20th. However, another text (Annual Review of the RIM Project 4 [1986], 4 no. 13)

records offerings for days 7, 8 (phases of the moon) and 13 (festival of Annunitum) for Ur followed
by a section for days 21-30 for the 6-mubaldim (at Nippur). The 21st was the period of the gusisu-
festival, and thus may be the reason that the text begins with the 21st of the month. For each of these
days there is a one line entry of oxen. On the 22nd there is an entry for a cow and for the 23rd there
are multiple entries of oxen and cows for Enlil, and oxen for Nanna, Inanna, Ninbursag, Nambani,
and Urmes the singer. If the entries for the 23rd are for the gusisu-festival, then it would be the only

reference to a date past the 22nd.

2. See Civil, "The Song of the Plowing Oxen," Kramer AV, 93 for gutKU "plow(?)."
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Royal offerings for the Temple of Enlil: 1 lamb each for Nusku, Ninurta and
Ninlil; 2 goats for the Gate of Enlil; 1 ewe for Kalkal; 1 lamb and 1
goat for the abzu of Enlil; 48 ewes, 1 lamb and 1 goat for Enlil; 2
ewes and 1 Iamb for the Uursaggalama; and 2 ewes for the royal
statue;

Royal offerings for the Temple of Ninlil: 1 lamb and 1 goat for the abzu of
Ninlil; 36 sheep, 13 goats and 1 lamb for Ninlil; 2 sheep and 1 lamb
for Nanna; 1 goat for the footstool; 1 sheep each for Nisaba and
Nintinugga; 2 goats for the stool; 1 goat each for the harp and for
the chariot; 1 sheep each for Ur-Suen and Enlillazi; 1 goat for the
plow; and 3 sheep for the royal statue;

Offerings with honey-wine: 5 sheep, 3 female lambs and 4 young goats for
the Sacred Mound; 1 lamb each for Nanna and Inanna.

Offerings of bovines on the 21st are recorded elsewhere: 1 ox and 7 cows
as sugid offerings for the cook-house, for the maidservants and "sons" of En-
lil and Ninlil, provisions for the gusisu-festival, the 21st day" (Michalowski,
OA 16 [1977], YBC 12565); offerings for Enlil: 1 suckling calf; for Nanna: 1
grain-fed ox; and for Ninlil: 10 grain-fed oxen, 1 grain-fed cow, 1 suckling
calf, 4 common sheep, 20 goats, 1 grain-fed, unplucked sheep, 2 grain-fed,
top-quality mountain sheep, 2 grain-fed, top-quality goats, and 1 grain-fed,
top-quality young goat (Jones-Snyder SET 64) . Another text records ovine of-
ferings: "2 grain-fed, top-quality sheep for Enlil, 1 grain-fed, top-quality
sheep and 1 top-quality grain-fed ewe for Ninlil, for the gusisu-festival, 21st
day" (M. Lambert, RA 49 [1955] no. 11).

THE 22ND OF THE MONTH

The first two days were but a prelude to the third day, the climax of the fes-
tival, when special honors were bestowed upon Ninurta (Lugalgusisu), the
chief god of the festival. As on the second day, the Great Offering was per-
formed:

Ninlil temple: 1 lamb each for Nusku, Ninurta, Enlil, the Ijursaggalama,
and Ninlil; 1 ewe and 1 lamb for Nanna; 1 ewe each for Nisaba,
Nintinugga and Ninbursag;

The Great Offering (sizkurgu-la): 1 ewe each for Ninbursag, Nusku, Ninur-
ta, Inanna, Ninsun, Lugalbanda, Enki, and Nintinugga;

Royal offerings: 1 ewe and 1 lamb for Ninurta; 1 ewe and 1 goat for Nin-
nibru; 1 lamb each for Nusku and Sadaranunna;

Offerings of 1 sheep each for Lugalgusisu and Memesaga, the en-priest of
Nina
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Offerings with fish: 1 lamb each for Enlil and Ninlil.

Several Drehem tablets dated to the 22nd refer to the bathing of Ninurta.
A Drehem tablet from AS7 ii 22 records 3 grain-fed sheep as the "great offer-
ing" for Ninlil and 1 grain-fed sheep for the ritual lustration of Ninurta (Fish
Catalogue 355). PDT I 572 records: the uzu-a-bal and Great Offering (sizkur -

gu-la): "1 grain-fed ox each for Enlil and Ninlil; royal offering for the [gu-
sisu]-festival: 1 grain-fed ox for Ninhursag, 1 grain-fed ... ox for the Sacred
Mound, one grain-fed ox for Utu, 1 grain-fed ox and 1 grain-fed ... ox for
the bathing of Ninurta, 1 grain-fed ox each for Su-Sin, Suen, Sulgi, Ninsun,
Lugalbanda, Ninimma, Lugalgusisu, Enki and Nintinugga." Another Drehem
tablet contains daily disbursements of cattle for the second month (Jones-
Snyder SET 60, AS3). Days 1 to 19 each contain a one line entry of the form
"x cattle for the nth day. " The 20th and 21st of the month, however, contain
the entries "2 suckling calves for Enlil and,Ninlil for the 20th; 2 suckling
calves for Enlil and Ninlil and 4 cows and 2 suckling calves for the 21st." Thus
the tablet suggests something special for the 20th and 21st of the month.
Thereupon follow a series of entries summed as "the gusisu-festival for the
22nd." The text is partially broken: "2 grain-fed oxen for Ninurta and 1
grain-fed ox each for Suen, [...] and Ninhursag." The double portion for
Ninurta is further evidence that this festival was in honor of Ninurta. A Dre-
hem tablets records a large quantity of ovines: 83 sheep, 85 ewes, 166 goats,
64 female goats and [...] lambs for the 22nd of the month as offerings for
the gusisu festival (AUCT 2 306).

A document assuredly concerning the gusisu-festival is a list of offerings
from Drehem for the 22nd of the second month in the 46th year of Sulgi

(Sauren NY Public Library 348). The list includes the expected offerings:

Ninlil temple: 1 sheep each for ... and Ninlil, 1 grain-fed ox, 1 two year old
grain-fed cow and 1 lamb for Enlil, 1 lamb for the 1ursaggalama,
1 grain-fed ox, 1 two year old grain-fed cow and 1 lamb for Ninlil,
1 sheep and 1 lamb for Nanna, 1 sheep each for Nisaba, Nintinug-
ga and Ninhursag;

The Great Offering (sizkurgu-la) : 2 lambs for the "sacred mound", 1 sheep
each for Ninhursag, Nusku, and Ninsun, 1 goat each for Ninurta,
Inanna, Lugalbanda, Enki, and Nintinugga;

It is the royal offerings which indicate that Ninurta was the main god of

the celebration):

Royal offerings: 2 grain-fed oxen, 4 sheep, 1 lamb and 1 goat for Ninurta,
and (for) the ritual bathing of Ninurta.

A pre-Ur III tablet discussed above (Westenholz Jena 160) includes a pig
as one of the offerings for the holiday. But not one of the Ur III documents
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lists pigs, probably indicating that pigs were no longer used as offerings dur-
ing the gusisu-festival.

A probable reference to the acquisition of oxen for the gusisu-festival is
from a Drehem text dated to SS9 i ('t'le-kin-ku5) which records the purchase
of 4 oxen for the "Plow of Ningirsu" (Manchester no. 3488). 1

The pattern of offerings indicates that the most prestigious gods received
a lamb offering: Enlil, Ninlil, Ninurta, Nusku, Inanna and the Ijursaggala-
ma. Nanna, the chief god of the royal capital Ur, is uniquely honored by both
a lamb and a ewe on both days. The standard offering was a ewe or a sheep
and the least significant offering was just a goat, offered to the footstool, the
harp, the chariot, the plow, the gates of Enlil, and to the gods Suen and Nin-
tinugga on the second day.

Ninurta was central to the gusisu-festival, as noted by large quantities of
offerings for Ninurta and the ritual bathing of Ninurta on the 22nd of the
month, the culmination of the festival. The term gu4-si-su was incorporated
into epithets of Ninurta (in the Old Babylonian recension of the lamenta-
tion zi-bu-um zi-bu-um of Enlil, Ninurta is 11-mu-un-gur4-u [s-a gu4] si-sa2) . Ur
III Nippur tablets list offerings to a god dLugal-gu4-si-su (a manifestation of
Ninurta) on the third day.3 A statue of Lugalgusisu was stationed in the tem-
ple of Ninurta (MVN 10 144) in Nippur (another text [Sauren Wirtschaft-
surkunden 154] refers to his statue in the temple of Nintinugga in Nippur)
and a building at Nippur was referred to as the "palace of Lugalgusisu" (YBC
1351: 1 fig egal-dLugal-gu4-si-su ... sa Nibruk'). One of the gates of Nippur
was named "The Gate of Lugalgusisu" (abul-lugalgu4-si-su) , which, as Lands-
berger noted, probably derived its name from cultic activity associated with
the gusisu-festival. 4 A text from the Inanna temple in Nippur records festival
offerings to Ninurta this month, as well as referring to a gusisu-boat (magu 4-

si-su) .5

The Sumerian composition "Lipit-Istar and the Plow" provides insights
into the ritual of the gusisu-festival and was composed to commemorate the
festival observance during the reign of Lipit Istar of Isin (1934-1924 B.C.). In
the ritual the king of Isin assumed the role of the divine farmer Ninurta. Lipit

I. The cult of Ningirsu in relation to the plow and oxen is also evident in Ur III Girsu on a tablet
which contains a long list of cattle summed as "plow-oxen of Ningirsu" (gu 4-spin-gub-ba-dNin-gir-su-
ka) (Barton Haverford 80).

2. In first millennium B.C. editions of the lamentation a-gal-gal buru 14 su-su Nergal has the
epithet umun-gu4-si-sa (M.E. Cohen Lamentations, 500ff.).

3. BIN 3 221; MVN 10144; AASF B 92 572; Hallo, JCS 14 (1960), 103 NCBT 1607; Sigrist Rochester
81; Sauren Wrtschaftsurkunden, 154; TCL 2 AO 5501.

4. Attested in the Ur III period in Yildiz-Gomi PDT 2 1050 (abul-dLugal-gu4-si-su) and attested in
first millennium B.C. Nippur as abul-lugal-gu 4-si-sa in BE 8 1, BE 10 45 and 46; BE 10 29: abul-lugal-
<gu4>-si-sa.

5. Zettler, Inanna Temple 6NT 430 a-b = NBC 10850.
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Istar presumably laid hold of a ritual plow and performed certain functions

indicative of using the plow. According to this text, Ninurta took out the

plow at the place where the fates are determined and various deities then op-

erated it, presumably each god's handling of the plow representing a bless-

ing. At the completion of these activities praise was uttered and:

[In] the month gusisu, [at] the place the fates are determined,
Nar, the great singer of Enlil, (sings the song:) "He Has a Father. "
The hero ..., has performed (his) divine function.
Ningal, the ... of Enlil, let go of the plow and removed the yoke.
From that place the gods depart to [perform their routine] duties.
Ninurta stands by the Ekunagin, head raised high,
and calls forth to his father, the great mountain Enlil:
"My father, the divine functions of the month gusisu have been completed;

seed has touched the earth."

There are exhortations to Ninurta, the farmer, and to LipitIstar, who as-

sumes the role of Ninurta, to plow the fields and seed the ground.
This same scenario is described in the composition "Isme-Dagan and En-

lil's Chariot," 1 wherein Isme-Dagan, king of Isin and predecessor of Lipit-

Istar, assumed the role of Ninurta and dropped the first seed:

Let the hoe (and) the plow, the implements of the working people, have a
contest before you.

The King paid attention to Enlil's instructions,
Ninurta put the holy plow in good order, and plows the fertile field.
So that the silos and granaries of Enlil
May be piled high, he drops the fertile seed.
The youthful Hero proudly enters the resplendent Ekur.

Because use of the plow was the central act of the gusisu-festival, the Sum-

erian composition "Plow and Hoe, " which fortunately has been preserved,

was recited as part of the festival's activities. The dialogue between Plow and

Hoe was recited also in the eighth month during the first millennium B.C.,

the month when the plow was put away until the following year. 2

Another composition, "The Song of the Plowing Oxen," an tl-lu-1u-ma-ma

to Ninurta, was recited at the gusisu-festival.3 And, as M. Civil olaserves, the

composition "Lipit-Istar and the Plow" (quoted above) actually quotes sever-

al lines from "The Song of the Plowing Oxen." According to "Lipit-Iltar and

the Plow," the man who is leading the oxen says:4

I. M. Civil, "Ilme-Dagan and Enlil 's Chariot, " Studies Speiser. 3ff. The following translation is
according to Civil.

2. See pp. 331-332.

3. M. Civil, KramerAV, 83ff.

4. Translation Civil, op. cit., 85; lines 2 through 6 below of "Lipit-I'star and the Plow" are actually
an extract from "The Song of the Plowing Oxen. "
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My king, I want to praise the leading oxen of the plow:
'Ellu! go, oxen, go, put the neck under the yoke,
go, royal oxen, go, put the neck under the yoke!
Step on the furrows of the fertile field, that the sides be made straight.
With your lion's tail beat the sides of the plow,
Your step, oxen, rejoices the people, you have been given strength to work!'
The oxen you guide, Lipit-IHtar, and your song is a pleasure.

"The Song of the Plowing Oxen" contains the following sections:

1)

	

Exhortation by the farmer (Civil suggests that the farmer is the

king, or perhaps a god) to the oxen to submit to the yoke.

2) The Farmer goes to Nanse to induce a dream, the purpose of

which, Civil suggests, might be to select the proper oxen for the
plow.

3)	(large break)

4)	Enkimdu, the god of dikes and canals, discusses irrigating the fields.

5)

	

The Farmer is exhorted to prepare his implements: the harrow,
hoe and plow.

6) The implements are taken from storage and refitted for the Farm-

er; the fields are cleared of stumps.

7)	(16 lines missing or poorly preserved)

8)	The oxen are exhorted to submit to the yoke and as a result there

is drinking in the alehouse and Inanna is happy.

The emphasis of this composition is upon the preparation for seeding,

rather than performance of the actual seeding. Oxen are selected through

the intervention of the dream-interpreter, Nanse; irrigation is arranged with

Enkimdu; the harrow is refitted with new teeth; the fields are cleared of

stumps by the hoe; and the carpenter tightens the straps of the plow, which

had been stored the last eight months hanging from a beam. Although the

seeding by the farmers would not begin in earnest until the fall, the gusisu-
festival marked the onset of preparations for seeding: finishing the clearing

of fields, refitting of tools, final checking of the irrigation system, and obtain-

ing a team of oxen for the plow. It marked the onset of the entire agricultur-

al cycle, culminating in the planting in the fall and the harvesting in the

spring. The ritual observance of the gusisu-festival included the symbolic

dropping of seed by the plow onto the earth ("seed must touch the earth,")

to demonstrate that the ritual preparations were complete.

There are Middle Babylonian recensions of both "The Song of the Plow-

ing Oxen" and "Lipit-Istar and the Plow." And Civil notes a Middle- or Neo-

Babylonian exercise tablet from Nippur which mentions ezem-gal ezem atigu4
-si-su "the great festival, the gusisu-festival."1

However, this is inconclusive ev-
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idence as to whether the gusisu-festival continued to be observed after the
Old Babylonian period. Compositions continued to be copied as scribal ex-
ercises and for antiquity's sake, not necessarily as a result of continued ritual
usage. Moreover, the Middle-Babylonian versions mention Lipit-Istar, indi-
cating that this was not a catch-all text in which the name of the current mon-
arch was inserted.

Umma tablet PTS 824 is a rather unusual document for it records the
Great Offering (which was restricted to festivals) in Nippur for the fifth and
sixth days of the second month, i6sig4-gigNl-subga-ra in S46 (or possibly
AS3). Although the text does not specifically state "in Nippur," the referenc-
es to the Sacred Mound, to the lustration (a-tu 5-a) of Nintinugga, to Enlil
and Ninlil, and the absence of Sara from the listed gods, clearly indicates
Nippur, rather than Umma, as the destination of the offerings. The listing
of offerings for the Great Offerings before and after those for the deg-festival
of the fifth of the month indicates that the Great Offering spanned at least
two days, the fifth and sixth. Thus these could not be offerings intended for.
the gusisu-festival later in the month. However, we are unaware of any other
references to a festival in Nippur at this time.

1 two-year old cow for Enlil (and)
1 two-year old cow for Ninlil
(for) the Great Offering.
1 two-year old cow (as) the offering for the Place-of-Utu,
2 high-quality grain-fed oxen, 5 grain-fed oxen, (and)

1 (two)-year old cow for Enlil,
2 high-quality grain-fed oxen, 5 grain-fed oxen, (and)

1 two-year old cow for Ninlil,
1 two-year old cow for the Sacred Mound,
1 grain-fed ox for the lustration of Nintinugga,
1 grain-fed ox for Ninbursag,
1 grain-fed ox for Inanna, (and)
1 grain-fed ox for Nintinugga
withdrawn (for) the efer(festival) on the fifth day (of the month).
1 two-year old ox for Enlil (and)
1 two-year old ox for Ninlil
(for) the Great Offering
withdrawn on the sixth day (of the month).

iii. sig4 u5sub-ba-ga-gar

In the pre-Sargonic and Sargonic periods the following Nippur orthogra-
phies for the month the brick is placed in the brick mold" are attested:

1. Civil, ibidem 84 (12N-T 499).
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iusig4-gisu5-s`ubga-gar (Westenholz Jena 90, Westenholz OSP 1 16), iusig4-
kisu5-sub-ba-ga-gar (Westenholz OSP 1 54), itisig4-gig<u5>-sub-ba-ga-gar (Wes-
tenholzJena 92), iusig4-gi u5-sub-ba-gar (Westenholz OSP 1 15), iusig4-gi sub-
bagalga (Pohl, TuM 5 92), [ idsig4-gig] u4-subga-gar (Westenholz OSP 2153)..
In the Ur III period the following Nippur orthographies are attested: itisig4-

ga (Owen NATN 17), ltisig4-a (Owen NATN 50); ltisig4-ka (Owen NATN
432), iusig4 (Owen NATN 281), iusig4-sig4-ga (Pohl, TuM 5 25 [dated by the
Drehem calendar to itiezem-me-kigal]), iusig4-sub-ba-gar-ra (Owen NATN
484), sig4-gar-r[a] (?) (Owen NATN 427), iusig4!-11-sub-bagar (BE 3 13). The
abbreviated Nippur form iusig4, which was to become the standard logogram
for the third month from the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar,
is attested as early as the middle of the reign of Sulgi (Owen NATN 740
[S24]).

This month name also occurs as the second month of the Umma calendar.
However, Umma scribes almost always write brick mold as gigNI-sub, whereas
the Nippur scribes write gisu5-sub, gisu-sub and even gigu4-sub, but never gi§Nl-
sub. Umma variants are: iusig4-gi NI-sub-bagar (Bedale Umma 23), iusig4-s`ub-
bagar-ra (Owen NATN 484), iusig4-gisNl-subgar (Kang Umma 264), iusig4-
sub-gar-[ra] (MVN 14 219), iusig4-NI-sub-bagagar (Durand Catalogue EPHE
39), iusig4-giSNM-subgagar (Kang Umma 308), iusig4-ba-gar (Durand Cata-
logue EPHE 295), iusig4-giSNI-sub-bags-ra (Forde Nebraska 47), ittsig4-gtsNl-
subga-ra (Kang Umma 29), iusig4-giSNI-subga (Conteneau Umma 8), iusig4-
giSNI-sub-bagal-la (Conteneau Umma 41), iugiSNI-subgal la (Sigrist PTS 235),
iusig4-giSNM-sub-ba-gal-la (Sigrist PTS 274), itisig4-giiNl-s̀ub-bagal (Or 47 no.
189), iusig4-giSNl-subgal-la (Or 47 no. 206), iusig4-SisNI-subgagal (CTMMA
1 Ur III 45), ittsig4-g1 NI-sub-ga-ragal-la (AnOr 7 no. 276), ttisig4-g'SNI-ga-ra
(BIN 5 33), iusig4-giSNI-s`ubga-ga-ra (Oberhuber Florenz 78), iusig4-gisNl-sub
(MVN 2 372), iti giSNI-subga-ra (YOS 4 231), tttsig4-g1SNlgar-gar (Boson Tav-
olette 312), tt'sig4-g1SNlga1-la (Archi-Pomponio Tavolette 18), iusig4-11-sub-ba-
gar-ra (Gregoire AAS no. 35), iusig4-BI->x-<sub>-baga-ra (MVN 3 138), itisig4-
gisu-sub-bags-ra (Kang Umma 243; JCS 23 [1971], 97 no. 5), ''sig4-'-sub-ba-
[...] (Sigrist PTS 1158), iusig4-gisga-ra (Toronto 925.62.82). 1

There is a reference to the orthography giSNI-sub in an Ur III Umma tab-
let listing objects for the Tummal in Nippur (RA 16 [1919] 49 obv. ii [S36] ).
Another Ur III tablet (provenience unknown) records 70 f NI-sub in an ac-
counting for the a-Ml of Gaes.2 Steinkeller, examining usage of the sign NI in
pre-Sargonic Lagas orthography, suggests reading the Umma orthography
NI-"sub as ux-sub: "... NI.RU.AN.NA, which is also documented as a part of [a]

1. Note the unusual orthography in an Old Babylonian letter from Kisurra: ' t'si84-il-IGl-sub
(Kienast Kisurra, 68:13).

2. Annual Review of the RIM Project 7 (1989), 17 tablet ML2.7 (AS7, no month).
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chair (DP 486 iii 3), in all probability is to be read ux-sub-an-na, with ux-sub
representing a variant spelling of fl/u5-sub, `(brick-)mold ' , and with an-na

meaning `upper'." 1 Steinkeller references another pre-Sargonic Laps text:

1fl ga ux(NI)-sub-ba dNanse-ka sig4 dim-me-de, "men (who were designated)

to make bricks in the brick mold shed of Nanse."2 Lagas, of course, is geo-

graphically near Umma and the political histories of the two towns are inter-
twined. Thus it would not be unexpected that scribal practices in Umma
might reflect those of Laps` rather than those of Nippur, much further
north. The reading of NI as ux is hinted at by the possible reading of the eco-

nomic term la-NI, "credit balance, " as 'lau ' on the basis of MSL 2 130 1: la-u4

LAL+KAK ri-ib-ba-turn and LAL+A / ribbatum with the glosses la-al-fl and la-a'-u

(AHw 980 sub ribbatu(m) I) .3 It may be significant that although Nippur free-
ly interchanges ;Y, u5 and occasionally u4 in the term "brick mold," Nippur
scribes never utilize NI(ux?) in the month name. and conversely Umma
scribes only rarely write A-sub in the month name and never u4-/u5-. This

would indicate either ux-sub and tk/u5-sub merely represent two orthograph-
ic traditions or the term NI-sub, "brick mold," represents a real pronounced,
dialectal difference. If this latter alternative is valid, then a proposed reading
in Umma and pre-Sargonic Lagas as gi1i-sub may be just as valid as proposing
a reading gi u,rsub. By post-Sargonic Lagas the orthography a-sub is attested

in Lagas.4
The Nippur orthography itisig4-gissub-ba-galga (Pohl, TuM NF 5 92), as

well as the aforementioned orthographies ga-gar, gaga-ra, ga-ra-gal-la, and
gagal, indicate an original duplicated verbal form gar-gar (with apparent

variant gal-gal), thus * itisig4-gi5Il-sub-ba-gargar-ra "the month the bricks are

set in the brick mold. " For an early Lagas attestation of the form ga-gar note

Bauer Lagasch 183: ku6 gagar-ra-sc nu-mu-tum-a-ka-nam "Since they have
not brought a suitable amount of fish"; for gagar as a variant for gar-gar in
pre-Ur III Laps note Gudea Statue B v 5: U4 me-se gd ga-gar-am "the storm
which raises his voice to go to war." For later attestations of gar-gar / 0-gar,
"to deposit," "to set," or "to pile up" note: Sjoberg, Nungal in the Ekur, MO
24 (1973), 32 73: nin agrig-zi-dEn-lil-la-me-en niga ma-gar-gar (yar. ma-GAR-
GAR-GAR) "I am the lady, the true stewardess of Enlil, he has heaped posses-

sions for me"; gflgar-gar garanu, "to pile up," (CAD G 46); gar-gar kumurr£

(CAD K); AUCT 2 412: 10 gin k> -<babbar> gar-gar gal-la "a total of 10 shek-

els of silver"; Sauren NY Public Library 9: ni-gal-la gar-gar-de "provisions have

1."II. Threshing Implements in Ancient Mesopotamia: Cuneiform Sources, " Iraq 52 (1990), 22.

2. Ibidem n. 37, DP 122 iii 4-5.
3. Lafont TeUo, p. 246 transliterates the term la-NI as 1a-I. For a discussion of the reading of the

sign LAL+NI, see P. Steinkeller, AuOr 2 (1984), 137ff.
4. Gudea Cylinder A xviii 17. For NI having a value 'ax in third-millennium Ebla, see L. Milano,

"NI ='ax nel Sillabario di Ebla," Studi Eblaite VII (1984), 213ff.
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been deposited"; AHw 1137 sub Iakanu Gtn 11); ma gagar and ma ga-ga-ra,
`Bto set onto a boat," (AUCT p. 59); TCS 1 222: se nigal-la It mas a-sa-ga-bi
Ur-dUtu ba-za-nflm i-in-ga-gar-ra "The stored barley and the yield of the
field, which Ur-Utu, the mayor, had deposited."

The month was named for the production of bricks using a brick mold. A
Drehem tablet contains the entry: [siz] kur ki-sig4-B I§It-sub-ba-gar-ra "an offer-
ing at the place the brick is set in the brick mold" (MVN 10 169). This doc-
ument is dated to the month itimas-dagu7-min. M. Cooper suggests that this
month coincided with the standard Drehem calendar intercalary 13th
month of 544. 1 Yet this would be three months earlier than the Nippur
month itisig4-Eibu5-sub-bagagar and two months too early for the Umma
month of the same name. Possibly Sulgi's actions were not part of an annual
cultic celebration, but were in response to a specific event, analogous to the
modern symbolic act of breaking ground as marking the beginning of build-
ing activities. The most noted example of the symbolic placing of the brick
in the brick mold at the onset of building activities is Gudea's building of
Ningirsu's Eninnu temple. 2

Landsberger did not believe that this month involved any specific cultic
activity relating to the placement of a brick in a brick mold, but rather was
originally named after the making and follow-up drying of bricks in this
month's hot summer sun. 3 However, at Umma there was, indeed, a special
ceremony for the brick mold during the month, i°sig4-g'SNI-sub-bagar-ra
(second month at Umma), which, as part of the cult of Sara, was performed
probably at some point after the 7th of the month. The Umma tablet Toron-
to 967.827.12 (AS6 ii) lists offerings for the new moon, for the 7th of the
month (g'igigir u4-7), daily provisions (5.-u4-da), and 1 grass-fed sheep as pro-
visions for the "laying of the brick in the brick mold" (ni-dab5 sig4 g'1NI-sub-
ba gar-ra).

iv. §u-numun

The month itisu-numun occurred in pre-Sargonic Nippur and Ur III Girsu
as the fourth month and in Ur III Umma as the sixth month. At Ur the a-ki-
ti festival of the seventh month was called a-ki-ti su-numun, although there
was never a month 't'gu-numun at Ur.

An Ur III Lagas tablet contains the only attestation of a variant iase-numun
for itisu-numun (Sauren Wirtschaftsurkunden 108: it'se-numun-ta it'ezem-dDumu-
zi-se). However, Landsberger, reiterating the suspicions of Thureau-Dangin,
suggested that the month name itisu-numun should not be interpreted as de-

1. "The Drehem Calendars During the Reign of Sulgi," ZA 77 (1987), 182.
2. Gudea Cyl. A xiii 16ff., xviii 17.
3. LSS 61/2; 29.
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riving simply from it'Se-numun, the month of "seed sowing."' To support his
suggestion, Landsberger noted the form iti§u-se-numun in a Nippur docu-

ment (BE 3 53) and occurrences of itisu-ni-gi-na (LIH III 36) and itisu-ni-gi-

na (VAS 9 183), which Landsberger suggested might be phonetic writings for
itisu-numun. Landsberger hypothesized that numun in itisu-numun might be

an old Emesal form for nigin. However, the only syllabic Emesal attestation

of nigin or su-nigin is su mu-un-na-ni-me-en for su mu-un-na-nigin.2 The ref-

erences to itisu-ni-gi-na and itisu-n]-gi-na are Old Babylonian and, although
they are unusual variants for our month, we are skeptical about the impor-
tance of these orthographies for understanding the pre-Sargonic meaning of
itilu-numun. Assuming that the Ur III scribe of BE 3 53 did understand the
term §u-numun, the orthography itisu-se-numun indicates that numun was,

indeed, "seed," and that su was not a variant for se.
The key to understanding the month name ittsu-numun is two passages

from the Sumerian "Disputation Between the Plow and Hoe." This fourth
month was the time to start preparing the fields for seeding, and the plow
was utilized in this process, as the plow boasts (Hoe and Plow 24, manuscript

Civil): ezem-mu itisu-numun-a a-saga aka-da-bi "my festival, in the month su-
numun, is when the fields are worked." Thus it would seem quite likely that

the month name itisu-numun should somehow be related to activity involv-
ing the plow, since this month was "the plow's holiday!" However, two texts,
omit the month determinative ITI in this passage. 3 This omission may be an
intentional play upon the name of the month and its true etymology: "my fes-
tival, when seeding occurs in the fields."

Our month name may well be a shortened form for: 1dlu-numun-ak. The

form su-ak serves as a causative. Note the expressions: sugibil ak "to make

new"4; su-bul ak "to do evil"5 ; su gi6ha-lu-ub4 ak "to place 4alupptt-trees. "6

Our expression su-numun ak means "to seed." Support for an original form
*itisu-numun-ak/a5 may be detected in the numerous occurrences of itisu-

numun-a and itisu-numun-na, which, as seen in the form itisu-numun-a-se 7 is

not a locative "in the month su-numun."
Further support for this interpretation derives again from the "Disputa-

tion Between the Plow and Hoe, " a composition which in later Assyria was

1. Th. Dangin, RA 8 (1911), 87; B. Landsberger, LSS 6 1/2, 30.

2. M.E. Cohen Erfemma, 64.

3. STVC 117, Urn. 29-16-57+N 1777.

4. CT 21 44 17-20: lugal bara-baara-dingir-gal-gal-e-ne to-gibil bi-in-ak-a; Warad-Sin 10 18-19: uru k'-

dingir-ma-da-bi-ne §u-gibil bi-in-ak; Rim-Sin 11 20-21: 16 e-dingir-re-e-ne §u-gibil bi-in-ak-a.

5. The Uruk Lament 1, 24: ni me-lam sag-ga gal-laba §u-bul a-ba-a in-ak.

6. AnSt 30 (1980), 8, 63-64: kar sa-atn-me su g'kba-lu-ub4 a[k-me-e§] sir-re-me§ <in> g'§ba-lu-ub4

ak-me-e§ imin be-na-[me-e§].

7. Gomi, Ancient Orient Museum II (1980), no. 107 (BM 12649).
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recited during the eighth month as part of agricultural rites.' The hoe brags
° that he is used all year round, whereas the plow is utilized but four months

and then put away (lines 107-109): u4-zag-mu ill-12-Am u4-gub-ba-zu iti-4-am
u4-zab-zu iti-8-am "My full term is 12 months. Your period of service is but 4
months. The time you're hidden away is 8 months." This line, which reflects
actual agricultural practice, indicates that the plow was used in months 4
(the "holiday of the plow"), 5, 6 and 7. And in month 8 the plow was hung
from a beam and stored away until next year. 2 This is exactly the name of the
eighth month: iti gi?;apin-dug-a, "the month the seed-plow is let go" (dug=-
pataru, "to release, to let go "). In fact the Assyrian Astrolabe B renders the
month name as meaning the month "the plow is released." 3

The naming of the fourth month at Nippur "the month of seeding" seems
inappropriate, since seeding did not commence until the fall. Rather, in the
fourth month (as noted in texts from Umma) the fields were prepared by re-
moval of stones and clods from the furrows (Jones-Snyder SET 256, Yildiz
and Gomi Umma 2122), weeding (Yildiz and Gomi Umma 2186, 2260), stub-
ble removal (Yildiz and Gomi Umma 2182), and hoeing (Yildiz and Gomi
Umma 1623, 2178). The plow was also used during these preparatory months
as noted not only in the above cited literary compositions, but in an Umma
document dating to the fourth month in which it is noted that workers did
not have enough time to plow the field (Rang Umma 121).

At Umma and Ur, clearly the timing for usage of the term su-numun was
appropriate. The sixth month at Umma, which was the beginning of seeding,
was named i°su-numun "the month of seeding." And at Ur the a-Id-ti festival
of the seventh month was differentiated from that of the first month by la-
belling it a-ki-ti-su-numun "the akitu-festival of the seeding (season)."

There were four main phases in the agricultural cycle for the farmer. The
first was the acquisition and retooling of equipment, which at Nippur was
marked by the gusisu-festival in the second month. The second phase was the
preparation of the fields in advance of the seeding. The third phase was the
early and late seeding which occurred in the fall. And the fourth phase was
the actual harvesting, the onset of which was marked by the gekinku-festival.
The .'unumun-festival at Nippur apparently marked the start of both the sec-
ond and third phases, the field preparation and actual seeding. The more
important of the two, the seeding, was used to name the festival. It is unclear

1. RAV 218, the Assyrian Astrolabe B: "The month Arabsamna, the releasing of the plow, the hoe
and plow hold a disputation in the field, the akitu-festival of the seeding (season) is celebrated, the
month of Adad, the canal inspector of heaven and earth."

2. Note Civil, "The Song of the Plowing Ox," Studies Sjoberg, 89 124-125: "Once you have taken
down your sacred plow, which was hanging from a beam ( g'§dal-a la-a-ba), your master carpenter
must tighten (its) bonds."

3. RAV 218, cited above.
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as to why there were not separate festivals to distinguish the second and third

phases. Perhaps the existence at Nippur of the kin-dlnanna festival in the

sixth month and the festival of the Sacred Mound in the seventh precluded

another festival during this period.

The gusisu-, s'unumun-, and . ekinku-festivals each occurred at the begin-
ning of an agricultural phase to ensure coming success. The priest's blessing
of the fishing boats at the beginning of the fishing season is a modern adap-

tation of this same concept.
In Nippur the su-numun festival occurred during the middle of the

month, which, at least during the latter half of the Ur III period, was also re-
ferred to as the a-ki-ti-lu-numun festival. There are two references to the gu-
numun-festival in Nippur without the term a-ki-ti. A disbursement of live-
stock as provisions for the festival states: "2 grain-fed sheep, 1 grain-fed lamb,
5 grain-fed ...-sheep and 1 goat for the goat-offering as provisions for the

gunumun-festival " (Owen NATN 416: ni-ezern-ma-su-numun-k a) . The tablet

is dated to the 14th day of the month itisu-numun in the year S48. Although

the day of the month is not preserved, a Drehem tablet (PDT I 300) records
a grain-fed ox for the ezem-su-numun-ka in the fourth month (AS4

itiki-sig-

dNin-a-zu) . A balanced-account tablet from Nippur (Owen NATN 745) item-
izes the delivery of wool, and although the beginning lines are broken away,
the reverse states: a ki-su-numun-ka mu-titm "delivered into the temple
which is the place of the sunumun-(festival). " This same location is referred

to in a Drehem tablet (CUA 4) dated to the 22nd day of the fourth month

(itiki-sig-dNin-a-zu) of S44 which lists four locations receiving offerings as

part of the gunumun-festival:
5 grain-fed sheep for the place of Suen;
5 grain-fed sheep for the place of the su-numun;
3 grain-fed sheep for the herb(?) garden; and
4 grain-fed sheep for the Sacred Mound
(for) the festival at the place of the su-numun. l

It is understandable that there would have been offerings at the `Place of

Sin (the moon) ' for a festival occurring at the full-moon and that offerings .
would have been performed at a garden for a festival which involved prepa-
rations for planting. The Sacred Mound at Nippur was the recipient of offer-
ings at almost all festivals (see month 7 below). Unfortunately the ritual that
occurred at the place of the su-numun is unknown.

1. The tablet Nakahara Sumerian Tablets 10, which dates to S46 iv 17, may also refer to the

3unumun-festival at Nippur. The text lists offerings for Enlil, Ninlil, sizkur M-6-a, the Sacred Mound,
Ninbursag, Nusku, Ninurta, Inanna, Ninsun, Lugalbanda, Nintinugga, sizkur gib and offerings for
the g'§kiri6-mab. So too Watson Birmingham I, which dates to S47 iv 15, may refer to the gunumun-

festival. The tablet lists offerings for Enlil and Ninlil, which are sizkur [e?-gal?] and offerings for
the Sacred Mound.
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The term a-ki-ti is first attested on a list of barley rations from Suruppak
(Jestin TSS 881 obv. ii 1'-3'): [...] a-ki-ti a-kur a-zi, its tantalizing juxtaposi-
tion to the Ekur in this passage possibly indicating an early connection with
Nippur. The festival name a Id-ti-su-numun for this festival of the fourth
month in Nippur occurs in a Drehem tablet dated to the 8th day, month 4
(tnki-sig-dNin-a-zu) in AS4: "1 grain-fed sheep and 1 grain-fed large goat
each for Enlil and Ninlil ... for the akiti-Junumun (festival) ... for Nippur ...
disbursed" (TLB 3 98). Although this disbursement occurs on the 8th, it is
most likely that the actual observance occurred days later. A Drehem tablet
dated to the fourth month ( itiki-sig-dNin-a-zu) in AS7 records a day by day
disbursement of bovines for Nippur and from the 11th of the month through
the 13th grain-fed oxen were disbursed sa. a-ki-ti-su-numun (MVN 13 694).
PDT II 1232 also places the akiti-.funumun-festival in Nippur around the 11th
day of the fourth month: "[...] for the akiti-junumun (sa-a-ki-t[i]-`su-numun-
na); 1 grass-fed ox for Enlil and 1 grass-fed cow for Ninlil-it is a black ox-
for the offering at daybreak at the entrance of the king in Nippur." A Dre-
hem tablet from the fourth month ( itiki-sig-dNin-a-zu) of AS4 records the
withdrawal of 3 sheep which had originally been delivered for the akiti-Ainumun-
festival (AUCT 1 794) . A Girsu document records maf'daria-offerings: mas-da-
ri a-ki-ti sa. Nibruki (Lafont Tello 29); TuM NF 1/2 264 (SS8 iv 11): "1 grain-
fed ox for Enlil and 1 grain-fed ox for Ninlil ... the midnight offering sa a-ki-
ti-su-numun"; and a Drehem tablet which record two grain-fed oxen sa a-ki-
ti-su-numun-a ... sa Nibruki (PTS 138 [SS1 iv]). An a: id-ti-street (e-sir a-ki-ti)
in Nippur is mentioned in another Drehem text (PDT II 1050) as the loca-
tion of an offering of a sheep and goat. 1

The a-ki-ti festival at Nippur is mentioned in the "Message of Lu-Dingira
to His Mother, " in which a courier to Nippur is asked to hand a note from a
loving son to his mother. One of the passages refers to the a-ki-ti-festival, (the
Akkadianized forms a-Id-tum and a-ki-tum are used): "My mother fills songs
(and) prayers with joy, her glance is sparkling in the Aldtum-festival." 2 The
mother's name was Sat-Mar and this, coupled with lines 15-16: "She stands
humbly before the goddess, her lady, knows how to look after Inanna's
place," raises the possibility that her participation in the a-ki-ti festival was
more than that of an observer along the procession-way. She may have served
the cult of Inanna in some capacity during the ceremonies.

I. A Drehem tablet dated the 23rd day of the fourth month ( 't'u5-bi-gu7) in SS7 lists "1 grain-fedox for Enlil, 1 grain-fed ... ox for Ninlil: the Great Offering (sizkur-gu-la) in Nippur at dawn "(MVN 10 225) and another Drehem text from SS1 dated to the 1st of the month records: "1 grain-fed ... ox each for Enlil and Ninlil: a royal Great Offering (sizkur-gu-la)" (AUCT 3 294). Theobservance of the Great Offering raises the specter of a special observance, yet the above quoted Nippurtext indicates the lunumun-festival occurred around the 14th of the month.
2. Translation M. Civil, JNES 23 (1964), 5: 41-42.
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The a-ki-ti festival probably originated in Ur as a reenactment of Nanna's
originally entry into and claiming of Ur as his city, but was adopted and
adapted elsewhere, including at Nippur at a very early time. l Nippur placed

the two Ur a-ki-ti celebrations (which occurred at Ur at the new moon of the
first and seventh months) in the Nippur months which bore the same names
as the Ur festival names, a-ki-ti-su-numun and a-Id-ti-se-kin-ku5, thus in Nip-
pur months four and twelve. At Nippur the festival became associated with
agricultural festivals in those two months, which eventually led to their cele-
bration during the full moon, rather than during the new moon as at Ur.

There is a Drehem reference to the ezemgis-gi, "the festival of the cane-
brake," on the 1st day of the fourth month (MVN 15 352 [SS2 iv 1]): "1 grain-
fed ox for Enlil and 1 grain-fed cow for 8uzianna ... provisions for the Festi-
val of the Canebrake." The references to Enlil and Suzianna suggest that
Nippur may have been the site of the observance. For the possible signifi-
cance of this festival for our understanding of the meaning of the term ab/

pum, the festival and month name, see pp. 259-261.

v. ne-IZI-gar

For itine-IZIgar as "(the month when) lamps/braziers are lit" see our dis-

cussion of the pre-Sargonic Ur month itinegirx(UM). Note also the similar

month name occurring at Ebla: itinegar. A pre-Sargonic tablet from Ur
(UET 2 Supplement no. 39) contains the term negirx(UM)-IZIgar, which is
probably related to our Nippur month name ne-IZI-gar, an observation al-

ready made by Langdon. 2
For the reading of the first sign in the month name, note the Old Babylo-

nian variant: itini-IZIgar (YOS 12 11). There is a lexical bilingual attestation

of the term NE.NE.GAR along with pronunciation gloss: NEni-niNE-ni-igGAR =

mimma 3`um.lu, `whatever it is. "3 However, this is not related to the meaning
of our month name, since the third sign of the month name is to be read
GAR, as demonstrated by the orthography tnne-IZIgar-ra (Owen NATN 169

and 275; (,rig-Kizilyay NRVN 1 5).4

The term izi-gar, diparu "torch " or nuru "light, " is well-attested. 5 The term

izi-gar occurs in Proto-IZI without gloss6 and for the reading izi-gar note TCL

1. For a full discussion of the development of the £-ki-ti festival, see pp. 400ff.

2. Langdon Menologies, 157.

3. CT 19 11 a iii 2 (Lanu).

4. Note the late explanation of the month name (ACh Sin 3:50, quoted CAD $ 119 sub ,8tu):

ITI.NE ITI 3'uetu NE 3uatu ina ,card qabi "ITI.NE (usually the month of Ab means) ` this month ' , in the

word list it is said that NE equals 3uatu. "

5. See A. Sjoberg, KranurAV, 423 with references.

6. MSL 13 17.
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6 51 r. 19 (quoted CAD D 156): i-zi-ga-riizi-gar (translated di-pa-ri-kz). Thus a
reading ne-izi-gar is possible, although unproven; a reading ne-ne-gar is also
possible, (ne-ne being perhaps a plural of ne, "brazier"). Note the section of
the Enuma Elii which deals with the names of Marduk, about which M. Stol
notes: "NE.NE.GAR with the epithet get ina ramanifu bane. The Akkadian is
based on Sumerian ni.ni.gar, as W.G. Lambert has seen in MO 17 (1954-56)
320, on line 6. "1

Except for its use in the month name, the term ne-IZI-gar is unattested in
Sumerian literary compositions. However, the lexical series IZI =ittu 191-193
has three bilingual entries for the term: 2

ne-IZI-gar SU

[ne-I] Zlgar .i-ki-in IZI
[ne-IZI]-gar a-bu

The third entry above is based upon equating this month with the Stan-
dard Mesopotamian month Abu. The second entry renders the term as fikin
ilati "to make a fire." However, nowhere is Akkadian i.atu equated with the
duplicated form izi-izi. Rather, this appears to be an attempt at an etymology
for the month name. 3 The first entry above indicates a derivative from Sum-
erian, neIZIgarru, referring perhaps to the ne-IZI-gar observance.

The ne-IZI-gar observance is attested as early as pre-Sargonic or Sargonic
Nippur in a receipt dated to the month itine-IZIgar which itemizes bovines
and hides for a shrine (el-sr) followed by "3 for Ninurta, 1 for Dingirmab, 1
for Inanna, 1 for Nusku, 1 for Nintinugga, 1 for Enid, 1 for Irda and 1 for
Dingirmab [again!]; they are nidba-offerings of the ne-IZI-gar (observance)"
(Westenholz Jena 154: nidba ne-IZI-gar-kam).

An Ur III Drehem tablet contains a reference with the term "festival,"
ezem-ne-IZI-gar (Nakahara Sumerian Tablets 44): "32 pastured sheep for the
various statues in the temples of Enlil and Ninlil; the uzu-a-bal offering of the
Great Offering (sizkurgu-la)-provisions for the ne-IZI-gar festival (ni-dab5-
ezem-ne-IZIgar) provided by the king." This text is dated to the 11th day of
the month (SS v 11). Another reference with the word ezem "festival" is from
Nippur, (directly before an entry for the phase of the moon called the
House-of-the-15th-Day) on a tablet dated to the fifth month: ni-ezem-ne-IZI-
gar-ra (TuM NF I-II no. 121), supporting the 11th of the month as the festival
date. In the year S46 the first entry for a Drehem document dated to the fifth
month records: 4 sila-ga sizkur-ne-IZI-gar [...I u4-12 ba-zal "4 suckling lambs
(for) the ne-IZI-gar (observance) [...] on the 12th day" (MVN 8 216). Again

1. M. Stol, NABU 1989/3, 39.

2. MSL 13 159.

3. For a related meaning using this doubled form read bar?-bar? "flames," note Michalowski
Sumer and Ur 79 with references.
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in the fifth month in Drehem grain-fed oxen were disbursed for the ne-IZI-

gar observance: 14 gu4-niga n1-6-e-sum-ma ne-IZI-gar a e-u4-15 "14 grain-fed

oxen given as temple provisions for the ne-IZI-gar (observance) and for the

House-of-the-15th-Day " with another reference to 5 gu4-niga ne-IZl-gar-se on

the same tablet (Langdon Archives of Drehem 27, quoted LSS 6 1/2). The ne-

IZI-gar offering for the "royal" Gestinanna, Ningiszida of the winery(?), and Nin-
egal of the a-uri is attested for the 11th of the month (MVN 15 118 [IS1 v 11] ).

The ne-IZI-gar was observed in other cities, though at varying times of the
year. A ne-IZI-gar observance occurred in Sargonic Adab, probably during

the eighth month (A 865, Zhi Adab 342): "1.5 liters of ... emmer meal (for)

the ne-IZI-gar. " This text is dated to the seventh month ( itidu64th) and lists

offerings for the festival ni-gilkiri6 in the eighth month and for the ne-IZI-gar

observance. The ne-IZI-gar observance of Ninhursag was celebrated around
the 20th of the fourth month in Urusagrig (Watson Birmingham 166) . A Gir-

su text (MVN 6 427) records ghee and large and small cheeses to be sent to

Nippur for the ne-IZI-gar and oil and large cheeses for KIN- dInanna. The ab-

sence of the month determinative indicates that these offerings were for spe-
cific observances. There are references to the ne-IZI-gar observance being
observed in Ur during the eighth, possibly ninth, and tenth months. A tablet
dated to SS9 x 9 indicates that the ne-IZI-gar was more than just a type of sac-
rifice. The text notes seven deities or statues as receiving offerings at day-
break as part of the ne-IZI-gar observance: "1 grain-fed ox for the Great
Offering-of Nanna, and 1 grain-fed ox for Su-Sin-The-Beloved-of-N anna, 2

grain-fed oxen for Ninsun, 1 grain-fed ox for Su-Sin-The-Beloved-of- Nin-

sun,1 grain-fed ox for Gula, 1 grass-fed ox for Allatum and 1 grass-fed ox for
Meslamtaea-the provisions for the ne-IZI-gar (ni-dab5-ne-IZIgar) at day-
break, provided by the king on the 9th day destined for Ur." This text indi-
cates that the Great Offering was part of the ne-IZI-gar ceremonies. In the

first month Ibbi-Sin ascended to the throne of Ur ( itiezem-mah), a royal ne-

IZI-gar observance occurred during the evening of the 9th day of the month
in Ur. This offering by Ibbi-Sin may well have been dedicated to the just de-

ceased Su-Sin. ' Another tablet from Drehem dating to the eighth month in

the second year of Ibbi-Sin records: 1 gu4-niga An-nu-ni-tum '1 gu 4-niga dUl-

ma-si-tum ne-IZI-gar An-nu-ni-turn u4-7-kam "1 grain-fed ox for Annunitum
and 1 grain-fed ox for Ulmasitum: the ne-IZI-gar (observance) for Annuni-

tum on the 7th day" (Holma and Sauren, StOr 9 27). A Drehem tablet dated
to 532 ix mentions the observance in Ur or Uruk: "2 grain-fed sheep, the ne-
IZI-gar (observance) for Belat-subner and Belat-terraban " (AnOr 7 53).

Although only at Nippur is the term ezem "festival" employed with ne-IZI-
gar, the practice of offering the ne-IZI-gar appears to have been widespread

1. Sigrist, Studies Sjoberg, 502.
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throughout Sumer, although not in the fifth month as at Nippur. In the
eighth month at Larsa there was a festival involving the ne-IZI-gar offering,
as can be deduced by coordinated ne-IZI-gar offerings being made in the
temples. The eighth month at Ur and Adab was also the occasion for these
offerings. The reference from Ur to the ne-IZI-gar of the tenth month may
note a one-time, special observance for the recently deceased king of Ur as
one of his son's first acts of succession. The reference to the ne-IZI-gar offer-
ing in the ninth month may be for Uruk, rather than for Ur. The sixth month
at Uruk may have been named for a combination of the ab-paternalia and
the ne-IZI-gar offering: iuab-N[E-IZI(?) ]-gar. And at Old Babylonian Esnunna
the ne-IZI-gar offering was part of the u4 e-lu-um of the goddesses Belat-terraban
and Belat-suhner, an observance that was probably based upon a myth of the
goddesses' sojourn in the netherworld."

The ne-IZI-gar observance involved ceremonies for the dead, as suggested
in the "Death of Gilgames" 2:

Let ..., the child of the sun-god Utu,
light up for him the netherworld, the place of darkness!

. Let him set up a threshold there (as bright) as the moon
(for) all mankind, whatever their names be,
(for) those whose statues were fashioned in days of yore,
(for) the heroes, the young men, and the ...!
From there the strong and the mighty will march out.
Without him no light would be there during the month ne-IZI-gar, during

the festi[val of the gh]osts. ('une-IZI-gar e[ze]m-gi[di]m ?-ma-ke4-ne)
According to this passage the "festival of ghosts" occurred during the

month ne-IZI-gar, a time when the spirits of the dead followed a special pas-
sage of light leading from the darkness of the netherworld back into the
world of the living for a brief stay. The setting of fires and lighting of torches
by each household would guide the spirits of the dead back to the ancestral
home, where a ceremonial meal, presumably the ne-IZI-gar offering, awaited.
Langdon likens this occasion to the Roman paternalia with "funeral meals
..., and families entertained the ghosts of their dead relatives. "3

The texts record the ne-IZI-gar offering as being made to various deities-
there is only one mention of the ne-IZI-gar being offered to the deceased
(the offering to Su-Sin at Ur). Several explanations are possible as to why de-
ities received this offering. Evil ghosts and witches exited the netherworld
along with the welcomed ghosts. 4 In the first millennium B.C. the Maglu cer-
emony was performed to ward off the evil of witches. Perhaps the deities

1. See pp. 252-253 for a discussion of this observance.
2. Kramer, BASOR (1944), 94 2-12; van Dijk, Studies Falkenstein, 249; our translation differs.
3. Langdon Menologies, 123.
4. Cf. T. Abusch, "Mesopotamian Anti-Witchcraft Literature,"JNES 33 (1974), 259-261.
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were being asked to protect the populace from the ghosts and witches. Or,

perhaps offerings were made to the gods so the gods would guide the ghosts

to their families, or so that they would intercede with the gods of the neth-

erworld in achieving the temporary release of the deceased, or they were of- .

fered in the name of the deceased who was reentering the community, a sign

that the deceased recognized the authority of and his obligation to the gods

of the city.
An undated Nippur tablet lists barley for the overseers for the festivals

during the months of't'ne-IZl-gar and'nkin-dlnnana: 1 le-gur sa-dull ugula

ni-ezem-ma ''ne-IZl-gar-ra 1 gur sa-dull ugula ni-ezem-ma i l indInanna "1

gur of barley, the regular provisions for the overseers, the provisions for the

festival in the month ne-IZI-gar; 1 gur of barley, the regular provisions for the

overseers, the provisions for the festival in the month kin-
dlnanna" (Owen

NATN 736).

vi. kin fInanna

There is an Old Babylonian text from the reign of Mariana in which the

month name is written it'DI kin-dlnanna. I Perhaps this entry should be read

itikil kin-d
lnanna, in which case the KI-sign might be a scribal error for the

sound /kin/, thereby establishing the reading kin-dlnanna. In another

Manua tablet Rutten reads the month name as
itise-kin-dlnanna, a confu-

sion of two month names, which, if read correctly, would suggest that the

KIN-sign in the month names se-kin-ku5 and kin-dlnanna were pronounced

the same way.2
However, the signs DINGIR.INANNA are very poorly preserved

on the tablet and it is not inconceivable that the signs should actually be read

itise-kin-k[u5] U[D ...].
Astrolabe B interprets the month name

itikin-dlnanna on the basis of kin

= iifins "work": 3'ipir dl.ftar e-la-ma-ti
"the work of the Elamite Istar" and Asshur-

banipal, Rassam III 32 and Cyl. B v 77:
crab iipir Iitardte "the month of the

work of the goddesses. "
But, as Landsberger points out, these late transla-

tions are probably guesswork.3 Landsberger suggests that kin in this month

name might mean "oracular decision" or "search, " referring to manna' s de-

scent to the netherworld, where she had been held captive by her sister

Ereshkigal. However, note there is a similar construction in a text (BIN 9 309

[iti su-numun 12]) recording a bag of grain for kin- dDa-gan. Based upon this

reference, a meaning "work" or "service " for kin in our month name is likely.

According to the Assyrian Astrolabe B: "The month Ululu, the work of the

Elamite Istar, the goddesses are purified in the sacred river, they have their

1. Rutten, "Un Lot de Tabkttes de Manand, " RA 54 (1960), 31 no. 36.

2. RA 53 (1959), 92 no. 20.

3. LSS 6 1/2, 33.
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annual cleansing." The goddess par excellence was, of course, Istar and the
firsb millennium B.C. tradition that the sixth month, Ululu, was the month of
Istar may have derived from the Sumerian month name used to designate
Ululu: kindlnanna. I The first millennium B.C. custom of consecrating god-
desses during this month does raise the possibility of an ancient tradition

wherein the activities associated with the "service?" of Inanna (kindlnanna)
may have involved her statue's consecration.

This month occurs in its Emesal-dialect form along with the following
month among the collection of Sumerian proverbs: itidu6-kll-ga-ka lab nu-
un-sum'nkinga-sa-an-an-na-ka aga?gibil l nu-un-mu4 "In the month dub-ku
he(?) did not slaughter a pig; in the month kin- dlnanna he(?) did not put
on a new turban(?)." E. Gordon suggests that this is "a reference to customs

or taboos of the type found in later Menology literature. ... Since it is not

known whether the acts referred to in the present context were considered
to be ` favorable' or `unfavorable' in the specific months mentioned, the im-
plications of the proverb are somewhat obscure." 2

An undated Ur III Nippur tablet lists barley for the overseers for the fes-
tivals during the months of itine-IZIgar and itikindlnnana: 1 le-gur sa-dul l
ugula ni-ezem-ma itine-IZIgar-ra 1 gur sa-dull ugula ni-ezem-ma itikindlnan-
na "1 gur of barley, the regular provisions for the overseers, the provisions

for the festival in the month ne-IZIgar;1 gur of barley, the regular provisions

for the overseers, the provisions for the festival in the month kin dlnanna"
(Owen NATN 736). A Girsu text (MVN 6 427) records ghee and large and

small cheeses to be sent to Nippur for the ne-IZI-gar and oil and large cheeses
for kin-dlnanna. The absence of the month determinative indicates that

these offerings are for the specific observances. This festival is probably the
festival of Inanna (ezemdlnanna-ka) recorded in an early Nippur text which
lists various gold, silver and copper bowls, bracelets(?) and other imple-
ments to be used in the festival. 3

The festival kindlnnana was celebrated around the middle of the month,

perhaps as early as the 11th and as late as the 14th. The main cultic activities

probably occurred in the Inanna temple in Nippur, as indicated by docu-

ments unearthed in the Inanna temple which mention offerings of grain and
cattle for the kindlnanna festival. 4

1.The expression kindlnanna occurs in a hymn to Samsuiluna: Ie-ga dUtu-ke4 kin dlnanna-ke4"Obedient one of Um, ... of Inanna" (B. Alster, "Some Sumerian Literary Texts in the British
Museum," Studies Sjoberg, 11). Alster tentatively translates kin as "beloved(?), " interpreting kin as an
orthography for ki-fig. However, Alster notes that the sign may be ur4 rather than kin.

2. Gordon Sumerian Proverbs, 132.
3. Goetze, 6N-T 662, Studies Speiser, 58.
4. Zettler Inanna Temple, 6N-T 567 = NBC 10631, 4 N-T 197 = IM 58896, 6 N-T 618 = NBC 10627.
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A Drehem tablet dated to the 11th day of the sixth month ( tt'a-ki-ti) in AS7

records offerings for the kin "Inanna festival (Legrain TRU 323, listed by

Landsberger, LSS 6 1/2 32):

2 grain-fed sheep and 3 grain-fed ...-sheep for Enlil,
2 grain-fed sheep for the throne (of Enlil) and
2 grain-fed sheep and 3 grain-fed ...-sheep for Ninlil:
sheep for the nightly offering.

2 grain-fed sheep and 1 large grain-fed goat for An and
2 grain-fed sheep and 1 large grain-fed goat for Inanna:
the uzu-a-bal offering and (this amount ...) more.

3 grain-fed sheep for An and
3 grain-fed sheep for Inanna:
the royal offering and this amount twice more.

For the festival kin-dlnanna ... in Nippur.

A Drehem text dated to the 14th day, the sixth month in the second year
of Ibbi-Sin appears to be a more detailed list of the offerings for this festival

and lists the performance of the Great Offering (sizkur-gu-la)

Yet, if this does indeed refer to the kin- dInanna festival, it is surprising that

Inanna received no special consideration:

Royal offerings for the Temple of Enlil: lamb fo Enlil's throneand 21 lambs for Enlil, theNammu, [a.]
and 1 lamb for the Llursaggalama ;

Royal offerings for the Temple of Ninlil: 2 two year old cows and 2 lambs for Ninlil, 1
lamb for the throne of Enlil, 1 lamb for Nanna, 1 ewe and 1
lamb for Nintinugga, 1 ewe for Nisaba, 1 ewe for Ninhursag and

[ ] for the harp.

The Great Offering: 1
lamb for Ningagia, 1 goat each for Ninhursag, Ninurta, Inan-

na, Su-Sin, Lugalbanda and Enki, 1 lamb each for Suen, Sulgi,
Ninsun and Nintinugga and two lambs for the Sacred Mound.

vii. du6-kii
The seventh month of the Nippur calendar was named dub-ktl "the Sacred

Mound. "1 The Hymn to the Ekur,2 the lamentations dUtu-gin7 a-ta and zi-bu-um

zi-bu-um of Enlil, and the eriemmahymn Dilmun nigin2-11, when listing the

various buildings in the Ekur complex, include the dub-kit ki-krl "the Sacred

1. The most recent in-depth discussion of the term dub-kt is by Tsukimoto, Untersuchun
ff

gen zur

Totenpflege (kispum) im alten Mesopotamian, AOAT Band 216 (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1985), 201 .

2. Kramer, RSO 32 (1957), 97 line 22.
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Mound, the sacred place."' In Nippur the Sacred Mound was situated in the
Tummal complex of the Ekur: "4 grain-fed sheep and 1 large goat for Ninlil,
2 large grain-fed goats for the Sacred Mound, 2 grain-fed sheep for Suen, and
2 grain fed sheep for ..., disbursed on the 19th day (for) the Tummal."2

In the Curse of Akkad line 208 the Sacred Mound in Nippur is described
as the place where Enlil's ancestors dwelt: it-bi it ama a-a-dEn-lil-la-ke4 du6

-k>i su-zi gtlr-ru dulp-ktl-dEn-lil-la-ke4 i-imgaga-ne "Their laments were (like)
laments which Enlil's ancestors perform in the awe-inspiring duku, the holy
lap of Enlil."3 The god pair dEn-dub-ktlga and dNin-dub-kllga, "Lord of the
Sacred Mound " and "Lady of the Sacred Mound" are listed among the ances-
tors of Enlil throughout the canonical lamentations and in the god-list AN =
Anum, demonstrating the primordial nature of the Sacred Mound, even pre-
dating the great god Enlil, himself. 4 A tradition still echoed in the first mil-
lennium B.C. considers the seventh month as the "month of Enlil's
ancestors. "5

In the composition "Cattle and Grain" both cattle and grain were said to
have come into being on the Sacred Mound. Van Dijk suggests that the Sa-
cred Mound was a hill on the world-mountain on which the gods originally
lived and where Sumerian culture originated. Jacobsen suggests: "Duku, `the
holy mound', was a sacred locality. Originally and basically the term desig-
nated the plastered-over pile of harvest grain, but it was extended to under-
ground storage generally. Enlil's ancestors-powers for fertility in the earth
-were located in Duku."6

The actual form of this recreated Sacred Mound in the Tummal is not
specified. However, a Drehem tablet from AS7 records: "6 talents and 30 mi-

1. M.E. Cohen Lamentations, 98, 350; M.E. Cohen Ersvemma, 111.
2. AUCT 1 83; cf. Fish Catalogue 74 and PDT 1 545 and for dub-UD.UD, see Hallo, HUCA 29

(1958), 77 no. 6:9 with copy after p. 107. For references to the dug-kt] in Nippur see Sjoberg, TCS 3
50. An Old Babylonian list of offerings to Nusku begins with the statement "A tablet concerning
regular offerings for the temple of Nusku which the king [Hammurapi] provided for one year." At
the conclusion there is a summary: "... regular offerings for 1 year for the temple of Nusku" followed
by provisions for priests and attendants, including the gate-keeper of Nusku and the gate-keeper of
the door to the Sacred Mound (I-dug ka-dug-kO-ga) (M. Sigrist, "Offrandes dan le temple de Nusku,"
JCS 29 [1977], 169ff.). However, in the earlier Ur III documents the Sacred Mound frequently was
listed last on the tablet as receiving offerings, no matter which gods or temples were mentioned in
the body of the document. Thus this reference to the gate-keeper of the Sacred Mound need not
refer to a sacred Mound in the temple of Nusku, but perhaps to the Sacred Mound in the Tummal.

3. Cooper Curse ofAgade 60.
4. For a discussion on Enlil 's ancestors, see M. Civil, MO 25 (1974/77), 66.
5. KAV 218 ii 29 and 38: iti pa4-bil-ga-dEn-lil-la-ke4 / ITI a-bi a-bi [ dEn-l:7].
6.Jacobsen Harps, 371 n. 27. In his earlier writings Jacobsen had suggested that the Sumerians

identified the Sacred Mound "in the mountains on the eastern horizon where the sun rises. Indeed,
it was probably the luxurient vegetation, the wondrously fresh green pastures of the foothills ... that
led the Sumerians to seek the origin and home of Lahar, the power manifesting itself in the thriving
flocks, in the faraway green hills" (JNES 5 [1946], 141 = Jacobsen Tammuz, 118).
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nas of scorched(?) twigs (06-bil-la) and 1 worker for 15 days to Nippur ...
as supplies for the Sacred Mound. "' Perhaps these twigs were used for the
construction, covering or decoration of the Sacred Mound.

The Sacred Mound was not restricted to Nippur. In the Temple Hymns,

Enki ' s temple in Eridu is described as a Sacred Mound: e' dug-kt1 u-sikil-la

rig7-ga "House, holy mound, where pure food is eaten," as was the temple of

Ningirsu in Lagas: sig4 du6-ktl-ta nam-tar-re-da hur-sag-gin7 sa7-ga "Brick-

work on (its) pure mound destiny is determined, grown (high) like a moun-

tain."( Gudea Statue B 5 48 refers to the Sacred Mound of Ningirsu in the
Eninnu-temple and economic texts from Lagers mention a field of the Sacred

Mound (a-sa-du6-ktl). The seventh month of the Adab calendar, as at Nip-

pur, was itidu6-kt1. There was probably a Sacred Mound in Uruk. A text from
Drehem lists the disbursement of "13 sheep for An and 12 sheep for the Sa-
cred Mound of Inanna and for Ninhursag." A first-millennium B.C. ritual tab-
let from Uruk refers to the Sacred Mound in Uruk: ilani fa apsi u Rani fa DU6-

KiJ likrubuka "May the gods of the apse and the gods of the Sacred Mound

bless you!"s A Sacred Mound in Umma is attested in a text which mentions

grain from the granary of the du6-kil (MVN 13 194) and from a list of hired
men to work the fields near Apisal and Umma, one field being designated as
"the field of the Sacred Mound" (a-§a-du6-ktl-ge) (MVN 3 224 and RA 79
[1985], 30 no. 23). The only reference to a du6-kit at Ur is from a Drehem
text which lists the du6-kit among the recipients of offerings during the a-ki-

ti-festival in Ur (Sigrist Rochester 86). A central religious location in Ur was
the du6-ttr, but whether this symbolized the primordial mound as did. the

du6-kt1 in the other cities is unclear. The cult of Marduk in Babylon involved
a Sacred Mound as noted in the Enuma Elii (99-100), wherein one of Mar-

duk' s numerous epithets is dumu-du 6-kt1:4

DUMUDUKU,
whose pure dwelling is renewed in holy hill,

"son of holy hill," without whom the lord of holy hill
makes no decision.

The Sacred Mound was a location from which the sun-god ,Samas decided
the fates: "When you (Samas) gout from the Sacred Mound, the place
where the fates are determined ..." 5o

1. Speelers Recueil 108 = Limet Testes Sumiriens 95.

2. See TCS 3, 17 and 31.

3. BRM IV 7, quoted by Falkenstein, Topographic von Uruk, 46.

4. Translation Foster Before the Muses, 398. The Sacred Mound refers to Marduk 's father, Ea/

Enki, who resided in the watery apsi. For additional references to the Sacred Mound at Nippur,

Eridu, Babylon, Umma and Lagak, see Tsukimoto, op. cit., 212-215.

5. Borger, JCS 21 (1969), 3 (quoted Tsukimoto, op. cit., 215).

NIPPUR

The du6-kt1 festival was celebrated in the Tummal on the 27th (and per-
hags the 28th) day of the month, as recorded in several documents. A Dre-
hem tablet (Legrain TRU 21) dated to the seventh month (ilia-ki-ti) records:
"1 goat for the akiti-(house), ..., 2 goats for the Sacred Mound festival (ezem-
du6-kt1) ... (followed by other entries with the line: sa turn-ma-al [for the
Tummal])." Special offerings during the seventh month for the Sacred
Mound are listed in a Drehem tablet dated to the 27th of the seventh month
taa-ki-ti (AUCT 2 313): "18 lambs, 4 pregnant(?) sheep, 4 pregnant(?) goats,
140 sheep and goats, ... dead ... for the 26th day; 177 sheep for the shrine
du6-kt1 (es-dDu6-kd); 30 sheep for the Great Offering." The festival is men-
tioned as occurring in Nippur in a Drehem text dated to AS1 vii 27 (itiezem-dSul-gi): "3 grain-fed ... oxen for Ninlil, 1 grain-fed ... ox and one grain-fed
ox for the Sacred Mound, 1 grain-fed ox as the royal mas-da-ri-a offering and
1 grain-fed ox for Sulgi: the provisions of the Sacred Mound festival (ni-
ezem-ma-du6-ktl-ga) ... in Nippur" (MVN 13 122). Offerings for the festival
(ezem-du 6-kfi-ga) on the 27th of the month (AS6 itiezemdSul-gi) are record-
ed for Enlil, the Throne, the Ijursaggalama, Ninlil, the Sacred Mound,
Ninhursag, [Nusku, Ninurta, ...] (PDT II 1286). An unusual entry, however,
at the conclusion of the list is "1 goat (and?) turnips for the Sacred Mound
(1 mas lu-tibsar du6-ktl-se). 1 A Drehem reference to festivities in the temple
of Enlil and Ninlil, assuredly for the festival of the Sacred Mound, 2 occurs on
CT 32 pls. 17-18 (which can be dated to the seventh month on the basis of
its referring to the a-ki-ti-§u-numun in Ur): "20 grass-fed sheep for the vari-
ous statues in the temple of Enlil, 15 grass-fed sheep for the various statues
in the temple of Ninlil-the uzu-a-bal offering of the Great Offering (sizkur-gu-
la) supplied by the king-the 27th day." The festival may have extended for two
days, on both the 27th and 28th, since this same text lists offerings for the
various statues in the Enlil and Ninlil temples for the uzu-a-bal of the Great
Offering for the 28th of the month, as well. Another reference most proba-
bly to the festival on the 27th is from an unpublished Drehem text (YBC
16661 [SS4 vii 27]) which records "20 [grass-fed] sheep for the temple of En-
lil and 17 grass-fed sheep for the temple of Ninlil-the uzu-a-bal offering of
the Great Offering supplied by the king. "s

The Sacred Mound at Nippur was the recipient of offerings throughout
the year, particularly offerings of milk. The entries on each tablet are at the

I. Watson Birmingham I 81 probably refers to this festival: "two grain-fed sheep for the Sacred
Mound on the 27th in Nippur" (AS7, no month).

2. Probably CT 32 pl. 18 vi 25-27 originally mentioned the Sacred Mound festival: [uzu]-a-bal[sizkur]-gu-la [ezem dlu6-kil ga.
3. UM 29-13-357+ (undated), J. Heimerdinger, Studies Sjoberg, 225ff., contains a listing ofofferings for the entire month of't'du6-kO. This conclusion is based upon the entry for the 27th of

the month (rev. vi 28'-29'): 7 udu sizkur-gu-la "seven sheep for the Great Offering."
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end, after the names of the individuals responsible for the previously listed

offerings of ovines to the gods. In MVN 13 128 offerings for the temples of
Enlil, Ninlil, Ninurta, and the Egula are listed, followed by "in Nippur. "

Thereupon are entries followed by "in Puzrig-Dagan. " Then occurs the one

line entry "2 liters of milk for the Sacred Mound. "1
In Nippur the Sacred Mound continually was allotted a conspicuously

generous offering. Although receiving less than the chief deities Enlil and
Ninlil, the Sacred Mound almost always received approximately twice as
large an offering as did the other major gods of the temple complex: Ninbur-
sag, Nusku, Ninurta, Inanna, Ninsun, Lugalbanda and Nintinugga. As part
of the Great Offering (sizkur-gu-la) of the gusisu and kin Inanna festivals the

Sacred Mound received 2 lambs, whereas the gods received but 1 each,
(though in one account for the gusisu-festival the Sacred Mound received
none on the second day). A pre-Sargonic account lists offerings(?) for the
Sacred Mound and for the gusisu-festival (Westenholz Jena 160) : 6 ma' 5 gis-

gid-da dug-kb.-[ka] m [x] gab 1 x ezem-gu4-si-stY-kam "6 goats and 5 spears(?)

for the `Holy Mountain ' (festival); 5 goats, [x] pigs, and 1 ..., for the 'Lead-

ing the Oxen' festival."2 Since the duku-festival was five months after the gu-

sisu-festival, it is likely that this tablet records standard monthly offerings for
the Sacred Mound and not for the duku-festival.

Other references demonstrating this revered position of the Sacred
Mound within the hierarchy of offerings include: 1 gu 4-niga dab-bu lugal

du6-1th-se "1 grain-fed ox added by the king for the Sacred Mound " which is

listed among oxen disbursed for Enlil in the sixth month of S44 (Jones-Sny-
der SET 48); 2 lambs (IS2 ix 9, Jones-Snyder SET 57; IS2 ix 24, Jones-Snyder
SET 58); 1 grain-fed sheep and grain-fed goat for the Sacred Mound in Nip-

pur (AS3 viii 29, Kang Drehem 144); grain-fed sheep delivered for the Sacred
Mound in the seventh month (Driver, Or 1 [19321); an offering a grain-
fed ox for the Sacred Mound along with four grain-fed oxen for the
se-kin-ku5 festival in S47, month 12 (Dhorme, RA 9: SA 47) . AUCT 1 292 and
960, and BIN 3 299 again show the prestige of the dug-kt for when listing the
evening offerings (sizkur-gig) they list 2 grain-fed sheep for the Sacred
Mound, but only 1 (large) grain fed goat each for Ninbursag, Nusku, Ninurta,
Inanna, Ninsun, Lugalbanda and Nintinugga; 2 lambs for the Sacred,
Mound, but just one lamb for the other gods (Tanret, Akkadica 13 [1979]).

In AUCT 1 441 again the Sacred Mound received 2 grain-fed sheep for the
evening offering while the same gods as just mentioned received but 1 grain-
fed sheep each. (In each of the preceding 3 tablets, however, Enlil and Nin-

1. Some of the many tablets with this entry regarding the Sacred Mound are
AUCT 2 97, Langdon

Archives of Drehem 7 and MVN 13 124.

2. Translation Westenholz Jena no. 160.

NIPPUR

lil, received much larger portions than did the Sacred Mound.) In BIN 3 571
the Sacred Mound received offerings of 2 quality grain-fed sheep, 2 regular
grain-fed sheep and 2 large, grain-fed goats. None of the deities, with the ex-
ception of Enlil and Ninlil, received such large offerings. In a list of offerings
for the a-u4-7, the festival of the first phase of the moon, the Sacred Mound
received a larger offering (2 grain-fed sheep, 1 grain-fed gu4-a-us-sa sheep
and 2 regular sheep) than any of the gods but Enlil and Ninlil (MVN 13 139).
MVN 13 104 mentions 1 grain-fed sheep and 1 large grain-fed goat for the
Sacred Mound as an evening offering and but 1 large grain-fed goat for all
the gods but Enlil and Ninlil, who received the largest portion.' A nidaba-of-
fering of fish is recorded for the Sacred Mound and for the first-offering
(S39, MVN 3 173). Offerings for the Sacred Mound in Nippur were provided
by other cities, as noted in a Girsu text which refers to "provisions for the Sa-cred Mound of Nippur" (TLB 3 146).

The Sacred Mound was the object of special devotion throughout year.
And, as noted in the above discussion, there was a special milk-offering asso-
ciated with its cult. This may have been part of a ritual for the fecundity of
the herds, for, as noted in the composition Cattle and Grain, the Sacred
Mound was the source for the power of the flocks. But during the seventh
month, it received still further attention with its own festival. Perhaps a key
to better understanding the nature of this special festival for the Sacred
Mound, (aside from the normal attention the Sacred Mound at Nippur re-
ceived throughout the year), was the occurrence of the festival on the 27th
and perhaps 28th of the month. These last days of a month were the time for
observances involving the spirits of the dead. 2

The Sacred Mound, as did the ab/pu, covered a conduit to the world belowthe surface.3 However, the Sacred Mound was more positive in nature-
erected perhaps over Enki's home, the subterranean waters of the

apsu,
from which culture and civilization sprang. Thus the Sacred Mound was a
logical place through which to communicate with gods of the netherworld,
in particular Enlil's ancestors who dwelt there. The somber nature of this fes-
tival may, perhaps, be noted in the above quoted passage (see p. 107) from
the Curse of Akkad: "Their laments were (like) laments which Enlil's ances-
tors perform in the awe-inspiring duku, ..." Thus the festival of the Sacred
Mound may have focused less on the site's positive aspect (i.e., the place
from which civilization came to mankind-which was more likely the theme
of the cult practiced at the Mound throughout the year), and more as an ap-

1. Note also MVN 10 169, CT 32 pl. 12, PDT 1 559 and 565 for the Sacred Mound receiving largerofferings than the major deities.
2. For festivals and rituals for the dead during the last days of the month, see pp.

454-455.3. For a discussion of the significance of the ab/pu, see pp. 259-261.
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propriate site from which to communicate with Enlil's ancestors, who resid-

ed in some level of the netherworld. Whether the need to communicate with
Enlil's ancestors was simply to honor Enlil, himself, or rather to seek their
assistance in dealing with the spirits below, cannot be ascertained from ex-

isting references.
For the months ttidu6-ktl and firkin-dInanna being mentioned in a collec-

tion of Sumerian proverbs, see p. 105.
A Drehem tablet (ArOr 27 [1959], 365 no. 14) records two grain-fed

sheep for Nininsina on the 15th of the seventh month for ezem-dur-ru-
na,

an expression that is otherwise unknown to us. It is also possible that Ur (or
even Uruk), not Nippur, may have been the destination of these sheep.

viii. g'sapin-dug-a

In pre-Sargonic texts the month is written id gtgapin-dug-a (Westenholz

OSP 1 57; Pohl TuM 5 nos. 38 and 100) and
itiapin-dug-a (Westenholz OSP

1 71; Westenholz OSP 2 136). In the Ur III period the forms
iti gisapin-dug

(MVN 3 262), id gt apin (Owen NATN 539) and
iti gi8apin-a (Fish, Iraq 5, no.

17) are attested. '
Landsberger had suggested translating this month as "Monat des Offnens

der Bewasserungsrohren" partially on the basis of dug = petit. However, it is

preferable to translate on the basis of dug = pataru, since this was the tmonth

when the plow was taken out of use and stored until the following su-nu-
mun, thus "the month the plow is let go." Note MSL 5 65: apin-dug = patru

and the late etymology in Astrolabe B ii 43: pa-targiAPINI(M`). For addition-
al support for our interpretation of this month name note the composition

"Lipit:Ig
tar and the Plow." Towards the beginning of the composition the

plow is taken hold of by Nusku (and then other gods): dNusku engar-gin7

gi apin gu bi-in-d[ug] "Nusku, like a farmer, lay hold of the plow." Later in
the composition the gods have completed their work, praises are uttered and

dNin-gal x-dEn-lil-la ke4 gi apin-ktl mu-un-dug gi§sudul-zi im-ta-an-gar "Ningal,

the ... of Enlil, let go of the plow and removed the good yoke." Thus gu dug

is to "lay hold (of a plow)" and dug to "let go (of a plow). "2

In Ur III Girsu there is a reference to an offering of oil and dates in month

five as ni-sizkur-ra-apin-du-a-a-s5-gir-nun (CT 7 BM 17765). However, the
Nippur month name never occurs with -dtl- and thus there appears to be no
connection between this Girsu reference and the Nippur month name.

1. The reference YOS 4 23 contains the phrase: 'uapin-dug-a-ta'uapin-dug--t
one in

ch
may

refer to an intercalary month
or simply to the same month the following year, "from

	

P

to the next apin-dus-a. " 131 n. 14

2. Oh 'e, "An Agricultural Festival in Tummal in the Ur III Period, " Acta Sum 8 (1986),

translates this month name in the same manner, "the month the plow is unyoked.
"

NIPPUR

There are no references to a festival *ezem-gi8apin-dug-a in this month.'
' However, one Drehem text (BIN 3 391) records a transfer of animals which
were provisions for the plow-festival (ni-dab5-ezem-apin). This document,
however, dates to the third month (SS8 idzab,,-da-gu7) and thus does not re-
fer to a festival in Nippur in the eighth month. Landsberger notes several
Drehem tablets dated from the 19th to the 21st of this month, which he sug-
gested might refer to a festival. To these add another Drehem tablet which
includes a long list of offerings dated to the 18th of the month (PDT I 92
603). The references to lugal-ku4-ra in the texts Landsberger quotes are not
a definite indication that a festival was occurring. The king may have provid-
ed these offerings either as a part of his visit, as a personal offering, or as his
royal responsibility for the upkeep of the religious functioning of the land.
The gods had to be fed everyday and it was to be expected that the king per-
sonally defrayed some of the expense.

An ambiguous reference from Drehem to apin-dug-a dated to it3ezem-
dnulgi records oxen for the Sacred Mound for the first lunar quarter, for the
full moon for the (month?/festival?) apin-dug-a (e-u4-15 apin-dug-a) and for
those things placed at the temple, for the "Place of Adad," for the betrothal
gift of Baba, for the new moon and for the "Place of Suen" (Or 47-49 16).

ix. gan-gan-e / gangan-rnu-e

The ninth month is usually written beginning in the pre-Sargonic period
as id

gangan-e. However, this is a shortened form for gan-gan-mu-e, which,
as a month name, is attested in one pre-Sargonic text: mas-da-ri-a- itigangan-
mu-a-kam. 2 That this longer form is correct, not a scribal error, can be noted
in two occurrences of the festival name gan-gan-mu-e for which the month is
named. 3 The reading of the component gan-gan is established on the basis
of Ur III references: itigaga-e (TuM NF 1/2 27); itiga6ga6-ce (TuM NF 1/2
50) 4; and itigan-gan-ni (Steinkeller Sale Documents no. 45; YBC 9827 [unpub-
lished]). In cig-Kizilyay NRVN 1 71 a shortened orthography occurs: itigan-
gan-ka. At Mari a semitized(?) form of the month name is attested: ITI ga-an-
ga-na. 5

Whereas the eighth month ( (gis)apin-dug-a) is written with and without a
gig-determinative, this ninth month is never attested with a gi g-determinative

I. M 3522 (Touzalin Ur4, (S46 viii 26J) from Drehem mentions the Great Offering (sizkur-gu-la)
for the temples of Enlil and Ninlil on the 26th of the month. We are unaware of any festival in Nippur
at this time. Perhaps this was part of the festival of Sulgi.

2. Pohl, TuM 5 163, which Westenholz Jena 163 (without any possible knowledge of the two
unpublished Oriental Institute tablets) suggested emending to iti-gan-gan-<<mu>>..kam.

3. A2978 and A4583.

4. Collated Waetzoldt, OA 17 (1978), 60.
5. See p. 226.
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(=* iti gi§gan-gan-e) and so it is unlikely that the term St§gan is related to the

term in our month. An occurrence of gan-gan which quite aptly suits this
wintry month is unfortunately from late sources and thus the reliability of
the tradition is quite questionable. In the god lists the storm-god I

gkur is

identified with dGan = MIN (d1Adad) Sic tide-e "Adad of the cloud" / dGan-gan

= MIN (J1Adad) 3'a ur-pi-ti "Adad of the clouds. "1 A meaning "the month when

the clouds come out" is quite appropriate for this time of year. 2

The term gan-gan is equated with Akkadian .fags u, "to slaughter" (CAD S

66): [g]an-gan = 3`a-ga-[a-1`u(?)] (followed by babalu). Interpretations "(the

month) murderers come out," referring to the appearance of marauders
do not go

would not
forth'

along the roads during this wintry time of year
or "(the month) murderers are expelled, " (whose imp

clear), are rather unlikely, since to our knowledg e the term *111-gan(gan)

("murderer") is unattested, nor are we aware of suh a meaning
lexical t xtc The t rm foralsonis

gan) aside from the above referenced
equated to Akkadian riksu as in rikis game, "belt of heaven, "3 and note Surpu

IX 38: u4 zal-le-de an-6r gan-an-na, "spends the day (at) the horizon, (at) the

(very) belt of heaven. "4 This meaning seems to be related to the term

gibe(=GAN) 3'upuk Iam$
"firmament."5 Once more this meaning of gan does

not seem to fit the name itigan-gan-e, particularly in light of the doubling of

the term gan.
Landsberger dismissed as false the late etymology from Astrolabe B: Mega -

lu (=UE.GAL) u nuly.u (=DE.NUN) uktammaru and suggested "In Wahrheit
m

durfte sich dieser Monatsname auf die Erzeugung oagser ier im
kultischen Haushalt) beziehen wegen gangannu (gangannu)

	

typisch

Gerat det Bierbereitung.... Die gleiche Bedeutung haben wahrscheinlic
h

die Monatsnamen sebutu in Susa."6 However, the Akkadian references to

gangannu
as a potstand used in beer production and then as a storeroom for

beer are all Neo-Babylonian or later.7 The bilingual lexical entries for gangannu

cite gtggan-nu, yet this month name is never written with the gi g-determina-

tive. Thus we cannot support Landsberger's suggestion.

1. CT 24 40 3940; dGan also occurs in another late god list (CT 29 46 11).

2.Langdon Menologies,
30 suggests a translation "bringing forth of braziers."

3.See Heimpel, Studies Sjoberg, 249.
4.Quoted van Dijk Gotterlieder, 86 n. 17.

5.See Sjoberg, TCS 3, 115.
6.JNES 8 (1949), 274 n. 72.

	

M.

7.Oppenheim Beer, 45; CAD G 40-41. For the possible cultic significance of these jars, note

Astour, "The Nether World and Its Denizens at Ugarit," Deni=n e [Dottie
a, Mesopotamia

e World is , B.

Alster, ed. (Copenhagen, 1980), 229: "In another passage, chid
to be "inside Mount Knkny. " This name can hardly denotes a lard my jag (for wine s, oAk rxedor )
kankannu (which became ganganna in Aramaic),
in the ground of

the cellar. Such jars could also be used as coffins ..."

NIPPUR

The eighth month at Ur III Uruk was named for a festival which occurred
oil the 28th of the month: ezem-ga-ma-am-mu-e, which, as a month name,
was shortened in the one lexical attestation (5R pl. 43) to ezem-[ga-ma-a]m-
e.l Noting that the names of these two Uruk and Nippur festivals are some-
what similar, both month names were shortened by dropping the element -mu,
both festivals occurred at the end of the month, and both festivals occurred
around the same time of the year (month 8 at Uruk and month 9 at Nippur),
it is conceivable that these two festivals derived from the same original festi-
val. However, even if this supposition is true, it is still unclear as to which of
these two names was the original name or whether both names derived from
a third, unpreserved form of the festival name. 2

A reference to the "festival of gan-gan-e" occurs in an Ur III tablet from
Nippur (BE 3 129 [5S7] ): 40 s`e 30 ziz ni-ezem-ma-gangan-e "40 ban of barley
and 30 ban of wheat, provisions for the gangan-e festival." Several unpub-
lished Drehem tablets record offerings for the festival and indicate that the
festival occurred at the end of the month. YBC 16875 (S43 ix) records oxen
for the (festival of) gan-gan-6, the festival's position in the order of obser-
vances indicating that the festival occurred after the 15th of the month:

11 gu4-niga a-u4-7 n kur-kur ku43
4 gu4-niga a-u4-15
4 gu4-niga gangan-e

A 4583 records various animals brought as offerings for the ezemgangan-
mu-[e] on the 27th of the montli. And A 2978 records cattle offerings for the
ezem-gangan-mu-e on the 25th. Another possible reference to this festival is
a Drehem tablet dated to the 27th day (PDT II 922 [AS6 ix]) which records
the Great Offering (sizkurgu-la) for various shrines. The placement of this
festival at the end of the month raises the possibility of its being connected
with a netherworld motif.

In a pre-Sargonic text the new moon festival of the month is mentioned:
1 gukkal sag-ITI.SAR-gangan-e "one fat-tailed sheep for the New Moon festi-
val of gan-gan-e" (Westenholz Jena 161), but this reference is to the monthly
festival of the new moon, not a celebration specific to itigangan-e.

1.For this festival and month at Uruk, see pp. 213-214.
2.Note the somewhat similar sounding reference to the cult of Enlil (Jones-Snyder SET 160, SS2

xi): 3 udu gu-gU-meet dEn-lil. An unpublished Umma tablet (Rosen 313 [AS6 xii], courtesy JonathanRosen) records an entry: 2 udu 1 mat gu-gu-mu-e dEn-lil. These terms may refer to ritual dressingceremonies for Enlil (gO e = jialapu). Perhaps our month name, with pre-Sargonic variant gan-gan-
mu-6 cited above, might be related to these terms.

S. For kur-kur ku4 cf. Genouillac, TCL 2 AO 5513 r. 18 (843 viii) which refers to the cult in
tSreppm: sIzkur--kur-ku4.
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x2. ab-C

xl. kt'l-sux(81M)

The Nippur month itik$-sux is attested from the reign of Ensakusanna

(Westenholz OSP 1 101) as well as in other Sargonic and pre-Sargonic texts

from Nippur (Westenholz Jena 129).
For SIM having a reading sux and for the reading kii-sux(SIM) as a variant

orthography for kt}.-sui3 and kA-sit, see J. Bauer, "SIM = sux," ZA 79 (1989),

8-9. Presumably the month is named after the deity dktl-sll/su13/sux(SIM) .

Prosopography from Nippur supports the existence of a deity written dKn-

sux(SIM): Ur-dKU-sux (BE 3 1 41; Owen NATN 288, 910 and 911) and dKt1-

sux-an-d,11(?) (Owen NATN 821). 1 However, the month name is never writ-

ten with the theophoric determinative *iti dKA-sux. (Compare Umma where

both itipa4-ktYs-e and iti dpa4-ktls-e occur.) According to Michalowski, Kusu

was a goddess who made her appearance primarily in magical and religious
texts. However, Michalowski notes, the epithet ktl-sulg was frequently ap-

plied also to the grain-goddess. 2 Thus, perhaps, the absence of the theo-

phoric element in our month name may indicate that the month was named

for Asnan, the grain-goddess.
A tablet dated to the Umma month itiri in S32 has a reference to a month

itiSIM: 2.0.0 se-lugal sa-gal gu4 niga-se a-ka itiSIM "Let him give him 2 royal gur

barley (as) fodder for the grain-fed oxen, on the account (for) the month

SIM."3 Sollberger cites an unpublished bulla dated to AS6 or IS2 with the

month itiSIM bal-la (TCS 1 138) . However, even were this hypocoristic for our

month, we hardly expect a Nippur month and an Umma month on the same

tablet.4
The Nippur months comprised the most stable calendar in ancient Sum-

er, there being no changes to the months from the earliest recorded docu-
ments down through the end of the Ur III period, with but one exception.

The month itikf1 sux was replaced by itia , this latter month eventually be-

ing used from the Old Babylonian period onward as a logogram for the tenth
month in the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar and in the Stan-

dard Mesopotamian calendar.
The latest attestation of itikh-sux dates to Ibbi-Sin 3. We are unaware of any

festival associated with the month
itikil-sux.

1. Note Bernhardt and Kramer, "Die Tempel and Gatterschreine von Nippur, " Orientalia 44,

(1975), 98 rev. 23 for a restoration [c-dKil]-sil for one of the chapels of the Ekur complex.

2. For discussion of the goddess Kusu, see P. Michalowski, "The Torch and the Censer, " Studies

Hallo, 160-161.

3. Sollberger, TCS 1 358.

4.
Such practice tends to occur to avoid confusion when a new month name has been introduced

into the calendar.
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The names of the months in Nippur remained constant from the earliest
recorded documents, with the exception of this change from itiku-sux to itiab-e,
which had occurred at least by AS4 (Fish Catalogue 35). In one Nippur text
the orthography itiab-pa-c is attested (cig-Kizilyay NRVN 1 90 [IS1]). Two
tablets found in Ur contain the month names ilia-bi (UET 3 20 [AS1]) anditiab-bi (UET 3 722 [no year]). Sollberger suggested that these may be or-
thographies for our Nippur month name. l However, this month (or a variant
thereof) was probably quite common, as for example at Ishan Mizyad. 2 A fes-
tival and month id

ab-c' had existed in pre-Sargonic and Sargonic Lagai (for
which see our discussion of the Lagas calendar) and as the fifth month at
Adab. At Mari a possibly semitized (?) form of the month name is attested: rTI
ab-bi-in. 3

The Nippur calendar was so venerated that it was the only city calendar
able to withstand political pressure to rename a month in honor of Sulgi's
30th jubilee. To make a change from itikt -sux to itiab-e after so many years
could not have been a trivial matter. Unfortunately, an examination of the
scribal names and contents of the tablets from Nippur dated to the tenth
months in the reigns of Amar-Suen and Su-Sin provides no pattern as to the
adoption of the new month name.

No festivals are recorded on any Nippur tablets dated to the tenth month
tukil-sux. However, there are several Drehem documents dated to the tenth
month which refer to the ab-e festival in Nippur, the earliest dating to AS1 x
26-27 (Sigrist Rochester): ni-ezem-ma-ab-isdSulgi-ra ... sa Nibruki " (sheep,
lambs and goats as) festival provisions for the ab-c festival of Sulgi ... for Nip-
pur." This tablet may refer to the very first observance of the ab-e festival in
Nippur. Later attestations are from AS4 (AASF B 92 417, itiezem-mab-min):
2 udu-niga 2 sila4-niga 8 gu-za-dSul-gi-ra 1 udu-niga 1 sila4-niga 1 udu Id-a-nag
Us-dNammu iti ezem-ma-ab-6 dSulgi-ra tY Ur-dNammu ... sa Nibruki "2 grain-
fed sheep and two grain-fed lambs for the seat of Sulgi; 1 grain-fed sheep, 1
grain-fed lamb and I (regular) sheep for the funerary shrine of Ur-Nammu
for the month of the ab-e festival for Sulgi and Ur-Nammu ... for Nippur";
AS6 x (Nies UDT 177): ni-ezem-ma-ab l-[e] dSulgi-ra " (offerings for the
throne of Sulgi); supplies for the ab-6 festival of Sulgi ... for Nippur" and
from SS4 x 13 (Owen NATN 914): 1 lab-ze-da ki-a-nag-dAmar-dSuen-ka-se
ezem-ab-e ... zi-ga ... sa-Nibruki "1 pig disbursed for the funerary shrine of
Amar-Suen (for) the ab-e festival in Nippur." Another possible occurrence

1. AfO 17 (1954/56), 19.
2. See p. 132.

3. See p. 226.
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of the ab-c festival in Nippur on the 13th or 14th of the month is on a Dre-
hem tablet dated the 13th day, (SS9 x [the coronation month of Ibbi-Sin],
BIN 3 587). Sigrist chronicles Ibbi-Sin's activities in Ur, Uruk and Nippur
during the month, and on the 13th of the month in Nippur the uzu-a-bal of-
fering and the Great Offering (sizkur-gu-la) were performed. The presence
of both these offerings (as well as the possible significance of Nippur on the
13th) suggests that this was the occasion of the ab--e-festival, an important
event for an Ur III king, particularly one whose father had just died. During
the 23rd and 28th of this same month also the uzu-a-bal offering, the Great
Offering (sizkur-gu-la), and royal offerings were recorded in Nippur (CT 32
17), which, when considered with the earliest reference quoted above which
dates to the 26th and 27th, suggests that ab--e activities may have lasted for a
minimum of half a month and perhaps as long as the entire month.

Noting that there are no other references from Nippur to offerings to the
funerary shrines of the Ur III kings during festivals, the ab-e festival in Nip-
pur may have centered solely about the deceased Ur III kings, and was not a

paternalia for the general populace.
The adoption of a month named for an Ur III king throughout the Sum-

erian calendars always occurred during the life of the monarch; it was never
intended to memorialize a deceased ruler. Thus there may have been great
pressure applied upon the Nippur religious community by Amar-Suen and
the Ur political/religious establishment to perpetuate the greatness and
memory of the divine Sulgi, especially since Nippur had never named a
month for Sulgi. This may have been the basis for the adoption of a foreign
observance, perhaps originating in Lagas, during a month devoid of festivals,
in honor of the deceased monarch. The festival, which became the unique
religious event of the month, caused the replacement of the month name

itikll-sux by tttabe. Upon the death of Amar-Suen, the festival in Nippur was

already firmly established, and thus the now dead Amar-Suen was also me-

morialized in the ceremonies.
During the fifth month, itine-IZI-gar, ceremonies for the deceased were

observed, probably by most of the populace of Nippur for their dead rela-
tives. The major distinction between that observance and the newly adopted
ab-e practice may well have been that the ab-6 observance was political in na-
ture, devotion probably restricted to just the deceased Ur III kings, and ob-
servance relegated to the religious and political elite of Nippur.

xi. ud-duru5

In the pre-Sargonic documents the eleventh month of the Nippur calen-

dar was written consistently itiZIZ.A. Two other orthographies are attested

NIPPUR

from later periods: a shortened form itiZIZ in the Ur III period (Owen NATN
918) and idZIZ.A.AN (5R no. 29 and lexical lists) in the first millennium B.C.

Nippur months names are not genitival formations in which ITI, "month"
is the first part of the construct, "the month of ..." Thus ZIZ.A is not a geniti-
val formation "of emmer." A type of emmer(?) ZIZ.A.KA.DU 8 is attested in a
pre-Sargonic document from Nippur (Westenholz Jena 168). The later bilin-
gual lexical series DARra = l/ubullu contains the entry zizzi-iz-a = MIN(=sal-
tum) 1 ; however, the Nippur and Old Babylonian forerunners do not contain
this entry. 2 The most commonly attested pre-Sargonic terms for emmer are
ziz and ZIZ.AN. Note CAD K 536 sub kunaiu for ZIZ.ud-raA AN = kuna,u and
ud-ra ZIZ.A.AN = ud-ru-tis and even more significantly MSL 15 OB Diri
(DN9:37, reference courtesy M. Civil) : ud-du-ru ZIZ.A = ud-du-ru-ti. The term
ud-duru5 occurs also in an Old Babylonian list of offerings to Nusku: a-na
tu7-ud-duru5 "for emmer-porridge."4

On the basis of a pronunciation /udra/ or /udduru/, the month name
should be read itiud-duru5. For the sign ZIZ having a reading ud note CT 35
7 34: ZIZ = ud = ti-ik-tum (a type of flour). Our assertion is strongly supported
by two Nippur tablets, one containing a syllabic orthography: itiud-du-ru-u
(Owen NATN 311) and another: itiZIZ.A-u (cig-Kizilyay NRVN 1 98). Further
supporting evidence for this reading is the orthography: itin-ZIZ (AUCT 2
28) for the shortened form of the month name. Lastly a Nippur document
(BE 3 117 iii 44) contains the orthography itiud-ra, a playful rendering of our
month name.5 And at Old Babylonian Mari this Sumerian month name is re-
flected in the semitized month name ITI xi-ud ri-im. 6

Aside from the standard celebration of the new moon (Westenholz Jena
82), no festival is attested during this month.

xii. se-kin-ku5

The month itise-kin-ku5 is the most common month name among the cal-
endars of the Sumerian cities, due to the importance of the barley harvest.
In the pre-Sargonic period this month is attested as the twelfth month in
Nippur and as the first month in Ur and in one of the Lagas/Girsu calendars.
In the Sargonic period itise-kin-ku5 was the twelfth month in Adab. And by

1.CAD S 106 sub saltu A; MSL 11 82 132 reads raq-tum.
2. MSL 11 122 and 157.
3. AHw 835 has incorrectly listed the Akkadian term sub parrii II. For an in-depth discussion of

the terms ZIZ, ZIZ.AN, zizu, and kuna.4u, see M. Powell, Bulletin on Sumerian Agriculture 1 (1984), 51-52.
4. M. Sigrist, "Offrandes dans le temple de Nusku,"JCS 29 (1977), 170.
5. We thank A. Cavigneaux for his collation and suggested reading of this reference.
6. ARMT 26/1 248: ti-ud-ri-im and ARM IX 97:26: i-nu-ma ti-[u] d'as-im. We thank A. Cavigneaux

for his suggested readings for both these texts. A collation of ARMT 26/1 248 by Durand has
con5rmed the reading u-ud-ri-im, rather than ti-rou-ri-im (see AHw 1447; NABU 1989/4, 66).
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the Ur III period it had become the first month in Umma, the twelfth (and
later first) month in Drehem and the eleventh month in Lagai/Girsu. At

Mari during the Ur III period a month imKIN is attested.'

In pre-Sargonic Nippur and Lagai the month is written itiie-kin-ku5, while

at Lagai an elongated form itiie-kin-ku5-ra also is attested. At Sargonic Adab,

besides the expected orthographies itiie-kin-ku5 and 1 'ie-kin-ku5-ra, several

texts contain the form itiie-kinx (SE/SE+KIN)-a and in Sargonic and Gutian

Lagai the month is written itiie-kinx (SE+KIN)-a. During the Ur III period the

form itiie-kin-ku5 (as well as a native month itiie-sag-ku5) is attested at

Umma, at Drehem the forms 'tike-kin-ku5 and i kin-ku5 (MVN 8 191 and

MVN 5 38) , and at Ur, Nippur and Lagai/Girsu an orthography itiie-kin-ku5.

From this pattern it can be discerned that the month names employing the

signs kinx (SE+KIN) and kinx (SE/SE+KIN) are always followed by -a, never by -

ku5, and that these two signs never occur in the month name in the pre-Sar-

gonic or Ur III periods.
Although not occurring in the pre-Sargonic month name at Lagai, the

sign SE+KIN is attested in pre-Sargonic Lagai in the terms ie-SE+KIN.SE+KIN
and SE+KIN.SE+KIN where, from context, the term denotes a process in the

harvesting of grain. 2 In the Ur III period both the duplicated verbal form

SE+KIN.SE+KIN 3 and the form SE+KIN occur.4

Various readings of this month name appear in current publications: ie-

kin-ku5, iegurio-ku5 , gurfku5, and le-sag18-ku5. In the following analysis we

suggest that the month name is to be read ie-kin-ku 5. The element kin (or

kinx (SE+KIN) and kinx (SE/SE+KIN) in the month names ie-kin-ku 5 and se-

kinx a) is related to the term kin-ak "to perform work" and not to KIN/gur l o

"to harvest."
Noting glosses in the first millennium B.C. recension of BAR ra=llubullu

xxiv 1735 indicating that KIN.KIN in the term ie-KIN.KIN is to be read gurgur:

ie.gurturKIN.KIN, Oppenheim suggested that since the compound verbal

form ie KIN.KIN was to be read ie gur 10-gur io, the verbal form ie SE+KIN.

SE+KIN (which he viewed as just a variant of ie KIN.KIN) should therefore also

be read as gurx-gurx.6 Based upon this assumption, he further postulated
that the orthographies TUK.KIN and TLJK.SE.KIN were interchangeable in
meaning, identifying a type of plow, and based upon this KIN/SE.KIN inter-
change of the unreplicated form, he suggested that they be read gun() and

1. See p. 280.

2. See Selz Wirtschaftsurkunden, 210-211 for references.

3. E.g. Gomi, BJRL 64 (1981) no. 42: teSE+KINSE+KIN and Sigrist Rochester 229.

4. E.g. AUCT 3 492: nu-hSE+KIN; Acta Sum 4 (1982), 13: he SE+KIN-a.

5. MSL 11 82.

6. Eames Coll 51 and 143.

NIPPUR

gurX respectively. And thus having postulated a reading gurx for the expres-
sion SE.KIN, he finally suggested that the Nippur month name was to be read
itigur c.ku5.

We concur with Oppenheim's observation that se KIN-KIN is to be read se
gurlo-gur10, not only on the basis of the gloss, but on the basis of literary pas-
sages from the Farmer's Almanac' in which an -r Auslaut for KIN.KIN occurs
(note the sound play in line 74 between ie gurlo, ie ur5 and gitr):

74. ie KIN.KIN-ru-da-zudi se ur5 nam-bagur-e-en
75. u. a-ba-ka KIN.KIN ra-ab
78. 3-i.m bu-mu-ra ab-KIN.KIN-re

The implications of these literary passages, coupled with the gloss cited by
Oppenheim, is that as a compound verb ie KIN.KIN is to be read ie gur10gur1 o
(as is se SE+KIN.SE+KIN) when meaning "to harvest." However, the reading of
KIN as /gur/ in the verbal form iegur10 is not germane to the pronunciation
of our month name, since KIN in the month name is never a verbal form, thus
* 'uie-KIN or *itiie-KIN-ra. Rather the month is always written either itiie-KIN-aor itiie-KIN-ku5 . The actual verb in these forms is -a or -ku 5 .

As previously noted, in the Sargonic period when the month was written
with the signs SE+KIN or SE/SE+KIN the form was always followed by -a (never
by an -r Auslaut!). The same holds true in the Ur III period. In the Umma
gurus worker texts, the workers are frequently assigned the chore ie-KIN-a.
Although this expression occurs hundreds of times, there is never an Auslaut
after the KIN-sign, always -a. Thus the verb in these references is not ie

gurlo
(KIN), but rather an auxiliary form le-KIN a, similar in construct to ie-KIN ak
"to work with barley."2 (The term is, in reality, synonymous with ie gur lo(KIN) "to harvest.")

This verbal auxiliary form -a is peculiar to compounds utilizing KIN. Other
instances of this form KIN-a in which -a serves as an auxiliary verb may be: ie
iiMN-a (Sauren Wirtschaftsurkunden, 45); 6-al-KIN-a (CAD Z 63 sub zaqtu);
me-ri-KIN-a (M.E. Cohen Lamentations, 582); gir-KIN-a and [KAxBADI-KIN-a

1. Manuscript courtesy M. Civil.
2. A tantalizing passage for discerning the pronunciation of the expression K1N-a is a partially

syllabic passage from the Old Babylonian recension of the erl'emma en-zu si-mar-mar:
5) buing-ga dlm-me er mah-a me-hh ti-na gub-bu

bulOg-gidingir-mab me -e te e-na gub-bu-u
6) kur zi-gin7 pet-pet-e he-gi4-in KIN-a su-ub-bu

kur zi-gi4-in pet-pet-e te-gi4-in sub5 (SIPA)-us-bu-u l
We are indebted to A. Cavigneaux for his suggested transliteration of this difficult line. We had
previously suggested a transliteration lipz(SIPA)-ri sun-pa (M.E, Cohen Ertemma, 122 lines 5-6).However, the thought of an Akkadian derivative tip-ri (KIN = Rpm) is hardly appealing. Unfortunately,the syllabic line is somewhat obscure and does not present a clear correspondence with KIN-a in thenon-syllabic version.
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(CAD S 228 sub seru) ; and lu-zag-KIN-a (CAD S 81 sub saktru A). Evidence of

this -a as an auxiliary is the lexical passage Nabnitu E 268-271 in which -a is

an auxiliary comparable to -du ll , -ak, and -di: 1

gir-KIN-a

gir-KIN-dull$a
gir-KIN-ak a

gir-KIN-di

Since (1) kin-a (as noted above in Nabnitu E) can be a construction par-

allel to kin-ak; and (2) the Ur III texts always write kin-a (never *KIN-ra) in

se-kin-a, it is likely that the terms KIN, SE+KIN, and SE/SE+KIN in the context

of the month names 'use-KIN-ku5, 't'ie-SE+KIN-a, and in`se-SE/SE+KIN-a are to

be read /kin/, since KIN is not the actual verb; rather, the verb is -a or -ku
5 .

kin in these month names is used in a construction similar to its usage in kin-

ak, "to work." Thus the month names 't'se-KIN-ku5,'t'ge-SE+KIN-a, and'
nie-SE/

SE+KIN-a are not directly related to the verbal form ie-gur
10 (KIN) "to har-

vest. "
Another argument for reading /kin/ in our month name is the name of

the twelfth month (and its festival) at Einunna and in other Amorite calen-
'nkin-ku5'-u[m]

dars: kinkum (written ki-in-kum, ki-in-ku-um and, in particular,

at Ishan Mizyad) .2
It is highly likely that this Amorite month, the twelfth

month, in the same position as the Nippur month se-kin-ku
5 used through-

out Mesopotamia to designate the twelfth month, is merely a semitized form

of Sumerian (ie-)kin-ku5. It is not surprising to have a semitized form of a
Nippur calendar month. In the Mari texts the Nippur months ud-duru5 (ITI

u-ud-ri-im), gan-gan-e (ITI ga-an ga-na), and ab-e (ITI ab-bi-in) occur. 3 And the

second Sippar month name is ITI Gusisi, a semitized form of the second Nip-

pur month, ITI gu4-si-su.
Lastly, it is necessary to refute the argument that the month name should

be read *it'ie-sagll (KIN)-ku5 on the basis of the Umma month name ie-sag-

ku5. At Umma both month names
itiie-sag-ku5 and itiie-kin-ku5 are plentiful-

ly attested as the name of the first month of the year. Since, the KIN-sign in

other contexts has a value /sag/, and since both names
itiie-sag-ku5 and itiie=

kin-ku5 occur at Umma, the month name
it'ie-sag-ku5 has been interpreted

as being simply a variant for *'t'ie-sagil (KIN)-ku5. However, this hypothesis is

unacceptable since the variant
ittie-sag-ku5 occurs very frequently at Umma,

but never at Ur III Nippur, Ur, and Lagai, and never in the thousands of ref-

erences to this month name during the 2000 year span beginning in the Old

1. MSL 16 112 268-271 reads KIN in this context as sign.

2. See pp. 206-207 for the calendar at Ishan Mizyad.

3. J.-M. Durand, ARMT 26/1 248 and ARM 9 97:26; D. Charpin, NABU 1989/4, 66.

- -

sign -sag- but a variant for the less common value -sag
11

The name of the third month in the Adab calendar
itise-sag-sig6ga indi-

cates that s̀e-sag is a valid term in its own right and is not a variant for se-KIN.
1

The Adab month name itiie-sag-sign-ga means the month "(when) the early
barley prospers." Note the similar expression 8E.GIS.I liar-pu SIG5 "the early
sesame will prosper."2 Thus -sag- in the Umma month name means "early,"
thus "(the month) when the early grain is cut." The form se-sag-ku

5 is quite
possibly the original Umma name for the first month, and se-kin-ku 5 , be-
cause of its similar form and wide-usage, was eventually used at Umma as
well. (At Umma the earlier attested of the two orthographies is

itiie-sag-ku5 ,
which occurs on two Umma tablets bearing the earlier year formulae mu-2-
kam-us-sa-bi and mu-4-kam-us [MVN 4 134 and 135].) 3

For the reading of the sign KUD in our month name as ku 5, see Oppen-heim Eames Coll. 143 wherein he cites the Neo-Babylonian text Strassmeier
Nbn 130: itiie-ku5-ud-da and note also CAD E 338 (A 111/5:37): ku-u KUD =
to SE.KIN.KUD ale-du "ku is the pronunciation of KUD in SE.KIN.KUD (mean-
ing) credit." Also note the Old Babylonian variant: iti [s]e-k[in]-kt (CT 8 pl.
14 a). For ie ku5 "to process grain" note Curse of Akkad 125-126: ka-ie-nu-
ku5-da ie i-ni-in-ku5 iu-kalam-ma-ta ie ba-da-an-ku5 "He has grain processed
at the door where it is forbidden. With the labor of his country he has grain
processed."

1. Landsberger interpreted §e-sag as "early barley." Sumerian sag is equated lexically with panu,"early," but although Landsberger hypothesized an Akkadian term *.le um panum, "early barley, " nosuch Akkadian term is actually attested. A term for early barley is se-nim, .?e 'um barpum, which Lands-berger hypothesized as one of the two types of be-sag, *,le um. panism (Landsberger, JNES 8 [1949],.263, 284 n. 118). For le-nim, "early grain," andse-sig, "late grain," note Kramer, "Inanna and Sulgi:A Sumerian Fertility Song," Se-nim ... a-§u-nim-[bi d]111-[gal-mu-be Se-sig-bi a-sig-bi du1I-ga-mu-le
'To my 'early ' grain irrigated with its ' early ' water, to my ' late ' grain irrigated with its ' late' water";AJSL 28 239:38 for le-nim and Se-si-ga; MSL 11 82 se-sig uppulu be-nim barpu; for ie-sig uppulu noteM. Powell, Bulletin on Sumerian Agriculture 1 (1984), 67: "The meaning "late " is well established for
both the Sumerian and Akkadian words, but whether this refers to a specific type of grain or any late
grain is unclear." ie-sag is attested in the Nippur forerunner to Hb.XXIV (MSL 11 124 45) as well asin another Old Babylonian forerunner (MSL 11 159 18). In the later bilingual recension of lJb.XXIVa type of barley, jarabbu, translated by CAD as "a fine quality of barley," is equated to se-sag and Se-3a$4(LUGAL). CAD I/J 325 notes: "This kind of barley is not mentioned in econ., but note ie.SAG-aCmi Nikolsld 2 76 i 1 and ibid. 77 i 1 (OAkk.)." It is indeed quite surprising that a barley type or
barley description which occurs in the month names in Umma and Adab should never occur in any
economic documents. Note also lei-§e-sag-gar-ak, a profession involved in the processing of barley(CAD S 313 sub .l5mifu B). Landsberger's general interpretation of the term 3e-sag as "early barley"appears correct. sag may simply convey its standard meaning "first," thus the "first barley (of theyear)," rather than denoting a particular species of barley.

2. CAD D 62 sub damequ mng. 1.
3. A Sargonic document from Adab (A 835+840, Zhi Adab 337) contains the term be-sag-ku5 in acontext other than as a month name: ziz ni-besag-ku5-ra. However, remembering that Adab is the cityobese calendar contains the month 1°SSe-sagsiggga, this cannot be viewed as proof for the reading ibse-tagt l-ku5. In this Adair text be-sag probably means "early barley."

- -

Babylonian period! Statistically this should not be the case were the common

268.

269.
270.

271.
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The only clear reference to the ezem-se-kin-ku5 festival at Nippur is in a

Drehem text (Boson Tavolette 24 [AS7]) : "2 grain-fed oxen as a royal masrdar-

ia-offering for the se-kin-ku5 festival (ezem-se-kin-ku5) in Nippur. " Two oth-

er texts (`Atigot 4 no. 77 and Forde Dakota no. 47) mention ezem-se-kin-ku5,

but no city is recorded. As already observed by Falkenstein, ) a Drehem tablet

dated to the 13th day, the 12th month ( it'le-kin-ku5) of S47 records the dis-

bursement of grain-fed oxen for the Sacred Mound for the a-ki-ti-se-kin-ku5
and for Nintinugga (SA 47, RA 9 [1912], pl. ii SA 47) and another (Fish Cat-

alogue 337) records offerings for Enlil and Ninlil ... sa a-ki-ti ... sa Nibruki for

AS5 xii 10. Thus the festival seems to have been celebrated around the full
moon. There are several literary references to the harvest (burul4) festival
of Enlil, which may well be the ezem-se-kin-ku5 at Nippur: "Asnan, like a
beautiful maiden, appears; she lets the crop for the great festival of Enlil

come up heavenward " (Winter and Summer 59-60; PSD B 217) and "the har-

vest (is) the great festival of Enlil" (Nisaba and Enki; PSD B 219).

xiii. diri-se-kin-ku5

The common name for the intercalary month in Nippur is iti-diri-se-kin -

ku5. However, in one text dating to S33 the month
itile-kin-ku5-min is attest-

ed (Owen NATN 827).
There are festivals mentioned in months twelve and thirteen for carnelian

statues. One text dated to IS2 xii ( itiezem-dme-kigil) lists offerings for the

first half of the month. For day 6 the tablet includes a royal offering of 10
ewes, 3 male-goats, and 2 goats for Ninlil and 2 sheep for Nanna for the tem-
ple of Ninlil for the Festival of the Carnelian Statue of Enlil (ezem- na4gug-

alam-dEn-lil-la). See p. 155 for the Festival of the Carnelian Statue of Su-Sin

for days 6 and 7 of the twelfth month at either Ur or Nippur.

1. Friedrich Festschrift, 175.

THE THIRD MILLENNIUM B.C.

Ur

Tablets from pre-Sargonic Ur contain nine month names as well as referenc-
es to several festivals. ) The following months are attested, although the order
of the months cannot be determined:

itise-kin- rku5'
itiezem-mah-dNin-a-zu5-ka
itiab.girgu7-dEn-ki-ka
ttinegirx
itiezem-mah-dNanna
idamar-saggu7-dNanna
idi-ki-ti
tttsu-es-dNanna
itiezem-mah-dNin-egal

a) se-kin- rku5'

The pre-Sargonic Ur tablet U.4385 is dated to itis`e-kin- rku5 ' . Its surface isdamaged
after the sign KIN, with the traces possibly of the bottom of a KU

5-sign. Another pre-Sargonic Ur text (UET 2Supplement no. 13) records: "2goats (as an offering) for the new moon of ITI KU5" (
u4-sakar-ITI-KU5-ka).This latter tablet is dated to the month iti s̀u-es-dNanna. If this orthography

does indeed refer to the proper name of a month, this may be a hypocoristic
form of itis̀e-kin-ku5, and this month then would have followed su-esdNannain the calendar. However, it is also possible that the term ITI-KU5 may not de-note

the proper name of a month, but rather KU5 modifies ITI.

b) ezem-mah-dNin-a-zu5-ka

The pre-Sargonic Ur tablet U.4388 is dated to the month
idezem-mab-dNin-a-zu5-ka, which evolved into itiezem-dNin-a-zu in the Neo-Sumerian pe-riod.

1. These texts are published in UET 2 Supplement and edited in Alberti-Pomponio Ur and by M.. Aula Orientalii 6 (1988), 106.
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c) ab-glr-gu7-dEn-ki ka

Alberti-Pomponio Ur 54 suggests that either beextex x(UET . 2 Supplement

no. 15) be emended to ab-GIR<h^ or be read ab

	

bg

	

-

ki-ka quite likely means "the mf In early Sumerian t xtse seelSalonen Fis-
For ab-I3A, ab-gir and gir-ba as
cherei

128-130. For the gir-ab(-ba) fish, as well as a discussion of our
mo

re in
name, see Bauer, Altorientalistische Notizen no. 25 (Hochberg, 1985) 16, whe

Bauer translates "Meeres-girFische." For another
lan

name
6

i referring to the

eating of fish, note the Fara school text entry:

	

5 .

d) ne-girx(UM) s
The possible relationship between the three u

pre-S gOis
month na es

itiNE.UM at Ur, it'ne-IZI-gar at Nippur, and g 4-
been discussed by Selz, NABU 1989, 25-26. One of the Ur texts (UET 2 Sup-

plement
no. 39) contains the term NE.UM-IZI-gar, suggestive of a relationship

between the Ur month it1NE.UM and the Nippur month itine-IZI-gar, an ob-

servation already made by Langdon. 2

In one Ur text dated to the month
itiNE.UM, the term NE.UM occurs three

times, the tablet recording sheep and oxen used for cultic purposes (UET 2

Supplement
no. 46). The term NE.UM does not connote a type of offering, as

discerned in two entries: 10 ug mas-da-ri-a NE.UM-"se ba-gid "10 ewes
twere

9
su -

plied as a ma. daria-offering for the NE.UM " and UET 2 Supplement no.

fat tailed sheep, 2 rams, 1 she-goat, and 2 suckling lambs were supplied as a

mafdaria-offering for the NE.UM-IZI-gar." Other occurrences of the term with-

in this text are: gu4 udu NE.UM
gig e-tag 2 gukkal udu NE.UM-se ba-gid "an ox

and sheep ... NE.UM were sacrificed and 2 fat-tailed sheep were supplied for

the NE.UM"; 1 gu4 3 gukkal NE.UM-ka kisal-mall dlnanna-se ba-gid "1 ox and

3 fat tailed sheep were supplied ... the NE.UM for the great courtyard of Inanna.
"

Selz suggests that all three terms (NE.UM, ne [in ne-IZI-gar], and GUD.DU)
may have a relationship with the Old Babylonian Semitic calendar month

name Kinunu ("brazier") 3
Selz does not offer a meaning or reading for /UM/ in this and in other

pre-Sargonic occurrences; however, he does cite two references e
ict indi-UM-ra

cate an Auslaut -r: sanga-a-hug UM-ra e-me-a (DP 169 4:4-5) ; u4-26
e-me-a a (Fe) 84 4:2-4); and a third possible reference: UM Id ra (RGTC 1, 165).

1.Salonen Fischerei, 204.

2.Langdon Menologies, 157.

3. G.
Selz, NABU 1989, 26: "Ich schlage also vor, in (itu-)-NE-UM(a)-izi-gar and	sehn.

mu(-mu(-a)) die sumerischen Aquivalente des semitischen Monatsnamen kinunu(m) zu

-126-
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NE.UM is to be read ne-girx and both terms ne and girx probably denote a
'brazier. Thus the month name might be a hendiadys meaning " (month of)
all the braziers" or "(the month of) torches and braziers." Both terms prob-
ably derive from one original word denoting objects which were set afire to
provide heat and light, thus braziers, torches, etc., which developed into the
variants /ne(r)/, /gir/, and possibly /gur/. This may be further noted in
giro kiru, "oven," and the existence of the term kuru, "oven" (although the
two lexical references indicates a value /dinig/ for KI.NE in this latter in-
stance [CAD K 571]). 1 The NE-sign has a value /gi(r)/, having the readings
gig and girl®, thereby showing a relationship between the Sumerian mor-
phemes /ne/ and /gir/. The lexical lists clearly indicate a reading /ne/ for
NE when meaning "brazier" (Sb II 10 [quoted CAD K 393 sub kinunu] ): ni-eNE = ki-nu-nu. The term KI.NE, "brazier," can be pronounced as /ne/ or /gone/
(CAD ibidem). 2 And the Auslaut -r for /(gu)ne/ when meaning "brazier" isattested in Kagal I 370 (CAD ibidem) : git-KI.NE-ra. Thus the NE-sign should be
read /ne(r) / when meaning "brazier" or, perhaps, "torch."

The value /gir(i)/ for the UM-sign can be discerned from analyzing sever-
al references:

The UM-sign has an Auslaut -r, as noted by Selz (see above);
The god name dUM-dagal-la (CT 25 pl. 27 i 1) is a variant for dKili-dagal-la (3R 69 no.5 76: dKili- ki-li-da-galdagal). These two texts are
duplicates of the same god list and the entry preceding dKili-dagal-la in 3R is dGir-gal, the juxtaposition of these two entries obviously
based upon the similarity of the sounds /gir(i)gal/ and /kilida-
gal/. Thus UM and kili are variants, which can easily be understood
if a value /gir(i)/ for the UM-sign is acknowledged;.

Pre-Sargonic and Old Babylonian lexical lists of bird names utiliz-
ing the UM-sign provide possible variants and orthographies sup-
porting the reading giri x for UM. An Old Babylonian forerunner to
^h XVIII contains an entry which perhaps should be read girix(UM)-
girlo-rigamusen (CT 6 14 iii 4). Note G. Pettinato, "Liste presargon-
iche di uccelli," OA 17 (1978), 167:

namusen
glnx (UM) musen 3

gitnx-hurmusen

1.Selz, op. cit., notes the possible relevance of these two Akkadian terms in this context.2.For the term RLNE and other terms for "oven," as well as a discussion of the use andconstruction ofMesopotamian ovens, see A. Salonen, "Die Ofen der alten Mesopotamie," Baghdaders4Stteilungen 3 (1964), 108ff.
3.However, note MEE 3 113 for UN'""101.
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7 girix-nunmun

Line 5 - The entry directly after namu§en in 1Jb XVIII is giris(BIR)-

muien whereas the entry after namu§en above we read girixmu§en ,

Line 6 - Cf. MSL 8/2 139 255b: kir4-bur
muku.

Line 7 - See the following bullet for the gods dGir-nun and dGirix

(UM)-nun in the Fara texts.

a

	

In the Fara school texts there is a reference to a god dUM-nun

(Deimel Pantheon 4) and another to a god dGir-nun (SL 337). 1

a

	

The expression girx(UM) ki-ra-ra occurs in a hymn to Ninsina: gilig-

nigin-gar-ra-ke4 su us-d-de girx(UM) ki ra-ra-de, ` who pushes open

the door to the storehouse, who ... the oven(?). "2 And the similar

expression gi-ru ki-ra-ra occurs in a hymn to Ningiszida: en dNin-

gis-zi-da ki-r[a ki-ra-ra] with variants gi-ra gi-ra-ra and gi-ru ki-ra-ra,

"Lord Ningiszida ... the oven(?)."3 This expression is obviously a

wordplay based upon the repetition of the sound /gira/; however,

the meaning of ki-ra-ra is unclear.4 The reference UM ki ra (RGTC

1, 165) may be related to this usage.

Note WVDOG 43 no. 77 (VAT 9128; M. Lambert, RA 47 [1953], •

85) iii 10-11: girx(UM)-nagar gir14-nagar
na-gar. This list of pre-Sar-

gonic names (and terms?) contains, as Lambert points out, several
variant entries one right after the other (e.g. iv 8-9: bun-ni-ti bu-ni-ti).

Thus the evidence strongly indicates a reading /gir(i)/ for the UM-sign

and thus a reading /negir/ for NE.UM.

Possibly the eighth Ebla month, itiNE.GAR, was named for the observance

of a festival similar in nature to the Brazier Festival-this Ebla month per-

haps being pronounced Kinunu. Quite likely the Ebla orthography NE.GAR

should be read ne-gar, thereby being parallel to the Ur month idne-girx

(UM), meaning "brazier, " rather than reading izi-gar, "to light a fire." Note

the entry: 2 glspes NE-gar lugal "2 fig trees for the brazier(?) of the king" on a

pre-Sargonic tablet from Mari dating to the sixth month. 5

1. See R. Biggs, OIP 99 47 for the za-mi hymn to dNin-UM (= dNin-girix(?)) who seems to be a

form of Inanna. The first millennium god-list AN = Anum IV 101 has an entry dNin-gir10-ra. However,

this latter reference is an epithet of Nergal, not Inanna.

2. SRT 6 iii 3 (cf. W. Ph. Ramer, AOAT 1, 295).

3. Ningiszida Hymn A line 8 (A.W. Sjoberg, StOr 46 [1975], 301ff.).

4.
The term ki ra-ra(-ra) occurs in the composition Lugalbanda and the Thunderbird line 46

wherein Jacobsen translates "the land reverberates " (Jacobsen Harps, 324), whereas Wilcke Lugal-

band aepos,
95 leaves the line untranslated: kur(-ra) LUL.LUL-bi-a ki mu-un-ra-ra-ra. Perhaps kur-ra ki

ra-ra-ra in this text is a wordplay based upon the homonyms kur "mountain" and /gura/ "oven," both

terms being used with the expression ki-ra-ra.

5. D. Charpin, "Tablettes presargoniques de Mari," MARI 5 (1987), 79 no. 19.

UR

In summary, the UM-sign has a reading /gir(i)/. This reading giri, is ap-
prapriate in the Ur month name itine-girx (UM), since the element NE in this
context probably refers to a "brazier" and /girl as in the sign GIR O also de-
notes a brazier. These month names may mean: idne-girx(UM) " (the month
of) the braziers"; iti

ne-IZI-gas: "(the month) the lamps/braziers are lit"; and
iu

gu4-ra-IZI-mu-mu: "(the month) the braziers(?) are lit." The Nippur month
ne-IZI-gar was the fifth month, thus not a festival akin to the kinunu festival
which occurred in the winter. More likely the Nippur month name referred
to the fires which were kindled during the paternalia to aid the netherworld
spirits when leaving the dark netherworld for their ancestral homes. In the
pre-Sargonic period the term ezem ("festival") is unattested in the Girsu
month name, although one Neo-Sumerian text does contain the element
ezem in the month name: itiezem-gu4-ra-IZI-mu-mu (MVN 6 105). The Ur III
Girsu month gu4-ra-IZI-mu-mu was the second month of the year. Thus it too
was probably not related to the kinunu festival.

e) ezem-mab-dNanna

The "great festival of Nanna" (UET 2 Supplement nos. 40 and 45 and
U.4385) involved offerings to Inanna, as well as to Nanna, as noted in a text
which records 3 cows and sheep for Inanna and Nanna which were con-
sumed at the "great festival of Nanna" (UET 2 Supplement no. 45): ezem-mab-
dNanna-ke4 1-gu7. This month is presumably the full form of the later Ur III
month idezem-mab, named for the "great festival" which centered about the
cult of Nanna.

f) amar-sag-gu7-dNanna

The complete month name occurs on the Ur tablet, U.4390. The form
itiamar-sag-gu7 occurs on UET 2 Supplement no. 43 and a still shorter form
itiamar-sag in UET 2 Supplement no. 42. Alberti and Pomponio suggest that
this month refers to an offering of the amar-sag-bird, a type of duck. l Since
the fourth month of the Ur III calendar refers to the offering of the u5-bi-
bird, perhaps this pre-Sargonic Ur month may also have been the fourth
month of the year, the u5-bi-bird eventually replacing the amar-sag-bird in
the cult ritual for the month. 2

1. See Salonen Vogel, 116-118; add the reference MVN 13 740 = Owen, ZA 71 (1981), 29-47.
2. For a discussion of this month name, see J. Bauer, Altorientalistische Notizen no. 25 (Hochberg,

1985), 16.
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g) aki ti

This month should, of course, correspond to the seventh month in the Ur
III Ur calendar. Another early attestation of the month iris-ki-ti, provenience

unknown, concerns the hiring of workers (MVN 3 12). The earliest occur-
rence of the term a-ki-ti is in a list of barley rations from Suruppak (Jestin .

TSS 881 obv. ii 1'-3'): [...]

	

a-kur

h) sung-dNanna

The only occurrence of the term sues aside from the month name is from
a pre-Sargonic document from Ur recording the delivery of cattle and sheep

for cultic purposes (UET 2 Supplement no. 46 iii 3): 1 udu-nita 1 u8 udu x. x

(x)-a su-es-dlnanna a-ta-e ba-gid "1 ram, 1 ewe and ... sheep were delivered

... for the s'u-el of manna. " Unfortunately, it is unclear from this one refer-
ence whether sues connotes a type of offering, a shrine/building, or a festi-

val/ritual..

i) ezem-mab-dNin-egal

Although the cult of Ninegal was continued into the Ur III period at Ur,
there is no mention of a great festival in her honor during the Ur III period.
Discussing a hymn apparently written during the reign of Iddin-Dagan of
Isin, Jacobsen notes the relationship between the epithet Ninegal and the
goddess manna: "the king took on the identity of the god Ama-ushumgal-
anna and as such married Manna, who was almost certainly incarnated in the
reigning queen, as shown by the epithet Ninegala (k) , `queen of the palace,' ... "2

In addition to these nine month names from pre-Sargonic Ur, there is a

reference to the great festival of Ningublaga: "1 ox was supplied for the great

festival of Ningublaga " (UET 2 Supplement no. 38). Ningublaga, the son of

Nanna, whose main cult was in Kiabrig, maintained a cult at Ur down

through the Ur III period. 3 The eighteenth year of Ur-Nammu was named
"The year the foundation of the temple of Ningublaga was laid." In the Nanse
Hymn, Ningublaga, "son of the warrior, the gallant Suen" assists Iendursagga
in administering justice in Nanse's temple in Nina.4

UET 2 Supplement no. 37 contains the entry [it]i? dNin-[bur]-sag-ka. If this

is, indeed, a month name, it may be a shortened form for * itiezem(-mah)-

1.For the term 'u-el-gi in early texts, see Biggs, OIP 99 55.

2.Jacobsen Harps, 112.

3. UET 3 II p. 39 with references.
4.Jacobsen Harps, 132.
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dNin-bur-sag. The goddess Ninbursag is attested in a few Ur III texts as hav-
ing a cult at Ur (UET 3 267, 736 and 1126).

Lastly, the term "festival" occurs in an unclear context: 16 udu-ha ezem
sag IGI.GANA2 6-ki-Sa6-e i-gu7 (UET 2 Supplement no. 17).

Ur Ill Period

Five of the nine preserved pre-Sargonic month names at Ur evolved into
month names in the Neo-Sumerian Ur calendar: (1) Se-kin-ku5 , (6) itiezem-
dNin-a-zu from itiezem-mahdNin-a-zu5, (7) iris-ki-ti, (9) irislu-es-Sa from itisu-
es-dNanna, and (10) idezem-mah from itiezem-mah Manna. And the fourth
month, itiu5-bimuien„gu7, may possibly have evolved from itiamar-sag-gu7-
dNanna. Three of the month names from pre-Sargonic Ur are as yet unattest-
ed and it is not unreasonable to surmise that one of these months may have
been *itiezem-mahdMe-ki-gal, since the cult of this deity is totally absent
from Ur III Ur, despite the twelfth month being named itiezem-dMe-ki-gal.

Sollberger has suggested a distinct break in the evolution of the Ur calen-
dar, positing that with the rise of Lagas/Girsu after the Akkadian Empire
and with its hegemony over Ur, the Girsu calendar was used at Ur until Sulgi,
in his thirtieth year, reintroduced the native Ur calendar.. Over a dozen tab-
lets with Girsu month names dated before S30 have been found at Ur. This,
coupled with the total lack of native Ur months on any tablets from Ur prop-
er before the thirtieth year of Sulgi, prompted Sollberger to reach this con-
clusion. However, Sollberger's arguments are not convincing for several
reasons:

D As Sollberger notes, a tablet with Girsu month names itiburux-mas and
itiezem-dLig-si4 (UET 3 343) dates to 8S4. Sollberger suggests that the
parties involved were from Lagas and thus used the Lagas calendar.
Yet, this same rationalization could hold true for the Lagas tablets at
Ur before the year S30, i.e., they were from a small cache involving in-
dividuals with economic or native ties to Lagas/Girsu. The existence of
the Girsu-dated tablets after the imposition of the Ur calendar negates
Sollberger's assertion that the existence of Girsu-dated tablets before
S30 indicates that a native Ur calendar was not in use.

As demonstrated by T. Gomi2 a calendar was used at Drehem with the
Ur month names before Sulgi 30: itimas-ku [gu7] in S25 (TLB 3 94);
itiki-sig-dNin-a-zu in S28 (MVN 9 105); itiezem-dNin-a-zu in S28 (PDT I

1. AfO 17 (1954/56), 18-20.
2."The Calendars of Ur and Puzris-Dagan in the Early U- III Period," ZA 77 (1987), 1-11.
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516); itiezem-dNin-a-zu in S29 (Goetze, Iraq 22 [1960] Smith College
555). Since this calendar at Drehem was, at least partially, related to
the pre-Sargonic Ur calendar, it is difficult to rationalize how under its
great king Sulgi Ur would have maintained a foreign calendar, while
insignificant Drehem used an Ur calendar. Tablets utilizing the Ur cal-
endar during the Ur III period have also been found at Einunna. This
is clearly an introduction during the Ur III period, since the Sargonic
texts from Einunna utilized a Semitic calendar. This indicates that dur-
ing the Ur III period the calendar from Ur was deliberately installed in
another city as the official calendar, this adding weight to our assertion
that the same policy occurred in regard to Drehem (instead of vice versa) .

There have been only a handful of tablets dated before S30 found at
Ur. This minute quantity of tablets, regardless of the calendar used, in-
dicates that almost all the economic documents from the period be-
fore S30 are missing. This group of tablets is far too small to be a
significant sampling and cannot serve as the basis for reaching conclu-
sions as to the official calendar of the period.

>- In many Ur III cities there are small quantities of tablets dated using
foreign calendars. Thus it is not unusual to find a handful of Lagai-dat
ed tablets in Ur. Moreover, as Sollberger notes, the tablets from Ur in-
clude one text using the Nippur calendar and two others of unknown
provenience ( itia-bi, itiab-bi).

Once the existence of a relationship between the pre-Sargonic calendar
at Ur and the later Ur III calendar at Ur is accepted, the likelihood increases
that the Drehem calendar was brought to Drehem from Ur, not vice versa as

both Sollberger and Gomi suggest. ' This could have occurred no later than
825 (based on the earliest dated Drehem tablet), further negating the argu-
ment for a Girsu calendar at Ur until S30. Drehem is located close to Nippur,

where the month itiie-kin-ku5 was the twelfth month. The religious venera-
tion of Nippur clearly overshadowed the rituals of small Drehem. It is not un-
reasonable that the Ur calendar at Drehem was shifted one month so that
these two neighbors both celebrated the festival of the month itiie-kin-ku5

during the same month. Without further evidence to the contrary, it is highly
likely that the pre-Sargonic Ur calendar evolved into the Ur III calendar
without interruption. And until the lacuna of dated Ur III texts before S30
can be reasonably filled in, we cannot concur with Sollberger 's hypothesis

that the Girsu calendar was the official Ur calendar before S30.

1. Gomi, op. cit., 7: "When Shulgi wanted to create a new calendar for the capital city of his
kingdom, he found an existing calendar which had been used in the Early Drehem(?) texts and
whose months were named after various festivals or others intimately connected with Ur."

The twelve months comprising the Ur calendar during the Ur III period
are listed in order, beginning with itiie-kin-ku5, on two undated Ur III tablets
(Loding Ur 50 and 1178). The year-end summation: itiie-kin-ku5-ta itiezem-
dMe-ki-gal-sc indicates that itiie-kin-ku5 was considered the first month of
the year as early as 538. 1 The order of the Drehem months was first estab-
lished by Thureau-Dangin, who quotes AO 5524 (S42), which begins with the
month mas`-da.-gu7. 2 A later listing of the Drehem months in EAH 134 begins
with -e-kin-ku5 and lists the ensi assignments for each month. 3 Another Dre-
hem tablet (Fish, MCS 1 [1951] 45 BM 103400) lists the span of months be-
tween various pairs of months for the last twelve years of Sulgi's reign.

The Ur calendar was employed at Puzris-Dagan (Drehem) and much fur-
ther north at Einunna (though not exclusively). At Drehem, before the year
SS4, the calendar began with ma-dagu 7 and concluded with ie-kin-ku5,
whereas at Ur 5e-kin-ku5 was the first month. Whiting proposed that a calen-
drical reform at Drehem occurred during the third year of Su-Sin, this re-
form achieving two purposes: (1) synchronization of the beginning of the
Drehem calendrical year with that of Ur; (2) honoring king Su-Sin with the
naming of the ninth month for him. 4 To achieve the first objective of the re-
form the year SS3 ended with diri-ezemaMe-ki-gal (=month 12) in order to
push itiie-kin-ku5 to the beginning of SS4:

8S2 SS3 8S4
i. mas`da-c' mas-da-gu7 se-kin-ku5

ii. zabx-da-gu7 zabx-da-gu7 mas-dagu7
iii. u5-bigu7 u5-bigu7 zabx-da-gu7
iv. ki-sigdNin-azu ki-sig-dNin-azu u5-bi-gu7
v. ezem- Nin-a zu ezem-dNin-a zu Idsig-dNin-a-zu

vi. ald-ti aki-ti ezem-dNin-a-zu
vii. ezema8ulgi ezemdSulgi a-Id-ti

viii. iu-di-ia ezem-d8u--dSuen ezemd8ulgi
ix. ezem-mah ezem-mah ezema8u--dSuen
x. ezem-an-na ezem-an-na ezem-mab

xi. ezemaMe-kigal ezem-dMe-kigal ezem-an-na
xii. 5e-kin-ku5 din ezem-dMe-kigal ezem1Me-kigal

xiii. diri-5e-kin-ku5

Whiting's conclusions seem to be correct, although, as he points out,
there are some references which contradict his hypothesis. Additional sup-

1. UET 3 1320; UET 3 1018 for 839; UET 3 1019 for S44.
2. RA 8 (1911), 84ff.
3. EBH 299, MVN 9 124; no date, but clearly no earlier than 8S4.
4. "Some Observations on the Drehem Calendar," ZA 69 (1979), 13ff.
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port for Whiting's reconstruction stems from YBC 12565 (Michalowski, OA

16 [1977]), dated to SS3 ttizahx-da-gu7 (the second Drehem month as pro-
posed by Whiting), which records offerings for the gusisu-festival in the sec-
ond month at Nippur.

Whiting notes two texts (PDT I 269 and 278) which contain a month in

SS3 itis'e-kin-ku5 which would contradict his assumption that this month be-

gan SS4 and did not exist in SS3. He attributes this to the scribe "not getting

the word" on the change. However, after eleven months everyone should

have "gotten the word." Since his publication, two more problematic texts

have surfaced. AUCT 3 184 and PDT II 1286, both dated to itise-kin-ku5 in

SS3, use the mu-its-sa year formula with Su-Sin's second year, indicating that

se-kin-ku5 came at the beginning of the year SS3.
The decision to reform the calendar probably was made near the very end

of the year SS2. There may well have been two reform plans put forward. The
first approach may have been to have two months se-kin-ku5 in a row, the last

month of SS2 and the first month of SS3. The aforementioned references to

se-kin-ku5 of SS3 at the beginning of the year may reflect those scribes who
attempted to institute the reform in this manner. However, this plan did not
take into consideration the need to intercalate SS2 and thus, faced with

three possible months in a row named se-kin-ku 5 (se-kin-ku5 [SS2 xii], diri-

se-kin-ku5 [SS2 xiii], se-kin-ku5 [SS3 i]), this approach was rejected-although
some scribes had begun to follow this plan, having not yet received the offi-
cial calendrical decision from Ur. The generally accepted plan was the one
described by Whiting.' The month diri-se-kin-ku5 in SS2 apparently was the

same month as se-kin-ku5 of SS3. This assertion is supported by the unusually
small number of references (four) to an intercalary month in SS2. If, how-

ever, these four references to se-kin-ku55 in SS3 are added, the number of ref-

erences to this month begins to approach the number of references to

intercalary months in other years. The rejected calendrical reform schema
was probably the following:

SS2 SS3
i. mas`-da-gu7 be-kin-ku5

ii. zabx-da-gu7 mab-dagu7
iii. u5-bigu7 zahxda-gory
iv. ki-sig-dNin-a-zu u5-bi-gu7

v. ezemdNin-a-zu ki-sig-dNin-a-zu
vi. a-ki-ti ezemdNin-a-zu

1. Whiting's reconstruction does not take into account the existence of an intercalary month in
SS2, which we believe was a decisive factor in rejecting one of the approaches. For references to the
intercalary months in SS2 see Sigrist and Gomi The Comprehensive Catalogue of Published UrIII Tablets

(Bethesda, 1991), 811.

vii. ezem -Sulgi

	

a-Id-ti
viii. su-es-sa

	

ezem-dSulgi
ix. ezem-mab

	

ezem-dSu-dSuen
x. ezem-an-na

	

ezem-mab
xi. ezemdMe-kigal

	

ezem-an-na
xii. se-kin-ku5	ezem dMe-kigal

As demonstrated by M. Cooper, during the reign of Sulgi several versions
of the Ur calendar were used simultaneously at Drehem: 1

Drehem texts used a number of different calendars prior to the reign of
Amar-Sin. Each of these calendars employed the Ur month names but dif-
fered as to the starting point of the year and the system of intercalation.
When the administrative system which was later centered in Drehem was first
organized late in the third decade of Sulgi's reign, the administrators em-
ployed the Ur month names but intercalated according to the local calen-
dar. The queen's administrators used the same month names but did not
intercalate at all. Shortly after the E-Puzris-Dagan complex began to oper-
ate, its administrators chose to begin the year with the a-Id-ti month, perhaps
because the cult statue of Nanna passed Drehem on its way to Nippur at that
time of year. Only with the passing of Sulgi and Sulgi-simti was this system
finally reorganized so that one calendar was used for all Drehem operations.

The earliest dated tablets from Esnunna utilizing the Ur calendar date to
the year S30. However, two of the month names attested from Esnunna dur-
ing S30 are not found in the Ur calendar: itisu-numun-na (TA 1931-354)
(which occurs in calendars from Nippur, Umma, and Lagas) and itiKA.si or
ITI Ka-si(TA 1931-330). This may indicate that up through Sulgi 30 the city
of Esnunna employed a Sumerian calendar from another site or a native cal-
endar. There is one Ur III Esnunna tablet (TA 1930-760 [539]) which utilizes
a month from the Amorite calendars, itina-abri-um, the calendar which com-
pletely replaced the Ur calendar at Esnunna by the reign of Isbi-Erra of Isin.
Thus a Sumerian calendar (possibly as well as an Amorite calendar) may
have been in use at Esnunna before the imposition of the Ur calendar some-
time around S30. The Ur month itiezem--dSu-dSuen (which was adopted at Ur
in 5S3) is attested at Esnunna in the year IS3, although, of course, this does
not preclude its adoption at Esnunna also in 5S3.

A tablet from Esnunna dated to 5S6 states: itise-kin-ku5-ta iti diri ezem-me-
ki-gal-se iti-bi 13-am, "from se-kin-ku5 to the intercalary Ezem-mekigal is thir-

1. "The Drehem Calendars During the Reign of Sulgi," ZA 77 (1987), 174ff. Cooper discusses the
use of the months with the designation MIN and refers to references gathered by Whiting, ZA 69
(1979), 28. However, there is another extremely important reference, Watson Birmingham I 75, which
dates most probably to S45, though AS2 is possible. This text lists two consecutive MIN-months,
stating that the duration between these months was two months: 'uki-sig-dNin-a-zu-min-kam' tiezem-
dNin-a-zu-min-kam iti-2-kam.' (Whiting lists TRU 144 which records' uki-sig-dNin-a-zu-min for 545/
AS2.) Watson Birmingham I 75 confirms Cooper 's reconstruction of MIN-months as being consecu-
tive, but may,indicate that this naming convention continued through S45.
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teen months." I However, by SS6 the Drehem calendar had become synchro-
nized with the Ur calendar. Thus it is unclear whether the Esnunna calendar
before SS3 began with mg-di-gu7 as at Drehem or with se-kin-ku5 as at Ur.

There are references in one Esnunna tablet to sheep and goats for the
Great Festival (ezem-mab) (TA 1930-449). This may refer to provisions to be
transported to Ur for its Great Festival.

Pomponio suggests, on the basis of Umma officials names and seals occur-
ring on tablets dated by the Ur III calendar, the Ur calendar was in use. also
at Umma beginning in the reign of Amar-Suen, where it functioned as a Re-

ichskalender alongside the native Umma calendar. 2 Pomponio suggests that
closer scrutiny of tablets which have heretofore been classified as Puzris-Dagan
texts should establish that a number of these tablets may actually have come
from other sites.3

We are rather uncomfortable applying the term Reichskalender to the Ur

calendar. Beginning with the reign of Isbi-Erra of Isin a true Reichskalender,
the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar (which was based on the
Nippur calendar), is clearly in evidence throughout southern Mesopotamia.
However, in the Ur III period, aside from Ur itself, only at Puzris-Dagan is
the Ur calendar used exclusively. From Nippur there are tablets dated ac-
cording to the Lagas, Drehem/Ur, and Umma calendars. At Esnunna there
is one tablet dated to an Amorite calendar. In Ur itself tablets with Lagas` and
Nippur month names occur. The use of foreign month names may be attrib-
uted to merchants or officials conducting business at multiple sites, to scribal
training, to foreigners conducting business, or to business being conducting
between individuals of different towns. These same reasons may be the basis
for the use of the Ur calendar at Umma, even though Umma officials sealed
the tablets. It is not unexpected that tablets bearing the calendar of the im-
perial center have been found at other sites. But this does not warrant the
term Reichskalender being applied to the Ur calendar.

In Ur and Uruk there were similar cultic events associated with the god-
desses manna, Nana, Belat-terraban, Belat-suhner, Annunitum, and Ulmasi-
tum4 In the Ur III period Inanna, Belat-terraban, and Belat suhner had cult

1. 1931-T399, quoted by R. Whiting, "Some Observations on the Drehem Calendar," ZA 69

(1979), 28ff.

2. Pomponio, "The Reichskalender of Ur III in the Umma Texts," ZA 79 (1989), 10ff. M. Cooper,

op. cit., 190, notes that the existence of multiple versions of the Ur calendar at Drehem during the .

last years of Sulgi's reign indicates that a Reichskalender could not have existed prior to AmarSuen.

3. An Ur III text using the Ur calendar was found at Kish (PRAK D 49), dating to the month

iuezem-me-ki-gal in 540. Since, to our knowledge, this is the only published Ur III tablet from Kish,
it is also possible that this tablet may not actually have been found at Kish.

4. For the reading of the name Belat-terraban note dBe-la-at-da-ra-ba-an (AUCT 2 366:19), dNIN-

tkr-ba-an (TA 1931-325), and dBe-la-at-te(-er)-ra-ba-an (MAD 5 90); for the name Belat-kubner note

dNIN-"suk-ner (TA 1931-325), dBe-la-at-ku-ner (AUCT 2 366), dBe-la-at-kub-ne-er (Kang Drehem 180).

centers at both Ur and Uruk. l Nana, on the other hand, had her cult at
JJruk. There are a few Ur III references to statues of Nana at Ur (possibly re-
flecting personal followings) 2; however none of the Ur III Ur tablets men-
tions offerings to her or a chapel for her. The goddesses Annunitum and
Ulmasitum were worshipped both at Ur and Uruk. There is a reference to
regular offerings for Annunitum at Uruk (AUCT 2 89) and to the banquet
of these two goddesses at Uruk (Legrain TRU 273).

The Ur texts refer either to Annunitum and Ulmasitum together or only
to Annunitum, never to Ulmasitum by herself, indicating a preference for
the form Annunitum in Ur. W.G. Lambert suggests that Annunitum was
probably Istar of Babylon, who resided in the Eturkalama, while Ulmasitum
was Mar of Akkad.3 These two goddesses are mentioned frequently in tan-
dem as receiving offerings in Ur, e.g.: 1 grain fed sheep for Annunitum, 1
grain-fed sheep for Ulmasitum and 2 grain-fed sheep for the abzu of Nanna
... in Ur" (Jones-Snyder SET 74). Annunitum by herself is mentioned in Ur
texts: beams to repair the "Gate of Annunitum"; rations for workmen doing
work by the wall of the "Gate of Annunitum"; stored implements for Annuni-
turn; attendants (gir-sega) (with d8u-a-la and dAl-la-tum in Loding Ur 111
and UET 3 1418); a bed for the house of Annunitum; a grain-fed ox for the
banquet of Annunitum; and regular offerings of barley (UET 3 II p. 36 for
references). Drehem tablets mentioning Annunitum include: regular offer-
ings (AUCT 2 315; BIN 3 571) and the .abra of Annunitum (AUCT 2 317;
BIN 3 65). A tablet dated mu-2-kam-6s-sa-bi records a pair of silver rings for
Annunitum in Ur (Sigrist PTS 562) . Annunitum is mentioned in two Umma
tablets after offerings for the temple of Inanna (Rang Umma 257 and 258).

The goddesses Belat-terraban and Belat suhner also were usually men-
tioned in tandem; in fact, they shared the same temple at Uruk .4 Their Semi-
tic names indicate that these goddesses were not originally Sumerian deities,
but adopted from a Semitic pantheon. 5 (It is surprising that only at Esnunna
do forms using the Sumerian sign-NIN occur: dNIN-ter-ba-an and dNIN-suk-nir
[TA 1931-325].) There may well have been an association of the goddesses
Belat-terraban and Belat suhner with the goddesses Ulmasitum and Annuni-
tum, as can be noted in several tablets which mention offerings for all four

1. For the cult of Belat-terraban and Be1at-kubner at Eknunna, see pp. 252-253.
2. See UET 3/2, 38 for references.

3. W.G. Lambert, "A Babylonian Prayer to AnOna," Studies Sjoberg, 324: "The Ur III Drehem texts
commonly record offerings for an-nu-ni-tum, and the rare occurrences of an-nu-ni-tum ug dul-ma-s'iQ

-tum ...could be argued as proof that the former was Mar of Babylon, the latter Iktar of Akkad."
4. Note Legrain TRU 273: 6-dBe-la-at-kub-ner il dBe-la-at-ter-ra-ba-an.
5. Th. Jacobsen, OIP 43 143: 'The elements subnir (var..luknir) and teraban (var. dirraban) of

these names are undoubtedly city names. " Jacobsen suggests that these two goddesses were intro-
duced from the Kirkuk region into the official Ur III cult around 533, perhaps reflecting a political
event.
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goddesses: "3 she-goats, 1 ewe, 1 male-goat, and 1 male lamb for the regular
offerings for Belat-subner, Belat-terraban, Annunitum, and Ulma itum" (Kang

Drehem 180) .1 The possible relationship between these two pairs of goddesses

may be discerned in the observance of the nabrii festival of Annunitum and

Ulmasttum at Ur during the eighth month and the observance of the nabru

festival of Belat-terraban and Belat-subner in the ninth month at Uruk. 2

For the gi-ra-num observance of these goddesses, see pp. 472ff.
The cult of Belat terraban and Belat-subner at Ur and Uruk included the

observance of the elunum-festival in the second or first month, an observance

which continued to be celebrated after the Ur III period throughout much

of Mesopotamia.3 However, little is known about the purpose of this obser-
vance and thus whether it was in any way involved with the mythology of the

netherworld.
The cult of Annunitum and Ulmalitum at Ur included observances called

the Day of Entering (u4 e-ru-ba-tum), the DINGIRkuku (or kuku) festival, or a

combination of the two. The majority of the references date to months 2 to 5.

Festival Related context Date Reference

ezem DINGIR kuku S34 iii AnOr 181

DINGIR-ku4-ku4-da-n i S40 vii 6 Legrain TRU 273

ezem-DINGIR ku4-ku4-
An-nu-ni-tum S41 iii AnOr 7 63

u4 e-ru-ba-tum-ka Annun./Ulmasi./Ur S41 vi AnOr 7 167

ezem-DINGIR ku4 e-Annunitum and S42 ii? 30 SET 44

ezem-DINGIR ku4-ku4-
An-nu-ni-tum

Ulmasttum at Ur

S45 ii PDT 1 430

ezem-DINGIR ku-ku-
An-nu-ni-tum AS2 iv 1 AUCT 1 312

u4 e-ru-ba-tum
DINGIR-gu4-gu4-ka Annunitum/Ulmasitum AS9 v Fish Catalogue 41

ezem-DINGIR ku-ku AS9 v 30 Watson

ezem-ku-ku-An-nu-ni-tum SS1 iii 30

BirminghamI 91
AUCT 2 82

ezem-ku-ku SS3 iii 2 TCL 2 AO 5552

1.Other groupings of the four goddesses include BIN 3 485, Legrain TRU 287, Archi-Pomponio
Drehem I 391 = Aegyptus 19 no. 4.

2.See p. 215 for references; for the nabn2 festival, see pp. 394-395.

3.Perhaps the texts dating to the first month date to the last day of the month, indicating that
the e-lu-mum was observed at the beginning of the second month. Note that one text, whose month

is not preserved, is dated to the 30th of the month (Jones-Snyder SET 44). For discussion of the

elunum observance see pp. 397-399.

The DINGIR-sign in this term is not a determinative for a god as discerned
in, the orthography: DINGIR-ku4-ku4-da-ni (Legrain TRU 273), "(offerings)
for her DINGIRkuku (festival)." The diversity of orthographies (-ku4-ku4, -ku-ku,
and -gu4-gu4) makes interpreting the term DINGIRkuku speculative. One pos-
sibility is to translate "to enter" on the basis of the variant ku 4-ku4. This
would indicate that the expressions u4 e-ru-ba-turn and DINGIRkuku were syn-
onymous (note that they both occur in Fish Catalogue 41). Another possibil-
ity, suggested by Steinkeller, is that the expression DINGIRkuku may be based
upon ku(-ku) "to sleep." 1 Thus the expressions u4 e-ru-ba-tum and DINGIR-
kuku would refer to the god's entrance into her temple to sleep (perhaps a
period of dormancy in her cult).

The celebration occurred in Ur at the temple of Annunitum and Ulmas`i-
tum: ezem-dingir-ku4 a An-nu-ni-tum ii dUl-ma-si-tum sa Urikt-ma (Jones-
Snyder SET 44). The text Watson Birmingham I 91 records: "1 grain-fed ox
for Annunitum when she enters the temple (at) the DINGIRkuku festival ... in
Ur." PDT I 430 provides insight into the festival itinerary:

dates and oil for sprinkling(?) when the god exits the temple;
dates and oil for the nimgirofficial;

beer, dates and oil for the `pouring of oil';
ghee for the e-li-tum;

ghee, dates, cheese, dried apples, 	 and apple cakes
for Annunitum;

dates and oil for the nimgirofficial for Ulmas`itum;
oil for sprinkling(?) when the god reenters the temple;
The DINGIRkuku festival of Annunitum.

Thus this festival entailed the goddess exiting and reentering her temple
within a short span of time (perhaps within one or several days). AnOr 7 167
refers to offerings for "her (Annunitum's) DINGIRkuku (festival) " and to "An-
n[unitum]'s banquet," a celebration that may have been the culmination of
the festival, just as a banquet probably ended the gi-ra-num observance.

There was an observance of the "going out of Annunitum" in second mil-
lennium Mari which occurred around the first day of the fourth month (the
same general timeframe as many of the above-listed Ur III references). At
Mari on the 26th of the third month and the 2nd of the fourth month oil for
anointing was disbursed for the `going out of Annunitum': wa-,c an-nu-ni-
t[im] and a-na pa-.la-as" an-nu-ni-tim i-nu-ma wa-si-.Ja 2 and on the 17th (?) oil for
the wa-si .s'a DINGIR is recorded (though this latter reference may not refer to
Annunitum).3 Possibly the "Opening-of-the-Gate" ritual attested in both Old

I. Personal communication. For the expression ezem ku-ku, cf. the hymn to Ninurta TCL 15 no.
7 (A. Sjoberg, "Hymn to Numulda," Or Suecana 22 [1973], 177) 14': e-gig eren-na ezem ku-ku-a-ni.

2. 11476 and 12398, D. Charpin, MARI 3, 88 no. 23 and p. 91 no. 47.
3.12396, D. Charpin, MARI 3, 88 no. 28.
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Babylonian and Neo- and Late Babylonian periods may be somewhat analo-
gous in nature, though not a festival of the goddess Annunitum. An Old
Babylonian letter mentions the festival or ritual: "I shall come to you for the
Opening-of-the-Gate, mention me with blessing to Anu" 1 ; a Neo-Babylonian.

letter 1500 years later states: "on the fourth is the Opening-of-the-Great-

Gate"2; and a late ritual text refers to the "Opening-of-the-Gates. "3 This

"Opening-of-the-Gate " ritual may refer to the departure of the god from his
temple, where he had been cloistered, for either an appearance in his city or
as the onset of a trip to another god's temple or city. (It is also possible that
this was a ceremony to allow artisans and other required personnel to enter
the temple for specific festival preparations.) Note also the early second mil-

lennium B.C. Elamite month name Pit babi.4 The third millennium B.C.

Eblaite calendar had a month ITI 6, which may have denoted this same type

of cultic event.5

i.

	

se-kin-ku5

For the reading and meaning of the month name se-kin-ku5 see our dis-

cussion of the last month of the Nippur calendar.
During the first month at Ur the a-ki-ti festival was celebrated in at least

three locations throughout metropolitan Ur: at the dug-fir-sanctuary in Ur,
at the Ekilnugal-temple of Nanna in Ur, and at the Ekarzida in Gael, a small

town on the outskirts of Ur6 The full name of this festival was ezem-a-ki-ti-

se-kin-ku5 (Sauren NYPublic Library 374) "the

	

festival of the harvesting

(season). " However, the festival was a semi-annual event in Ur, being
observed in the same ritual centers during the beginning of the seventh
month, which was differentiated in documents from the festival of the first
month as a-ki-ti-su-numun, "the festival of the seeding (season)." The
seventh month was named for the a-ki-ti festival, since the celebration of the

seventh was the more important of the two (see below).
Being a semi-annual event, the a-ki-ti festival in Ur was not a celebration

of the New Year of the civil year. Rather, it was based upon an event occur-
ring twice a year, six months apart. The most obvious evept occurring
around the first and seventh months of the year was the equinox. The Meso-
potamians unswervingly adhered to assigning all annual festivals a fixed po-
sition in the lunar cycle, even if this meant that the observance would not

1.TCL119:19,CADB20subbabumng. b'.

2. ABL 496:10, CAD B 20 sub babu mng. b'.

3. RAcc. 79:36.

4. See p. 363.

5. Seep. 32.

6. For a discussion of the Ekarzida complex at Gad see pp. 407ff.

coincide exactly with the solar or seasonal event being celebrated. Thus Ur
fixed the celebration of the vernal and autumnal equinoxes, the beginning
of the "equinox year, »1 to the months in which they usually occurred, the
first and seventh months. There may have been at least two factors which de-
termined the days of the month in which to celebrate the event. The more
obvious was that since the festival marked the beginning of the "equinox
year," the six month cycle between equinoxes, it seemed only proper that the
new "equinox year" should begin on the new moon. However, a more myth-
ical underpinning may have been involved. The equinoxes began a period
of disharmony between the moon and the sun. During the "equinox year" be-
tween the seventh and the first month the moon was visible longer in the
skies, the reverse during the other "equinox year." In Ur, the city of the moon,
the a-ki-ti was a celebration of the triumph of Nanna, the moon-particularly
the a-ki-ti of the seventh month, when Nanna would begin having visible su-
periority over the sun, Utu. This may be the reason the a-ki-ti of the seventh
month at Ur appears to have been more important than that of the first
month. By celebrating the a-Id-ti at the new moon, the waxing moon repre-
sented the arrival of Nanna into Ur (as the moon became larger and larger,
Nanna seemed to be coming closer and closer)-an arrival which was reen-
acted by the triumphal entry of the statue of Nanna back into Ur from the a-
ki-ti building at Gael. The new moon resembled a boat, the image frequently
cited by the Sumerian poets to describe the moon, who was portrayed as a
deified ship: "Father Nanna, when you sail (across the sky) like a ship on
flood waters. "2 In fact, on the third day of the a-ki-ti of the first month special
offerings were made to the Boat of Nanna. 3 An ezem-ma-nu-ru festival was
part of the a-ki-ti festival in the seventh month in Ur during the Old Babylo-
nian period.4 The term elip nuri "the boat of light" referring to the moon oc-

1. For a discussion of the term MU.AN.NA and its significance, see p. 7 with note 1.
2. CT 15 17 11; for other references to Nanna as a ship and to his being identified with the deified

magus-ship, see A. Sjoberg Mondgott, 27.
3.Jones-Snyder SET 59.
4. H. Figulla, Iraq 15 (1953), 174 no. 58; UET 5 748, 752, and 782; D. Loding,JCS 28 (1976), 240no. 8: ug.ezem-ma-nu-ru. The use of nu-ru in our context brings to mind the term -nu-ru in en 8-nu-

ru as a classification of magical incantations, for which see A. Falkenstein, LSS NF 1, 4-7 and more
recently W. Mayer, Untersuchungcn zurFonnensprache der babylonischen "Gebetsbesrhwwrungen" (Rome,
1976), 22 n. 52. Falkenstein already noted the possible relationship between the terms e-nu-ru/ri
and ma-nu-ru/ri (Friedrich Festschrift, 176 n. 43c). The use of the term e, "house, " to describe the
phases of the moon is quite common throughout the economic and literary texts from the Ur III
period and earlier (see pp. 178ff. for our discussion of the Umma month e-iti-H). Although these
incantations were recited to many different gods, perhaps the term derives from their recitation
being tied to particular phases of the moon, the term e-nu-ru, itself, then meaning "phase of the
moon." The concept of the phases of the moon having a profound effect upon human behavior,
particularly the demonic effect of the full-moon, extends across cultures. Thus the recitation of
incantations to ward off these effects would be quite natural. For the god dNu-ru, cf. Frankena
77kultu, 108 no. 176. '
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curs in a first millennium text. ' The term nu-ru in ma-nu-ruduring the Old

Babylonian period is most probably a loanword from Akkadian nurum

"light," thus "the festival of the boat of light" or "the festival of the boat of

the moon. " From the tablets of Ur III Ur there is a reference from the sev-

enth month in the reign of Ibbi-Sin to a sheep and a lamb for the ezem-ma-

dSuen "the festival of the Boat of the Moon" (UET 3 190). Thus the Old

Babylonian ezem-ma-nu-ru may have been an evolved name for ezem-ma =

dSuen of the Ur III period, both indicating a sub-festival during the a-ki-ti

festival, evidence that the a-Id-ti festival was based on the moon.
The a-ld-ti celebration in the first month lasted at least from the 1st

through the 5th of the month, as noted in a series of tablets all dating to IS7

and may have continued past the fifth of the month. A tablet dating to SS4

records 2 grain-fed oxen for the a-ki-ti, and although partially illegible, the'

day appears to be the 6th of the month (Dhorme, RA 9 [1912] SA 217). In-

dication of the 6th of the month being part of the a-ki-ti festival may be dis-

cerned on an Umma(?) tablet dated to the 6th day of the first month (AS5

itile-kin-ku5) which records two tin standards for Nanna for the midnight

ceremony at the temple of Nanna for the a-ki-ti festival of the first month

(dNanna-se 2 lu-nir-an-na a-Id-ti a gig-sag-a zi-ga es-e g-lugal la e-dNanna-ka

u4-6-kam) (YBC 11751 [AS5 xii 6]). A Drehem tablet (Nakahara Sumerian

Tablets 46, SS9 i) most probably refers to offerings intended for the cel-

ebration at Gaei on the 7th of the month: "6 grain-fed oxen, 13 grass-fed

sheep, and 1 goat as ma, daria-offerings for the place of the entu-priestess of

Nanna in Gaei; via PN; on the 7th day."
Delivery documents provide a glimpse into the ritual activities during the

five days. The activities occurred at three sites: (1) the dug-tir-sanctuary in

Ur, presumably similar in concept to the Sacred Mound at Nippur, a repre-

sentation of that primordial mound from which the gods and civilization

sprang; (2) the Ekiinugal temple of Nanna in Ur; and (3) the Ekarzida tem-

ple complex in Gaei, outside Ur. The high point of the festival was Nanna's

entry by barge into Ur from the a-ki-ti-house in Gaei. This occurred probably.

on the third day, when a special offering to the Boat of Heaven (perhaps

Nanna's transport from Gaei) was offered. Moreover, there were no offer-

ings at Gaei on the third and fourth, indicating Nanna's absence from that

complex. On the fourth day the Great Offering (sizkur-gu-la) was conducted at

both the du6-ur and the Ekiinugal, indicating Nanna' s presence in Ur proper.2

A further indication that the se-kin-ku5 festival was celebrated in Gaei

during the first five days of the month is from an Ur document dated to the

month't'le-kin-ku5 (UET 3 1134): "barley bread and pea flour bread, food

1. Delitsch AL3 88 5 40.

2. For a detailed description of the events at the a-ki-ti of the first month at Ur, see pp. 408ff.
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which went via PN on the second day as offerings for these-kin-ku5 (festival);
disbursed for Gaei."'

A hymn to the goddess Nisaba, the embodiment of grain, was recited in

Lagai (possibly during the reign of Gudea) and later in Ur during the Ur III
period.2 Hallo suggests that this hymn was probably sung at a festival in Lagai

and then adapted for use at subsequent festivals in other cities such as Ur,

citing as supporting evidence the addition in the later Ur version of line 7:

"Dragon, emerging brightly on the festival." The following excerpt is perti-
nent to the barley harvest (translation Hallo):

In order to make grain and vegetable grown in the furrow,
So that the excellent corn can be marvelled at,
That is, to provide for the seven great throne-daises
By making vegetables shoot forth, making grain shoot forth,
At harvest, the great festival of Enlil,
She in her great princely role has verily cleansed (her) body,
Has verily put the holy priestly garment on (her) torso.

This passage refers to the harvest as the occasion of a great festival of En-

lil, when Nisaba cleansed her body and wrapped herself in beautiful raiment.

This description of Nisaba probably alludes both to the beauty of the ma-

tured grain being harvested and to the statue of Nisaba which was prepared

for the festival ceremonies. If Hallo's speculation is correct, then this might

indicate that the a-ki-ti festival of the first month may have been combined

with a barley harvest celebration, as probably happened at Nippur.
The term zag-mu, "New Year," does occur in documents from Ur, but

does not appear to connote a special festival or New Year's celebration. At

New Year's inventory was taken in the temples and royal residences and ad-

ditional required supplies for the upcoming year were procured. In fact,

throughout the previous eleven months, supplies were continually stocked

in anticipation of the needs of the coming year. From these foodstuffs and

goods, disbursement was made for yearly wages to temple personnel, special

distributions at the New Year, and for supplies for the offerings for the
shrines and various festivals throughout the year (UET 3 no. 21): "provisions

1.Drehem texts recording the delivery of animals for the a-ki-ti-se-kin-ku 5 include: dating to thefirst month ('t'maI.da-gu7): YOS 4 62 (S42/AS6); Sauren NY Public Library 196 (AS3); dating to thesecond month (itiu5-bi-gu7): Legrain TRU 27 (S44), Jones-Snyder SET 1 (845), MVN 5 98 . (S44);dating to the third month ('u§et-di-gu7): MVN 13 396 (SS1); dating to the twelfth month ('us-e-kin-
kus): (Buccellati Amoritesno. 18 [AS5]). Deliveries for the s-e-kin-ku5 festival at the a-ki-ti-complex (a-
ki	 ti Je kin-ku5) are mentioned in a transfer document from the first month ( "'ma§di-gu7) inDrehem (AUCT 1 307 [AS8]). An undated tablet (AUCT 1 316) records oxen, cows, sheep and ewesfor both the a-ki-ti-iu-numun and the a-ki-ti-te-kin-ku5 ; AASF B 92 597 records a delivery of ovinesand bovines for a-ki-ti-§e-kin-ku5; a Drehem text (MVN 3 331) dated to the first month ('u§e-kin-ku5)of IS5 records the disbursement of garments for kisal-1b-a-ki-ti Urik'-ma "disbursed in Ur for thecourtyard of the a-ki-ti"; SA 217.

2. W.W. Hallo, "The Cultic Setting of Sumerian Poetry," CRRA 17 (1970), 116-134.
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for the various festivals, for the New Year, and for the funerary shrines of Ur-

Nammu,and Nin[...]."1
In the Old Babylonian period at Ur the to-sag festival ("[Festival of] the

Early Grass") for Ningal was celebrated during the first month. 2 The Festival

of the Early Grass occurs in two Ur III tablets from Ur. Note UET 3 273 obv.
15-18 for dates for the It-sag of two goddesses whose names are not fully pre-
served and UET 3 242 for the "wail " for the ii-sag (er-u-sag-ga-ke 4) (UET 3

242). Unfortunately, on neither tablet is the month preserved. This festival
is attested at Umma as a festival of Ninibgal, Gula, and Ningipar, for which
see pp. 163-164 of our discussion of the Umma calendar.

For the possibility of a festival in honor of Su-Sin being celebrated in the
first month, see our discussion of the ninth month of the Ur calendar. For
the e-lu-ntam festival sometimes occurring in the first month see our discus-
sion of the month mai-k 1gu7.

ii. ma§-kit-gu7

At Ur the month name is consistently written mai-kit-gm as late as IS8
(UET 3 1121, 1201?, Loding Ur889). Unfortunately, there are no documents
to cover the three years from IS9 to IS11. But beginning in 1512 the month
is consistently written mai-dsgu7. Both mai and mai-da are equated with

Akkadian sabi'tu, "gazelle, " thus "the month of eating the gazelle. "

In Drehem the month name takes three forms: mai-ktgu7 (attested from
S25 [TLB 3 94] to AS2 [Owen NATN 469]), mai-da-kugu7 (attested from

S29 [BIN 3 175] to SS1), and mai-dagu7 (attested from S29 to IS4 [BRM 3

411).3 But whereas in Drehem, up through AS2, all three forms were used
interchangeably, in Ur there was no overlap of usage between mai-kt gu7
and mai-ds-gm. Since the orthography mai-kt -gu7 disappears in Drehem af-
ter AS2 in favor of mai-dg-kd)gu7, perhaps the emergence of mai-ds(-kt1)-
gu7 in Ur from IS12 on is due to an influx of Drehem scribes, forced to come
to Ur during these last years of the besieged and shrinking Ur III empire.

1. According to Jacobsen (Treasures, 124) "Lustrations to keep the bright moon free of
defilement appear indeed to have been a fairly general feature of the cult and to have taken place
not only at eclipses but annually at New Year (zag-mu(.ak)), which in Ur probably fell at the

beginning of the month Mashdagu, and at the "Great Festival" (Ezen-mab) ... " As support Jacobsen

refers to a passage referring to IbbiSin of Ur having brought a golden jar back from a campaign in
Elam: "so that at Ezen-mah and New Year, at the lustrations of Nanna, oil may not be wanting in the
place where the (rite of) "mouth-opening" is performed on Nanna 's copper bath pitcher." The
reference to the New Year may be temporal, i.e., "at the time of the New Year," and thereby may refer
to the a-Id-ti festival of the first month, rather than to a special New Year's celebration.

2. See p. 229 note 1 for Old Babylonian attestations of the term ti-sag at Ur.

3. Note Jones-Snyder SET 73 44: iti <mab-k>S-gu7.

From Drehem the following variants are attested: itimai-ku-gu7 (OwenNATN 576 [SS1]) and itimai-da-ku5 (Owen NATN 2 [IS2]) and at Ur: itimas-
k1l <<muien>>-gu7 (UET 3 1441).

The mai`-cla-gu7 ceremony was dedicated to Nanna, as discerned in a Dre-
hem text which refers to "supplies for the mai-da-gm of Nanna" (SA 352).

The cult of Belat-terraban and Belat-iuhner at Ur and Uruk included the
observance of the e-lu-niim festival in the second or first month: grain-fed
bulls for the celebration of the c-lu-nfim festival (YOS 4 240); grain-fed sheep
for the e-lu-nlzm is Uriki-ma (AnOr 7 67); grain-fed sheep for the e-lu-ntim
of Belat-iuhner in month 1 ( iti<mai>-ktlgu7) (RA 19 [1922], 192 no. 4
[S44] ); grain-fed sheep for the e-lu-ntim of the temple of Belat-iuhner (PTS
830 [AS8 i]); and 3 grass-fed sheep and 1 large, grain-fed goat for the a-lu-
ntim of the temple of Belat-iuhner and Belat terraban (Jones-Snyder SET 44) :

Festival Related context Date Reference
c-lu-ntm
E-lu-num Belat-iuhner/Belat tenaban

841 ii 17 YOS 4 240

Ur 841 ii AnOr 7 67
e-lu-niim Belat-iuhner/Belat terraban 842 30 SET 44
e-lu-nuim Belat-iuhner 844 i? RA 19 192 no. 4c-lu-nfm Belat-s`ubner AS8 i PTS 830
e-Iu-num Inanna at Uruk 847 ii RBC 2496

The e-lu-ntim festival of Inanna occurred during the second month in
Uruk. During the Ur III period an c-lu-ntim of dGestin-an-na-SI.A-tum was
celebrated at Umma in the eighth month (MVN 15 162, e-iti-ai): 30 sa gi 1
gti Oma-nu dGeitin-an-na-SI.A-tum-ma. The tablet includes the note "with-
drawn in Ur." In the Old Babylonian period at Ur the elunum is recorded as
a festival of Ningal. l The reading a/e-lu-num is based upon the Old Babylo-
nian orthographies e-lu-nu-um and e-lu-nu-um.2 However, the meaning of
the term, as well as the significance of the observance, is unclear.

iii. zabx(SES)-dagu7

Two variant orthographies of this month name are attested in documents
from Ur: iazah,rtagu7 (UET 3 755) and itisab-gu7 (UET 3 914). Drehem variants
include: itisahilagu7 (MVN 9 124) and itisah-kugu7 (MVN 11 202 [546]).3

1. See p. 229.

2. See CAD E 136 sub elulu for references.
3. Some other Drehem attestations of the variant 'usah-da-gu7 are in S44 (AUCT 2 98 and Limet TextesSumer' 3ens37 [both:'usah-da-gu7-min-kam]; Sauren NY Public Library 45); S45 (MVN 11 202); 847 (LimetTales Sumeiens 37); AS2 (AUCT 1 942; AUCT 2 301, JCS 10 [1956] no. 12); AS5 (AUCT 1 432).
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Another variant itisab-ze-da-gu7 occurs in several Drehem tablets.' For

gah(=sah)-ze-da note Jjh XW 164 (MSL 8/2 20): gab-ze-da-bar-sur-ra (var.

gab-ze-e-pa-gur-ra) = burmamu, translated by CAD "porcupine "; for just sab-

ze-da note MSL 16 245 4-5: sah-gib = MIN(=3wd-1 u-a) MIN, sah-ze-da = MIN MIN.

Note CTMMA 1 15 a, b: 1 Az ga-bi ze-da gib (case: gib-ze-da) gu7-de "1 she-

goat; its milk is fed to a ...-pig" and MVN 13 550 which refers to ni-dab5-sab-

ze-da-dNanna. Thus the variant itigab/sah-dagu7 might, at first glance, be a

variant for itigah-ze-dagu7, which would refer to an animal which may have
been served as a special offering to Nanna: ni-dab5- gab-ze-da-dNanna (MVN

13 550) and zahx-dagu7-dNanna (Legrain TRU 321). This was noted by
Landsberger and Krecher who suggested, on the basis of the variant sib, that

gei-da was a type of pig. 2 Also note that a ( gib-)ze-da was among the offerings

taken by Nanna aboard his magur-ship on his journey to Enlil. 3 However,

there are no lexical, economic or literary references to an animal geg-da or

gab-da. In addition, it is surprising that there are so few occurrences of the

form iagab-ze-da-gu7, (if this were the true form), yet many more occurrences of
a presumably corrupted form itiiab-da-gu7. Moreover, the zab -da-gu7 or
sib-ze-da-gu7 offering was not necessarily a pig, as discerned in three are-
hem texts: "1 grain-fed sheep and 1 large grain-fed goat for the zabXda-gu7

of Nanna" (Legrain TRU 321); "1 good quality grain-fed sheep and 1 good
quality grain-fed goat (as) provisions for the sib-ze-da of Nanna" (MVN 13

550); 1 amar-magda-zabx-da-gu7 (Toronto 910.209.203).
The solution to reconciling the variants SES and sib and thereby under-

standing the meaning of the month name is based upon noting the pre-Sar-

gonic Lagag references to fishermen called gu-ba-a-sib-a and gu-ba-a-

zabx(SES)-a. Salonen (who reads -dun- instead of -sib- and reads -kg- instead

of -zahx) interprets gu-ba-a-sib-a as "fishermen of the brackish coastal wa-
ters" (noting that these fishermen caught saltwater fish) and gu-ba-a-zabx-a

as "saltwater fishermen."4 In fact, these terms are assuredly just variants, both
zahx and sib indicating bitter or salty conditions. 5 For the SES-sign being a
variant for sib note also variant entries in the ED lexical list of birds (MEE 3

110): (12A) sib mugen (12B) AN.zabx (SES) mugen. Thus the terms zab,t-da-

gu7 and sib-dagu7 probably mean "eating with bitters/salt."

1.Legrain TRU 81; BIN 3 403; TIM 6 40. Note that both TRU 81 and BIN 3 403 date to AS8 and
both refer to transactions of Irmu. Thus the scribe of Legrain TRU 81, Lu-Girsu, may have been the
scribe of BIN 3 403 as well.

2.Landsberger, JNES 8 (1949), 273; Krecher Kuttlyrik, 38 n. 112.
3.Ferrara Nanna 's Journey line 273.
4.Salonen Fischerei, 45f.; for tu-ba-a-tek-a see Bauer Wirtschaftstexte, 653 for references.
5.For keg, sis, "bitter," see AHw 612 sub marratu(m) and marfu(m). The SES-sign also can be read

mun4, "salty, " as in Michalowski Sumer and Ur line 9: id-bi a mun4-na tilm-tde, "That its watercourses
carry brackish water. "

The reading of 8E8 as zahx is based upon lexical entries. Note Kagal D Sec-
tion 416' (MSL 13 245): [ka-SES] qa-a-za-ab pu-u mar-[ru]. If this restoration
is correct, then it indicates that SE8 has a value /zab/. Of course, one could
counter that the line should be restored as [ka-sib]. However, a second lex-
ical entry supports CAD's restoration and provides further proof of the read-
ing zahx. Note Erimbug V 179 read in MSL 17 75 as KA i-NE 8E8 = a-da-rum. In
light of Kagal D quoted above this gloss should be read differently: KA(=i 5 )
i-zab SES(=zahx) =a-da-rum.' Thus the restoration of ka-SE8 in Kagal D seems
warranted and therefore the pronunciation qa-a-za-ab in Kagal and the gloss
zab in Erimbug confirm a reading zabx for 8E8. 2

In light of the variant sib-, the month name should be read itizabx-da-gu7,
the variant sib-ze-da-gu7 being totally unrelated to the word for "pig." The
term ze (as well as zahx or sib) denotes bitterness, as in ze = martu, "gall,"3
and 1t -ze-tuku = marru, "an embittered person."4 Thus the expression sib-ze
is a hendiadys meaning "bitters." And therefore the sab-ze-da- dNanna (MVN
13 550) and zahx-da-gu7dNanna (Legrain TRU 321) may refer to an obser-
vance wherein an offering was consumed with quantities of bitter herbs or salt.

The variant iti
sab-ku-gu7 may be based upon a false etymology, assuming

that the name meant "pig," thus "the eating of the holy pig." This variant may
have arisen through parallelism with the variant for the first month, mag-kitgu7 .

Two Drehem texts dated to the third month of 837 and 840 refer to offer-
ings for the Festival of Chains (ezem-se-er- ge-er-ru-um) of Belat-gubner and
Belat-terraban. 5

iv. u5-bimus`en-gu7

Several orthographies for this month are attested in Ur: itiu5-bi-gu7 (Lod-
ing Ur 4), itiub-bimusen-gu7 (Loding Ur 225), ubmus-en-bi-gu7 (UET 3 342),
and u5-bimus'en-gu7 (UET 3 39). In Drehem additional orthographies occur:itiu5-bi-gu7musen (MVN 2 307), iti<u5>mus`en-bi-gu7 (YOS 4 228), itiezem-u5-
bigu7 (AASF B 92) and possibly itiNE-bigu7 (JCS 7 [1953] 105 no. 61). 6 The
literary letter from Aradmu to 8ulgi line 31 contains the orthographies

itiu5-gu7musen and itiu5musen-gu7

1.zab(NE) with variant sat; occurs in the ED fish list (MEE 3 98 14-15): zab(NE)-ku 6 sah-ku6 .2. Note the unusual orthography in JCS 7 (1953), 105 no. 61 which could be transliteratedi°zab(NE)-de-gu 7 . If this interpretation of this variant is correct, it would support our reading
zahx(SES). However, we cannot exclude the possibility that this is a variant for the fourth month andshould be transliterated:' tiu5 '-bi-gu7 .

3.AHw 614 sub martu(m); CAD M/1 297 sub martu A.
4.AHw 612 sub mamt(m); CAD Mil 286 sub maim.
5.For references to this festival, see p. 475.
6.See note 2 above.
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For the u5-bimuIen bird note 1Jh XVIII 148 with a footnote in which

Landsberger states: "... the identity of u 5-bi M[usen] with u5-bi M[usen] has
not been proved (against JNES 8 [1949] 273 note 68)." I The ub-bimus-en is

attested in a pre-Sargonic economic document in a list of fish and birds 2. and

the u5-bi bird is cited in a Drehem economic document listing birds. 3 In lit-

erary texts this fowl occurs in Nan?;e and the Birds (PBS 5 14:8'): u5-bi mu§en

u5-darmugen-e ki i6 [...] "the ...-bird and the dar-bird ..."; TuM NF 7 ii 81, 82:

in-nin u5-bimuten-ra ni-u-[rum ...]; and Ferrara Nanna 's Journey 172=280: u5-

bimuken-tur (var: u5-bimu en, u5-bi-turmi8en) pu-ta ba-ra-an-tum-mu.

v. ki-sig-dNin-a-zu

One Ur variant for this month is attested: itisig-dNin-a-zu (UET 3 991); Dre-

hem variants are: itiki-4g-nin-a zu (MVN 6 454) and itikidNin-a-zu (BIN 3 359) 4
The cult of Ninazu was observed in Ur, Enegi, Esnunna, Lagas/Girsu and

to some extent at Nippur. 5 At Ur he was venerated as a netherworld figure.
Landsberger was the first to suggest that ki-sig in this month name was an

early form of ki-si-ga, kispu, kisikku, "funerary offering. "6 Landsberger sug-

gested that the mythology surrounding Ninazu was probably similar to that
of Dumuzi and that this month and the next involved a cycle of mourning
for the dead Ninazu followed by a festival upon his return (ezem- dNin-a-zu). 7

However, there is no evidence to support the suggested relationship between
the terms ki-sig and ki-si-ga. There is not one variant ki-sig for ki-si-ga in lex-
ical or literary texts. Moreover, were ki-sig synonymous with ki-si-ga, most
certainly a variant month name * itiki-si-ga should occur. But such is not the
case. Thus there is no substantiation for an interpretation "the month of the

funerary offerings for Ninazu. " All references to ki-sig or ki-siki refer to

"wool workers."8 For wool workers associated with the cult of a deity note

MVN 11 106 (AS4): ki-sig-tug-dNingir-su, "the wool workers (weavers) of the

clothes of Ningirsu. "9

1.MSL 8/2 122; for u5-bimuien = ,lat kapru see MSL 8/2 155.
2. Babylonica 8 HG 12 obv. v 5.

3.MVN 13 740 = D. Owen, ZA 71 (1981), 29-47.
4.Note 5R pl. 43 (collated), containing a Neo-Assyrian listing of the months of the Ur calendar,

which erroneously lists the month as ki-sikil-dNin-a-zu instead of ki-sig-dNin-a-zu.

5.See pp. 465ff. for a discussion of the god Ninazu in his various cult cities.
6.Landsberger, LSS 6 1/2, 5 n 5; Falkenstein Gerichtsurkundcn II, 142 n. 5; Sollberger, TCS 1 143;

Krecher Kultlyrik, 41. For other meanings of ki-si-ga, see v. Dijk, Studies Falkenstein, 242.
7.LSS 6 1/2, 70.
8.Selz Wirtschatsurkunden, 60.
9.Note also the proper name Ur-kisig on two Ur III Girsu tablets (MVN 6 266 and MVN 7 254).

Maekawa states:As an occupational term [(geme)-ki-sig], however, it was replaced by gim-ul-bar in
the Sargonic period, though the personal name Gim-ki-sig still survived in the Ur III period. "
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In Lagas, the goddess Baba may have been associated with the nether-
World, as was Ninazu at Ur. ] It may be more than coincidence that at Ur the
months ki-sig-dNin-a-zu and ezem-dNin-a-zu occur, while at Lagas the
months sigdBa-bag-e-ta-gar-ra (with hypocoristic sig ba and in one instance
Id-sig-ba as at Ur!) and ezemdBa-bag are attested. 2 The term ki-sig means
"wool-workers" (of Ninazu), not "funerary offerings." The weaver wove a type
of crown which signified kingship, as mentioned in the "Dispute of Cattle
and Grain" (line 17): "The godly Weaver had not been born, so no royal cap
was worn" and (line 96): All yarns of the divine Weaver, the splendors of roy-
alty, I possess."3 Perhaps the wool-workers were needed to produce special
clothing or the crown for the statues of Ninazu and Baba, cult objects for this
ritual period.

There is a reference to u4 e-gar IZI-gu7-a sa Uriki-ma, "the day the wall was
consumed by fire in Ur" in a tablet dating to the fifth month of S38 (Jones-
Snyder SET 42). However, this alludes to a historical event, rather than to a
ritual occasion.

vi. ezem-dNin-azu

The month name evolved from the pre-Sargonic Ur month itiezem-mab-
dNin-a-zu5.

An important reference from Ur for understanding the nature of this fes-
tival of Ninazu is in a text detailing an allotment of oxen for ceremonies
comprising the funerary offerings to the deceased Ur-Nammu (UET 3 244):
"2 oxen: provisions for the abum (observance); 1 ox: provisions for the Festi-
val of Ninazu; 1 ox: provisions for the Festival of AN.UUL; (all these are) the
provisions for the funerary offerings (ki-a-nag) for Ur-Nammu." This text
from the reign of Ibbi-Sin (no month is recorded) thus links all three obser-
vances to the cult of the dead.

The first of these three, the abum (or apum) observance, was practiced
throughout much of Mesopotamia, providing a month name for many of the
calendars.4 Another undated Ur text refers to beer, various grains, and
sweet-smelling fragrances for the abum ceremony of the ki-a-nag on the 5th
of the month (UET 3 1015). An Ur III reference to the abum festival (MVN
11 p. 38 [S35]) includes 8 sheep as provisions for the abum (ni-dab5-a-bu-um-
ma) and 3 sheep as additional (supplies) (dab-bu-a-bu-um-ma).

Concerning the second of these three observances, a god d13UL is attested
in the late god list AN = Anum VI 279 as bibru (CAD B 222: a bird or rhyton);

1.See pp. 465ff.
2.See pp. 52-53.
3.Alster and Vanstiphout, Acta Sum 9 (1987), 15.
4. See pp. 259-261 for a discussion of the month name Ab/pum.
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AN.UUL in na4-AN.I3UL-za-gin as bibra, "rhyton. " Note also dUdug = bibra

(quoted CAD B 222). (The signs UDUG and UUL are somewhat similar in
form, possibly explaining both being equated with bibra.) In the "Contest of

Summer and Winter" the bibs-bird is listed among the winter fowl, l yet the

month itiezem-dNin-a-zu is a summer month. Thus, it is unclear as to what

the term AN.UUL in ezem-AN.UUL refers.
The Festival of Ninazu was the third of the observances performed for the

cult of the deceased Ur-Nammu. A Drehem text also connects the ezem-

dNin-a-zu with the id-a-nag ritual for another deceased Ur III king, 8ulgi
(AUCT 1 35 [AS6 vi]): "1 grain-fed sheep for each of the first 5 days of the.
month: provisions for the id-a-nag of 8ulgi, the ezem- dNin-a-zu. "

Landsberger suggested that the ezem-dNin-a-zu was a joyous occasion:

"M[onat] des (Freuden) festes des N[inazu]" celebrating the return of Nina-

zu from the netherworld. 2 Although Landsberger may be correct in assum-
ing that the basic motif was the return of Ninazu (and the deceased kings
who were identified with him) from the netherworld, the ceremony probably
did not involve the public and likely was somber in nature.

In Old Babylonian Ur, just as at Ur III Ur, the festival of Ninazu was
marked by offerings to funerary shrines, as noted by offerings to the shrines
of the deceased entu-priestesses, Enmegalanna and Enanatumma. s

vii. aki-ti

At Ur the festival of the seventh month was called a-ki-ti-su-numun, "the

a-Id-ti festival of the seeding (season)," to distinguish it from the a-Id-ti of the

first month (a-ki-ti-ie-kin-ku 5 "the

	

festival of the harvesting [sea-

son] ") 4
The a-id-ti festival of the seventh month lasted for at least the first eleven

days of the month, compared to perhaps only five to seven days for the a-ki-

ti festival of the first month. (The first millennium akitu-festivals at Uruk and
Babylon were also eleven days in duration.) As with the a-id-ti-festival of the
first month at Ur, the three central ritual sites were the du b-fir-sanctuary, the

Ekisnugal temple of Nanna, and the Ekarzida in Gaes. 5
The Great Offering, a major event of any festival celebration, was per-

formed on several occasions at the Ekarzida in Gaes, being attested on the
1st, 8th, 9th, and 11th days of the month. At the onset of night the Great Of-

1. Civil, quoted CAD B 222.

2. LSS 61/2, 70.

3. For further information on this Old Babylonian observance at Ur, see pp. 230-231.

4. Hussey, JAGS 33 (1931) no. 8 (SS3): ma§-da-ri-a a-ki-ti-Su-numun ?;a Ga elk`. For the term §u-

numun, see pp. 95E For a thorough treatment of the a-ki-ti festival, see the chapter on this subject.

5. For a discussion of the Ekarzida at Gaei and its role in the a-ki-ti festival, see pp. 407ff.

fering was performed in Gaes for Nanna at the a-ki-ti-complex. A Drehem
tablet dated to IS2 (Holma-Salonen Cuneiform Tablets 27) detailing the offer-
ings for the beginning of the seventh month (itia-ki-ti) has the entry: 1 gu4-
niga dNanna sizkur-gu-la s`a Uriki-ma u4-8-kam "The 8th day: 1 grain-fed ox
(for) Nanna, the Great Offering in Ur." Another occurrence of the Great Of-
fering as part of the celebration is from the 30th day in the sixth month (itia-
ki-ti) of AS1 (Or 4749 no. 8): 4 gu4-niga dNanna igi-su-nir sizkur-gu-la ga a-
ki-ti "4 grain-fed oxen for Nanna, before (his) emblem; the Great Offering
in the a-ki-ti complex." Midnight offerings (agi6-sag-a) occurred in Ur at the
dug-ur-mound and at the Ekisnugal, followed by the daybreak offering to
Nanna (probably at the Ekisnugal) (UET 3 193): "2 lambs for the dug-fir-
mound and 1 ox, 2 lambs and 1 goat for the temple of Nanna ... in Ur. 1
sheep and 1 lamb as the midnight offering to Nanna; 2 lambs as the daybreak
offering to Nanna; 1 two-year old cow, 1 sheep and 1 lamb from the ... build-
ing(?) and 1 reed-fed pig from the preserve as the nightly Great Offering for
Nanna at the a-ld-ti. Disbursed on the 11th of the month a-ki-ti as royal offer-
ings." Another Drehem text records ovine offerings destined for Ur, Gaes
and the in Gaes through at least the first nine days of the seventh
month (Jones-Snyder SET 98). An undated Ur tablet (UET 3 283) contain-
ing offerings for the 9th probably of itia-ki-ti (rather than itise-kin-ku5 )
records midnight offerings: good quality black beer and farina for the du6-
fir, quality beer and black beer poured into bowls, pea flour and farina for
the temple of Nanna (in Ur), and cheese, ghee, [...] and farina for Nanna
at the a-Id-ti in Gaes; daybreak offerings for Nanna at the a-ki-ti in Gaes con-
sisting of black beer, pea flour and farina; and quality black beer for the
Great Offering of Nanna at the a-ki-ti complex in Gaes`.

During the day Belat-gubner and other deities travelled by barge from Ur
to Nanna in Gaes at the where there probably was a ritual lustration
of Nanna's statue, followed by ceremonies wherein the visiting gods paid
homage to Nanna (Sauren NY Public Library 48 = Eames Coll. E3) (846/AS3 vi):

1 ewe and 1 goat for the temple of Belat-iubner (at the occasion) of her go-
ing on Nanna's boat for the a-ki-ti; 1 grain-fed sheep as an offering to Nanna
in the a-ki-ti; 2 grain-fed sheep, 1 duck, 2 ...-birds, 5 turtle-cloves, 1 small
reed-(fed) hog bred for roasting for the "place of the king" at Karzida; 2
lambs for the offering for the Place of Disappearance; [...].

A Drehem tablet records offerings for Inanna and Nana for the a-Id-ti
(Watson Birmingham I 68 [847 vii 5]). But more interestingly the document
lists one grain-fed sheep each for the procession-way(?) (sa kaskal-la) for En-

Ninlil, Nanna, Inanna, Ninsun, and Lugalbanda on the 5th day. This may
refer to Nanna's reentry into Ur from the a-ki-ti house at Gaes, the event
which was the essence of the festival.
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The king probably participated in some of the ceremonies, staying at his
royal residence there, the "Place of the King" (ki-lugal) at Karzida (UET 3

186 and Sauren NY Public Library 48). During the festival the king held a ban-

quet, although the site (Gael or Ur) is unspecified (YBC 16828 [AS8]): "3
grain-fed oxen for the royal banquet (kas-de-a-lugal) of the a-ki-ti-su-numun

(festival). "
The presence of the king is attested in another Drehem text dated to

the 5th day of the seventh month of AS9 (MVN 8 221) according to which
ovines were disbursed and loaded onto a barge for when "the king goes to

Gael" (lugal Ga-elk'-se gin-ne ma-a ba-na-a-ga-ar). UET 3 1641 mentions
clothing for young girl singers, who also participated in the festivities. This
use of special oxen for the a-ki-ti festival is recorded in two Ur texts, one list-
ing rope for cowherds, cattle, and for the a-ki-ti oxen (gu4-a-Id-ti) (UET 3
1504) and another listing garments for the drivers of the a-id-ti oxen and
sheep (UET 3 1641). Another text records a royal mas-da-ri-a offering of sil-

ver ox-nose-rings for the a-ki-ti-§u-numun festival (UET 3 380).

Many tablets record masdaria and other offerings for the a-ki-ti-festival in

Gaes. One text records ma3'dariaofferings of clothing, dates, and fish for the

"place of the king" (ki-lugal) for the a-Id-ti-su-numun festival (UET 3 186);

masdaria-offerings of sheep, goats and oxen for the aki-ti-su-numun for both

Ur and Gael are recorded on an undated Drehem tablet (AUCT 1637) . Oth-

er tablets list maldaria-offerings of dates (Reisner Telloh 276 [IS5] and Virol-

leaud Laga.l73 [SS5 x]); animals (CTMMA 1 17 [AS4 vii]); and flour and

beer (MVN 13 118 [S41 vi]: for the ni-GIS-rum-it sa a-ki-ti). 1 Hallo, Acta Sum

3 (1981) YBC 16652 refers to the a-Id-ti-su-numun-n a; AASF B 92 298 and 510

also mention supplies for the a-ki-ti; MVN 12 414 mentions dates for mas-da-
ri-a-ki-ti; a delivery of animals for the a-ki-ti-complex (unclear which festival
since no month) (MVN 13 517); AUCT 2 239 (SS7 viii 10) records disburse-
ments of sheep and goats originally intended as provisions for the aki-ti-su-

numun festival for the entu-priestess of Inanna-of-Uruk; MVN 13 477 (AS9
vii) records a disbursements of goats for the a-ki-ti-su-numun festival; an un-
dated tablet (AUCT 1 316) records oxen, cows, sheep and ewes for both the
a-ki-ti-§'u-numun and the a-Id-ti-se-kin-ku5. A broken reference (Durand Cat-

alogue EPHE 419) mentions supplies for the a-ki-ti which were delivered to
the palace. A fragment of an unpublished Drehem tablet (YBC 16652) lists
provisions for various months. The only preserved entry for iua-ki-ti is for the

26th and records barley for "the boat laden with dabin-paste for the brewers

of the temples for the a-ki-ti-su-numun festival" (ma-dabin lii-bappir2 a-n[e?-

...] a-Id-ti-su-numun) . The year name is not preserved, but presumably the

1. The term n1-GIS-rum occurs also in a broken context in Sauren NY Public Library 373 i 10. The

copies preclude a reading ni-u 1-rum in these two passages.

UR

tablet dates before SS4, thus to the sixth month of the year. This would ex-
plain the date of the 26th, i.e., four days before the a-ki-ti-festival in Ur.

There are references from Girsu to mas'daria-offerings for the a-ki-ti festi-
val at Ur (ITT 6167; ITT 6922; ITT 6959). A contract from Girsu dated to the
fifth month of AS7 concerns the delivery of oxen to Ur by the beginning of
the month for the (RA 73 [1979] no. 2): ... Uriki-ma a-ki-ti-a sag-u4-sakar,t-s`e. Two Girsu texts refer to the a-ki-ti of Ur in Nippur (a-ki-ti Uriki-masa Nibruki). 1 Lafont Tello 29 is dated to the third month, thus the a-ki-ti fes-
tival referred to must be the upcoming in Nippur during the fourth
month. Yet the scribes use the expression "the a-ki-ti of Ur in Nippur." These
two references are acknowledgments that the a-ki-ti festivals in Nippur (albe-
it in different months) were believed to have originated at Ur.

In this month one Ur text (UET 3 190) refers to an offering of "1 grain-
fed sheep and 1 lamb for the festival of the boat of Suen" (ezem-ma-dSuen),
for which see our discussion of the a-ki-ti festival of the first month of the Ur
calendar.

viii. ezem-dSul-gi

The eighth month of the Ur calendar was renamed itiezem-dSulgi "the
Festival of Sulgi" to commemorate Sulgi's thirtieth jubilee, as had occurred
with the tenth month in Umma. However, due to the lack of Ur tablets dated
before Sulgi 30, the name of the eighth month before itiezem-dSul-gi is notknown. In Umma the month itiur was replaced, yet there is no proof that itiurwas the old Ur month name.

Several Ur texts record supplies for the Festival of Sulgi: "dates as provi-
sions for the festival of [...] and the festival of Sulgi ..." (UET 3 273 [no
date]: ni-ezem-ma ezem-d[...] tl ezem-dSul-gi §A AB [...]); "containers of food
prepared for the festival of Sulgi" (UET 3 80: ... dug-ninda ... ezem-

dSul-gi
ba-ak); "10 minas of fourth quality wool cloth for the festival of Sulgi (UET
3 1504 [IS1]); clothing for the festival of Sulgi (Loding Ur251 [IS7 in); eight
types of grain, peas, beer, reeds, edible plants, and two five-liter containers
of food for the festival of Sulgi, disbursed in Ur (Jones-Snyder SET 1 181
[AS2] ).

Although these sparse texts provide little information about the festival,
based upon the munificent quantities in Umma, the festival probably had
even grander proportions in Sulgi's own city. During his lifetime this festival
may have been the occasion for which many of his hymns were composed.

1. Lafont Tello 29 and ITT 6756: mai-da-ri-a 5-ki-ti Urik'-ma Nibruk'.
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The na-ab-ri-um festival of Annunitum occurred during the eighth month
in Ur. The na-ab-ri-um of Belat-suhner and Belat-terraban was celebrated the
following month, most probably at Uruk:

Festival

	

Related context

	

Date

	

Reference

na-bi-ri-um

	

e-Belat-'suhner
ezem-na-ab-r[i-(um)] Annunitum/Ur
na-ab-ri-um

	

Belat-§ubner/Belat teiraban
U4 na-ab-ri-um

	

Annunitum/UlmagItum

na-ab-ri-bum

The nabrum observance provided the name for a month in the Amorite
calendars at Esnunna, 3aduppum and Nerebtum in the Old Babylonian pe-
riod. Only one of the Ur III texts refers to this occasion as a festival in Ur
(PDT II 973). Three of the five references are undated, but the other two
date the observance to the eighth month. One text (Legrain TRU 272) states
clearly that the observance occurred in the temple of Belat-suhner, while the
other texts mention either Belat suhner (and Belat-terraban) or Annunitum
(and Ulmasitum) as the subject of the observance. The nabru ritual may have

been a rite involving the interpretation of omens in order to foretell the suc-
cess of the coming agricultural year.'

During the Ur III period there was an c -lu-niim of dGestin-an-na-SI.A-tum,

recorded on an Umma tablet (MVN 15 162) dated to the eighth month (e-

iti-as): 30 sa gi 1 gu 8 i^ma-nu dGestin-an-na-SI.A-tum-ma. The tablet includes

the note "withdrawn in Ur."

ix. su-es5-sa / ezem-dSu-dSuen

During the Ur III period in Ur the orthography' ttsu-es5-sa predominated,

with the writing iusu-es-la much less common (UET 3 315). However in Dre-
hem both orthographies were quite common. Several variants are attested:

itisu-es (MVN 10120; MVN 13 234 [AS5]) ; itisu-sa-es (BE 3 46); itisu-sa (Speel-

ers Recueil 116 = Limet Textes Sumeriens 33); ities-sa (Scheil,,RA 24 [1927] 45

[AS9] )
This month name derives from an original pre-Sargonic Ur month name

itisu-e's-dNanna (UET 2 Supplement no. 13). The only occurrence of the term
sues aside from the month name is from a pre-Sargonic document from Ur
recording the delivery of cattle and sheep for cultic purposes (Alberti-Pom-

ponio Ur46 iii 3): 1 udu-nits 1 u8 udu x x (x)-a suesdlnanna a-ta-e bagid "1

ram, 1 ewe and ... sheep were delivered ... for the sues of Inanna. " Unfor-

tunately, it is unclear from this one reference whether the su-el connotes a

1. See pp. 394395 for the nabrum festival.

UR

type of offering, a shrine/building, or a festival/ritual. This month name,
therefore, derives from the early cult of Nanna. However, as seen in the
above quoted early reference, the cult of Inanna was also involved. Adding
to the mystery of the term is the elongated form su-el-sa which is used
throughout the Ur III period. Were the final -a indicating the genitive or loc-
ative, we would expect a variant *'t'su-es-a, since Sumerian orthography tends
not to write one sign combining a final -s with a postpositional element.'

There are no Ur III references to a su-el-sa festival, yet references do oc-
cur during the reign of Sumuel in Old Babylonian Ur. 2 These texts record
the withdrawal of ghee, cheese and dates from the storehouse of Ningal for
the festival. It seems more likely that this festival continued uninterrupted
from the pre-Sargonic period through the Ur III period, down into Old
Babylonian times, than its being suddenly reintroduced into Ur after a hiatus
of at least a hundred years.

The earliest reference to the festival of Su-Sin is from a Drehem tablet dat-
ing to the twelfth month of the second year of 3u-Sin's reign: ni-dab5-ezem-
d3u-dSuen (AUCT 2 18). The following year (SS3) another tablet mentions
this festival in the twelfth month. CT 32 pl. 12 [SS3] lists 1 calf for Enlil and
1 calf for Ninlil for the Festival of the Carnelian Statue of 3u-Sin for days 6
and 7 and oxen for this festival on day 29. This tablet is dated to ezem-[dMe-
ki-gal] of 3S3, which, if we follow Whiting's suggestion for the format of the
Drehem calendar in 3S3,3 was the twelfth month of the year. Another text
(BIN 3 244 [SS5]) records 2 oxen and 1 cow for the Festival of the Carnelian
Statue. If this tablet refers to the cult at Ur (rather than Nippur), then this
likely refers to preparations for the Festival of 3u-Sin at Ur in the twelfth
month, before it was repositioned to the ninth month. After listing offerings
for Nippur, this tablet records provisions of oxen for the 30th day for the fes-
tival of 3u-Sin in the royal preserve (ni-dab5-ezem-d3u-dSuen sa na-da-tum).
These two references to a festival occurring in the twelfth month (or the first
month, since CT 32 pl. 12 records provisions withdrawn on the 29th, possibly
for use the next few days) refer to a celebration at Ur, not Drehem. At Dre-
hem the festival was in the ninth month, as the renaming of the ninth month
at Drehem indicates. Later, under Ibbi-Sin, when the month itiezem-d3u-
dSuen was employed also at Ur, the Ur observance may have been moved to
the ninth month from the twelfth or first month. The latest Drehem tablet
with the ninth month named itisu-es-sa is from 3u-Sin year 3.4 This occur-

1. A reading 3u-el-na5 as a shortened form for su-e§- dNanna is highly unlikely due to the lack of
an Ur III variant *§ucg-na or nu-e§-dNanna.

2. H. Figulla, Iraq 15 (1953), 117f1. no. 45 = UR V 785 (no month), no. 46 = UR V 757 (month 9),
no. 47 = UR V 745 (month 9).

3. "Some Observations on the Drehem Calendar," ZA 69 (1979), 13.
4. MVN 1 171; MVN 3 315 dated to IS6 also contains the month /ti§u-es-sat .
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rence in the third year of Su-Sin may simply be due to habit, the scribe for-
getting that the ninth month had been renamed.

In Ur, as in Drehem, the month itisu-es-sa was eventually replaced by
itiezem dgudSuen. However, there is no list of months which clearly proves
the replacement. Rather, it is the almost total disappearance of the month

name itisu-es-sa after the year Ibbi-Sin 8 (UET 3 1010 [IS15] is the latest oc-

currence) and the emergence of itezem-dSu-dSuen, which, along with the

earlier reform at Drehem, leads us to this conclusion. The only occurrence

of the month tuezemaSu--dSuen before IS8 is one document from SS5 (UET
3 1541). The appearance of the month name "Festival of Su-Sin" in the Ur
calendar under Ibbi-Sin may be due to an influx of Drehem scribes, re-
trenching in the capital of a besieged empire, rather than as a result of a roy-

ally decreed calendrical reform.

x. ezem-mad}

The month is named after the great festival of Nanna, as discerned in pre-

Sargonic texts from Ur: idezem-mah-dNanna (UET 2 Supplement nos. 40 and

45). One of these texts mentions the festival: "1 fat-tailed sheep was con-
sumed at the great festival of Nanna." The term "great festival" was also ap-

plied to the cults of Ninegal: itiezem-mahdNin-e-gal-ka (UET 2 Supplement

no. 47) and Ningublaga: "1 ox was supplied for the great festival of Ningubl-

aga" (UET 2 Supplement no. 38).
The Great Festival of Nanna involved offerings to Inanna, as well. The fes-

tival occurred during the middle of the month, when the moon was full, as
noted on a text probably dated to the 18th, which records 10 sheep as offer -

ings for the various statues in the temple of Innana, along with the uzu-a-bal
offering and the Great Offering (Or 7 104 [SS7 x 18?]). The Great Festival
was a large scale affair, necessitating months to gather the provisions and of-
ferings: honey, ghee, beer, dates, dried pears(?), liparu-fruit, strings of figs
and juniper as the regular supplies for the lustration of Nanna and the lesser
gods(?) (dingir-tur-tur) and the ... (ni-git-de) of the Great Festival (UET 3
209); fish as the nesag-offerings for the Great Festival for the palace of the
king (UET 3 76) ; jars of yellow milk, 2 kinds of fishes, goat hair and onions
brought into the palace for the Great Festival (Sigrist PTS 285 [AS5 vii] ); sev-
eral type of cereals, different beers, roasted barley, salt, mane-wood, young

reeds, and 70 food containers (Jones-Snyder SET 181 [AS2] ) ; barley (Lau OB

Temple Records 83 [AS4], Fish Catalogue 534 [SS9 viii]); and metals (YOS 4
290). The ritual included a lustration of Nanna's statue, as well as plentiful
offerings: oxen, bison, boar, gazelles and goats from the royal preserve, as
well as various types of sheep, cows and lambs (MVN 3 198 [S42 x]).

Mafdaria-offerings were provided for the Great Festival: silver (Sigrist PTS
565); oxen and sheep (Fish Catalogue 434 [SS5], Hallo, HUCA 29 [1958] no.
3); silver, oxen, sheep, a goat and a lamb (AUCT 2 185 [AS5 x]); silver and
gold (MVN 3 197 [S42 vii]); oxen, sheep, goats and Iambs (Lambert, RA 49
[1955] no. 5 [SS4]). Girsu texts record m&daria-offerings of fish (MVN 11
106 [AS4], ITT 3410[AS7], MVN 13 734 [SS2], MVN 2 174 [SS1 ix], Sauren
Wirtschaftsurkunden 174 [SS1 viii], Virolleaud Lagos? 270 [SS1]); dates (MVN
12 414 [AS5] ); and silver (ITT 3483, Virolleaud Lag& 5 [SS2 x] ). These ref-
erences indicate that throughout Sumer cities were responsible for supply-
ing offerings at Ur for this major festival, as seen in one Girsu text which
records "30 gur of cooked fish for the a-ki-ti-complex and 30 gur of cooked
fish for the Great Festival as madaria-offerings of the grand vizier (sukkal-
mab) destined for Ur" (ITT 3410). 1 An Umma text dated to AS8 contains the
entry: 8 udu-niga-sig5 12 udu-niga-nita2 28 udu-u 2 sila4 mas`-da-rd-a ezem-su-
numun iY ezem-mab 24 udu-niga-sig5 1 sila4 mas-da-ra-a ezem-se-kin-k[u5]
[s]a-a-ur4?-min' ezem-su-numun ba-an-x "8 grain-fed quality sheep, 12 grain-
fed rams, 28 grass-fed sheep, and 2 lambs for the masrdaria-offering for the
gunumun-festival and the Great Festival; 25 grain-fed quality sheep and 1
Iamb for the =Maria-offering for the .lekinku-festival; ... for the .iunumun-fes-
tival." There is another Umma reference to the Great Festival (Arnold Temple
Records 4): mg-da-ri-a ezem-mah-se e-gal-la ba-an-ku4 "a mal'daria-offering for
the Great Festival was brought to the palace." The phrase "brought to the
palace" indicates that the Great Festival was a reference to the festival in Ur,
not a festival at Umma.

Sigrist has reconstructed the royal trips of Ibbi-Sin during the month of
his ascension to the throne, itiezem-mab. 2 It might be expected that Ibbi-Sin
would have been in Ur to participate in the Great Festival of Nanna. During
that month Ibbi-Sin was in Ur on days 3-4, 7-11, 15 and 30. However, aside
from the Great Offering to Nanna on the 3rd as part of his coronation, there
is no mention of his participation in the ezem-mab festival of Nanna.

According to an inscription, Ibbi-Sin dedicated a gold jar from a cam-
paign in Elam to Nanna: "so that at Ezen-mab and New Year, at the lustra-
tions of Nanna, oil may not be wanting in the place where the (rite of)
"mouth-opening" is performed on Nanna's copper bath pitcher. "3 Jacobsen
notes that according to other sources this pitcher "stood in Nanna's bed-
room on the top of the ziggurat of his temple Ekishnugal in Ur and was too
sacred to be seen by profane eyes."

1. Genouillac Trouvaille 11 (AS5 x) records "1 grain-fed sheep for Usan for the banquet (kaS-de-
a) of the Dublamab in Ur" during this month. But we do not know whether this was an annual or
monthly celebration.

2. Studies Sjoberg, 499ff.
3.Jacobsen Treasures, 124.
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xi. ezem-an-na

A variant itiezem-mab-an-na is attested from Drehem (Alster, Acta Sum 11

[AS1]). This may reflect an older form of the month name or simply have
resulted from confusion with the preceding month, itiezem-mab. l The tenth

month at Uruk was the similar sounding itiezem-ma-an-na and perhaps there

was a relationship between the two, one city originally borrowing the festival

and month name from the other.
A possible reference to this festival of An is in an Ur text (UET 3 1422 [IS7

xi]) which lists "3 female mill-hands for the holy festival " (ezem-ktl-ga)

According to Gudea Cylinder A a monthly festival called ezem-an-na was
celebrated in the Tira?;-temple in Girsu for Ningirsu. We are unaware of any
connection between these two festivals bearing the same name. 2

xii. ezem-dMe-kigal

In Ur and Drehem the month name is written itiezem-dMe-ki-gal (UET 3

272) or itime-ki-gal (Loding Ur 171) with variants itiezem-dMe ! (Ieg)-ki-gal

(Loding Ur 176); it'ezem--dki-gal (Speelers Recueil 117); tttezem-me-dki-gal

(AASF B 92 626); and it'ezem-me-si-gal (TIM 6 27).

A deity dMe-ki-gal is not attested in any Ur III texts. This month name
probably reflects an older Ur tradition which had disappeared by the Ur III

period.
There is a Drehem reference to a festival of Enki occurring in the twelfth

month, although the city is not specified (Eridu?) . The text (PDT I 270), dat-

ed to the 10th day of the twelfth month ( idezemdMe-ki-gal) of 5S9, records

"1 grain-fed ox for Balala, the singer, for the day the Festival of Enid is ob-

served" (u4 ezem-dEn-ki-ka in-na-ak). s A Sumerian emesal literary text con-

tains several passages which refer to the celebration of a festival of Enki. 4

Since there was a cult of Enki in pre-Sargonic Ur (see above), these passages
could refer to a festival at Ur, as well as at Eridu, the main site of Enki's cult.

From the Ur III period there is one attestation of the "The Wailing at the

Mourning-site(?) " (er-ki-gu-la, MVN 15 193), which was performed at a fu-
nerary libation site (id-a-nag) of Amar-Suen in the first year of his brother,

1.BIN 3 494 is dated to'uki-an-na, which perhaps is to be emended to i°ezem-an-na.

2.Jacobsen Harps, 401; see p. 77.
3.The first millennium B.C. Assyrian Astrolabe B refers to the twelfth month as the month of Ea

and of Enid 's(?) 'happiness ' : "The month Addans, in the vast fields of Ningirsu the sickle is not left

behind, the month of Enki 's(?) happiness, the month of Ea. "

4.BM 86535 (reference courtesy of the PSD): ezem dAm-an-ki-ga me-da am-tuku-am and ezem-
dAm-an-ki-ga a it-la ezem-il-mu-un-kA-ga a it-la.

king 8u-Sin. l The ritual lasted two days-the 27th and 28th of the twelfth
month-and included offerings of sheep each day. 2

For the possibility of the festival of 5u-Sin being celebrated in the twelfth
month, see our discussion of the ninth month of the Ur calendar.

xiii. iti-diri ezem-dMe-ki-gal

The intercalary month in Ur was named after the twelfth month, itiezem-
dMe-ki-gals There are no festivals during this month. An intercalary month
iti-diri-ezem-an-na is attested in IS1 (Toronto 910.209.274).

Other Festivals

An undated Ur tablet refers to supplies for the festival of Gula and the fes-
tival of Ninkununna (ni-dab5-ezem-ma-dGu-la ... ni-dab5-ezem-ma-dNin-kil-
nun-na [UET 3 1126]). According to this document returned supplies from
these and other provisions were redistributed, some redistribution occur-
ring in the month itise-kin-ku5. These goddesses are juxtaposed also in an of-
fering list from Ur (UET 3 278). These two deities had a cult in the temple
eANgu-la in Uruk according to lists of offerings in which the names of these
goddesses are again juxtaposed (TCL 2 AO 5482, AUCT 2 97). 4 The goddess
Gula, worshipped throughout much of Sumer, had a cult in Ur, located in
the temple of Ningublaga (UET 3 261).

According to the god-list AN = Anum Ninkununna was an attendant (dingir-
gub-ba) of the moon-god Suen (AN = Anum III 44). At Ur Ninkununna was
identified with Inanna, as discerned in two inscriptions of Ur-Baba of Girsu,
in which one records his having built the temple of Inanna, nin-kit-nun-na,
in Ur5 and the other his having built the temple of dNin-ktl-nun-na in Ur. 6
And in an inscription of Ur-Nammu (UET 2 39) Inanna has the epithet nun-
kit-nun-na. The temple of Ninkunu nna in Ur is mentioned as one of the

1.Perhaps the term ki-gu-la is similar in meaning to ki-gut-la = kigullu, "place of destruction(?)"(CAD K 350) or ki-bul = kijullii, "place used or fit for mourning rites " (CAD K 350).
2.For the 6r-gu-la in the Old Babylonian period at Ur, see p. 230.
3.For a listing of the intercalary months see Sigrist and Gomi, The Comprehensive Catalogue of

Published Ur HI Tablets (Bethesda, 1991), 306ff. and note the unpublished reference A 1742 which isfurther evidence that the years AS1 and AS2 were not intercalated: i°ezem-me-ki-gal-ie mu lia-ar-Si t"d Ki-ma§ki ba-bul-ta i°ezemcSul-gi mu dgu-za dEn-lil-la ba-dim-lb iti-33-kam.
4.For the identification of the e-AN-gu-la as a temple in Uruk, cf. AUCT 3 489 and note line 50:

[ii Unug] ki-ga.
5.SAKI 60 a.
6. SAKI 62 f.
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temples from which golden objects were taken in the year IS13 to pay Isin,

which was threatening Ibbi-Sin ' s collapsing empire (UET 3 702) . Another Ur
text refers to repair work being performed at the temple of Ninkununna
(UET 3 1502). A garden of Ninkununna was probably located in the Ekisnu-
gal complex as noted in a partially preserved ritual for the king (UET 3 57) :

Nanna ... flowing water.
The king enters the temple/house ...
That is the third day.
A second(?) time(?) the king having entered the temple of Nanna, he then

bathes during the middle of the night in the garden of Ninkununna.
Until the fifth day ... house ... of Nanna.

The 3'abra of Ninkununna is mentioned in a Drehem text of offerings des-

tined for Ur (Jones-Snyder SET 116) .
In Ur there were offerings for the Boat of An. However, there is no indi-

cation that this was an annual festival in Ur as it was at Uruk. l

A tablet (Sauren Wirtschaf8surkunden 144 [IS21), provenience unknown,

mentions the festival of Ningilzida: "32 gur and 76 liters of barley for the fes-

tival ofNingiszida (ezem dNin-gis-zi-da) ." Since there was a cult of Ningiszida
at several sites, including Ur and Lagas, the location of this festival is unknown.

1. For the festival of the Boat of An in Uruk, as well as for references to the offerings at Ur, see

pp. 215-216.

THE THIRD MII.i.FNNIUM B.C.

Umma

Sargonic tablets from Umma have been labeled mu-iti tablets after the con-
vention of dating each tablet by year and month numbers in the form: mu-#
iti-#. 1 Foster discerned that these tablets spanned three time periods, the
earliest tablets dating to the reign of Lugalzagesi (ca. 2340 B.C.) and the lat-
est to the close of the Akkad dynasty under Sar-kali-larri (2217-2193 B.C.). 2
The use of the mu-iti convention in the Umma documents does not preclude
the likelihood that the Umma months had names as did the other calendars
of Sumer. (There is one Sargonic tablet presumably from Umma with the
month iti ffa-l%da, which is possibly to be identified with the Sargonic period
month JJa-li-l/tu.3) This situation is somewhat analogous to that of its closest
neighbor, Lagas/Girsu, in the pre-Sargonic period, when, as a result of the
proliferation and confusion ofmonth names, an administrative technique of
numbering each month and year at the bottom of the tablet was imposed (al-
though the actual month name might still appear on the tablet). 4Just as the
numeric notation was a solution to a calendrical problem at Lagas/Girsu, so
too was the mu-iti system a response to a problem with the calendar at Umma.
In fact, it is quite probable, as Foster observes, that the mu-iti system was a
direct adaptation of the earlier and near-by Lagas/Girsu solution. 5

What then was this problem confronting the administrative personnel re-
garding the Umma calendar? The Umma calendar year may have begun
around the summer solstice, not around the vernal equinox as elsewhere
throughout Sumer. Evidence is a recently published Ur III tablet (SNSAT
409, discussed in detail below) from the eighth year ofAmar-Suen which pro-
vides very detailed information on the festival for the fourth month (nisag)

1. M. Powell ("Evidence for Local Cults at Presargonic Zabala," OrNS 45 [1976], 100-104) sug-
gests that many pre-Sargonic texts said to come from Umma actually derive from Zabalarn.

2. Foster Umma, 2-7, wherein Foster presents the varying opinions of other scholars regarding
the dating of these tablets.

3. For this month see p. 26. MCS 9 (1964) no. 233 contains the month name in the body of the
text, with only the year notation (mu-8) at the bottom, thus deviating from the mu-# iti-# (u 4-#)
formulaic ending.

4. See pp. 37ff.

5. Foster Umma, 7: 'The origins of the mu-iti dating system may be seen in the numerical dating
systems used at Pre-Sargonic Lagaf and Umma."
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and sums the entries as "standard New Year offerings for Sara" (sa-dull-zag-

mu-dSara). It is very unlikely that this long detailed list was intended for a
festival nine months later, particularly since there is a parallel Umma tablet
(YBC 16663, discussed below) dated again to the month nisag, but this time
in Amar-Suen's fifth year. It is therefore likely that the original Umma calen-
dar began in the first month of the summer. This would have created dating
problems for the short-lived kingdom of Lugalzagesi and for the Sargonic
kings when a standard year-name may have been in use throughout the em-
pire-the three spring months at Umma would have been considered part
of the previous year and used the previous year's year-name, whereas the rest
of the empire changed to the new year-name during these months. To re-

solve this problem the mu-iti system may have been introduced to harmonize
Umma dating and accounting with the rest of the empire. This shift of the
civil (but not cultic) calendar at Umma became permanent, as noted in the
many Ur III economic documents which clearly calculated the year 's ac-

counts beginning in the first month of spring. However, vestiges of the old
calendar remained with the old cultic New Year in the summer being cele-
brated at Umma during the Ur III period in the (now) fourth month.

The only two festivals mentioned in the Sargonic Umma tablets are the
festival of Dumuzi, (one reference dated to the first month in year 8 of the

mu-iti system), ' and the nisag-festival on several tablets dating to mu-iti

months 4, 5 and 6. In the Ur III period these festivals occurred in the 12th
and 4th months respectively and provided the names for their months. The
variance in the month numbering may have been the result of intercalary dif-
ferences between the native Umma calendar and the administrative mu-iti

system.
Umma tablets dated with actual month names are attested in the Ur III

period. During this span of approximately seventy years, with but the re-

placement of itiur with itiezem-dSul-gi beginning in Sulgi's thirtieth year and
itimin..E with itiezemdAmar-Suen by a handful of scribes from the years
Amar-Suen 6 to Su-Sin 2, the calendar remained intact, beginning with itise-

sag-ku5, concluding with 116 dDumu-zi, and adding an intercalary month itidiri.

The ordering of the Ur III months in Umma can be established by eco-
nomic texts which list all the months in order 2 and by those texts which list

just a beginning and end month, calculating on the tablet the number of

elapsed months.
The major annual festivals, which shared their names with the months in

which they occurred, consisted of the s'esagku, nisag, .lunumun, eitiai, and pa-

1. MAD 4 116; MAD 4 82 mentions the festival, but records no month number.

2. MVN 9 197; Gregoire AAS 35; Archi, OA 9 (1972) no. 8; Langdon, PSBA 35 (1913) p1. 4; OR

47 (1930) 401; YOS 4 246; TLB 3 69.

UMMA

kufe-festivals.' The iekarragalla, ri and Dumuzi festivals are not mentioned as
frequently as the aforementioned and thus, perhaps, were of relative minor
importance. Two additional festivals were introduced to honor the kings of
Ur, a festival for Sulgi to commemorate his thirty-year jubilee and a festival
for his successor Amar-Suen, beginning in his sixth regnal year. Oddly, al-
though Drehem and Ur record a month named for a similar festival to honor
Su-Sin, no mention of such a month or festival has been found in the Umma
tablets.

Around the beginning of spring the Festival of the Early Grass was cele-
brated at Umma, an observance associated with the goddesses Ninibgal,
Gula, and Ningipar. This festival, which was observed in Ur and Larsa as well,
was not assigned to one particular month at Umma, but timed to coincide
with the appearance of the early grass-sometime at the end of winter or very
beginning of spring, when spring pasturing could begin. That the obser-
vance was seasonal and not fixed to a particular date can be noted in its ob-
servance in AS6 in the intercalary month itidiri (YBC 1266): "1 sheep for the
(going out) to the early grass; an extra festival provision" (1 udu u-sag-s`e ni-
diri ezem-ma) and at the bottom of the tablet where the entries are summed:
"1 sheep for Ninibgal's going out to the early grass" (1 udu u-sag-see dNin-
ibgal), whereas in Yildiz and Gomi Umma no. 1885 the observance is held in
the first month (AS8 i). This latter text records:

[1] sheep as the satukku-offering,
[1] sheep for when she goes to Zabalam,
[1] sheep for when the goddess goes out to the Early Grass,
Gula of Umma;

3 sheep for when she goes to Zabalam,
1 sheep for when the goddess goes out to the Early Grass,
Ninibgal;

1 sheep for when Igizibara goes to Zabalam;
1 sheep for when Ningipar goes out to the Early Grass;
[1] sheep for the se-il-la of Nanse;

A total of 10 grass-fed sheep.

A reference to the ti-sag festival occurs in the myth Lugale 446ff: 2

At the gods' "early grass" (festivals)
may they seat the two of you

new-moon day by new-moon day,
on the broad side (of the table).

1. SNSAT 274, which Gomi suggests is probably from Umma, is a list of three oxen given each
year from S33 to 844 for the "three holy festivals " (3 gu4 ezem-3-kil). Another reference to these
three festivals is SNSAT 403 (AS8), again identified by Gomi as being from Umma, which lists
animals ezem-3-a-ba.

2.Jacobsen Harps, 257.
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and further on in the same work (lines 542ff.): 1

0 Mulalu stone, may you be found
in honey and wine,

and may you all rightfully be decked out
with gold,

at the "early grass" festival of the gods
may all lands salute you

by lowering nose to the ground for you.

According to Jacobsen "the "early grass," ... was presumably a spring fes-
tival, one celebrating the opening of the pasturing season for the flocks in

the desert."2 Jacobsen suggests that the Umma u-sag festival occurred at Za-
balam, near Umma, in which Ningipar and Ninibgal (goddesses identified

with Inanna), and Inanna 's harp, Igi-zi-bar-ra, participated. According to Ja-
cobsen "the most natural way to interpret these entries would seem to be that
they relate to a ritual procession with statues of the goddesses in question-
in the case of Igi-zi-bar-ra she presumably came in her form as sacred harp-
out into the desert to lament the dead Dumuzi. "3

The texts from Ur indicate that the observance occurred at the onset of
the spring. Note UET 3 273 obv. 15-18 for dates for the it-sag of two goddess-
es whose names are not fully preserved and UET 3 242 for the "wail" for the
ti-sag (er-fl-sag-ga-ke4) (UET 3 242). Unfortunately on neither tablet is the
month preserved. The it-sag occurs at Old Babylonian Larsa during the elev-

enth month. 4
It is unclear from the above Umma text if these-il-la ceremony or ritual

of Nanie was part of the Festival of the Early Grass, or an observance con-
nected to the harvesting of the first month. However, at Lagai/Girsu the se-
il-la of Nanie occurred in the twelfth month. 5

1.Jacobsen Harps, 262.

2.Jacobsen Harps, 257 n. 38. JJ. van Dijk (Lugal Ud Me-ldm-bi Nir-gdlI, 108), noting the variant

nisag for ti-sag, interprets the phrase ti-sagdingir-re-e-ne-key as "les premices des dieux en vous. " The

term ti-sag also occurs in the first line of a balag-lamentation: eden-na ti-sag-ga-key dam-a-ni mu-un-
na-an-te, "In the steppe at (the Festival(?) of) the Early Grass she nears her spouse " (see M.E. Cohen

Lamentations, 671). For a discussion of the term u-sag, see also H. Sauren, "Besuchsfahrten der Cotter

in Sumer," OrNS 15 (1946), 224 n. 1. A. Falkenstein, Festschrift Friedrich, 155 reads uzilg (il.KA)

instead of ii-sag (as does Figulla, Iraq 15 (1953), 119ff.) and translates " (der Feier des) sexual]

Unreinen, " noting a reference to uzilg(U.KA?) dNin-tin-ugs-ga on an Ur III tablet which mentions

the aki-ti-5e-kin-ku5 festival at Nippur (RA 9 [1912] pl. ii, SA 47). Perhaps, however, SA47 should be

read also as ti-sag.
3.Jacobsen, Unity and Diversity, 85 n. 17.

4. Seep. 234.
5. See pp. 76-77.
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The Months

i.

	

se-sag-ku5 / se-kin-ku5

Both month names itige-sag-ku5 and itiie-kin-ku5 are plentifully attested
throughout Umma tablets as the name of the first month of the year, without
any particular pattern to differentiate their usage. In fact, one tablet (BE 3/
1 100) contains both orthographies. This tablet is a compendium of transac-
tions from different years. Perhaps the scribe of the tablet copied the dates
from two separate original documents, each tablet inscribed with the month
name written differently. In one text dating to S33 a deified form of the
month name occurs: iti die-sag-kus (Schell, RA 25 [1928] no.7). The earlier
of the two names appears to be itiie-sag-ku5, which occurs on two early
Umma tablets bearing the year formulae mu-2-kam-its-sa-bi and mu-4-kam-its
(MVN 4 134 and 135). 1

Since the month name itige-sag-ku5 occurs only at Umma, whereas itiie-
kin-ku5 occurs in the calendars of the other major cities as well, the month
itiie-sag-ku5, the month of "the early-barley cutting" is probably a native
month name. The many occurrences of itiie-kin-ku5 at Umma may have re-
sulted from an intermingling of these two months which sounded alike, de-
noted the same event, and occurred at the same time.

The Umma festival was named ezem-ie-sag-ku5 "the festival of the early-
barley cutting" (Sigrist Syracuse 489, Limet Textes Sumeriens 90) or ezem-ie-
kin-ku5 "the harvest festival," (TCL 5 AO 5667 [AS2 and AS3]; MVN 4 138
[SS2] ).2 The omission of this festival from AO 6040 below does not indicate
the unimportance of the holiday, but rather may indicate that the first
month had already passed by the time the tablet was written. Syracuse 489
lists seven pairs of boots and vials of a special oil as provisions for the festival,
objects which may have been used in ritual lustrations. Limet Textes Sumeriens
90 was written during the third month of the year and adds the entry of one
sheep for next year's iesagku-festival. TCL 5 AO 5667 lists offerings for the se-
kin-ku5-festival for two consecutive years: (AS2) one ox as a satukku-offering
for Sara and one ox as a royal burnt offering; (AS3) two grain-fed oxen as
royal ma3daria-offerings. Another text, probably from Umma, records 8 liters
of yellow-milk as provisions for the festival (Forde Dakota 47 8 [SS7]) : sila ga-

1.For the reading and meaning of the month names 'u§e-sag-ku5 and 'tile-kin-ku5 see our
discussion of the twelfth month of the Nippur calendar. One Umma text (NBC 1404), which in the
body mentions the months '''§u-numun and''Lig-si 4, is dated at the bottom of the tablet: id §e-
kinx(SE+KIN)-a-ta mu en-unu 6 [...]-na ba-bun (=AS5).

2. For sag-ku5 sakkuttu "remainder(?)," see CAD S 79 sub sakkuttu A, where the term is attested as
referring to barley (CT 2 29:25): ana sakkutti 3e'im.
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sigp ni-dab5-ezem-se-kin-ku5. A goat for the temple of Sara and a sheep are

recorded for the festival in another text (Boson Tavolette 162).

ii. sig4P1NI-sub-bagagar-ra.

For references to the various orthographies and readings of this month
name in both Umma and Nippur see our discussion of the third month of

the Nippur calendar.
At Umma there was a special ceremony for the brick mold during the

month, which, as part of the cult of Sara, was performed probably at some
point after the 7th of the month. The Umma tablet Toronto 967.827.12 (AS6
ii) lists offerings for the new moon, for the 7th of the month (gttgigir u4-7),

daily provisions (a-u4-da), and 1 grass-fed sheep as provisions for the "laying
of the brick in the brick mold" (ni-dab5 sig4 gitNI-iub-ba gar-ra). 1

iii. se-kar-ragal-la

This month name occurs as itise-kar-ra-gal-la (Kang Umma 303), itise-kar- ,

gal-la (Kang Umma 49), idge-kar-ra-gal (Kang Umma 201), itise-kargal (YOS 4
25), itiie-kar-ragagar (Schneider, AnOr 1 195), itise-kar-ra-GAR:Ia (BRM 3

121), itise-karga-la (MVN 13 257), itiie-kar-ra-ga-la (Sauren NY Public Library

93), it'se-kar-raga-gal-la (AnOr 18 30) and idge-kar-ra (Or 47 207).
Two pre-Ur III documents contain terminology similar to our month

name. On one tablet at the very end of a list of individuals who, according to
Westenholz, invested barley, and in another tablet concerning a venture in-
volving barley and silver are found the expressions: se sila-a gal-la and se sila-

a gal-la Lugal-iti-da. 2 The term se-sila-agal-la is an economic expression and
has greater implications than its literal meaning "barley which is on the

street. " (In American financial parlance the expression "on the street " con-

notes that a financial opportunity has been released to the public for com-
petition.) However, it does make sense to interpret the phrasese-kar-ra-gal-
la literally: "barley which is at the quay." Two months earlier the harvest had
begun and so, by the third month, the barley would probably have been piled
high along the quays for shipment along the waterways. 3

References to an actual festival name ezem-ie-kar-ragal-la occur on an
Umma textile account dated to AS2 which lists 90 bundles of rope (sa-gu) for

the iekaragala and nisag-festivals, 60 bundles of rope for the eitiaMestival, and
30 bundles of rope for the paku3'e-festival (Jones-Snyder SET 274: 308-313);

1. For a discussion of cultic events associated with the brick mold at Nippur, see p. 95.

2. BIN 8 221; Westenholz OSP 2; cf. la ina si qi meaning "outstanding assets " (CAD S 406).

3. Alster Dumuzi's Dream, 108, following this interpretation of the month name, discusses the

expression tug kar-ra gal-la, understanding the term as referring to the actual washing of clothes,

which occurred by the quay.
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and in YBC 1783, which records grain as provisions for the festival: ni-dab5
-ezelp-se-kar-ra-gal-[1]a. Another probable reference to the Iekaragala-festival

is a Drehem tablet dated to the month itsie-kar-gal-la in 5S6, which includes
the entry "3.1 gur of emmer, provisions for the festival" (Sigrist PTS 289).

Limet Textes Sumeriens 90 lists four items which were probably used for the
celebration of the lekaragala-festival. This conclusion is based upon noting
that the entries are for ritual offerings preceding the entries for the fourth
month, itinisag, and that the tablet was written in the third month. In addi-
tion, its reference to Milan, the grain-goddess, also supports the assumption
of festivities for this month. The tablet enumerates four items: "(Already)
dispatched: 1 grass-fed sheep for the,...-boat, 1 goat for making an offering
at ..., 1 goat for the ...-offering and 1 goat for [...I of Asnan." 1 All four items
in this text might have been intended for a ritual boat procession with stops
and offerings along the way, culminating at the temple of Asnan. Thus per-
haps the last line should be restored "for the [temple] of Milan."

See our discussion below of the month itipa4-kits-e for the kulgur-se-il-la
dNans-e, perhaps a leather bag used to measure out 1 gur of barley, as a ritual
object receiving offerings during the month.

iv. nisag

The full month name with the Sumerian word for "festival," itiezem-nisag,
occurs rather seldomly, the form itinisag predominating. 2

The reading itinisag (rather than *itimurub4) is based upon several obser-
vations. A syllabic orthography itiezem-ni-sag-e most likely for our month
name occurs in a document whose case bears the seal of the scribe Lugal-ktl-
zu and which is witnessed by Da-gu, 5a6ga and Ur-gi6-par4 (AUCT 3 471 with
case 472). Lugal-kli-zu is attested as having sealed tablets in Umma, 3 in
Puzrii-Dagan,4 and in Girsu.5 Although the witnesses are independently at-
tested at multiple sites, 6 in one Umma text (Gregoire AAS 96) both Da-gu
and Ur-gi6-par4 have sealed the same tablet, while another Umma document
(Hruika, Studies Matoug [J 861]) bears the seals of both Lugal-kit-zu and Ur-

I. Limet suggests restoring the last line as "for the [festival] of Asnan," which would, presumably,
be an alternate name for the Iekaragala-festival. However, this format would be contrary to the overall
phrasing in the text. The presence of the term gin-na ( "gone"), rather than ezem-3e-kar-ra-gal-la as
in the following sections of the text, may convey that the holiday offerings had already been
dispatched, but nonetheless had to be listed in the month's accounting.

2. Owen NATN 243; three undated Ur III texts (MVN 4 127 and 166; NBC 325) and in SNSAT
409 (AS8).

3. Kang Umma 54 (AS8; no month) and 250 (AS2; no month), AUCT 1 550 (SS8; no month).
4. AUCT 1 (AS2; ezem-dNin-a-zu).
5. Limet Textes Sumeriens, 18 (SS4; ezemdBa-ba6).
6. Limet Anthroponymie, 393, 526, 546.
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gi6-par4. Thus our tablet (AUCT 3 471) probably comes from Umma where
this would be a variant orthography for the Umma month itiezem-nisag. l

This same month name occurs in the Ur III Mari calendar as itini-ni-sag
(Jestin, RA 46 [1952] no. 3). In a calendar, perhaps from Kesi, Z the terms
ezem- and ni- seem to be interchangeable, thus the Mari month ni-ni-sag is
probably the same as *ezem-ni-sag. 3 A possible second variant for our month
name occurs in another Umma tablet (AUCT 3 447), which perhaps should
be read itiezem-saglg, thus a variant for itiezem-nisag. A reading itinisag is fur-
ther supported by the existence of the Semitic month Nisannu, a derivative

from Sumerian nisag. Another factor suggesting the reading itinisag is the in-

tinerary for the nisag-festival, which included the making of the first malt of
the season, which in one text mentions se-nisag and in another se-nisag-ga
(this latter reference proving a reading nisag) and thereby raising the possi-
bility of a relationship between the term se-nisagga and the festival name.

As previously stated, on the basis of the summation of offerings for this
month as "standard New Year offerings for Sara" (SNSAT 409), it is possible
that this first month of summer was originally the New Year at Umma. In the
Sargonic period, however, the New Year was shifted to the spring. Supplies
for the coming new year were brought all year round, including hides for
farmers (Sigrist PTS 144) and the hiring of straw carriers (Sigrist Syracuse

439). The standards of the cities and the standards of the gods were beauti-
fied or made anew for the occasion, presumably for the New Year 's parade
(Jones-Snyder SET 173 [SS8]): "4 shekels of silver for the standard of the
Guedena of Umma, 1 /z shekels of silver for the standard of the Guedena of
Apisal-provisions for the new year"; (NBC 393 [S42]): "4 shekels of silver
for the standard of the Guedena of Umma, 1% shekels of silver for the stan-
dard of the Guedena of Apisal-provisions for the New Year (ni-dab5-zag-
mu-ka) ." Another text (Sigrist Rochester 98 [AS8]) records clothing for the
gods as provisions for the New Year festival (ni-dab5-zag-mu-ka) for Sara of
Umma, Sara of Apisal, Sara-anzu and Ninegal.

The term nisag denotes the "first" as in the Sumerian Flood Story II 93:
nisag-uru-bi-e-ne Eriduki "the first of these cities, Eridu. " The term nisag ap-

plies to the first of both produce and animals: for fish note MVN 3 173 (Dre-
hem?) for the receipt of fish as nindba-dug-kllga tl nisag; for produce JCS 26
(1974), 163 rev. 13: pt -kiri6-na ni-sag-bi ba-ma-na-DU im-me-e-a .§a reel

G13.SAR-.i`a lu lair-ii im i-qti-ab-bi; for honey note MVN 2 25 wherein honey is

1.For ni-sag as a variant for nisag in literary texts note Inanna-IddinDagan 149: g'tbansur-kalam-
ma-ka nisag(var: ni-sag) mu-na-ab-si.

2. See pp. 207-208 for this calendar.
3. For the probable connection between the festival ezem-nisag and the name Lugal-NISAG-e, see

Gregoire AAS 18 n. 4 where Gregoire reads MURUB4 ; Limet Anthroponymie 282 for Lugal-murub4-e
'Le roi vers la fete-murub' and Ama-murub 4-e 'La mere (= une deese) vers la fete-murub'; Eames Coll. 42.
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listed among items as nisag-dEn-lil-la; for beer (kal-nisag, kas-gu-nisag) see
MSL 11 71; for cattle, sheep and goats as the nisag-offering to Enlil note BIN
5 4: nisag-dEn-lil-la-se; Fish Manchester no. 3490: nisagAN-dEn-lil-la-se; Gig-al
Hymn 41: mas-gig nisag-en-na-ta; MVN 2 25. However, the animals being of-
fered were not necessarily the first-born of the year as can be seen in Fish
Manchester no. 3490 where two grown cows, in addition to a male and a fe-
male calf, are included in the nisag-offering and in BIN 5 4 where two oxen
constitute the nisag-offering.

A nisag-offering is provided for the akiti-festival s and at the New Year. 2 A
text, perhaps from Lagas, refers to the purchase of the nisag-offerings for En-
lil (Chiera STA 22): 1'/z gin ku-babbar ni-gam-ma nidba ii nisag-dEn-lIl-la
"one and one half shekel, the purchase price for offerings and the nisag-of-
fering of Enlil." A text dated to AS7 (no month) is an account of offerings
for the temples of Sara, Ninurta, Sulgi, Inanna and Gula with multiple en-
tries noted as first offerings for Enlil (MVN 13 618). (Either these offerings
were distributed throughout the year, or each of the five temples received
first-offerings for Enlil.) A Drehem tablet lists between offerings for the a-u4-
7 and the a-u4-15 grain-fed oxen as provisions for temples(?) (ni-e-e-zu-zu),
for Enlil and for Ninlil, summing these as nisag-da ku4-ra, "entered with the
nisag-offerings" (JCS 14 [1960] no. 16 [AS6 xii]).

The transport of nisag-offerings by barge is recorded as early as the Ebla
lexical lists: ma-nisag (MEE 3 177 iv 5). In the Ur III period nisag-offerings
were transported by barge to such centers as Ur and Nippur: ma-nisag-ga-a-
a-ugu-na-ka nisag nu-mu-un-na-ab-ttim "The boat with first fruit-offerings no
longer brings the first fruit offerings to the father who begat him (Nanna) "3;
YOS 4 94 (Drehem): sagal gu4 ma-nisag-e-dEn-lil-la-se ku4-ra; JCS 24 (1972)
171 no. 93 (8S5): nidba ma-nisag-e-dEn-lil-la-ka, "offerings for the nisag-boat
for the temple of Enlil"; Sulgi F 15: ma-nisagg[a-k] e4; Boson, Aegyptus 11 no.
62 = Boson Tavolette 361 (842/AS6): 10 gi gur-dub 60 sila-ta ni-dabs ma-nisag-
NE ba-an-si-si "10 reed-containers 60 liters each, provisions loaded onto the
nisag-boat"; MVN 13 428: "2 oxen for the nisag-boat."

There are several references to the Umma nisag-festival in the Sargonic
period. One mu-iti tablet records the delivery of a goatskin for the ezem-nisag
(MAD 4 96) in the fourth ("4") month. The disbursement of oils and per-
fumes is recorded in month five ( "5") for the nisag-festival in Kian, a city
which in the Ur III period was considered part of Umma's territory. 4 Not

1.WaradSin 28 rev. 40: nisag-a-ki-ti.
2. Siniddinam A 10: be-gal nisag-sikil nisag-zag-mu-ka au-gal mu-un-duy-duty; Fish Manchester3490: nisag AN-dEn-lil-la-ae ni-ba?-zag-mu-ka.
3. Translation Michalowski Sumer and Ur, 57 line 825.
4. Waetzoldt and Yildiz, ZA 78 (1988), 221-224 = MVN 14 240; Gregoire AAS 73 states: "A 1'@poque

des rois d'Ur, la localite de RI.ANki faisait partie du territoire d'Umma."
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only was Kian close to Umma geographically, but most likely in religious
practice as well, as can be deduced from the numerous references to Sara of
Kian, Sara being the chief god of Umma, as well as to other offerings in

Kian. l Two other Sargonic receipts for oil for the nisag-festival (BIN 8 320

and 339) are dated to the fifth or sixth months of the year in the mu-iti system.

There are numerous references to the nisag-festival in Ur III documents

from Umma. 2 However, there are two tablets (YBC 16663 and SNSAT 409,
both presented below) which provide a high degree of detail not only as to
the ritual associated with the festival, but hint at the basic significance of the
occasion. Both tablets indicate that there was a ceremony in which the first
barley was steeped(?) in water (le-nisagga a-e §u-a). This would seem to be
a reference to the making of the first malt. This interpretation is supported
by the next month at nearby Lagal/Girsu being the time for the malt festival

(ezem-munu4gu7) . Thus the term itiezem-nisag may be a celebration of "the

(making) of the first (malt)."
The nisag-festival was observed at both Umma and nearby Kian, a city

which was part of metropolitan Umma. On the basis of YBC 16663 and SNSAT
409 the events of the festival can be partially reconstructed, although there
are differences between these two texts regarding the order of events:

FESTIVAL PREPARATIONS

Special garments from Kian were prepared for the nisag and , unumun-festi-

vals: "1 nisag-festival ...garment belonging to the governor's wife and 1 su-

numun-(festival) ...garment (for?) the governor (transported) from Kian " 1

t"gni-lam-3-kam-its ezem-nisag dam-ensi-ka 1 CIIgni-lam-3-kam-us §u-numun

ensi KI.ANki-ta (Contenau, RA 12 [1915] no. 13). Another Drehem text
records ten manas of goat hair for the festival (ni-dab5 ezem-nisag) (MCS 8
[1959], 97 BM 113126). An Umma textile account dated to AS2 lists 90 bun-

dles of rope (sa-gu) for the s"ekaragala and nisag-festivals, 60 bundles of rope

for the eitia.-festival, and 30 bundles of rope for the pakuie-festival (Jones-

Snyder SET 274: 308-313).3 Sigrist Syracuse 489 lists running(?) boots, hides,

1. Rep. geogr. 2 97; Gregoire, op. cit.

2. The nisagfestival is mentioned in documents as frequently being the stipulated time for the

repayment of loans (YOS 4 5, 22, 33, 54; Forde Dakota 23). Note for example AUCT 1 965: mu-lugal

ezem-nisag-e ga-ag bi-dul l " (He swore) by the king 's name and said: 'I shall repay (the loan) at the

nisag-festival ' ."
3. See Rang Umma 177 for sa-gu translated 'threaded mats ' ; Oppenheim, AOS 32 W 33 "200

bundles of ropes (sa-gu) from the storehouse" with reference to Pohl TuM 5 163:1 for "bundles of
rope (sa-gu) for the master craftsman (urn-mi-a) "; Gregoire AAS 155-156 for a translation 'fibres de

lin' with references; Gregoire, ibid. no. 135 for su-nigin 872 sa-gu lu-nigin 450 sa-gu al-bul-a kin-H

nu-na "a total of 872 bundles of ...; a total of 450 bundles of ... which are ... and unworked "; (for al

bul-a see Eames Coll.105; Limet Textes Sumiriens23); the term sa-gu occurs in a Sargonic text (Donbaz-

Foster Telloh 57) wherein sa-gu is disbursed along with cheese and oil.
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oil and grain for the nisagfestival. The hides may have been used to furnish
the magur-ship to Kian, for according to this text two sheepskins were appro-
priated to cover the thwart of the magur-ship for the pakulefestival in Umma.
The oil may have been intended for the ritual washing of Sara and Dumuzi.
YBC 1822 (see below) lists various aromatics for the nisagfestival, as well as
for other festivals during the year. Those participating received special ra-
tions: according to AO 6040 provisions were assigned to the gudu-priests,
though their role in these festivities is unspecified. Others receiving provi-
sions for the festival were singers, those who poured water into bowls, and
the royal standard bearer, these provisions consisting of ghee, oil, milk,
cheeses, barley, fresh fruit, and dates. Offerings in the name of Sulgi includ-
ed barley for the temple of Sara in Umma (perhaps the barley used in the
malt ceremony), barley and oil for the cult of Sulgi-of-Kian in Man, fine oil
for Sara's magur-ship, barley for the eie-festival, and oil for "the door." An
Umma food ration document dating to SS8 in the month itise-kar-ragal-la
(the month directly preceding itinisag) specifies ghee for the bowl of the nisag
festival. l Offerings for the god Sara and royal offerings during the nisag and
iesagku festivals include: "4 oxen as satukku-offerings to Sara and 2 oxen as
royal burnt offerings for the nisag-festival" (TCL 5 5667: 4 gu4 sa-du liaura
2 gu4 nigig-<tag>-ga-lugal ezem-nisag).

INITIAL OFFERINGS

The observance began, at least in Umma, with a series of offerings at places
and cult objects associated with water (water basins, ships), at major cult
places (ki-an-nagal-gal), offerings for the throne (bars) of Enlil, to the grain
goddess, Asnan, at the a-maa (sheepfold?), and to the standard of the Gue-
dena. A chariot which transported the statues to and from Sara's ritual barge
(and which would transport the statue of the deceased Sulgi from Umma to
Kian and back again) was decorated and provided offerings-just as was the
ritual barge when it was set in the water ( gi <ma> a-a ga-ra) fully adorned for
the trip (ma ul-la gub-ba). AO 6040 is a ten column tablet enumerating the
satukku-offerings, burnt offerings, and offerings on behalf of (the deceased)
Sulgi and king Amar-Suen for the major Umma festivals: nisag, ri, .i'unumun,
eitias; ezem-Amar-Suen, paku ie and ezem-Sulgi. 2

1.JCS 24 (1960), 154 no. 27: H-ba dug nun-1 bur ezem-nisag 1-gal, "from that amount there is one
container's worth of ghee for the bowl of the nisagfestival."

2. The absence of the ,iesagkwfestival in AO 6040 (which is included in Sigrist Syracuse 489 = MVN
15 224 and Limet Textes SumEriens 90) may have resulted from the festival already having occurred
(in month 1) by the time AO 6040 was written.
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CEREMONIES AT THE TEMPLE OF SARA.-OF-UMMA

The king entered the temple of Sara at Umma ( dAmar-dSuen adSara-ka ku4

-ra), where offerings were performed and the statues of Sara of Umma and
Dumuzi-of-Urua participated in ritual washings. Sara's lustration included
liquids poured from ibex horns.' This ritual bathing of Sara is attested also

in AS5: 1 udu-niga a-tu5-a-dSara t^ sizkur sa a-a "1 grain fed sheep for the

washing of Sara and as the offering for the temple " (StOr 9 no. 14). RBC 13

(AS5 iv) refers to the lustration of Dumuzi-of-Urua during the festival: "1
grain-fed ox for the beer-servers stationed about the city (kals-de-a-uru-gub-

ba), 1 grain-fed ox for the lustration of Dumuzi of Urua."

THE MALT CEREMONY

Then occurred a ceremony in which "the first barley was steeped in water, "

(se-nisag-ga a-e §u-a) which, as suggested above, may have been a ceremony
for the preparation of the first malt, thereby providing the name for the fes-

tival.

CEREMONIES AT THE BARGE TO KIAN

The statue of Sulgi was then transported by chariot to the barge, where sup-
plies had been loaded and provisions were assigned to the ship's caulker and
sailor(s) (AO 6040). Additional rushes and bitumen were added to the car-
go, perhaps in case of needed repair during this ritual journey from Umma

to Kian.

TRIP BY BARGE FROM UMMA TO KIAN

The barge then departed with the statue of Sulgi (dSulgi Ki-anki-se gin-na)

and the king with stops along the way at "the second port?" (ka-2-a) and at
the "nisag-quay" (kar-nisag) , possibly referring to the quay at Kian which was

decorated specifically for the festival. 2 It is not clear whether the statue of

Sara accompanied Sulgi by barge to Kian or whether Sara remained in his
temple. At Kian offerings were made to Gula. There are other deities and ob-
jects receiving offerings [to the thrones of An and Enlil, to the gods Nuban-
damab, Mama, the temple of Utu, the Esagas, the e-ni-LAGAR], but it is

unclear whether this occurred at Kian or Umma.

1. AO 60'40 sums six ibex horns. Two are listcd for the lustration of Sara in the titial'-festival and

another two for the paktae-festival. The missing two can only be restored to the portion of the tablet

concerning the nisagfestival.

2. Limet Textes Sumiriens 90 (S23'°§e-kar-ra-g£1-Ia): 1 udu ka-2-a-§[8] 1 udu kar-nisag ezem-nisag;

as noted in Nanna's Journey to Nippur the magur-ship stopped at various sites during the trip. Note

MSL 5 179 335: gig-m£-nisag / MIN(=a-lip- i) ni-sa-an-n[i].

UMMA

RETURN FROM KLAN

Back at Umma there may have been a procession from the temple of Sara in
order to meet Sulgi upon his return from Kian (ma kar-re tag-ga) with the
chariot (Bgigir-e igi-be ga-ra), after which offerings were made and the god
(either Sulgi or Sara who may have gone out to greet Sulgi upon his return)
returned to the temple (dingir a-a ku4-ra).

v.

	

ri

The month name is written itiri, with but two attestations of itiezem-ri
(YOS 4 82; Nikolski 2 351). Sollberger transliterates our month as itital,
translating "Divider month."' Perhaps the month name itiri signifies the
month of "gleaning" or "(clod) removal." In the previous months the barley
had been harvested. and in the fall new seed would be sown. Thus, around
the month itiri the gleaning of the remainder of the previous harvest would
have occurred, preparing the fields for the coming sowing. For an early us-
age of this meaning for ri note Bauer Lagasch 20: 6 ziz barb-barb se-ri-ga gur-
sag-gal "6 prime(?) gur of white emmer, gleaned grain." Although the form
of the verb is usually ri(-ri)-ga, note SZ 137-138, wherein ri occurs in the sec-
ond line without the -g Auslaut (although elision may be the cause): geme-
gin7 ri-ga-ab egi-gin7 gu7-a dumu-mu gemegin7 ri egi-gin 7 gu7-a, "Glean like
a slave and eat like a princess! My child, glean like a slave and eat like a prin-
cess! "2 Also clods of earth were removed from the furrows during this period,
as noted in texts which assign guru,l-workers the task of clearing away clods
(ab-sin-ta lag ri-riga). Other uses of the Sumerian term ri relating to agricul-
tural processes are: (1) to flourish said of trees (Antagal VIII 141ff. [CAD E
87]): [g]is`.ri.a = ul-lu-iu .li GIS; (2) the action of a hoe (Michalowski Sumer
and Urline 346): uri5ki uruki Si§al-e ri-a-gin7 du6-du6-da ba-lid "Ur, like a city
that has been wrought by the hoe, became a ruined mound." 3

One of the few references to the ri-festival is an account document: "1
grain-fed sheep, an additional item (for) the ri-festival" (Durand Catalogue
EPHE 304: 1 udu-niga ni-diri-ezem-ri). 4 According to AO 6040 barley was
provided for the ri-festival in the names of Sulgi and Amar-Suen.

1. TCS 1, 178.

2. For lexical attestations of ri-ri-ga, lagatu, see CAD L 100 for ri.ri.ga = laqatu; OB Lu A (CAD L102 sub lagitu): lti.§e.ri.ri.ga = la-qi4-tum; IJb. XXIV 171 (CAD L 206 sub liqtu): §e.ri.ri.ga = MIN(=3'e-
im) liq-to-a-ti.

3. Deimel, SL 217 suggests that the festival and month might have been associated with the
plucking of wool.

4. Cf. RA 8 (1911), 152 and Wengler 28 (Or 2 64, quoted by Deimel).
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vi. gu-numun

The month itgu-numun occurs in the Nippur and Girsu calendars as the
fourth month of the year. In Umma three orthographies occur: itigu-numun-

na (Kang Umma 152), idsu-numun-a (BRM 3 17) and itigu-numun (Kang

Umma 185). In Girsu the orthography itiezem-gu-numun also occurs (MVN 6

96 and 498), where the earliest dated occurrence is to the governorship of
Gudea (MVN 6 504 and 522). However, the month name is first attested in
pre-Sargonic Nippur. For our interpretation of this month name as "the
month of seeding" see pp. 95ff. in our discussion of the Nippur calendar.
Only at Umma does the month name gu-numun occur at the season of the
year when sowing occurred. (Note that at Ur the a-Id-ti of the seventh month
was calleda-ki-ti-su-numun "the a-Id-ti of the seeding [season]. ")

AO 6040, Sigrist Syracuse 489, and Limet Textes Sumeriens 90 refer to the

festival as ezem-gu-numun. According to AO 6040 provisions for the .lunumun-

festival included satukku-offerings of barley, perfumed pomade, and fine oil,
as well as regular oil for the "laborers of the ale-house"; burnt offerings of
fruit and oil for the plow of Sara named "Making Long (Furrows) with Sara";
and fragrances in the names of Sulgi and Amar-Suen. Limet Textes Sumeriens

90 lists one sheep for the festival and Sigrist Syracuse 489 enumerates seven

pair of boots, six pair of sheepskin boots, a vial of special oil, a leather drink .
ing bag and a turban. As expected at a ritual celebration, special offerings

(sizkur-gu-numun) were provided for the .lunumun-festival. A balanced ac-

count (Foster, Gratz College Annual [1974] 5), listing offerings for the month
itigu-numun, records for the 20th of the month 1 ram as the offering for

lunumun (sizkur-gu-numun), as well as offerings (sizkur) for the temples of

Sara, Ningubur and Utu. Another document records the sizkur- gu-numun

(AUCT 1 685, itigu-numun): "1 ram for the 3`unumun-offering destined for

Umma" (sizkur-gu-numun gb.-Ummaki). Festive dress was appropriate. One

document records a special garment for the lunumun-festival sent by the gov-

ernor of Kian (Conteneau, RA 12: 1 ti'gni-lam-3-kam-lis gu-numun ensi-KI-

anki-ta). Other texts refer to supplies of fish and wheat for the festival (MVN
13 602) and "1 ox as the royal sacrifice for the .lunumun-festiyal " (ni gig-tag-

ga lugal ezem gu-numun) (CTMMA 1 36 [AS7]). Ox nose-rings and small

rings are recorded as maldaria offerings for the iunumun-festival (Yi1diz and

Gomi Umma no. 2209 [AS7], ezem-gu-numun).
Several Umma documents refer to a-ki-ti- gu-numun and a-ki-ti-ezem-gu-

numun: 2 ma-na ktl-babbar mas-da-ra-a a-ki-ti ezem-gu-numun "2 manas of

silver for the ma. daria offering for the akiti of the , unmmun-festival" (Gre-

goire AAS 149 [g43]); 6 udu-niga 12 udu-bar-gal 1 ma g-vita gu4-e-iis-sa a-ki-

ti-gu-numun "6 grain-fed sheep, 12 ... sheep, 1 male goat and a ...-ox for the

akiti-. unmmun" (Sauren NY Public Library 185 [AS6]). Another Umma text, .
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dated to SS6 contains the term a-ki-ti by itself: 120 se Lugal-e-ta "120
liters of barley from Lugale (for) the akiti." These three texts are dated to
months seven, eight and eleven respectively. It is unclear whether these ref-
erences indicate an a-ki-ti complex in Umma, or (more likely), that Umma
provided offerings for the

	

in Ur.
One text records two grain fed oxen for the festival, although in this in-

stance the word ezem is missing (Langdon Archives of Drehem 45): 2 gu4-niga
mu-tiim-su-numun. Another text records the royal sacrifice (ni-gi g-tag-ga lugal)
of an ox for the festival (ezem-gu-numun; Touzalin Ur 415). An Umma text
dated to AS8 contains the entry: 8 udu-niga-sig5 12 udu-niga-nita2 28 udu-u
2 sila4 mal-da-ra-a ezem-gu-numun ii ezem-mab 24 udu-niga-sig5 1 sila4 mas-
da-ra-a ezem-se-kin-k[u5] [s]A a-ur4'-min' ezem-gu-numun ba-an-x "8 grain-
fed quality sheep, 12 grain-fed rams, 28 grass-fed sheep, and 2 Iambs for the
ma. daria-offering for the . unumun-festival and the Great Festival; 25 grain-
fed quality sheep and 1 lamb for the mai`dariaoffering for the .l-kinku-festival;
... for the iunumun-festival."

min-ES

The seventh Umma month, for which no festival is recorded, is written:
itimin-ES, idmin-ES, or itimin6-ES (MVN 1 188). In one document the scribe
accidently wrote iti3-$S (Goetze, JCS 2 [1948] NBC 319).

The only occurrence of the term min-ES/AB in addition to our month
name is in a list of shepherds from Drehem (Jones-Snyder SET 252 6-20). 1
The second section of the tablet totals nine individuals who were workers as-
signed to duty for the palace:

gutum2 gir-sega ka-^gal-ke4 ba-ab-Il
1 Lu-gi-na
1 SA-da-nu-sar na-kad
1 Ul-dab
1 Ludlnanna
dumu SA-da-nu-sar-me
min-ab LftdInanna
dumu Lugi-na-me
1 Ur-dBa-bag
1 Lu-bal-1a6ga
1 Lit-na-rd-a
dumu Lu-Gir-suki-me
1 Un-zu-t -zu

1. Note UET 2 Supplement no. 4: hi-MIN/TAB.ABki (see Rip. geogr. 1, 197).

Account of workers for the palace:
Lu-gina
Sadanusar, the shepherd,
Usdab
and Lu-Inanna
the (2) sons of Sadanusar,

and ... Lu-Inanna
the sons of Lu-gina,

Ur-Baba,
Lu-bals"aga
and Lu-narua

the (3) sons of Lu-Girsu,
Unzuzu.

9 (total:) 9
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Jones and Snyder realized that on the basis of the final total of nine indi-

viduals, min-ab L11-dInanna must refer to the ninth individual, instead of be-

ing a further description of Lu-dInanna two lines above or of his father Sa-

da-nu-sar, directly above. Noting that Schneider 's translation "Doppelfest"

(AnOr 13 88) for min-ab was inappropriate for this passage, Jones and Sny-
der suggested "it is likely that the term describes Lu-dInanna with respect to

his relation to the cult."
Lu-dInanna and Sa-da-nu-sar were both the sons of Lu-gi-na, explaining

the textual statement "the sons of Lu-gi-na. " That Sa-da-nu-sar was, indeed,

the son of Liu-gi-na is demonstrated further by the seal to BIN 3 270: Sa-da-
[nu-sar] dumu-LA-gi-[na] sipa-gal. Thus Sa-da-nu-sar and Lu- dInanna were

brothers, the sons of Lu-gi-na. Were min-ab a profession or function, as Jones
and Snyder suggest, the term would follow, not precede, Lu- dInanna's name.

Rather, noting that Sa-da-nu-sar had a son also named LudInanna included

in this list of nine, it is more likely that the term min-ab was intended to dif-
ferentiate between the uncle and the nephew, both named Liu dInanna. A

somewhat related usage is the addition of the MIN-sign by itself after an indi-

vidual 's name to differentiate between two men with the same name on the

same tablet. ' From the context of this list of shepherds min probably means
"second" or "another." In this text which spans three generations, a grandfa-
ther (Lu-gina), his two sons (Sadanusar and Lu-Inanna), and his two grand-
children (Ukiah and Lu-Inanna), the expression is probably to be read min-
ab and is to be translated as "a second male (of the same name)."

Noting this usage "second " in this economic document, perhaps the term

min-AB in our month name means "second one, " an appropriate meaning

for the month name, since this month marked the beginning of the second
half of the year. However, if, indeed, the month name and this economic
document are employing the same term, then an interpretation of -ab as

"male " cannot be valid. Therefore, these two usages appear to be unrelated.

Special provisions for "two egs'egu observances" for the nisag, eitia,, and pa-

ku. e-festivals are recorded in AO 6040, which lists supplies for the singers and
for those who pour water into the bowl for the (first?) two efef u-festivals (es-

tes-min-a-bi) of the month and for the (ceremony) of the pouring df the cold

waters (a-se23-de-a). Perhaps our month name min-ES indicates that during
the seventh month there were special observances for the (first?) two ei3`du

observances of the month, i.e., on the seventh and fifteenth of the month. 2

1. The earliest reference to this practice is the Sargonic text BIN 8 130; some others are: Rang

Drehem 186; YOS 4 212; Owen NATN 302 and 415; MVN 6 240; MVN 10 102.

2. For the el-hi festival in the Ur III period, see H. Limet, "L 'organisation de quelques fetes

mensuelles a l'epoque neo-sumerienne, " CRRA 17 (1970), 59ff.
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However, were this the case, we would expect variants *min-es-es or *es-(es)-
min. Thus the meaning of this month name is unclear.'

vii2. ezem-dAmar-dSuen

A month named for a festival in honor of king Amar-Suen occurs on
Umma tablets dated only to the years AS6, AS7, AS8 and SS2. Nonetheless,
all twelve standard Umma month names (and an intercalary month itidiri for
AS6) are also attested for each of these years. A tablet dated to AS6 provides
information on the position of the month: "from the fourth of the month
ezem-dAmar-dSuen through the month e-iti-as" (Rinaldi, Aegyptus 25 no. 25:
't'ezem-dAmar-dSuen-ta u4-4-am ba-ra-zal-ta itie-iti-as-se). And the placement
of this month is firmly established on the basis of an Umma tablet (Fales, RA
76 [1982], 70) which lists the months in order, including:

itiri

iii [su]-numun-na
[ itiezem]dAmar-dSuen-ka
[itie-iti]-as

The number of attestations of the month itiezem--dAmar-dSuen is compar-
atively few, eight occurrences for AS6,2 eight for AS7, three for AS8, and two
for SS2 (for SS2: Or 18 38 and 39), whereas the month name idmin-ES con-
tinued in use uninterrupted. The substitution of the month itiezem-dAmar-
dSuen would appear to have been relegated to a minority of scribes, the
mainstream utilizing the standard calendar for these three years. The scribe
Lu-kal-la, the son of Ur-e ll-e the kus7, wrote and sealed seven of these tab-
lets,3 IA-Sulgi wrote two,4 and Liu-tur-tur wrote one. 5 The month itimin-ES
occurs in AS7 on a copy of a tablet sealed by Lu- dSul-gi (gaba-ri-kisib-LudSul-
gi [BRM 3 82] ). However, the fact that it is a copy raises the possibility that
LudSulgi himself may not have written this month name on the original.
Three other tablets were written in the name of the governor6 and one tablet
is an accounting of many sealed tablets. ?

1. For a discussion of the form X-hl in archaic texts from Uruk, Jemdet Nasr, and Ur being
appended to the titles of high dignitaries, see K. Szarzynska, "Names of Temples in the Archaic Texts
from Uruk," Acta Sum 14 (1992), 273.

2. ABC 2585 contains a reference to this month in AS6:'ezem dulmarrdSuen. The tablet is
unsealed and does not contain the name of the scribe. Also Boson Tavolette 157.

3. Kang Drehem 109, 110, 112; Forde Nebraska 51 and 58; BRM 3 23; SNSAT 412.
4. MVN 4 92; Rinaldi, Aegyptus 26 no. 8.
5. Sigrist Syracuse 219.
6. Rinaldi, Aegyptus 25 no. 25; MVN 4 74; MVN 13 851.
7.Jacobsen Copenhagen 52. For further discussion on the position of this month name, see F.

Pomponio, "Le Sventure di Amar-Suena," SEL 7 (1990), 3ff.; T. Comi, ZA 75 (1985), 4-6.
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The absence of any festival in the month idmin-$8 may have been a major
factor in selecting this month for the festival of Amar-Suen.

An Umma tablet (TCL 5 pl. 29 AO 6040) lists offerings for Umma festivals
and in each of the four sections of the document the festivals are listed in
order of occurrence. The fourth section, which contains offerings in the
name of king Amar-Suen, contains our only known reference to ezem- dAm-

ar-dSuen without the month determinative and it occurs after ezem-nisag,
ezem-ri and ezem-su-numun-na. According to AO 6040 the provisions for the
festival of Amar-Suen in variety and quantity were, indeed, befitting a king:
5144 liters of barley, 135 liters of dates, 1''% liters of perfumed pomade, 1A
liters and 5 shekels of fine quality oil, 6 liters and 10 shekels of ghee, 15%
liters of (regular) oil, 3% liters of gazi-cheese, 6 fig trees, 7 liters of white hon-
ey, 5 liters of pears, 20 liters of various other fruits and 4 liters of perfume.
The pride and power of the Ur royal family was demonstrated by this com-
paratively opulent display during this festival and the festival of Sulgi.

viii. e-iti-as

The month name is written itie-iti-as, with the exception of two occurrenc-

es of ilia-iti-ag (AUCT 1 719 [undated]; Gurney, JRAS [1937] no. 2 [AS1]).
The month name derives from the sided-festival of Sara of Umma observed
during the eighth month (MVN 5 63): ezem-e-iti-as-dSara-Ummaki, "the

eitiarfestival of Sara of Umma."
This month name may reflect an astrological schema involving the phases

of the moon. Astronomy, with a concomitant belief in astrology, had been
fully developed in Babylonia by the first half of the first millennium B.C. In-
deed, much earlier, in the Old Babylonian period, observations on the move-
ment of the planet Venus are recorded during the reign of Ammi-$aduga of
Babylon. Astronomical observation texts dating from or before the Ur III pe-
riod are lacking. Yet, as the ancients scanned the heavens each month, look-
ing for the new or full moon, they had to have focused their attention also
upon the stars as they wandered across the skies in their yearly patterns. And
in a culture which believed in terrestrial omens, they assuredly wondered if
these celestial bodies also had an effect upon their lives, just as was written
almost two thousand years later: idat Jame itti ersetimma sadda inaiJd "the signs

in the sky, just like those on earth, give us signals" (JNES 33 [1974], 199:24) .
Astronomical observation in the third millennium B.C. is described in Cyl-

inder A of Gudea, governor of Lagas, in a section dealing with his commis-
sion to build the Eninnu. Gudea relates to Nanse, the interpreter of dreams,
a dream in which he saw: l

1. Jacobsen Harps, 393.

U M MA

The first woman-whate'er relation of his she was or wasn't-
coming to the fore, had places with sheaves made on her,
she held a stylus of fine silver in the hand,
set a tablet (treating) of the stars above on the knee,
and was consulting it.

Nanse interprets this portion of his dream:

Being that the maiden coming to the fore,
who had places with sheaves made on her,
who held a stylus of fine silver in the hand,
set a star tablet on the knee,
and consulted it,
surely was my sister Nidaba,
she will have announced to you
the holy star above for the building of the house.

Jacobsen notes "The star she announces is presumably the one which by
its heliacal rising marked the beginning of the month suitable for building
operations. This would normally have been the Aldebaran in Taurus, which
announced the month of brick making and building Sig4-ga, Akkadian Sima-
nu, i.e.,July/August." 1

Also within Cylinder A of Gudea, Ningirsu instructs Gudea that the stars
will indicate the schedule of building activity: 2

for building my house
let me give you the signposts

and let me tell you the pure stars above,
(the heralds) of my appointed tasks.

And again within Gudea's writings: "To yoke up the holy chariot in the
starry heavens" which Jacobsen suggests: "Reference here seems to be to the
mythical cosmic counterpart of the ritual journey of Ningirsu to Eridu."3

An early astronomical observation of a meteor(?) may be attested in an
economic text from pre-Sargonic Lagas, dating to Uruinimgina, in which the
month is identified as iti mul-UD sag e-ta-sub-a, "the month in which a
bright(?) star fell from above."

In fact, Sumerian celestial observation can be discerned in Sumerian com-
positions dated as early as the middle of the third millennium B.C., as noted
by Alster, who presents several early Sumerian compositions which refer to
the movement of the heavenly bodies and the constellations. 4 Alster states:
"I believe that these texts speak in favor of the assumption that the astral as-
pect of the Sumerian gods is as old as Sumerian literature itself."

1.Jacobsen op.cit., 394.

2.Jacobsen op. cit., 399.
3. Cylinder B ix, Jacobsen, op.cit., 433.
4. "Early Patterns in Mesopotamian Literature, " Kramer AV, I3ff.
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The Sumerian term "house " (e) is attested in tablets dating to the post-
Sargonic period, the Ur III period, or early Old Babylonian period to denote
celestial positioning. The es-el observance was held when the moon entered
the first (e-u4-sakar), seventh (e-u4-7), fifteenth (e-u4-15) or twenty-fifth (e-

u4-25) "house."
Literary references to the moon entering its house occur in Gudea Cylin-

der B iii 5ff: 1

The year having gone, the month ended,
a new year strode up on heaven.
The month entered its house.
After that completed month just three days went by
and-Ningirsu coming from Eridu-
the (new) moon rose brilliant,
illuminated the land.

and in the composition "Enki and the World Order" 44: "You [Enki] have
caused the month to enter its house " and PBS XII 52 i 9: iti6 a-ba mi-ni-ku4-
ragin7 iti6 a ba mi-ni-di4-di4-l6-gin? "Like the moonlight which enters its
house, like the moonlight which ... in its house." 2

There are references to buildings being named the "house of the moon":
a building a-iti is mentioned in Sumuel 7-10: e-iti-da-ka-ni "Sumuel ... built
for her [Nanaja] her House-of-the-Moon, her beloved house in Ur" 3; as part

of the Ekur complex in several canonical lamentations: [e]-iti-da-burul4 ki-

NI a-gal-mab-ta4 and in the Hymn to the Ekur: e-iti-da-burul4 kur-ra am-ga1

e-iti-da-burul4-mab kur-ra am-ga1. 5 The term a-iti-da occurs also in a Girsu
economic text (MVN 6 293) wherein it appears to be a personal name.

The term "house" is also applied to the sun, as noted in a hymn of self-
praise of the Ur III king Sulgi (Sulgi A 75f. [Klein, Studies Hallo, 1291):

dutu e-a-ni-se igi i-ga-ga-de
kaskal 15 danna-ins su bu-mu-nigin

(Before) Utu set (his) face toward his `house',
I traversed a distance of 15 'miles'.

Curiously, the term "house" in this context is not employed in Mesopota-
mia during the later periods, when Mesopotamian astronomy/astrology be-
came intensely studied. Yet the term "house " to refer to sub-regions of the
zodiac was employed by other cultures, this tradition continuing into mod-

ern times.

1.Jacobsen Harps, 427.
2.Collated by Civil, Iraq 23 (1961) 167; see also Sjoberg, Studies Falkenstein, 223-224.
3. RIM 4 133.
4. M.E. Cohen Lamentations 350.
5.Kramer, RSO 32 (1957), 97.
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Another interpretation of the meaning of the month name e-iti-as is sug-
gested by Gregoire who understands it as being an allusion to "a-ki-ti (of
month) 6. "1 Gregoire suggests that the akiti-.unumun-festival was celebrated
in this eighth month at Umma. Falkenstein translates "Monat des (Festes im)
Hause des sechsten Monats."2

During this feast, according to AO 6040, as with the nisag and pakuiefes-
tivals, the statue of Sara was ritually washed, during which liquids and fra-
grances were poured from ibex horns. Satukku-offerings of barley, pomade
and oil were made and burnt offerings of barley, dates, oil and cheese were
given for those who poured water into bowls, singers and for the ester-activi-
ties. Grain for the ezem-e-iti-as is recorded for the year Sulgi 27 (YBC 3236).
Sigrist Syracuse 489 lists shoes and waterskins for the holiday, either indicat-
ing a journey as part of the celebration or for use in a ritual washing of the
gods. Limet Textes Sumeriens 90 mentions only 1 sheep being provided for the
festival and another document lists 60 bundles of ropes. Another document
(Owen, JCS 23 [1970] 98 no. 6) lists offerings for the ezem-e-iti-as of coarse
flour, dates, dabin-paste, and eta-flour. YBC 1822 (see below) lists various ar-
omatics for the eitia -festival and BIN 5 292 lists aromatics. Beer for the festi-
val is recorded (Mldiz and Gomi Umma no. 1980 [5S5] ). Another text dated
to this month records provisions for the festival (ni-ezem-ma), presumably
the e-iti-as, consisting of copper and silver objects, including two silver mir-
rors (Rochberg-Halton, JCS 31 [1979] 138 no. 7).

An Umma tablet lists lustrations and activities for a festival during the
month, presumably the eitia -festival (RBC 2540 [AS5 viii]):

1 udu-niga a-tug-ad [...]

	

1 grain-fed sheep for the lustration of ...
ti sizkur la-a?-[...]

	

and for the offering in the ...,
1 mar-gal-niga 1 udu-[...] gti ne

	

1 large grain fed goat and 1 ...-sheep
for the brazier,

1 mar-kt --N

	

1 ... goat,
1 ma-s-agub•ba

	

1 ... goat, and
1 udu-ti

	

1 grass-fed sheep
emarah.e a-la-a

	

for those who pour water into the bowl,
1 udu-u ni-ga-te

	

1 grass-fed sheep for the
'Calming of the Heart',

1 udu-niga ki! (na)-an-na dNin-PA

	

1 grain-fed sheep for the ... of NinPA, and
1 udu-6 a-tu 5-a dNin-ib-gal

	

1 grass-fed sheep for the lustration
of Ninibgal.

Additional provisions for the festival.

I. Gregoire AAS 190.
2. Friedrich Festschrift, 148.

nidiri-ezem-ma
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ix. dLi9-si4

This Umma month name is usually written iti dLig-si4, occasionally iti dLig-

si4-na (Gregoire AAS 42), and once itiLi9-si4 (YOS 4151). At Girsu this third
month of the calendar is always written with the word for festival: itiezem-

dLig-si4(-na). There is only one occurrence of ittezemdLig-si4 on an Umma

tablet (AnOr 290) and perhaps this tablet really derives from Girsu.
The term festival is missing from the Umma month name and, indeed,

there is no evidence of any special Umma festival being observed in this
month. Yet the naming of a month for Lisi indicates that either Umma bor-
rowed the month name from another city, perhaps Girsu, or that at one time
a festival for Lisi was observed in Umma. Lisi was one of the goddesses to
whom offerings were given in Umma (TCL 5 AO 6053 ii 18 [541]).

x . ur1

The month idur was the tenth month of the Umma calendar as discerned
in an Umma tablet (probably to be dated to 529, not to AS7-tablet year for-
mula is mu-us-sa en Eriduki ba-bun): itiur-ta itipa4-ktls-e-se iti-bi iti-2-am

"From the month ur to the month paku.e, that span is 2 months" (Sauren NY

Public Library 356; YOS 4 280). Except for this ambiguous year date, all refer-
ences date at latest to the earlier years of Sulgi's reign. l Further evidence of
this month being the tenth month occurs in a tablet dated to the month idur

in 528 (YBC 3238), which records satukku-offerings of grain for the following

two months: sa-dull 'upa5-ktls-e dDumu-zi-da e-su-tum-ta. The month

name itiezem-d5ul-gi is first attested in Umma in the thirtieth year of Sulgi's
reign in a most significant text, since it correlates this month with the month
itimu-su-du7 in the Girsu calendar (BE 3 136: itiezem-d5ulgi Ummaki itimu-

su-du7 Gir-suki). Thus, since idur is attested in year 29, we can pinpoint the
year of the change in month names to Sulgi's thirtieth year. 2 The introduc-

tion of a new month name was probably the reason for stating in the afore-

mentioned text that iuezem-d5ulgi equates to itimu-su-du7 in Lagas. The

institution of this month name and concomitant festival may have been to

honor Sulgi 's thirtieth anniversary on the throne of Ur, a jubilee'celebra-

tion.
For our suggestion that idur, "(the month of) the lion, " was named for

Gudea (or perhaps for his predecessor Ur-Baba), see pp. 67-69 for our dis-
cussion of the seventh month in the Ur III Lagas/Girsu calendar.

There is no record from Umma of a festival during this month.

1. Szlechter TJA IOS 27, IOS 41, MVN 4126 and 260 (S7); MVN 13 36 and 175; Sauren NY Public

Library 170; BIN 5 52 and 89.

2. Noted by Sollberger, MO 17 (1954/56), 17ff.
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x2. ezem-dSul-gi

In a few texts the month is written simply as iti d5ul-gi (CTMMA Ur III 38
[5S9]; Conteneau Umma 63 [533]).

See the discussion above of itiur for the month itiezem-dSul-gi being insti-
tuted at Umma as a jubilee celebration to honor Sulgi's thirtieth anniversary
on the throne of Ur.

According to AO 6040 an extremely generous quantity of offerings was
provided for the festival of Sulgi: "4767% liters of barley, 137 liters of dates,
2 liters of perfumed pomade, 3 liters of fine quality oil, 6% liters of ghee, 11'/z
liters of (regular) oil, 3 liters of gazi-cheese, 6 fig trees, 7 liters of white hon-
ey, 7 liters of pears, 5 liters of white liparu-fruit, 1 liter of ...-fruit, and 4 liters
of perfume. " Another Umma(?) tablet records the receipt of peas for the fes-
tival of Sulgi (Owen NATN 240: §a-ezem- dgul-gi-ra-ka).

xi. pa4 kits-e

This month name is written most frequently: tttpa4-ktli-e, and less often:
itipa5-ktls-e or iti dPa4-klls`-e. l All four terms, pa4, pa5, ktls, and e are terms for
watercourses or dikes.2 The barley harvest was just two months away and the
winter rains may have caused minor damage to the canals or filled them with
silt. Thus workers were assigned to work on the irrigation system during this
period.3 Note the Numusda Hymn 47: i7 mu-ba-al-ba-al e pa4 pit si mi-in-sa
"He has dug your canals, he has cleared up dikes, watercourses and wells." 4
In this Numus`da Hymn e-pa4-pu is a hendiadys-type term for "irrigation sys-
tem" and pa4/5-ktls`-e in our month name may be another threesome mean-
ing "irrigation system."

The DINGIR-sign which occurs in our month name and on one occasion
in the festival name: ezem-dPa4-kils`-e (MVN 3 120) signifies a deification of
the irrigation system. There was a statue of dPa4-kus-e in the temple of Dam-
galnunna (presumably in Umma) as noted in a list of deities receiving offer-
ings in the temple of Damgalnunna: 1 gin dPa4-kits-e §A-eaDamgal-nun-ka
(MVAG 21 [1917] FH 5). Since Damgalnunna was the spouse of Enid, the
god of the sweet waters, it would seem proper that the god of canals dPa4-
ktls-e would have a place in her pantheon. Also the deified form appears as
part of a cultic object gur-dPa4-ktls-e in a list of provisions for the ezem-pa4

-ktli-e festival in Umma(Aegyptus 10 [1929] no. 30 and Boson Tavolette 329).

1. Note Or 47 (1930) 225: ''pa4-kt0s-t(?), this last & sign being partly shaded.
2 ku-uSkils = rata (AHw 963); pa4 = rata; pa5 = palgu, pattum, atappu, mitirtu, ratu; e = iku. For other

references to e-pa4, see Steible Rimsin 114-115.
3. Cf. Yildiz and Gomi Umma no. 1979 (SS3 xi); Sigrist Syracuse 152 (846 ix-xi).
4.A. Sjoberg, "Hymn to Numusda with a Prayer for King Sinigisam of Larsa and a Hymn to

Ninurta, " Orientalia Suecana 22 (1973), 107-121.
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The name appears as an element of the personal name Ur-pa 4-kiss-e (G.

Young, Studies Jones FLP 358) .
The god Enkimdu has the similar epithet "lord of ditch and canal" in Enki

and the World Order: "Enki, the lord who fastened on the diadem-the or-
nament of the steppe-placed in charge the tool expert, farmer of Enlil, En-
kimdu, the man of ditch and dike"; in the Dispute between Shepherd and
Farmer 41: en-Id-inn-du 16-e-pa5-ra-ke4; Death of Urnammu 25: dEn-ki-im-du
lugal-e-[pa5 ...]; note a standard litany of gods which recurs throughout bal-

aglamentations: dEn-ki-im..du umun-e-pas-a-ra / dMIN be-el i-gi u pal-gi (M.E.

Cohen Lamentations 240); in one of the tablets of the god-list AN = Anum En-
kimdu is the farmer of Nabti and also the deification of dikes and canals (AN

= Anum II 249-250): dEn-ki-im..du ab-sindNa-bi-um-ke4 / dE-pa5 MIN; and a

late bilingual text from Uruk (von Weiher Uruk no. 5:8): dEn-ki-im-du lugal-

pa5-pa5-re-ke4 be-lu i-ki u pa-la-gu. There may have been a cult of Enkimdu in
Umma, but this assumption is based upon one Umma text which enumerates
ovine offerings to the gods of Umma and includes the entry (TCL 5 pl. xl AO
6053 r. iii 4) : 1 sila.4 dEn-ki-im-du l (M't) . If our suggested reading of the line is
correct (and note that a god dEn-ki-im-ma is nowhere else attested), then the
god of irrigation in the deified form dPa4-kds-e may have been a form of En-

kimdu.
The festival probably occurred no earlier than the middle of the month

and involved lustrations (for Sara?), offerings for Enlil, and offerings in
Kian. After listing offerings for the phases of the moon for the 6th, 7th and
15th of the month ' tipa5-ktls-e, an Umma tablet records: 1 goat for Enlil, 1
goat for the lustration and 1 lamb brought to Kian-extra provisions for the
festival (ni-diri-ezem-ma)" (Sauren NY Public Library 53).

Celebration of the pa4-kiss-e festival may have involved a ceremonial jour-

ney in a magur-ship. A delivery of boots and water-skins for the festival may
have been used during this journey down the waterways (see the discussion

of tttnisag) or as part of ritual washing activities. Just as for other monthly fes-
tivals, bundles of ropes were obtained.' Provisions for the journey or offer-
ings during the festival included various grains (MVN 3 120; YOS 4 321), one
sheep and one goat, 90 liters of regular royal beer, and 30 liters of regular
pea flour (Limet Textes Sumeriens 90). 2

AO 6040 enumerates items used during the pakus"e-festival: 2 ibex horns
for pouring liquids during the ritual washing of the god Sara, satukku-offer-
ings of barley, pomade and oil, burnt offerings and supplies of barley, dates,

1.JonesSnyder SET 274: 308-313.
2. Yildiz and Gomi Umma no. 2155 (AS8 xi) is a long list of offerings for lustrations performed

for a variety of gods and objects during this month. However, it is unclear whether this unusual list
is to be connected with the pakulefestival or to standard, monthly lustrations.

UMMA

milk and oils for those who poured water into bowls, and singers. Oil for "the
door" was supplied in the name of Sulgi and Amar-Suen, as well as barley for
the "The Power" courtyard of the great shrine.

A list of festival provisions includes a reference to a leather object, ku§gur
(TCL 5 pl. vi AO 5672 iii): 1 ku gur ss"e-il-la dNans`e 1 kulgur pa4-ktls-e 1 kulgur
dumu-zi-da. 1 These three entries occur in the same order as the month
names: 'tise-it-la, iti pa4-ktls-e and iti dDumu-zi and thus may refer to a cultic
leather object used in ceremonies during these three months. This same ob-
ject, without the determination for leather, occurs in a text listing deliveries
of offerings for the festival in the month' tipa4-ktls-e of IS1 in Umma: 1 gur-
pa4-kus-e 1 ka-gu-la 1 a-gub-ba "1 for ...pakuie, 1 for the great gate and 1 for
the holy water basin" (PSBA 40 [1918] Bodelian 146 [IS1]). And this cultic
object is probably to be restored in another delivery text dated to itipa4-ktl§-
e of IS2: [gur] pa4-kili-e (PSBA 40 [1918] Bodelian 168) which also men-
tions offerings for the holy water basin and for the great gate. These lists
(which include PSBA 40 [1918] Bodelian 170) include offerings to the de-
ceased Ur III kings (with a double portion for Su-Sin) and parallel a third
tablet dated to' tipa4-kiss`-e of IS1 which lists deliveries of offerings for the Ur
III kings, with a summary line: sizkur-ezem. All three texts state that the de-
liveries were made to the a-mas` (sheepfold?). Offerings to these objects also
occur in a list of provisions for the pag-kiss-e festival dated to itipa4-kiss-e in
IS1. At the end of the tablet the sheep are totaled, followed by the statement
ni-ezem ba-an-dab5 Ummaki "the provisions for the festival have been taken;
(for) Umma." (Aegyptus 10 [1929] no. 30). Besides one sheep for the gur-
dPa4-kiss-e (ni-dab5 <<gur>> gur-dPa4-ktls`-e) , and sheep for the great gate and
the holy water basin, there are sheep for, among others, the "place of the
sun," Damgalnunna, the asakku-demon, the ritual washing of Sara and Du-
muzi and for those stationed throughout the city who pour beer (kas`-de-a-
uru-gub-ba). A very similar text (Boson Tavolette 329 [IS1 xii]) contains a list
of offerings for the festival, summing them as ni-ezem-ma- dSara l-Ummaki .

This list includes offerings during the lustrations of Sara and Dumuzi of
Urua. Quantities of silver were provided for the festival, possibly for enhanc-
ing or creating emblems and standards (ni-dabs-ezem dPa4-ktls-e) (MVN 9
175) .2 YBC 1822 (see below) lists various aromatics for the pa 5-kus-e festival. 3

1. The nature of this object is quite unclear. Note the first three entries for the festival in Boson
Tavolette 329: (1) 1 udu ki-dUtu gur (2) 1 udu ni-dab5 gur (3) gur-dPa4-k ll-e. Lines 1 and 2 also occur
in Boson Tavolette 278 in regard to the cult of Dumuzi of Kian and Dumuzi of Umma.

2. YOS 4 272, dating to ' npa4-k6g-e, is a long list of offerings to the sanctuaries of the gods,
beginning with Sara (6-8-§3-ni-gi§-tag-ga-dingir-re-ne). However, there is no specific indication that
this involves offerings for the pakule-festival.

3. Grain as provisions for a festival (ni-ezem-ma) during this month is recorded in Touzalin Ur
316. But no day is recorded.
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dDumu-zi

This twelfth month of the Umma calendar is almost always written id dDumu-

zi ( itlezem-dDumu-zi occurs as Kang Umma 150, which Kang identifies as
coming from Umma, not Lagas). This month occurs also in the Girsu calen-
dar as the sixth month where it is always written it'ezem-dDumu-zi.

Two Sargonic mu-iti tablets from Umma record the delivery of goats and
skins for the festival of Dumuzi (MAD 4 82; MAD 4 116). A third tablet (MAD

4 149) mentions the field of Dumuzi (a-§adDumu-zi-da). Kutscher, noting
the absence of a temple of Dumuzi in Urnma, suggests "From these scanty
data it seems that Umma celebrated a festival in honor of Dumuzi, perhaps
the sacred marriage rite, independent of a temple ... The field mentioned
above [MAD 4 149] might have been the site of the festivities. " However, as

noted below, in the Ur III period the observance appears to have been cele-
brated in a courtyard (kisal-e11-e). 1

Th. Jacobsen has suggested that the festival of Dumuzi in Umma celebrat-
ed the sacred marriage with Inanna, in the form of the entu-priestess. Jacob-
sen cites Or 47-49 (1930) 344 which dates to the twelfth month of AS5: 3 udu-

u 3 mas dDumu-zi en-'e gin-na, "3 grass-fed sheep and 3 male goats for Dumuzi

going to the priestess."2 Kutscher notes "This text also records gifts of small
cattle to Dumuzi in Umma and Ki-dingir, as well as to other deities, to the
dead Sulgi, to Amar-Suen and to the id-a-nag of dead ensis. Other texts dated
to the twelfth month record expenditures for Dumuzi's wedding gifts (nig-
mi-us-sa), probably to Inanna."3 Noting other tablets which indicate a jour-
ney of Dumuzi of Urua, Kutscher suggests that his destination for reaching

the priestess was Ki-dingir and Apisal.
There are three Ur III texts dealing with preparations for the festival of

Dumuzi.4 MVN 5 50 is dated to the month id dDumu-zi in AS6. The JGS 24

text is closely related since the same individual, A-lu 5-lu5, took charge of the

offerings. All three texts list offerings on behalf of both Sulgi and Amar-

Suen,5 refer to ceremonies in the kisal-gesbu2ba-e ll-e or kisal-e 1 1-e, and

mention offerings for the ma-sar-sar-re boats. AO 6040 records an opulent
assortment of fruits, cheeses, honey and oil for the "festival of Dumuzi (for)

Sulgi " and for the "festival of Dumuzi (for) Amar-Suen. " The other two texts

1. "The Cult of Dumuzi, " Bar-Ran Studies, 32. Kutscher notes Nikolski 2 14, the only Umma text
to mention a temple of Dumuzi at Umma and at Urua. Kutscher suggests that this may refer to a small

cella for Dumuzi 's statue or to a temple located outside of Umma.

2. Jacobsen, Unity and Diversity, 78 n. 6 and Kutscher, op. cit., 33.

3. Kutscher, op. cit., 34; add Toronto 925.62.166 (SS3 xii).

4. AO 6040, MVN 5 50, and G. Wilhelm, "Eine neusumerische Urkunde zur Beopferung

verstorbener Konige,"JCS 24 (1972), 83.

5. Yildiz and Gomi Umma no. 1863 (AS9) is another example of festival offerings made on behalf

of a deceased monarch: ni-ezem-ma d$ul-gi-ra ... ni-ezem-ma dAmar dSuen.

UMMA

list two sets of satukku-offerings, one on behalf of Sulgi and the other on be-
half of AmarSuen: 1

total: 5 grass-fed sheep
withdrawn by Alulu.

total: 4 grain-fed goats

MVN 550

1 grain fed sheep for the new moon,
1 grain-fed goat and 1 grass-fed sheep

for the Chariot of Day 6,
[2] grain-fed sheep and 1 grass-fed sheep

for the Chariot of Day 7,
1 grass-fed sheep for the full moon of

of the 15th day,
satukkuofferings;
1 grain-fed goat for the ma-sar-sar-e boat,
the satukku-offering (on behalf of?) Sulgi;
1 grain-fed sheep for the new moon,

1 grain-fed goat
for the Chariot of Day 6,

1 grain-fed sheep
for the Chariot of Day 7,

1 grass-fed sheep for the full moon of
the 15th day,

satukku-offerings;
1 grain-fed goat for the ma-sar-sar-e boat,

1 (grass-fed) sheep brought to
the ...-courtyard (kisal-e11-e)

the satukku-offering (on behalf of?)
Amar-Suen;

total: 5 grain-fed sheep total: 9 grain fed sheep and 5 grass-fed
sheep;

satukku-offerings on behalf of(?) Sulgi
Amar-Suen;

[withdrawn by] Alulu.

(on behalf of?) Amar-Suen;

JCS 24 (1972), 83

1 grain fed sheep for the new moon,
1 grain fed sheep and 1 grass-fed sheep

for the Chariot of Day 6,
2 grain-fed sheep and 1 grass-fed sheep

for the Chariot of Day 7,
1 grass-fed sheep for the full moon of the

15th day,
the monthly satukku-offering;
1 grain fed goat for the ma-sar-sar-e boat,
(on behalf of?) Sulgi;
1 grain-fed sheep for the new moon,
1 grain-fed sheep

for the Chariot of Day 6,
1 grain fed sheep

for the Chariot of Day 7,
1 grass-fed sheep for the full moon of the

15th day,
the monthly satukku-offering;
1 grass-fed sheep brought to the ...-

courtyard (kisal-e ll-e)
1 grain fed sheep for the ma-sar-sar-e boat,

All three texts mention offerings loaded onto boats, ma-sar-sar-(r)e. Pos-
sibly these ritual boats, bearing special offerings for Dumuzi, were set adrift
along the canal, intended to fetch Dumuzi back from the netherworld-the
means by which Dumuzi would cross the river separating the netherworld
from Sumer.

1. The meaning of the courtyard name gelbug1"cl re is unclear. For el re possibly as a location
or building, note the goddess name dNin-ell-e (e.g. RA 69 [1975], 20) and in particular MVAG 21
21-25 iv 3-4 (listed by H. Sauren, "Besuchsfahrten der Cotter in Sumer, " OrNS 38 [1969], 211): dNin-
el It dDumu-zi el l-e "Offerings for Nine 'e and for Dumuzi of E ' e. " There was a temple of dNin-el l-
e at Umma (AUCT 1 766). For the element ewe note the name Ur-e 11-e, the father of the Umma
scribe Lu-kal-la. A deity dE11t is also attested in the Ur III period (Sigrist Roduster 160 rev. iii 4):
gudu4 dE11 .e.
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All three texts mention an offering from the living king, Amar-Suen, in

the courtyard.
A rather important aspect of the observance as noted in these three texts

is that the ceremonies were not restricted to deceased monarchs, since at
least MVN 5 50 occurred in the sixth year of Amar-Suen 's reign. Clearly the

Ur III monarchs, in particular Sulgi, identified themselves closely with Dumuzi.
And rather than being offerings to dead kings identified with Dumuzi, these
offerings may have been made on behalf of the kings to Dumuzi, the shep-
herd, to the harbinger of spring. The festival of Dumuzi at Umma occurred
in the last month of winter. Therefore it is likely that this important festival
in Umma may have been related to the mythologized belief that Dumuzi al-
ternated with his sister, Geltinanna, in the netherworld. This festival may
have marked Dumuzi's return, the onset of spring. Upon Dumuzi's return,
he would have needed to be reunited with his spouse, Inanna, thus providing
the setting for the reenactment of the sacred marriage rite, as Jacobsen suggests. ,

As part of the preparation for the festival, both the deceased and living
monarchs provided the regular offerings for the phases of the moon. If there
is any merit to the order of offerings in these texts, the festival occurred on
or after the full moon. There is a reference in a Drehem tablet to a journey
by Ninisina by barge to Umma on the 15th of this month (RA 79 [1985], 26

no. 13 [AS9 it'se-kin-ku5]): 2 udu dNin-in-si Ummaki u4 Ummaki-se ba-gin-

na-a), possibly to visit the statue of Dumuzi during this festival.
A document from Adab (A 721, Zhi Adab p. 317) records provisions taken

to the palace for the festival dSara-dEn-lil-gar and the festival of Dumuzi, per-

haps references to festivals in Umma.
Boson Tavolette 278, which dates to this month, refers to the `gur' presum-

ably in relation to the festival of Dumuzi: 1 ma§ ki- dUtu gur / 1 udu ni-dab5

gur / dDumu-zi Ummaki / 1 ma ki-dUtu gur / 1 udu ni-dabs gur / dDumu-

zi Ki-anki, for which see our above discussion of the month itipa4-ktls-e.

xiii. diri

In Umma the intercalary month was itidiri, "extra month." T. Gomi has
suggested that from the 32nd to the 46th years of Sulgi's reign 'there were

two types of leap years at Umma. l The first type placed the leap month after
the first month, the second type after the twelfth month. Thereafter the leap
month occurred only after the twelfth month. Gomi, citing Contenau Contri-

bution 15 in 533, suggests that itidiri was an abbreviated form of itidiri-se-kin-

ku5. One text dated to IS2 is dated to the intercalary month iti-diri-kit (Tor-

onto 910.209.83).

1. "Embolism in the Umma Calendar," Acta Sum 6 (1988), lff.

UMMA

Texts

The following texts list supplies for the yearly festivals in Umma: l

TCL 5 pl. xxix (AO 6040)

[...] §e
[...] ma-gurs-ra

[...] gilhaghur-duru5 gur
ni-dabs-gudu4-e-ne
0.1.0 be ma-dug-a
0.0.4 be [x] gin ma-lab4
1 sila i-nun-dulo-ga
i4 sila igig-dulo ga
ma-gur8IU-angin-na
2 gu ('ninni5
2 gu esir2-a ba-al
magurg-re dab-be-de
0.0.2 1e
'A sila i-nun-dulpga
1 sila i-gig
64a-m-16 -a

[...] x
[...I IA
[ezemj-nisag
[... j sila s`e
[...] silt i-nun-du loga
[...] sila igig-dul o-ga
2 sila igi§
bir-re e-kab-de-a
ezem-s'u-numun
2 a-darag
a-tu5-a-dSara2
0.0.2 §e
14 sila i-nun-du loga
1 sila igi§
e-ta-m146-a
2.3.5 be gur

[••.l of barley
(for) [...] the magur-ship,
[•.•] of barley,
[...] of fresh ..:fruit,
provisions for the gudu-priests;
60 liters of barley for the boat caulker,
40 liters of barley and ... shekels for the sailor(s),
1 liter of perfumed pomade,
'A liter of fine quality oil,
(for) the magur-ship travelling to Klan;
2 bundles of rushes (and)
2 bundles of bitumen
to be added to the magur-ship;
20 liters of barley,
14 liter of perfumed pomade,
1 liter of (regular) oil,
for those who carry outfire front the temple,

... for the temple
(for) the nisagfestival;
[...] liters of barley,
[...I liter of perfumed pomade,
[...] liter of fine quality oil, (and)
2 liters of (regular) oil
(for) the workers (in) the ale-house,
(for) the funumun-festival;
2 ibex horns

(for) the ritual washing of Sara,
20 liters of barley,
14 liter of perfumed pomade,
1 liter of (regular) oil
for those who cony outfire from the temple,
830 liters of barley,

1. Yldiz and Gomi Umma no. 2189 is a list of foodstuffs for the nesag-,

	

and pakude festivals.For the nisag-festival grain, legumes, dairy products, onions and fish are recorded; for the other twofestivals only onions and fish.

col. i
(break)

1'
2'
8'
4'

5'
6'
7'
8'
9'

10'
11'

12'
13'
14'
15'
16'
17'

col ii
(break)

1'

2'
3'
4'
5'
6'
7'
8'
9'

10'
11'
12'
13'
14'
15'
16'
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17'

	

ka?; g'§SILJG URU

18'	0.1.1 154 sila ge
19'

	

ka§-de-uru-gub-ba
20'

	

a-ra-min-kam
21'	ezem-e-iti-6

22'

	

2 adarag

23'	a-tu5-a-dSara2

24'	0.0.2 §e
25'	34 silo i-nundu10-ga

26'	1 sila igig
27'

	

e-ta-lit-1a-a

28'

	

2.2.3kegur
29'

	

kal gi3SILIG URU

30'	0.1.1 1 54 sila lie

col. iii

	

1

	

[ka3-de]-a-uru-gub-ba
	2

	

[ez]em-pa4-kilk-e

	

3

	

ki sa-dull

	

4

	

0.0.3 6 % sila §e

	

5

	

54 sila gxbr

	

6

	

0.0.1lhalbur-duru5
7 nidab5 GAL magur8-ra

	

8

	

6% sila le

	

9

	

1% silo sun-lum

	

10

	

1 sila ga-ar

	

11

	

% sila 1-gig

	

12

	

emarab-e-a-la-a

	

13

	

0.0.1 se

	

14

	

1 sila 1-gig

	

15

	

ni-dabs-nar-e-ne

	

16

	

el-el-min-a-bi il a-8e25 de-a

	

17

	

% sila igil
	18

	

e-taIZI-laa

	

19

	

0.2.1 5 sila §e

	

20

	

1 silo i-nun

	

21

	

1 sila ga-sigra

	

22

	

4 sila gibas-bur-durus

23 nidab5-lu-nir-lugal

25

	

0.0.2 5 silo su11-lum

26

	

nigil-tag-ga-lugal
27 ezem-nisag
28

	

0.0.1 g'tbaabur-duru5

29

	

'h silo igis

for the ...
71'x4 liters of barley
(for) the beer servers stationed about the city,

two-fold,
(for) the etial-festival;
2 ibex horns
(for) the ritual washing of Sara,

20liters of barley,
34 liter of perfumed pomade,
1 liter of (regular) oil
for those who carry outfire from the temple,

750 liters of barley,
for the ...
71 34 liters of barley

for the beer servers stationed about the city,

(for) the pakule-festival;
(the aforementioned) from the satukku- offerings.

36 % liters of barley,
55 liter of cheese,
10 liters of fresh ..: fruit, l
provisions for the ... of the magur-ship;
6% liters of barley,
1% liters of dates,
1 liter of cheese,
'h liter of (regular) oil
for those who pour water into the bowl,
10 liters of barley,
1 liter of (regular) oil
provisions for the singers;
(the above are) for the two deg-festivals and for the

(ceremony) of the pouring of the cold waters;
'h liter of (regular) oil
for those who may outfire from the temple,

135 liters of barley,
1 liter of ghee,
1 liter of yellow milk,
4 liters of fresh ..:fruit,
provisions for the royal standard-bearer?;
25 liters of dates
for the royal burnt offerings;

for the nisagfestival;

10 liters of fresh ...-fruit,

'fs liter of (regular) oil

col. iv

1

	

g §̀apindSara2-da-stl-a
2 ezem-lu-numun
3

	

635 sila 1e

	

4

	

1% sila suit-lum

	

5

	

1 sila ga-sig7

	

6

	

h silo i-gig

	

7

	

emerab-e-a-la-a

	

8

	

0.0.1 se

	

9

	

1 sila i-gig

	

10

	

nidab5-nar-e-ne

	

11

	

c? § min-a-bi tl a-fe23-de-a

	

12

	

h sila i-gig

	

13

	

eta-IZl-la-a

	

14

	

ezem-e-iti-6

	

15

	

6% sila ge

	

16

	

1% sila su it-um

	

17

	

1 sila ga-ar

	

18

	

h sila i-gig

	

19

	

emarab-e-a-la-a

	

20

	

5 gin igis`-duly-ga

	

21

	

1 sila igis

	

22

	

ni-dabs-nar-e-ne-a

	

23

	

@g-e§-min-a bi t1 a-1e23de-a

	

24

	

% sila i-gig

	

25

	

eta-iii-la-a
26 ezem pa4-kilk-e

	27

	

nigis`-tag-ga
col. v

(for) the plow "Making Long (Furrows) with Sara"
for the gunumun-festival;
6% liters of barley,
134 liters of dates,
1 liter of yellow milk,
55 liter of (regular) oil

for those who pour water into the bowl;
10 liters of barley,
1 liter of (regular) oil,
provisions for the singers;

(the above are) for the two e. of.festivals and for the
(ceremony) of the pouring of the cold waters;
h liter of (regular) oil
for those who carry out firefrom the temple 1
for the eitiaf-festival;
6% liters of barley,
1% liter of dates,
l liter of cheese,
'h liter of (regular) oil
for those who pour water into the bowl,
5 shekels of fine quality oil,,
1 liter of (regular) oil,
provisions for the singers;
(the above are) for the two efef-festivals and for the
(ceremony) of the pouring of the cold waters;
36 liter of (regular) oil
for those who carry out fire from the temple,
for the pakufe-festival;

(aforementioned) constitute the burnt offerings.

dSara2-Ummal'
0.0.3 ge

-e-a-

1. For e-ta-IZI-16-a and emarah-e a-la-a see M. Civil, Studies Sjoberg, 57-58; see YOS 4 207 for a-1e44-de-a-dDumu-zi-URUxA-a. For a reference to the emarah-e-a-la-a in the a-iti-as festival, see R13C 2540quoted on p. 181.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10 eik
11

	

1 sila 1-gig
12

	

g'§ig-e ak

(For) Sara of Umma
30 liters of barley
for use in the temple,

0.2.5 5 sila ge

	

175 liters of barley (and)
2 sila i-gig

	

2 liters of (regular) oil
dSul-gi Ki-anl'-ge gin-na

	

for when (the statue of) Sulgi travels to Kian,
5 gin i-gigdulo-ga

	

5 shekels of fine quality oil
ma-gurg-dSara2-inim-gabs-ri-a for the magur-ship "Sara's Reply,"
0.0.1 se

	

10 liters of barley
for the efe. festival,
1 liter of (regular) oil
to be used for "the door"

1. For the identification of the hashur-fruit (whether apple, apricot, etc.), see D. Snell, Ledgers

and Prices, YNER 8 (New Haven, 1982), 220 with references.
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13

	

ezem-nisag

14

	

0.0.5 2% sila le

15

	

KI.KAS gi!-bux(KA)-un Du

16

	

ezem-ri

17

	

5 gin lim-bi-a
18 ezem-lu-numun-na

19

	

0.0.1 le

20

	

el-el

21

	

1 sila 1-gig
22

	

ezem-e-iti-6

col. vi

1

	

13.1.2 7 % sila legur

2

	

0.2.1 7 sila su11lum

3

	

2 sila 1-nun-du10-ga

4

	

3 sila igil-du10-ga

5

	

6% sila i-nun

6

	

0.0.1 1 % sila 1-gig

7

	

3 sila ga-gazi

8

	

6 gitpel-lecrgu

9

	

7 sila lal-had

10

	

7 sila gi3balbur-babbar

11

	

5 sila lugi6-par4-babbar

12

	

1 sila git(JRxIJAI
13

	

4 sila lim-bi-a
14 ezemdSulgi-ra

15

	

0.0.1 le el-el

16

	

1 sila igil

17

	

6 uig a ak

18

	

ezem-pa4-kfile

19

	

0.4.1 4 sila le

20

	

0.0.2 5 sila su11-lum

21

	

34 sila 1-nun

22

	

10 gin ga-gazi

23

	

1 sila lal-had

24

	

234 sila 1-gig

25

	

5 gin i-gigdu10-ga

26

	

ma-sar-sar-re
27 ezem-dDumu-zi-da

28 dSulgi

29

	

0.0.3 le llama-lP

30

	

0.1.5 5 sila le

31

	

1 sila 1-gil

32

	

dAmar-dSuen Ki-ank'

col. vii

1

	

4 sila 1-gil

for the nisagfestival;
72 1/3 liters of barley

for the banquet(?)
for the ri-festival;
5 shekels of perfume

for the s''unumun-festival;

10 liters of barley,
for the delfestival;
1 liter of (reguilar) oil

for the eitia3-festival;

3987 % liters ofbarley,
137 liters of dates,

2 liters of perfumed pomade,

3 liters of fine quality oil,

6% liters of ghee,

11 % liters of (regular) oil,

3 liters of gazi-cheese,

6 strings of figs,

7 liters of white honey,

7 liters of pears,
5 liters of dried liparu-fruit,

1 liter of ..:fruit,

4 liters of perfume
for the festival of Sulgi;

10 liters of barley for the dd-festival,

1 liter of (regular) oil
to be used for "the door, "

(for) the pakudefestival;
254 liters of barley,
25 liters of dates,

34 liter of ghee,

10 shekels of gazicheese,

1 liter of white honey,

231 liters of (regular) oil,

5 shekels of fine quality oil
for the ..:boats

(for) the festival of Dumuzi

(on behalf of) Sulgi;

30 liters of barley for the temple,

115 liters of barley (and)

1 liter of (regular) oil
(for) when (the statue) of Amar-Suen (goes to) Riau;

4 liters of (regular) oil

-THE CULTIC CALENDARS OF THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST -

1. For the sign fJRx11A read erim7 or erin9, see AOAT 33, 441.

UMMA

2 gig -e ak to be used for "the door"
, 3 ezem-nisag for the nisagfestival;

4 [x] le [••• liters] ofbarley
5 ezem-ri (for) the ri-festival;
6 5 gin lim-bi-a 5 shekels ofperfume
7 ezem-3u-numun-na for the funumunfestival;
8 14.1.4 4 sila legur 4304 liters of barley,
9 0.1.5 6 sila su1 I-lum 106 liters of dates,

10 1% sila i-nun-dulo-ga 1% liter of perfumed pomade,
11 1% sila 5 gin 1gig-du10-ga 1% liters and 5 shekels of fine quality oil,
12 6 sila 10 gin 1-nun 6 liters and 10 shekels of ghee,
13 0.0.15% sila igil 15% liters of (regular) oil,
14 3% sila ga-gazi 3% liters of gazi-cheese,
15 6

	

lle-er-gu 6 strings of figs,
16 7 sila lal-bad 7 liters of white honey,
17 5 sila gi3halhur-babbar 5 liters of pears,
18 5 sila giigi6-par4-babbar 5 liters of dried liparu-fruit,
19 0.0.1 5 sila gi3URx11A 15 liters of ..:fruit,
20 4 sila lira-bi-a 4 liters of perfume
21 ezemdAmar-dSuen-ka for the festival ofAmar-Suen;
22 4 sila igil 4 liters of (regular) oil
23 gi3igc ak to be used for "the door,"
24 6% sila le 6% liters of barley,
25 kisalges`bu2ba-ib-gal (for) the ...-courtyard of the ibga4
26 ezem-pa4-kill-e (for) the pakudefestival;
27 0.4.1 5 sila le 255 liters of barley,
28 0.0.2 6 sila sul l-lum 26 liters of dates,
29 5/6 sila i-nun 5/6 liters of ghee,
30 % sila ga-gazi % liter of gazi-cheese,
31 5 gin i-gig-du10ga 5 shekels of fine quality oil,
32 1 5/6 sila Igil 1 5/6 liters of (regular) oil,
33 1 sila lal-bad 1 liter of white honey,
34 1 sila gi3halbur-babbar 1 liter of pears,

col. viii

1 1 gi3pi l-s"e-ergu 1 string of figs,
2 1 sila g'3x (x) 1 liter of ..:fruit,
3 1 sila gi3gi6-par4-babbar 1 liter of dried liparu-fruit
4 ma-sar-sar-re for the ..:boat(s),
5 0.0.1 5 sila le 15 liters of barley,
6 [...] gin 1gigdu10-ga [...] shekels of fine quality oil
7 kisal-gelbu2 clre for the ...courtyard of Ee(?),
8 ezem-dDumu-zida for the festival of Dumuzi
9 dAmar-dSuen (on behalf of) Amar-Suen.

col. ix

1 dSulgi Ki-ant' for (when the statue of) Sulgi (goes to) Kian;
2 s`u-nigin2 46.0.0 4 % sila total: 13804% liters ofbarley,

legur
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3

	

§u-nigin2 0.0.1 2 5/s sila
1-nundulo-ga

4

	

Iu-niginy 9 sila 15 gin
i-gi3-dulo-Sa

5

	

§u-niginy 0.0.1 5 sila 10 gin
1-nun

6

	

§u-nigin2 0.1.2 6 5/s sila i-gi§

7

	

lu-nigin2 2 sila ga-sigq-a
8 i-nunka§6gin
9

	

[...] ka§ 9 gin
10

	

[...] sila ga-gazi
11

	

[...] ka§ 0.0.1 l4 sila
12

	

[...] sila ga-ar
13

	

[...] sila 10 gin §im-hi-a

14

	

[•.• si]la su114um gur

15

	

[...] 1-nun [(...)]

16

	

[lu-nigin2... sila siUrxxUA]

col. x
1

	

§u-nigin2 7.0.2 4 sila
gilha§burduru5 gur

2

	

§u-nigin2 13 g',pele-er-gu

3

	

§u-nigin2 0.0.1 6 sila 15.1-bad

4

	

§u-nigin2 0.0.1 3 sila
githa§hur-babbar

5

	

§u-nigin2 0.0.1 1 sila
g'lgi6-par4babbar

6

	

§u-nigin2 2 gu
7

	

§u-nigin2 2 gu esir-a-ba-al

8

	

§u-nigin2 6 adaras

Sigrist Syracuse 489 = MVN 15 224 (S41); for a transliteration see D. Owen,

MVN 15 p. 84.

7 pairs of running boots,
2 vials of ...-oil

(for) the .fesagku festival;

40 sheep-skin boots,
1 mana of straps(?), 2 wa[terskins],
2 foul ox-hides,
2 manas of mineral dye,
7 leather ... boots,
2 bottles of ...-oil,
6 reed ...,
1'ft black ox-hides,
6 black sheep-skins,
1 ..:box

(for) the nisagfestival;

UMMA

7 pairs of running boots,
6 .. sheepskin boots and ...
1 leather drinking bag and 1 headband(?)
10 shekels of oxhide

(for) the Junumun festival;

7 pairs of running boots,
2 waterskins

(for) the eitia.festival;

14 pairs of running boots,
2 waterskins,
2 white sheep-skins,
for the thwart of the magur-boat,
10 shekels of mineral dye

(for) the pakui'efestival;

1 well-made chariot complete with curved(?) chariot poles,
1 ... chariot ...
from Lubanda
withdrawn (for the goddess) Sara.
Year Sulgi 41

Limet Textes Sumeriens 90 (S23)

30 liters of regular beer,
18 liters of regular pea flour,

(for) the regular offerings for day 1;

46 liters of black beer,
20 liters of regular pea flour,

(for) 'the chariot' for day 6;

60 liters of black beer,
20 liters of regular pea flour,

(for) ' the chariot' for day 7;

1 grass-fed sheep for the ..:boat,
1 goat for making an offering at ...,
1 goat for when [the boat] touches the quay, l and
1 goat to the [temple?] of Milan

(already) gone;
1 sheep for the ...,
1 sheep ... the nisag-quay, 2

(for) the nisag-festival;

1 sheep
(for) the .tunumun-festival;

1 sheep
(for) the eitia,.festival;

1 sheep and 1 goat,

1.This line can be restored on the basis of SNSAT 409 and YBC 16668 transliterated above.
2. Limet transliterated kar muni. However, SNSAT 409 has kar-nesag-ga.

total: 12 5/6 liters of perfumed pomade,

total: 9 liters 15 shekels of fine quality oil,

total: 15 liters 10 shekels of ghee,

total: 86 5/6 liters of (regular) oil,

2 liters of yellow-milk,
ghee-beer 6 shekels,
[...]beer. 9 shekels,
[...] liters of gazi-cheese,
10% liters of [...]-beer,
[...] liters of cheese,
[...] liters 10 shekels of perfume,
[...] liters of dates,
[...] ghee [...],
[total:... liters of ..:fruit],

total: 2124 liters of fresh ..:fruit,

total: 18 strings of figs,
total: 16 liters of white honey,
total: 13 liters of pears,

total: 11 liters of Iiparu-fruit,

total: 2 bundles of rushes,
total: 2 bundles of bitumen,
total: 6 ibex horns.
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1.Courtesy W.W. Hallo. We thank M. Sigrist who brought this unpublished tablet to our
attention. The list of woods and aromatics in this text is similar to that in MVN 15 127, which is
probably a list of provisions for one of the Umma festivals.

2. The aromatic lim-gam-gam-ma is unattested lexically. It is different from fimCUR.Gf1R (kukru)

(see CAD K 500), and only the form tim- AM-ma is equated with the aromatic 3timlalu (CADS 245).

Bauer Lagasch, 652 and Selz Wirtschaftsurkunden, 530 tentatively translate "Terebinth(?) fragrance."

3. See D. Snell, Ledgers and Prices, YNER 8 (New Haven, 1982), 235 for the translation 'boxwood ' .

4. For references to Sim-gu 4-ku-ru see CAD K 500 sub kukru mng a).

90 liters of regular royal beer,
30 liters of regular pea flour,

(for) the pakudefestival;

1 sheep
(for) the gesagku-festival.

YBC 1822 1

2 ma-na eren
1 ma-na za-ba-lum
1 ma-na Su-ur--me
15 gin mun
1 sila Sim-gam-gam-ma
ezem-nisag

2% ma-na erin
14 ma-na za-balum
1% ma-na Su-ur-me
4 ma-na mun
2 sila Sim-gam-gam-ma
dab-ha

1 ma-na gi
1 ma-na Sim-IM
1 ma-na 15 gin tam-s"e-lum
% ma-na Sim
2 ma-na ar-ga-num
1 ma-na Nl-gi4-tum
3 ma-na en-MUR
1 ma-na Simdu lo
2 sila Iim-GAN
2 ma-na Ie-li
2 ma-na gu 4-ku-ru
ezem-nisag

114 ma-na gi
1% ma-na Sim-IM
4 ma-na tam-le-lum
34 ma-na lim
2% ma-na ar-ga-num
1% ma-na NIgi4-tum
3 ma-na en-MUR
2% ma-na Iimdulo

2 mana of cedar
1 mana of juniper(?)
1 mana of cypress
15 shekels of salt
1 liter of ..: resin2
(for) the nisag-festival;

2% manas of cedar
114 mana of juniper(?)
1% mana of cypress
14 mana of salt
2 liters of ..:resin
additional;

1 mana of reeds
1 mana of ..:resin
1 mana 15 shekels ofboxwood(?)-resin s
14 mana of perfume
2 manas of ..:resin
1 mana of ...wood
3 manas of ...
1 mana of sweet resins
2 liters of ...-resin
2 manas of pine (or juniper)-seeds
2 manas of ...-(wood) 4
(for) the nisagfestival;

114 mana of reeds
1% mana of ..:resin
4 manas of tamgallu

34 mana of resin
2% manas of ..:resin
1% mana of ..:wood
3 manas of ...
2% mana of sweet resins

2 sila Sim-GAN
2 ma-na la li
2 ma-na gu4-kukru
tur-re
ezem-e'-iti-6 fi pa5kils-e

diri la-ni Sim-i sa-dull dSara

im Iii-mab-ta

''A sila 1-nundu10-ga
1 sa-ra-ak le-kin-ku5
1 sila lkul-gitgigir-ra-ta
2 sila 1-nun-GIS.x.NUMUN
i4 sila i-nundu10-ga
1 sila i-gig
e-ta-IZl-la a
5 sila i-madug a-ta
ezem nesag
14 sila 1-nun-du1o-ga
ezem-[ri]
[14] sila [ i-nun]-[du10]-[ga]
1 sila i-gig
e-ta-izi-la-a
ezem-a-iti-as
14 sila 1-nundu10ga
1 sila 1-gig
e-ta-IZi-Ia-a
ezem-pa4-kill-e

1 sila4 g'igigir ul-la gub-ba

1 udu ma a-a lub-ba-a
1 udu URU-ba dAlnan
1 udu dAmar-dSuen

e-dSaraka ku4-ra
1 udu ki-na-ma-ad

2 liters of ..:resin
2 manas of pine (or juniper)-seeds
2 manas of ...-(wood)
to be subtracted
(for) the eitiaffestival and

the pakuge (festival)

in addition to debits of fragrant oils for the
regular offerings for Sara;

from the tablet of Lumab.

1 liter of perfumed pomade, (and)
...-oil (for) the .t'ekinku-(festival);
1 liter of oil for the chariot's leather,
2 liters of pomade for the ... 1
i4 liter of perfumed pomade, (and)
1 liter of oil
for those who carryfire from the temple
from (?) the 5 liters of oil for caulking the boat,
(for) the nesagfestival.

14 liter of perfumed pomade
for the ri-festival.
i4 liter of perfumed pomade, (and)
1 liter of oil
for those who carry fire from the temple
(for) the eitialfestival.
'A liter of perfumed pomade, (and)
1 liter of oil
for those who carryfirefrom the temple
(for) the pakugefestival.

1 lamb for the chariot when it is standing fully
beautified,

1 sheep for when the boat is cast into the waters,
1 sheep for the ... ofAlnan,
1 sheep for when Amar-Suen enters the

temple of Sara,
1 sheep for ...,

SNSAT no. 532 (BM 106109; excerpted)

YBC 16663 (AS5 iv); provisions for the nesagfestival

1. Conti and Sato read g'teme!-numun; (for the tongue of the seeder-plow, see C. Wilcke, "A
Riding Tooth: Metaphor, Metonymy and Synecdoche, Quick and Frozen in Everyday Language,"
Figurative Language in the Ancient NearEast, M. J. Geller, et al., eds., [London, 1987], 81-82). Perhaps
a reading gtsag-kul is possible?
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1 sheep for the offering of the sheepfold(?)
1 lamb for the emblem of the Guedena,
1 grain-fed goat for when the first barley is steeped

in water
1 ox for the throne of Enlil,

[1 ...] (for the ceremony) of the pouring of cold
waters (for) Sara,

... at the temple of Sara,
Damgalnunna,

... the chariot placed at the front,
six goats
for the storehouse,
[one goat] for when the boat touches the quay,
[one] goat for when the god enters the temple,
1 sheep for the daily work

disbursed by Alulu.

SNSAT 409 (BM 106129 [AS8 iv]) 2; provisions for the nesag-festival

1 udu mal a-a ga-ra
1 sila4 bar-ba zi gi§ DAR d i-a
1 udu bar-ba zi-ga
a-gub-ba gi x-DAGAL
1 mas ma-x-a gub-ba
1 udu bar-ba zi-ga
ma-e na riga
1 sila4 bar-ba zi-ga ku-an
1 udu siskur-kir-ra
1 udu bar-ba zi-ga
a-gub-ba §a-h-a
1 udu ka-gu-la
1 udu bar-ba zi-ga
emarah [( )]-eala-a
1 udu-niga 3 [udu]-ii
1 sila4 bar-ba zi-ga

1. For the a-ma§ (sheepfold?) at Umma, cf. Touzalin Ur 161:2: en c i 6-ma§-56, "for the en-priest of
the shrine of the emaf; Touzalin Ur 211:4: a-ma§ gub-ba, "stationed at the encl."

2. Because of the many unclear cultic terms in this text, we have not attempted a translation.

UMMA

Id-an-na-gal-gal
1 mas-niga [x] udu-ti
1 sila4 bar-ba zi<ga>
ki-an-na-dEn-lil-la
1 udu-niga Id-si-ga
1 udu-niga Fat-de-a ura & gub-ba
1 udu bar-ba zi-ga
gisgigir ul-la gub-ba
1 sila4 bar-ba zi-ga
ma a-a §ub-ba
1 udu bar-ba zi-ga
[ ]-bar dA§nan
1 udu bar-ba zi-ga
e-kin-kin
1 sila4 bar-ba zi-ga
ma ul-la gub-ba
1 udu-niga Id-an-na dNin-PA
1 udu-niga a-tug-a-dSara il siskur s`a-h-a
1 udu bar-ba zi-ga ni-§A-te
1 udu-niga a-tu5-a dDumu-zi-uxuxA-a
1 udu-niga ld ANA.snRda
1 sila4 bar-ba zi-ga
[x]-de sag-ga
1 udu bar-ba zi-ga
ni-dab5 tug-sagi4-a
1 [sill a4i bar-ba zi-ga
ma zi -A
1 udu Id-na-ma-ad
I udu bar-ba zi-ga
kar-nisag-ga
1 sila4 bar-ba zi-ga
bira-an-na
1 udu dNu-battda-mab
1 udu bar-<ba> zi-ga
bara-dEn-11-la
1 udu dMa-ma
1 udu bar-ba zi-ga
e-dUtu
1 udu e-ni-LAGAR
1 udu bar-ba zi-ga
bara-ki-DAGAL
1 udu 6-sag-a§
1 sila4 bar-ba zi-ga
dGu-la-Ki•anki
1 udu bar-ba zi-ga
giAgigir-e igi-bi ga-ra
1 udu dingir a-a ku4-ra

1 udu sizkur-^-ma§
1 sila4 §u-nir gu-dh-na
1 ma §e-nisagga a-e §u-a

1 gu4 bara-dEn-Iff-la

[...] dSul-gi ma-gurs-ra
gaba-ri-a

7ma§
[...]-ga-fugal
[...] rx'dug-de
[ 1 ... a-§] e23-de-a dSara

[...] e-dSara-§e
[... d]Dam-gal-nun-na
[...] g';gtgir-e igi-be ga-ra
6 ma§
[e?-n1?]-ga-ra
[1 ma] ma kar-re tag-ga
[1] ma dingir 6-a ku4-ra
1 udu a-u4da
Id Alug-lug-ta
zi-ga am

[1 ...] when the (statue of) Sulgi is facing the
magur.ship,

seven goats
for the royal ...
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1 sila4 bar-ba zi-ga
ni-dab5 ld-maskim
1 udu abul-mab
1 udu e-e sag-due-a
101a 1 udu 1 sila4 bar-ba zi-ga
el-n1-ga-ra
1 udu bar-ba zi-ga
to-nisag a-e 5u-a
1 mas mas-PA
1 udu ma kar-e tag-ga
1 udu-niga a sed 12-de aura
1 udu dNin-ka-si
1 udu 5u-ak-lugal
101a 1 udu e-mubaldim
5u-nigin 8 udu-niga
-su-nigin 1 m55-niga
5u-nigin 15 udu bar-ba zi-ga
5u-nigin 38 udu-ii
5u-nigin 12 sila4 bar-ba zi-ga
5u-nigin 2 m55
sa dull zag-mu d$ara
ki A 1u5-lu5-ta
zi-ga''ezem-nisag
mu en-Eridul" ba-bun

THE THIRD MILLENNIUM B.C.

Other Ur III Sites

In addition to the many Ur III tablets from Lagas/Girsu, Nippur, Umma, Ur,
and Drehem, there is a relatively small number of tablets from Adab, a cache
from modern Ishan Mizyad, and several tablets of unknown provenience us-
ing yet other calendrical systems.

Two month names are preserved from pre-Sargonic Adab: itia-ki-ti (OIP
14 67) and itidu6-kt (OIP 14 68).

The most crucial tablet for reconstructing the order of the Adab calendar
in the Sargonic period is Zhi Adab A 683+689, which originally listed nine
months in order, adding at the conclusion "regular offerings for the gods for
nine months." Unfortunately, the names of the middle three months have
been destroyed. Zhi understood this tablet as indicating that these nine
months constituted the first nine months of the year. l However, these are as-
suredly the last nine months of the year. Zhi's interpretation positions itise-
kin-ku5 far removed from its position in other calendars, whereas our posi-
tioning causes both se-kin-ku5 and dub-ktl to coincide with their placement
in the nearby Nippur calendar. Moreover, text A 730 is a twelve month ac-
counting which concludes with iaie-kin-a, assuredly the last month of the year.
Thus A 683+689 provides the names of months 4, 5, 6, 10, 11 and 12. The
month itise-sag-sigh-ga can be positioned as the third month on the basis of
A 677 which lists in order months 3, 4, 5 and 6. The month itimu-TIR is the
ninth month on the basis of A 730 which states: "It is four months from the
month mu-TIR to the month se-kin-a." The months itidu6-kit and itini-gi kiri6
can be assigned as months 7 and 8 respectively on the basis of Ad 208 and Ad
214, according to which these two months preceded itimu-TIR.2

The months itie5-gana2-ra and itiesgar-su-gar-ra (with its more common
abbreviated form itisugar) must be the first two months of the year at Adab.
The month hies-gana2-ra, "(the month when) the measuring-cord is placed
on the field" probably refers either to an annual surveying of the fields or to
the subdividing of fields for harvesting. 3 It seems likely, based upon the

1. Zhi Adab, 56.

2.Kraus,JCS 1 (1947), 100ff.

3.For e§ ra(-ra), "to place a measuring-cord (on a field)," see A. Sjoberg, TCS 3, 149.
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meanings of the month names, that ices-gana2-ra preceded idg-gar-sugar-

ra, "(the month when) work is performed on the is`karu-field, " the same or-

der for these two months as suggested by Zhi. l
Therefore the order of the months of the Adab calendar in the Sargonic

period is:2

i?.

	

6ggana2-ra
ii?.

	

es-gar-sugar-ra / sugar
iii.

	

se-sag-sig6ga
iv.

	

a-ki-ti
v.

	

ab-a-ziga
vi. 0-udu-ur4

vii.

	

dub-ktl
viii.

	

ni-giskiri6
ix. mu-TIR
x. ezem dSubag-nun-na

xi. ezem-dNin-zadim
xii.

	

se-kin,- a / se-kin-ku5

There are nine Ur III Adab month names preserved, eight of which are
attested in the earlier Sargonic Adab calendar. The other month,

itiezem-

dSulgi, "(the month of) the festival of Sulgi," occurs in other calendars,
where it replaced another month beginning in the thirtieth jubilee of Sulgi ' s

rule. In the Adab calendar this month replaced either months 1, 3, 8 or 9.
One Ur III tablet indicates that the order of the months remained the same
as in the Sargonic period (MVN 13 895), recording that from the month

ezem dNin-zadim to the month

	

was six months ( itiezem-dNin-zadim-ta

itia-ki-ti se iti-bi iti-6 [IS2]). 3

1. See CAD I 244 sub ilkann mng 5 for e§-gar in the Sargonic period referring to the type of work

or to the field on which the work was performed.

2. Sargonic references are: e§-gana2-ra: Ad 57, Ad 71; e§-g£r-§u-gar-ra: 0IP 14 187, A 940, A 959,
A 994 (iti e§-garsu-gar-ra); 0IP 14 148, A 1008, A 1015, 0IP 14 121 (A 1077);se-sag-si88-ga: A 677;
A 965+1016; 0IP 14 181; A 1067; a-ki-ti: A 677, A 683, A 759, A 835; A 878; OIP 14 147; 0IP 14 89;
ab-e-zi-ga: A 677, A 683, A 730, A 835 (ab-@); 0IP 14 102; 011' 14 152; g£-udu-ur 4: 0IP 14 141, 0IP

14103, A 677, A 683, OIP 14 86; 0IP 14 81; 0IP 14 88 (A 1038); 01P 14 85 (A 1090); 0I1 14 87 (A

1091); OIP 14 97 (A 1093); OIP 14 177 (A 1097); OIP 14 122 (A . 1107); du6-kil: OIP 14 90; A 865

(ezem-ni-g'lkiri6); OIP 14 84; A 923; A 1057; X 1; ni-g'§kiris: A 865 ('udu6-kd ... ezem-ni$'§kiri6); 0IP

14 158; 0IP 14 120; 0IP 14 80. mu-TIR: A 730; 0IP 14 108; OIP 14 83, A 1021; 0IP 14 96 (A 1031);

dSuba3-nun: A 683, 0IP 14 194; ezem dNin-zadim: A 683; A 988; §e-kin-ku 5 : A 683, A 730 0e-8E/

SEAN-a); A 835: §e ... §u-numun ezem £-ki-ti ... ziz nl-§e-sag-ku5-r£; OIP 14 109; 01P 14 179; 011' 14

183 (ie-SE/SE+KIN-a); A 1012; A 1095 (5eSE/SE+KIN-a); OIP 14 185; A 1113.

3. Ur III references are: §u-gar: A 832, MVN 3 320, 322; Owen NATN 116 (''iu-mar-ra); a-Id-ti: A

789; MVN 13 895; ab-bi: A 843; ga-udu-ur 4: MVN 3 246, NBC 8213 (IS2); dub-kil: A 1052; ezem-

d5uba3-nun: MVN 3 183, 204 (ezemdSubag-nun-na); ezemdNin-zadim: MVN 3 166, 172, 211, MVN

13 895, NBC 6733(844); §e-kin-ku5: A 952; ezemdSul-gi: MVN 3 165, 188, 209.

OTHER UR III SITES

The Adab calendar reveals several cultic affinities between Adab and Nip-
pur. Both calendars named the seventh month after a festival of the sacred
mound (dug-ktl). So too the fourth and twelfth ( itige-kin-ku5) months were
named after similar festivals. The fourth Nippur month was idgu-numun,
during which an akiti-festival was held, and the fourth month in Adab was
named for the akiti-festival.' The se-kin-ku5 festival of the twelfth month in
Adab is probably mentioned in another Adab text (OIP 14 98): ezem-se-L.].
The naming of the fifth month for the festival for the dead in Adab (ab-c -zi-
ga) coincides with the paternalia of the fifth month in Nippur, ne-IZI-gar. An
Adab text, dated to the seventh month, lists provisions for the orchard festi-
val, after which the eighth month is specified as the time of the ne-IZI-gar of-
fering/festival (A 865, Zhi Adab, p. 342): "1.5 liters of ... emmer meal (for)
the ne-IZI-gar." It is interesting to note that Sargonic Adab practiced, then, a
ne-IZI-gar observance, yet also named the fifth month after the paternalia,
ab-a-ziga. Unfortunately, due to the lack of Adab tablets, their cultic differ-
ences cannot be ascertained.

A tablet from Drehem dated to the first month of the year mentions an
otherwise unattested Adab (ga Adab ki) festival name: ezem-SAJj-ur-re (Jones-
Snyder SET 113). The tablet records festival offerings for Enki, Damgalnun-
na, and Utu. For gabgig-iur-ra and peg-ur-ra = arrabu, "dormouse(?)," see
CAD A 302. However, whether this is related to our term Sii3-ur-re is doubt-
ful. Another possible interpretation of this festival name is ezem-gul-ur-re
"festival of the warriors(?)" ( gut="young man" and ur="man(?)/lion").

A harvest festival called the "festival of the garden/orchard produce"
(ezem-ni-giskiri6 [A 865]) occurred in Adab during the eighth month. The
term ni-gi§kiri6 is analogous to the common expression ni-buru 14, "produce
of the harvest."2

The festival of the goddess Subanunna was held in Adab during the tenth
month. According to AN = Anum III 249 Subanunna (written dSuba(ZA.MUS)-
nun-na) was the daughter of Igkur. The reading of the name is assured ac-
cording to a bilingual litany occurring in the balag-lamentation to Incur, 1.14-
dam gu-de-de-ag 51: dumu-e-a dSuba(ZA.MUS)-nun-na-ke4 / mar-ti bi-ti dSu-ba-
nu-na ana-ku "I am the daughter of the house, Subanunna."3

The eleventh month of the year was named for the festival of Ninzadim,
either the patron deity of lapidaries (zadimmu) or of makers of bows and ar-
rows (sasinnu). A short, obscure hymn to Ninzadim occurs in the great za-mi

I. An Adab economic document (A 835+840) contains a passage, albeit somewhat unclear, which
relates the Adab akiti-festival with the term su-numun: 234 sila Sc 2 4 sila §u-numun ez[em]-a-ki-ti [...]
14 sila ziz nl-Se-sag-ku 5-ra [...].

2. Van Dijk La Sagesse 52; Sigrist Messenger 19 and 25; PDT II 1177. For "the day of the feast/
offerings of Enki 'of the garden' at third-millennium Ebb, see p. 34.

3. M.E. Cohen Lamentations, 431.
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hymn found at Abu Salabikh.' A goddess Ninmug is attested in the Ur III pe-
riod in the personal name Ur-dNin-mug-ga. 2 Most likely there were two dis-
tinct goddesses, Ninmug and Ninzadim, but due to the periodic fusion of the
MUG- and ZADIM-signs, a syncretism of the two goddesses may have resulted.
In the later periods, when the signs MUG and ZADIM were clearly differ-
entiated in the texts, both orthographies dNin-mug (KAV 63 ii 42) and dNin-

zadim (4R 25 iv) existed. This confusion of signs is manifest in an explana-
tory list of gods wherein both the MUG and ZADIM signs occur: dNin-MUG =

dE-a 1'a Liz ZADIM.3 According to the god list AN = Anum VI 21, Ninzadim was

the spouse of Igum, the vizier (sukkal) of Nergal, and was also identified with

the goddess Meme.4 Ninzadim's proficiency as a lapidary and her skill at
decorating the royal headdresses with jewels is alluded to in the composition

"Enki and the World Order, " wherein Inanna complains about her sister,

Ninzadim:

My sister, holy Ninzadim,
has taken away from me
her golden chisel, silver ...-tool,
and large serrated knife of antasurra-stone!
She is the one entrusted to bind the rightful turban

(upon) him who is born to be king,
to set the crown upon the head of him

who is born to be en!

Ninzadim or Ninmug was one of the eight goddesses who assisted Ninmab
during the fashioning of mankind according to the Sumerian composition
"Enki and Ninmab. " Th. Jacobsen states: "... no obvious reason for their
[these eight goddesses] selection presents itself. Possibly they were meant to
represent merely a varied group of friends and neighbors such as would nor-
mally come to help at a birth in a Sumerian town. ... Nin-imma-originally
the same as Namma but here differentiated from her-and Ninmug are both
deities of the female genitalia. "Jacobsen 's identification of Ninmug as a de-

ity of the female genitalia is presumably based upon his reading dNin-mug

and the correspondence between mug and bissuru, "female genitals. "5

Aside from these two month names, there are no other documented ties
between the two deities Ninzadim and 8ubanunna and the city of Adab,
whose main deities were Ninbursag and Aggi. 6 Curiously, none of the person-

1. R. Biggs, OIP 99, p. 51.

2. See Limet Anthroponymiy 555 for references.

3. CT 25 pl. 48 14, quoted CAD Z 10 sub zadimmu. For a discussion of the relationship of the .

ZADIM and MUG signs, see CAD S 192 sub sasinnu.

4. Tallquist Gotterepitheta, 415.

5. Jacobsen Harps, 157 n. 10.

6. See A. Sjoberg, TCS 3, Temple Hymn no. 29.
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al names from Adab contains the god names dNin-ZADIM/MUG or dSuba3-
nun-na.

An Adab text (A'721) records bread and beer delivered to the palace for
the festival ezem-dgara-dEn-lilgar and the festival of Dumuzi (ezem-dDumu-
zi-da). The delivery of offerings to the palace indicates that these were not
celebrations in Adab. The festivals may have occurred in Umma or perhaps
even at Nippur, where statues of most of the gods received offerings.

The months g5-udu-ur4 ("sheep-plucking shed") and alb-a-ziga ("[when]
the ancestors arise and go out [from the netherworld])" are attested from
pre-Sargonic Lagag, albeit the latter month occurs at Lagas in the form ezem-
ab-c.

For the month ge-sag-sig6ga as the month "(when) the early barley pros-
pers," see our discussion of the month se-kin-ku5 in the Nippur calendar.

The meaning of the month name mu-TIR is unclear. CAD M/2, as op-
posed to AHw, has interpreted the name as Semitic. However, since all the
other Adab month names are Sumerian, it is more likely that this name is
also Sumerian. The term TIR frequently means "forest" and mu is the Sume-
rian emesalform for gig "wood." However, despite the complementary nature
of the terms "wood" and "forest," an emesal variant in all five references to a
month name is rather unlikely.' The term tir may also connote a cella or
dwelling.2 However, an appropriate meaning for mu is not apparent. The
sign TIR has a reading /ninni/, a variant for ninni5 = TIR/TIR, which is ren-
dered into Akkadian as a.slu, "reed." Note that among the tablets in the SI.A-
a archive is an Akkadian month itiai lu-um (MVN 8 200). However, even were
the element TIR to mean "reed," an appropriate meaning for mu- is not evi-
dent.3

•Drehem and E.nunna

During the Ur III period Drehem and Egnunna used variations of the Ur III
Ur calendar, for which see our discussion of the Ur calendar.

1. For one possible emesalvariant note Owen NATN 116 for 1°iu-mar-ta, presumably for the Adab
month '°3u-gar and note p. 243 for the month 1"GASAN.B.GAL at Alalakh.

2. See CAD A/2 495 sub atmanu.

3. For mu = zero, "seed," see CAD Z 89 and for the expression sir aili, see CAD A/2 449. However,
mu should connote "seed" in the sense of a man 's name being carried on, his posterity, his namesake,
not the seed of a plant.
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Ishan Mizyad

A small cache of Ur III tablets was excavated at Ishan Mizyad, a site 4 km.
north of Kish.' Mahmud raises the possibility that this site may have been an-
cient Zimabula, basing this conjecture on one of the tablets (IM-95475) con-
taining a closing line sa Zi-ma-bu-laki "in Zimabula." However, were the
native site Zimabula, there probably would have been no need to include
this comment. Rather, the tablet indicates that Zimabula was the site where
the transfer of goods occurred.

These tablets contain a minimum of two calendrical systems, the Ur cal-
endar and a non-Sumerian system:

Ur Calendar

	

non-Sumerian Calendar

itiki-sig-dNin-a-zu

	

ITI a-bi
itiezem-dNin-a-zu

	

ITI e-lu-li-im

ltia-ki ti

	

ITI e-MA-tim

ITI kin-ku5,'-u[m?]
ITI la-lyu-um

ITI .far-ra-ni

ITI .iu rx' (not su-numun)
ITI zi-ib-ni

Four of the non-Sumerian months are attested on the same tablet, indi-
cating that they may have occurred consecutively in the Ishan Mizyad calen-
dar (IM-95492): kin-ku5?-u[m?], e-MA-tim, .lar-ra-ni, and la-lyu-um. Labljum

occurs at Ur III Mari and Old Babylonian Mari, and, at least in the Old Baby-
lonian period, can be identified as the third month. Kinkum occurs as the
twelfth month at Esnunna. This accords well with the order of these four
months at Ishan Mizyad, wherein Kinkum occurs three months before

Lalljum. Elulu is the seventh month at Sippar. Abum and Zibnum are the
fourth and fifth months at Esnunna. Noting that L4ljum occurs in the Mari

calendar, perhaps e-MA-tim is an orthography for the Mari month e-bir5-tim.

The only month similar to Sarrani is Ab farrani in the Assyrian calendar,
which is named probably for a festival for the deceased kings. The following
is a tentative reconstruction of the Ishan Mizyad calendar:

i.

	

eMA-tim

ii.

	

.far--ra-ni

iii.

	

la--.u-um

iv.

	

a-bi

v.

	

zi-ib-ni

1. A. Mahmud, "The Ur III Tablets from Ishan Mizyad," Acta Sum 11 (1989), 329ff.
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vi.

vii.

	

e-lu-li-im
viii-xi.

xii.

	

kin-kur-um

Kes'i

Two Ur III archives contain several Sumerian and Akkadian month names
unattested elsewhere. The first archive can be identified by the presence of
a money-lender named SI.A-a (perhaps to be read Watra) the son of Ilum-
bani. This archive spans twenty-two years, from S47 through IS2. The second
archive involves the merchant Turam-ill and extends ten years, from 5S3 to
IS3, overlapping with the last ten years of the SI.A-a archive. As seen in Van
De Mieroop's publication of the TOram-ili tablets, both archives share sever-
al of these rare Sumerian month names.' And, as Van De Mieroop notes, one
of these months, ni-dEn-lil-la, is found in texts excavated at Tell al-Wilayah,
a site north of Adab, which Postgate has suggested was ancient Kesi. 2 All
three archives, the Turam-ill archive, the SI.A-a archive, and the Tell al-
Wilayah tablets, contain a large number of Akkadian personal names. More-
over, the Turam-ill archive and Tell al-Wilayah texts both contain personal
names employing the god name AMMgi. On the basis of these points and others
Van De Mieroop has suggested that both the Turam-ill and SLA-a archives
originated in or around Tell al-Wilayah.

It should be noted that the Turam-ili archive records thirteen different
month names and the SI.A-a tablets nineteen different month names. More-
over, the SI.A-a archive contains Akkadian and Sumerian month names. This,
coupled with the knowledge that one SI.A-a tablet is known to have been writ-
ten at Nippur, indicates that the month names on these tablets do not rep-
resent one unified calendar, but rather months from several calendars.
Nonetheless, as Van De Mieroop shows, the occurrence of more than one
month on several tablets enables us to ascertain that certain months belong
to the same calendar. And noting that in this calendar the month itini-a-
dara4 has the variant idezem-a-dara4 and that a month itini-dEn-lil-la is also
in this calendar, it is likely that the month itini-ega with its variant itiezem-a-
ga is also from this calendar. Thus seven of the months, although not their
order, can be tentatively identified in the Kesi(?) calendar:

1. "Turam-ili: An Ur III Merchant,"JCS 88 (1986), HE
2. Postgate, Sumer32 (1976), 89f.; Powell, JNES 39 (1980), 52: "Kefi lies about four days north of

Umma ... and is perhaps identical with Tall al-Wilayah (Postgate). "
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ttini-dEn-lil-la l
itiezemd8ulgi
itiezem-dLig-si4
ttini-a-dara4 / itiezem-a-dara42

iii gisapin
itin]-e-ga / itiezem-aga3

ttikirl i-si-ak

Perhaps further support for an identification of Tell al-Wilayah as Ke gi is

the month itiezem-dLig-si4.. According to tradition the goddess Lisi, along
with Asgi, was a child of Ninbursag/Ninmab, the chief goddess of Ke gi. In

fact, the god list AN = Anum II 77 lists a child of Lisi called dKi-tug-Ke gi "Kegi

is the Residence. " Thus, if this location, indeed, is Kai, it is easily under-
standable why a month named for a festival for Lisi would have existed.

Perhaps several of the other unidentified Sumerian months occurring in
the SI.A-a and Turam-ill archives are months from this same calendar:4

itiezemdlnanna
itiezem-dNc-iri11gal
itigi-sigga ( "fence") 5

Uruk

A Neo-Assyrian lexical tablet (5R pl. 43) lists six different calendars, associ-
ating each month with the supposed corresponding month in the Standard
Mesopotamian calendar. The first three calendars are Sumerian: the first is
the Ur III Ur calendar and the third is probably the Ur III Girsu calendar.
The last three are Semitic: the fourth is of unknown provenience, the fifth is
the calendar of Old Babylonian Susa, and the sixth is the Restored Assyrian

calendar.

1. An unpublished reference to this month is NBC 6711 (IS2).

2. For the reading of this month name, see P. Steinkeller, SEL 3 (1989), 3-7. Steinkeller suggests
that a-dara4 in other contexts "designates a hybrid resulting from the interbreeding of the domestic
goat with its wild counterpart." However, Steinkeller believes that the term may have a'different
meaning in the month name.

3. An unpublished reference to this month is NBC 8734 ($S8).

4. The reference to the month GUD.GANA2 (TIM 3 150) was read ingu4-gana-su l? by Raschid,

Studies Falkenstein, 129, and is probably to be transliterated 'ugu4-si l-su l , the second month of the
Nippur and Southern-Mesopotamia Sumerian calendars. The month ' hezem dInanna occurs also in
AUCT 3 473 (SS9). This tablet, though partially destroyed, does not appear to contain either the
names SIA-a or Turam-ili.

For the month ititum(-ma)-al, which is attested in these archives, possibly being a month used at

Nippur, see p. 79.
5. An additional reference to the month ' ugi-sig-ga is attested on an unpublished tablet from the

Turam-ili archive (NBC 6702 [ISM. The text is a silver receipt of gu-e14-dar the merchant (dam-gar)

from Turam-ill.

OTHER UR III SITES

There are two features of this text which aid in identifying the native sites
for the second and fourth calendrical systems. First, the calendars seem to
be listed south to north: two known Sumerian calendars, Ur and Girsu, and
then the two identified Semitic calendars, Elam and Assyria. Ordering cities
south to north is a somewhat common practice when listing cities. Thus the
home of calendar two should lie between Ur and Girsu.

Secondly, the sites identified in this calendar are major historical sites.
Thus the second calendar probably comes from a major Sumerian city.

Finally, A. Falkenstein had identified an Ur III or earlier month name
from the ancient Uruk calendar on an unpublished tablet: itiezemdLugal-e-
mti. 1 The fourth month name ezemdLugal-amas of the second calendar in
5R pl. 43 is assuredly a variant for itiezem-dLugal-e-mils and therefore the
second calendar listed in 5R pl. 43 should be the Uruk calendar. In addition,
the traces of the eighth month in 5R pl. 43 fit a festival mentioned in two
Drehem tablets as occurring on the 28th day of the eighth month at Uruk.
The tenth month, itiezem-ma-an-na, is actually preserved on a tablet, which
based on content, is from Uruk. On this basis the Uruk calendar can be par-
tially reconstructed:

ii.
ki-[x]-lugal/in

iv. iti ezemdLugal-a-mizs / ezemdLugal-amas
v.	tit ezem-zi-zi x [x] MES

vi.	iti ab-n[e-IZI(?)]gar
vii.	iti [ezem]-dx

viii.

	

ezemga-ma-am-c
ix.

	

id [...I
x.	tit ezem-ma-an-na

xi.	iti ddsur4 / dA-sarx(?)
xii.

	

en-dagx(AMAS)ga-DU.DU

The Archaic Uruk tablets (ca. 3000 B.C.), although not totally comprehen-
sible, contain several references to the "Festival of the Morning-Goddess,
Inanna" (ezem-dInanna-sig) and the "Festival of the Evening-Goddess, Inanna"
(ezemdInanna-UD)-presumably in her identification with the planet Venus,
the morning-star. 2

1. W15876; see Falkenstein, ZA 45 (1939), 186; CRRA (1952), 47 n. 35; for dLugal-a-mus-a as
Dumuzi, see A. Sjoberg, TCS 3, 95.

2. For identification of these festivals, see K. Szarzynska, "Names of Temples in the Archaic Texts
from Uruk," Acta Sum 14 (1992), 269-285, with tablet references on p. 283.

iti
iti [...]4a
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In Ur and Uruk there were similar cultic events associated with the god-
desses Inanna, Nana, Belat-terraban, Belatguhner, Annunitum, and Ulmasi-
tutn. These festivals appear to have been observed several times throughout
the year. In the Ur III period Inanna, Belat-terraban, and Belat-gubner had

cult centers at both Ur and Uruk. l Nana, on the other hand, had her cult at

Uruk. 2 The goddesses Annunitum and Ulmasitum were worshipped both at
Ur and Uruk. There is a reference to regular offerings for Annunitum at
Uruk (AUCT 2 89) and to the banquet of these two goddesses at Uruk (Leg-

rain TRU 273).
There are other rituals at Uruk which were probably observed more than

once a year. According to a tablet (Kang Drehem 132) dated to the second

month of 836, the .Sa-kug-ul-tum-dInanna "the banquet of Inanna" obser-
vance included offerings for the entrance to the gipar-building (the resi-
dence of the entu-priestess in Uruk), and for the entrance to the shrine (es):
"1 grain-fed ox for the entrance (of) the gipar and 1 grain-fed ox for the en-

trance of the shrine; disbursed (for the) .lflkultum of Inanna, destined for Uruk."
A Drehem tablet dated to the fifth month mentions two additional ritual

events at Uruk (Jacobsen Copenhagen 9): er-uru-nigin2-na ( "the wail for circu-

mambulating the city") and ziga-ze-na ("the waving of palm-fronds"). The
wail er-nigin-a by the entrance to the gipar-building at Uruk is mentioned in
another Drehem text (AnOr 7 58). Another occasion was the (ni)-DA-nisi
(SAR)-ga in the second (AnOr 7 67), fifth (AnOr 7 61), sixth (AnOr 7 83),
seventh (TRU 273), and tenth (A 3002) months.

[...]

There are no tablets referring to the celebration of a New Year's festival
in Ur III Uruk. However, one Drehem tablet lists offerings destined for Uruk
for the first day of the first month (Gomi, BJRL 64 no. 66):

1 lamb for the entrance of the shrine,
1 grain-fed sheep as a regular offering

and 1 lamb for the entrance of the gipar-building,
1 lamb for Nana,
and a second lamb for the entrance of the gipar-building

for the first day of the month.
1 grain-fed lamb as a regular offering and
a third lamb for the entrance of the gipar-building

for the second day of the month.

1.For the cult of Belat-terraban and Belat-subner at Elnunna, see pp. 252-253.

2. There are a few Ur III references to statues of Nana at Ur (possibly reflecting personal
followings) (see UET 3/2, p. 38 for references); however none of the Ur III Ur tablets mention
offerings to her or a chapel for her.

OTHER UR III SITES

Disbursed for Uruk in the month mas-da-guy (845).

The fact that these offerings are differentiated as regular (sa-dull) and
non-regular offerings, may indicate these latter offerings to be specially pro-
cured for the New Year celebration or, more probably, for the new month.
Another tablet dated to the 15th day of the first month (Legrain TRU 322
[AS5]) records: "3 large, grain-fed goats (for) the uzu-a-bal and 4 grain-fed
sheep supplied by the king for Inanna ... in Uruk." Although the Great Offer-
ing (sizkur-gu-la) is not mentioned, the presence of the uzu-a-bal, which
formed part of the Great Offering, may indicate the celebration of a major
festival at Uruk during the full moon.

In the Ninegalla Hymn there is a reference to a festival of Dumuzi at the
New Year: zag-mu ezem-dDumu-zi-da-ke4. 1 Behrens suggests that this passage
may allude to the sacred marriage and ultimately date from the time of Sulgi
of Ur. This passage could refer to the cult of Inanna at Ur, and not necessarily
to an Uruk observance.

ii. [..]-la

The e-lu-num festival of Inanna was observed in Uruk during the second
month (RBC 2496 [847 ii]): "1 grain-fed ox, 3 grain-fed sheep, and 1 lamb
for the elunum of Inanna in Uruk (e-lu-num-dlnanna O. Unugki)."2

iii. ki-[x]-lugal/in

Two Drehem texts dated to the third month of 837 and 840 refer to offer-
ings for the Festival of Chains (ezem-se-er-se-ru-um) of Belat-subner and
Belat-terraban (A4165): 5 udu-niga sa-dull sizkur-se 2 ma ni-ki-zab-se ezem-
se-er-se-ru-um adBe-la-at-sub-nir ix dBe-la-at-dir-ra-ba-an "5 grain-fed sheep
as the regular offering for the sacrifices; 2 goats as the offering for the Place
of Disappearance (for) the Festival of Chains (for) the temple of Belat-
subner and Belat-terraban'' and AnOr 7 63: 1 udu-niga 2 udu-ti se-er-se-er-ru-
um dBe-la-at-gub-ner ft dBe-la-at-ter-ra-ba-an, "1 grain-fed sheep and 2 grass-
fed-sheep for the (Festival) of Chains of Belat-subner and Belat-terraban." In
this latter text the offerings were disbursed "in Ur." This Festival of Chains
may be based upon a myth in which Belat-terraban and Belat-`subner were
captured and led to the netherworld in chains or were placed in chains upon
their arrival there. This suggestion is bolstered by the association in this pas-
sage of offerings to the Place of Disappearance with the Festival of Chains. 3

1. Manuscript H. Behrens, Die Ninegalla Hymne.
2. For other references to the P-lu-num festival from Ur and/or Uruk during the first or second

month as well as a discussion of the elunum festival, see pp. 397-399.
3. For the connection of these two goddesses with the netherworld, see pp. 475ff.
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The main cult of these two goddesses was at Uruk and thus this festival may
be an Uruk, not Ur, observance.

A festival was held in Ur III Uruk in the middle of the third month, al-
though the name of the festival is not preserved. A Drehem tablet dated to
15th day of the third month ( itu5-bigu7) in AS9 (Sauren NY Public Library

357) records:

3 grain-fed sheep (as) the uzu-a-bal offering;
2 grain-fed sheep of third quality and 2 grain-fed sheep supplied by the king,

for Inanna.
(The above is) the Great Offering.
2 grain-fed sheep for the entrance to the gipar,

2 grain-fed sheep for Nana.
Destined for Uruk.

The Great Offering (sizkur-gu-la), of which the uzu-a-bal was part, was
performed during special occasions such as annual festivals and royal coro-

nations.

iv. ezem-dLugal-e-mus

The e-mils was the temple of Dumuzi in Badtibira and dLugal-e-mks re-

ferred to Dumuzi. l At pre-Ur III Lagas Lugal-e-mds was one of the deities re-
ceiving offerings. However, aside from this month name, we know of no
other references to the cult of Lugal-a-mu"s in Uruk, though it is to be expect-
ed, since Uruk was the city of Inanna, Dumuzi's spouse. Note the variant

itiezem-dLugal-amas in 5R pl. 43.

v. ezem-zi-zi x [x] MES

vi. ab-n [e-IZI (?) ]gar

Landsberger suggested this restoration of the month name, which, if cor-
rect, appears to be a combination of the ne-IZI-gar paternalia and the ab-e

festival for the dead.2

vii. [ezem(?)]-d[x]

The seventh month marked the occasion of one or two major festivals at
the temple of Inanna in Uruk. A Drehem tablet (CT 32 pl. 16) records 10

grass-fed sheep supplied by the king for various statues in the temple of Inanna
for the uzu-a-bal offering of the Great Offering on the second day of the

1. For references to Lugal-e-mill see I. Sjoberg, TCS 3, 95; T. Kobayashi, "Miscellanea of dLugal-

e-mil§, " Orient 19 (1983), 29ff.

2. B. Landsberger, LSS 6 1/2, 33 n. 4.
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month in Uruk: [10 udu]-ti alam-didli [s`a-e]-dInanna uzu-a-bal sizkurgu-la
lugal=ku4-ra sa Unugki-ga 10 udu u4-2-kam. l The nineteenth of the month
also marked a major festival at the temple of manna in Uruk (CT 32 pl. 17):
"3 grass-fed oxen, 2 two-year old cows, 10 grass-fed sheep, 10 grass-fed ewes,
10 grass-fed sheep for the various statues in the temple of manna-the uzu-
a-bal offering of the Great Offering supplied by the king ... in Uruk on the
19th. " It is unclear whether these two texts refer to two distinct festivals or
whether there was one major celebration that spanned at least from the 2nd
to the 19th of the month.

One Drehem text (MVN 15 323) records "4 grain-fed oxen for the festival
of the Boat of An at Uruk" for the 22nd of the seventh month. A festival of
the Boat of An occurred on the 22nd of the tenth month and provided the
name for the tenth month. There are references to offerings for the Boat of
An in the seventh month: "3 grain-fed sheep and three grain-fed lambs for
the Boat of An" (Legrain TRU 275 [S40/41]); "1 grain-fed ox as the offering
for the Boat of An in Uruk" (Archi-Pomponio Drehem I 204 [S33]) ; "2 grain-
fed sheep for Inanna, the offering supplied by the king for the Boat of An for
the palace" (PDT I 531 [SS4]); "1 sheep for the lustration (a-tu5-a) of the
Boat of An" (TIM 6 8 [SS1 vii 21j); "1 ox and 2 grain-fed sheep for the festival
of the Boat of An to the princess Selepputum" (J. Klein, ZA 80 [1990], 33 YBC
16241). Another tablet refers to the caulking of the Boat of An (MVN 2 6) 2

viii. ezem-ga-ma-am-e

A lexical tablet contains a broken entry for the eighth month name: iti
ezem-[...]-x-8 (5R pl. 43:41). The complete month name can be restored as
itiezem-ga.-ma-am-e on the basis of two economic documents recording offer-
ings for the ezemga-ma-am-mu-e festival in Uruk on the 28th of the eighth
month of S42.

A 2823

	

SET 43
1 udu-gukkal-niga ba-us
e-gal-la ba-an-ku4
1 udu-niga ezem-ga-ma?-am!-mu-h-Ie 1 udu-niga ezemgama-am-mu-e3
iti-ta u4-28 ba-ta-zal

	

sa e-gal
1 udu-niga gi-ra numdlnanna

	

1 udu-niga gi-ra-num dlnanna
1 udu-niga 1 udu
gi-ra-num dBe-la-at-gub-nir

1. The tablet does not mention the month name; however, the text mentions the a-ki-ti-§u-numun
festival in Ur and the Sacred Mound festival at Nippur.

2. For additional references to the Boat of An, see Schneider, AnOr 19 (1939), 6-7.
3. Jones and Snyder incorrectly read ga-ma-am-mu-ut-turn being unaware that this corresponded

to the name of the eighth month at Uruk, which according to the traces of 5R pl. 43 does not end *-
m)u-ut-tum, but -a] m-@(=UD.DU).
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is dBe4a-at-ter-ra ba an
1 udu-niga sizkur [...]
1 sila4 sa e-gal-la
1 sila4 ni ki-z sc'
1 mas dNin-sun
1 udu-niga 1 mas-gal-niga
x us? sa Unugki-ga x x
iti-ta u4-30 ba-ta-zal

	

iti-ta 28! ba-ra-zal l
2 mas̀ ba-iii e-gal-la ba-an-ku4
zi-ga a-pil-I [ia]

	

zi-ga a-pil-li-a
'§u-e§-§a
mu Baas rruki ba-hul

	

(842) 2

1 dead grain fed fat-tailed sheep brought into the palace;
1 grain fed sheep for the gamammuefestival,
on the 28th of the month;
1 grain-fed sheep for the Ritual Wailing of Inanna,
1 grain-fed sheep and 1 (regular) sheep for the Ritual Wailing of

Belat-suhner and Belat terraban;
1 grain fed sheep for the [...]-offering;
1 lamb for the palace;
1 lamb for the Place of Disappearance;
1 goat for Ninsun;
1 grain fed sheep and 1 large, grain-fed goat, (and) a ... ewe(?) in Uruk ...
one the 30th of the month;
2 dead goats brought into the palace;
withdrawn by Apilliya
month 8, 42nd year of 8ulgi.

This shortening of -mu-e in the festival name to -e in the month name par-
allels the ninth month at Nippur, which has the curiously similar month and
festival name: iti/ezemgangan-mu-e or itigangan-e. Quite possibly the Nip-
pur gangan-mu-e festival at the end of the ninth month and the Uruk ga-am-
ma-mu-8 festival at the end of the eighth month are variations of the same
festival. This suspicion is furthered by our inability to find a satisfactory
translation of the Nippur festival name gangan-mu-e. 3

There is a tablet which raises the possibility that the a-Id-ti-festival was ob-
served at Uruk in the eighth month. As late as the third century B.C. the a-ki-
ti-festival was celebrated in Uruk twice a year, in the first and seventh

months, as at Ur III Ur.4 The earliest attestation of the a-ki-ti-festival in Uruk

1.Jones and Snyder read 331, but the date must be 30 la 2, thus the 28th as in A 2823.

2.Jones and Snyder merely indicate the month and year number instead of transliterating them
and they have indicated this to be month 9; however, we suspect that the month name is 8u-el-Sa, the
ninth month at Ur, but the eighth month at Drehem.

3. See pp. 113-115 with note 2 on p. 115 for a discussion of this Nippur month as well as similar-

sounding festival/ritual terms.

4. See pp. 428ff. for the rituals accompanying these two late first millennium Uruk akitu-festivals.
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is in an Ur III document which records offerings destined for the a-ki-ti-su-
'numun festival in Uruk in the eighth month (AUCT 2 239 [8S7]): "3 grass-
fed sheep and 2 grass-fed large goats for the entu-priestess of Inanna in Uruk;
provisions for her akitiJunumun festival." Another Drehem tablet, recording
the repayment of silver as a maidaria-offering for the a-ki-ti, does not men-
tion any city (Limet, RA 62 [1968] no. 5). However, since this tablet also
dates to the eighth month, it is quite likely that this too is a reference to the
a-ki-ti-festival in Uruk.

ix. [...]

The na-ab-ri-um of Belat-suhner and Belat-terraban was celebrated in the
ninth month, most probably at Uruk. The na-ab-ri-um festival of Annunitum
and Ulmasitum occurred during the eighth month at Ur. ]

Festival Related context Date Reference

ezem-na-ab-r[i-(um)] Annunitum/Ur 842 viii PDTII973
u4 na-ab-ri-um Annunrtum/Ulmasitum AS2 viii 25 PDT I 162
na-bi-ri-um e-Belat-suhner 834 ix TRU 272
na-ab-ri-um Belat-suhner/Belat-terraban 846 ix TRU 282
na-ab-ri-bum AS8 BRM 3 47

x. ezem-ma-an-na

Drehem tablets refer to a celebration involving the Boat of An (ma-an-na)
in Uruk in the tenth month (PDT I 455 [834]): "1 grain-fed ox and 2 large
goats for the boat of An at Uruk." Another Drehem text (CT 32 pl. 49 [845] )
records supplies for several cultic observances in Uruk: various types of flour,
bundles of namsu-reeds, bundles of cornel twigs, bowls of ..., and beer for the
ritual wailing (gi-ra-ntim), for the offering for the orchard of Inanna ( giskirig-
dlnanna), and for the palace offerings (sa a-gal). But by far the longest list
of foodstuffs is intended for the Boat of An, consisting of coarse flour, dates,
oil, bundles of reeds, bundles of cornel twigs, bowls of ..., tappinu-paste, sus-
giiflour for ritual strewing, regular dida (a dry substance used to make beer) ,
roasted chick peas, roasted lentils, roasted wheat, roasted emmer, roasted in-
ninu-barley, unprocessed(?) chick peas, unprocessed(?) lentils, unpro-
cessed(?) wheat, unprocessed(?) emmer, [unprocessed(?)] barley(?), [...]
chick peas, [...] lentils, and three types of sesame-seed oil. These foods were
probably loaded onto this ceremonial boat and transported to the temple of
Inanna or An in Uruk. Another text also dated to the tenth month clearly
calls the celebration in the tenth month a festival, noting at the close of the
tablet: "destined for Uruk; provisions for the festival of the Boat of An"

1. For a discussion of the nabrum festival see pp. 394-395.
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(Jones-Snyder SET 83: sa-Unugkiga ni-ezem-ma-an-na). This text records
five days of celebration, involving offerings for Inanna and Ninsun, two ma-

jor deities of Uruk:

the 22nd: 5 grain-fed sheep for Inanna for the Great Offering (sizkur-gu-

la)
the 23rd: 5 grain-fed sheep for the midnight offering, 2 grain-fed sheep

for the dawn offering for Inanna in(?) the Boat of An ( dlnanna

sa ma-an-na);

the 24th: 1 grain fed sheep for Inanna;
the 25th: 4 grain-fed sheep and 1 large grain-fed goat as the regular of-

fering for Inanna, 1 grain-fed sheep for Ninsun in(?) the city
and 1 grain-fed sheep for Ninsun in(?) the city as the mid-
night offering, and 1 grain-fed sheep for the dawn offering;

the 26th: 1 grain-fed sheep.

The festival of the Boat of An in Uruk is probably the subject of an eco-
nomic account from Drehem which refers to a procession(?) of Inanna on

the 21st of the tenth month (Boson Tavolette 330: sizkur dlnanna sa kaskal-la

sa Unugkiga), perhaps the same procession referred to below in the com-

position "Inanna and Enki."
The Boat of An is prominently mentioned in the Sumerian composition

"Inanna and Enki" as the vessel in which Inanna travelled to Eridu in order
to trick Enki into handing her the cosmic functions (the me's). Upon her re-

turn to Uruk, the Boat of An being laden with the precious functions, Inanna
commanded that a festival be held to commemorate the event:

Today I [have brought] the Boat [of An] to the "Gate of Happiness," to
Uruk-Kulaba.

Let them proudly pass through the street (leading from the "Gate of
Happiness)!"

Let [the me's] proudly be paraded through the street!
Let ...!
Let them joyfully be handed over (at the house, the holy place)!

Now I will be able to give comfort to the elders of the city.
I can provide advice to the old women.
... the young men brandishing weapons.
... the children happily ...

Uruk ...!
(4 lines not preserved)

... the docking [of the Boat of An] ...

... the Boat of An ... a festival!
Tremendous offerings shall be ...!
Let the king slaughter oxen, prepare a multitude of sheep,
and libate beer from the bowls!
Let the drums and kettledrums resound

OTHER UR III SITES

and the melodious tigi-instrument be played masterfully!
All the nations shall proclaim my greatness!
My people shall sing my praises!

This tale, describing how Uruk became preeminent among the cities of
Sumer, may well be the mythological background for the festival of the Boat
of An, a festival whose observance is ordered in the tale itself and may have
been recited during the festival.' During the festival, the Boat of An may
have transported Inanna to Eridu, reenacting her glorious achievement. 2

Cultic ritual involving the Boat of An continued for two thousand years in
Uruk. The Seleucid ritual from Uruk, dating to the 61st year of the Seleucid
era (251 B.C.), details the ritual for the procession of Anu from his cella to
the akitu-house and states that the Boat of An provided the transportation
for the statue of Anu. 3

The many references to a festival of the Boat of An in the tenth month at
Uruk raises the possibility that the tenth month at Uruk might well have
been named for this festival. And, indeed, there is a tablet (A3002) dated to
the month itiezem-ma-an-na, "(the month of) the festival of the Boat of An,"
apparently a rare Ur III tablet from Uruk. The text details offerings for a
three day banquet for the goddesses Belat-subner and Belat-terraban, begin-
ning about the 11th of the month. The banquet included offerings for
Meslamtae on the first day, a ritual called ni-UA nisi(SAR)ga on the first two
days,4 and an offering for the Place of Disappearance, an elsewhere attested
festival probably involving rites for the dead:

A3002
1 gu4-niga 4 udu-niga

	

1 grain-fed ox, 4 grain-fed sheep,
2 sila4	2 lambs,
1 "'n"s a -gar-niga

	

1 small goat, (and)
1 sila4 ni-BA nisi(sAR)-ga-se

	

1 lamb for the ...;
1 mas`-gal

	

1 large goat, (and)
ka"-nag dMes-lam-ta-e

	

beer for drinking for Meslamtae
u4-1-kam

	

(for) the first day.
1 gu4-niga 2 udu-niga

	

1 grain-fed ox, 2 grain-fed sheep,

1.This possibility has been most recently noted by J. Klein, ZA 80 (1990), 33.
2. B. Alster, "On the Interpretation of 'Inanna and Enki'," ZA 64 (1974), 28-29: "One will have to

agree that, in view of the fact that Inanna is known to be Venus, the cycle which is depicted here is
likely to be that of the disappearing and returning Venus star. I do by no means wish to deny, of
course, that there may have been a terrestrial ritual journey between Eridu and Uruk, but, if such a
ritual journey actually took place, it was an earthly representation of the celestial journey of the god,
as in fact all rituals are imitations of the divine acts."

The shape of the Boat of An is employed metaphorically for the pubic triangle of the young
goddess Inanna in the Sumerian love poetry composition, called by Jacobsen the "Herder Wedding
Text" (Jacobsen Treasures 46).

3.See p. 429.
4.The ni-l:IA-nisi (SAR)-ga occurs on the 17th of the seventh month in TRU 273.
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1 large, grain-fed goat, (and)
2 grain-fed small goats
for the ...;
1 sheep (and) 1 goat
as offerings for the 'Place of

Disappearance ' ;
(for) the second day.

1 grain-fed sheep (and)
1 grass-fed-sheep
(for) the third day.

(All this is for) the banquet of
Belat-stthner

and Belat terraban.
On the 11th day of the month
withdrawn by Apilliya.
The month: ezem-ma-an-na.

The goddesses Belat-suhner and Belat terraban are known to have had a
cult at Uruk (A2823 records offerings for the gi-ra-num for these two god-
desses in Uruk [sa Unugki-ga]). And Meslamtae was closely identified with
Nergal, a netherworld deity, who had a cult at Uruk l and was also identified

with dPisan-sag-Unugki-ga.2 Moreover, Apilliya is the same individual making
deliveries for the eighth month at Uruk (see above). Thus this tablet assur-
edly involves Uruk and may have been written in Uruk. Of course, the possi-
bility exists that itiezem-ma-an-na is a mistake for the month idezem-an-na.

Several texts dating to the sixth, not the tenth, month refer to offerings
for the Boat of An: "1 grain-fed ox for the Boat of An in Uruk" (Gomi Hirose

12: itia-ki-ti in 534) and "1 marsh male ...-pig, 2 ducks, 3 ...-doves, and 15 ...-
doves for the Boat of An" (ArOr 27 [1959], 369 no. 17 [S46/AS6 vi 24]); "1
grain-fed ox and 3 grain-fed sheep for the Boat of An" (Archi-Pomponio Dre-

hem I 189). Another text dated to the sixth month of 543 records hides from
oxen, sheep, lambs and goats for the Boat of An of Geme-Ninlila (ku`s-gud

ma-an-na Geme-dNin-lil-la-ka (P. Michalowski, JCS 31 [1979] 174 F.M.41.5.1).
An undated tablet (PDT II 1062) records containers of pomegranates for the
"Boat of An in Uruk." The Boat of An in Uruk was also used to transport of-
ferings for Inanna and Nana and for the gi-ra-num of Inanna (Nesbit Drehem

12 [545 xi 25]). Another text (A 4200) records oxen and sheep for the Boat
of An for the 15th day of the eleventh month in 540. Thus offerings to the
Boat of An, apart from the festival of the tenth month, occurred throughout
the year at Uruk.

1.See our discussion of the twelfth month at Uruk for the cult of Nergal at Uruk.
2.M.E. Cohen Lamentations, 240 et passim-

OTHER UR III SITES

Cultic veneration of the Boat of An occurred in Ur as well as in Uruk. A
text from Ur (UET 3 242 [IS6, no month]) records containers of dates for
several cubic events centered about lamentations for the deceased kings.
The Boat of An is a recipient of offerings.

5 ten-liter containers of dates for the lustration
(preceding) the it-sud-a lamentation ritual,

2 ten-liter containers and 8 five-liter containers for the Boat of An,
6 five-liter containers for the nu-bars-da official,
5 five-liter containers for the lamentation for the Early Grass (festival), 1
4 five-liter containers for the royal funerary shrine.

A Drehem document from the sixth month (Jones-Snyder SET 59 [AS3] )
almost assuredly referring to Ur, records "5 grain-fed sheep for the Boat of
An, 4 sheep for Nanna supplied by the king, 2 grain-fed sheep for the dug-tlr
mound, another grain-fed sheep for the Boat of An and a grain-fed sheep for
Ninhursag."

In the Old Babylonian period a month itima-an-na is attested on a tablet
from Ishchali, though this may be simply a "Sumerianized" form of the
Amorite calendar month itima-na. 2

The temple of Kesi is likened to the Boat of An in the Kai Temple Hymn:
ma-an-na-gin7 mtzs-kur-kur-ra, "like the Boat of An, the ... of the lands." 3

Based upon the aforementioned evidence we can deduce that a five day
festival for the Boat of An was observed in Uruk during the tenth month and
that in Uruk the Boat of An was involved in cultic activities at other times
during the year, as later seen in the use of the Boat of An to transport the
statue of Anu during the akitu-festival in Uruk in the first millennium B.C.
Thus the Boat of An was the object of offerings several times throughout the
year in Uruk. There is no mention of a specific festival for the Boat of An in
a tablet from or mentioning the city Ur, although, as at Uruk, it was involved
in cultic ceremonies, on some occasions in ceremonies for the deceased
kings. There was, however, a festival of the Boat of An celebrated on the
22nd day of the seventh month. But it is unclear whether this was a festival
at Ur or was another instance of the festival at Uruk.

Lastly, there is one reference to the Boat of An in Nippur (Sigrist, JCS 32
[1980], 104ff., CBS 2163): [...] sila3 ma-gu-la ma-an-na. Nippur was a reli-
gious center for most of Sumer and its temples included shrines for the gods
and perhaps cult objects used in the various Sumerian cities, one of these ob-
jects possibly being a representation of the Boat of An used in Uruk or Ur.
The Boat of An is attested at Old Babylonian Larsa, where distributions to

1.For the Early Grass (u-sag) Festival, see pp. 163-164.
2. S. Greengus, "The Akkadian Calendar at Sippar,"JAOS 107 (1988), 212.
3.G. Gragg, TCS 3, 168.

-THE CULTIC CALENDARS OF THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST -

I mas-gal-niga
2 'a°"' a -gar-niga
ni-IJA nisi(SAR)-ga-ik
1udu1mas"
ni-ki-zah-

u4-2-kam

1 udu-niga
1 udu-f
u4-3-kam

kas-de-a dBe-1a at-suh-nir

dBe-laat-dir-raba-an
iti-ta u4-11 ba-ra-zal
zi-ga A-pil-li-a
i°ezem-ma-an-na
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gamas and the Istar temple for the ezem-ma-an-na are recorded for the 26th
day of the first month (Syria 53 [1976], 67 no. 122).

xi. dA sur4 / dA sarx(?)

According to Powell, the oldest known date for the sign LAL+SAR having a
reading /sur/ is from the Old Babylonian period, (Samsii-Adad refers to dA-
fur4 ra 'imifu and in an inscription of Hammurapi's the city of Asiur is writ-
ten: uruA`sur4).• The Uruk calendar, of course, pre-dated the Old Babylo-
nian period. However, the lexical tablet on which the Uruk months are
written (5R pl. 43) is of first millennium B.C. date and therefore the use of
the sign LAL+SAR is not evidence of the pre-Old Babylonian existence of the
value sur4.

It is surprising, however, that an Ur III Sumerian city would name a month
after dAiur4, assuming this is the Assyrian god usually written dAS-gur. Not-
ing that the sign LAL+SAR with a value /iur/ is unattested in the Ur III peri-
od, it is not inconceivable that our scribe has incorrectly written the month
name. Perhaps the original month was dAiar, who is attested in Sargonic
and Ur III names, as well as at Mari. 2 The writing may indicate a corrupted
tradition based on a confusion with the well-known god As-iur.

xii. en-dagxga-DU.DU

If the reading en-dagx(AMAS)-ga is correct, this probably refers to a festi-
val of Nergal, who was called en-dag-ga. This month name would agree with
the late translation of the name as bel .s"ubti,3 for the month name should
mean the "lord who walks in the chapel." Note also the Abu Salabikh za-mi
Hymn to Nergal (OIP 99 p. 48 lines 65-69) for the phrase: dag-gal an-d, "the
great chapel (of) heaven and earth." Nergal was known to have a cult at
Uruk, where he was the divine land registrar (sa12-du5-Unugkiga) and where
he was identified with the god Pisan-sag-Unug ki-ga. 4 Endagga was also the
spouse of Nintinugga (AN = AnumV 123). The name of the deity Engidudu
of the Erra Epic, who is identified with Nergal, is possibly a derivative of the
deity name Endaggadudu, for whom this Uruk month is named. '

2. For this god see Gelb, MAD 3 76; Roberts Pantheon, 16-17.

3. M.E. Cohen Lamentations, 502.

4. For references see Van Dijk Gotterlieder, 23 n. 38.

OTHER UR III SITES

Months From Unidentified Calendars

The Neo-Assyrian lexical tablet 5R pl. 43 lists six calendars, including a Sum-
erian calendar with several months similar to the Lagas/Girsu calendar..
There are errors throughout, indicating that the scribe did not have totally
accurate data about each of these calendars. (Note, for example the errone-
ous repetition of ezem-me-di-gal [should be ezem-me-kigal] as the twelfth
month of the Susa calendar and the placement of the twelfth month of the
Susa calendar in the wrong calendar.) Thus, this following calendar may be
a corrupted rendering of the Lagai calendar or else a somewhat accurate list-
ing of a calendar whose city (probably near Lagai) we cannot identify:

	

i.

	

[..]
Lagas/Girsu month 2

itiezem-dNin-si4-na

	

Lagai/Girsu: month 3 (ezem-dLig-si4)
iv.

	

iriu-numun-na

	

Lagas/Girsu month 4
v. itiezem-d [Dumu-zi-d]a Lagai/Girsu month 6

vi.

	

itiki-si[kil]dBa-bag

	

Pre-Sargonic Lagai: sig-dBa-ba63
vii.

	

itiezem-dBa-bah

	

Lagai/Girsu month 8
viii.

	

itie-[...]AN
ix.

	

[.,.]
x.

	

[..]
xi.

	

itieiga-zu

	

cf. Adab month 2 (8gar-su-gar-ra)
xii.

	

itime-e-kiga-<<SAL»-al Ur (ezem-me-kigal) month 12

The month ezem-dNin-si4-na would appear to be a scribal error for ezem-
dLig-si4. However, note another somewhat similar, unidentified month: itiezem-
an-si4-an-na: (MVN 12 313; MVN 2 361 [without ezem-]).

There are a few references in Ur III texts to months whose calendars can-
not be identified. The SI.A-a archive contains four non-Sumerian month
names of unknown provenience:

itiayr lu-um (MVN 8 200)
itiba-ra-um (MVN 8 153; MVN 13 900+901; TIM 3 148)

2. Landsberger, LSS 6 1/2, 46 n. 1 interpreted this orthography as a syllabic writing for -IZI- in
the month gu4-ra-IZI-md-a.

3. The scribe also writes ki-sikil-dNin-a-zu for ki-sig-dNin-a-zu.

itida-f u-bu-um (Sauren NY Public Library 361)
tt'AN.ZA.GU.I=IAR ?mum (TIM 6 44)

1. M. Powell, "Graphic Criteria for Dating in the Old Babylonian Period," OrNS 43 (1974), 402
with notes 34 and 35. 1. Collated by E. Leichty.
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Several Sumerian month names are attested which we cannot assign to
any specific calendar:

iaezem--KIN: The contents of the tablet indicate that it might be from Umma,
in which case a reading iaezem-sag18 as a variant for iaezem-nisag
should be considered.

iDSIM: (Sollberger, TCS 1 358 and see TCS 1 p. 138 for a reference to iaSIM-
bal-la). This reference to the month i1SIM occurs on a tablet dated to
the Umma month iari. We hardly expect a text to utilize two distinct
calendars.

iaezem-DUg-x: (TuM NF I-II 361)

The language of one unidentified month name on an Ur III tablet is unclear:

iglu-it-ki-ma (Toronto 910.209.58 [S44]).

THE EARLY SECOND MILLENNIUM B. C.

ant hat no cuivi ions to mat [tt /2attQ9E, tnet& L5 nEVEt a
gund&asto%m of grateof tuarn/iEtt to announce t t&ginnin9 of
a new month oppt UEat.

/
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n a new century UEginc. it is on4j
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THE EARLY SECOND MILLENNIUM B.C.

The Southern ,Mesopotamian
Sumerian Calendar

The Sumerian calendar used at Nippur, which basically remained un-
changed since pre .Sargonic times, ] was adopted throughout much of south-
ern Mesopotamia after the fall of Ibbi-Sin of Ur, an innovation perhaps of
the first monarch of the new Isin dynasty, ITbi-Erra (2017-1985 B.C.). 2 There
are two tablets dated to the fourth and fifth years of I§bi-Erra which utilize
the Ur calendar.5 If these two texts derive from Isin itself, then this indicates
that Isin may have utilized the tjr calendar during much of the Ur III period
(although tablets dated by the Ur calendar are found at almost every city dur-
ing this period). Noting that Isin is but 18 miles south of Nippur and that,
before ITbi-Erra established it as his capital, Isin was a small town of little im-
portance, it is quite conceivable that Isin utilized the prestigious Nippur cal-
endar during the Ur III period. However, whether Isbi-Erra 's actions were
the imposition of the calendar at use in Isin (in reality the Nippur calendar),
thus the "victor's" calendar, or as a shrewd maneuver purposely utilizing the
revered Nippur calendar, the intent was the same-the economic and polit-
ical unification of his new empire. The symbolism of Nippur as a unifying
presence was not lost on the Isin monarchs, who made special efforts to par-
ticipate in the Nippur rites, as seen by Lipit-I g tar ' s central role in the gusisu-
festival at Nippur. As merchants, scribes, and representatives of the govern-
ment from the Isin empire conducted business in the Diyala region, the of-
ficial calendar may have followed, eventually being used simultaneously with
(or perhaps even replacing) the local, northern calendars, so that when the
First Dynasty of Babylon arose, it too was already using this Southern-Meso-
potamian Sumerian calendar.

Although Amorite calendars were utilized by the Semitic centers further
to the north until about the twenty-first year of Samsuiluna of Babylon
(1749-1712 B.C.), the Southern-Mesopotamian calendar was used at these

1. The exception was the replacement of itikb-sux with itiab-Z (see p117).

2. If our hypothesis that it was I3bi-Erra who created a uniform calendar throughout Sumer is
correct, then possibly the Old Babylonian writing reform, which Powell dates to the Isin period
(OrNS 45 [1974], 405), may be also attributed to I3bi-Erra, or at a minimum, as a continuation of his
efforts at standardizing the Sumerian administration.

5. BIN 9 127: itidiriczem-me-ki-g51 and BIN 9 145: iti3u el 3a.
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sites as well. ] Tablets from Mari dating to the first half of the eighteenth cen-

tury B.C. demonstrate not only utilization of this Sumerian calendar, but in-

dicate that these Sumerian month names were not merely logograms to

express a Semitic month name, but were actually pronounced. There are two

references from Mari to the month itiud-duru5 as ti-ud-ri-im. One of these

texts also includes the month names ab-bi-in for ittab-is and ga-an-ga-na for

itigan-gan-e. 2 And at Sippar the second spring month was Gusisi, a form of

the second Nippur month itigu4-si-su.

The main stylistic features differentiating the Southern-Mesopotamian

Sumerian calendar from its predecessor, the Ur III Nippur calendar, are rel-

atively minor:

The complete abandonment of the Ur III Nippur orthography
i tisig4-gi ur,-Iub-ba-gar (and variants) in favor of a shortened itisig4-a.

During the Kassite period in Nippur the orthography itisig4-ga (or

the shortened itisig4) predominated3 ;

>-

		

The introduction of the orthography itiudra (=ZIZ.A.AN) for itiud

duru5 (= itiZIZ.A); and

The orthography itigu4-si-sa, which indicates a lack of understand-

ing of the meaning of the original Nippur name. In the Old Baby-

lonian period itigu4-si-su was still used, but by the Kassite period it

would disappear entirely.

In addition to the occasional dropping of a sign or shortening of the

month name, the following variants are attested for the month names com-

prising the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar:

bara-zag-gar

	

idbaara-GAL?-gar in Sippar (CT 8 pl. 41 c, noted by Lands-

berger, LSS 6 1/2, 24);

idgu-si-sa (TCL 11 234; TCL 10 30; VAS 9 18, et passim);

sig4-ga note the unusual orthography in an Old Babylonian

letter from Kisurra: itisig4-n)-IGl-§ub (Kienast Kisurra
68:13);

I. For references to this calendar at Kish during the reign of ijalium (before 1894 B.C.) and at
Dilbat during the reign of Sumuabum (1894-1881 B.C.), see most recently Greengus, 'The Akkadian
Calendar at Sippar,"JAOS 107 (1987), 213 n. 16.

2.J.-M. Durand, ARMT 26/1 248; D. Charpin, NABU 1989/4, 66. S. Greengus (JAOS 107 [1987],
209ff.) has concluded that there is no evidence to justify the hypothesis that by the end of the Old
Babylonian period these Sumerian month names had devolved as logograms only for a series of
Semitic month names. However, we believe Greengus' observation is correct only for the period from
I3bi-Errs to Hammurapi. (For full discussion of this development, see pp. 297ff.)

3. Note the Kassite Nippur text BE 15 148: Iti si84-ga-a.

lu-numun-na it u-nl-gi-na (CT 45 31) and ° ti§u-ni-gi-na (VAS 9 183)

possibly for 't'§u-numun-na (already suggested by
Landsberger, LSS 6 1/2, 30);

ne-IZI-gar

	

itini-IZI-gar (YOS 12 11);

kin-dlnanna

	

it'kindNanna (BIN 10 208) in Isin and idkin ana (CT 6

pl. 38 c and UET 7 48 [perhaps read dlnannal for dna] );

gan-gan-na

	

idgal-gal-gan-e (UET 5 446) at Ur; itigan-gan-ne (YOS 12

83), and note ga-an-ga-na at Mari (quoted above);

ab-@

	

idab-pa-i (Syria [1983], 87, AO 21958 [Larsa]), and note
ab-bi-in at Mari (quoted above);

§e-kin-ku5

	

id [§]e-k[in]-kt (CT 8 pl. 14 a).

A most unusual adaptation of the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian

month names occurred during the reign of Rim-Sin of Larsa (1822-1763

B.C.) at Nippur, Larsa, Isin, and Ur. 1 Kraus noted that private documents

from this period continued to use the standard calendrical system, whereas

a new system was utilized by certain administrators of particular economic

sectors. Robertson observed that the introduction of this new system coincid-

ed with Rim-Sin ' s conquest of Isin and, therefore, this administrative change

may have reflected the need to reorganize the flow of goods throughout his

suddenly enlarged domain. The earliest attestation of this new pattern is

from the 28th year of Rim-Sin. However, except for this one tablet, all other

texts date from the 30th year of Rim-Sin to his 53rd year, after which this sys-

tem seems to have been abandoned.

In this system there were month cycles. Each cycle was named for a month

of the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar (e.g. iti gu 4-si-su), although

no cycles for the months 1 'apin-dug-a and'bab-^ have as yet been found. The

subsequent month in the cycle used the same name, but added the element

ki-#, which incremented the month number by one: iti ki 2 gu 4-si-su. The

next month in this cycle would then be iti ki 3 gu 4-si-su. The highest number

of months attested in one cycle is 51: iti ki 51 kindlnanna. There were three

basic formats of month notation, each format tending to occur most fre-

quently at a specific city. At Nippur the format was iti ki # MN; at Isin and Ur:

iti MN ki #; at Larsa: iti # ki # where the first # indicated the position within

the cycle and the second # the position of the month name within the regu-

lar calendar-thus iti 6 ki 2 would be the sixth month in the gu 4-si-su cycle.

1. F.R. Kraus, "Ungewohnliche Datierungen aus der Zeit des Konigs Rim-Sin von Larsa, " ZA 53
(1959), 136ff.; J.F. Robertson, An Unusual Dating System," Arta Sum 5 (1983), 1471f.

gu4-si-sa
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Kraus postulated that cycles occurred concurrently, i.e., iti ki 2 gu 4-si-su =

iti sig4-a and iti ki 3 gu4-si-su = iti ki 2 sig4-a = iti §u-numun-a, and so on. Rob-
ertson partially confirmed this hypothesis on the basis of CBS 7567 which
equated iti ki 5 gan-gan-t with iti bara-zag-gar. However, Robertson noted
CBS 7536 which equated iti ki 3 gu 4-si-su with u 4-14-kam iti sig4-a, contradict-
ing the proposed schema.

Another unique feature of this system was the number of possible days per
month. In some of these month cycles there are months attested with 33, 34,
36, 38, 40, 45, or 48 days.

Ur

Although the Ur calendar gave way to this new Reichskalender, one hundred
and fifty years later the names of the old months were still known to and pre-
served by some of the Ur scribes, as noted in a tablet dated to the month
ki-ti in Sin-iddinam ' s reign (1849-1843 B.C.) (UET 5 262). And another Old
Babylonian tablet from Ur is dated to the month itiki-sig-dNin-a-zu (UET 5
548). A unique equating of the second months of the year in the two calen-
dars occurs on an undated Old Babylonian tablet from Ur (UET 5 426):

(In) the month Guaira,
(which is the same as) the month Maldagu,

mA-ap-pa-a

	

(concerning) Appa's
e li a-ti-sru

	

additional share,
INIM.GAR

	

the oracle
i-ip-pa-al

	

will give an answer.

Our translation of this passage is tentative. But if this passage does refer
to an oracular pronouncement, then the unexpected use of the old Ur cal-
endar may indicate that certain Ur diviners, soothsayers, or priests main-
tained the traditional Ur calendar in their cultic practices as a means of
validating the authenticity of their ritual practices. But the need to state the
corresponding month name in the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian cal-
endar indicates that the old Ur month names were unknown to the uniniti-
ated who might read or hear the contents of the tablet.

The large number of tablets recovered from Old Babylonian Ur provides
insight into the negligible effect the imposition of this new calendar had
upon the religious observances of a Sumerian city. Although the month
names changed, no longer referring to Ur ' s festivals, the Ur III Ur festivals
continued to be observed into the Old Babylonian period. The only major
innovation was the institution of the Great Wailing (er-gu-la) in the fourth
month, perhaps a remembrance of the destruction of Ur in 2004 B.C. Thus,
a calendar which employed Nippur festival names was imposed upon Ur, but

without the imposition of concomitant religious observances. The following
schedule of festivals and observances is attested at Old Babylonian Ur:

Month UrFestival/Observance

	i.

	

a-ki-ti-§e-kin-ku 5
elunum

iii.

	

iv.

	

er-gu-la (Great Wailing)
v.

vi.	ezem- dNin-a-zu, elunum
vii.

	

a-ki-ti-§u-numun-a, ezem-ma-nu-ru
All.
ix.

	

ezem-§u-e§-§a
x. ezem-mab

xi.
xii.

a-ki-ti-§e-kin-ku 5: The first month at Old Babylonian Ur marked the obser-
vance of the a-ki-ti-festival of the harvesting season (§e-kin-ku5), which, as
during the Ur III period, was a festival for Nanna (UET 5 749: a-ki-ti-§e-kin-
ku5-dNanna). However, the Old Babylonian texts also mark this month as be-
ing the time for the observance of Nanna's Partaking of the First Offerings
(nisag-gu7), the Early Grass (ii-sag) festival of Ningal, and the Procession to
Eridu (kaskal-Eriduki-ga). I Texts record the withdrawal of ghee, cheese,
dates, milk and yellow milk from the storehouse of Ningal for these obser-
vances. 2

Euunum: The reading a/e-lu-num is based upon the Old Babylonian or-
thographies 6-1u-nu-um and e-lu-nu-um. 3 The cult of Belat-terraban and Belat
§ubner at Ur and Uruk included the observance of the b-lu-nCim festival in
the second or first month.

The Old Babylonian references to the elunum observance at Ur refer to an
elunum for Ningal (the moon-god Nanna's wife), recording the withdrawal
of ghee, cheese and dates from the storehouse of Ningal for the elunum dur-

1. H. Figulla. Iraq 15 (1953), 119 no. 48 = UET 5 738 (n1-dabs 5-ki-6 it nisag-gu 7-[dNannal), no.
49 = UET 5 766 t [£-ki-ti ...1 nisag-gu7-dNanna(?) it 6-sag dNingal), no. 50 = UET 5 779 ('e-ki-t -te-[kin-
ku5] nisag gory [Nannal it 6-sag dNingal, no date), p. 175 no. 59 = UET 5 749 (5-ki-ti-le-kin-ku 5
dNanna nisagr-gu7-dNanna it 6-sag dNingal), UET 5 783 (nl-5-ki-ti-te-kin-ku5-dNanna nisag-gu 7 6-sag
0 kaskal-Eridu k'-ga). For a discussion of the Festival of the Early Grass (ti-sag), see pp. 163-164.

2. Edzard Zwischenzeit, 19 suggests reading UET 5 524 6': 3-kit? , which, if correct, would be an
otherwise unattested orthography for the festival.

3. See CAD E 136 sub &nu for references.

ltlgu4^i
idma3da-gt17-gu7
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ing the second and sixth months of the year. 1 The second month in the
Amorite calendar at ETnunna was named for the elunum observance, it'e-lu-
nu-um, (this month occurred also in the calendars of Nerebtum and Sadup-
pum) 2

For a full discussion of the elunum observance, see pp. 397-399.

er-gu-la: From the Ur III period there is one attestation of the Wailing at
the Mourning-site(?) (er-ki-gu-la, MVN 15 193), which was performed at a fu-
nerary libation site (ki-a-nag) of Amar-Suen in the first year of his brother's
reign. The ritual lasted two days-the 27th and 28th of the twelfth month-
and included offerings of sheep each day. In the Old Babylonian period at
Ur a similar sounding ritual, the Er-gu-]a, the Great Wailing, was an integral
part of the a-ki-ti-celebration (UET 5 748, 752, and 782). During the fourth
month the er-gu-la was part of a ritual for Nanna, "provisions for the Great
Wailing and the ... for Nanna" (nl-dab5-er-gu-la-u5-gu7 1-dNanna) (UET 5
744). Another text dated to the fourth month records the offering for the
Great Wailing (sizkur-er-gu-la) (UET 5 734). 3 The introduction of the Great
Wailing as part of the a-ki-ti festival may be an innovation in the Old Babylo-
nian period to remember the devastation of Ur by the armies of Elam and
Simaliki (2004 B.C.), preserved in the two laments, the Lamentation over the
Destruction of Ur4 and the Lamentation over the Destruction of Sumer and
Ur.5 These two compositions may have been read aloud as part of the obser-
vance at Old Babylonian Ur. A tablet from Isin (BIN 10 190) mentions a
Great Wailing: U4 ka?;-de-a Su-1-iI-Iu 1 dug 30 sila 30(?) dug-Ia-gi er-gu-la u4
lugal an-?EC ba-a-da, "the day of the banquet of Su-ili?;u-1 thirty liter contain-
er and thirty(?) ...jars for the Great Wailing when the king went up to heaven. "6

ezem-dNin-a-zu: In Old Babylonian Ur, just as at Ur III Ur, the festival of
Ninazu was celebrated in the sixth month. 7 During the Ur III period the ob-

1. Figulla, op. cit., 116 no. 42 (e-lu-nu-um, month 2, Sumuel 5), no. 43 = UET 5 787 (e-lu-nu-um,
month 2, Abisare 9), p. 173 no. 56 - UET 5 755 (1-1u-nu-um dNin-gal, month 2, Sumuel 9), p. 173 no.
55 - UET 5 781 (e-lu-nu-um dNin-gal, no date preserved), p. 117 no. 44(?) (i-[... ], month 6, Sumuel
15), p. 179 no. 63 - UET 5 768 (blu, month 6 Sumuci 28 ), and UET 5 786 (nl-dab5-e-lu-nu-[um]).

2. For references see S. Greengus, "The Akkadian Calendar at Sippar,"JAOS 107 (1987), 209f .
3. There is one Ur reference to fr-L3-b5nda, "the wailing for the minor shrine," though we do not

know its significance (Figulla, Iraq 15 [1953], 176 no. 60, no date).

4. Kramer, AS 12.
5. Michalowski Sumer and (Jr.

6. This passage has been discussed by P. Steinkeller, NAI3U 1992/1, 3 in connection with the
concept of the dead ruler ascending to heaven and by Yoshikawa (Acta Sum 11 [1989], 353), who
interprets ba-a-da in this passage as an assimilated form for bac ll -da and thus translates an-3e ell as
a euphemism for "to die."

7. Figulla, op. cit., 108 no. 30 (nl-dab 5-ki-bur-bi ezem dNin-a-zu, month 6, Abisarc 9); p. 179 no.
63 - UET 5 768 (month 6, Sumuel 28); and probably to be restored in UET 5 763.

servance was marked by offerings to funerary shrines, this festival being in-
tertwined with the observance of the abum. An Old Babylonian tablet records
offerings for the festival on behalf of the enlu-priestess of Nanna, Enmega-
lanna, who held office during the reigns of Abisare (1905-1895 B.C.) and
Sumuel (1894-1866 B.C.). 1 In a text dated to Sumuel 28, when Enmegalanna
was already dead and had been replaced by EnAakiaganna, the festival provi-
sions included offerings for the funerary shrines of the entu-priestesses En-
megalanna and her predecessor, Enannatumma. Ur documents from other
months also mention offerings for the shrines of these two entu-priestesses,
so this was not a practice restricted to the festival of Ninazu.

a-ki-ti-§u-numun-a: There are Old Babylonian references to the akiti-festi-
val of the seeding season (a-ki-ti-§u-numun-a) in Ur, a festival celebrated also
in the seventh month in Ur III Ur. In several Old Babylonian texts it is de-
scribed as the a-ki-ti-?;u-numun-a (festival) of Nanna, 2 some of these texts
noting that the festival of the Boat of the Moon (ezem-ma-nu-ru) 3 and the
Great Wailing (er-gu-1a) 4 constituted part of the a-ki-ti celebration. A Larsa
document (YOS 14 202) refers to the day of the a-ki-ti in Ur (u 4-a-ki-ti la Uri-
U.-ma) in the seventh month. (Two other Larsa documents, also dating to the
seventh month, mention the u4-£-ki-ti of Dumuzi of Badtibira, for which see
our discussion of Larsa, below.) According to a royal inscription, king Warad-
Sin of Larsa provided offerings for the a-ki-te festival (nesag, r-a-ki-te, RIM 4,
222 line 97), though it is unclear which of the two Ur a-ki-ti-festivals is intend-
ed. Warad-Sin also claims to have built/rebuilt the e-AB/ES 3-ki-te for Nanna
in Ur, which may have been part of the £-ki-ti complex at Gad.

ezem-ma-nu-ru: There are Old Babylonian Ur references to the ma-nu-ru
festival in the seventh month, a festival unattested in the Ur III period. The
ezem-m£-nu-ru festival was part of the £-ki-ti-?fu-numun-a festival in month
seven. 5 The ma-nu-ru (with Akkadianized variant gi3ma-nu-ri) was the proces-
sion ship of Nanna. 6 The term elip nun, "the boat of light," referring to the
moon, occurs in a first millennium text (Delitsch AL3 88 5 40). The term nu-

1. Figulla, op. cit., 108 no. 30; for Enmegalanna see E. Soilberger, "Sur la chronologie des roil
d'Ur et quelques problemes connexes," AfO 17 (1954/56), 46.

2. Figulla, op. cit., 121 no. 51 - UET 5 782. Some references use the term ezem-5-ki-ti (UET 5 748.
ltldu6-k6), one recording an offering to Nanna for the "day of the £-ki-ti-festival" (sfzkur- dNanna u4

ezem-£-ki-ti) (UET 5 407, ludu6-k®).

3. Figulla, op. cif., 174 no. 58 (month 7, Sumuel 22(?)); UET 5 748, 752, and 782.
4. UET 5 748, 752, and 782.
5. Figulla, op. cit., 174 no. 58; UET 5 748, 752, and 782; D. Loding, JCS 28 (1976), 240 no. 8: u4-

etcm-m£-nu-ru.

6. Falkenstein, Friedrich Festschrift, 175 n. 43c.
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ru in ma-nu-ru is a Sumerianized form of Akkadian nurum "light," thus "the
festival of the boat of light" or "the festival of the boat of the moon. " The im-
agery of the crescent moon as a boat was rather common throughout Sumer.
From the tablets of Ur III Ur there is a reference from the seventh month in
the reign of Ibbi-Sin to a sheep and a lamb for the ezem-madSuen "the fes-
tival of the boat of the moon" (UET 3 190). Therefore, considering this Ur
III festival and the occurrence of the term dip nuri, it seems rather likely that
the Old Babylonian ezem-ma-nu-ru is also the "festival of the boat of the
moon."

ezem-§u-a§-§a: Although the §u-e§ of Nanna and the §u-e§ of manna are at-
tested in pre-Sargonic Ur, there are no Ur III references to a §u-e§-§a festival.
Yet there are references from Ur from the reign of Sumuel of Larsa (1894-
1866 B.C.). 1 These texts record the withdrawal of ghee, cheese and dates
from the storehouse of Ningal for the §u-e§-§a festival. It seems more likely
that this festival continued uninterrupted from the pre-Sargonic period
through the Ur HI period, down into Old Babylonian times, rather than its
having been reintroduced into Old Babylonian Ur after a hiatus of at least a
hundred years. 2

ezem-mab: The Great Festival continued to be observed in the tenth
month in Old Babylonian Ur. s The texts record foodstuffs for the festival
from the storehouse of Ningal. The ezem-mab of Ur is probably being re-
ferred to in a text which lists the u4-ezem ?-mab for the 5th day of the month
(month name not preserved), along with offerings for the ritual washing of
the king and offerings for Ninbursag, Ninkununna, and Ninsun. 4

A festival of Nergal (ezem-dNe-iril l-gal) is mentioned on several Old Babylo-
nian Ur tablets. Such a festival at Ur is unattested in the Ur III period. 5

Van De Mieroop has suggested that a festival of the first fruits occurred in
Old Babylonian Ur, which involved a procession at the beginning and end
of the festival (possibly to and from the boat at the quay). 6

1. Figulla, op. cit., 117ff. no. 45 - UET 5 785 (no month), no. 46 = UET 5 757 (month 9), no. 47
UET 5 745 (month 9).

2. For more information on 3u-e3-ta, see pp. 15411: for a discussion of the ninth month of the Ur
calendar in the third millennium.

3. Figulla, op. cit., 113ff. not. 37 - UET 5 751, 38 - UET 5 739, 39 = UET 5 747, and 40.

4. Annual Review of the RIM Project 4, 25 no. xxiv.l-I.36c.

5. UET 5 not. 225, 226, 404, and 798.

6. Studies SjSberg, 398.
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LARSA

There are no Larsa tablets dated before the rise of I§bi-Erra which could
provide information on its calendar before the spread of the Southern-Meso-
potamian Sumerian calendar. Jean lists three unidentified month names
found on Old Babylonian tablets from Larsa: iti di/ki-in-.u-um (TCL 10 125),
ilia?-ba?-is (TCL 10 30), and itiAS-A-KU5 (VAS 13 100). 1 The orthography iti a?-
ba?-e may be a variant for itiab (-ba)-e. Possibly iti di/ki-in-Ju-um should be read
iti ki-in-kuLum, a known month from the Amorite calendars. (This same tablet
[TCL 10 125] includes a reference to itine-IZl-gar.) The orthography
itiAS.A.KU5 might somehow be a variant for itl§e-kin-ku5 or, indeed, be an oth-
erwise unattested month name. Leemans (SLB 1 (2) 21) reads a month
name found at Larsa from this period as itiBAL.NA, which perhaps should be
emended to read itinumun l-na, for itl§u-numun-na.

One tablet, dated to the reign of Samsuiluna (1749-1712 - B.C.) and said to
have come from Larsa (TCL 11 222) is dated to the month Elunum, the sec-
ond month in several of the Amorite calendars. Another tablet, though dat-
ed to itine-IZI-gar, records that payment will occur in iti na-ab-ru-ti. u4-30, a
mixture of the two calendrical systems (TCL 10 20). However, Leemans,
based upon internal evidence, argues that several Larsa tablets, including
TCL 10 20, were written by merchants from Larsa in E§nunna, where they
used the native calendar2 and, therefore, these two texts would not indicate
the use of an Amorite calendar at Larsa.

a-ki-ti: A Larsa document (YOS 14 202) refers to the day of the a-ki-ti in
Ur (u4-a-ki-ti .la Uriki-ma) in the seventh month. Two other Larsa docu-
ments, also dating to the seventh month, mention the u4-a-ki-ti of Dumuzi of
Badtibira (YOS 14 194): l-gi§ sizkur-dDumu-zi §i Bad-tibira ki u4 a-ki-ti it a-lu-
lu "oil for the offering to Dumuzi of Badtibira for the day of the a-ki-ti-festival
and the elulu-celebration"; (YOS 14 265): 1-gi§ u4 a-ki-tum dDumu-zi uruki
Bad-tibiraki "oil for the day of the aki:tum-festival of Dumuzi of Badtibira." In
Ur the a-ki-ti-festival was directed to Nanna, the moon and patron deity of
Ur. These two Larsa references concerning Dumuzi of Badtibira are the ear-
liest references to an a-ki-ti-festival for a deity other than Nanna. There is an-
other Larsa document which refers to provisions for the a-ki-ti-festival (Sumer
34 [1978], 167 L.74186), but this may refer to the celebration in Ur or
Badtibira.

a

1.Jcan Larsa, 61-62.

2. Sec Greengus, op. cit., 217 n. 39; Leemans, Foreign Trade in the Old Babylonian Period, 68-74.
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elf lu: There is a reference to the day of the el-Ulu festival for Ningi gzida
in the fourth month (YOS 14 238: UD e-l[u-lu] dNin-gi[g-z]i-d[a]) and an
elulu-festival in the twelfth month (Sumer34 [1978] L.74133), perhaps both
or one of these texts referring to a native Larsa festival. Sin-iddinam (1849-
1843 B.C.) participated in the elunum-festival: "this is the (appearance of the)
liver which fell to the lot of King Sin-iddinam when he sacrificed (a sheep)
in the temple of Samag at the elunum-festival" (YOS 101:3). However, the elunum
festival may not be the same as the elulu festival and thus this latter reference
may refer either to a different celebration or to the Sama g temple in Sippar
or elsewhere.

ezem-ma-an-na: The festival for the Boat of An is mentioned in a tablet
found at Larsa (Syria 53 [1976], 67 no. 122) which records the distribution
of provisions for Samag and for the I gtar temple for the festival on the 26th
day of the first month. Another text records oil for the day of the Boat of An
in month seven (YOS 14 268). 1

ne-IZI-gar: The ne-IZI-gar observance was conducted during the eighth
month throughout the temples of Larsa. Texts record the ne-IZI-gar for Nin-
gal (YOS 14 199), Martu (YOS 14 201, 209, 277), Ninbursag (YOS 14 224),
Ninmar (YOS 14 242, 273), Nin-m8 (YOS 14 246, 248), I gkur and Nin-gar-an-
ki (YOS 14 275). There are additional references to the ne-IZI-gar without a
specified deity (YOS 14 276 [u 4-ne-IZI-gar dingir-el-didli],170, 195 and 274).

One Larsa text mentions oil for the offering to Ninmar for the day of the
bursubum (UD lu-ur-su-bu-um) during the first month (YOS 14 211). Unfortu-
nately, this is the only reference to the term. Two texts refer to oil for the
"sweepings(?) " (YOS 4 170: ana bimmatim [13th month]; YOS 4 269: UD bi-

ma-tum [7th month]). However, this passage may refer to rituals accompany-
ing agricultural activities. There are also two references to the ritual bathing
of Nergal in the ninth month (YOS 14 233 and 247) and two references to
the day of the Festival of the Early Grass (u4 6-sag) in the eleventh month

(YOS 14 219 and 234). 2

BABYLON

An Old Babylonian text records a pibu-beer-container brought to Babylon
(ka-dingir-raki) for the kinunu festival (ezem-KI.NE) (YOS 13 406). 3

L See p. 215 for a discussion of the festival of the Boat of An.

2. For the Festival of the Early Grass, sec pp. 163-164.

3. For 1U.NE, kinilnu, see CAD K 393.

Samusiluna's 27th regnal year is named after his commissioning of a stat-
ue of Adad of Babylon for the a-ki-ti festival in Ur(?): "Year Samsuiluna ded-
icated for his life to Adad of Babylon his lord who helps and who listens to
his supplications the most splendid offering such as is suitable for the akitu,
a brilliant image of silver, 10 talents in weight."

BADTIBIRA

The a-ki-ti festival of Dumuzi of Badtibira and the elulu festival are men-
tioned in documents dating to the seventh month (YOS 14 194): 1-gig sizkur-
dDumu-zi ga Bad-tibiraki u4 it e-lu-lu "oil for the offering to Dumuzi of
Badtibira for the day of the a-ki-ti-festival and the elulu-celebration "; (YOS 14
265): 1-gig u4 64i-turn dDumu-zi uruki Bad-tibirak' "oil for the day of the akitum-
festival of Dumuzi of Badtibira" and note YOS 14 231: 1-gi g ezem e-lu-lu-ti
dDumu-zi Bad-birgki "oil for the elulu festival of Dumuzi of Badtibira. "

The elunum festival was observed in Badtibira during the third month
(YOS 14 213) and the ne-IZl-gar observance in the eighth month (YOS 14
245).

R. Kutscher suggests that YOS 14 279 alludes to a festival or special
occasion in the cult of Dumuzi of Badtibira, the tablet listing provisions for
Dumuzi for his trip from Badtibira to Larsa during the ninth month. ]

GIRSU

A text from Larsa mentions the day of the festival of the cattle pen of Baba
in Girsu (YOS 14 284): u4 ezem-e-tur-ra dBa-bag ga Gir-su ki . Unfortunately
the month name is not preserved.

ISIN

A tablet dated to the sixth year of I gbi-erra records an offering for the Boat
of An for Inanna (sizkur ma-an-na dlnanna) (BIN 9 387).

In at least one of the years during the reign of Iddin-Dagan of Isin (1974-
1954 B.C.) at New Year 's the king ritually slept with a priestess of Inanna, per-
forming, what has been termed, the Sacred Marriage Rite. This ritual was
based upon the original motif of the god Dumuzi marrying Inanna, their
union ensuring a year of plenty. Jacobsen concludes that Dumuzi (not Inanna)
was the original source of fertility, as depicted by all the gifts he brings to the
union in scenes on the Uruk Vase and on roll-seals. 2 It was the allure of the
goddess Inanna which attracted the god and his bountiful gifts for the na-

1. "The Cult of Dumuzi," Bar-Ran Studies, 39.

2.Jacobsen, "Religious Drama in Ancient Mesopotamia," Unity and Diversity: Essays in the Ifistory,
14km:ture, and Religion oftheAncientNearEast, H. Goedicke and J. j. M. Roberts, eds. (Baltimore, 1975), 69.
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tion. However, Jacobsen observes: "Alongside of this view, however, also a di-
ametrically opposed one occurs, according to which the goddess is the source
of the blessings envisioned, and the god, in the person of the king, the re-
ceiver" and "in Isin-Larsa times such enticing of the goddess by his [the
king's] bodily charms actually was the role of the king in the Sacred Mar-
riage." 1

Jacobsen suggests that the Sacred Marriage was "patterned after the normal
Ancient Mesopotamian wedding ceremony which had the bridegroom appear
with his wedding gifts of edibles at the door of the bride 's paternal house asking
to be let in. The bride, having bathed and dressed in all her finery, then opened
the door to him and this opening of the door was the ritual act that concluded
the marriage. Next bride and bridegroom were escorted separately to the bridal
chamber, where the marriage was consummated. The next morning the young
couple then presided at a feast of plenty." 2

NIPPUR

Lipit-I§tar of Isin (1934-1924 B.C.) participated in the gusisu-festival at
Nippur, (see our discussion of the second month of the Ur III Nippur calendar).

A reference perhaps to a festival of the barley harvest occurs in a royal
hymn of I§bi-Erra of Isin (2017-1985 B.C.) to the goddess Nisaba: urndukin-
gal-gal ur4-ur4-ru-da ezem-gal na-am, "It (the grain) is harvested with sickles;
there is truly a great festival!" 3

A Nippur text dating to the reign of Samsuiluna (1749-1712 B.C.) men-
tions festival provisions for the coming year for the a-sikil of the Ekur com-
plex (ni-ezem-ma e-sikil-dEn-lil-la nl-mu-l-kam). 4 However, specific festivals
are not named.

1.Jacobsen, op. di., 70.

2.Jacobsen, op. cit., 65.

3. D. Reisman, "A ' Royal ' Hymn of Ilbi-Erra to the Goddess Nisaba, " Kramer AV, 362 line 90.
4. K. Van Lerberghe in Ref ets des deuxfteuves, Akkadica Supplementum 6 (Leuven, 1989), 177. For

the E-sikil of the Ekur complex see Bernhardt and Kramer, "Die Tempel and Gotterschreine von
Nippur," Or 44 (1975), 98 obv. 18 and rev. 34 for 6-SIKIL-lum.

THE EARLY SECOND MILLENNIUM B.C.

Assyria

The Assyrian calendar is attested in Cappadocia at the beginning of the sec-
ond millennium B.C. at Killtepe, ancient Kane§, an Assyrian trading colony
(level 2 period), and about fifty years later (level lb period) at Hattu§a§ (the
Hittite capital) and at Alishar. l A slightly evolved Assyrian calendar is attest-
ed as early as the middle of the eighteenth century B.C., 2 although almost all
references are dated after the middle of the second millennium at A§§ur and
at Sibaniba (=Tell Billa). 3 (We shall differentiate these two calendars as the
Old Assyrian calendar and the Restored Assyrian calendar.) Finally, during
the reign of Tiglath-Pileser (1114-1076 B.C.) the Restored Assyrian calendar
was abandoned in favor of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar. 4

As noted by Larsen, during the fifty years between level 2 and level lb at
Kani§, the Old Assyrian calendar underwent several modifications. 5 Larsen
bases this observation partly on his analysis of tablets dated with the formula:
limum 3'a gati PN, "eponymy: of the hand of PN," a formula used at the begin-
ning of the year when the colony had not yet received the official eponymy
from A§§ur. At the level 2 period only five months ever demonstrate this type
of dating (wara(t. belti-ekallim, wara!3 fa sarratim, wara(t narmakAIfurla kinatim,
wara(y ma(yjlurili, and wara(j abJarrani). The fact that the other seven months
never contain this type of dating indicates that only these five months ever
occurred at the beginning of the eponym-year. Beginning with level lb, the
dating formula limum la gati PN could be associated with all the months, in-
dicating that any month might begin an eponym-year. 6 Thus the eponym-
year and the Assyrian calendar were congruent in the level 2 period, but were
asynchronous beginning with level lb.

I. For references to Assyrian texts from Hattuta.i and Alishar, see Larsen City-State, 53 notes 16
and 17.

2. K. Veenhof, "Assyrian Commercial Activities in Old Babylonian Sippar " in Marchands, Diplo-
mates, etEmpereurs, D. Charpin and F.Joannes, eds. (Paris, 1991), 291.

3. J J. Finkelstein, "Texts from Tell Billa,"JCS 7 (1953), 114ff.

4. See pp. 300ff. for a discussion of the timing of this change of calendars.
5. Larsen City-State, 53 and 193.

6. Ibidem, 53 n. 18.
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Larsen, assuming that the eponym-year was always a solar year, states con-
cerning the Assyrian calendar at level 2:1

The Old Assyrian calendar is very poorly known and it seems certain that
only the publication of a large corpus of new material can help us gain a bet-
ter understanding of it. My own efforts in this direction indicate that there
was some system in operation during the level 2 period at Kanesh which se-
cured a constant coordination between the month-calendar and the year-
eponymy, i.e., it was a kind of solar calendar; apparently no intercalary
months were used, in contrast with the system in the south, but the precise
way in which the coordination between the lunar months and the solar ep-
onym-year was arranged remains unknown.

Considering the absence of intercalary months and the lack of any other
attested method of reconciliation with the solar calendar, it seems more like-
ly that the eponym-year at level 2 was a lunar year-not a solar year, thereby
explaining its coinciding with the Assyrian calendar. After all, both the As-
syrian calendar and the dating by eponym-years were peculiar to A§§ur and
it is more likely that they would have been created in consonance, a coherent
system, and that subsequently, as the perils of using a lunar year became ap-
parent, they diverged. Moreover, if both the calendar and eponym-year at
level 2 were tied to the solar year, it almost defies logic to understand why
the reforms instituted by level lb would purposely adopt a lunar calendar
that roamed throughout the seasonal calendar as well as creating disharmo-
ny with the eponym year and with other calendrical systems! This would ap-
pear to be retrogressive with no advantages.

One of the reforms instituted by the level lb period at Kani§ resulted in
the calendar and the eponym-year diverging, which would have occurred
had the eponym-year become tied to the seasons, rather than as a result of
the Assyrian calendar having lost its synchronization with the solar calendar.
With the increased interaction with other major commercial and political
centers, such as Mari, E§nunna, and Babylon, the need to become synchro-
nized to the solar year used by these other powers became evident. This ad-
justment was a partial adjustment, the eponym-year coinciding with the solar
year, thereby creating harmony in international agreements and contracts.
Since the eponym year was strictly an administrative device, restructuring it
was a relatively simple matter. The lunar calendar, however, would have been
tied to entrenched religious practices.

The restoration of the Old Assyrian calendar had occurred by 1750 B.C.
This dating is based upon a tablet dated to the eponymy of 1abil-kenum,
which Veenhof and Charpin have placed between the 42nd year of Hammu-
rabi and the 2nd year of Samsuiluna, ca. 1750 B.C., in which the new month

1. Larsen, op. cit., 192-193.
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iti dSin occurs. ] The calendar used at Subat-Enlil by the Amorite interlopers
Samki-Adad and his son l§me-Dagan was an Amorite calendar, 2 not the native
Assyrian calendar. Thus it seems likely that the Restored Assyrian calendar
was instituted by the Assyrian successors to the deposed Amorite dynasty. 3

This move would have been one step in eradicating vestiges of the Amorite
interlopers, while restoring the "true " Assyria. This restored calendar had
undergone several modifications from the Old Assyrian calendar. The most
striking change was the replacement of warm teinatim, "the month of figs,"
by iti dSin, "the month of the moon-god Sin." The third month was shortened
to la kenate-the first part of the Old Assyrian month name (narmak-AIIur)
no longer being written.

The order, but not starting point, of the Assyrian calendar can be deter-
mined from a first millennium B.C. tablet from A§§urbanipal's library at Nin-
eveh and by several Middle Assyrian texts. 4 The proposed order of the Old
Assyrian months from level 2 is based upon (1) Larsen's observation on the
five months which, based upon the limo .ta gati dating, were at the beginning
of the year; (2) these five months being consecutive in the Restored Assyrian
calendar.

Old Assyrian Levels 2 and lb

wara(; belti ekallim
wara!; ga sarratim
wara!. (narmak Allur) .fa kinatim
wara(; ma(yl;urili
warm ab srarrani
warajy l.ubur
warab $ip im
warm garratim
wara!; kanwarta
waraii teinatim
wara!; kuzallu
wara!} allanatim

1. K. Veenhof, JEOL 30 (1987/88), 32-37; D. Charpin, NABU 1990, 6,

2. See pp. 255ff. for the calendar of Subat-Enlil. Note that Magronum, the second month of the
Subat-Enlil calendar, has been found on a tablet excavated at Attur. However, V. Donbaz (NABU
1989/3, 48) suggests that this tablet was originally from Chagar Bazar [' Subat-Enlill.

3. By the 18th year of Hammurapi (ca. 1774 B.C.) Zimri-Lim had succeeded to the Mari throne
previously held by Sam§i-Adad's son, lime-Dagan. (See Charpin and Durand, "La prise du pouvoir
par Zimri-Lim, " MARI 4, 293ff. for the accession of Zimri-Lim in the year Hammurapi 18.) Thus, by
the eponymy of Ijabil-kenu (and the time of our tablet containing the new month name "Sin), the
Amorite interloper Samli-Adad was no longer ruling in Assyria.

4. KAV 155; VAS 21 19; see Landsberger, ZDMG 74 (1920), 216ff.

Restored Assyrian Calendar

Belet-ekalli
Sa sarrate

a kenate
Mubbur Rani
Abu garrani
jjubur
Sippu
Qarratu
Kalmartu
dSin
Kuzallu
Allanatu
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There is a text (VAS 21 19) dated to the eponyms Usat-Marduk and Enlil-
a§ared in the reign of Shalmaneser I (1274-1245 B.C.) which records two
consecutive eponym-years of twelve months each, beginning each year with
$ippu and ending with &bur. Unfortunately, this cannot be viewed as evi-
dence that the Middle Assyrian year began with the month $ippu, since the
two eponym-years may not have needed to be seasonally adjusted, thereby
causing the same first month each eponym-year.

A Nineveh tablet from the library of A§§urbanipal (5R 43) lists six differ-
ent calendars, each equated with its corresponding month in the Standard
Mesopotamian calendar. According to this text the Assyrian months were
equated as follows:

iti dSin
iti ku-zal-li
iti al-la-na-a-t[i]
iti[(...) dN]IN.E.CAL
hi Utz] sa-ra-a-ti

Ia ke-[na]-ti

[• •]
iti [Ifl .pu

qar-ra-a-ti

However, whereas the other five calendars in this tablet may have been
correctly equated by the scribes, the Assyrian calendar was never tied to the
solar year and thus the scribe's equating of the two would have been invalid
eleven twelfths of the time.

Since the Restored Assyrian calendar did not coincide with the eponym-
year, it is almost meaningless to search for the 'first month' of the Restored
Assyrian calendar. Unless there was a religious New Year's observance tied to
one particular month (for which there is no evidence to date), a concern for
a starting month in the Restored Assyrian calendar may be as irrelevant as a
modern concern for whether Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, etc. is the first
day of the year.

A major dating problem is, however, seemingly inherent in a system in
which the calendar year is shorter than the eponym-year. Weidner and Hun-
ger have suggested that whenever the eponym-year had to be seasonally ad-
justed, the year contained thirteen months. And using a strict calendar of
twelve months, the first month of that particular eponym-year apparently
served as the thirteenth month of the same eponym-year. However, this cre-
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ates a seemingly unacceptable dating system in which the same eponym-year
and month name would indicate two months which fell twelve months apart.
It is hard to believe that the Assyrians did not have some type of notation to
differentiate the two months, but unfortunately the preserved Middle Assyr-
ian tablets provide no clue.

As to the starting point of the eponym-year, Larsen suggests that, begin-
ning with level lb, the eponym-year began around the autumnal equinox. l
Larsen bases his conclusion on an analysis of Mari tablets from the eponymy
of Tab-silli-A§§ur which contain the warki month notation, a method em-
ployed when, Larsen suggests, political developments in Assyria delayed the
announcement of the new eponym. Thus, as with the Kane§ limum 3'a gati, the
tablets utilizing the warki-notation should have occurred at the beginning of
the next eponym-year. Larsen's research has found that this notation occurs
on Mari tablets dated to the fifth through ninth months. And since the first
month at Mari, ural um, began in the spring, the Assyrian eponym year began
at the end of the summer, the beginning of autumn.

In the Old Assyrian period the month names were written as genitival for-
mations "the month of ..." (warajy M MN). The two clear instances wherein
this genitival formation does not occur are the months Ltubur and kanwarta,
indicating that these two month names are not Semitic. A somewhat unclear
instance, however, is the month Kuzallu/i (for which see our discussion be-
low). Based upon the Old Assyrian tablets from Kultepe, the Old Assyrian
calendar consisted of the following months: 2

a. $ip'im

Note the month designation: waral. am .Ii-pI <<bi>> bi4-ri-im (BIN 4 207
case 10) which CAD has quoted with references in its discussion of the
month name .ippu. The meaning of the name is unclear. 3

b. Qarratim

The meaning of this month and festival name is unclear. This month name
was found also on a tablet from Nuzi (HSS 15 134 rev. 41).

I. "Unusual Eponymy-Datings from Mari and Assyria," BA 68 (1974), 18 and Larsen City-State, 53.
2. For references to various orthographies for these months as well as suggested meanings of the

month names not presented below, see Hirsch, op. cit., 54-55.
3.J. Lewy ("The Assyrian Calendar," ArOr 11 [1939], 39) suggested that the month sib 'um derived

from the western root s¢' "to go to war" and thus designated the month the kings went to war.

iti bara-zag-gar
iti gu4-si-sa
iti sig4-ga
iti §u-numun-na
iti ne-IZI-gar
iti kindInanna

dug-kt
iti apin-dug-a
tti gan-gan-na
iti ab-ba-e
iti udra
iti §e-kin-ku5
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c. Kanwarta

The reading of the month name was established by Donbaz with his pub-
lication of a tablet with the orthography kh-an-wa-ar-ta. l Donbaz's collations
of other tablets revealed that the Old Assyrian references had kin, not tan as
had been copied in several instances. Other orthographies are: kan-mar-ta

(CCT 1 113275); ak-wa-ar-ta (CCT 1 113528); kan-bar-ta (CCT 5 120517); kan-

wa-ar-ta (ICK 1 60). With Donbaz ' s establishment of the reading kanwarta, in-
stead of * tanwarta, it is clear that the month is non-Semitic and the meaning
of the month name is unknown.

d. Te'inatim, "(the month of) figs"

In the Restored Assyrian calendar this month name was replaced by is dSin

(the month of the moon-god Sin).

e. Kuzallu/Kuzal i, " (the month of) the shepherd(?) "

The Old Assyrian Semitic month names are constantly written as part of
a genitival construct with warab and always have mimation. However, the or-
thography of the month kuzalli is unusual. First, a form kuzallu is attested.
Second, the form without mimation, kuzalli, is the more common, the form
with mimation occurring rarely. Thus kuzallu/i appears to be originally non-
Semitic, probably related to Hurrian kuzallu, "shepherd. "2 The ambivalence
in scribal declension of the month name probably reflects the adoption of
the Hurrian kuzallu into every-day usage, but a basic realization that it was of
non-Semitic origin.

f. Allanatim, "(the month) of acorns"

CAD states: "the name refers to the month in which the acorns ripen." 3

Regarding the economic importance of the acorn in the Old Assyrian peri-
od, CAD A/1 55 notes: "in certain instances [the acorn] is used by the fuller.
In others, however, it is considered important enough to be sent overland in
earthen containers and to be mentioned beside resins, etc., so that it possibly
denotes a specially treated acorn or also an edible acorn-shaped nut."

1. "The Old Assyrian Month Name Kanwarta,"JCS 24 (1972), 24.

2. Langdon Menologies, 33 n. 7; CAD K 613 sub kuzallu B.

3. CAD A/1 354. Landsbcrgcr, LSS 6 1/2, 89 had interpreted the month as "Hirtenmonat"and J.
Lcwy, ArOr 11 (1939), 40-41, as deriving from alalu, "to praise, " stating "the month warab allanatim
refers to thanksgiving celebrations at which, as is indicated by the feminine plural, women played a
prominent role, probably in praising Ittar as the goddess of fertility who had granted the harvest."
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g. Belti-ekallim, "(the month) of My-Lady-of-the-Palace"

In a tablet from Alalakh the emesalform of the month is attested (Wiseman
Alalakh 238): it"GASAN.$.GAL. The temple of Belet-ekallim was the subject of
an inscription of Zariqu who lived during the Ur III period (KAH 2).

h. Sa sarratim, " (the month) of the (ritual) washing of (AMur) for
the unfaithful(?)"

For the various orthographies see CAD S 180 sub sarratu mng. b2') and
note in particular the hypocoristic form ITI ra-a-tu.

This month stands in contrast to the following month name: 3a kinatim.
However, the implication of these terms is unclear.

i.

	

Narmak As"s"ur kinatim, " (the month) of the (ritual) washing of
Akgur for the faithful(?)"

Orthographies: la ki-na-tim (CCT 1 113470) ;na-ar-ma-ak a-.lur (ICK 1 118;
KTS 9); na-ar-ma-kh-a-3icr la ki-na-tim (Matouk KK 18); na-ar-<ma>-ak a-i[ur]
(TCL 21 238A).

j. Mabburili

Mabburili would seem to mean "the offering of the gods " (mabbur iii).
However, CAD M/2 176 states: "The O[ld] A[ssyrian] month name is possi-
bly a popular etymology of a foreign (Hurr[ian]?) name *mab(b)urillu or
the like; the M[iddle] A[ssyrian] form mubur ill seems to represent mubru."
For mubru denoting a special type of prayer or a street chapel marking the
turning point of a processional circuit, see CAD M/2 177.

k. Ab/p larrani

CAD states: "Since the first element is consistently written al; in the 0 [Id]
A[ssyrian] refs., it is unlikely that the month name is composed with abu, "fa-
ther"; the fact that no writings with AD are found in the M[iddle] A[ssyrian]
texts supports this interpretation."' CAD notes that a plural larranu for
"kings" is attested in the Old Assyrian period. Note the somewhat similar Ur
HI month name from Ishan Mizyad: ITI Iar-ra-ni. 2 Possibly the element ab/p
in the month name may be related to ab/pum as in the month and festival

1. CAD A/1 2 sub ab larrani. J. Lewy (ArOr 11 [1939]) had accepted abas meaning "father," while
rejecting larrani as "kings," in the OA period, preferring to related lanani to .frn, "fertility," thus the
month of the "father of fertility. "

2. Sec pp. 206-207 for the calendar at !shall Mizyad.
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name, which may refer to a burial mound. ] If true, then this month name
probably refers to a yearly observance for the deceased Assyrian kings.

1.

	

.Jubur, "(the month of) the netherworld"2

The Ijubur was the river to be crossed by the dead on their journey to the
netherworld (see p. 247). In the Restored Assyrian calendar both forms

bubur and Ninth are plentifully attested.

There is one Old Assyrian tablet which, within the body of the text, uses

the month iti dDumu-zi, a month in many of the Amorite calendars. 3 Unfor-

tunately, the month name in the date formula at the close of the tablet is not
preserved. According to Donbaz: "the metrology is according to the Old As-
syrian type and the presence of a limu shows that it was written in Assyrian

territory."4
Since the Assyrian calendar was out of phase with the solar calendar it is

surprising that several months are named for agricultural activities tied to
the seasons, i.e., the months of acorns, figs, and shepherding.

The Old Assyrian texts, mainly due to the economic nature of these trans-
actions, reveal almost nothing about the festivals celebrated throughout the

Assyrian cities.5 Several texts refer to festivals of the gods Nipas, Parka, An(n)a

and ffaribari as the time for repayment of loans. 6 A fifth term is Tulytubani,

which occurs in the forms ga Tujytubani and ana Tu6tubani. 7 These terms are

non-Semitic, perhaps referring to festivals of the local populace in Cappadocia.
Hildegard and Julius Lewy suggested that the observance of the akitu-fes-

tival in A§§ur is attested as early as the period of Cappadocian colonization,
at the beginning of the second millennium at Level 2:8

That the "distant days" before which, according to Sennacherib, the New
Year's festival had been celebrated in an akitu-temple outside the city actu-
ally comprised the period covered by the Kultepe texts is suggested by the
Old Assyrian letter TC II 15. ... "One or two months ago, upon the rising of

1. See pp. 259-261 for our discussion of the meaning of the month name ab/pum.

2. So J. Lewy, "The Assyrian Calendar," ArOr 11 (1939), 43. See p. 283 for its relationship with

the Mari month dICI.KUR, an observation already made by Lewy.

3. V. Donbaz, "Four Old Assyrian Tablets from the City of Asbur," JCS 26 (1974), 81ff., A 1574

-Ass.18799.

4. Ibidem, 82.

5. See P. Carelli, 'La religion de l'Assyrie ancienne d'apres un ouvrage recent, " RA 56 (1962),

191ff.; H. Hirsch, AfO 13 (1939/41).

6. See H. Hirsch, APO 13 (1939/41), 51-53; L. Matou3, "Anatolische Feste nach 'Kappadokischen'

Tafeln," Studies Landsberger, 175-181; B. Landsberger, Jahreszeiten im Sumerisch-Akkadischen,"

JNES 8 (1949), 293.

7. Hirsch, op. cit.

8. "The Week and the Oldest West Asiatic Calendar," HUCA 17 (1942/43), 62-64.
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your god, Kurub-I§tar came here (in) a matter concerning me ..."The words
"upon the rising (lab 'e') of your god " have an exact parallel in Neo-Babylo-
nian royal inscriptions in as much as the latter define as the "rising (tali) of
Marduk, the Enlil of the gods" the solemn moment when, during the cele-
bration of the New Year 's festival, the supreme god left Esagil in order to
move to the akitu-temple outside the city of Babylon. ... Further information
in regard to these processions is furnished by the Old Assyrian letter TC II
37 which contains the following lines: "Since it is (the time of) the proces-
sion, there is here no one in the city ... The return of the procession is near;
within ten days it will return hither." Since there can be no doubt that the
procession referred to by the writer of this letter is part of the great religious
celebration in which the whole population participated, we learn from this
passage that actually no business could be carried out during this festival; it
further follows that in Assyria, like in Babylonia, the feast extended over a
period of more than ten days.

The reference in TC II 37 to a ten day procession, does, indeed bring to
mind the akitu-celebration (although the akitu-festival was eleven days).
However, there really is no evidence to indicate that the akitu-festival is the
subject of this letter. And Lewy's interpretation of TC II 15 seems somewhat
contrived, since this could refer to any celebration, perhaps even a native
Cappadocian one. Moreover, the distant days referred to by Sennacherib
may extend no further back than the Middle-Assyrian period (if, indeed, that
far back!), from which there is a ritual indicating a procession to an akitu-
house outside of the city gates. ]

During the period of the Amorite interlopers (ca. 1800 B.C.), an akitu-fes-
tival was celebrated in the middle of the month itiGUD, as noted in a letter
from Sam§i-Adad to his son Yasmah-Adad at Mari: 2

The current month is itiGUD; when the sixteenth day comes the akitu-festival
will be performed. The envoys of the ruler of the city of E§nunna are already
present. As to the [...]-ceremony, let your teams of damdammu-mules and
horses come here to the New Year's festival; the chariots and harnesses for
the horses should be new. They will pull (the chariot) during the New Year's
festival and will then be returned directly to you.

Your animals should depart for here the very day you receive this mes-
sage without even waiting for next morning."

However, it is unclear whether Sam§i-Adad was stationed at 8ubat-Enlil or
some more southerly location when this letter was written, particularly in
light of the month being written itiGUD, which is unexpected from scribes at
Subat-Enlil, where a different calendar was in use.

1. ZA 50 (1954), 192-202.

2. ARM 1 50; translation based upon Oppenheim Letters, 109.
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The observance of the akitu-festival for Marduk in Allur during the Mid-

dle Assyrian period is attested in a ritual from Allur. l Van Driel notes

The supposition that this Marduk was the statue of Marduk of Babylon
brought to Allur by Tukulti-Ninurta 1 and not that of a local Marduk from
the temple of the god in Allur itself seems acceptable, especially if one com-
pares KAR 135+ ... [These texts may] belong to the period between the con-
quest of Babylon by Tukulti-Ninurta I and the return of Marduk to his
residence, possibly in the reign of Ninurta-tukul Allur [ca. 1225-1135 B.C.].2

Although the preserved portions of the text do not actually name the fes-

tival, several passages indicate that it, indeed, concerns the akitu-festival: (1)

the king is an active participant before Marduk; (2) Marduk is seated on the

Throne-of-Destiny, (which occurs in the akitu-rituals of the first millennium

B.C.); (3) there is a procession of gods outside the city and the gods travel by

barge. This text points to the existence of an akitu-house outside the walls of

Allur during the Middle Assyrian period and this may be the period of time

referred to by Sennacherib: "when the akitu-temple outside the walls had

been forgotten for a long time." 3 According to this ritual the king presented

gifts to the gods, some of which were sent to the temple of Iltar. The king,

the lanes%priest and the statues of the other gods stood before Marduk, as

Marduk sat on the Throne-of-Destiny, receiving libations and offerings. The

procession to the akitu-house outside the city wall then began. At certain

points along the procession-way hymns to soothe Marduk were sung and of-

ferings of sheep and libations of wine were performed. After exiting the city

gate, the gods boarded barges, presumably to travel to the akitu-house. After

arriving at the akitu-house a ritual meal was presented by the king to Marduk

and the other gods.

If the two aforementioned Cappadocian letters cited by Lewy do not refer

to an akitu-festival in Allur, (the Samli-Adad letter refers to an akitu-celebra-

tion at Subat-Enlil or somewhere else other than Allur), then the period

from 1225-1135 B.C. would have marked the introduction of the akitu-festival

at Allur, a ritual imported from Babylon with the appropriation of the statue

of Marduk. The observance of the akitu may have been originally intended

to welcome Marduk into his new city (indeed, the very function of the akitu),
as well as to demonstrate to Marduk that the Assyrians had assumed from the

Babylonians the responsibility for his cult. Eventually the akitu-festival in As-

syria was adapted to the cult of Allur, with Marduk still playing a prominent

role (see pp. 420ff.).

1. F. Kocher, "Ein mittclassyrisches Ritualfragment zum Neujahrsfest, " ZA 50 (1954), 192-202.
For an English translation of this text sec pp. 418-420.

2. Van Dricl Aiiur, 54.

3. O1P 2, 136: 26ff.

ASSYRIA

Two other festivals may be discerned in second-millennium Assyria.

From the Neo-Assyrian period there is mention of the qarratu festival on
the 17th and 18th days of the twelfth month (KAV 79 r. 9) "one seah (of
wine) on the 17th, one seah on the 18th of the month of Addaru at the qar-
ratu festival." Since there was a month by the same name, quite possibly this

festival was observed in Assyria during the second millennium.
The month name Ijubur may refer to special religious activities along the

Ijubur (or Ijabur) river, a river which was frequently associated with the
netherworld: l " [Ijubur], as stated by Tiamat in Enuma ells" (I: 133), desig-
nates almost certainly the Sea that eticircles the Earth and separates it from

the gloomy border of the Hereafter, so distant and so poorly visible that one
did not know whether the cosmic sea was beyond or beneath it." Thus, perhaps,
these activities during this month in Assyria may have been related to the cult
of the dead.

Historical inscriptions indicate a Middle Assyrian custom in which A§lur

and the other gods visited the royal palace once a year, the date of which has

not been preserved (see Van Driel Afs'ur, 165-167). 2

1. Bott6ro Mesopotamia, 275.
2. In the Middle Assyrian period the procession ofTatmEtum occurred on the 5th of every month

(EAR 122:8, quoted CAD 3 33): on the fifth day of each month the procession of Tafmt'tum (takes
place)."
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THE EARLY SECOND MILLENNIUM B.C.

The Amorite Calendars

Variations of a basically Semitic calendar were employed by many of the cit-
ies stretching across the middle of the Tigris and Euphrates valley during the
last century of the third millennium and the first three centuries of the sec-
ond millennium B.C. The last attestations of these calendars date from the
reign of Samsuiluna (1749-1712 B.C.) of Babylon. ] These centuries wit-

nessed the influx and growing influence of Semitic tribes referred to in Me-
sopotamian sources as Amorites, "westerners," (amurru in Akkadian, mar-tu

in Sumerian), followed by the establishment of Amorite-dominated kingdoms
at such important centers as Esnunna, Babylon, and Subat-Enlil. Although
there is no conclusive evidence that these new calendars were introduced by
the immigrating Amorite tribes, the appearance of a new calendar at the
same period as the introduction of a new, large, dominating population sug-
gests just such a connection.

A further indication that these calendars were of 'western' origin is the

month name Niqmum, a Semitic word for "vengeance, " unattested in Akkadian

texts, yet frequently attested in Amorite personal narnes. 2
The Early Semitic calendar, which had been utilized throughout the

Semitic centers of much of Mesopotamia in the third millennium (being at-
tested in Ebla, Mari, Gasur [Nuzi], Abu $alabikh, Esnunna, as well as occa-
sionally in Sumerian cities such as Umma, Adab, Lagas, and Nippur), disap-
peared shortly before the introduction of these Amorite calendars. In the in-
terim, local calendars appeared at both Ebla and Mari, calendars which bore
no resemblance to the later Amorite calendars. Rather, the new Eblaite cal-
endar and the Ur III Mari calendar appear to have been completely parochi-
al in nature, (in contrast to the Old Semitic calendar, which was basically
agricultural). The native Eblaite calendar and the Ur III Mari calendar con-
tained several months named for festivals for their gods, thus reflecting the
local cult. However, by the Old Babylonian period, the Mari calendar had
evolved to include the months Kinunum and Kiskissum, two months from the

1.The latest references to this calendar have been gathered by S. Greengus ( "The Akkadian
Calendar at Sippar,"JAOS 107 [1987], 229 n. 72), wherein Greengus notes that the latest reference
is to Eh11u in the twenty-first year of Samsuiluna (CT 8 15c:14).

2.See H. Huffman, Amorite Personal Names in the Mari Texts, (Baltimore, 1965), 242.

Amorite calendars, an indication of the increased influence of the Amorite
population at Mari.

There are very few references to the months of these Amorite calendars
from the Ur III period, which, of course is not surprising since there is a
dearth of documentation from central-Mesopotamian sites before the Old
Babylonian period. The months Kinkum and Zibnum are attested in the Diyala
region and the month Nabritm occurs at Esnunna as early as Sulgi 39. 1 The
months Abum, Zibnum, and Kinkum are attested among the Semitic months
at Ur III Ishan Mizyad. 2 Further south, the month Elunum is attested at Nip-
pur in SS6. 3 Thus the Amorite calendars were already in use, at least in some
areas of central Mesopotamia, in the Ur HI period. By the Old Babylonian
period the cities Esnunna, Nerebtum, Subat-Enlil and Saduppum, and the
ancient cities at the modern sites of Chagar Bazar and Tell al Rimah were all
using variations of an Amorite calendar. 4

Greengus, attempting to determine if any relationship existed between
the Semitic month names and the Sumerian Nippur month names used at
Sippar, gathered these calendrical references, concluding: 5

The Akkadian calendar of Sippar can be viewed as part of a continuum of
regional calendars stretching from Tell al Rimah and Mari on the West to
Elam on the East and, embracing as well, the Khabur and Diyala rivers'
drainage areas. It is a continuum because no single set of month names is
used throughout. One does find, however, some areas with significant con-
gruity. One such area is formed by the Diyala sites of Tell Asmar [=Esnun-
na], Ishchali (=N'erebtum], and Tell Harmal (=Saduppum); they use the
same set of month names and thus appear to be part of a shared cultural tra-
dition. A second such area is formed by the sites of Tell Rimah, Chagar Ba-
zar, together with the adjacent northern reaches of empire represented in
the correspondence of $amli Adad. The calendars of Elam, Mari, Sippar
(with Tell ed-Der) are less congruent and may represent more separate tra-
ditions. 6

One of the major difficulties in discerning the particular months and or-
der of the Amorite calendar in each of the sites in the Old Babylonian period
is the occurrence of more than the expected twelve months. In some instances

I I.

	

(MAD 3 147: TA 1931, 423), iuzi-ib-[nul-um (MAD 3 305: TA 1931, 591); 'ti no-ab-ri-
um (TA 1930-760).

2.For discussion of Ishan Mizyad, see pp. 206-207.

3.Owen NATN 266.

4.S. Greengus, op. cit., 228 (with references in n. 69) notes occasional references to this Semitic
calendar at Southern Mesopotamian sites: "Nabrvm and Elunum at Larsa, Uumtum and Mammitum at
Fuzri§-Dagan, Elunum at Nippur, and EZEN.dIM at Kish. "

5. S. Greengus, op. cit., 209ff.

6.Greengus, ibidem 228; for Tell al Rimah as being either Karana or Qatari, see most recently].
Eidem, Some Remarks on the ]Mani Archive from Tell al Rimah," Iraq 51 (1989), 76; K. Nashef,
"Qattara and Karana," WO 19 (1988), 35ff.; D. Charpin, RA 81 (1987), 125ff.
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this may have resulted from tablets written at other sites being deposited in
the city or foreign scribes and merchants using the calendars of their home
towns. So too there may have been variations of the calendar at different pe-
riods within one city. Nonetheless, the calendar at each town was a subset of
a core of nineteen month names. The variations among cities may be attrib-
utable to the traditions of the particular Amorite tribes which became influ-
ential in each area.

The Cities

ESNUNNA

The earliest month names attested at E§nunna are Semitic month names
from tablets dating to the Sargonic period, l whereas the earliest dated tab-
lets from E§nunna utilizing a Sumerian calendar date to the 30th year of
Sulgi of Ur. Although the Sumerian Ur calendar is used at E§nunna from
Sulgi 30 on, two of the month names attested during 830 are not found in
the Ur calendar: iti§u-numun-na (TA 1931-354) (which occurs at a minimum
at Nippur, Umma, and Laga§) and itiKA.SI or itika-si (TA 1931-330). There is
one tablet (TA 1930-760) which dates to 839, yet utilized a month from the
Amorite calendar, Ti na-ab-ri-um, the calendar which completely replaced the
Ur calendar at E§nunna by the reign of I§bi-Erra of Isin. The Ur calendar ap-
pears to have been imposed upon E§nunna around the thirtieth year of Sulgi,
but a version of the Amorite calendar was probably used simultaneously.

Greengus' proposed reconstruction of the calendars of the cities using
versions of an Amorite calendar is, to a large measure, based upon the estab-
lished order of months at E§nunna, which can be reconstructed from tablets
found at that site which list several months in order (e.g. TA 1931-38 lists ten
in order) or which calculate the duration between months. The calendar at
E§nunna in the Old Babylonian period consisted of the following months: 2

i.	Niggallum
ii.

	

Elunum
iii.

	

Magra(tum
iv.

	

Alm fn

v.

	

Zibnum
vi. Nigmum

vii.

	

Kinunum

1.Sce pp. 25ff.
2. For this order, also sec R. Whiting, "Four Seal Impressions from Tell Asmar,"' MO 34 (1987)

32 note 16.
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viii. Tamflirum
ix. Nabrum
x. Mammitum

xi. Kiskissum
xii. Kinkum

Though many of these months derive their names from festivals occurring
during those months, only the month Kiskissum is ever attested as actually be-
ing written at E§nunna with the word for festival: hi EZEM ki-is-ki-stim (TA
1930-256). Greengus has identified Kinkum as the last month of the calendar
based upon (1) a text which is dated to one year and states "from Niggallum
to the intercalary Kinkum"; (2) an intercalary Kinkum occurring in six texts.

There is one attestation each of the months iti dU-gul-1a and itiSabaratum
on tablets excavated at E§nunna, these two months occurring in the calendar
of Nerebtum. 1 The month Sal ariitum may have corresponded to the seventh
month, indicating the autumnal equinox or the "turning" of the year (cf. tequfat
haJJ. nd [Exodus 34:22]).

The akitu-festival is attested in the year name of Sin-abu§u, perhaps the
same Sin-abu§u who was ruler of E§nunna: MU a-ki-tam dEN.ZU-a-bu-.{u iS-ku-
nu "the year Sin-abu§u held the akitu-festival."

Offerings for several days of festivities at E§nunna are recorded on a tablet
dated to the 18th day of Abum (TA 1931-325). This tablet mentions the Great
Offering, a special ritual performed only on festivals or great occasions dur-
ing the previous Ur III period:

K liter of flour-paste (and) 1 liter of flour
(for) the dageguru-offering for the temple

of Ti§pak.
1 liter of flour-paste (and) ''A liter of flour
(for) the first day,
1 liter of flour-paste (and) 'S liter of flour
(for) the second day, (and)
1 liter of flour-paste (and) A liter of flour
(for) the third day
(for) Belat-terraban.
h liter of flour-paste (and) 10 shekels of flour
for Balat-§ukner
on the day of the clam.

h liter of flour-paste (and) 10 shekels of flour
(for) Inanna of Uruk.
1 liter of flour-paste (and) % liter of flour
(for) the Place-of-Sin.
1 liter of flour-paste (and) 'A liter of flour

1. Greengus, op. cit., 225.

:4 slla dabin 1 slla eie4
sizkur ia-ge-guru7

e-dTiipak-ka
1 slla dabin 15 sila eie 4
u4-1-kam
1 slla dabin h slla e§e4
u4-2-kam
I sila dabin 'A sila eie4
u4-3-kam
dNin-tir-ba-an
'A sila dabin 10 gin ele 4
dNin-§uk-nir
u4 a la-um•§P

'A slla dabin 10 gin eie 4
ddnanna Unukk°

1 slla dabin 'h slla eie4
ki-dSuen[(x)]
1 slla dabin 15 slla a§e4
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(for) the Great Offering.
h liter of flour-paste (and) 10 shekels of flour
(for) Ipuqa.
1 (liter of flour-paste for) Adad,
1 (liter of flour-paste for) Belet-ekallim,
1 (liter of flour-paste for) Belat-terraban,
1 (liter of flour-paste for) Belat-§ukner,
1 (liter of flour-paste for) Bel-...,
1 (liter of flour-paste for) I§tar-ki-ti, (and)
1 liter of flour-paste (and) % liter of flour
for the day of the tirum.
(Delivered at) the gate of the palace.
2 liters of flour-paste (and) %2 liter of flour

(for) [...] Ti§pak for the day at the temple.
[Total]: 16 [...] liters of flour-paste.
[Total]: 5 liters of flour.
The month of Abut, the 18th day,
the year Tutub was seized.

This text mentions the day of the elum as an observance for Belat-gukner

(=Belat-gubner) and Belat-terraban. The day of the elum is mentioned as a
special day for Belat-terraban in the month Abum in another Egnunna tablet

(TA 1931-261) dated to the 13th of the month (%2 sila ne-IZI-gar-ge u4 e-lu-um-

dNin-tir-ra-ba-an itiA-bu-um u4-13). The two goddesses Belat-terraban and Belat-
gubner were almost always mentioned in tandem, and their cult was indelibly
intertwined at Uruk, Egnunna, and Ur. l The ne-IZI-gar offering, which is
mentioned as part of this elum observance at E gnunna, was an offering asso-
ciated with the cult of the dead in Southern Mesopotamia. In fact, the ne-IZI-
gar offering at Nippur provided the name for the fifth month, the month of
the Nippur paternalia. At Ur III Uruk (and possibly Ur) there was a ritual
period of wailing (gi-ra-nttm) for these two goddesses, the same type of ob-
servance held for Inanna. Apparently the goddesses Belat-terraban and
Belat-gubner were mythologized as journeying to the netherworld. Two Dre-
hem texts dated to the third month of S37 and S40 refer to offerings for the
Festival of Chains (ezem-ge-er-ge-er-ru-um) of Belat-gubner and Belat-terraban
(A4165): "5 grain-fed sheep as the regular offering for the sacrifices; 2 goats
as the offering for the Place of Disappearance (for) the Festival of Chains
(for) the temple of Belat-g ubner and Belat-terraban " and (AnOr 7 63): "1
grain-fed sheep and 2 grass-fed sheep for the (Festival) of Chains of Belat-

gubner and Belat-terraban." In this latter text the offerings were disbursed
"in Ur." This Festival of Chains may be based upon a myth in which Belat-
terraban and Belat- gubner were captured and led to the netherworld in

For a discussion of the cult of these goddesses at Ur and Uruk, sec pp. 1361F.

chains or were chained once they arrived in the netherworld. This sugges-
tion is bolstered by the association of offerings to the Place of Disappearance
with the Festival of Chains in A 4165. Consequently, the day of the elum at
Egnunna may have been part of this netherworld cult-particularly since
Abum was the month of ceremonies for the dead. This may explain the spe-
cial offering to Inanna of Uruk-another goddess who descended to and
arose from the netherworld. And this raises the possibility that the term elunt,
instead of deriving from elum "god," may derive from elu "to arise," referring
to Belat-terraban and Belat- gubner arising from the Netherworld. The or-
thography e-lu-um, which does not convey the final weak consonant, may be
a result of "Sumerianizing" the term (e-lu-um-ge in our text).

The term tirum, which occurs in our tablet in "the day of the drum," is pre-
sumably the same term as the month name, which is attested as early as the
Sargonic period. The term drum can denote a courtier, a piece of clothing,
a part of a building, or twisting (AHw 1361). 1 In light, however, of the appar-
ent netherworld motif during these E gnunna observances, the term tirum in
our context may be related to tdru, "to return," (as with tiru, tiranu, "twist-
ing"). The day of the elum followed by the day of tirum may be interpreted
either as the day of arising from the netherworld followed by the day of the
return to the netherworld, or as the day of going up (to the mountain, i.e.,
the netherworld) followed by the return to the land of the living. Note that
at Old Babylonian Sippar the month Isin-abi preceded the month Tirum,
which might indicate a similar concept at Sippar. The tirum observance is at-
tested at first-millennium B.C. Nippur as a festival of Ea or I g tar in the sixth
(or perhaps seventh) month. 2

The third special day mentioned in this Eg nunna tablet is a special obser-
vance at the temple of Ti gpak.

It is uncertain whether these three special days correspond to the three
days for which offerings were provided to Belat-terraban (at the beginning
of the tablet), or whether these were special days which occurred after the
three-day observance for Belat-terraban.

Lastly, at Egnunna there is a reference to a special day on the 20th or 25th
of the sixth month, Niqmum (TA 1931-262), when oil was provided for " the
day the god Quritum is carried away" (u4 dQu-ri-tum in-kar-ra).

NEREBTUM

Part of the calendar from Nerebtum was reconstructed by Greengus on
the basis of internal evidence, wherein the duration between months was

1. Gelb (MAD 5 299) suggests the term may be related to /him, a type of plant.
2. George Topographical Texts, 154 and see p. 267 below.

sizkur-gu-la
% sila dabin 10 gin e§e 4
dI-pu-gra
1 dAdad
1 dNin-E-gal
1 dNin-Or-ba-an
1 dNin-auk-ner
1 'Be-el-x
1'Inanna-ki-[t]i
1 sila dabin ''Aslla e§e4
u4 ti-ru-um-§c
k5-e-gal
2 sila dabin(zl-de>)

h sila e§e4
[...'T]i§pak u4 e-dingir-ra-§L
[§u-nigin] 16 x sila dabin
[§u-nigin] 5 sila e§e4
I'dlA-bu-um u 4-18-kam
mu Tu-to-ub'd ba-dab5
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stipulated on tablets. These texts indicate that the months dDumu-zi and

Abum occurred consecutively and that the three months dU gul-1a, Kinunum

and Tambirum were also consecutive. The occurrence of an intercalary Kin-

kum at Nerebtum indicated that, as at E§nunna, Kinkum was probably the last

month of the calendar. Difficulties, however, arise in that one text lists the

months Qerretu, Sa(yaratum, Tamijirum and NabriIm in order, while another

lists Sabaratum followed by Kinunum. Greengus attempts to resolve this ap-
parent discrepancy by suggesting that the months in these texts need not be
totally consecutive; Kinunum should be inserted after Sajyaratum and that Qer-

retu and Sa(Yaratum were alternatives for Zibnum and dU-gul-la respectively. In
addition to these months other months attested in tablets from Nerebtum in-

clude: itiMana, itima-an-na (=? itiMana), Magrattum, Mafkannum, Niggallum,

Elunum, Sadduttum, dMammi, and Kiskissum. l As Greengus points out, .iaddut-

turn may not be an actual month name, but rather descriptive, waraj}. addut-

tim, "the month when debts are collected." Perhaps some of these tablets
were not written at Nerebtum, thus introducing foreign months. However,
there are too many months, as well as the aforementioned possibly contra-
dictory texts, to reconstruct the calendar of Nerebtum with any degree of

certainty.
In addition to the months of this Amorite calendar, three tablets from

Nerebtum record months using the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian cal-
endar: it'sig4-a (Greengus Ishchali 326, ca. 1880-1840 B.C.), it'§e-kin-ku5 (Green-

gus Ishchali no. 305, Samsuiluna), and itibara-zag-gar (Greengus Ishchali no.

314, Samsuiluna).
The only reference to a festival at Nerebtum occurs in two tablets which

state: ana nabri, "(repayment) at the time of the nabru festival."2

SADUPPUM

As at Nerebtum, there are far in excess of twelve months from tablets ex-
cavated at the site. These months include Abum, Elunum, Kinkum, Kinunum,

Kiskissum, Magrattum, Mammitum, Nabrum, Niggallim, Niqmum, Qerretu, Sabara-

tum., Sadduttum, Tam(yirum, iti dU-gul-la, and Zibnum. 3 As noted by Greengus,

YOS 14 41 states that from Zibnum to Tambirum was four months, just as at

L For references see Greengus, op. cit., 226; for' uMana at NSrebtum note Greengus Ishchali 98.

For the possible relationship between the orthographies ' t'ma-sta and 'um5-an-na see Greengus,

BiMes 19, 45.

2. Sec pp. 394-395 for a discussion of the nabr1 festival.

3. See Greengus, JAGS 107 (1987), 226-227 with references and M. Ellis, "Old Babylonian Texts

from Tell Harmal-And Elsewhere?," Studies Sachs, 119ff. Simmons (YOS 14, p. 2) refers to a month

Summum. However, we have been unable to locate the reference. Note the Alalakh month 3a-am-me

and the partially preserved month at Ugarit yrb 3m[ ] (see p. 377).

E§nunna, l and IM 51175 indicates that the month Elunum preceded Tam-
j}irum. 2 An intercalary Kinkum indicates that Kinkum, as elsewhere, was prob-
ably the twelfth month of the year.

The nabriim festival was celebrated in Saduppum, as noted in a letter to
Warbum-magir in which Imgur-Sin states: "When you have received and de-
livered your kipru, have the god brought in for the nabri2-festival."3

The festival of Adad, which provided the name for the eleventh month in
Sippar, is mentioned in a letter to the mayor of Saduppum, Warbum-magir:
"When the king appointed you mayor, you promised one shekel of silver. But
since your people have attained equality, you don't pay any attention to us.
Send us either one shekel of silver or one fattened ram for the festival of
Adad. "4 However, this letter does not indicate that the festival was observed
in Saduppum, but rather that it was observed in the city of the senders
(Tambiri-a§...ti and Bel§unu), who were royal officials. Another letter refers
to the statue of Adad being taken to his sacred precinct (bamrum): "On the
first auspicious day, which is the 16th, which is three days from now, Adad
will leave for (his) sacred precinct. As soon as you hear my tablet, send me
confirmation that you did not allow him to depart." 5 However, it is unclear
whether this journey of Adad in any way relates to an annual festival of Adad.

The festival of Ti§pak is mentioned in a letter from Mar-Mar to Nanna-
mansum (translation tentative): "(Today is) the kinkum, the festival of Ti§pak
(ki-ins-kum i-si-in dTi pak)! The bearer (of this tablet) is the (actual) writer of
the tablet. In the morning the chief Iatammu-official brought it to me."6 The
content of the letter, which vaguely mentions an embarrassing matter, seems
to have no relation to the celebration of the festival.

TELL RIMAH, CHAGAR BAZAR, and SUBAT-ENLIL

Evidence for the reconstruction of the calendars at Tell Rimah, Chagar-
Bazar and Subat-Enlil (Tell Leillan) 7 indicates a great likelihood that the
same calendar was in use at all three sites.

1. Simmons, JCS 14 (1960), 29 reads St-ma-nim instead of Zi-ib!-nim as Greengus reads.
2. Greengus, op. cif., 226-227.
3. Sumer 14 (1958), 23 no. 7 (translation CAD K 400 sub kipni).
4. Sumer 14 (1958), 38 no. 17.
5. Sumerl4 (1958), 44 no. 22.

6. Sumer 14 (1958), 47 n. 25. Goetze read Ai-silt-hum ("funerary offering"); whereas CAD K 387
reads ki-in!-kum.

7. The calendar at Subat-Enlil/Sabne was first attested in the correspondence of Samti-Adad
from Mari. Since then the excavations at Tell Leillan, which can now be identified as Subat-Enlil,
have yielded hundreds of economic documents using this calendar.
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Months mentioned in Tell Rimah tablets include §e-kin-ku5, Abum,

Ajarum, dDumu-zi, Kinunum, Magranum, Mammitum, Nabrilm, Mana, Niqmum,

and Tambirum, a total of less than twelve months. The following months are

attested at Chagar Bazar: Abum, Ajarum, dDumu-zi, Kinunum, Magranum,

Mammitum, Mana, Nabrum, Niqmum, TamAirum, Tirum and §e-kin-ku5. 1

From an archive of tablets from Tell Rimah dating to the Middle Assyrian

period, one text recording a loan of silver employs the second month of the

Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar: itigu4 (Iraq 30, Tell Rimah no.

3031). From the content and style of writing it is clear that this is not a for-

eign tablet somehow deposited with Middle Assyrian texts, but rather an in-

digenous tablet.

At Chagar-Bazar the months Mana and Ajarum are known to be consecu-

tive (Loretz Chagar Bazar 994). One text from Tell Rimah (OBT Tell Rimah

178) states that the span from Mammitum to iti§e-kin-ku5 was four months.

Another text from Tell Rimah (OBT Tell Rimah 213) records an intercalary

iti§e-kin-ku5, raising the possibility that §e-kin-ku5 was the twelfth month.2

All twelve months are attested in the economic documents from Subat-Enlil.3

Charpin noted several groups of consecutive months. According to Tell

Rimah texts the months Niqmum, Kinunum, Tambirum, Nabriim and Mam-

mitum occurred consecutively and §e-kin-ku5 occurred three months after

Mammitum. 4 Texts from Mari containing correspondence from Sam§i-Adad

identified the months dDumu-zi, Abum and Tirum as consecutive and the

months Mana and Ajarum as consecutive. Gallery, in her reconstruction of

the Tell Rimah calendar, noted that the months Niqmum, Kinunum,

Tambirum, and Mammitum at Tell Rimah all occurred on tablets with warki

eponyms, indicating that these months probably occurred at the beginning

of the eponymous year. 5 And Larsen comparing the correlation between the

native Mari calendar (whose order can be established) and the calendar

used in the correspondence of Sam§i-Adad during the eponymy of Tab-gilli-

A§§ur, examining those months on tablets with warki year notation, notes

that the months Tambirum and Mammitum most probably occurred at the be-

ginning of the eponymous year and should occur in the range of months six

1. See Grcengus, op. cit., 223 for references.

2. Noted by R. Gallery, JNES 40 (1981), 346. There is also a reference to ''D1R1 UD. The UD could

have resulted from a confusion with the following UD specifying the number of the day. (It is unlikely
that this reflects a variant for the eleventh month ud-duru 5.) Grcengus suggests UD might be for-ga,

thus diri-ga.

3. Farouk Ismail, A0babylonische Wirtschaftsurkunden aus Tell L.eitan (Syrien), diss. Tubingen (1991)

and Claudine-Adrienne Vincente, dissertation, Yale University, 1990. The monthly festival of Samal
( 3e-on the 20th of the month is attested at Subat-Enlil (Ismail no. 26: a-na SIZKUR.RE i-nu-ma is-re-e

kin-ku5]) as at other sites (sec CAD E 368 sub chit Inng. b).

4. MARI 4 (1985), 244ff.

5. JNES 40 (1981), 346-347.

through nine of the Mari calendar, whose sixth month, iti dIGI.KUR, corre-
sponded to the first month of the eponymous calendar that year.'

The calendar put forth by Charpin is in harmony with the observations
of Gallery and Larsen:

i.

	

§e-kin-ku52

ii. Magranum
iii.

	

dDumu-zi

iv. Abum
v.

	

Tirum
vi. Niqmum

vii.

	

Kinunum
viii.

	

Tam(yirum
ix. Nabrum
x. Mammitum

xi. Mana
xii.

	

Ajarum

Further supporting evidence for this order is found in a tablet from Mari

which is dated to the month Mana (not a month of the Mari calendar) and

mentions the festival of Dlrltum, a festival otherwise attested in the month

Kiskissum, the eleventh month at Mari. Finally, a recently excavated tablet

from 8ubat-Enlil contains nine of the months in order and fully supports

Charpin 's reconstruction of the calendar. 4
A festival of the netherworld was observed at 8ubat-Enlil in the middle of

the fourth month, Abum, a time when other sites celebrated some form of a

festival for the dead. According to one text there were special observances to

Belet-apim and Nergal on the 14th of the month: i-nu-ma a-na dNIN-a-pi h
dNe erill-gal LUGAL iq-qti gti. 5

One text from 8ubat-Enlil records oil for the royal offerings on the 3rd of

Nabru: i-nu-ma l.a-ma-an-du-ni. 6

An apparently unique aspect of the festival scheduling at Tell Rimah was

the observance of the elunumfestival during the 15th day of the ninth month

Nabru: a-na UD.15.KAM itiNa-ab-ri-i e-lu-un-nam e-ep-die-d "On the 15th day of

the month Nabrii I shall perform the elunum celebration" (OBT Tell Rimah

1. "Unusual Eponymy-Datings from Mari and Assyria," RA 68 (1974), 16ff.

2. Charpin, op. cit., interpreted be-kin-ku 5 as a logogram for Addaru. However, such an equation
at this early period is unwarranted.

3. 12124, D. Charpin, MARI 3, 94 no. 73.

4. Report on the excavations at Tell Leillan presented by M. Van De Mieroop at the meeting of
the American Oriental Society, 1992.

5. Ismail, op. cit., no. 65. For the possible significance of this entry for our understanding of the
festival and term Ab/pum, see pp. 259-261.

6. Ismail, op. dt., no. 128. Note a somewhat similar sounding Nuzi month &mannum (HSS 15 56:23).
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64). At Ur the elunum festival occurred in the second and possibly the sixth
months. At Subat-Enlil the elunum festival was celebrated in the eighth and

tenth months. A Subat-Enlil document dating to the 2nd day of the month
Tambirum of the eponymy of Mme-AN states: "king's drink at night when he

leaves the house of [the goddess]; total 24 containers of wine which were

used up (iggamru) for the e-lu-un-ni festival" (Ismail no. 30). There is a re-

ceipt for delivery to the E.uzu on the 11th of Tambirum in the eponymy of

Amer-Mar i-nu-ma e-lu-un-ni (Ismail no. 127). During the eponymy of Iabil-

kinu, however, deliveries of rings, vases, silver palm leaves(?), garments, fine

oil, wine, fish, oxen, sheep, and goats for the elunum observance are attested

from the 14th to 17th of the tenth month, Mammitum. l

The Brazier Festival (kinunum) was celebrated at Tell Rimah: "You person-

ally are to receive(?) what they bring to you during the kinunum (festival) "

(OBT Tell Rimah 100). 2 And another reference to this festival reveals that

the nabru ritual, which may have been a rite involving the reading of omens

to foretell the coming year, 3 occurred during the kinunum observance: "On

the 20+[x]th day of this month, for the occasion of the nabrum-rite of the

kinunum (festival) " (OBT Tell Rimah 110). At Subat-Enlil the nabru ritual is

attested on the 6th of the tenth month, Mammitum. Thus, noting that this

rite occurs in two months other than the month Nabrii, it would appear likely

that this ritual was performed throughout the winter in order to detect any

changes to the previous month's predictions. Perhaps this nabru ritual had

originally been confined to one month, thus the naming of a month Nabru.
However, the importance of predicting the future-with an assumed ability

to alter that future through ritual acts-may have led to several nabra rites in

order to reinterpret the omens throughout the winter.

A third possible festival at Tell Rimah may have been called AU-te-en-zi-im,
although the term EZEM does not occur: "You wrote to me saying: "I shall in-

vite you to the spring (celebrations?) at the AUtenzim-[festival?] (a-na di-.sri-im
i-na AU-te-en-xi-im). Let me set foot upon the land of life in good health and

then let us ... the day of the AUtenzim-festival in good health." 4

Ritual references in economic texts from Chagar Bazar have been ana-

lyzed by Gadd. 5 A (ritual of) purification (tebibtum) is mentioned in five texts

as occurring in Ajarum, two on the 6th of the month and one on the 4th, the

other two recording no specific day in the month. Another is dated to the

1. Vincente nos. 57 (14th), 62 (14th; duplicate of no. 57), 70 (15th), 133 (16th), 109 (17th).

2. For a discussion of the kinunu festival, sec pp. 392-394.

3. See pp. 394-395 for the nabr im festival.

4. Translation OBT Tell Rimah 123.

5. "Tablets from Chagar Bazar and Tell Brak, 1937-1938," Irag7 (1940), 26-28. Cadd suggests that
the phrase NE-pa-ri-im may refer to a festival. However, see CAD N/2 341 for nuparu/neparu as a
"workhouse" or "ergasterlon."
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last day of Mana, the month preceding Ajaru and thus the same occasion as
on the other tablets. The final occurrence is dated to the 11th of Magranum.
It is unclear then whether this was a semi-annual festival or a monthly occur-
rence. Gadd concludes: "That it was a high occasion is shown by the contri-
bution of the prince Iasmah Adad, and even more strikingly by the 'subscrip-
tions ' of no less than 2,770 people." The ritual included the 3ugunii and
sakkufaku offerings. Another text (984) records a cow being slaughtered at

the temple of Samai on an occasion involving a throne. But whether this ob-
servance was celebrated annually or more often cannot be ascertained.

Also at Subat-Enlil there are references to special events: "honey for the
royal table at the time of the geese" (i-nu-ma kur-ki-imulen ) l in the eleventh
and twelfth months and "when the zajlan-fish were presented" (i-nu-ma za-(ba-
anku6 it-te-er-fti) in the tenth month. 2 However, these texts may refer to sea-
sonal delicacies and not to cultic festivals.

The Months

There is a core of nineteen months that reoccur throughout the Amorite
calendars: 3

Ab/pum

The earliest references to the Ab/pum festival are from Sumerian texts of
the Ur III period. An Ur document detailing an allotment of oxen for cere-

monies comprising the funerary offerings for the deceased Ur-Nammu men-
tions the ab/pum observance as part of the cultic activities (UET 3 244 [no
month]): "2 oxen: provisions for the abum (observance); 1 ox: provisions for

the festival of Ninazu; 1 ox: provisions for the festival of AN.UUL; (all these

are) the provisions for the funerary offerings (ki-a-nag) for Ur-Nammu." An-

other undated Ur text refers to beer, various grains, and sweet-smelling fra-
grances for the abum ceremony of the ki-a-nag on the 5th of the month (UET
3 1015). An Ur III reference to the abum festival from a tablet dated to S35
(no month) (MVN 11 p. 38) includes 8 sheep as provisions for the abum (ni-
dabr,-a-bu-um-ma) and 3 sheep as additional (supplies) (dab-bu-a-bu-um-ma).

1. Vincente no. 124 (19th Ajarum), no. 137 (25th Mana).
2. Vincente no. 134 (23rd Mammitum).

3. Many tablets include the phrase ina warab ladduttim, "in the month of debt collection " (CAD
5 47; Greengus, op. cit. 219 with references), probably designating an event rather than being the
actual name of a month in the calendar. This is supported by the many occurrences of ina ladduuim
without the month determinative.
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The orthography a-BU-urn does not enable us to determine whether the

month was Alum or Apum. The month name a-pa-urn attested as the fourth

month of an unidentified calendar (5R pl. 43) may be an orthography for
our month. At Emar the month in which the ab/pum observance was held was

written a-ba-i or a-&i-l. e/KAM. There are several references to a term ab/pum

which may be related to the Ab/pum festival: l

In two Assyrian rituals the apu (a-pi) was the conduit to the dead
wherein the offering meal was placed: "he will go and collect the

blood in the apu, pour honey and oil into the apu" (KAR 146 r. i);

"(the king) presents food to the spirits of the dead, (the singer) re-
moves (the meal from the table), places it in the apu, he pours hon-

ey, oil, beer, and wine over it, the singer fills the apu, the king puts

his foot over the apu, kisses [the ground?] " (KAR 146 r. ii).

According to a text from Subat-Enlil there were special observances
to Belet-apim and Nergal on the 14th of the month Abum: i-nu-ma a-

na dNIN-a if iz dNE-eriii-gal LUGAL iq-qti-qu.2 Subat-Enlil/Sebna was

the capital of an area called mat apim, 3 whose goddess was BElet-

apim. Belet-apim might have been considered another form of the
queen of the netherworld, Nergal's spouse, Ere gkigal. This may have

derived from a play upon the name of the locality referred to as mat

apim and the ab/pum-festival. The wordplay and the identification of
Belet-apim with Ere?;kigal may have been based upon a perceived
parallel construction of the names of the two goddesses, i.e., ab/pum

paralleled ki-gal. The term ki-gal connoted both a raised area for cul-

tic purposes and the netherworld. 4

1. Langdon Menologies assumed that the month Abum/Apum was named for an aspect of the

festival during that month which involved cultic activities for the spirits of the dead. He therefore

suggested that the month was named apu/abu, "firewood, " which alluded to the kindling of firewood

to guide the deceased from the darkness of the netherworld. Neither the CAD nor AHw attempts to

associate the month name Abum/Apum with abum "father," apum "canebrake" or apum "hole."

2. Ismail, op. cit., no. 65.

3. J. Eidem, Marchands, Diplomates, et Emperrurs, 195: "Since Leilan ... was the capital of an area

called mat Apim, and there is no extant evidence for a town Apum ..."; D. Charpin, "Subat-Enlil et

le pays d'Apum," MARI 5 (1987), 140: "Dans la mesure otl it apparait qu'Apum est un nom de pays,

celui dont Subat-Enlil/Sebna etait la capitale."

4. For a discussion of IU.CAL as denoting a burial mound, see A. Westenholz, " bet-ilium, damtum,

and Old Akkadian W.CAL: Burial of Dead Enemies in Ancient Mesopotamia, " MO 23 (1970),

wherein Westenholz cites BE I 120 iii 1-4 (a Naram-Sin inscription): "(Naram-Sin) brought about
[the defeat of the enemy] and heaped up a KO.CAL lover them]." This concept of a mound covering
the entrance to the netherworld is evident in the terms ICI.KUR and ICI.KUR.ZA (CAD E 308)

denoting the netherworld. Note that ICI.KUR can be pronounced /balib/, bib being a West Semitic

word for "hill. " For names for the underworld, see A. Tsukimoto, Untersuchungen zur Totenpflege

(kispum) im alien Mesopotamicn, AOAT Band 216, 6-11; J. Bottbro, "La mythologic de la Mort en

Mesopotamie ancicnne, " Mesopotamia 8 (Copenhagen, 1980), 30; Bottbro Mesopotamia, 274.

THE AMORTTE CALENDARS

An Emar ritual text for the month *Abu records the giving of offer-
ings on the 27th of the month a-na pa-ni a-bi-i la E dKUR, a-na a-bi la
E cA-dd8, a-na a-bi-i la g t ide-li.

>- An Old Babylonian text from Sippar (YOS 12 345), dated to the fifth
month, records: 3 sila a-na .F1 4r-pi-am i-na e-ri-ib a-bi "3 liters of por-
ridge at the entrance to the a-bi."

Concerning the meaning of the Assyrian month Ab/p Santini, CAD
states: "Since the first element is consistently written ab in the O [Id]
A[ssyrian] refs., it is unlikely that the month name is composed with
abu, "father "; the fact that no writings with AD are found in the M [id-
dle] A[ssyrian] texts supports this interpretation." 1 Possibly the ele-
ment ab/p in the Assyrian month name may be related to ab/pum as
in the month and festival name. If true, this month name refers to a
yearly observance for the deceased Assyrian kings.

The ab/pum was probably a mound placed over a supposed passage to the
netherworld through which the dead could return to the land of the living
and through which the living could provide for the dead. 2 The term ab/pum
may not necessarily have referred to actual burial mounds, but perhaps just
to a mound (perhaps one per temple as at Emar) constructed not for the
purpose of covering the dead, but only as a conduit to the netherworld, i.e.,
no bodies may have been buried there. Obviously, even if no bodies were
buried under the ab/pum, the concept surely evolved from the burial mound
of dirt and/or rocks which covered the hole in which the deceased was in-
terred. The occurrence of an ab/pu in a temple may be somewhat analogous
to the Sacred Mound (dug-kt) at Nippur and other cities, which may also
have covered a passageway to the netherworld. Both the Sacred Mound fes-
tival of Nippur and the Abu at Emar were on the 27th of their respective
months, just before the disappearance of the moon-a time of ill omens,
when the spirits of the dead may have been most active.

1. CAD A/1 2 sub ab 3arrani. J. Lewy, ArOr 11 (1939) had accepted ab as meaning "father," while
rejecting 8arrani as "kings" in the OA period, preferring to relate Iarrani to irn, "fertility," thus the
month of the "father of fertility."

2. For a similar concept cf. W.C. Lambert, "The Theology of Death, " Death in Mesopotamia,
Mesopotamia 8, B. Alster, ed. (Copenhagen, 1980), 61: "The town Encgi is first described [in the
Temple Hymns] as "big pipe, pipe of Erelkigal's underworld", where the "pipe" is the clay tube down
which offerings to the dead of a liquid kind were poured. "

Complicating the interpretation of the term abum in the festival and month name is the recent
publication of a Drehem tablet which raises the possibility that the month name was Apum, from
apum "canebrake." There is a Drehem reference to the ezem-gil-gi, "the festival of the canebrake,"
on the 1st day of the fourth month (MVN 15 352 [SS2 iv 1]): "I grain-fed ox for Enlil and I grain-
fed cow for Suzianna ... provisions for the Festival of the Canebrake." (The references to Enlil and
Suzianna suggests that Nippur may have been the site of the observance.) Thus a Festival of the
Canebrake was observed during the same month which other cities have called Abum/Apum, a term
for which a translation "canebrake" is possible.

A

>-
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Ajarum

For a discussion of the meaning of the month name ajaru, probably mean-
ing "donkey," see our discussion of the second month of the Standard Meso-
potamian calendar.

dDumu-zi

Although the actual pronunciation of the month name written dDumu-zi
is not preserved at many of the sits, at Nuzi the month was pronounced
Tamuzu according to the orthography in SMN 2212: ta-mu-ii-zi and ta-mu-u[z-

There is one Old Assyrian tablet which, within the body of the text, uses
the month iti dDumu-zi. l Unfortunately the month name in the date formula
at the close of the tablet is not preserved. According to Donbaz: "the metrol-
ogy is according to the Old Assyrian type and the presence of a limu shows
that it was written in Assyrian territory."

During the fifth month (ne-IZI-gar/Isin-abi) at Old Babylonian Sippar there
is a reference to the im kimit dDumu-zi "the day of the captivity of Dumuzi "
(YOS 12 427). During the first millennium B.C. this tradition continued, two
texts referring to the entire month as the time of Dumuzi's captivity. 2 It is
surprising that this cult of Dumuzi did not occur in the fourth month at Sip-
par, which in the native Sippar calendar was iti dDumu-zi. Dumuzi was, fur-
ther south, the name of the sixth month in Ur III Laga§ and the twelfth
month in Ur III Umma. Greengus suggests it may have been the third month
at Chagar Bazar and N`erebtum.

The Sumerians composed many works based upon a central Dumuzi
myth, adding episodes or changing events. But the core of the narrative told
of a Dumuzi who made merry while his ambitious and powerful wife Inanna
was held captive by her sister, Ere§kigal, in the netherworld. Inanna, released
on condition she provide a substitute, saw her husband Dumuzi partying in
her absence and, enraged, she instructed the demons to seize her unlucky
spouse and drag him to the netherworld in her stead. A favorite theme of the
poets was Dumuzi's futile attempts to evade the demons of the netherworld,
who finally bound him and dragged him away. According to one account,
however, his loyal sister, Ge§tinanna, agreed to share her brother's fate, the
two of them alternating in the netherworld for six months each, a concept
which, as Jacobsen notes, was to a large degree based upon the alternation

1. V. Donbaz, 'Tour Old Assyrian Tablets from the City of ASlur, ' JCS 26 (1974), 81ff.,

A.1574=Ass.18799.

2. See CAD K 373 sub kimltu and sec pp. 315ff.

of the barley and wine-growing seasons, (Dumuzi embodied the grain, Ge§-
tinanna the vine). 1

The god Dumuzi evolved into the most complicated, multi-faceted deity
in the Mesopotamian pantheon, becoming a syncretic figure embodying, as
Jacobsen observes, the power behind the date-palm (Amau§umgalanna), the
power in the milk (Dumuzi the shepherd), and the power of the life-giving
waters entering the trees as sap (Damu). 2

Dumuzi/Tammuz was the power in the barley seeds planted in the fall,
which ultimately would manifest itself in the bountiful harvest of the spring.
Thus from autumn through the first months of spring, Dumuzi-the grain-
was growing and prospering. Yet by summer, the fourth month, the grain
had been cut down and only the stubble remained-Dumuzi was spent. Thus
the summer was the occasion to mourn for the dead Dumuzi, for the power
in the seeds and grain which was no more. Jacobsen observes "His [Dumuzi's]
death, accordingly, is when the grain is cut at harvest and then brewed into
beer which goes into storage underground: that is to say, into the nether-
world."3 The theme of the death of the god embodying the power of the
grain at this time of year is also prevalent at Ugarit, as described in_ the myth
of Ba'al. 4

The kings of Ur identified themselves with Dumuzi the shepherd, for, as
the metaphor repeated throughout their inscriptions and prayers reminds
us, they were the shepherds of their people. So too there was a strong bond
between Ur and the traditions of Uruk, where Dumuzi in ancient times sup-
posedly reigned as king. And this identification persisted after the ruler's
death-the dead king was Dumuzi, who had been carried away by the de-
mons. In fact the composition "Inanna and Bilulu," which relates a totally
different scenario surrounding the death of Dumuzi, may have been com-
missioned by Sulgi to mythologize his father Ur-Nammu's tragic death while
away on a campaign.5 It seemed natural that festivals for the deceased Dumu-
zi should have evolved into festivals for deceased kings.

E'lunum

Both the CAD and AHw relate the month and festival name Elunum to the
month name Elulu. Edzard, Tell ed-Der, notes that the seventh Sippar month
itiEliilu should be distinguished from the month designation ITI elunim, "the

1.Jacobsen Treasures, 62.
2. Jacobsen Tammuz, 82f.

3. Jacobsen Treasures, 62.
4. J. C. de Moor, The Seasonal Pattern in the Ugaritic Myth ofBa'lu, AOAT 16.
5. See Jacobsen Tammuz, 52f. "The Myth of Dianna and Bilulu' and note M.E. Cohen Ersemma.

72 n. 207 for a note on our interpretation of the composition.
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month of the elunum festival, " at Sippar on the basis of his text no. 117 which

contains separate entries for the months ITI e-lu-ni-im and ITI e-lu-li. l The

meaning of the name elunum is unclear. See our discussion of the Old Baby-

lonian festivals at Ur for the elunum festival, which occurred in the second

month at Ur and Sippar, as well as perhaps the sixth month at Ur. At Tell

Rimah, where there was no month Elunum, the elunum festival occurred in

the month Nabru, whereas at E§nunna, Nerebtum and 5aduppum the elunum
festival occurred presumably in the month bearing the same name.

Kinkum

The month name Kinkum may be a Semitized form of Sumerian (§e)-kin-

ku5. Note that at Ishan Mizyad the month is written kin-ku5?-u[mf ]. For fur-

ther discussion of the relationship of these month names, see p. 122. The

Kinkum festival of the god Ti§pak (Sumer 14 49 no. 25:4: knkum isin dTiipak)

may well have been a harvest feast. An Old Babylonian Mari text which lists

rituals spanning several months, beginning with the twelfth month, refers to

a "day of the gi-im-ki-im" which Birot suggests might be related to the kinkum-

festival: "on the day when ... the ... are performed(?), one donkey will be

killed."2

Kinunum

Three pre-Sargonic calendars contain months referring to the kindling of

fires: itine-girx(UM) at Ur, itine-IZI-gar at Nippur, and itigu4-ra-IZI-mti-mtt at

Laga§. The Nippur and Laga§ months occurred in the summer or spring; the

Ur month cannot be seasonally positioned. The Brazier Festival (kinunu), a

winter observance probably based upon the need to combat the cold and

early darkness, is attested as occurring in the seventh month in the Old Baby-

lonian period at Mari, E§nunna, and Tell Rimah and in the ninth month at

Nuzi. Thus it is quite possible that the eighth Ebla month itiNE.GAR is named

for the observance of a festival similar in nature to the Brazier festival-per-

haps this Ebla month was actually pronounced Kinunu. The orthography

NE.GAR may have been read ne-gar, being parallel to the Old Sumerian Ur

month itine-girx(UM), meaning "brazier," rather than reading izi-gar, "to

light a fire." Note the entry: 2 gikpe§ NE-gar lugal ("2 fig trees for the brazier(?)

of the king") on a pre-Sargonic tablet from Mari dating to the sixth month. 3

1. Edzard Tell ed-Dhr, 141f. and sce pp. 397-399 for further discussion of the elunum.

2. M. Birot, "Fragment do rituel do Mari relatif au kis/sum, ' CRRA 26, 142: um gimkim girsil

illakkanu 1 ANSE iddak.

3. D. Charpin, "Tablettes pr6sargoniqucs do Mari," MAR15 (1987), 79 no. 19.

There is a reference to the "day" or "time" (UD) of the NE.GAR observance in
an Ebla text.'

As noted by Gelb, the earliest reference to a month or festival called kinu-
nu ( "brazier") is probably the personal name Gi/Ki-nu-na, " (born in the
month) Kinunum" or " (born during) the kinunum(-festival)," attested in Ur
III documents. 2 However, among the documents from the Sumerian cities
during this period there are no references to an actual kinunu festival. From
the Old Babylonian period on, when the documentation from many of the

more northerly sites becomes plentiful, there are references to a month and
festival kinunu. Kinunum, the "festival of the brazier," provided the name for
the ninth month at Nuzi, and the seventh month at Mari, E§nunna and Tell
Rimah.

For a full discussion of the kinunum festival, see pp. 392-394.

Kiskissum

This month is also the eleventh month at Mari. 3

Magrattum/Magranum

The month of the "threshing floor."

Mammitum/ dMammi

The month of the goddess Mammi. For a discussion of the relationship of
the names of Nergal's spouse: Mamma, Mammi, and Mammitum, see W.G.

Lambert, BiOr 30 (1973), 357 with references to previous discussions.

Mina

Note the Sargonic name au-Ma-na, perhaps referring to one born in the
month Mana. 4

1. Pettinato Archives, 257.
2. MAD 3 148; some references are YOS 4 254, PDT 1 216, PDT 2 nos. 903 and 1333.
3. For a possibly similar Akkadian construction note the word kakkakkabu in the Akkadian

composition "Sargon, King of Battle " line 61 (translation Foster Before the Muses, 103): "(But) many
stars (kakkakkabu) came out and were set towards the enemy," about which Foster (Before the Muses,
105) suggests: "perhaps an intentional reduplication to indicate a large number, otherwise a
dittography. " For another duplicated form note the hymn "The Terrors of Nergal " 19: "Valorous
courier, fleet of foot (birbirkt)" about which Foster states: "called for by the meter, may be a
reduplicated form for emphatic effect, not dittography."

4. Roberts Pantheon, 45. For the possible relationship between the orthographies' t'ma-na andItlmk-an-na see Crecngus, BiMes 19, 45.
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Nabrum

The month of the nabru festival. For a discussion of the nabris festival, see

PP. 394-395.

Niggallum

The month of the "sickle. " The reading is established based on the vari-

ants itiNi-ga-lim and it1 Ni-ga-lf. l The Sumerian equivalent is uruduKIN and
uruduSU.KIN; however, neither Sumerian term is attested in place of the
Akkadian when designating the month name. The month of the "sickle " de-

notes the harvest time and Greengus suggests that the month iti5E.KIN.KUS at

Tell Rimah may, in fact, be Niggallum, proposing an unattested equivalency

*§e-kin-ku5 = niggallum.2 Both CAD N/2 214 and AHw 792b relate the Alalakh

month NI-qa-LIM to niggallum, "sickle." However, the occurrence of the or-

thography li-iq-qa-.fe at Alalakh raises the possibility that NI-qa-LIM at Alalakh

is to be read if-qa-gi (perhaps related to lg.?, "late planting, " as in the Gezer

calendar). At Ugarit a month nql and at Emar Niqalu are attested.

Niqmum

For West Semitic niqmu "revenge," see CAD N/2 251 sub niqmu B.

Qerretu

The month of "the banquet" occurs at Nerebtum and Saduppum.

Sabaratum

Note M. Ellis, JCS 31 (1979), 46 for iti sh-ba, which Ellis suggests may be

hypocoristic for it1Sabaraturn (which has an attested orthography Sh-ba-ra-tum

[CAD S 36]). CAD S 38 sub sabaru does not relate the month name Sabara-

tum to the verb sabaru. However, noting the term saber lime, "evening, " liter-

ally "turning of the day," and the use of sabaru as indicating temporal points

in the day,3 perhaps the month name Sabaratum denoted a month which

marked a major change in the year, the month of "the turning (of the year),"

thus the seventh month of the year (cf. tequfat htfflana [Exodus 34:22]).

Tambirum

The month of the "tambhru-offering. "

1. For references sec CAD N/2 213.

2. Greengus, op. cit., 225.

3. Sec CAD S 36 sub saber flint

Thrum

For a possible interpretation of this month name, which occurs as early as
the Sargonic period, see our discussion above of the calendar at E§nunna.
AHw 1344 suggests that the month name Teritum, which is attested in the
IJana region, may be related to the month name Thrum.

dU-gul-]a

dU-gul-la was the wife of Ti§pak and thus it is quite fitting that this month
occur in Nerebtum and Saduppum wherein the kinkum festival to her spouse
Ti§pak was observed. For diJ-gul-la as the spouse of Ti§pak, note AN = Anum
V 273-276:

dTi§pak

	

SU
dU-kul-la

	

SU
aU gd-la

	

SU
[2 dam]dTi§pak-ke4

Zibnum

According to the CAD (Z 104): "the word [zibnum] possibly refers to a
fenced-in seasonal encampment for the purpose of pasturing cattle, as well
as to the month in which settling in such encampments was important."

Other Festivals

The Agu§aya hymn to I§tar alludes to a whirling dance (gu. tu) performed as
part of a festival to commemorate the encounter of Saltu with I§tar. Foster
(Before the Muses, 87 n. 1) notes: "though this seems to be an etiology for a
holiday accompanied by dancing, the passage is obscure" (translation Foster,
p. 82):

Ea made ready to speak and said to Agushaya, hero of the gods:
"As soon as you said it, then I certainly did it.
"You cheer(?) me and cause delight at your having done with it.
"The reason Saltu was made and created is
"That, people of future days might know about us.
"Let it be yearly,
"Let a whirling dance take place in the ... of the year.
"Look about at all the people'
"Let them dar?ce in the street,
"Hear their clamor!
"See for yourself the intelligent things they do,
"Learn (now) their motivation."
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During the Old Babylonian the term namritu is either the name of a spe-
cific festival in cities such as Isin and Kisurra, or is a generic term for "festi-
val. "' Two Kisurra texts mention cattle and grain for namritum. One letter

refers to Gula attending the namritum at Isin, another to the namritum of

Marduk. An Old Babylonian Mari tablet contains the entry itigi-birr,-tim na-

am-ri., which Boyer and the CAD have interpreted as being a form of the
month name. 2 However, the implication of the term namru in regard to the
meaning of the month name jjiibirtum is unclear. Perhaps this reference is

related to the above usage of namritum.3

1. For references see CAD N/1 239 sub namrilu.

2. Boyer, ARMT 8 no. 25; CAD N/1 242.

3. There is an Old Babylonian reference from Sippar (Van Lerberghe and Voce Sipparno. 32) to
the term na-ab-ra-tum: "From the 4th month, the 9th day until the 8th month, the sixth day ... each
time 6 quarts of beer, registered in 1 note. After that 5 "festival" days (u 4-mi na-aura-turn) and 2

"deductible" days [u 4 -mlu,-gidda) have been deducted." Van Lerberghe and Voct (ibid., 50) suggest
that this unusual term na-abra-turn may be related to namrllum "festival (?)," rather than to the nabra-

festival.

THE EARLY SECOND MILLENNIUM B.C.

Sippar

Sippar was situated on the border of two calendrical spheres of influence,
below the span of cities utilizing the semitic Amorite calendars and north of
the cities which had constituted the old Sumerian city-states, a region that
utilized the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar. Perhaps as a result
of this positioning, Sippar scribes simultaneously utilized two calendrical sys-
tems in the Old Babylonian period up through the reign of Samsuiluna of
Babylon (1749-1712 B.C.). One calendar was the Southern-Mesopotamia Sume-
rian calendar, the other a calendar which was an amalgam of a Nippur/Sum-
erian month (Gusisi), a month from the Sargonic period (Drum), month
names from the Amorite calendars (Nabrum, Mammitum, Ajarum and Tamjiir-
urrt), unique month names (Sibut lattim [although note Sibutu/Sibutu at
Susa], Qati-ercetim, Elulum and Isin-dAdad), and months common throughout
Mesopotamia (dDUMU.ZI and Isin-abi [although this latter month name is a
unique form of the common month name Abum]). Both calendrical systems
are attested on the same Sippar tablet,' indicating that there was no clear di-
vision governing the circumstances which dictated the usage of a particular
calendar. Beginning in the 22nd year of the reign of Samsuiluna, only the
Southern-Mesopotamia Sumerian calendar was used by the scribes at Sippar.

Greengus suggests that the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar
was introduced into Sippar by the kings of Babylon. 2 Greengus has gathered
the earliest references to each calendar at Sippar, 3 and although Sumu-
abum (1894-1881 B.C.) and Sumulael of Babylon (1880-1845 B.C.) were the
first kings of Babylon known to control Sippar, 4 the Southern-Mesopotamian
Sumerian calendar is first attested at Sippar during the reign of Sabium
(1844-1831 B.C.) (CT 8 42a), whereas the native Sippar calendar is attested
slightly earlier at the time of Immerum and Sumulael. 5 Greengus, however,

1. E.g. CT 7 pl. 41a: ltl f4 -1i and idkindlnanna and CT 47 29, iti el-lu-li and itidu6-k5; VAS 9 56:
°°EZEM-a-bi and idapindu8-a.

2. "The Akkadian Calendar at Sippar,"JAOS 107 (1987), 211.

3. Ibidem, 213 n. 16.

4. Harris Sippar, 1: "his [Sumu-abum] control over Sippar was at best short-lived and ephemeral
..." In the 29th year of Sumulael (1838 B.C.) Babylon gained continuous control over Sippar.

5. PBS 8/2 195 and CT 4 50a.
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notes that the Southern-Mesopotamian calendar's use at Kish predates
Sumuabum and therefore "these kingdoms [Kish and Dilbat] appear to have
taken over the use of the Nippur [=Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian] cal-
endar independent of any initiatives by the kings of Babylon."' The same
may be true at Sippar. Rather than being imposed by Babylon, the Southern-
Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar probably moved northward into Sippar
with the merchants and scribes after Isbi-Erra (2017-1985 B.C.) had imposed
this calendar over the cities under his control.

Greengus has reconstructed the order of the months of the Semitic calen-
dar at Sippar, assuming that the calendar began in the spring with Silent . at-

tim. 2 W.G. Lambert advocates a translation "seventh" for the month name

Sibutu and suggests that, if indeed the translation "seventh " is correct, then

the Sippar calendar at some period had commenced in the autumn with

Eluli as the first month.s The concept of a beginning of the year can take
three forms: (1) the starting point for counting and naming years; (2) the
start of the fiscal year (i.e., closing year-end accounting and beginning the
next year's accounting); and (3) the start of the religious/agricultural year's
cycle (which may be entirely psychological unless there is an actual New
Year's celebration). There is no evidence from Old Babylonian Sippar that
the naming of years began in the autumn. Moreover, since Sippar main-
tained the Southern-Mesopotamian calendar as well, which began in the
spring, it is difficult to imagine a situation in which different year names
would be used to date the tablet depending upon the calendar used. Nor is
there year-end accounting during the months Tirum or itikin-dlnanna, which

would be the case were Eluli the first month. Lastly, there is no evidence of
a New Years's festival in either the first or seventh months, Silent gattim or

Eluli. However, the month Sibut . attim was the occasion for the initiation of

a young girl as a naditu, a cloistered woman dedicated to the god pair Samas

and Aja.4 This could be understood as intentionally beginning the service of

a naditu at the beginning of the year.
Thus the Sippar calendar in the Old Babylonian period probably began

in the spring. However, the naming of a month as "seventh" (if Lambert is
correct) raises the possibility that an earlier Sippar calendar may have begun
in the autumn. However, this month name may have been appropriated from

another calendar (as with Gusisi) where it was, indeed, the seventh month
and placed in a different position at Sippar, unrelated to its true meaning.

1. Op. cit., 213 n. 16.

2. The occurrence of Sibut lattim in the spring is proved by VAS 9 139 and 140, wherein the tablet

is dated to the month Sibut lattim and the envelope to' ub£ra-zag-gar.

3. NABU 1989/4, 64; D. Charpin, NABU 1987/4, 66 concurs with Lambert's observation.

4. PBS 8/2 183; edited by R. Harris, "The Naditu Woman," Studies Oppenheim, 110ff.

SIPPAR

In conclusion, by the beginning of the second millennium, both calen-
dars used at Sippar began in the spring. However, there may well have been
an earlier (though no longer adhered to) tradition, pre-dating the imposi-
tion of the Southern-Mesopotamian calendar and the integration ofAmorite
month names (Nabrum, Mammitum, Ajarum and Tam/ irum), in which the year
began in the autumn. The month name Sibut lattim (as well as the other
unique Sippar month names: Qati-ersetim, Elulum and Isin-dAdad) may be ves-
tiges of this older, third millennium, Sippar tradition.

The following is the local calendar at Sippar in the Old Babylonian period
according to Greengus' reconstruction:

i.	Sibutum
ii.	Gusisi

iii.

	

Qati-ersetim
iv. dDUMU.Zl

v.	Isin-abi
vi.

	

Tirum
vii.

	

Elulum
viii.

	

Tamljiruml
ix. Nabrum

. x. Mammitum
xi. Isin4Adad

xii. Ajarum

Tablets have been unearthed from Tell ed-Der, a small suburb of ancient
Sippar, containing the following month names: Abu, Bibbulum, dDUMU.ZI,
Elulum, Elunum, Isin4Adad, Ktnatum, Kinunum, Lismum, Nabrum, Sibutum,
Tirum, and an intercalary month Watrum. 2 Although no intercalary months
are attested in the native Semitic Sippar calendar, intercalary (or MIN)
months do occur in those documents using the Southern-Mesopotamian
Sumerian calendar: bara-zag-gar, kin-dlnanna, and se-kin-ku5.

The months unique to Sippar (and/or Tell ed-Der) are:

Elulum

Edzard, Tell ed-Der, notes that this month name should be distinguished
from the month designation ITI elunim, "the month of the elunum festival,"

1. Greengus is unsure about the eighth month at Sippar, but notes Leemans' suggested
restoration of VAS 8'81/82:13 as Tdm-bi-ri (Leemans SSB II 245 n. 31a). Tambitum occurs as the
eighth month at Tell ed-Der and Greengus states: "We feel, however, that it is more than likely that
Sippar and its suburb, Tell ed-Der, shared the same calendar tradition. "

2. Edzard Tell ed-Der, 140.
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on the basis of his text no. 117 which contains separate entries for the

months ITI e-lu-ni-im and ITI e-lu-li. l

Gusisi

This month name is a semitized form of the second month of the South-
ern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar, gu4-si-su/sa. This unusual appropri-
ation for the Sippar calendar may reflect the celebration of the gusisu-

celebration at Sippar, a Nippur festival marking the start of preparations for

seeding. 2

Qati-ersetim

The month name may mean "demons of the netherworld, " (for 8U erseti

see Labat TDP 100 i 6, 220:30). This interpretation of the month name was
proposed by Landsberger (LSS 6 1/2, 86), Lewy (ArOr [1939] 11, 43), and

Langdon, Menologies, 30: "`month of the hand of the earth (nether world), '

a name obviously given to one of the winter months as a time of danger from
demons." Actually, this month is the last month of spring and any relation-
ship between the season and the month name is not apparent.

Sibutu/Sibut iattim

The month name occurs as either idSibutu or itiSibut &ttim. At Nuzi a sim-

ilar month name occurs, warab Sabuti or warall la Sabuti; in Elam a variant Se-

bu-ti is attested. CAD S 233 states regarding the derivation of the month
name: "The etymology of the word is uncertain; since according to the cal-

endar in use in Elam, Sibutu is the seventh month, it is possible that the
month name is to be connected with "seven," ... in spite of the occasional
spellings with the zi-sign in OB. Whether the OB festival sibut fattim and the

Nuzi month Sibutu/Sabutu are to be connected with beer-brewing, as suggest-

ed by Landsberger ... is uncertain. "3 Greengus has placed this month first in

the Sippar calendar mainly on his assumption that the Sippar calendar be-
gan in the spring and on the basis of VAS 9 139 (tablet) and VAS 9 140

(case), dating the tablet to idSi'-bu-tim, the case to idbara-zag-gar. As noted

above, W.G. Lambert accepts the meaning "seventh, " and suggests that this

indicates that Sippar's calendar, at some earlier time, began in the autumn

(see discussion above).

1. For a discussion of the elunum festival, see pp. 397-399.

2. For other semitized Nippur month names, see p. 226.

3. Harris Sipper, 200, following Oppenheim 's interpretation, translates this month name as "the

month of the beer-brewing season."

SIPPAR

Isin-dAdad

The reading Isin-dAdad rather than *ezemdIskur is based on the orthog-
raphy itil-si-in dIM (JCS 11 [1957], 17 CUA 86) and on this basis the fifth
month is then read Isin-abi. A festival of Adad is also mentioned in a letter
from Saduppum. l

In addition to these standard Sippar month names, additional names or
events used to designate certain months are found on several tablets from
Sippar or Tell ed-Der: 2

Bibbulum

Tell ed-Der; warab bibbulim "month of the flood" (Edzard Tell ed-Der no.
15). Cf. the Mari month name ebirtu " (month of) the overflowing."

Elunum

Sippar and Tell ed-Der; the expression ITI e-lu-nim is attested on a tablet
to stipulate the month when a loan is to be repaid, but the date at the end of
the document is according to the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calen-
dar (VAS 8 86). Moreover, this same situation occurs with ITI s'adduttim,
which in some instances is missing ITI entirely in the expression i-na .spa-du-
tim i-la-e (VAS 8 128). Thus these are probably not month names, but should
be translated "in the month of the elunum festival" or "in the month of the
collection."

Ijumtum

Sippar; see below.

1. Sumer 14 (1958), 38 no. 17.
2. Greengus, op. cit., 219 n. 49, following Landsberger 's observation (LSS 6 1/2, 85), considers

the reference to iti-ezem as probably a shortened form of i°ezem-a-bi and thus the passages VAS 8
28:8 and 29:8 i°ezem 'une-IZl-gar would synchronize the two Sippar calendars. However, CAD I 196
interprets the phrase iti-ezem as merely a generic designation of a festival in the month 'tine-IZI-gar.
We agree with CAD's interpretation on the basis of VAS 8 nos. 47 and 48, wherein the tablet contains
ITI re-it I" dDUMU.ZI, the same type of formation as VAS 8 28 and 29 above, but the case omits the
first ITI, re-it 'udDUMU.ZI. Based on content and the absence of ITI in the case, it is clear that ITI re-
it refers to the month 't' dDUMU.ZI. Greengus, op. cit. 219 cites one reference (BE 6/2 123:16) to a
Sippar month:' t'gi6-a. A month 'ugi6-a is attested in pre-Sargonic Laga§ and note the Mari month
Liliatum, which also means "night. " However this Sippar reference should probably be read i4sig4!

-a. Greengus also lists a month kit-ga under unplaced Sumerian month names. However, the two
references are probably to "'du6-kd-ga, not * i°kil-ga. (CT 33 39:18 should be read '°<du6rkd-ga,
there being clearly an unusual gap on the copy where the dub-sign should be.)
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Kinatum

Tell ed-Der; perhaps to be associated with the Assyrian month sta hints-am.

Lismum

Tell ed-Der; warab lismim "month of the footrace"; probably used to refer
to an event rather than being the actual name of a month in the calendar.
The tablet which contains this month name also includes Bibbulum (Edzard

Tell ed-Der no. 15). 1

. adduttum

Sippar; many tablets refer to the time of repayment of loans as ITI gaddut-

tim, "the month of collection, " (see CADS 218), for which see our comment

to elunum above.

TTI.SUKU.BI

A Sippar list of harvesters dating to the first year of Arnmipaduga is dated

ITI SUKU.BI (Van Lerberghe and Voet Sippar p. 78 no. 53). Van Lerberghe

and Voet suggest that this may not be a month name, but perhaps: "one
month, their sustenance." (Note the third millennium month at Ebla:

itiSUKU [p. 32]).

The Festivals

Several texts from Sippar mention festivals observed throughout the year.

Harris observes:
Most references to festivals of Sama`s are found in cloister records and are
receipts for the pigittu ("assignment") which each naditu-woman and cloister
official is required to bring to the Samar temple for festivals. ... The naditu
woman might delegate her obligations to a person to whom she has leased a
house or field. Thus in almost all the lease contracts of the naditu-women,

the lessee, in addition to rent, is responsible for supplying to the naditu the

pigittu for usually three, but even as many as six festivals of Samas. 2

A festival of Samar is mentioned in an Old Babylonian letter from Sippar:

"There is a festival of Samar [EZEM dUTU], who loves my lord, and you, my

lord, being occupied, they did not transfer that barley into ..."3 A festival of

1. For footraces as part of cultic celebrations, see p. 333.

2. Harris Sipper, 199.

3. M. Stol, AbB 11 123.

SIPPAR

Samar may perhaps be referenced in another passage: "PN owes Samar x ....
('and?) a sun disk worth one-third shekel, when he regains his health, he will
place the sun disk on his (Samas's) neck at the ... festival(?) "1 Harris notes:
"An account [CT 8 36c] from the time of Ammi-ditana mentions the `festival
of Salmi of Sippar' for which 10 GUR of sesame for the needs of the festival
are brought to Sippar-Jabrurum from the city of Lubaja by way of the Arab-
tum canal to be given to the oil presser for processing. The account, dated
to the 28th day of the 3rd month, suggests a festival in the fourth month."2

And there is a reference to offerings brought to the Samas temples for the
first, fourth and eighth months. 3 Quite possibly these texts do not refer to
annual festivals of Samar, but rather to the monthly festival of Samar which
occurred on the 18th of each month throughout much of Mesopotamia. A
Mari text from the fourth month, Abum, records provisions for a festival of
Samar (i-si-in dSamas') on the 18th of the month. 4 A festival of Samar on the
18th is also attested during the month Kinunum at Mari. Bottero (ARMT 7 p.
198) observes that according to the series Inbu, the 18th and 20th of each
month, at least in some areas of Mesopotamia, was the time of a festival of
Samar (cf. Landsberger, LSS 6 1/2, 136). 5

Two Sippar texts list festivals in months 2(?) (elunum), 9 (nabriim) and 12
(ajarum). 6 And the bumtum festival occurred probably during the twelfth
month. In addition, the Sippar month names themselves indicate the obser-
vance of the abum festival in month 5 and a festival of Adad in month 11. A
Sippar text records offerings for the sibut iattim (festival) (no month deter-
minative), and offerings for the months su-numun (4), ab-e-a (5), dug-ku
(7), and for the month (of) the bumtum (festival).?

Four tablets from Sippar mention a month ITI Kinunu. 8 An Old Babylo-
nian tablet from Tell ed-Der refers to the kinfinum of Mar (Der 163). How-
ever, this reference may refer simply to the brazier of Istar, rather than to an
actual brazier-festival of Iltar. 9 In the late first millennium there is a refer-

1. CAD S 338, YOS 12 15:2 and 8.

2. Harris Sippar, 201, where Harris also cites references to festivals occurring during the fifth month.
3. TCL 1 228.

4.ARM7no.13.

5. For a monthly festival of Samal at Sippar around the 20th, see Harris Sipper, 200.
6. Harris Sipper, 200: "In one contract a lessee is 'to hand over to her (the naditu) a basket (of

food) and a piglet at the festival of Elunu for the first day of the festival, and the nabru ceremony'
[CT 33 43 20]. In another contract [Gig-Kizilyay-Kraus Nippur 161 r. 3] the lessee is to hand over 'a
basket at the Ehlnu festival, the nabrii festival and the Ajant festival'."

7. VAS 9 191a. Unexpectedly, the order of the months' udu6-kn (month 7) and''iu-numun (month
4) are in reverse order. This unexpected order is already noted by Kugler, SSB II 245.

8. For references see CAD K 395. For a full discussion of the kinunum festival, see pp. 392-394.
9. Tell ed Derno. 183 records grain for the 20th of the month: it-tu u4-mi is"-ri-im Ia ITI [...], which

Edzard Tell ed-Der, 184 suggests may possibly denote a festival to be held on that day.
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ence to a ritual performed in Sippar with the kinunum-brazier (Camb.

126:4): aromatic matter "for the braziers of Samar, Aja, Bunene, and the
(other) gods of Sippar. " However, it is unclear whether this refers to the bra-

zier festival or to regular brazier usage.
There are a few scattered references indicating the observance of an akitu-

festival at Sippar. However, there is no information as to the time of year the
observance occurred or the deity around whom the festival was centered)

A tablet from Tell ed-Der lists ten ovens for Der to be used ana tagritim "for

the to itumfestival, " a term which provided the name for the seventh month

in the Standard Mesopotamian calendar. 2
At a minimum, the Sippar festival cycle consisted of:

i.

	

the sibut . attim festival

ii.

	

the elunum festival of Samar
	v.

	

the abum observance

	

ix.

	

the nabrum festival
xi.

	

the festival of Adad
xii.

	

the ttumtum/ajarum festival of Samar

month is the sibut siattim observance

The month is named Sibutu, "seventh," or Sibut lattim, "seventh (month)

of the year." The term sibut .i'attim occurs also without the month determina-

tive, raising the possibility that the term sibut kattim may refer to a specific ob-

servance during that month, as noted in the phraseology: um sibut . attim

(PBS 8/2 183:27). However, the designation isinnu, "festival " is never ap-

plied to sibut lattim.3
According to one Sippar text, dated to the month Sibut fattim, the sibut gat-

tint observance was the occasion for the initiation of a young girl as a naditu,

a cloistered woman dedicated to the god pair Samar and Aja. 4 The festival

was a three day affair, the first day marking her entrance into the cloister (urn

sullartum irubam), the second day a memorial day for deceased naditu's (um

fimtim spa naddtim), and the third day was called um [(x) ] .AB.E.A is nadiatim,

the significance of which is unclear.

1. Note the personal name Mar-a-ki-tum (YOS 13 200). Harris Sippar, 20 notes references to an

akitu chapel (BM 81143: E.GAL akitim) and an akitu street (BE 6/1 82: 18 SILA a-ki-tim).

2. Edzard Tell ed.Derno. 198. For a discussion of the term tabitum and the month name, see p. 326.

3. For the observance of the 7th Day of the 7th Month, see pp. 391-392.

4. PBS 8/2 183; edited by R. Harris, "The Naditu Woman," Studies Oppenheim, 110ff.

month ii: the elunum festival

Both the CAD and AHw relate the month and festival name elunum to the
month name elulum, presumably on the basis of two Old Babylonian refer-
ences to an elulum observance, as well as the apparent similarity between the
month names itiElunum and itiElulum. l Edzard Tell ed-Demotes that the sev-
enth Sippar month, itiElulum, should be distinguished from the month des-
ignation ITT elunim "the month of the elunum festival" at Sippar on the basis
of his text no. 117 which contains separate entries for the months ITI e-lu-ni-
im and ITl e-lu-li.

Greengus demonstrates the likelihood that the contract VAS 8 36 indi-
cates that the elunum observance was held during the second month at Sip-
par. 2 An Old Babylonian reference indicates that at Sippar an elunum obser-
vance occurred in the temple of Samar, the sun-god and chief deity of Sippar. s

For a full discussion of this festival at Sippar and elsewhere, see pp. 397-
399.

month v: the abum festival

In the fifth month the abum festival was observed at Sippar. However, in
those cities using an Amorite calendar the abum festival occurred in the
fourth month.4 Only at Susa is the month Abum also the fifth month during
this period: A festival is mentioned in VAS 8 28/29 (ezem itine-IZI-gar) as oc-
curring in this month, perhaps referring to the abum festival. The placement
at Sippar of the abum festival in the fifth month (rather than in the fourth
month as in the more northerly cities) may have been a conscious rearrange-
ment to enable the abum and the ne-IZI-gar ceremonies to merge into one
major observance for the dead. Sippar was strongly influenced by the south-
ern Sumerian cities as witnessed by its parallel usage of the Southern-Meso-
potamian Sumerian calendar. There may have been a division among the
Sippar population, some elements observing the ne-IZI-gar paternalia from
the south, others the abum festival from the north. To resolve the issue the
Sippar calendar may have been altered by moving abum one month later to
coincide with the paternalia of the fifth month in the Southern-Mesopotami-
an Sumerian calendar.

1. U4 .SAKAR. 3h e-lu-li-[xl ,Ih dlnanna URU.AN.NA (MDP 10, 36 no. 24) and kima tidu e-lu-lu qurrubu
ZIZAN.NA ana Iakan kurummattja ul flu, "as you know, the (days of the) elulu festival are approaching
and there is no emmer-wheat for the presentation of my food offering " (PBS 7 120, translation CAD
E 136 sub elulu).

2. Op. cit., 220.

3. YOS 10 1.

4. For a discussion of the meaning of the month name Abum, see pp. 259-261.
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There are various references to funerary offerings (ki-si-ga/ kispu) to the
dead being provided in the fifth month in Sippar: "a one year old calf for the
funerary offering for the month ne-IZI-gar " (CT 48 100); "turtles and tortois-
es are needed for the funerary offering for the month ne-IZI-gar" (VAS 16
51); and "milk and ghee will be needed for the funerary offering of the
month ne-IZI-gar" (TCL 1 7). A reference probably to the abum festival at Sip-

par is YOS 12 345, dated to the fifth month, which records: 3 sila a-na si-ir-pi-

tim i-na e-ri-ib a-bi "3 liters of porridge at the entrance to the abi."
During this month there is a reference to the um kimit dDUMU.ZI "the day

of the captivity of Dumuzi" (YOS 12 427). At Mari and in the first millenni-
um, the fourth month was considered as the time of Dumuzi's captivity..
However, this difference may be related to our hypothesized repositioning

at Sippar of the abum festival from the fourth month to the fifth month in
order to align the abum and ne-IZI-gar observances.

The next month at Sippar was named Tirum, which may be related to tdru,

"to return," (as with tiru, tiranu, "twisting") . In the fourth month at Esnunna,

when the abum observance was held, there was the day of the elum followed

by the day of tirum2-the day of arising from the netherworld followed by the
day of the return to the netherworld, or the day of going up (to the moun-
tain, i.e., the netherworld) followed by the return to the land of the living.
Since at Old Babylonian Sippar the month Isin-abi preceded the month

rrum, there may have been a similar concept at Sippar.

month ix: the nabrilm festival

This festival is attested in the Old Babylonian period at Sippar, Nerebtum,
8ubat Enlil, Chagar Bazar, Mari, Kish, Saduppum, and Tell Rimah. The term

nabru may be a derivative of bare, "to observe omens," in which case the fes-
tival might be a special occasion for determining the destiny of the city for
the coming year. 3 For a discussion of this festival, see pp. 394-395.

month xi: the festival of Adad

There is no information regarding this observance at Sippar. However see
our discussion of the calendar at Saduppum (p. 255) for Old Babylonian ref-
erences to a festival of Adad.

1. See pp. 315ff.

2. See p. 253.

3. Langdon Menologies, 30 also assumed the root bans, but interpreted the festival name as
meaning 'manifestation', corresponding to the winter display of lights in honor of the resurrection
of the sun-god at the winter solstice.

month xii: the l1umtum festival

In the Old Babylonian period there are several references to the lumtum
festival of Samal, some from Sippar, which have been collected and analyzed
by Greengus.• In a tablet of transactions (VAS 9 191a) the following months
occur in the following order: Sibut iattim, dug-kh., §u-numun-a, ab-@, itijjiu-um-
tum. As Greengus and Kugler2 have observed, the known months are out of
order if this truly represents transactions from the same year. Goetze cites a
Sippar contract concerning the hiring of harvesters in advance of the harvest
in ffumtum. 3 This would support placing jjumtum at the end of the year.

The bumtumfestival to Samar seems to have occurred in the twelfth month
of the year. It was celebrated, at a minimum, in Sippar, possibly Esnunna,
and later in Assyria. The twelfth month in Sippar was Ajaru. However, the oc-
currence of the Ifumtum festival in this month may have, on occasion, led to
the month being called ifumtum. For a discussion of the fumtum festival, see
pp. 396-397.

1. Op. cit., 219.

2. SSB II 245.

3. JCS 11 (1957), 29 no. 17.
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MARI

THE EARLY SECOND MILLENNIUM B.C.

Mari

From the pre-Sargonic period to some point during the last two centuries of

the third millennium, the city of Mari utilized the Early Semitic calendar,

which was adopted by much of northern and central Mesopotamia. ) In the

subsequent period, the period of the s`¢kkanaku's (military governors) at

Mari, coinciding to a large degree with the Ur III empire, Mari adopted a na-

tive calendar, paralleling a similar development at Ebla, where again a native

calendar replaced the Early Semitic calendar. Twelve month names (along

with an intercalary month ITI tad`-ni-tim) which comprised this local Mari cal-

endar during the period of the gakkanaku' s are attested, although the order

of the months cannot be reconstructed with certainty: 2

ITI a-bi
ITI dAMA.KI

ITI dDa gan
ITI e-bir5-ti
ITI IM.BARII.BAR1 l
ITI KIN

ITI dKUR

TTY la- ii-im
ITI li-li-a-ti
ITI m¢ al-ka ne en
ITI NIG.NI.SAG

ITI dNin-ki-gigir

ITI tad`-ni-tim

Five of these month names clearly continued into the Old Babylonian calen-

dar at Mari: a-bi, dDagan, a bier,-ti, l¢ lyi im, and li-li-a-ti. And the month dRUR

quite likely evolved into dIGI.KUR in the Old Babylonian Mari calendar.3

1. See the chapter "Early Semitic Calendars" for a discussion of this calendar; for the Mari
attestations see D. Charpin, "Mari et le calendrier d'Ebla," RA 76 (1982), lff. and see D. Charpin,

"Tablettes presargoniques de Mari," MARI 5 (1987), 68ff.

2. These texts were published in Jestin, RA 46 (1952), 185ff., in ARMT 19 and a few in ARM 22/
1 (nos. 100 and 138). Note also ARMT 19 no. 45:'°ma(?).

3. J: M. Durand, "Trois etudes sur Mari," MARI 5 (1987), 160 also suggests that the Ur III month

and the Old Babylonian month are probably related.

The deity dKUR occurs in an Ur III period god-list from Mari, being posi-
tioned between dGa-ma-su-um-tum and dNin-kigigir, the latter also having a
month at Mari named for her. )

In addition to the month ITI dRUR, a month ITI dAMA.KI is attested. We are
unaware of any references to a deity dAMA.KI. According to AN = AnumV 229-
233 both dKUR and dKI are representations of netherworld deities and both
may be pronounced /amma/:

d am-ma KUR

	

" (= cr.-se-turn dAl-la-turn)

dIr-kal-la

dIGI.KUR.ZA
dIGI.KUR

Perhaps at Mari the orthography dAMA.KI should actually be transliterated
d amaAmmax(=KI), the AMA sign being a pronunciation gloss. 2 J.-M. Durand
in his discussion of dKUR and dIGI.KUR observes that (1) the name dKUR may
also be read /raman/ in Assyrian and Babylonian texts; (2) has been under-
stood by some as an orthography for Dagan, or (3) might even be related to
the Ebla god dku-ra. s Perhaps at Mari the orthography dKUR is also to be read
dAmmax (as in AN = Anum cited above) and therefore dAMA.KI and dKUR
might refer to the same month. However, not only would it be extremely un-

usual for the same month to be written in two such distinctly different ways,

but, if these are orthographies for the same month, this would leave only

eleven month names attested at Mari during this period. Thus, the month

names probably designate separate months, but both may refer to cults of
netherworld deities.

Possibly dNin-kigigir (attested in the aforementioned Ur III period god-

list from Mari) is to be identified with the goddess in the Middle Assyrian
god-lists: dNin-DUgigir2-ra (KAV 64 ii 29).

In the month name NIG.NI.SAG, "(the month of) the festival(?) of the first-

offerings," the element nig- may be a variant for ezem-, a variant-form that
occurs in two Kesi month names: itinig-a-dara4 / itiezem-a-dara4 and itinig-e-
ga / itiezem-aga.4 If this Sumerian orthography was only a written device to

express a Semitic month name, perhaps the actual month name was *warab
isin nisanni or *warali .Ia nisanni.

I. G. Dossin, "Un <<Pantheon>> d'Ur III a Mari," RA 61 (1967), 99; D. O. Edzard, "Pantheon and
Kult in Mari," CRRA 15 (1967), 57-58.

2. For the reading of the entry d am-ma KUR see W.G. Lambert, "Surrejoinder to P. Steinkeller (ZA
80 [1990] 53-59)," who reads d am-maKUR against Steinkeller's suggested emendation dAm-gal (!)-kur.

3. J: M. Durand, '°rrois etudes sur Mari," MARI 5 (1987), 160-161.
4. See p. 208.

d "(=am-ma) KI
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CAD E 14 suggests that the month ebirtu is to be connected with eberu A,

"to overflow," thus "the month of overflowing of the rivers" (cf. at Sippar M

bibbulim "month of the flood"). Despite the absence of the determinative

DINGIR, this month may derive from the pre-Sargonic god Abirtu occurring

in texts from Mari.' Note also the existence of a goddess dNIN-e-bir5-tum. 2 In

the Old Babylonian period the month was called gibirtum and there was a

god in Mari called dUi-bi-it-tu, presumably the deification of the same phe-

nomenon.6

In early economic documents the Sumerian term im-BAR11•BAR11 denot-

ed a specific mineral. In later lexical and bilingual texts the term im-babbar

is equated to Akkadian gassu, "gypsum. "4 However, it is unclear if the month

name is related to this mineral 's name. There is a later Mari tablet dated to

Yahdun-Lim also with this month name. 5

The orthography itiKIN corresponded to a Semitic month name whose

meaning may have indicated the harvest time. In the Old Babylonian Mari

calendar the twelfth month was Eburu, "harvest."

The order of the Old Babylonian Mari calendar during the reigns of Yah-

dun-Lim, Sumu-Yamam, Samsi-Adad, Yasmab-Adad, and Zimri-Lim is well es-

tablished:6

i. Ufa-bum

ii. MaUa-num

In the Ur III period the dual form ITI Ma-al-kb-nc-en is used to designate

the month. W. von Soden (AHw 595) has suggested that the term is related

to malku, "prince," while the CAD offers no suggestion as to the origin of this

month name.

iii. Laljlfjum

This month occurs on tablets found at Elam (see CAD L 41).

1. MARI 5 (1987), 73 no. 8 and p. 88 no. 36; see D.O. Edzard, "Pantheon and Kult in Mari," CRRA
15 (1967), 54, who has suggested this connection between the deity's name and the month name.

2. RA 61 (1967), 99.

3. 11466, D. Charpin, MARI 3 (1984), 103 no. 132.

4. CAD G 54 sub ga;,su. The term IM.UD also means "cloud" as in Cooper Curse of Agade, 58 line

175: IM.UD sirda la-ba-leg "The gathered clouds did not rain."

5. See Limet, ARMT 19, 13 n. 36.

6. F. Thureau-Dangin, RA 33 (1936), 175 n. 3; Kupper, Symbolae Bdkl, 266-270 (=ARM 22 276);
Limes, ARMT, 10-14 and Kupper, MARI 3 (1984), 182; J. Sasson, Dated Texts from Mari: A Tabulation

(Malibu, 1980), 8.

iv. Abum

The month of the abum festival. The ab/pum was a mound erected over an
opening leading to the netherworld. l

v. ifibirtum

This month is presumably an evolved form of the Ur III month Ebirtum,
discussed above. An Old Babylonian tablet contains the entry iti na-
am-ri, which Boyer and the CAD have interpreted as being a form of the
month name. 2 However, the implication of the term namru in regard to the
meaning of the month name gibirtum is unclear. 6

vi. dIGI.KUR4

Variant orthographies ttt dIGI.KURZA and III dIGI.ZA.KUR are attested.5
Both terms IGI.KUR and IGI.KUR.ZA can designate the netherworld. Noting
that Ijubur also designates the netherworld, that lubur is a month name in

Assyria (which had a great cultural impact on Man), and that the terms mu-
ut ba/bu-bur and mu-ut-dIGI.KUR are both attested at Mari, Durand has sug-
gested that the months dKUR and dIGI.KUR may designate the Ijubur river,
which is identified with the netherworld.

Both dIGI.KUR and dIGI.KURZA share a pronunciation /ganzer/ (see CAD
I 177 sub irkallu). 6 The signs IGI.KUR may also be read /bilib/ or /balib/,
which may be related to West Semitic bib, "hill" (thus iti dUilib)Y

vii. Kinunum

The "festival of the brazier" provided the name for the ninth month at

Nuzi and for the seventh month in the Amorite calendars. See pp. 392-394
for discussion of the kinunu festival.

viii. dDagan

1. For a discussion of the month name Abum, see pp. 259-261.
2. Boyer, ARMT 8 no. 25; CAD N/1 242.
3. For the term namritum referring possibly to a festival, see p. 268.
4. The deity dIGI.KUR has been treated byJ: M. Durand, "Trois etudes sur Mari," MARI 5 (1987),

160-161. Durand notes the Old Babylonian proper name AN-ku-ra-to-nu, perhaps to be read dKura-
tanu, in a list of proper names edited by W.G. Lambert, RA 74 (1980), 74.

5. For this orthography note Talon, ARM 24 7 and Durand, MARI 5 (1987), 161.
6. See CAD 1177 sub irkallu for IGI.KUR also having a pronunciation ba-li-ib, bi-li-ib, and [x]-lu-ku.
7. There is no known attestation of IGI.KUR.ZA with a reading /bilib/.
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ix. Lilidtu

"Night"; note the occurrence of a month itigi6-a in pre-Sargonic LagaL'

x. dBelet-biri

CAD B 265: "The divine name dBelet-bi-ri ... seems to be a secondary in-

terpretation of the name Belet-Erum "Lady of GN," the writing BLRU (read-

ing ERIM) in this name standing for the geographical name Erum."

xi. Kiskissum

This month is also the eleventh month at E§nunna.

xii. Eburum

"Harvest.

According to Greengus: "The Mari calendar appears to begin in the

spring. Kupper was able to show this from the fact that most silver loans were

due in Abum (IV) and from the fact that deliveries of grain from off the

threshing floor (maikanum) took place in Malkanum and Labb.um (II-III).

Correspondingly, sesame was harvested in Kinunum (VII) and delivered in

Lilijatum (IX) while sheep were plucked in Eburum (XII)."2 Therefore

Urajlum and Malkanum occurred in the spring. However, as Greengus ob-

serves, no particular month can be said to coincide with Nisannu and thus

the placement of Ural um as the first month is tentative.

Of these twelve month names in the Old Babylonian Mari calendar,

Greengus has identified six of these Mari months after which an intercalary

MIN-month was named: Malkanum II, Laljllum II, Mum, II, gibirtum II,

dIGI.KUR II and Eburum II, indicating that an intercalary month was added

most probably when it was quite apparent that a particular season was no

longer synchronous with the calendar3 or as Sasson notes: "intercalation at

Mari was arrived at on an ad hoc basis. "4

Larsen observes that under Yasmal;-Adad, the son of Samsi-Adad I, king

of Assyria, and later Zimri-Lim, the native Mari calendar was used for admin-

1. See p. 61.

2. S. Greengus, "The Akkadian Calendar at Sippar,"JAGS 107 (1987), 221.

3. Greengus, op. cit., 212.

4. J. Sasson, Dated Texts from Mari: A Tabulation (Malibu, 1980), 8.

istrative purposes.' However, the correspondence of Yasma Adad utilized
the calendar of Subat-Enlil. 2

Other months found on tablets from Mari include: 3

Adnatum

The term adnatu is attested in Standard Babylonian as a plural tantum
"world" (CAD A/1 128). No Old Babylonian references are extant. The tab-

let containing this month name was probably written in Carchemish. 4

Ajarum

This month is attested in the calendars from Sippar, Subat-Enlil, and Tell
Rimah. See our discussion of the month Ajaru in the Standard Mesopotami-
an calendar, where we discuss its possible relationship with the month and
festival 11,ijaru.

apin-lug

This month from the Southern-Mesopotamian calendar is attested during
the rule of Sumu-Yamam. 5

dBirikkum

The birikkum was a structure identified with the cults of various deities at
Mari. One text connects it with the cult of Dagan (ARM 23 p. 261 no. 284):
"5 rams as an offering in the birikkum of Dagan." Another text refers to the
birikkum of Ijibirtum (ARM 21 no. 34). The texts are dated to the 6th and

7th of the eleventh month respectively. A text dating to the 12th day of the
eleventh month mentions the birikkum of Sin (ARM 23 p. 263 no. 290). A

1. "Unusual Eponymy-Datings from Mari and Assyria, " RA 68 (1974), 16; J. Sasson, op. cit., 9.
2. For the calendar of Subat-Enlil, see pp. 255ff.
3. See Greengus, op. cit., 221-222 for text sources for each month and references to the

discussions summarized below. Greengus p. 222 draws attention to J. Sasson, aped J. M. Durand,
MARI 2 (1982) 220, who reads ITI i-bi-ib-m[a] instead of a month named I-bi-ib-[tum] as read by CAD
I/J 2 in the Man text Syria 19 (1938) 115 no. 3. In addition, months from the Southern-
Mesopotamian calendar are also attested in Mari, sometimes occurring on the same tablet as a Mari
month name (particularly in the contractual phrase regarding the time of loan repayment: e.g.'une-
IZI-gar kil-babbar r] mg-bi 1-la-e [ARM 8 nos. 23, 24, and 26]).

4. ARM 8 no. 78: 3'a Kar-su-umk'.
5. For references see Sasson, op. cit., 9-10. Sasson mentions the possibility that the intercalary

month Eburum II during the date-formula Saggaratum II may indicate that "this intercalation is
regarded as preceding a new year, rather than ending an old one. "
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sheep is offered at the garden/orchard of the birikkum of Adad at Emar, as

part of a ritual for the 15th of a month.'

Birizarrum

A festival called birizarru is attested in the Ur III period at Mari on the 30th

of the month itKIN (ARMT 19 no. 248: ig bi-ri-iz zi-ri-im) and in the Old Baby-

lonian period where it is used to identify the month: ITI bi-ri-za-ar-ri (ARM 9

no. 13) and ITI bi-ri-za-ri-im (ARM 9 no. 245). This month is also attested at

tjana/Terga. 2 Podany suggests that "the name Birizarrum may have been pe-

culiar to Terqa even during the kingdom of Mari; all texts that mention that

name possibly originated in Terqa. "

Kinundtum

ARM 9 38; a plural of the common month name Kinunum, "brazier."

Magranum

Probably to be identified with Magrattum from Esnunna and Saduppum.

Mammitum

This month is attested also in Sippar, Subat-Enlil, Tell Rimah, Esnunna,

Ishchali (wara4 dMammi), and Saduppum. 3

Mana

This month is attested at Tell Rirnah and at Subat-Enlil where it is the elev-

enth month. As noted below, a Mari document dated to the month Mana

mentions the festival of Diritum, a festival otherwise attested at Mari in

Kiskissum, the eleventh month.

Nabru

For the month and festival nabru, see pp. 394-395.

1. Emar VI/3 no. 446 49'. For this month see also 11949, D. Charpin, MARI 3 (1984), 88 no. 27;

see J.-M. Durand ARMT 21 26 n. 28.

2. A. Podany, The Chronology and History of the Tana Period, diss., UCLA (1988), 189-191.

3. For a discussion of the relationship of the names of Nergal 's spouse: Mamma, Mammi, and

Mammitum, see W.G. Lambert, BiOr 30 (1973), 357.
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ne-IZI-gar

This month from the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar is at-

tested on a Mari tablet (M.11264; published by Charpin, MARI 6, 256) from

the reign of Yabdun-Lim, which also contains the Mari month iti dIGI.KUR.

Nigmun

This month, which means "revenge," is attested as the seventh month in
the Esnunna calendar.

Tam6irum

This month, which refers to a type of offering, is the eighth month in Es-
nunna and the ninth in Elam.

Thrum

This month is the sixth month in Sippar and Tell Ed-Der'

dDUMU.ZI

This month is the fourth month in Sippar and tell Ed-Der and the third
month at Subat-Enlil, Tell Rimah and Ishchali.

se-kin-ku5

In the Old Babylonian period this month is attested in the calendars at
Sippar, Tell Rimah and Esnunna.

It is extremely difficult to place these additional thirteen months in their

proper order in the Mari calendar. Perhaps the best opportunity to try to dis-

cern a pattern would seem to be from the archive of oil disbursement texts
published by Charpin which span only a few limu-years. 2 The tablets dating
to the Emu-year of Nimer-Sin contain all the standard months with the ex-
ceptions of dIGI.KUR and Malkanum, while utilizing three other month
names: Mammitum, Mana, and Magranum. Yet the tablets from the Emu-year
of Adad-bani contain both dIGI.KUR and Malkanum, as well as Magranum.
Thus, even within this small archive, alternate month names seem to have
been used freely.

1. For a discussion of this month name, see p. 253.
2. "Documents du bureau de 1 'huile, " MARI 3 (1984), 84ff. and "Nouveaux documents du bureau

de Thuile,' MARI 5 (1987), 597ff.
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The Festivals I

The nabru and birizarru festivals are attested from Ur III Mari. A festival
called birizarru is attested in the Ur III period at Mari on the 30th of the
month itiKIN (ARMT 19 no. 248: ii bi-ri-iz-za-ri'-im) and in the Old Babylonian
period where it is used to identify the month: M bi-ri-za-ar-ri (ARM 9 no. 13)
and ITI bi-ri-za-ri-im (ARM 9 no. 245). The nabru festival is attested at Ur III
Mari: a-mu-wa-tim sa na-ab-ri-i2 and 1 UDU in na-ab-ri-i[m] PN [ta] mliur, "PN
received one sheep for the nabru-festival" (ARMT 19 324). The term nabru
may be a derivative of barn, "to observe omens," in which case the festival
might be a special occasion for determining the destiny of the city for the
coming year. 3 This tentative hypothesis fits well with the Ur III Mari refer-
ence: a-mu-wa-tim sa na-ab-ri-i "the omina of the nabru-(festival)."4

From the Mari tablets of the second millennium B.C. there are accounts
of expended supplies, particularly oil, which were provided for special occa-
sions and rites. Many of these occasions and rites are dated to more than one
month during the year, indicating that these are monthly or periodic ritu-
als.5 Among these monthly or periodic rituals and observances at Old Baby-
lonian Mari were the gibbum, liptum, kispum, 6 maliku, nis ilim, teliltum,
taqribtum, tebibtum, tercum, tulyimatum, and zura um rites.

The following schedule of annual festivals can be discerned for Mari:

i. Urallum

On the 25th day of the first month oil was disbursed a-na ba-a[1-li]. 7 Per-
haps this is related to the l.ulalu festival: ana dNa-ni UD liu-li-li "(Perfumes,

1. The calendar and festivals of Man have been analyzed byJ. Sasson, "The Calendar and Festivals

of Man During the Reign of Zimri Lim," Studies Jones, 119ff.; J. Bottero, ARMT 7, 198ff.

2. Jean, RA 46 (1952), pl. i no. 5 = ARMT 19 no. 311 (wherein a-mu-wa-tim has been translated

"omina"). I J. Gelb, RA 50 (1956), 8 interprets a-mu-ma-tam as the plural of amiltum, "liver, " "omen."

3. Langdon Menologies, 30 also assumed the root barit, but interpreted the festival name as
meaning "manifestation, " corresponding to the winter display of lights in honor of the resurrection
of the sun-god at the winter solstice.

4. For further discussion of the nabrie-festival, see pp. 394-395.

5. These monthly or periodic rites during the reign of Zimri-Lim have been methodically
collected and analyzed by Sasson, op. cit., and for documents bearing the seal o'Asqudum for months
nine through twelve, see J: M. Durand, "Correspondence administrative d'Asqudum," ARM 25
(1988), 193ff. For some of these rites see also J. Bottero, ARMT 7, 199.

6. Sasson, op. cit., 127 observes: "... the kispum of the O.B. period took place mostly during the
month of Abum. At Zimri-Lim's Mari, we know of no month in which it is not attested at least once

... the kispu/maliku rituals of Mari may have blended with ceremonies connected with the lunar cycle,
celebrations of the type well-documented by Limet for the Neo-Sumerian dynasty of Ur. " The
detailed ritual of the kispu ceremony for the twelfth month is recorded in M. Birot, "Fragment de
rituel de Mari relatif au kispum," CRRA 26, 139ff.

7. 11433, D. Charpin, MARI 3 (1984), 96 no. 86.

etc.) for Nani on the day of the liulili festival." 1

Greengus observes: "Mari texts from the reigns of Samsi-Adad and Zimri-
Lim attest to a ritual wherein `the king caused a liumtum to enter into the
temple of Dagan'."2 However, this term does not appear to be related to the
l/umtum festival, not only based on usage, but on the orthography //u-um-ta-
a-am. This same ritual is mentioned in a tablet recording the disbursement
of oil on the 18th day of the first month (a-na lu-um-tim). 3

iii. Lalj/jum

One Mari text dated to the 6th day of the third month, La/ ljum, records
a reference to a possible festival or ritual involving Ninbursag: a-na ku-li-li la
dNin-bur-sag i-nu-ma wa-ra-di-.spa, "for the diadem(?) of Ninbursag at the mo-
ment of her descent."4 Another document refers to the procession Una
alakika) of the goddess Ijisametum on the 24th of Lahhum, (for whom also
a kulilu diadem(?) was provided). 5

iv. Abum

The fourth month at Mari marked the time for special observances in
honor of Dumuzi. One text (dated to Zimri-Lim 4) records oil for the wash-
ing of the statue of Istar and ana temrim for the statue of Dumuzi on the 19th
of the month. 6 Kutscher suggests that this text is recording preparations for
the rites described in ARM 9 175, dated to the fourth month in year 6, which
records a large quantity of grain for female mourners (ba-ki-tim) .7 A Mari tab-
let dated to the 9th day of the fifth month records the disbursement of oil a-
na dDumu-zi i-nu-ma i-to-[ru], "for Dumuzi when he returns," apparently al-
luding to a journey of Dumuzi's statue. Another Mari text (date not pre-
served) includes the information "when Dumuzi enters the temple of Belet-

1. ARM 7 43:3; see J: M. Durand, MARI 5 (1987), 135 n. 36 who suggests the possibility that the
term jlu5lum might possibly be related to elelu (bll), "to be pure."J. Bottero, ARMT 7 p. 200 suggests
that the term may be related to jsalalu, "to pipe," and thus refer to musical accompaniment at a
festival.

2. For further discussion of this passage, as well as the term fumtum, see pp. 396-397.
3. TH 92.87, Charpin, MARI 3 (1984), 91 no. 49.
4. ARM 25 125; for the goddess Ninbursag attested at Mari as early as preSargonic times, see D.O.

Edzard, "Pantheon and Kult in Mari, " CRRA 15 (1967), 53. A kulilu diadem(?) is provided for
Ninbursag also on the 4th day of the eighth month (ARM 7 no. 118).

5. See Sasson, op. cit., 132.

6. Dossin, 'Tablettes de Mari," RA 69 (1975), 24 no. 4.
7. "The Cult of Dumuzi, " Bar-Ilan Studies, 40. For further discussion on the festivals for Dumuzi,

see pp. 476ff.
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ekallim. "1 But whether this visit to Belet-ekallim is related to the previous ref-
erence, regarding the return of Dumuzi, cannot be determined.

On the 26th of the third month and the 2nd and 4th of the fourth month
oil for anointing was disbursed for the `going out of Annunitum ' (wall an-

nu-ni-t[im] and a-na pa-.ia-at an-nu-ni-tim i-nu-ma wa-ii-ga) 2 and on the 17th(?)

oil for the wa-sI3`a DINGIR is recorded (though this latter reference may not
refer to Annunitum). 3 This observance is reminiscent of the ezem-ku4-ku4-

An-nu-ni-tum, "the kuku festival of Annunitum" at Ur III Ur,4 which also fre-
quently occurred around the beginning of the fourth month. Oil is recorded
as having been disbursed on the 6th of the fourth month for the bathing of

Ea (a-na ri-im-ki 3a a-a) .5 Another tablet lists oil for the ablution (rumuk DN)
of the goddesses Ninhursag, Diritum, Annunitum, Belet-ekallim, Istar, and
Nin [... ] on a day after the third of the month. It is unclear whether this bath-
ing of the goddesses is part of a festival or merely standard ritual. 6 (In Assyria
during the first millennium B.C. special ablution days, called rimkani, for
Adad and Anu were performed on certain days of months eleven through

one.) 7 Another text records provisions for a festival of Sama g (i-si-in dSamag)

on the 18th of the month (ARM 7 no. 13). A festival of Samag on the 18th is

also attested during the month Kinunum. Bottero, ARMT 7 p. 198 notes that

according to the series Inbu, the 18th and 20th of each month, at least in
some areas of Mesopotamia, was a festival of Sama g (see Landsberger, LSS 6

1/2, 136).8

v. ifibirtum

On the 2nd of the month oil was provided to the singers (zammeru) enter-

ing the Mt kupri. It is unclear whether this is an isolated ritual or part of an

established, recurring festival.

vi. dIGI.KUR

On the 7th day of the month Magranum cedar oil was furnished for Dagan

"at the time of the boat" (ana dDagan i-nu-ma i-le-ep-pi) . A somewhat parallel
text dated to the 7th of the sixth month records oil for Dagan of Terqa when

1. See Charpin, MARI 5 (1987), 599 commentary to no. 14.

2. 11476 and 12398, Charpin, MARI 3 (1984), 88 no. 23 and p. 91 no. 47; ARM 7 1.

3. 12396, Charpin, MARI 3 (1984), 88 no. 28.

4. For this festival, see pp. 138ff.

5. TH 82.105, Charpin, MARI 3 (1984), 87 no. 24.

6. Dossin, "Tablettes de Mari," RA 69 (1975), 24 no. 1.

7. See pp. 337ff.

8. See pp. 274-275 for references to festivals of Samag at Sippar, which may well have referred to

this monthly festival on the 18th.

the offering boat was dispatched. "' For the festival of the divine Lance of
Istar of Tuba on the 19th of the month note A. Catagnoti, "Le royaume de
Tuba et ses cultes," Memoires de N.A.B. U., (Paris, 1992), 23f. (M.15077) and
(M.15109): "when the queen made the sacrifice of the lance ('Sa-ap-pi-im) of
Iitar of Tuba in the residence."

Based upon a possible interpretation of this month name, there may have
been a festival concerning the netherworld.

vii. Kinunum

The seventh month was named after the kinunu, the Brazier Festival, ob-
served throughout much of Mesopotamia. The Mari references to the kinunu
festival span from the 8th to the 18th of the seventh month. In one Mari ref-
erence the festival is called the kinunum of Dagan (ARM 3 72). Documents
refer also to the kinunu festival or brazier of Belet-ekallim on the eighth or
ninth of the month. 2 Another text records oil being disbursed for the kinunu
festival on the 12th day of the seventh month. 3 A Mari text records oil dis-
bursed on the 18th of the seventh month "for the anointing of Samag during
the festival and the kinunu" (i-nu-ma i-si-nim is ki-nu-nim). 4 The unnamed fes-
tival in this document probably refers to the monthly festival of Samas. A fes-
tival of Samag is also mentioned in another Mari document which lists oil
being disbursed "for the anointing of the personnel on the occasion of the
festival of Samag (isin dSamas'). "5

At Mari the 7th day of the 7th month (sibut sebam), the day before the kinu-
nu festival, was a special day. 6 One Mari text, dated to the 7th of Kinunum,
lists a special distribution of clothing for the day and another, dated to the
6th of Kinunum, records oils for divine lustrations. 7 For a discussion of the
observance of the 7th Day of the 7th Month, see pp. 391-392.

viii. dDagan

Oil for a festival or ritual called islitu is recorded for the 9th, 20th and
30th of the eighth month. J. Bottero has suggested that the term may be re-
lated to sullu, "to pray," and thus indicates a time of special prayer. 8

1. 12152, Charpin, MARI 3 (1984), 86 no. 18.
2. ARM 7 66 (8th); ARM 23 350 (9th: oil for the anointing of the men (lu-lu-mes) inima kinunBelet-ekallim).

3. TH 82.105, Charpin, MARI 3 (1984), 87 no. 21.
4. 11453, Charpin, MARI 3 (1984), 90 no. 44.
5. ARM 7 13:7, quoted CAD $ 49 sub $abu. For a discussion of the kinunum festival, see pp. 392-394.
6. Discussed by D. Charpin, NABU (1989)/4, 66.
7. ARM 22 113 and ARM 23 351, both cited by Charpin ibidem.
8. ARMT 7 p. 200.
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ix. Liliiitu

The 5th and 7th days of the ninth month Lilatu involved a festival for the

chariot (gi6mar-gid-da) of Nergal, which included offerings for Mar.' Sasson
notes that during the reign of Zimri-Lim large quantities of provisions were
supplied for meal-sharing on the 7th of the month, likely for the festival of
Nergal. Bottero suggests that this chariot transported the statue of Nergal
during a procession. 2 In the Standard Babylonian calendar the ninth month,

Kissilimu, was marked by footraces around the city walls to commemorate
Ninurta's vanquishing of the anzu-bird. This Mari festival of the ninth month
involving the chariot of Nergal may somehow be related to this same mythi-
cal motif used as a basis for a festival celebrated throughout much of Meso-
potamia.

Several references indicate special observances for Istar during this
month. One document records oil for the entrance of Istar into the palace
on the second day (ARM 9 no. 90), another text mentions oil for Istar on the
30th of the month (ARM 23 no. 20), and a third (dated to the 7th of the
month) mentions provisions for the sacrifices for Istar (ARM 9 no. 131).
And, as mentioned above, special offerings were made to Istar as part of the
festival of Nergal during this month. Sasson, compiling references to the
days of meal-sharing, concludes: "As a rule of thumb, we might think that the
early days of the first week of Liliatum were dedicated to Istar, while the last
ones were consecrated to Nergal. "3

Thus the first week of the month involved either a festival to Nergal, which
included special offerings to Istar, or two separate festivals, Is`tar's on the 2nd
(or first few days) of the month and Nergal's around the 7th. This ordering
of Istar's festival before that of Nergal may be noted in a letter sent to Yas-
mah-Adad (translation Sasson): 4

Concerning the `sacrifices for Nergal's chariot', heaven forbid that the
mu. kenucitizenry of the villages decide to set it for the next month. May my
lord instruct 8amas-ellassu that he should notify the villages to change the
date of the sacrifices and schedule it to follow (those of) Mar.

In addition to the Mari reference from the Ur III period previously cited,

the nabrum festival is mentioned in Old Babylonian Mari texts. 5 Dossin has

suggested that the nabrum festival may be attested at Mari in another undat-
ed tablet: "silver and ebony ... which he purchased at the nabrium house."6

1.ARM 5 25; ARMT 7 198ff.; ARM 9 no. 209 (no date) and no. 212.
2. ARMT 7 p. 198.
3. Sasson, op. cit., 133.
4. ARM 5 no. 25 treated by Sasson, op. cit., 134.
5. See Greengus, op. cit., 222 for references and add ARM 23 no. 595 for' tm na-abri-i.

6. RA 64 (1970), 27 no. 13: i-na h` [na]-abri-im [i-'] a-mu.

We are unaware, however, of any attestation of a special nabrum house and
thus this restoration is questionable. Perhaps the passage should be restored
banes na]-ab- i-im, "for the nabru festival." The Mari references to the nabru
festival do not indicate the month. However, elsewhere throughout Old
Babylonian Mesopotamia, the nabru festival frequently occurred in the ninth
month. Perhaps the references to a festival of Istar might, in fact, be for the
tiara festival.

On the 20th oil was provided for the anointing of the throne of 8amas. On
the 24th day of the ninth month oil was disbursed for the "sprinkling of the
palace" (a-na za-ra-aq e-kal-lim). 1

xi. Kiskissum

One document dating to the month Marta, (which was the eleventh
month at Tell Rimah), records that oil was provided for i-nu-ma [ dDi-r] i-tim,
possibly referring to a festival of the goddess. 2 Regarding the festival of
Diritum, Sasson states: "The `day' of Diritum was recognized as a major fes-
tival in Mari, one which was connected with sacrifices offered to the (ob-
scure) p/budat LUGAL.MES.... These rites took place in the cult center Der,
probably simultaneously in Mari ... and, possibly, in Zurubban, a town not
far from Terga."3 A letter from the king of Mari (written on the 8th of
Kiskissum) instructs the queen to prepare for the upcoming festival of
Diritum in Mari, which, Sasson observes, occurred probably on or after the
16th of the month. 4 At Der the festival lasted three days. 5

ARM 11 2 indicates a festival of Istar during this month. Sasson suggests
that during the `Assyrian' period of Mari, the Istar festival, usually observed
in the ninth month, was celebrated in the eleventh month. This, speculates
Sasson, might be the background to the above quoted letter (ARM 5 no. 25).

xii. Eburum

Oils for the lustration of Adad are recorded during this month. 6 At Sag-
garatum there is a um erefim [la] dAdad (ARM 10 no. 88).

1.TH 82.63, Charpin, MARI 3 (1984), 96 no. 88.
2. 12124, Charpin, MARI 3 (1984), 94 no. 73.
3. Sasson, op. cit., 131.
4. ARM 10 142 discussed by Sasson, op. cit., 131.
5. Birot, RA 66 (1972), 135 and Sasson, op. cit., 131.
6. Dossin, "Tablettes de Mari," RA 69 (1975), 24 no. 2.
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Other Possible Festivals

A letter (ARMT 13 111) mentions that two gods, Lagamal and Iksudam, had

arrived in Terqa from Mari. However, as Edzard notes, we do not know if this

is a festival procession and if so, whether the gods and the festival are native

to Mari, Terqa, or a third city. Sasson, noting that the letter mentions that it

subsequently rained, suggests that this letter refers not to a festival, but to a

special ceremony for bringing rain."

There are references to gilasatu: "six gur of malt for the meal of I gtar and

for the gilasatu of Itur-Mer" (ARM 7 263 i 7 and cf. ARMT 11 68:8 [in the

month Eburum] and ARM 18 42:7). However, this may well be another in-

stance of a monthly or periodic ritual, not an annual festival.

On the 3rd of Mammitum there were offerings (sizkur-re) for Istar. 2

There is no clear evidence of a special festival for Dagan at Mari, though

it is quite likely that such a festival was observed. 3 However, as Sasson notes,

evidence does indicate that at Terqa, Tuttul, and Saggaratum festivals for Da-

gan were celebrated. One text mentions that (the statue of) Dagan entered

Tuttul, assuredly a reference to a festival procession (ARM 6 no. 73). At Ter-

qa and Saggaratum offerings were made to Dagan for the "day of the pagru."4

At Ugarit a month (perhaps the twelfth month) was named yrb pgrm and at

Alalakh there was a month pagru. C. Gordon quotes Virolleaud who suggests

the Ugaritic month means `corpses', and refers to funerary activities. Birot

has suggested a similar meaning for the Mari reference.5

An Old Babylonian Mari text which lists rituals spanning several months,

beginning with the twelfth month, refers to the "day of the gi-im-ki-im" which

Birot suggests might be related to the kinkum-festival: "on the day when ...

the ... are performed(?), one donkey will be killed." 6 This same text records

a ritual involving the king and the term bu-um-tim, which Birot believes is re-

lated to the bumtum festival: "[...] to the bumtu [...]. The king takes the

front(?) of the bumtu and brings it into the temple of Dagan." 7 The orthog-

raphy bumtim and bumtam, instead of bumtim and bumtam, may indicate that

this ritual is unrelated to the bumtu festival. 8

1. Edzard, op. cit., 62; Sasson, op. cit., 132.

2. 12167, Charpin, MARI 3 (1984), 100 no. 112.

3. See Sasson, op. cit., 130 for references at Mari which hint at observances for Dagan.

4. For references see Sasson, op. cit., 131.

5. Gordon Ugaritic Textbook, 466 aped Virolleaud, CRAIBL (1952), 230; Birot, ARMT 14 p. 217.

6. M. Birot, "Fragment de rituel de Mari relatif au kispum, " CRRA 26, 142: um gimkim girsil

iii'akkanu 1 ANSE iddak.

7. Birot, op. cit., 143: [...] ana bumtim [...] .larrum ana pan bumtim isabbatma bumtim ana bit Dagan

ujemb.

8. For the bumtum festival, see pp. 396-397.



THE SECOND AND FIRST MILLENNIA B.C.

The Standard
Mesopotamian Calendar

When, at the close of the third millennium B.C., the Southern-Mesopotamian
Sumerian calendar was imposed throughout southern Mesopotamia as a Reichs-

kalender (perhaps by IHbi-Erna of Isin), the written Sumerian month names
were not mere logograms for Semitic calendar month names. This Southern-
Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar was an adaptation of the Sumerian Nip-
pur calendar at the time of Ihbi-Erra's rise. Since Sumerian calendars had
been in use in Sumer during the preceding Ur III period, and since the
month names found in Sumer during this subsequent period were Sumerian, it
is reasonable to suggest that this use of the Nippur Sumerian month names
indicates the continuance of a written and oral Sumerian calendar tradition
in southern-most Mesopotamia. Further north, Amorite calendars were in
use, while at Sippar, positioned on the border of the two cultural spheres,
both Sumerian and Semitic calendars were used interchangeably. However,
during the reign of Samsuiluna of Babylon (1749-1712 B.C.) the Amorite cal-
endars entirely disappeared from use and, from then on, the documents
from southern and central Mesopotamia were dated with the Sumerian
month designations of the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar.

Eventually the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian month names became
relegated to logograms to represent month names from the Standard Meso-
potamian calendar. Unfortunately, the almost total lack of occurrences of ac-
tual Standard Mesopotamian month names in most periods has created a
great deal of speculation as to when the introduction and spread of this cal-
endar occurred. The terminus a quo for the introduction of the Standard Me-
sopotamian calendar is most likely the reign of Samsuiluna, since hereafter
the Amorite calendar month names cease to be written on tablets.

The earliest bilingual attestation of the Standard Mesopotamian month
names in the lexical series EIAR-ra = (yubullu probably dates from the end of

the second millennium B.C.: 1

1. For discussion of the dates of the recensions of this section of the series, see Greengus, "The
Akkadian Calendar at Sippar," JAOS 107 (1987), 211 n. 15. See MSL 5 25-26; a unilingual version
from Emar (Emir VI /4, 43) exists with variants' t'ne-IZI and''gan-gan-ne. A menology published in

EmarVI/4, 210 contains the orthography' t'gan-an[al.
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iti bara-zag-gar
iti gu 4_si-sa

iti sig4_ga
ttt §u-numun-na

ne-IZI-gar

hi kin-dInannana

iti dug-kt
it' apin-dug-a

gan-gan-na

't' ab-ba-8

iti udra
il.i se_kin-ku5

iti-diri c-kin-ku 5

Aside from this lexical series, six of the month names occur as part of per-

sonal names in the Kassite or post-Kassite period in the form "(born in the

month) MN," all these references appearing in Babylonian documents.
'When similar personal names were recorded in Assyrian texts, the scribes

[with but one exception noted below] utilized the Southern-Mesopotamian

Sumerian sign for the month [e.g. itiSIG4-a-a]-the Standard Mesopotamian

months were never written syllabically. The Babylonian attestations are:

Nisannu: Ni-sa-ni-tum s.v. CAD N/2 266;

Ajaru: A-a-ri-tum Ka§tilia§, s.v. CAD A/1 230;

A-a-ri BE 17/1, p. 145;

Simanu: Si-ma-ni-[tum] s.v. CAD S 271;

Ululu: Ulu-li-tum BE 15 p. 50, PBS 2/2 p. 83; CBS 3638 ii' 1';

Ni. 373 ii 25' 1 ;

Kissilimu: Ki-is-si-li-mi-tum s.v. Brinkman MSKH 1, p. 398 n. 4;

Addaru: Ada-ri-t[um]

A-da-ri-ti

PBS 2/2 142:8;

BE 14 110:10 (Kada§man-turgu); PBS 2/2

95:25; Ni. 9150:8'. 2

Texts from the Neo-Assyrian period indicate that the Assyrians, in some

periods, replaced at least some of the Standard Mesopotamian month names

with others or at least used alternative names as well as the standard month

names:

1. These last two references arc courtesy ofJ.A. Brinkman. In the Nco-Assyrian period Babylonian
and Assyrian texts refer to the Assyrian monarch Shalmanescr V as Ulu-la-a-a.

2. Reference courtesy of J.A. Brinkman.

STANDARD MESOPOTAMIAN CALENDAR

>-

	

In some Neo-Assyrian scholarly texts the Elamite month Silittu re-
placed the eleventh month Sabatul ;

n

	

The Elamite month BAR.SAG.SAG (also equated with the month
Saba/u) occurs in the inscriptions of Sennacherib 2;

An inscription of Sargon's contains a month itiSita. ;

The tenth month at some period may have been called Kanunu.
The Neo-Assyrian eponym lists in which the eponym for the year
671 B.C. (and probably to be restored for 666 B.C.) is written' t'AB-
a-a in some texts, but written Ka-nun-a-a in others.

The month names in Assyria were probably the same as those in Babylonia

at the time of adoption of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar by Tiglath-
Pileser I (1114-1076 B.C.). During the Neo-Assyrian period, particularly dur-

ing the reign of Sennacherib (704-681 B.C.), there was a great deal of Assyr-
ian hostility and jealousy directed towards Babylon. 4 Perhaps this was the
impetus for substituting new or foreign month names for Standard Mesopot-

amian month names used in Babylonia-a demonstration of Assyrian inde-
pendence from the dominating Babylonian culture. Elam was revered as

another ancient, cultured society, which may have been the reason for utiliz-
ing Elamite month names (Sililitu and BARSAG.SAG)-this was intended to
show Babylon it was not the only great culture.

At some period during or after the Judean exile in Babylonia, the Judeans
adopted the Standard Mesopotamian calendar, as did the Nabateans, the
Palmyrans, and other Aramaic-speaking peoples.

Standard Mesopotamian Judean Palmyran

Nisannu nysn nysn
Ajaruyr 'yr
Simanu syvn sywn
Du'uzu/Tam(m)uzu tmuz qnyn

Abu 'b 'b

Ululu/Elulu 'lul 'lul
TaMtu thy My
Ara(1samna/*Markagan5 mrj.lvn knun

1. See CAD S 262 and Villard in Marchands, Diplomates, et Empereurs, 131.
2. E. Reiner, "Inscription from a Royal Elamite Tomb, " Excursus: The names of the months in

Elam, AfO 24 (1973), 101 note 21.

8. Lyon Sar 9:57, quoted CAD $ 215 and see p. 314.

4. Cf. P. Machinist, "The Assyrians and their Babylonian Problem: Some Reflections, " Wissen-
schaftskollegzu Berlin Jahrbuch (1984/85), 853-364.

5. For a discussion of the pronunciation and derivation of the eighth month of the Standard
Mesopotamian calendar, see pp. 330-331.
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ni-sa-an-nu

a-a-ru

si-ma-nu

du-ti-zu

a-bu

ti-lu-lu

tai-ri-ttl

a-ra-ab-sam-na

ki-si-li-mi

!e-bi-tu4

.M-ba-tu

ad-da-ru

ar-Ja al-ru SW MIN

s
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Kis(si)limu ksly kslul
Tebetu tbt tbt

Sabatu btbt

Addarul 'dr 'dr

There are two differences between the Judean and the Palmyran adapta-

tion of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar. The Judean months tmuz and

mrl3'vn are not attested at Palmyra, 2 whereas the months qnyn, "lamenting,"

and knun "brazier" occur at Palmyra, but not in the Judean calendar. Pre-

sumably qnyn was the counterpart to Judean tmuz, the fourth month. Based

on Mesopotamian occurrences, the brazier festival was a winter festival and

therefore knun probably was the eighth month at Palmyra, instead of mrjy.vn,
as in Judea. The later Syriac calendar named months 10 and 11 knun, which

supports the positioning of knun at Palmyra as the eighth month rather than

as the fourth. 3
The almost total lack of writing.of the Standard Mesopotamian month

names impedes determining precisely when this calendar was first introduced
into Mesopotamia. A significant factor for narrowing the timeframe for the

introduction of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar (within the seven hun-

dred year span between 1750 [the reign of SamsuilunaJ and 1000 B.C.) is the
abandonment of the native Assyrian calendar in favor of writing the South-

ern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar month names (undoubtedly an indi-

cation of their adoption of the Standard Babylonian calendar) around the
year 1100 B.C. A Middle Assyrian chronological document, referred to as the

Broken Obelisk, contains a month by month list of events, the scribe using

the notation of the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar. Although

the name of the monarch during whose reign the document was composed

is not preserved, the general view is that it dates near the reign of Al`sur-bel-

kala (1073-1056 B.C.). 4 Several slightly earlier economic documents from

the reign of Tiglath-Pileser (1114-1076 B.C.) used double-dating, i.e., the

scribe recorded both the Assyrian month name and the Southern-Mesopot-

amian Sumerian month, indicating that a change of calendars was occur-

ring, this double-dating ensuring there would not be any contractual

problems arising from a confusion as one calendar replaced the other. 5 One

1. The month 'dr occurs in a Samaria papyrus from 335 B.C. found at Wadi: cd-DSliych (F.M.

Cross, Eredz Israel 18 [1985D.

2. An Aramaic text (Donner and Rollig Inschnflen no. 253) contains the month mrlj.vn, although

not from Palmyra.

3. The Syriac calendar replaced Simanu with Haziran and named months seven and eight dry.

4. Brinkman FRB, 383ff.

5. The earliest attestation of double-dating with month names to reflect a calendrical change was
in the 30th year of Sulgi of Ur (ca. 2065 B.C.), when a new month was introduced. The tablet is dated
both to the Lagas/Girsu month and to the new Ur month name (sec p. 182).

historical inscription of Tiglath-Pileser I also uses double-dating. Two of his

inscriptions are dated to the month Kuzallu of the Assyrian calendar. l How-
ever, a third is dated to both the Assyrian month Iluburand to the Southern-
Mesopotamian Sumerian month iti GAN: tt'Uubur 3'a tar-1i ttS GAN "the month
Ijibur which is equated with Kissilimu.(= itiGAN)."2 The inscriptions of
Tiglath-pileser's successors, however, utilize only the Southern-Mesopotami-

an Sumerian month names, i.e., the Standard Mesopotamian calendar. Thus

the introduction of the new calendar occurred during the reign of Tiglath-
pileser. 3

It is more likely that this Assyrian reform was not the adoption of the

Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar, a calendar which would have

been spoken in a language totally alien to the Assyrian populace, but rather

the adoption of a calendar which employed month names from language

groups more familiar to them, i.e., the Standard Mesopotamian calendar.

But the scribes, who probably had at least a minimal familiarity with the Sum-

erian language, used the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian month names,
as did scribes throughout Mesopotamia. The impetus for the Assyrian adop-

tion of the calendar was probably the desire to abandon a calendrical system
which had no intercalary month and thus was out of phase not only with na-

ture but with the calendars of those areas with which the Assyrians conduct-

ed business. The Assyrians were never able to equate permanently a foreign

month with an Assyrian month, and this may have lead to difficulties in inter-

national contracting. Therefore, it is likely that Tiglath-pileser, an interna-

tionalist in outlook, mandated the calendrical reform, one which took

several years until complete acceptance and compliance. Thus this Standard

Mesopotamian calendar, which used the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian

month notation, had to have had wide acceptance already by 1100 B.C. in or-
der for the Assyrians to have made such a reform.

The western city of Emar maintained its own calendar, yet by the reign of
the Kassite king Me-li-si-FJU (1188-1174 B.C.) Southern-Mesopotamian Sum-
erian month names were in use. 4 Assuming, as previously in our discussion
of the Assyrian abandonment of its native calendar, that it is highly unlikely

that in the middle of the second millennium a population without a Sumer-

ian tradition would have adopted a Sumerian calendar, the use of Southern-

Mesopotamian Sumerian month names at Emar indicates that the Standard

Mesopotamian calendar was adopted at Emar no later than approximately
1200 B.C.

1. RIM 2 Tiglath-Pileser texts nos. 1 and 3.

2. RIM 2 Tiglath-Pileser text no 4.

3. This conclusion has already been reached by J. Lewy, ArOr 11 (1939), 46.

4. See pp. 343-361 for the calendar at Emar.
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The introduction of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar can be dated
at least another century earlier. As noted above, the female name A-da-ri-turn,
"(born in the month) Addaru," is attested during the reign of Kadaeman-
Turgu (1297-1280 B.C.). Although a month Addaru was attested at Susa, this
more likely refers to the Standard Mesopotamian month.

An even earlier significant period in dating the introduction of the Stan-
dard Mesopotamian calendar in the west is that of Alalakh level IV, approx-
imately 1500 B.C. Tablets from the earlier Alalakh level VII are dated
according to a local calendar. However, whereas some scribes of the later lev-
el IV continued to use the Alalakh calendar, others used the Southern-Meso-
potamian Sumerian month names. The Sumerian designations differed,
however, from those used earlier in Southern Mesopotamia in that only the
first Sumerian sign of the month name was written on the tablet (i.e.,se in-
stead of Se-kin-ku5). Thus 1500 B.C. at Alalakh was a period of calendrical
transition. It is unlikely that a Sumerian calendar, in this late period, re-
placed a local calendar in the far west at Alalakh. Rather, the calendar adopt-
ed at Alalakh level IV was, in all likelihood, the Standard Mesopotamian
calendar. Thus the Standard Mesopotamian calendar was introduced in the
far west by 1500 B.C.

Thus the terminus a quo is 1750 B.C. for the introduction of the Standard
Mesopotamian calendar and the terminus ante quern is 1500 B.C. The two most
likely defining moments within this two-hundred fifty year time span in Baby-
lonia for the introduction of the calendar would be the disappearance of the
Amorite calendars during the reign of Samsuiluna and the invasion of the
Kassites, who assumed control of Babylonia in 1595 B.C., after a Hittite razzia
by Mursili"s ended the rule of the First Dynasty of Babylon.

A factor which must be considered in further defining the date of intro-
duction of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar is the nature of the Stan-
dard Mesopotamian calendar itself.

The eighth month of the Old Persian calendar was Markagan, remarkably
similar to the eighth month Mar(yelvan in the Judean adaptation of the Stan-
dard Mesopotamian calendar. It has often been assumed that this Judean
pronunciation was simply a corruption of the eighth month of the Standard
Mesopotamian calendar arallsamnu, which supposedly meant "eighth month. "
However, borrowing almost certainly did not occur from the Standard Meso-
potamian calendar to the Old Persian calendar, rather, borrowing must have
occurred in the other direction-from Old Persian to the Standard Mesopot-
amian calendar-along with a folk or scholarly etymology "eighth month." 1

Possible origins of other Standard Mesopotamian months can be suggest-
ed, increasing the likelihood that the entire Standard Mesopotamian calen-

1. For further discussion on the name aral}samnu, sec pp. 330-331.

dar was a completely 'manufactured' calendar, not the natural reflection of
local cultic and agricultural practices.

The hybrid nature of this new calendar is apparent. Months twelve and
one of the Susa calendar (Sabatu and Addaru) became months eleven and
twelve of the new Standard Mesopotamian calendar. The month Abu was a
widely used month name, though only at Susa and Sippar was it the fifth
month. The placement of Du'uzu as the fourth month and Abu as the fifth
month (though this might have been Elamite influence as well), and the in-
clusion of Ajaru and Ulstlu/Elulu, all indicate the influence of the Sippar cal-
endar. The month Ajaru is also probably related to the Alalakh and Emar
month ,fjiari and to the Nuzi month larati. The month Ta. ratu is attested in
the calendar at Emar, although this may reflect usage of the Standard Meso-
potamian calendar. And, as just stated, the eighth month (*Arabsamnu) was
appropriated from the Old Persian calendar. Moreover, the month name
Kissilimu is not Semitic, another indication of foreign origin. And the month
Nisannu may have western origins.'

STANDARD
MESOPOTAMIAN

POSSIBLE CALENDAR(S)
OF ORIGIN

i. Nisannu Ugarit(?), Mari(?)
ii. Ajaru Sippar, Alalakh, Emar, Nuzi,

Ugarit, Tell Rimah, Chagar Bazar
iii. Simanu
iv. Tamuzu throughout Mesopotamia
v. Abu throughout Mesopotamia

vi. Elulu, Ululu Sippar(?), Nuzi
vii. Tas'ritu Emar(?)

viii. Ara(Isamnu Old Persian
ix. Kissilimu
x. Tebetu

xi. Sabatu Susa
xii. Addaru Susa, Ansan

Based on the peculiarities of this calendar, the Standard Mesopotamian
calendar may have been an artificial creation, a means to unify a divergent
empire. It may have been difficult to perpetuate the use of a Sumerian cal-
endar outside of southern Mesopotamia. However, the economic and political
advantages of a single, standard calendar were as obvious in the second mil-
lennium B.C. as they had been on a smaller scale hundreds of years earlier to
Iibi-Erra of Isin. So, rather than select one particular city's calendar as the

1. Sec pp. 377ff. for a discussion of the calendar at Ugarit and p. 281 for the possible use of the
term nisannu in the Mari calendar.
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new.Reichskalender-a move which might have alienated those cities on whom

another city's calendar would have been imposed-the Babylonian adminis-

tration invented a hybrid Reichskalender, culling months from various calen-

dars throughout the realm and beyond, thereby hoping to gain international

acceptance. The use of Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian month names as

logograms for this new calendar is a clear signal that there was something

"unnatural" about the development and imposition of this new calendar. The

retention of the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian month names on written

documents may have been a negotiating point to gain the acceptance of the

former Sumerian cities and of their proud scribes. Total imposition of non-

Sumerian month names (written as well as spoken) on the scribes using the

Southern-Mesopotamian calendar could have been counter-productive. The
continuation of a written calendrical tradition that could be traced back to

venerated Nippur may have been important to the scribal community, which

was proud of its eclectic and ancient position in society.
The incorporation of month names from the Old Persian, Susan, and

An§an calendars might suggest Kassite authorship, since the Kassites had origin-

ally migrated from the east. However, this would allow a maximum of ninety-

five years for the introduction of the calendar and its peaceful acceptance in
the west (1500 B.C. at Alalakh). And although a new international calendar

might have served to unify the new Kassite empire, the forced abandonment
of native Babylonian calendars might have initially been counter-productive

to the Kassites gaining control of the country ' s administration and economy.

Lastly, based on other historical models, it is likely that the conquerors were

overwhelmed by the superior culture of the conquered and for there to have

been an initial period wherein the Kassites succumbed to the Babylonian cul-

ture-most likely excluding the sudden imposition of a new calendar upon

the Babylonians. '

Moreover, if the influence of the Old Babylonian Sippar calendar on the

Standard Mesopotamian calendar (as demonstrated above) is acknowledged,

the hypothesis that Samsuiluna, not the Kassites, developed the Standard

Mesopotamian calendar is more likely. By the time the Kassites had invaded

Babylon, the Sippar calendar had been in disuse for one hundred and fifty

years-hardly in a position to influence the Kassites in a supposed formula-

tion of a new calendar.

1. Cf. N. Yoffee in The Collapse of Ancient States and Civilizations, N. Yoffce and C. Cowgill, eds.,
(Tucson, 1991), 65: "Amorites and Kassites, for example, having taken political power, adopted
venerable Mesopotamian cultural institutions-indeed, conservatively preserved them-precisely
because in so doing they could legitimize their participation in the society, especially in the arena of
political struggle. "

In summary, the Standard Mesopotamian calendar may have been intro-

duced by Samsuiluna, who sensed the urgency of fostering a sense of nation-

hood among the cities of his empire which had recently rebelled against

him.' During his reign the Amorite calendars fell into disuse, only the Sum-
erian months of the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar continued

to be used. It is more likely that the Semitic speaking cities north of Sumer
adopted a non-Sumerian calendar (the Standard Mesopotamian calendar),

rather than a Sumerian calendar (the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian
calendar) during Samsuiluna's reign. Use of this new calendar spread with-

out the use of military conquest-probably international commerce and

contracting were the catalysts for the Standard Mesopotamian calendar's

wide-spread acceptance in places not under Babylonian control, such as Ala-
lakh and Assyria.

TheThe Months 2

i. Nisannu

The name of the first month of the calendar probably derives from Sum-
erian nesag, "first." 6 The earliest attestation of the month name is from 14th

century Ugarit, in which the first Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian month
itibara-zag-gar is rendered into Akkadian as nisannu (although not with the
month determinative). 4 If the Mari month itini-ni-sag is a Sumerian orthog-

raphy intended only as a written device to express a Semitic month name,
perhaps the Mari month name was *waral isin nisanni or *waral 3'a nisanni
("the month of the first-offerings [of barley?]"). From the Kassite period
there is a reference to the female personal name Ni-sa-ni-tum, "she born in
Nisannu" (see CAD N/2 266 for references). There are a few attestations of

this month name written syllabically and prefixed with the month determi-

1. For details of the rebellions against Samsuiluna, see, for example, CAH 3 220f. and The Near
East: The Early Civilizations, Delacorte World History II, J. Bottero, et af, eds. (New York, 1967), 221ff.

2. The following presentation of festival observances includes only those festivals whose months
can be ascertained. For additional Assyrian observances from unknown months, sec Van Driel Allur,
147ff. McEwan, Priest and Temple, 169ff. details the cultic calendar of Babylon and Uruk in the first
millennium B.C. and includes a detailed listing of monthly ritual activities, which we have omitted in
our discussion.

3.J. Lewy, "The Assyrian Calendar," ArOr 11 (1939), 39 suggested "nisanu may be considered as
a typically Amorite derivation from a word *nis, which is identical with Aramaic ns' and Hebrew ns
"banner ", "flag", "standard " ... [thus the) "month of the standard. "

4. See pp. 380.381.
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native: VAT 17889:12 ITI ni-sa-nu (652 B.C.) I; IM 57953:10 ITI ni-sa-na (633
B.C.) 2 ; and YBC 16813: ITI.I.RAM dNu-.fa-an-na(1?). 3

According to Assyrian Astrolabe B the month of Nisannu was the month
of the moon-god Sin 4 : "The month Nisannu, Pegasus, the dais of An, the king

is installed and invested (with authority); a good ... for Anu and Enlil; the

month of Nanna-Suen, the first-born of Enlil."And an incantation from Nim-

rud reiterates this theme: "May the month Nisannu, (the month) of Anu and
Enlil, absolvel"5-the first month belonged to the first of the gods.

Astrolabe B states that during this month there was an installation of the

king. The first month was the occasion of one of the two yearly akitu-festivals,
at which time the chief god grandly marched into his city from the akitu-

house, reenacting the god's original entry into the city and his assumption
of suzerainty there. Thus, this illusion to the "installation of the king" may
refer to a god, perhaps Anu in Uruk or A8§ur in Assyria, assuming kingship
of the city during the akitu-festival.

Another interpretation is that the "installation of the king" refers to a

mortal monarch. During the Kassite period, the king was frequently in Nip-

pur for the New Year celebration. Brinkman has gathered twenty references,

most of which occur in year formulae, of the expressions ele.farri and/or arad
.fatri the "coming/going up and corning/going down of the king." 6 Brink-
man accepts Biggs' interpretation, 7 stating: "There he [Biggs] perceptively
translated the phrase, known at that time from three published Nippur texts,

as the "coming up" of the king and deduced from its use (in dates only at the

very end or beginning of years) that the king was in Nippur for the New Year
festival. »8 (In the Ur III period the New Year's celebration in Nippur was ob-

served in the Tummal temple.) Brinkman notes that two of the references

bear dates of Nazi-Maruttas (1323-1298 B.C.), five date to Kudur-Enlil (1264-

1.Jacob-Rost, Forschungen and Berichte 10 (1968), 48-49 no. 10.

2. Collated by J.A. Brinkman who cites the text in JCS 35 (1983), 24 underJ.33.

3. C.E. Jones and M. Stolper, "Two Late Elamite Tablets at Yale, " Fragmenta Historiac Aelamicae,
Editions Recherche sur les Civilisations (1986), 249 (YBC 16813): iti.l.kam dNu-Ia-an-na(!!) and p. 251:
"Hinz's suggestion (personal communication) that this spelling renders Babylonian Nisannu or
Aramaic Nisan is entirely plausible. "

4. KAV 218; K.2920 (BA 5 704 .705); Sm 755; for more duplicates see most recently G. Cagirgan,
"Three More Duplicates to Astrolabe B," Belieten 48 (1985), 404-405. The Astrolabe is a bilingual text
in very poor and terse Sumerian, with an inexact Akkadian translation. In fact, it is not clear whether
the Sumerian was composed to accompany the Akkadian or vice versa. Our interpretation of the
Astrolabe is based upon our belief that the contents do not reflect the cult for one city (such as
Ati tr) in one period, but rather a conglomeration of festivals and rituals spanning time and place.

5. DJ. Wiseman, "A Liptur Litany from Nimrud, " Iraq 31 (1969), 175ff.; cf. 4R 33 (K.2049 and
K.129).

6. J.A. Brinkman MSKH, 411-414.

7. R. Biggs, JCS 19 (1965), 96 n. 11.

8. Brinkman MSKH, 411.
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1256 B.C.), and "the rest are dated between year 6 and year 25 of an unspec-
ified king or kings... . The arad .farri references, with two exceptions ... tend
to cluster in months XI and/or XII....'The ele larri texts are all dated be-
tween XII-29 and 1-2, with one text dated simply XII." 1 Perhaps the presence
of the king in Nippur was part of a special installation ritual for the king,

which may be alluded to in the phrase "installation of the king" in Astrolabe

B. (Later, during the Neo-Babylonian period, the great king was dragged in

and humbled before Marduk, at which time he swore he had fulfilled his ob-
ligations as ruler and vowed to continue fulfilling them in the coming year.

This ritual may have evolved from this possible installation ritual at Nippur
at New Years during the Kassite period.)

The akitu-festival, the major religious observance of the year, occurred

during the first eleven days of the month in Babylon, Uruk, and in Assyria,
as well as during the first days of the seventh month. 2 Several akitu-festivals
were observed at Nippur during the first month.

A ritual for the New Year festival is described in the Cuthean Legend of
Naram-Sin, a composition authored in the second millennium B.C. (Foster
Before the Muses, 257ff.):

When New Year of the fourth year arrived,
At the prayer to Ea, [sage] of the great gods,
[When I offered] the holy offerings of New Year,
I [received] the holy instructions.
I summoned the diviners and [charged them],
Seven upon seven extispicies I performed.
I setup holy reed altars,
I inquired of the great gods:
Ishtar, Ilaba(?), Zababa, Annunitum,
[Shullat and Hanish, Shamash the warrior].

Another ritual for the first days of the month is mentioned in the incan-

tation series Surpu: "the pure quay, the horn-like soap-plant, the pure water he

[Enki] gave you, to perform correctly the New Year (festival) for seven days." 3

The akitu-festival of the first month in Assur was a festival for the god
Asur. 4 According to a ritual description, As'ur left his temple for the akitu-
house in a chariot drawn by white horses on the 2nd of Nisannu, having par-

1. Brinkman MSKH, 414.

2. A Sippar text, probably Neo-Babylonian, contains a reference to New Years (zag-mu) in
Babylon during the Ur 1I1 period, the historical accuracy of which is extremely doubtful (F. Al-Rawi,
"Tablets from the Sippar Library," Iraq 52 [1990], 10 line 30): "Amar-Suen, his [Sulgi 's] son, altered
the great bulls and the (sheep) sacrifices of the New Year festival of the Esagil."

3. E. Reiner, Surpu, MO Beiheft 11 (1958), 47:65-66.
4. Frankena TeJrullu, Chapter VI suggests that the takuku observance was part of the akitu-festival

in Assyria. Van Driel ALtur, 164 sees no evidence to support Frankena's thesis and concludes that
without further evidence the connection of the two observances is uncertain.
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taken of a ritual meal.. Van Driel suggests: "Probably he [A§§ur] was back on

the 4th, or perhaps even on the 3rd-or even on the 2nd itself-if the mu.s''u
3'a UD.4.KAM of BM 121206 VII 20' is the night between the 3rd and the 4th,

which is rather certain, when the king visited the cult-room and the chapel

of Ninlil, a visit without much purpose if the gods were not present." 2 Anoth-
er text indicates that A§§ur stayed in the akitu-house on the 8th of the
month. 3 Unfortunately the name of the month is not preserved and thus it

is unclear whether this ritual is the Nisannu akitu-festival. A Neo-Assyrian
commentary mentions gifts: "the gifts that are given in the month of Nisannu
from the 6th to the 12th day," possibly a custom related to the akitu-festival. 4

It is unclear whether the gifts were presented to the gods or whether there

may have been an Assyrian custom of exchanging gifts among the populace

at this time of year.

In Assyria the three month period of Sabatu, Addaru and Nisannu appears

to have been a time of intense religious observance. 5 In Assyria a special rit-
ual occurred on the night of the 4th of Nisannu, involving the deities Ninlil
and Serua. During the rite the king entered the temple of Assiur, then the
temple of Ninlil, and finally returned to his palace. 6 An Assyrian record of
the distribution of wine for various occasions throughout the year notes that
the 7th day of the first month was a special festival, although the name or na-

ture of the occasion is not mentioned. 7 Special ablutions (rimkani) were held
on the 4th to Sin, on the 7th to Adad and another to As"sur on an unknown date.
A kettledrum performance (lilissatz) before the gods occurred on the 8th. 8

The schedule of events at Babylon for the akitu-festival in Nisannu can par-

tially be reconstructed based upon ritual texts, commentaries and historical

inscriptions. However, large gaps in our knowledge of events remain. 9 This

festival, which spanned eleven days, may have evolved from separate akitu-

festivals for Nabu and Marduk.

The preserved ritual instructions for the akitu-festival of the first month at

Uruk afford us a somewhat different perspective on the events than those de-

scribed in the ritual texts for the akitu-festival of the seventh month at

Uruk. 10 First, I§tar is more prominently portrayed, ritually being treated as

1.VAT 13596.
2.Van Dricl Allur, 145.
3. Ph 4123 (see Van Driel AEur, 164).
4. CT 1332 r. 6.
5. First noted by E. Weidner, "Der Tag des Stadtgottes," AfO 14 (1941/49), 390f, reiterated by

Van Driel Allur, 140ff. and Menzel, Assyrischc Tempel, Studio. Pohl 10/1, 49.
6. BM 121206 (Van Driel Anur, 90).
7.KAV79.
8. BM 121206 vii (Van Dricl A3dur, 90).
9. For an analysis of the akitu at Babylon as well as translations of pertinent texts, see pp. 437ff.
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Antu's equal. Secondly, the text describes the procession order of the gods
and chariots as they journey from the R8-temple to the akitu-house. And
thirdly, the text provides ritual instructions for events at the akitu-house. The

number of days over which these events occurred is not preserved. However,
if it is assumed that the akitu of the first month paralleled that of the seventh
month, then all the events described in this Uruk ritual tablet pertained to
the first day of the festival.

One section of a first millennium B.C. scholarly work called "The Nippur
Compendium" deals with months and Nippur festivals. Unfortunately many
of the cultic references are obscure, nor is it clear as to which month some

of these rituals apply. The following portion applies to the first month (trans-
lation George Topographical Texts, 155):

In the month Nisan festivals are celebrated:
the Akitu of Marduk:

	

for his supreme divinity;
the Akitu of Ninurta:

	

for his father Enlil;
the Akitu of Iltar, Queen of Nippur

	

(or,) of Ninurta;
the Akitu of Sin:

	

for Ninurta, the net of the gods;
as many Akitu ' s as there are:

	

for Ninurta, the net of the gods;

It is unclear whether the following entry applies to the first or second
month at Nippur:

Battlefield (15th day)

	

Battle;

A festival of Nabit at Palmyra is attested on the seventh of the month. 2

ii. Ajaru

Ajaru was the name of the twelfth month in the Old Babylonian Sippar cal-
endar and in the Amorite calendar at Tell Rimah. For ajaru, "rosette," see
CAD A/1 229 sub ajaru A, and as "young man," CAD A/1 230 sub ajaru D.
CAD A/1 230 sub ajaru C, however, states regarding the month ajaru: "no et-
ymological connection between this word and its homophones can be pro-
posed." At Alalakh there was a month ,Eli-is-re-e as well as a festival (yijaru: 3
UDU ina um 1i-is-ri-i dES4+DAR "three sheep on the day of the bijaru festival of
I§tar "3 and at Emar a festival Mari is attested: i-na u4-mi g a hi-is-ri, "on the day
of the (yijaru (festival) " and the (yijaru of Adad. 4 The Ugaritic and later Phoe-
nician calendars included a month Uiyar. 5 The second month at second mil-
lennium B.C. Nuzi had a similar sounding month name la-ra-ti: annutu

10.For these texts, see our chapter "The Akitu Festival. "
1.For the possible significance of this entry for the second month, see p. 324 note 4.
2. See OrNS 45 (1976), 51.

3. Wiseman Alalakh 346:2 and 348:2.
4. Emar no. 463.
5. Seel-M. Durand, MARL 1/1, 122 n. 9.
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GIG.MES ana ITI lm-pur--an-ni u ana ITI la-ra-ti ilqu " they have received these
wheat (rations) for the month of Impur(t)anni and the month Jarati" 1 as well
as using the month name Hijari for this month at Mari. CAD, discussing the
etymology of the month Jarati, states: "A variant of the name of the month
Uiari, which follows Impurtanni ... Hence, probably to be connected in
some way with the month name Ajaru." 2

The term oijaru has been most recently discussed by J.-M. Durand, who ar-
gues convincingly that the festival and month name 6ijaru is to be identified
with the Mari term b.aru, lya'aru, or ajaru, meaning "donkey." 3 Concerning
the origin and dispersion of this 'Donkey Festival' Durand observes:

Cette fete, attestee a Alalakh, Ougarit, Alep, Mari, Terqa, Nuzi, est docu-
mentee desormais clans les tablettes cuneiformes de Tell Leilan. II done est
raisonnable de penser qu'ellc etait commune toute la region 'lord du
Proche-Orient ancien. Plutot qu'un phenomene hourrite, commun a l'oucst
(Alalakh) et a 1'Est (Nuzi) de la zone principale de dispersion de cette eth-
nie, i1 serait plus judicieux, vu que biyarum apparait comme un terme typ-
ique du monde ouest-semitique, de proposer qu'il s'agit en fait d'un rite
propre a la Syrie amorrite.

Although the month Ajaru at Old Babylonian Sippar was the twelfth
month, the Standard Mesopotamian month Ajaru was the second month, as
was Ijiaru/Jarati at Nuzi. Thus if the Standard Mesopotamian month Ajaru

is, indeed, related to the Nuzi month (yijaru, (as would be the Old Babylonian
Amorite month Ajaru), then its name derived from the 'Donkey Festival'. 4
(This is not to say, however, that a donkey festival was observed in Babylon
as a result of appropriating the month name.)

According to Astrolabe B, Ajaru was the month of Ningirsu, who, in tradi-
tion, was identified with Ninurta the farmer: "The month Ajaru, the Pleiades,
the Seven Gods; the opening up of the ground; the oxen are yoked; the land
becomes arable; the plows are washed; the month of heroic Ningirsu, the
great ensi of Enlil. " Astrolabe B assuredly is alluding to the ancient gusisu-fes-
tival of Ninurta during the second month at Nippur, which marked the onset
of preparations for the coming plowing and sowing.

1. SMN 710:27' quoted CAD I/J 325.
2.CADI/J325.
3.J: M. Durand, MARI 1/1, 121-122. Durand observes "On trouve en cfTet cc Leone de hiyarim

remplacc par l ' expression <eanle d1M>>, «1'5ne du dieu de l'Orage>>, dan le texte n° 20 [A.2387]."
4.For the bijaru festival in the second millennium B.C. see pp. 374-375. CAD A/1 230 sub ajaru B cites

two first millennium B.C. references to the phrase ki ajari and lima ajari in the sense of "as happy as ajari, "
which CAD suggests may possibly allude to an ajaru festival or one celebrated in the month ajant. Quite
possibly this expression refers to the braying of a donkey when it bares its teeth, as if laughing.
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A Seleucid Babylon ritual text reiterates this tradition of the month being
the month of Ningirsu. l This same text states that the beginning of the
month marked a special observance involving the marriage of Nabu and
Nana, followed by Nabu's assumption of kingship:

For the month Ajaru, the month of Ningirsu, the ensi of Enlil, the valiant, the
month the cattle are driven, the open land is cultivated.

(On) the second day (at?) the cattle pen, at the time of the rising of the
warrior Samak, Nabu in (his) status as bridegroom is dressed in the garment
(befitting) his rank as supreme god. Like the moon he shines forth from the
Ezida during the night. Like the rising moon he illuminates the darkness.
He proceeds directly to the Ebur§aba, parades radiantly, and enters before
the goddess; everyone is there for the wedding. Inside the Eburfaba he
creates brightness like daylight. They lie night after night on the nuptial bed
in sweet sleep;

On the sixth day he goes out to the garden and shows himself.
On the seventh day he proceeds to the Emeteurur and [is cleansed/

rejoices] at the Eanna. He goes out to the garden and when he enters the
Garden of Anu he takes his seat. Because he has assumed Anu's kingship ...
Ile wears Anu's crown (and?) the ... of the date palm.

[On] the 17th Nana ... from the Eburs`aba, proceeds to the hilly garden
[...]; [...] Enlil ... Nippur ... rites [...] at the ... house [...] resides [...] goes
out [...](break)

As detailed in this text, on the 2nd of Ajaru Nabu proceeded from his tem-
ple in Borsippa to the Ebursaba in Babylon where he wedded the goddess
Nana. The two statues remained together in Babylon until the 6th of Ajaru
when Nabu's statue was displayed in the temple gardens. The 7th day
marked Nabu's coronation in Uruk at the Eanna temple, where he assumed
the kingship previously held by Anu. Meanwhile, the statue of his bride,
Nana, made her appearance in Babylon on the 17th of the month. The text
is broken, but ritual activity appears then to have moved to Nippur.

This marriage of Nabu during the second month was ritually performed also
in the Neo-Assyrian period at Calah, where Nabu's bride was Tasmetum: 2

Letter from Arad-Nabu to Esarhaddon:3

On the fourth day of Ajaru, Nabu and Tasmetum entered the bedchamber.
... Presently I shall offer their [the crown princes of Assyria and Babylonia]
sacrifices before Nabu and Taslmetum in the bedchamber.

1. SBH p. 245.
2.Note that according to an Assyrian hymn on the 5th day of each month there was a procession

of Talmetum (Livingstone Court Poetry, 17 KAR 127:8 "on the fifth day, monthly, is the procession of
Talmetum " ).

3.ABL 113.
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Letter Nabu-nadin-Jumi to Esarhaddon: l

The city of Calah will prepare the bed for the god Nabu on the third of the
month Ajaru. (On that date) the god Nabu enters the bedroom. On the
fourth day the return of the god Nabu takes place. My lord the crown prince
knows that I am the official in charge of the temple of your god Nabu; I have
therefore to go to Calah. The god will set out from the threshing floor of the
palace; those who are on the threshing floor of the palace go then to the gar-
den. There a sacrifice will be performed. The chariot driver of the god
comes from the gods' stable; he takes the god out and brings him back again;
he himself goes on and any priestly apprentice who has a sacrificial animal
performs the sacrifice. Anybody who brings an offering of as little as one
quart of bread flour may eat in the temple of Nabu.
... Let Bel and Nabu, who will take part in the ritual of the sacred marriage
[t a-.lad-da GAR-nu-u-at] in the month Sabalu, protect the life of my lord the
crown prince.

Letter from Nergal-sarrani to Esarhaddon:2

The images of Nabu and (his spouse) Talmetu enter tomorrow, the fourth
day, toward evening, the bed chamber (of the temple). On the fifth day one
serves them a royal meal; the bazannu-official (in charge of the temple) will
be present; they bring the lion-headed (object) on a bier to the palace. From
the fifth to the tenth day the gods stay in their bed chamber and the (}azan-
nu-official remains as guard (at its door). On the 11th Nabu comes out to
have some exercise; he goes to the park, kills (there) wild bulls. He (then)
returns and takes his (usual) place. He (then) [blesses] the king.

As noted in the second letter, there was another wedding in Sabatu, per-

haps between Bel and Beltiya and between Nabu and Talmetum. 3

In Assyria special ablutions (rimkani) during the month are recorded for

the 4th of the month for Sin and the 10th of the month for Samas and Adad. 4
An Assyrian record of the distribution of wine for various occasions through-

out the year notes that the 13th of the month was a festival, although the

name or nature of the occasion is not mentioned. 5 However, according to an
Assyrian ritual tablet from the reign of Sennacherib, the 13th of the month

marked the observance of the ema of Ig tar in the akitu-house: 6

On the 13th of Ajaru the e-ma.lof IItar within the town in the akitu-house they
make; A?;§ur, Ninlil, Ninurta and Adad go to the akitu-feast; he arranges the
tables, slaughters the sheep, offers the cooked meat, ... bread, a fattened
sheep is brought, an unblemished one year old goat, kamiinu-cake, burnt cy-
noglossum, a bariu-pot [...] he gives the Sibitti to eat [...]. He finishes the

1. ABL 65, translation according to Oppenheim Leiters, 168.

2. ABL 366, translation according to Oppenheim Letters, 168-169.

3. Sec p. 337.

4. BM 121206 vii (Van Driel AJJur, 90).

5. KAV 79.

6. BM 121206 (Van Dricl AJJur, 89).
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pagulu-container [...J two singers, one sings [...], the other sings [...]. When
they have finished the [...], they place two necks in the [...] of the bread,
the sangii [...J. Before the god he raises three times [...]. They raise their
arms before [...J. They pass the [...]. They heap up the aromatics [...J. The
gods start to move, in [...J. The whole town in the [...J-house [...J they en-
ter, the chariot of [...] before the father of the gods [...J.

The above reference to Adad attending the akitu-feast may be reflected in

a Neo-Assyrian letter which mentions that Adad went to the akitu-house on
the 6th day of the second month. 1 For an akitu-festival involving IStar in the

tenth month, see p. 335 below.
An Assyrian text from Sultantepe mentions a race of Nabu as occurring

during this month: 2 "It is the day of the race of Nabu, it is a day [of] Ajaru,
a favorable month." (In the month Kissilimu footraces were also held, those

to commemorate Ninurta's vanquishing the anzu-bird.)
According to the Religious Chronicle in Babylon, probably during the

reign of Simbar-§iUU (1024-1007 B.C.), there was a procession for Bel on the

11th of Ajaru followed by four days of sacrifices in the temples of Babylon: 3

The king arrived on the 11th day of the month Ajaru. He slaughtered but did
not ... the lambs for the procession of Bel. The sacrifices and table (pre-
pared for) the god which they had [rec] eived up to the day of the Akitu festi-
val they offered for four days in Esagil and the (other) temples as in normal

times.

One section of a first millennium B.C. scholarly work called "The Nippur

Compendium" deals with months and Nippur festivals. Unfortunately many

of the cultic references are obscure, nor is it clear.to which month some of

these rituals apply. The following portion probably applies to the second and

third months (translation George Topographical Texts, 155):

Unclean woman

	

Direction(?) of Nippur;
Purification priest

	

Cleanser; .
Axe and Cudgel

	

Weapons against the insubmissive;

There are no known festivals at Nippur or elsewhere to which these referenc-

es might apply.

1.ABL 1197. An Old Babylonian letter from SamSi-Adad mentions an akitu-festival being
observed on the 16th day of the second month ('"CUD). The use of the Southern-Mesopotamian
Sumerian calendar month name, rather than an Amorite month, raises the possibility that this akitu-
festival, at which envoys from ESnunna attended. may not have been held in Assyria. (See p. 245 for
the text of the letter).

2. Livingstone Court Poetry, 25 (STT 87 rev. 8).

3.Translation according to K. Grayson, TCS 5, 134 ii 1-4. Grayson dates this section to Simbar-SiljU.
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111. Jzmanu

The actual written month name iti Simanu is never attested in cuneiform

script except in lexical lists. However, note that' tiSIG4, the Sumerian short-

hand for the month, is attested as a logogram for simanu, "season." 1 The Mid-

dle Babylonian female name Si-ma-ni-[tum] ("she born in Simi-mu") is

attested. (The name *Simanaja in the Neo-Assyrian period is written only

with the Sumerian sign: SIG4-a-a and' t'SIG4-a-a). 2

The month Simanu is written with variants of the Southern-Mesopotamian

Sumerian calendar orthography for the third month, itisig4, "the month the

brick (is placed in the brick mold) "-the original full Nippur month name

being a variant of sig4-g'ku 5--tlb-ba-gar-ra. And in a Sargon inscription there

is a note referring to this month as "the month which is named Month of the

Brick God (dSIG4)."3 In a few instances an orthography itisig occurs. 4

An inscription of Sargon's contains a month it 'Sitag: ina ITI si-i-tag ITI bi-in

dDARA3.CAL "the month SitaS', the month of the son of DN." 5 The only other

reference to this month is from a Neo-Assyrian tablet which equates the

months from six different calendars to the Standard Mesopotamian

months. 6 Curiously the third month of the Ur III Ur calendar, which should

be iti u5"bi-gu7, is listed instead as iti [si]-i-tag and is equated to itisig4-ga. 7

According to Assyrian Astrolabe B, during this hot month the king sym-
bolically placed a brick in the brick mold, to begin the brick making for con-

struction of houses: "The month Simanu, Jawbone-of-an-Ox or the Crown-of-

Anu; this star is equal to Girra; the month of the brick mold of the king; the

king uses the brick mold; all lands build their houses; the month of the

parching(?) of the land." 8

Rituals for brick making during this month were observed at Uruk, as well.

During this month there were special observances at the Eanna in Uruk• on

1. 4R 61 i 10, quoted CAD S 269.

2. For references sec CAD S 271 sub *simanu and add K. 1535 for 't'SIG4-a-a.

3. Winckler Sar pl. 43:58, quoted CAD N/1 34.

4. For references see CAD S 271 sub simanu A mng. d).

5. Lyon Sar 9:57, quoted CAD $ 215.

6. 5R 43.

7. Langdon Menologies, 116 suggests that the author of this compendium may have been
unfamiliar with the old Ur III Ur month names, (for he places the third month (6-bi musen-gu7) as
the fourth month), and so not knowing a name for the third Ur month, he substituted the Assyrian
month name.

8. Note the wordplay in Astrolabe B between mul-gO and murgu 4 (=SIG 4). We have interpreted

gul-la- as having been used playfully by the scribe for Akkadian guild "parched " or gali^, "to parch "

(sec CAD Q 298 sub qullu and p. 69 sub 'phi):' t 'siB4 mul-gO-an-na g6r-an-na-ke 4 mul-bi murgu 4 ba-

an-s'a iti 0-kub lugal-ke4 lugal u-Sub siB 4-gb kur-kur a-ne-nc mu-un-du-a iti gul-la-kalam-ma-kc41TI.SIG4

is le-e a-gi dA-nim [MUJL.BI dBIL.G1 is-nin ITI na-al-ba-an LUGAL LUGAL na-al-ba-na i-la-bi-in KUR.MES

$.MESdi-na ip-pu-!ti ITI CUL.LA is ma-a-tim (var.:

	

Id ma-a-tO.
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the 1st, 9th, and 15th of the month. l The festival on the 9th of the month at
the Eanna was a religious rite marking the onset of brick making. The god-

dess Askajaitu(?) left her chapel and was then served a meal. A rite was per-

formed at the kiln where bricks were baked, eight sheep were sacrificed at

the entrances to the Eanna, and then another rite occurred at the kiln.

In Assyria the month was known as the month of the moon-god Sin, as not-

ed in an incantation: "May the month Simanu, (the month) of Sin, foremost
son of Enlil, absolvel" 2 as well as in an Aslurbanipal inscription, which also
mentions a procession of Belet-Babili, the Lady-of-Babylon, on the 25th of
the month: "In the month Simanu, the month of Sin, the first and foremost
son of Enlil, on the 25th day, on which the procession of the Lady-of-Babylon
is held."3

At Babylon on the 15th of the month there was a festival for the 'Mistress

of the Gods' and on the 22nd a ceremony involving Nabu. 4 A Babylonian
document from the Arsacid period refers to a festival in the Esabad temple
on the 25th of the month.5

iv. Du uzu / Tam(m)uzu

The fourth month of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar was named for
the god Dumuzi. 6 The Sumerian orthography for the month was it'su(-numun).

The scribe of the Neo-Assyrian text 5R 43 wrote the month as Du-z"c-zu and
the Judean calendar called the month tmuz. At Nuzi the month was pro-
nounced tam(m.)uzu/i based upon the Nuzi orthographies in SMN 2212: ta-
mu-ti-zi and ta-mu-u[z-...].

The mythology surrounding Dumuzi in this month is alluded to in Assyr-

ian Astrolabe B: "The month Dumuzi, Orion, (the month) of Papsukkal, the

exalted vizier of An and Mar, the month of heaping up of seed, of sprouting

of the early sowing, the cry of Ninrurugu, the month the shepherd Dumuzi

was bound. " This "binding of Dumuzi" is mentioned also in a Seleucid Baby-
lonian ritual text: ITI ki-mi-tum d [...] ... ina BARA2 SIPA [...], " the month of

the binding, [Dumuzi] ... on the dais the shepherd [...]."7 One section of a

first millennium B.C. scholarly work called "The Nippur Compendium" deals

1. LKU 51 obv. 1-12.

2. D.J. Wiseman, "A Lipiur Litany from Nimrud," Iraq 31 (1969), 175ff.; cf. 4R 33 (K.2049 and K129).

3. Streck, A33urbanipal, 70 cyl A viii 96-98 and K. 2802 vi 19.
4. SRI-1 VIII iii (McEwan, Priest and Temple, 179).

5. McEwan, "Arsacid Temple Records, " Iraq 43 (1981), 141.

6. Surprisingly, the incantation from Nimrud calls this month the month of Ninurta, not the
month of Dumuzi (Wiseman, op. cit.).

7. SBH p. 245. During the fifth month at Old Babylonian Sippar, the month of the ab/pumfcstival,
there is a reference to the Om kimit dDUMU.2I "the day of the captivity/binding of Dumuzi " (YOS 12
427).
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with Nippur festivals and several lines directly before an entry for the abum

festival allude to an observance in Nippur for the cult of Dumuzi in the
fourth month (translation George Topographical Texts, 155):

Offering of water

	

Descent to the grave;
Captivity of the shepherd

	

Opening of the grave;

In early second millennium Mari the fourth month marked the occasion
for a cult of Dumuzi which included female mourners. ] R. Kutscher cites fur-

ther first millennium evidence as to the annual observance of the festival of

Dumuzi: 2 (1) Gilgarnes VI 46-47: "for Dumuzi, the beloved of your youth, you

decreed an annual wailing (ana .fatti bitakka) "; (2) an incantation against sei-

zure by demons to be performed: "in the month Dumuzi ( itt SU) when I§tar

made the people of the land wail over Dumuzi, her beloved."3 And Kutscher

cites the famous vision of the Hebrew prophet Ezekial who saw the women
of Jerusalem mourning over Tamrnuz. 4

Jacobsen cites an Assur incantation in which Dumuzi is asked to take a
troublesome ghost along with him to the nctherworld and in which the 28th
of the month was called the "Day of the Stall." 5 (The sheepfold or stall was

the place where Dumuzi was captured by the galla-demons who subsequently

dragged him to the netherworld. 6) On the 29th day a couch was erected on
which the dead shepherd would lie in state. At Nineveh, Assur and Calah,
where there was wailing for Dumuzi, his statue was displayed from the 26th
to 28th while in Arbela it was displayed from the 27th to 29th, as is noted in

this letter to the king: 7

On the 26th the god [...], on the 27th the god [...], on the 28th the god
Tam[uzu ...]. On the morning of the 26th they introduce [...] (and) the
dis[play] takes place; on the 2[7th and the 28th they do] in like manner.
This is for the city of Assur. On the 26th: the wailing, on the 27th: the re-
demption, on the 28th: Tamuzu. In this way the display is performed in Nin-
eveh. In Calah, the display (takes place) on the 27th (and) the 28th in like
manner. In [Arbe]la, the displays [take place] on the 27th, the 28th (and)
the 2[9th]. (Remainder not preserved).

The following letter to the king mentions this same observance in Arbela. 8

Parpola suggests that this second letter was "to make sure that the important
ceremonies of Arbela would not be performed on the same days as the cor-

1.Sec p. 289.
2. "The Cult of Dumuzi, " Bar-Ilan Studies in Assyriology, 42.

3.LKA 69.
4.Ezekial 8:14.
5. "Religious Drama in Ancient Mesopotamia, " in Unity and Diversity, 71-72.

6.For this moti't'; cf. Alster Dumuzi 's Dream, 82 lines 250-261.
7.ABL 1097; translation Parpola AOAT 5/1, 5.
8.ABL 35; translation Parpola AOAT 5/1, 5.
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responding ceremonies in the other cities of Assyria, which lasted from
Tamuzu 26 to Tamuzu 28." l

[As re]gards what the king, my lord, wrote to me: "The present day, [t]omor-
row, (and) the day after tomorrow, these are (the days) [of] the dislilaysl",
on [the ...]th [day] the king, my lord, said as follows about the old displays:
"In Arbela, the display should be arranged from the 27th till the 29th day."

According to Parpola the 'displays' mentioned in this letter refer "to the
exhibition of (a statue of) the (dead) god (lying on biers) to his devotees
(mourners, sick people hoping for miraculous cure, etc.)."2

The capture and death of Dumuzi is mentioned in another ritual text,
presumably for this month, as translated by Livingstone, Court Poetry no. 38
rev. 2-8) :3

[...] are [perfor]med until the 30th day.
[The ...th day is] the striking [when ...] goes down [to ...].
[The 26th day] is the day of the screaming, the da[y when] Anu [...].
[The 28th day] Tammuz rises at the request of [...].

His [de]ath is when they burn the roasted barley, which they were casting on
Tammuz, on the stones. The burned parts which are produced go up to the
upper regions, as it is said. [The image of] your brother which they soak in
beer lifts up the body of the brother, as it is said.

Jacobsen (Unity and Diversity, 72) translates this passage:

The 26th is the day of the hue and cry, on the 27th he is caught, Anu is ...
Dumuzi is interrogated... . His death is when they grind the roasted grain
that has been thrown on Dumuzi on the millstones. The ... of roasted grain
that is placed there (means): He ascended to the upper regions according
to what they say... . your brother which they moisten with beer (means): they
install the brother in office according to what they say.

Jacobsen notes "The rite generally survived into Medieval times, when, we
are told, the women of Harran celebrated a rite called "the rattle" at which
they wept for Ta'uz i.e., Tammuz or Dumuzi, whose master cruelly ground
his bones in a mill. The women during this celebration also abstain from all
milled foods."4

A Neo-Assyrian letter mentions: "The substitute figure (salam puiiji) exer-
cised its function in the town of Akkad from the 14th of Tamuzu to the 5th
of Abu."5 But whether this ritual is related to the Dumuzi motif is uncertain.

1.Parpola, AOAT 5/2, 8-9.
2.Parpola, AOAT 5/2, 9. For substitution as a cure, see Bottero Mesopotamia, 138-155.
3.LKA 72; see Livingstone, Court Poetry no. 38 for a full edition of this text as well as references

to other treatments of this text.
4.Jacobsen, "Religious Drama in Ancient Mesopotamia, " Unity and Diversity, 72.
5.ABL 46:8, quoted CAD A/2 391.
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The death of Dumuzi was observed on the 27th of the month at Uruk,

where the halls-priest attempted to revive the dead god by whispering prayers

into his ears: 1

On the 27th day A§kayaitu returns to the E[bilsu]. A (wooden) figurine of
Dumuzi is brought out and is cast down by the main gate. [The figurine(?)]
is brought in before The-Lady-of-Uruk. The kale-priest whispers (the prayer)
ni-§u-it-§h into the right ear and into the left ear of the piece of wood which
has been cast down.

A possible reference to this particular annual wailing over Dumuzi may

occur at the conclusion of the Akkadian composition "Mar's Descent to the

Netherworld" (lines 136ff., translation Foster, Before the Muses, 403ff.):

On the day Tammuz (says) "hurrah!,"
the lapis flute and carnelian ring (say) "hurrah!"

With him (say) "hurrah!" the wailing men and wailing women,
Let the dead come up and smell the incense.

Two other observances are described for this month at Uruk. On the 1st

of the month there was an elaborate festival at the Eanna involving the four

goddesses Nanna-amassu, The-Lady-of-Uruk, Nana, and Askayaitu. A throne

was moved into the Ebilsu for Askayaitu, and a quiver was placed in the

hands of one of the statues (perhaps that of The-Lady-of-Uruk) as prepara-

tion for a procession around the Eanna. Eight sheep were offered by the var-
ious entrances to the Eanna-temple as the procession passed each entrance.

Actors (kurgarru) donned masks, presumably in costume for a presentation,

drums(?) were played for the goddess Nana, and afterwards Nana proceeded

to the banquet hall. After the meal there was a procession around the ziggu-

rat of the Eanna. The rest of the day included the midday and evening meals,

accompanied by the playing of the kettledrum.
A Neo-Babylonian report of temple preparations mentions a proces-

sion(?) of gods on the 15th of the month: "The bread looks fine, the beer

tastes good, the gods have gone on procession(?) [it-ti-bi] in ... on the 15th

day of Du'uzu. "2
The 17th of the month at the Eanna involved an apparently simple obser-

vance which included the playing of the kettledrum for dPalil, a form of

IItar.
A late-Babylonian text describes an interesting ritual to adjust the imbal-

ance between the daytime and night occurring around the solstices: 3

1. LKU 51 obv. 28-31.
2. D. Weisberg, "A Neo-Babylonian Temple Report,"JAOS 87 (1967). 8 lines 9-10.

3. Sp 1 131 edited in Unger Babylon, 271.
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The 11th of Du uzi is when Sillu§tab and KA.TUN-na, 1 daughters of the Esagil,
go to the Ezida and on the 3rd of Tebetu Gazbaba and Gunisurra, daughters
of the Ezida, go to the Esagil. Why do they do this? In Tammuzu the nights
[are short], so to lengthen the nights the daughters of the Esagil go to the
Ezida-the Ezida is the House-of-the-Night. In Tebetu the daytime is short
(so) the daughters of the Ezida go to the Esagil to lengthen the daytime-
the Esagil is the House-of-the-Daytime.

This same ritual is mentioned in another Babylonian calendar text for the
month Tebetu: 2

[The daughters of the Esagil], Sillu§tab and I§taran-the daughters of the
divine queen Arua-and the [daughters] of the Ezida, Gazbaba and
Gunisurra-the daughters of Nana-pass by each other (as) they walk along
the path. They proceed and ...; they enter [their] temples.

This shifting of goddesses to correct the imbalance, i.e., to mark the

movement towards the equinoxes, may derive from astronomical observanc-
es which marked the onset of the solstices.3

At Palmyra the fourth month was named qnyn, "lamenting," presumably
referring to the wailing associated with the cult of Tammuz.

v. Abu

The month name Ab/pum derives from the ab/pum festival for the dead.
The ab/pum was a mound placed over a supposed passage to the netherworld
through which the dead could return to the land of the living and through
which the living could provide for the dead. 4

The Assyrian Astrolabe B for this month mentions activities associated

with observances for the dead: "The month Abu, ... of Ninurta, braziers are
kindled, a torch is raised to the Anunna-gods, Girra comes down from the

sky and rivals the sun, the month of Gilgame§, for nine days men contest in

1.The two goddesses Sillu§tab and KA.TUN-na are listed as hairdressers (§u-i) of Marduk ' s wife,Sarpanitum, in the god list AN = Anum (II 260-261), wherein the gloss sil-lu!-(u.t-tl a-ab provides the
pronunciation for the goddess ' name. A god-list from Emar (EmarVl no. 4 p. 34) lists SilluI-tab and
Iltaran sequentially in a group of six goddesses identified with or as servants of Nabfi's wife,
Ta§metum. There was a shrine for Sillu§tab and KA.TUN-na in the Erabriri, the temple of Madanu in
the Esagil complex (see George Topographical Texts, 106).

2. SBH no. viii col. iv 44-47.The god-list AN = Anum (IV 274-275) lists a deity dGaz-ba or dGaz-ba-a. In SBH viii Gaz-ba-ba is identified as one of the daughters of Arua, rather than of Nana (Sp. 131).
In AN = Anum the entry for Gaz-ba occurs soon after the entry for Arua-thus the Gaz-ba of AN aAnum and the Gaz-ba-ba of our ritual texts are probably the same goddess. Note E. Reiner, Sulu,AfO Beihef111 (1958), 21:79 dCaz-ba-ba "Gazbaba, the always laughing one." In another
incantation the two goddesses Gazbaba and Cunisura are invoked together (W. Mayer, Untersuchungen
zurFormensprache derBalylonischen 'Cebetsbeschworungrn, "Stadia Pohl 5 [Rome, 19761, 538:32').

3.According to a Neo-Assyrian letter the equinox occurred one year during the full moon ofNisannu: "on the 15th of Nisannu day and night were equal: six double hours of daylight and sixdouble hours of night" (ABL 1428:4).
4. See pp. 259-261.
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wrestling and athletics in their city quarters." The kindling of lights during

the month was presumably to enable the deceased to find their way at night

from the darkness of the netherworld. Gilgame§ was one of the overlords of

the netherworld and he too joined the land of the living for the festival. Ac-

cording to Astrolabe B, in Gilgame§' honor athletic contests were held, cel-

ebrating his legendary physical prowess. A reference to these athletic contests at

Nippur during the month occurs in one section of a first millennium B.C.

scholarly work called "The Nippur Compendium, " which deals with Nippur

festivals, and includes an entry for the fifth month (translation George Topo-

graphical Texts, 155):

Abu

	

Warfare, contest of strength and vigour;

Directly related to this month's preoccupation with the netherworld is the

reference in a Nimrud incantation to Abu as the month of Ningi§zida, lord

of the netherworld. 1

Concomitant with the month of Abu being a time of festivals for the dead,

it was a time when both benign and malevolent ghosts from the netherworld

joined the living. To protect the living from witches and other evil spirits, the

rites called Magill, "burning," were practiced during this month, as noted in

a Neo-Assyrian letter to the king, in which a figurine of Gilgame§ was used: 2

At night the king will perform the (ritual) "burning, " [maqlu] in the morn-
ing the king will perform the balance of the ritual. Furthermore: a figurine
of Gilgame§ will certainly be used in the (periodical) rites of the month Abu
[which] will be performed on [the ... t]h; should (the rite) be performed
for the queen mother? What is it that the king says?

The purpose of the series Maglu was the transformation of the live witch

into a ghost and the expulsion of the formerly live witch's ghost as well as

ghosts of witches returning from the netherworld outside the universal or-

der, from which they could never again return." 3 Abusch in his analysis of

Maglu noted that Magill was divided into three sections, the first two sections

being recited at night (with incantations to the gods Nusku and Girra), and

the final section at dawn (involving incantations to Sama g ). 4 Commenting

on the use of Magill rituals in the month Abu, Abusch noted a ritual whose

1. DJ. Wiseman, "A Lip§urLitany from Nimrud, " Iraq 31 (1969), 175M.; cf. 4R 33 (K2049 and K.129).

2. ABL 56, translation Parpola, AOAT 5/1, 155. Note also ABL 223: "the rites of the month Abu

about which the king has written " ; also quoted T. Abusch, "Mesopotamian Anti-Witchcraft Litera-
ture, "JNES 33 (1974), 259. For references to the use of figurines of Gilgame§ to cure diseases caused
by ghosts, sec Parpola, AOAT 5/2, 204.

3. T. Abusch, paper delivered to the American Oriental Society, Berkeley CA, 1991 and personal
communication.

4. Abusch, "Mesopotamian Anti-Witchcraft Literature, " JNES 33 (1974), 256ff. According to
Abusch ' s analysis the first section of Magill involved "judgment, destruction by fire, and expulsion ";
the second: "fumigation, protection, and salving"; the third: "washing and retributive reversion. "

STANDARD MESOPOTAMIAN CALENDAR

closing instructions were basically identical to a Maglu ritual, except for add-
ing an instruction to perform the ritual on the 28th of the month Abu: 1

...Thereafter, you recite the incantation "Evil demon, to your steppe" all the
way to the outer entrance; then you encircle the entrance with [flour-p]aste.
This rite is to be perfor[med] on the 28th day of Abu, and [he] will [then]
recover.

Concerning the likely recitation of Maqlu during the month Abu Abusch
notes: 2

... the suggestion that Magld was performed in Abu receives further support
from the netherworld character of that month; for the cultic-calendrical as-
sociation of Abu with Gilgame§ in his netherworld capacity and with the ap-
pearance of ghosts and their return to the netherworld would certainly go a
long way toward providing a partial explanation for the performances of
Magill in that month. This feature of Abu need not, however, be the only fac-
tor responsible for its performance in Abu, since the existence of a known
association between the fire-god and Abu and the centrality of the fire-god
in the first division of Maglll would now seem to be too much of a coinci-
dence and to suggest further lines of association between Maglft and Abu.

Maglu was recited, as Abusch observes, at the end of the month, at the
time of the disappearance of the moon, an ominous event-completely in

keeping as the time of the month when evil spirits were most likely to cause
trouble. For other festivals concerning the spirits of the dead occurring at
this time of month, see pp. 454-455.

W.G. Lambert noted an incantation of the maqlu type which referred to
the 26th of Abu with an obscure allusion to the Annunaki gods "and they
changed the 26th of Abu, the end of the Annunaki's guilt [3"er-I7i]."3

vi. Ululu /Elulu

The sixth month was called Ululu in some areas and Elulu in others. Both
month names are attested in the second millennium B.C. in older calendrical

systems. Tablets from Nuzi in the second millennium B.C. list the sixth
month as either Arkabinni or Ululu. The month Elulu was the seventh month
in the Old Babylonian calendar at Sippar. After the adoption of the Standard

Mesopotamian calendar both names for the same month are attested. The

reverse of an Assyrian tablet recording the monthly distribution of wine at

the temple of A§§ur during the reign of Sargon II contains a list of months
written with the Sumerian notation in the correct order. 4 However, preced-
ing this listing is a note that, in addition to the following special days, seven

1.Translation of UET 6/2 410 according to Abusch, op. cit., 260.
2.Abusch, op. cit., 261 and note 34 for cultic references to the month Abu.
3.W.G. Lambert, "An Incantation of the Maglu Type," MO 18 (1957/58), 292 line 44.
4. KAV 79.
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liters of wine were to be delivered on the 20th day of each month: "on the

20th of (every) month through the month Elulu" (UD.20.KAM 3a ITI I ana

lu-lim) .1 Since the following lines of the document begin the list with the sev-

enth month and conclude with the following sixth month ( itikin) it would

appear justified to follow Landsberger 's judgment that iti e-lu-lim does, in

fact, refer to itikin, the sixth month. A scribe of the lexical series UAR-ra =

bubullu writes the month as ti-lu-lu (IIb I 226) and the "Nippur Compendium

(George Topographical Texts, 154) contains the orthography ti-lu-lu for the rit-

ual name. Note the personal name II Zu-li-tum (BE 15 p. 50; PBS 2/2 p. 83)

during the Kassite period. And on rare occasions the Babylonians and Assyr-

ians referred to Shalmaneser V as Ulu-la-a-a. 2
The Assyrian Astrolabe B describes the month as: "The month Elfilu, the

work of the Elamite I§tar, the goddesses are purified in the sacred river, they
have their annual cleansing." Thus the month apparently involved a series of

lustrations of the goddesses throughout the cities. This raises the possibility

that the name of the month may have derived from ullulu, "to purify," to

"consecrate (a deity)."
3 But it may be valid to suggest the opposite, namely,

that whatever the real, original meaning of the month Elulu, eventually it was

understood as deriving from ullulu "to purify" and so a custom of consecrat-

ing goddesses evolved during this month. The goddess par excellence was,

of course, Htar and the tradition that this was the month of I§tar (which was
also voiced in the Nimrud incantation) may have derived from the Southern-

Mesopotamian Sumerian month used to designate Elulu: kindInanna.4 An

entry in the "Nippur Compendium " indicates an actual ululu (ti-lu-lu .ld d ig-

tar) ritual of Istar during this month at Nippur. 5

A Neo-Assyrian letter mentions that "On the 3rd of Elulu there is a dress-

ing of Bel; on the 4th the opening of the great gate. »6 Another Neo-Assyrian

letter mentions that Nabu left his abode on the third of the month and that

Nabu and Bel remained away at least through the sixth of the month or at

least the two statues left their temples each day through the sixth of the

month: 7

1. Line 3' read according to LandsbergerJNES 8 (1949), 267.

2. Sec Brinkman, PKB662 and 243 n. 1560 for references. Brinkman, personal communication, has
identified a contemporary Babylonian text in the British Museum referring to Shalmancser V as UlCdaja.

3. CAD E 80 sub elelu.

4. For' t'kind lnanna see pp. 104-106 and see McEwan, Priest and Temple, 176 n. 412 for discussion,

including his quoting VOS 1 45 i 8: ina W kin dlnnana ... crab lipir`iiitaratie"a.

5. George Topographical Texts, 154. The absence of the month determinative and use of the
syllabic Akkadian orthography rather than the standard month logogram as in lines 12' and 33'

suggest a festival name, not a month name.

6. ABL 496.

7. ABL 338.
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... On the night of the 6th (of Ululu) Ammu-salam entered Babylon. Before
his arrival, on the 3rd, Nabu had gone forth; on the 4th, 5th and 6th the gate
was opened for Bel and Nabu; sacrifices were offered....

Parpola, commenting on the parallelism of this ritual to that of the same
days of the following month, TaMtu, states (AOAT 5/2, 187):

... it cannot thus be doubted that the ceremonies concerned had a fully in-
dependent and permanent status in the Babylonian cultic year, different
from that of the Tafritu festival. However, this statement needs the qualifica-
tion that both festivals probably together formed an integral whole, the
former leading directly to the latter (just as Old Year abruptly changes to
New) so that it was highly desirable to celebrate them in close succession,
without an intervening month.

According to an inscription ofA§§urbanipal, a special festival ofAi;Mur was
observed in Assyria during the month, although the day is not specified: "In
Ululu, the `work of the goddesses' ( gipirI.ftarate), the festival (i-sin-ni) of ex-
alted Aglur, the month of Sin, the light of heaven and earth." 1

In Assyria special ablutions (rimkani) during the month are recorded on
the 3rd for Anu, the 15th for Adad, the 16th of the month for Sin and Samas
and the 18th for A§ur. A kettledrum performance (lilissati) before the gods
occurred on the 17th. 2 The Assyrian record of the distribution of wine dis-
cussed above records that the 14th and 17th days of the month were special

festivals, although the name or nature of the occasions is not mentioned. 3
The Assyrian monarch Ass"urnasirpal II (883-859 B.C.) constructed a tem-

ple for Ninurta in Calah, stating: "I set his (Ninurta's) festivals in the months
Sabatu and Ululu."4 Presumably, these festivals to Ninurta in Calah continued
to be observed thereafter.

A§surbanipal constructed an akitu-house for Htar of Arbela in Milkiya, 5
wherein he celebrated the "festival of the akitu-house" on the 17th of Ululu. 6
And a Neo-Babylonian tablet lists distributions to individuals involved with
the akitu-festival of the sixth month: itikin a-ki-it. 7

At the Eanna in Uruk a special observance, including offerings for the

mayor of the city, was held on the 2nd day of the month. 8

1. Streck Asb., 118 Cyl B v 77-79.

2. BM 121206 vii (Van Driel Allur, 90).

3. KAV 79.

4. Wiseman, "A New Stela of A33ur-nasir-pal II," Iraq 14 (1952), 31.
5. Streck Asb., 248, Inscription L 7. There is one Neo-Assyrian reference to a festival of the god

Kurri celebrated by A33urbanipal on his Elamite campaign: "I, AS3urbanipal, King of A3Sur, brought
offerings in Milkiya and celebrated the festival of Kurri

6. Strcck Asb., 320, K. 2637 7; Van Dricl Allur, 149.

7. L. Jakob-Rost and H. Freydunk, VS 20 no. 98.

8. LKU 51, obv. 33-35.
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A special festival on the 3rd of the month in Uruk is detailed in a text from

Assurbanipal ' s library.' The statues of Anu and Adad were specially dressed
for the occasion. The statues of Nusku and Ninimma marched out of their
temples in procession. So too the statue of Kusu left her temple for the Etur-
nunna, the temple of Sin, where the gods gathered to take special counsel
with Sin and his spouse Ningal. Thereafter there were purification rites for
the statues of Anu and Mar, followed by a sacred marriage ceremony.

A Middle Assyrian text lists individual days of the seventh(?) month, asso-
ciating with each day a special name based upon a motif of Bel ' s usurpation

of kingship from Anu. 2 Only traces of the month are preserved. Ebeling

reads the month name as itikin, while Menzel reads itiZIZ stating: "auf Grund
der Konigsrituale mit Angaben von Festdaten kann jedoch die Lesung des
Monatsnatnen berichtigt werden: LKA 73 behandelt die Zeitspanne vom
16.Sabatu bis 9.Addaru, sozusagen die Hohepunkte des neuassyrischen
"Kirchenjahres. ""3 Livingstone follows Menzel's reading, although admitting:
"collation seems to insist on ITI.kin!"Jacobsen apparently assumed that this
text refers to the second month on the basis of the reference to the appro-
priating of Anu's crown of kingship.4 (This concept of the usurpation of
Anu's kingship was also reflected in a ritual for Nabu, wherein on the 7th day
of the second month Nabu left for Uruk to assume Anu's crown.) 5 We be-

lieve that this text most likely refers to the sixth month. Not only does Liv-
ingstone's collation indicate a reading '" kin l , but the portion of "The Nippur

Compendium " after the alum-observance references the expulsion(=s'usu) of
Anu during the next month, which is '"kin (translation George Topographical

Texts, 155):

Locust(?) of Gula

	

Expulsion(?) of Anu;
Long River Ordeal

	

Festival of Mar;
Ulilu

	

Of Bear;
Of Ea; (or,) [...;] (var.: Of 'star)

1.Weidner Gestirn-Darstellungen pl. 11 K.3753; McEwan, Priest and Temple, 174ff. We have
interpreted the events listed in K. 3753 i 7-22 as all referring to the 3rd day. However, it is possible
that these events occurred on different days since the beginnings of lines i 10-22 are destroyed.

2.LKA 73; the text was edited by E. Ebeling, Tod and Leben, 38ff.; Menzel, Assyrische Tempel, Studio

Pohl 10/2, 29ff.: Tsukimoto, Untersuchungen zur Tolenpflege (kispum) im alien Mesopotamian, AOAT

Band 216 (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1985), 221; and A. Livingstone, Court Poetry no. 40.

3.Menzel, op. cit., 30.
4. T. Jacobsen, "Religious Drama in Ancient Mesopotamia, " Unity and Diversity, 74. There is

additional support for Jacobsen ' s assignment of the ritual to the second month. The traces of
Ebeling 's copy fit a reading "gu 4-si-sa. Moreover, the reference in The Nippur Compendium to
"Battlefield on the 15th," (which we have placed in the first month), might actually apply to the
second month instead and refer to the battle between Bel and Anu which would have occurred in
the middle of the month.

5.See p. 311 for discussion of this ritual.
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Thus, the following ritual text probably describes the sixth month:

In the month Ululu, on the 16th day, when the king goes to [...], because he de-
feated Anu.

The 17th day, which they call the ' Entry', is the day Bel defeated his enemies.

The 18th day, which they call the ' Silence', is when they cast down Kingu and his
forty children from the roof. The oil and honey that they pour into the
container, they pour in as a representation of their (the slain gods')
blood.

The 19th day, which they call the 'Silence', is when he placed in fetters Anu and
the 'Seven Gods', the sons of Enmesarra.

The 20th 1 day, (which they call) the 'Wrath', is when he put Anu, the king, in
fetters; the day when Marduk, put the king, Anu, in fetters.

The 21st day is (when) he plucked out the eyes of the highest-ranking gods and
put them on display.

The 22nd day is (when) Anu went to the Edugani. E means ' house', RAB means
'beating down', GAZ means 'to kill'-'the house where he killed Anu'.

The 23rd day (is the day) that battle calmed his rage.

The 26th is the day Bel(?) went to that house, the house which Anu had excavat-
ed which they call ... who begins [the attack].

The 24th day, the day on which the king put on the crown (is the day) on which
Bel slit the throat of Anu. When he assumed the kingship he bathed and
put on the raiment. [The following translation is according to Livingstone,
Court Poetry] tamrigatu, as it is said among the people, (means) "He
learned from [my example (eetamargdtaia)." The leper whom they sink in
the river (means) "Anu is leprous" [...].'

(The dates are missing from the following fragmentary lines, until the events associ-
ated with the 6th to 9th of the following month, for which see our discussion of the
month Tafritu.)

Th. Jacobsen 2 has identified this same motif in other Assyrian ritual texts:

This same drama story is the basis of KAR 307 in which a bull and a number
of rams are cast down from the roof and thus killed. They represent Kingu
and his seven sons whom they slay. A dove, which they cast down, is Tiamat,
whom they cast down and kill. ... CT 15 44 is a ritual play: "The king who
makes the sangu bounce a loaf of bread baked in ashes with him: They are
Marduk and Nabu. Marduk bound Anu and broke him ... the loaf baked in
ashes that they bounce is the heart of Anu and he pulled it out with his

1.J. Kinnier-Wilson, "Leprosy in Ancient Mesopotamia," RA 60 (1966), 57 commenting on our
passage where he translates the last line as "leper ofAnu ": " ...true leprosy appears to have been taken
as peculiarly the result of affliction from the moon-god, Sin. If a "leper of Mu" may thus have been
a pellagrin, the purpose of the line will have been to make the proper distinction. "

2.Jacobsen, op. cit., 74-75.
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hands. " LKA 71 and 72: "The drinking bowl, in the opening of which is a
kakkusu loaf is the skull of the opponent of Anshar, in as much as Bel pre-
vailed, bound Anu, dragged along his corpse, entrusted it to the Anunnaki
(saying): 'Anu is in bonds with youl ' As he flayed off his skin and clad his
enemy Sipazianna (Orion) in it and put(?) Anu on top of the cut-off head.

The Nippur Compendium (see above) refers to the Locusts(?) of Gula
and the Long River Ordeal as occurring at Nippur during this month. Un-
fortunately there are no other references or allusions to these rituals. The

text also lists the tiro observance of Ea or I§tar during this month. For arum

as a month name and festival name in the third and second millennia, as well

as the term ' s possible relevance to rituals involving the netherworld, see p.

253.

vii. Ta. ritu

The term tairitum is probably a derivative of Akkadian Sutra, "to begin"

and might therefore mean "beginning " or "inauguration. "1 An Old Babylo-

nian tablet lists harvesters for the um tasrrctim itibara-zag-gar UD.10.KAM, "the

tcdrttu day (on) the tenth day of the first month. "2 Since this phrase was

placed at the beginning of the tablet, directly after the field name, it most
likely conveyed special information regarding the assignment of the follow-
ing harvesters. Thus, in this instance, um ta.rctim may have referred to the
very first day of the harvesting of that particular field, which implied certain
initial activities by the harvesters or a ritual performed at the field to ensure
the harvest went well. A reference in which ta.rttum may refer to an inaugu-

ration ceremony is on an undated Old Babylonian tablet from Tell ed-D eer,

near Sippar, which lists ten ovens to be used ana ta.ritim at Der. 3 Another oc-

currence of this term is ta.frat ehalli (AHw 1340), which may refer to an inau-

guration or dedication at (or of) the palace.
A contract from Emar which probably dates to the first half of the twelfth

century B.C. (five hundred years after our suggested date for the establish-
ment of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar) mentions the month T& itu:

i-na ITI.KAM ,a tarof-ri-ti (EmarVI/3 no. 28) "the month of the Talritu-(obser-

vance)." This Emar tablet was found along with a tablet dated to the reign of

Meli s̀itUU (1188-1174 B.C.) which utilized the Standard Mesopotamian

month itikin, as well as with an undated tablet which records another Stan-

dard Mesopotamian month, itigan-gan-e. If this reference is to the proper

name of the month, the format ITI.KAM . awould be unique at Emar; all other

Emar month constructions are simply: ITI MN. And if so, this Emar form i-na

1.See AHw 1285 sub .fumi(m) II and AHw 1340 sub taMritu(m) "Anfang, Einweihung."

2.Leemans, SLB II no: 94.

3.Edzard Tell ed-D rno. 198.
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ITI.KAM 1''a Ta-as-ri-ti suggests that the Standard Mesopotamian month was
originally Sa Tahiti, ultimately shortened to Tagretu. However, it is also pos-
sible that this reference is descriptive of the month ("the month of the to n-
tum ceremony") rather than referring to an actual month name. l

Cultic events during TaMtu were recorded in Assyrian Astrolabe B:2

The month Talritu, the yoke-star of Enlil:
(1) the emblems are purified, 3

(2) man and noble cleanse themselves;
(3) the first-(fruits?) of the year are sanctified;
(4) the Anunna-gods ... throughout the lands;
(5) at the entrance to the apsu funerary offerings for Lugaldukuga, Enki, and

Ninki, the ancestors of Enlil (are placed).

This passage (which we have divided into five parts) may reference, in
chronological order, five separate cubic events associated with the seventh
month:

(1) The akitu festival at the beginning of the month: the purification
of emblems may refer to the akitu celebration of the seventh
month, when there was a grand procession of the god back into his
city (see below). For the use of the emblems in the akitu festival at
Ur note: dNanna-se 2 §u-nir-an-nasa a-gib-sag-a zi-ga 8s-cs-lu-
gal §a adNanna-ka u4-6-kam ()BC 11751 [AS5 xii 6)).

(2) The 7th day of the 7th month: this was a highly unfavorable day
and, as another text notes, was a time when men cleansed them-
selves.4

(3) A harvest celebration of first fruits around the middle of the
month: such a festival is unattested elsewhere in cuneiform sourc-

I. E. Gordon read a month reference in an Ugaritic list of offerings (Gordon Ugaritic Textbook no.
9 = Syria 10 [1929], pl. 67) as yrk tin and suggested that this was not a native Ugaritic month, but
rather a reference to the seventh month of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar: In 9:11 tin is the
n[ame] of the 7th Babylonian month " (Gordon, op. cit., 414). However, de Tarragon notes that the
text should be read: yrb in 1 b'1 "le moiso6-on-ofrree-le-dixibme-k-Baal" (l:M. de Tarragon, Le crate
ik Ugarit, Cahiers de la revue Biblique 19 [1980], p. 23).

2. This portion of the bilingual Astrolabe B has been treated most recently by Tsukimoto,
Untersuchungen zur Totenpflege (kispum) im alien Mesopotamien, AOAT Band 216 (Ncukirchen-Vluyn,
1985), 201ff. The Akkadian does not always agree with the Sumerian, and the Sumerian syntax is
quite poor. Therefore, interpretation of sections of this text must be tentative. Our understanding
of the significance of these lines differs from that of Tsukimoto, who bases his interpretation on the
Akkadian text. Note also that the parallel Akkadian text from a commentary to the series igqur ipud
(CT 41 39), edited by Tsukimoto, op. cit., 202, agrees with the Akkadian of our passage.

3.Akkadian variant: "the dwellings (of the gods)" instead of "emblems. "
4.Sec pp. 391-392.
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es, but the Hebrews celebrated their fruit harvest festival in the

middle of the seventh month.

(4) A journey of the Anunna-gods: such an event is unattested else-

where in cuneiform sources.

The festival of the Sacred Mound on the 27th of the month: this

was an ancient festival at Nippur for the ancestors of Enlil at the

dub-kii.

In Assyria special ablutions (rimkani) during the month are recorded for

the 1st of the month for Sin, the 2nd of the month for Sama§, the 6th for

Anu, and on an unknown day for Assur. A kettledrum performance (lilissatu)

before the gods occurred on the 3rd. 1

Parpola suggests that an akitu-festival of Als'ur in the seventh month, Tal`ra-

tu, is mentioned in a Neo-Assyrian letter: 2

Yesterday, on the 3rd, Akkur (and) Ninlil set out safely (and) entered (the
akitu-temple) intact; all the gods who set out with A§kur took up their resi-
dences safely. The king, my lord, can be happy. ... Now, in the month Ta3rri-
tu, they have filled neither the libation wine nor the vats in front of the god
Ak§ur ...

If Parpola's observation is correct, then presumably these ablutions and

kettledrum performances may have been part of the akitu-festival.

If the beginning of the Assyrian commentary LKA 73 refers to the month

Elulu, then the concluding portion must refer to the 6th through 9th of

Ta.ritu (translation A. Livingstone, Court Poetry no. 40):

The [6]th day [	 ] their rites are established; [	 ] are placed [...].

The 7th day, the bath of [	 ] is when he opened the great gods.

The 8th day, when the king wears the crown, is (when) he took [kingship] and

sat on the royal throne.

On the 9th day, having cu[t off] his head and attained [his desire], he bat[hed]

in water and donned the (royal) garb.

It is unclear whether the ritual described in this passage was part of the akitu

festival or completely different ritual.
The beginning of the month was a period of intense cultic activity in Baby-

lonia. The month's ritual activity parallels that of the akitu in Nisannu as not-

ed in a letter to the Assyrian king: 5

... [The king, my lord, knows that the god Bel is dressed (for the festival)
[on the 3]rd of Tai'ritu; on the 6th day the gate (of the temple) is kept open,

1. BM 121206 vii (Van Dricl AJiur, 90).

2. ABL 42 translation Parpola. AOAT 5/1, 267.

3. ABL 956, translation Parpola, AOAT 5/1, 143.
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(and) the procession of Bel sets out like in the month Nisa[nnu]. [The cer-
emonies of the city of Der are conducted in the same way.

Regarding this Babylonian observance in Taf itu Parpola states: l

The Ta§ritu festival of Babylon referred to in the letter has remained very
imperfectly known up to the present date. According to private communica-
tion by W.G. Lambert, there exists in the 'collections of the British Museum
a large tablet doubtless forming part of the "Festkalender" of Babylon, which
gives in several columns detailed instructions about the cultic ceremonies
performed in Babylon both in Takritu and the immediately preceding and
following months. This tablet, which unfortunately remains unpublished,
fixes the dressing ritual of Bel, also mentioned in the present letter, on the
7th of Ta§ritu and the subsequent opening of the gate on the 8th. The text
then goes on to state that a great meal was offered to Bel following the open-
ing of the gate, and a couple of lines later tells that sections from Enuma Eli!
were recited to Bel by a chanter (naru) on the same day. The general outline
of the ceremonies thus indeed resembled those of the New Year's festival of
Nisannu; and as pointed out in Rev.6, even the procession of Bel to the akitu
house took place exactly on the same day (the 8th) as in Nisannu.

Thus there seems to have been an akitu-observance in the seventh month at
Babylon, as well as at first-millennium B.C. Uruk.

The preserved ritual instructions for the akitu-festival of the seventh
month at Uruk describe activity as occurring in the Res-temple of Anu and

Antu (with the possible exception of a sacred marriage the first day in the
Eanna(?) ).2

The only mention of the akitu-house is two short notations, i.e., Anu's two
chariots, accompanied by musicians, travel back and forth to the akitu-house
the first seven days and on the seventh day there are "processions, barques
and the akitu." The Nisannu ritual account of the akitu-festival describes the
ceremonies at the akitu-house. But no similar instructions occur for this fes-
tival. Rather the intent of these documents is to instruct the High Priest on

the conduct of that part of the festival which occurred in the Res-temple

only. This is the reason that the ritual instructions for the first seven days are
either lacking or greatly abbreviated.

The festival lasted eleven days. During the first seven days Anu resided in

the akitu-house outside the city wall of Uruk. The two chariots of Anu appar-

ently transported meals and other ritual necessities to the akitu-house during
these seven days. The omission of any mention of Anu or of any other gods

as going to the akitu-house with the chariots suggests that Anu remained at

1. AOAT 5/2, 186.
2. Marriage rites are performed in the Ebilikuga, the bed chamber(?) of the Ebiliana, the temple

of Nana. In the Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian periods this temple of Nana was part of the Eanna
complex in Uruk. Falkenstein Topographic 41 raises the question as to whether it might have been
moved to the new Re g-temple during the Scleucid period. For a translation of these Uruk ritual texts,
see the chapter "The Akitu Festival."
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the akitu-house during this entire period, rather than returning at the end

of each day. At the end of the 7th day the great akitu-procession occurred

(referred to in the ritual text as "processions, barques and the akitu"), re-

turning from the akitu-house to the Res-temple inside the walled city. This
was the great moment of the festival, the recreation of Anu's mythical entry

into Uruk and his assumption of suzerainty. From the 8th to the 11th days all

activity occurred back at the Re's-temple, which contained the sanctuary of

Anu and Antu.
During the last four days of the festival, at the Reg-temple, Anu performed

all the functions expected of a ruler who has just entered his new domain.
He met with his council of gods who would help him rule, determined the

destiny of his subjects, and bestowed plenipotentiary power upon the king,

his servant.
The Eanna at Uruk observed a special occasion also at the beginning of

the month, although there is no indication whether it in any way was related

to the akitu festival nearby at the Res-temple. Offering tables were set up and

three silver censers were set out. Rams were sacrificed and the kettledrum was

played. l The 19th seems also to have been a special day at the Eanna temple.

An Assyrian record of the distribution of wine for various occasions

throughout the year notes that the 8th day of the month was the "day of the

bringing of water. "2 The same observance may be referenced in a tablet from

Sultantepe: 3 "in the month Ta.Iretu I took the 3'igv.3u-plant in my hand and I

celebrated the feast of the 8th of TaMtu merrily."

The Nippur Compendium has two entries of which at least the first prob-

ably applies to the seventh month at first-millennium B.C. Nippur (transla-

tion George Topographical Texts, 155):

Chariot of Enlil

	

For the rising of 8ama -s;

Foremost Weapon of Enlil (or,) Weapon of Ninurta and Enlil

	

Renewal;

viii. Arahsamna / *Marka an

The reading of this month name is based upon a lexical text wherein the

variant orthographies a-ra-ah-sa-am-nu, a-ra-ah-sam-na, and [a-ra-ah-s] a-man

occur.4 In the Judean calendar, however, a seemingly corrupted form mr/J wn

was used. Standard explanations have assumed that the Judean month was a

corrupted variant of the pristine Standard Babylonian month name, which

meant "eighth month " (arhu = "month, " samnu = "eighth "). But this meaning

is totally out of keeping with the other month names in the Standard Meso-

1. LKU 51 rev. 3-11.

2. KAV 79.

3. STT 44, translation Van Dricl A3'Iur, 146-147.

4. Ijb II 228, quoted CAD A/2 221.
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potamian calendar, as well as with other Mesopotamian Semitic calendars,

none of which are named for its numeric position. We have previously stated
our hypothesis that the Standard Mesopotamian calendar was a deliberate at-

tempt by the Old Babylonian ruler Samsuiluna to create a universally accept-

able calendar by selecting months from other calendars. E. Gordon noted

the similarity between the eighth month of the Old Persian calendar,
Marka.fan(a.f), and the eighth month names MarheJwan and Arajjsamnu and
brought this to the attention of R.T. Hallock, who in turn noted in his vol-
ume Persepolis Fortification Tablets, OIP 92 p. 74 n. 11: "It was put to me by Dr.
Edmund Gordon that MarkaswanaJ should derive (via OP) from the Semitic
name of the eighth month: Akk. Arahsamnu, Aram. Marhe.wan. No doubt ev-
eryone concerned with the subject has considered this possibility and reject-
ed it as implausible (since no other OP month name has a Semitic

derivation). But the choice must be plainly stated: either we accept the der-

ivation, or we face a staggering coincidence." This "staggering coincidence,"

as well as the fact that the naming of a month as "Eighth Month" in the Stan-
dard Mesopotamian calendar is unusual, does indeed indicate a relationship

between the Old Persian and Standard Mesopotamian months. Noting that

no other Old Persian months seem to have Semitic derivations, it is more
likely that the Old Persian month name MarkaJan(asi) was the original month
name and that the Standard Babylonian month name was borrowed from the

Old Persian, a direction opposite to that which has been postulated. Arab-
samnu would then be a false, popular or scholarly etymology of an Old Per-
sian month name, whose true meaning was no longer known to the Babylo-

nians. In fact, it is quite likely that the month was not originally (or perhaps
ever) pronounced *arahsamnu by the Babylonians and Kassites but some-
thing closer to its original Old Persian pronunciation Markal'an(asr). (It should
be remembered that the writing arahsamnu occurs only in one lexical con-
text and nowhere else!) This would explain the Judean month name being
so dissimilar to the lexical entry arahsamnu, yet so much closer in pronunci-
ation to the Old Persian name.

There is a reference in the Assyrian Astrolabe B to an akitu-festival during
the eighth month: "The month Arahsamna, the releasing of the plow, the hoe
and plow hold a disputation in the field, the akitu-festival of the seeding (sea-

son) is celebrated, the month of Adad, the canal inspector of heaven and
earth." The akitu-festival called a-ki-tu ur seems to have evolved from a-ki-ti-

su-numun, "the akitu-festival of (the month) of seeding." 1
Astrolabe B also mentions the recitation of a dialogue between the hoe

and the plow as part of the agricultural rites performed' during the month,

presumably the Sumerian disputation that fortunately has been preserved.

1. Sumerian ur in 5-ki-tu ur (rendered into Akkadian as a-ki-it e-re-,Ii) is a variant for uru4 ere u.
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In this Sumerian disputation the hoe brags (lines 107-109): u4-zag-mu iti-12-

^m u4-gub-ba-zu iti-4-am u4-zab-zu id-8-Am "My full term is 12 months. Your

period of service is but 4 months. The time you're hidden away is 8 months. "

This line, which reflects actual agricultural practice, indicates that the plow

was used in months 4, 5, 6 and 7. And in the eighth month the plow was hung

from a beam and stored away until next year. 1 This is exactly the name of the

eighth month at Nippur and in the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian cal-

endar: it' gt§apin-dug-a, "the month the seed-plow is let go" (dug=pataru, "to

release, to let go").
Since the akitu-festival involved a procession in which the deity returned

back to his home city (after his temporary stay in the akitu-house), perhaps

the Astrolabe reference to an akitu of the seeding season, might refer to the

plow returning to its "home" (i.e., the shed, where it hung until next year).

In Assyria special ablutions (rimkani) during the month are recorded for

the 15th of the month for Sin, the 16th for Adad, and the 17th of the month

for Sama§. 2
An Assyrian hemerology for the month Aral Samna cites various ceremo-

nies and festivals for certain days of the month. 3 However, a hemerology for

the intercalary month Ululu lists the same calendar of events. 4 Landsberger

had suggested that these tablets from the series called Inbu, listed observanc-

es conducted each month. 5 However Van Driel suggests that this series may

have combined various observances in different cities, creating a generalized

schema for the month. If such is the case, notes Van Driel, "the inbu-series

would lose much of its value for the reconstruction of the cultic calendar. "

In Uruk there was a procession involving Mi"sarri from the Ebenunna tem-

ple to the temple of Adad on the 5th of the month. 6

In the Palmyran calendar of the first century B.C. the eighth month was

named for the brazier festival: knun, which was the name of the seventh

month at Old Babylonian E§nunna, Tell Rimah, and Chagar Bazar. The Bra-

zier Festival was celebrated during the ninth month at first millennium B.C.

Uruk and at second millennium B.C. Nuzi. 7 It is uncertain whether the nam-

1. Note Civil, "The Song of the Plowing Ox, " Studies Sjoberg, 89 124-125: "Once you have taken

down your sacred plow, which was hanging from a beam (g 'tdal-a Ia-a-ba), your master carpenter

must tighten (its) bonds. "

2. BM 121206 vii (Van Dricl A33ur, 90).

3. 4R pl. 33*.

4. 4R pl. 32-33.

5. LSS 6 1/2, 128-129.

6. K. 3753 ii (Weidner GestirnDarstellungen pl. 11; McEwan, Priest and Temple, 174ff.) and RAcc., 93.

7. K.3753 ii (Weidner Gestirn-Darstellungen pl. 11; McEwan, Priest and Temple, 174ff.) may refer to

the festival activities for the month Arabsamna (the month name is partially destroyed) at Uruk.

However, the text is too broken to understand the events originally listed. Line ii 7 may refer to the
lighting of the brazier; as noted this was the month of the Brazier Festival in Uruk (see pp. 392-394).
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ing of the eighth month knun is a late development in certain areas (Judea
maintained Marlyefwan) or indicates that certain areas of the Near East had
called the eighth month kinunu at a much earlier period.

ix. Kissilimu

The reading of the month as Kissilimu is based upon the lexical entry Ki-
si-li-mu and the personal name Ki-is-si-li-mi-tum. l The lexical lists include the
variant Ki-is-li-mu. The earliest occurrence of this month name, aside from
personal names, is from an alphabetic-script tablet from IJana, possibly dat-
ing to the last centuries of the second millennium B.C.: yr1r kslm (Syria [1980],
352 no. Ijani 78/14).

Throughout Mesopotamia during this month there was the running of
footraces. According to an Assyrian ritual these races reenacted Ninurta's
conquest of the anzs2-bird (lines 57-64): 2

(The origin) of the race which in Kissilimu is held before Bel around each
of the cult centers is:

When A§§ur sent for Ninurta on account of his conquest of anzu, ... [...]
said to A. ur, "The anzu is vanquished!" A§s-ur [said] to [(the god) ...] "Go
and inform all the gods!" and he did inform them. And they [...]. The entire
tale, which has been memorized by the singers, [... (including)] the
violence committed against him and their (attempt) to overthrow him, the
gods, his fathers ...

The dog which runs about the Esabad is a messenger. Gula has sent it on
account of him. The sandal which they bring to the temple of the Lady-of-
Babylon is (his) symbol. He sends it to her.

Another version of this explanation is preserved in a parallel text which adds
Ninurta's triumphs over the asakku-demon and Kingu (Ti 'amat's spouse): 3

[The race which in Kissilimu is held before Bel] and around each of the cult
centers [...)

[When A§§ur sent for Ninurta on account of his conquest] of anzu, Kingu
and the asakku-demon [... said before AHur], "Anzu, Kingu and the asakku-
demon [are vanquished!"A§§ur replies to ...] "Go and inform [all the gods!"

Jacobsen suggests that the footrace represents Ninurta's chasing the anvil
or the asakku-demon: 4 "Ninurta is the god of the thunderstorms of spring,
and the relief from his temple at Calah actually shows him chasing-in a

footrace high up in the air-Anzu or the Asakku, the hailstorm, throwing his

1. BE 15 188 v 34, quoted CAD K 429 sub *kusilimu.
2. KAR 143 and KAR 219; for previous editions and interpretations of this text, see Livingstone,

Cult Poetry no. 34.

3. S.782, K.6359, K6330+9338.

4. Jacobsen, Unity and Diversity, 75.
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Urunakku
This day Enlil, the herald
Shepherd ' s sacrifice

According to Assyrian Astrolabe B the month of Kissilimu was known as the

month of Nergal: 'The month Kissilimu, an abundant yield will be heaped up,

the mighty hero, Nergal who has arisen from the netherworld, the over-

whelming weapon of the two gods, the month of the hero, the noble Nergal. "

The Nimrud incantation reiterates this as being the month of Nergal: "May

the month Kissilimu, of the great warrior Nergal, absolve! " The ninth month,

Lilt-au, at Old Babylonian Mari involved a festival for the chariot of Nergal. 2

In Assyria special ablutions (rimkani) during the month are recorded for

the 4th of the month for Assur and the 20th and KAV 79 indicates that the

20th of the month was a special occasion. 3

In late first millennium B.C. Uruk the Brazier Festival was observed

throughout the temples of the gods. The instructions for the ninth month

for the staff of the Eanna complex have been preserved: 4

In the ninth month on the 1st, 2nd, 6th, 7th, 14th and 15th days the [...] are

on duty.5 He [...] the brazier ofThe-Lady-of-Uruk, Nanna-amassu, and Aska-

jaitu. [...] gives drink [...], sits at the side of The-Lady-of-Uruk, and serves the
meal. [...] Fire is thrown into the brazier. Nanna-amassu and A§kajaitu [...]
the censer ... the brazier of Nanna-amassu and A-skajaitutn [...] for The-

Lady-of-Uruk along with the braziers of all the other gods [...]

The reference to the braziers of the other gods in the closing line indi-

cates that this was probably the Brazier Festival, and not merely a special rit-

ual in the Eanna. 6 The celebration of the kinunu festival at Babylon in the

1.Jacobsen, Unity and Diversity, 75. For the ' day of running/races ' cf. MSL 5 24 2 216: u4-kas4-a =

u4-mu Ii-is-mu, which Landsberger correctly identified as referring to the announcement of the new

moon since the entry occurs between egir-iti- ge, "month ' s end, " and u 4-sakar5, "new moon. "

2. ARMT 7 198ff.

3.Van Driel Anur, 147.

4. LKU 51 rev. 13-18.

5. Probably to be restored as kaki-priests, diviners, and musicians.

6. For further discussion on the kininu-festival see pp. 392-394.
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ninth month is probably noted in a ritual text which mentions decorations
for the brazier of Lugalasal in Babylon: "on the 8th of Kissilimu the brazier
of the god Lugalasal will be clad in nibillu-garments."1

For the possibility of the kinunu festival being celebrated in the tenth
month in Assyria, see our discussion below of the month Tebetu.

x. Tebetu

There is a possibility that in Assyria, during some periods, the kinunu fes-
tival was observed in the tenth month and that the name of the tenth month
in Assyria was, in fact, Kanunu. 2 (At Uruk and Babylon the kinunu was ob-
served in the ninth month.) This observation is based upon the Neo-Assyrian
eponym lists in which the eponym for the year 671 B.C. (and probably to be
restored for 666 B.C.) is written 1tiAB-a-a in some texts, but written Ka-nun-a-a in
others. It has been suggested that this indicates that the Assyrian name for
the tenth month, written itiAB, was Kanunu-named for the Brazier Festi-
val-rather than Tebetu as in Babylon. A month Kinunu was widely attested in
the Old Babylonian period and later at Nuzi. And this tradition was clearly

continued at some sites down through the end of the first millennium B.C.,
as noted at Palmyra, where the eighth month was named knun.

Although no text names the month of the Brazier Festival in Assyria, the
days of that month are specified: 3 "The days of the brazier (festival) should
not be left on the loose! The brazier is on the evening of the 10th. Huge sac-
rifices will be (performed) on the 11th (and) the 12th day."

The Assyrian Astrolabe B indicates that in this month a major festival for
the sky-god Anu was observed: "The month Tebetu, the high festival of Anu,
the month of the splendor of Istar, the city elders hold assembly, Hum ...

their gates, 8amak ... throughout the land, this month is affected(?) up to its
end."

Unfortunately, there are no other attestations of the high festival of Anu,
presumably held in Uruk. 4

The reference to the "splendor of Istar" may refer to an astronomical ob-
servation of Venus or, perhaps, to I`tar's main role in an akitu-festival. There
was an akitu-festival for I gtar on the 16th of the month in which the king par-
ticipated:5 "On the 16th of Tebet is her awakening(?) [e-ra-.fa], she brightens
Emagmag." "The king is clothed in clean garments." " [To go] to her Akitu

1. SBH p. 144:12.
2. CAD K 395 sub kinunu. AHw 482 sub kinunu(m).; the reading Kanunaja instead of Tebitaja wasnoted by Ungnad, RIA 2, 456.
3. ABL 49, translation Parpola AOAT 5/1, 267.
4. Sec pp. 215ff. for the festival of the Boat of An at Ur III Uruk in the tenth month.
5. Livingstone, Court Poetry, 18-19 (ABRT 1 7ff.).

lightening bolts as he is chasing away winter to issue in spring. " Jacobsen,

continuing his theme of Ninurta ' s chasing of the enemy as the basis of the

festival, states: "As the footrace rite represents and recreates that chase for
the new year, so does the other dramatic presentation: The return of the

king, representing Ninurta, in his chariot after his victory.
A passage in the Nippur Compendium may refer to rituals observed some-

time during the eighth to tenth month at first-millennium B.C. Nippur (trans-

lation George Topographical Texts, 155):

Foremost Weapon of Enlil (or,) Weapon of Ninurta and Enlil

	

Renewal;

Reed Hut;
Month of the feast of Nissaba;
Month of the feast of Nissaba;
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House, she has harnessed [her chariot], too awesome for kings." Perhaps

this is the same celebration mentioned in an inscription of Assurbanipal ' s re-

cording a festival of the divine queen during this month: 1 "In Tebetu, the

month of the appearance of the Bow Star, of the feast of the revered Queen

(i-sin-ni gar--ra-ti ka-bit-ti), the daughter of Enlil."

There is a reference to the goddess Ninlil staying in the akitu-house on the

21st of the tenth month, Tebetu.2

The 3rd of Tebetu in Babylon marked a ritual involving the exchange of

goddesses in the Ezida and the Esagil to correct the imbalance between day-

time and night caused by the solstices (see our discussion of the month Tarn-

muzu above for further discussion). This same ritual is mentioned in the

same Babylonian cultic calendar text that mentions the weeping for En-

meearra in Tebetu.3
An Assyrian record of the distribution of wine for various occasions through-

out the year notes the 6th of Tebetu as a special day. 4

The 10th of the month involved special observances at the Eanna temple

in Uruk. Askajaitu left her chapel, the Ebilgu, was served her midday meal,

returned to her chapel, was apparently joined by other goddesses, after

which oxen and rams were offered in their presence. Activities then moved

to the temple of Nergal (dU+GUR).5

A Babylonian cultic calendar, describing cultic activities for the tenth

month, refers to a ritual weeping for the captured Enme -sarra. 6 Jacobsen

notes: "So far very unclear are lamentation rites for Enmesharra in Tebet

(Feb.). Except for the fact that he is an underworld deity and a remote an-

cestor of Enlil, little is known about him that could throw light on the rite.

Often indeed, he seems to have been considered an enemy power. "7

The nabru-festival was celebrated throughout much of Mesopotamia in

the second millennium B.C., but there are only a few references from the en-

tire first millennium B.C. The nabril may have been a ritual in which omens

were examined to determine the fortunes of the coming year. 8 One of the

references states that the nabru-festival occurred in the tenth month, Tebetu

1. AS 5, 64 15-16.

2. Van Driel ALlur, 149.

3. SBH no. viii col. iv 44-47.

4. KAV 79.

5. LKU 51 rev. 19-23.

6. SBH no. viii col. iv 35-47 and cf. Unger Babylon, 270.

7.Jacobsen, Unity and Diversity, 72. This passage follows several lines referring specifically to the

ninth month. However, the break in the tablet raises the question as to whether the following passage
is a continuation for the ninth month or starts a new section for the tenth month. This is resolved by
the reference to the procession of the goddesses between the Ezida and the Esagil. This procession
was held in the tenth month according to Sp. 1131 (translated above).

8.
For references see CAD N/1 30; for further discussion on the nabrirfcstival sec pp. 394-395.
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(BIN 2 129): "(oil for) four (festivals) in Tebetu, including the nabru-festival,
and four in Sabatu, including the vigils." The nabrii-festival is also mentioned
as occurring at the Eanna in first millennium B.C. Uruk, but the month is not

mentioned (YOS 6 239). The other two references are protases which asso-
ciate the season of the nabri2-festival with cold weather (kussu): "if it is cold
during the nabril-(festival)," possibly based upon the observance of the
nabrii-festival in a month which was not always cold.

xi. Sabatu

The months Sabatu and Addaru are attested in the Elamite calendar from
the Old Babylonian period as the twelfth and first months respectively.

During this month there may have been a double marriage between Bel
and Beltiya and between Nabu and Tasmetum: l

Nergal-s'arrani to Esarhaddon:

Let Bel and Nabu, who will take part in the ritual of the sacred marriage in
the month Sabatu, protect the life of my lord the crown prince; may they ex-
tend your rule forever.

The explanation of the correspondence between the Elamite month Sililitu
and the Standard Mesopotamian month Sabatu refers to a divine marriage in
this month (Rm.2, 127 rev. [MO 24 (1973), 102]): "the (Elamite) month Sililitu
(corresponds to the Babylonian) month Sabeitu, because in Sabatu is the mar-
riage of the gods." (A marriage between Nab') and Talmetum in Calah was cel-
ebrated in Ajaru, for which see our discussion of Ajaru above.)

The Assyrian monarch AMurnagirpal II (883-859 B.C.) refers to festivals for
Ninurta in the months Sabatu and Ululu: 2

I inlaid the shrine of Ninurta my lord with gold and lapis-lazuli; tablets I set
up on its right and left, raging serpents made of gold I fixed on its (the
shrine ' s) base. I set his festivals in the months Sabatu and Ululu. For his fes-
tival in the month Sabatu I appointed brilliant display, heaping up (of offer-
ings), libation and incense.

The three month period of Sabatu, Acldaru and Nisannu was a period of
intense religious observance. 3 In Assyria special ablutions (rimkeni) for Adad
and Anu during the month are recorded for the 18th of the month. Kettle-
drum performances (lilissatu) before the gods occurred on the 16th, 17th,
20th, 22nd, 23rd and 24th of the month. 4 The special nature of Sabatu is not-

1. ABL 65, translated by Oppenheim Letters, 168.
2. Wiseman, "A New Stela ofAf§ur-nasir-pal II," Iraq 14 (1952), 34; RIM 2 As-surnasirpal H no. 1

(p. 212 134) and no. 31 (p. 295 15).
3. First noted by E. Weidner, "Der Tag des Stadtgottcs," MO 14 (1941/44), 340ff., reiterated by

Van Driel A33'ur, 140ff.

4. BM 121206 vii (Van Driel Minn 90).
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House, she has harnessed [her chariot], too awesome for kings. " Perhaps

this is the same celebration mentioned in an inscription of Assurbanipal ' s re-

cording a festival of the divine queen during this month: 1 "In Tebetu, the

month of the appearance of the Bow Star, of the feast of the revered Queen

(i-sin-ni gar--ra-ti ka-bit-ti) , the daughter of Enlil."

There is a reference to the goddess Ninlil staying in the akitu-house on the

21st of the tenth month, Tebetu.2

The 3rd of Tebetu in Babylon marked a ritual involving the exchange of

goddesses in the Ezida and the Esagil to correct the imbalance between day-

time and night caused by the solstices (see our discussion of the month Tam-

tnuzu above for further discussion). This same ritual is mentioned in the

same Babylonian cultic calendar text that mentions the weeping for En-

mcsarra in Tebetu.3
An Assyrian record of the distribution of wine for various occasions through-

out the year notes the 6th of Tebetu as a special day. 4

The 10th of the month involved special observances at the Eanna temple

in Uruk. Askajaitu left her chapel, the Ebilsu, was served her midday meal,

returned to her chapel, was apparently joined by other goddesses, after

which oxen and rams were offered in their presence. Activities then moved

to the temple of Net-gal (d U+GUR). r'

A Babylonian cultic calendar, describing cultic activities for the tenth

month, refers to a ritual weeping for the captured Enmesarra. 6 Jacobsen

notes: "So far very unclear are lamentation rites for Enmesharra in Tebet

(Feb.). Except for the fact that he is an underworld deity and a remote an-

cestor of Enlil, little is known about him that could throw light on the rite.

Often indeed, he seems to have been considered an enemy power. "7

The nabru-festival was celebrated throughout much of Mesopotamia in

the second millennium B.C., but there are only a few references from the en-

tire first millennium B.C. The nabru may have been a ritual in which omens

were examined to determine the fortunes of the coming year. 8 One of the

references states that the nabrti-festival occurred in the tenth month, Tebetu

1. AS 5, 64 15-16.

2. Van Driel AlIur, 149.

3. SBH no. viii col. iv 44-47.

4. KAV 79.

5. LKU 51 rev. 19-23.

6. SBH no. viii col. iv 35-47 and cf. Unger Babylon, 270.

7. Jacobsen, Unity and Diversity, 72. This passage follows several lines referring specifically to the

ninth month. However, the break in the tablet raises the question as to whether the following passage
is a continuation for the ninth month or starts a new section for the tenth month. This is resolved by
the reference to the procession of the goddesses between the Ezida and the Esagil. This procession
was held in the tenth month according to Sp. I 131 (translated above).

8.
For references see CAD N/1 30; for further discussion on the nabni-festival see pp. 394-395.
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(BIN 2 129): " (oil for) four (festivals) in Tebetu, including the nabru-festival,
and four in Sabatu, including the vigils." The nabru-festival is also mentioned
as occurring at the Eanna in first millennium B.C. Uruk, but the month is not

mentioned (YOS 6 239). The other two references are protases which asso-
ciate the season of the nabru-festival with cold weather (kussu): "if it is cold
during the nabru-(festival)," possibly based upon the observance of the
nabru-festival in a month which was not always cold.

xi. Sabatu

The months Sabatu and Addaru are attested in the Elamite calendar from
the Old Babylonian period as the twelfth and first months respectively.

During this month there may have been a double marriage between Bel
and Beltiya and between Nabu and Tasmetum: 1

Nergal-larrani to Esarhaddon:

Let Bel and Nabu, who will take part in the ritual of the sacred marriage in
the month Sabatu, protect the life of my lord the crown prince; may they ex-
tend your rule forever.

The explanation of the correspondence between the Elamite month Sililitu
and the Standard Mesopotamian month Sabatu refers to a divine marriage in
this month (Rm.2, 127 rev. [MO 24 (1973), 102)): "the (Elamite) month Sililitu
(corresponds to the Babylonian) month Sabatu, because in Sabatu is the mar-
riage of the gods. " (A marriage between Nabu and Tasmetum in Calah was cel-
ebrated in Ajaru, for which see our discussion of Ajaru above.)

The Assyrian monarch Assurnasirpal II (883-859 B.C.) refers to festivals for
Ninurta in the months Sabatu and Ululu: 2

I inlaid the shrine of Ninurta my lord with gold and lapis-lazuli; tablets I set
up on its right and left, raging serpents made of gold I fixed on its (the
shrine's) base. I set his festivals in the months Sabatu and UlUlu. For his fes-
tival in the month Sabatu I appointed brilliant display, heaping up (of offer-
ings), libation and incense.

The three month period of Sabatu, Addaru and Nisannu was a period of
intense religious observance. 3 In Assyria special ablutions (rimkani) for Adad
and Anu during the month are recorded for the 18th of the month. Kettle-
drum performances (lilissatu) before the gods occurred on the 16th, 17th,
20th, 22nd, 23rd and 24th of the month. 4 The special nature of Sabatu is not-

I. ABL 65, translated by Oppenheim Letters, 168.
2. Wiseman, "A New Stela ofAttur-nasir-pal II," Iraq 14 (1952), 34; RIM 2 A§s-urnasirpal II no. 1

(p. 212 134) and no. 31 (p. 295 15).
3. First noted by E. Weidner, "Der Tag des Stadtgottes, " MO 14 (1941/44), 340ff., reiterated by

Van Driel Allur, 140ff.

4. BM 121206 vii (Van Driel Allur, 90).
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ed by these six kettledrum performances. The only other month with more

than one performance was the following month, Addaru, which had four

such performances. This same ritual text records special sacrifices for the

months Sabatu and Addaru. l This text also mentions a special rite on the 12th

of the month: "On the 12th of gabatu before the throne of Sama g all the Igigi

got up, in their own temples they sat down. "2 An Assyrian record of the dis-

tribution of wine for various occasions throughout the year notes the 20th of

the month as "when the god (Aggur) marched around the living quarters

(ina ganini ilabbuni). "3 According to a Neo-Assyrian ritual tablet: "On the

22nd of gabatu Aggur goes to the chapel of Dagan; on the 23rd his palru is

bound on two chariots of Ag ur."4
A passage in the Nippur Compendium mentions a feast of Enlil in the

eleventh month at first-millennium B.C. Nippur (translation George Topo-

graphical Texts, 155):

Sabalu

	

Month of the feast of Enlil

A ritual text from the reign of Aggurbanipal details the cultic observances

from the 16th of Sabatu to the 10th of Addaru:5 Van Driel notes: "As we must

interpret the text as a report there is no certainty as to whether the events

described took place every year or whether we have here the record of an

unique occurrence. Royal participation in ceremonies covering such a long

period can hardly have been possible every year. "6 As Van Driel observes, the

fact that this ritual tablet begins on the 16th and that the aforementione
d

ritual text lists six kettledrum performances, again beginning on the 16th of

Sabatu, would seem to indicate that the 16th marked the onset of the obser-

vance period. The following calendar of events has been reconstructed by

Van Driel from the ritual tablets for this period of observance: 7

16th - Serua, Kippat-mati and Ta gmetum entered the chapel of Dagan in the

temple of Aggur; salt (and water(?)) was strewn by the king; the sangil-

priests entered at the front of the main temple. A kettledrum perfor-

mance occurred at some point during the day.

17th - the king entered the temple and kissed the ground before A ggur and pro-

vided a meal for Aggur over which salt and water were strewn. A kettle-

1. BM 121206 vii 44'-46 ' .

2. BM 121206 ix 50'-51'.

3. KAV 79.

4. BM 121206 x 40'-41'.

5. A 125 (Van Driel AJIur, 124ff.).

6.Van Driel Allur, 140.

7. All or part of the ritual observances for many of the days is not preserved in the texts. Thus the

following outline of ritual activities is partial for most days.
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drum performance occurred at some point during the day.

18th - ablutions for Adad and Anu were performed;

19th - the king and goddesses went to the temple of Anu; sheep were slaugh-
tered, torches lit. Holding a torch the sangu-priest, leading the king back
to the palace, uttered: "May the town shine and(?) the two walls."

20th - during the day the god Aggur marched around the "living quarters" (ina
ganini ilabbuni). The king slaughtered sheep before Aggur and Ninlil who
were then seated on the Throne-of-Destiny. Whether this occurred before
or after AHur's circumambulating the "living quarters" cannot be deter-
mined. A kettledrum performance occurred at some point during the day.

21st - (no information available)

22nd - the lamentation UMUN SERMAL ANKIA and the ergemma DILMUN NIGINA
were recited before AMur in the Barra cella of his temple. The lamenta-
tion UTUGIN ETA and the erlemma ULILI ENZU SAMARMAR were recited
when Aggur went to the chapel of Dagan. The "arousing of the temple"
then followed. Van Driel suggests that based upon the order of events on
the 23rd, Aggur remained in the chapel of Dagan the remainder of the
day. There was a procession of gods to the chapel of Dagan followed by
offerings. Two chariots were involved in ritual ceremonies during the day.
The king brought offerings for the dead. A kettledrum performance oc-
curred at some point during the day.

23rd - the lamentation URSAG MENI SERMALA ILA and the ergemma ANA ZAE
MAIJMEN were recited before A ggur in the chapel of Dagan, followed by
offerings. Then the lamentation UDAM KI AMUS and the eriemma UMUN
BARAKUGA were recited before A ggur, followed by the "arousing of the
temple." Presumably at some later time during the day a censer and torch
were placed before Aggur and Ninlil, followed by offerings. A kettledrum
performance occurred at some point during the day.

24th - the lamentation ELUM BARA MEA and the erlemma NAMUNSUBEN were
recited before Mgur in the chapel of Dagan, followed by offerings. Then
the lamentation AME AMAS ANA and the erlemma URSAG ABZUTA were
recited before Aggur, followed by the "arousing of the temple." A ggur
probably remained in the chapel of Dagan the rest of day. A kettledrum
performance occurred at some point during the day.

25th - the lamentation ... NITENA ... and the erlemma UMA UMUN GIRRA were
recited before Aggur in the chapel of Dagan, followed by offerings. Then
the lamentation AABBA I3ULUI3A of Marduk and the ergemma SABANI
GANIjUN were recited before A ggur, followed by the "arousing of the tem-
ple." Aggur probably remained in the chapel of Dagan the rest of the day.

26th - the lamentation NIRGAL LU EDE and the ergemma URSAG UTAULU
were recited before Aggur in the chapel of Dagan. Thereafter Al`s`ur
left the chapel of Dagan, returning to the Barra chapel. Then the luilla
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prayer A KURRU and the hymn E 8AB IJUNETA were recited. The luilla

prayers UMUN ANKIA to A§§ur and GASAN KURKURA to Ninlil were lat-

er recited.

These observances in Assyria then continued through Addaru and Nisannu.

xii. Addaru

The first month of the Elamite calendar at Susa was named Addaru. This

month name was appropriated directly from the Susa calendar. Thus, it is

unclear whether the name Addaru is of Semitic origin, presumably a cognate

of the Akkadian verbs adaru A ( "to be worried," "to become obscured (said

of heavenly bodies) ") or adaru B ( " to be afraid") 1 or whether the month

name is an Elamite or foreign word. The reading Addaru is based upon the

orthography ad-da-ru. 2
According to Assyrian Astrolabe B this was the month of Ea and of Enk-

i's(?) `happiness ' : "The month Addaru, in the vast fields of Ningirsu the sick-

le is not left behind, the month of Enki's(?) happiness, the month of Ea."

The significance of "Enki's happiness " is unclear. 3

The following passage for the month Sabatu in the Nippur Compendium

presumably applies to rituals observed either during Sabatu or Addaru at first-

millennium B.C. Nippur (translation George Topographical Texts, 155):

Table-spread, games

	

Goddesses of war.

The special festivities in Assyria for Assur begun on the 16th of Sabatu con-

tinued into Addaru. In Assyria kettledrum performances (lilissati) before the

gods occurred on the 2nd, 7th, 8th and 9th of the month. 4 In the Neo-Assyrian

period there is mention of the garreitu festival on the 17th and 18th days of

the twelfth month: 5 "one seah (of wine) on the 17th, one seah on the 18th

of the month of Addaru at the garratu festival " (UD.18.KAM id iti SE ina gar-

rat) .6 According to Van Driel's reconstruction of events, the following sched-

ule of activities can be discerned for the month Addaru in Assyria for the cult

of Aisur: 7

1. CAD A/1 103-109.
2. Sec CAD A/1 110 sub addanu. Note the female name ' t 'SE.KIN.KU,-a-a (=? Addaraja or

Qarrataja) in Assyria (APN 12).

3. Note an Ur 111 reference to a festival of Enki in the twelfth month. The text (PDT 1 270), dated

to the 10th day of the twelfth month ( it'ezemdMe-ki-gal) of 8S9, records "1 grain-fed ox for Balala,

the singer, for the day the festival of Enki is observed " (u4 ezemdEn-ki-ka in-na-ak).

4. BM 121206 vii (Van Driel A.liur, 90).

5. KAV 79 r. 9, quoted CAD Q 145 sub garr5tu.

6. For the garratu festival providing the name of an Assyrian month in the second millennium B.C.

see pp. 241, 247.

7. Van Driel Alaur, 144-145.
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1st - the lamentation ABZU PELAM and the eriemma DILMUN NIGINA were re-
cited before A§§ur, followed by offerings.

2nd - the lamentation URUUULAKE of Mar and the erlemma AN SUDAG IZIGIN
were recited to Ninlil, followed by offerings. A kettledrum performance
occurred at some point during the day.

3rd - the lamentation UMUN SERMAL ANKIA and the erlemma DILMUN NIGINA
were recited before A§§ur in the chapel of Dagan (the bit jyurle). The king
entered before the statues of A§§ur and Ninlil; a censer and torches were
set before A§§ur and Ninlil; the singers recited hymns; a meal including
goat meat was offered to A§§ur (and? Ninlil); the goddess Sarrat-nipba was
present.

4th - (no information available)

5th - the lamentation UTUGIN ETA and the erlemma SAIIANI GANUUN were re-
cited before A§§ur, followed by offerings. The lamentation EREZU IBIZI
BAR MUNSIB and another, not preserved composition were recited be-
fore the king to the accompaniment of the kettledrum. The king escorted
Bel-age to the temple of Anu; the other gods followed; a censer and torch-
es were placed before As"iur; sheep were sacrificed, beer and food offered;
the king returned to the palace; salt was strewn over mutton.

6th - the lamentation GUDNIM EKURA and the erlemma UMA GULE were recited
before A§§ur. The king goes out to the palace courtyard, where he is greet-
ed and presented with wine and salt to be used for offerings. The state-
ment "Serua has started out " is uttered three times by the queen(?). The
king(?) enters the temple of Adad, burns incense, lights a torch, and
makes an offering involving the strewing of salt.

7th - a kettledrum performance occurred at some point during the day. An
ablution for A§§ur was performed.

8th - a kettledrum performance occurred at some point during the day.

9th - a kettledrum performance occurred at some point during the day.

10th - the king provided gifts.

11th to 16th - (passages too fragmentary)

17th - garratu festival or ceremony was observed. The luilla A KURA was recited,
followed by the lamentation ABZU PELAM and the erlemma DILMUN NI-
GINA, which were recited before A§§ur. Then the latnentation USUMGIN
NISIA and an et-lemma were recited.

18th - garratu festival or ceremony was observed. A lamentation and the erlemma
E SAB IjUNETA were recited, followed by the 1uilla EGIMAU GASAN
ANKIA.
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Van Driel notes another akitu-festival, perhaps in Nineveh, during the

month Addaru: "... Addaru the month of the feast of the akitu-house of the

queen of the goddesses, which the gods [my?] fathers(??) ... "1
In Babylonia a processional journey of the gods on the 6th of the month

is mentioned in a Neo-Babylonian letter: 2
Nalni-abbe-stullim to Ibni-Mar:

On the 22nd of the month Sabatu I was released from duty and given orders
to travel. Now, on the 6th of the month Addaru the images of the gods will
leave on their processional journey, and I will leave, to travel with the gods,
on the 5th of Addaru.

During the first five days of the month at the Eanna temple in Uruk spe-

cial observances were conducted. 3 The activities on the 1st are not preserved.

On the 2nd day sheep were offered, the kettledrum was played, and the tem-

ple or a ritual object was exorcised. On the 3rd day the statue of The-Lady-
of-Uruk was placed behind a curtain, was paraded around three times with

her attendants, a hand-washing(?) ritual was held, the kettledrum was
played, the meal was served, animals were sacrificed, the kettledrum was

played again, censers were set out, and the musicians took their seats. On the

5th day the ceremonial meal was served to the accompaniment of kettle-

drums.
A special ceremony for Antu is referenced in the sale of a prebend dated

to the 8th of the month (translation McEwan):4
(His portion) in the mutton ... which comes up to the table of Iswr monthly,
his share of the ... meat and fowl which come up to the table of Antu on the
8th of Adar.

1. Van Dricl Attar, 149.

2. Oppenheim Letters, 183.

3. LKU 51 rev. 26-38.

4. McEwan, Priest and Temple, 171 (Ash. 1930.568). K. 3753 ii (Weidner Gestirn-Darstelhingen pl. 11;

McEwan, Priest and Temple, 174f) originally detailed festival activities for this month at Uruk.
However, the text is too broken to understand the events originally listed.

THE SECOND AND FIRST MILLENNIA B.C.

Emar

Eleven distinct month names are attested in economic or ritual tablets from

Emar, a town located along the Euphrates in western Mesopotamia. The
month SAG.MU ( "Beginning of the Year") was the first month of the calendar.
A ritual tablet from Emar (no. 373) 1 detailing the observance of the zukru-
festival, which spanned three months and had a 7-year cycle, indicates that
the month Zaralu preceded SAG.MU, and that Niqalu followed it, thus estab-
lishing the names of months 1, 2, and 12. A ritual calendar (Emar no. 446)
records ceremonies for five sequential months: dNin-kur-ra, dAn-na, dA-dam,
Mar-za-l.a-ni, and dllal-ma. Three other months are attested without any in-
dication of their relationship to the other months: Aba'u, dEn, dNinurta.

i. SAG.MU

The month appropriately means "Beginning of the Year" (nos. 364, 454,
and 455). A variant itiZAG.MU (no. 373:175'), which was the Mesopotamian
term for the New Year (meaning "Border of the Year") is also attested. It is
unclear whether the month was actually pronounced S/Zagmu, Zagmukku, or
whether this was a logogram for a Semitic month name (*Reiiatti, etc.).

ii. Niqalu

Emar nos. 144, 364, 512, and 524; the month nglis attested at Ugarit. Both
CAD N/2 214 and AHw 792b relate the Alalakh month NI-qa-LIM to niggallum"sickle," a month in the Amorite calendars. However, the occurrence of the
orthography li-iq-gasee at Alalakh raises the possibility that NI-qa-LIM at Alalakh is
to be read lz-qa-3i (perhaps related to le, "late planting," as in the so-called
Gezer calendar).

iv/v? Aba'u

This month is written as warab A-ba-i (no. 15) and warab a-bi-be/BAM (no.
452). A ritual text for this month (no. 452) records offerings for the ab/pum

1. The tablet numbers refer to the numbered transliterations (and in some instances composites)
which appear in Arnaud, Emar VI/3 and Emar VI/4.
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at many of the temples, which suggests an affinity of this month name with
the similar-sounding month Abu, the fourth or fifth month throughout
much of the Near East.

[ 1+1. dNin-kur-ra . a kussi

The full name of the month was "the month of Ninkur-of-the-Throne"

(warab dNin-kur .fa GU.ZA [no. 13]; warab dNin-kur a ku-us-si [no. 150]; an

abbreviated form warab dNin-kur-ra, "the month of Ninkur," is attested [no.
148]). According to the ritual for the kizzu-festival of Dagan, a sacred mar-
riage occurred between Ninkur and Dagan (nos. 385 and 388) and this rela-
tionship may be seen in the orthography dKur for the god Dagan (thus dKur

and dNin-kur).

[ ]+2. dAn-na

"The month of (the god) An(na) " (no. 446). Among the deities listed in

the Emar offerings lists is An-na kib-ri "Anna-of-the-River-bank" (nos. 381 and
382), written with the theophoric determinative. According to Durand dAn-

na may possibly be a mother-goddess. l

[ ]+3. dA-dam

'The month of (the god) Adam" (no. 446). The Eblaite calendar, a thousand
years earlier, contained a month for the god Adamma.

[ ]+4. Marzalyani

No. 446; at Ugarit there was an association of individuals called LU.MES

marzi 'i, LU.MES marza 'i, or LU.MES marzilli (CAD M/1 321) . According to P.D.

Miller2: "The marzib was a social and religious institution, a cultic association
of persons who engaged in apparently regular festive celebration and ban-
queting. At least in part the association appears to have engaged in mourn-
ing rites and memorials for the dead through their eating and drinking
activities." However, whether the Emar month name is a plural form related
to this Ugaritic term is unclear. The earliest reference to this observance may
be from the middle of the third millennium at Ebla, where a tablet refers to

an observance called: mar-zap3 There is a reference to mrzly (Cooke NSI no.

1. MARI 4 (1985), 408ff.

2. P.D. Miller, Jr., "The MRZII Text," The Claremont and Ras Shamra Tablets, AnOr 48 (1971), 38.
See also P J. King, "The marzeab: Textual and Archaeological Evidence," Eretz Israel 20 (1989), 98*ff.;

R.D. Barnett, "Assurbanipal's Feast; Eretz Israel 18 (1985), 2*-3*; J.C. Greenfield, "The Marzeah as a

Social Institution," Ada Antiqua Acad. Sc. Hungaricae 22 (1974), 452-455.

3. See p. 34.

EMAR

33 found at Piraeus, dated to 96 B.C., but concerns individuals from Sidon),
' which might be a month name, but omits the term yrb ( "month") expected
before month names.

[ 1+5. dUal-ma

"The month of (the god) Ijalma" (no. 446).

xii. Zaratu

The month is written Zara-tz in no. 375 and Ze-ra-ti in no. 447 and Acta
Sum 13 (1991) no. 33, where Tsukimoto suggests a possible relationship of
this month name with zeru, "seed," or zaru, "winnow." The term zaratu can
mean "tent" or "canopy. "

[ ]. dEn

Nos. 162 and 1 '71; there are several deities at Emar with names in which
dEn is a component: Nergal ( dEn-ki-lam, dEn-si [no. 381 et passim]); Dagan
(dEn-sig4 [no. 381]); and dEn of various cities (see no. 373116'-123' and for
Ra-ab-ba see nos. 373 and 378).

[ 1. dNitl-urta

No. 446; one Emar text (no. 775) is dated to the month dUr-da. The ab-
sence of a god dUr-da elsewhere in the Emar texts, suggests that this orthog-
raphy may be a variant for the month of Ninurta.

An Emar contract is dated to the month Li-li-ia-ti (no. 125). This is the
ninth month at Mari, which, coupled with this being the sole attestation of
this month name at Emar, increases the likelihood that this was not a native
Emar month.

A contract from Emar which probably dates to the first half of the twelfth
century B.C. references Ta,MrMtu: i-na ITI.KAM a Ta ai-ri-ti (Emar VI/3 no. 28)
"the month of the Ta.ritu-(observance)." This Emar tablet was found along
with a tablet dated to the reign of Melis`iIU (1188-1174 B.C.) which utilizes
the Standard Mesopotamian month itiKUN-2 (no. 26), as well as with an un-
dated tablet which mentions another Standard Mesopotamian month itigan-
gan-i (no. 24). The format ITI.KAM spa is unique at Emar; all other Emar
month constructions are simply: ITI MN. However, since the Standard Meso-
potamian calendar was apparently in use at Emar in this time, this reference
most probably refers to the month named Tafritu, rather than to a month
with a different name, but which contained the TaMtu observance. The
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Emar form i-na ITI.KA. M .ia Ta-of-ri-ti may indicate that the Standard Mesopot-

amian month was originally Sa Tahiti, later being shortened to just Tagritu. l

A text (Tsukimoto, Acta Sum 13 [1991], 299) which references "the

weight-stone of Emar" (NA4 un'E-marki)-presumably from Emar or its envi-

rons-and dated to the year: MU ip-bat-ru (cf. MU ip-Or--dDagan, Tsukimoto,

Ada Sum 13 no. 33) is dated to an otherwise unattested month name: ITI

dMa-lik-ki-nu.

The Festivals

Ritual tablets from Emar provide an unusual degree of detail concerning the
offerings and ceremonies associated with Emar 's ritual calendar. These texts
describe the zukru-festival, which spanned the twelfth through second
months of the year and had a 7-year cycle of activities; the kizzu-festivals for
various deities (nature unclear); and a monthly account of ritual service for

particular days.

The zuk/qru festival

The zukru-festival was a major observance of the cultic year at Emar. The

festivities began on the full-moon of the twelfth month and concluded some-
time during the second month of the year. The orthography does not enable
determination of whether the root of the festival's name is zkr or zqr. The es-

sence of the observance appears to be related to the proliferation of the cat-
tle herds. The main deity of the festival is Dagan-Lord-of-the-Cattle (dDagan

bel bugan) 2 And one of the high-points of the festival was the consecration
of the cattle (and possibly sheep) herds (no. 373:181'): "On that day they

consecrate (ullulu) all the oxen and sheep(?)." Neither the verb zakaru nor

zagaru, nor their derivatives, has a meaning related to "cattle" (nor zkr or zqr

in Ugaritic or Hebrew). The term zuk/qram is attested in a letter from Mari

(see CAD Z 153): [al] um zukrim [...] mabarPN PN2 iqbiem ummami zukr[am]

u AB.1II.A idin PN2 and bill ... zukram nadanam iqbiem. As CAD observes, the

term AB.DI.A at Mari denotes cattle in general, and thus zukrum should not

be understood as "male cattle " (from zakaru). The occurrence of this term
in this Mari letter in a context involving cattle strongly suggests that the Mari
and Emar terms share the same or related meanings. Perhaps zukram naddnu

in the letter refers to the festival, thus "to arrange(?)/observe(?) the zukru

1. For a discussion of the origin and development of the month name Ta3'ritu, see pp. 326-327.

2. For the one attestation of bugaru at Mari note ARM 2 131:39 (quoted CAD B 323); bqr "cattle"

is common in biblical Hebrew.
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observance." This same idiom may be present in the Emar ritual (no.
373:174'-175'): [ki-z]-me DUMU.ME3 KUR E-mar i-na MU.7.KAM EZEM zu-uk-ra
[a?-na?] dKur EN bu-qh-ri i-na-an-di-nu " [When] the citizens of Emar ob-
serve(?) the seven-year (cycle? of) the zukru-festival [for?] Dagan-Lord-of-
the-Cattle, in the sixth year -"I

According to no. 373:174'-175' (passage quoted above), the zukru-festival
consisted of a seven-year cycle in which the observances varied from year to year.

A major location of ritual activity for the zukru-festival at Emar was the
main gate of the city at which shrines stood by the sides of the gate. Offering-
tables were erected, sacrifices offered, and the blood and fat from the offer-
ings smeared on the shrines. Dagan-Lord-of-the-Cattle was driven to the gate
by chariot, where he was greeted by the other deities of the city. During the
festival special honors were afforded Sassabetu from the temple of Ninurta,
Belet-ekallim, Sin, Samas̀-of-the-Palace, and especially Ninurta, who (at least
in the sixth year of the observance) was allowed to ride with Dagan in his
chariot when returning from the offerings at the main gate. After the rituals
of the twelfth month, there is no recorded activity until the full-moon of the
first month. Offerings were provided on the 14th. On the 15th all the gods
paraded down to the main entrance between the shrines, where offering ta-
bles were erected. On the 7th day of the celebration (the 20th? of the
month) of the first month offerings were distributed to all the gods of Emar
and of the surrounding villages.

The following is a translation of the rituals for the zukru-festival based
upon the composite text reconstructed by Arnaud (EmarV1/3 no. 375):

[The tablet for] the zukru-[festival]: When the city of Emar celebrates
[the zukru-festival] for Dagan, in the month Zaratu, [on the 14th day], they
provide four lambs for Dagan. On the 15th, (the day) of $aggar, [...] on that
day [... Dagan] goes out with his face covered. [...] follows him. [...] two
sheep [...] From among them the first is given to the divine axe of the gods.
[...] the shrines (at the gateway) [...].2 He goes out [...] between the shrines
(at the gateway). That day they [...] him between the shrines. On that day
[...] oxen [...] Dagan goes up; they cover his face. [...] Ninkura [...] they
provide [... for] the gods. [...] the divine axe of the god. [....] They provide
blood and oil for the shrines. [...] fire [...] ... of Ninurta [...] Dagan the
beginning of zukru [...] if lambs [...]. They harness [...] to the [char]iot and
approach the temple of Dagan. [...] They provide oil for the gods and the
temples. [...] office of the high-priestess and the divine axe of the god [...]
one sheep and one calf before the shrines [...] in between the shrines [...]
from this two meal offerings [...] from this they ...

1. An alternate possible interpretation of this line is: "[When] the citizens of Emar during the
seven year (cycle? of) the zukru-festival give [offerings to] Dagan-Lord-of-the-Cattle."

2. For an interpretation of NA4 sa-ki-nu as a shrine which housed the statue of the god (as opposed
to "stela"), see most recently B. Margalit, NABU 1992/1, 18 with references to previous discussions.
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1. Arnaud has interpreted the orthography dIM as an orthography for Ba'al. An interpretation of
dIM as Hadad/Addu is also possible. Throughout this chapter the god is indicated as Baal.

2. This list of gods has been restored on the basis of lines 68'-78'. The restoration of the pair of
gods Alal and Amaza is also supported by the total of forty sheep in line 31.

3. We have restored the verb as 11-pa-[ba'ru].
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The 16th to 23rd days not preserved on any tablet; Emar VI/3 373:

1.

	

[..]
2.	[..]
3.	[..]
4.	[...] a (ritually) pure lamb [... the enti]re land of Emar [...]
5.

	

[... liba]te them; from among this [...]
6.

	

[...] ... [...]
7. [In the month Zaratu] , on the 24th day, they apportion one liter of

barley-bread, two pitchers (of beer), and [two(?) of] the king 's [flagons of

wine] to all the gods. They shall provide [one sheep for Dagan-Lord-of-the-
Cat]tle. They shall (also) provide one sheep for Ba'al, l one sheep for Daga[n, ,
one sheep for Samar], one sheep for Ea, one sheep for Sin, one sheep for
Ninurta, [one sheep (each) for Alal and Amaza, one sheep for (Nergal)]-
Lord-of-the-Marketplace, one sheep for (Nergal)-The-Horned-Lord, one
sheep for Ninkur, [one sheep for Belet-ekallim], (and) one sheep for The-
Goddess-of-War - these sheep [...]. 2

14. [In the month Zaratu, on] the 25th day, [they assem]ble3 all the
gods and ....goddesses [at the ..:temple(?)] and Dagan-Lord-of-the-Brick
goes out (to be greeted by them). His face is covered. They bring two calves,
five of the king's sheep, and [one] of the town's sheep before Dagan. They
make an offering of eleven liters of bread-pudding, [one] liter of barley-
bread, one bowl of fish, and one flagon of the king's wine to Dagan. Eleven
liters of bread-pudding, [one] liter of barley bread, one bowl of fish, a con-
tainer (of ...) from the temple, one measure of flour (used) for bread-pud-
ding, four and half [liters of ...], and [x] pitchers of beer go (back) up to
the townsfolk-along with one calf and <one> lamb. They make an offering
to Dagan (and) from this, from the shrine(s), [they ...]

20. They make an offering to Ninurta of two of the king's sheep, one
of the town's sheep, eleven liters of bread-pudding, one liter of barley-bread,
one pitcher of beer, one flagon of the king's [wine], one (more) liter of
bread-pudding, and one container (of ...) from the temple.

22. [They take out] the 8aftabetu-goddess of the temple of Ninurta,
(placing her) in the entrance to the shrines. They make an offering to the
8asiabetu-goddess of one calf, six of the king's sheep, one of the town's
sheep, eleven liters of bread-pudding, one liter of barley-[bread], one bowl
of fish, one flagon of the king's of wine, (and a second offering of) eleven
liters of bread-pudding, one liter of [barley]-bread, and one bowl of fish
from the temple.

27. They take out Belet-ekallim, Sin, and Samar"-of-the-Palace, (placing
them) in the entrance to the shrines. They bring one calf and ten of the
king's sheep before them. They make an offering before them of thirty-three
liters of bread-pudding, three liters of barley bread, three containers (of ...) ,
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and three flagons of wine. One measure of bread-pudding, three liters of
barley-bread, and four pitchers of beer from the palace go (back) up to the
townsfolk.

Total (for the 24th and 25th of Zaratu): four calves and forty sheep are
provided.

32. After the eating and drinking, they streak all the shrines (at the
gateway) with the fat and blood (from the offerings). In front of the en-
tranceway, inside of which (the statues) are (standing), they honor all the
gods with a ewe, two pairs of containers of thick loaves from (the flour used
for bread)-pudding, and one of the king's containers (of ...). They roast this
ewe for all the gods. The loaves, the calves, and the meat are taken (back)
up into the town.

36. In the second year the zukru-festival is celebrated. During the (first)
month Sagmu, on the fourteenth day, they provide seventy of the king's
sheep and (ritually) pure lambs, [...] with the thick loaves of bread, and
three pitchers of beer to all seventy gods [of the town of] Emar. They give
seven of these sheep to the ...-men of the palace. They provide one calf and
one lamb to Dagan-Lord-of-the-Cattle and on the next day of the zukru-festi-
val, (when) the people (and) the gods go out again, whatever remains (from
thisfirst day) will be provided.

42. On the second day (of the festival), the 15th day (of the month),
on the Day of Saggaru (the following) is done: They take out Dagan-Lord-of-
the-Cattle, Ninurta, the s"affabetu goddess of the temple of Ninurta, [Belet-ekal]-
lim, Sin, 8amal-of-the-Palace, (and) all the gods and ...-goddesses [of the
town of Emar], (placing them) at the entranceway to the shrines. [... One]
of the king's calves and ten of the town's lambs [are offered up] before Da-
gan. They offer to Dagan [eleven liters of bread-puddling(?), one liter of
barley-bread, one bowl of fish, one of the king's flagons of wine, [...], and
one bowl of fish from the temple. [... liter(s) of bread-pudding, ... liter(s)
of barley-bread, and ...] pitcher(s) of beer from the temple [go up to] the
townsfolk.

50. (They make an offering to Ninurta) [of ... sh] eep, two of the town's
lambs, eleven liters of [bread]-pudding, one liter of barley-bread, [one
pitcher of beer, one] flagon of the king's (wine), one (more) liter of bread-
pudding, and [one container (of ...) ] from the temple.

52. They make an offering to 8as"sabetu of [...] of the king's [...], two
of the town's lambs, [one measure of flour (used) for bread]-pudding, one
flagon of the king's wine, eleven lit[ers of bread-pudding, one] liter of bar-
ley-bread, and [one container (of ...)] from the temple.

55. They offer to Belet-ekallim, Sin, and Samar-of-the-Palace[...] of the
king's lambs, thirty-three liters of flour (used) for bread-pudding, [three li-
ters] of barley-bread, three containers (of ...), [and three flagons] of the
king's [win]e.

57. After the eating and drinking, they smear all the shrines (at the en-
tranceway) with the fat and blood (from the offerings) . Before evening they
bring the gods back up to the town. In front of the entranceway, inside of
which (the statues) are (standing), they honor all the gods with a ewe, one
container (of ...), [two pa]ir (of containers of thick loaves from the flour
used for) bread-pudding, [and one] of the king's (containers of ...). They
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roast (this ewe) for all the gods. [The loaves, the calves, and the meat are
taken (back)] up [into the town]. 1 (gap of approximately 6 lines)

63'. [...] ... [...] them [...] the king's fowl [...] On the seventh day of

the zukru-festival they ... all the gods of [the town of] Emar.
66'. They make an offering of one calf, ten (ritually) pure lambs, eleven

liters of bread-pudding, one liter of barley-bread, [one container (of ...)],
and one flagon of the palace (wine) to Dagan-Lord-of-the-Cattle.

68'. (They make) the same (offering) as for Dagan-Lord-of-the-Cattle
to Baal, Dagan, Ea, Sin and Samas, Ninurta, Alai [and Amaza], Nergal-
[Lord-of-the-Marketplace], Nergal-[The-Horned-Lord], Ninkur [and Sag-
gar and Ualma], Belet-ekallim, Istar of ..., Sin-of-the-Palace, Samas-of-the-
Palace, Dagan-of-the-Palace, the goddess of [...], the goddess of [...], the
goddess of [...], and the goddess of Sagma.

86'. [They make an offering to ...] of five of the king's lambs, one half
liter of bread-pudding, one liter of [barley] bread, [...]. The same (offer-
ing) for Dagan-Lord-of-the-Mountain, Dagan-Lord-of-the-..., two pair [...],
for An-of-the-Riverbank, Dagan-Lord-of-the-Encampments as for Dagan-
Lord-of-the [... ], Dagan-Lord-of-the-Settled-World, The-Goddess-of-the-Sea
and the Sea-god (Yam), two pair [...], for Jalma, the goddess of ..., Hbara-
Mistress-of-the-Town, Ishara-of-the-King, Ishara-of-the-Prophetesses, Banana-
of-the-Palace, Uanana-of-the-Town, Udba, As-tar; and for all these gods they

libate a pitcher (of ...).
103'. [They make an offering to ...] of two lambs, ..., one liter of bread-

pudding, one liter of barley-bread, one container of [...]. The same (offer-
ing) for The-Lord-of-the-Hills, Dagan-Lord-of-the-Valley,

(Hereafterfollows a partially preserved, long list ofdeities receiving the same offerings;

the text continues after major gaps.)

The chariot of Dagan passes between the shrines (at the gateway). Sas ga-

betu and [... (the temple of?)] Ninurta [...] goes. [... they help ...] to
mount [the chariot ...] and the (other) gods [follow] behind him. They
reach [...] and perform abbreviated honors. They ... [...], thick loaves, [...],
and the king's [...] for all the gods [of the town of Emar....] .... [...] tama-

risk before the gods [...].
174'. [When] the citizens of Emar observe(?) the seven year (cycle? of)

the zukru-festival [for?] Dagan-Lord-of-the-Cattle, in the sixth year, the [fif-
teen]th(?) day of the first month, the day of Saggar, they take out Dagan-
Lord-of-the-Cattle. They uncover his face and perform an abbreviated honor
before him by the entranceway to the shrines. After they perform libations,
eat and drink, they cover his face. The chariot of Dagan passes between the
two shrines (at the gateway) and goes alongside [Ninurta]. They help Ninur-
ta to mount (the chariot) with him. Their faces are covered. On that day they
consecrate all the oxen and sheep(?). On that day they take out [...]. Before
evening they take out Saggar [and ... which is] in the temple of Ninurta, the
...-temple and all the [...] in the town of Emar go (back) up.

1. The scribe abbreviated these lines, which are almost identical to lines 82-35.
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185'. On [the ... day] of the month Niqali they take out Dagan-Lord-of-
'the-Cattle and all the gods to the entranceway to the shrines. Their faces are
covered when they go out and when they return. Beginning this day calves,
(ritually) pure lambs, ... The chariot passes between the shrines (at the en-
tranceway) and goes alongside Ninurta and the bread and meat which was
(placed) before the gods goes (back) up to the town.

191'. During the next year, on the fourteenth of the (first) month Zag-
mu, the provided lambs are distributed to the gods: The next day, the fifteenth,
(the day of) Saggar, they take out Dagan-Lord-of--the-Cattle and all the gods and
...goddesses to the entranceway to the shrines. The face of Dagan is covered
when he goes out. They give offerings to the gods according to the offerings
written on the tablet. They take out Dagan-the-Father and Saggar that day
and they take (back) up the round loaves of the entire town of Emar. Before
evening Dagan passes between the shrines (at the entranceway). They cover
his face. At the entranceway, inside of which (the statues) are (standing),
they perform the (same) rites as on the day of consecration. The bread and
meat which was (placed) before the gods goes (back) up to the town.

200'. On the sixteenth day (of the month) they distribute the provided
lambs, as previously, to the gods.

202'. On the seventeenth day (of the month) Dagan and all the gods and
...goddesses go out. Their faces are covered. They perform for the gods the
(same) rites as on the previous day. All the meat and bread, whatever they
eat, [...] and whatever they carry down [between] the shrines (at the en-
tranceway), whatever there is will not be taken (back) up into the city upon
their return. After they have kindled a fire before them, they uncover the
face of Dagan. The chariot of Dagan passes [between the shrines] up to
Ninurta. [...] They perform the (same) rites as on the previous day.

210'. [...] celebrate the zukra-[festival], ...

(remainder of text not preserved)

The kizzu-festivals

Several of the Emar tablets provide ritual directions for various kizzu-fes-
tivals: the kizzu-festival of Dagan, the kizzu-festival of Eregkigal, the kizzu-fes-
tival of Ea, and the kizzu-festival of Ninurta and Is`hara. l The lack of any
indication of a final weak consonant in the orthography suggests that the fes-
tival name is not related to kissu, "city wall." The orthography ki-is-si or ki-iz-
zi can denote a "bundle (of reeds)" in the Old Babylonian period (see CAD
K 460 sub ki s'u A) or a piece ofjewelry (CAD K 479 sub kizzu B) . It is possible
that the term might derive from kazazu, gazazu, "to shear" (see CAD G 116
sub *gizzu for ki-zu-tum "shorn" in the Old Akkadian period and CAD G 116
sub gizzu B for gi-iz-zu, "shearing," in the Neo-Babylonian period). The kizzu-
rituals themselves, however, give no information as to their purpose, there

I. Always written EZEM ki-iz-zi.
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being no hint of any activity associated with shearing. And the occurrence of

multiple kizzu-festivals to various gods may indicate that these observances
are unrelated to any agricultural practice. These observances may have

marked the annual consecration of the god's statue, although we are unaware

of any meaning of the term kizzu/kissu which might support this theory.

There are several elements common to all the kizzu-festivals. All citizens

of the city participated: "When young and old of the city of Satappu observe

the kizzu-festival for Dagan ..." (no. 385, of Dagan); "And all the men and
women of the city, each and every one of them, takes in their presence the

breads made from thirty of those dough strips and the buckets (of bitters,

sweets, and barley-beer) " (no. 387, of Ishara and Ninurta). The opening rit-

ual act of each kizzu-festival was the purification (gadas'u) of the statue of the

god, which was performed while (yukku-breads and pitchers of barley-beer

were set on the offering-table.
There are two separate accounts (nos. 385 and 388) of the kizzu-festival of

Dagan at 8atappu, which lasted four days. On the first day Ninkur, the bride

(e-gi4-a/kallatu) of Dagan, was escorted to Dagan's bed, where she remained

until the evening of the fourth day. During her stay Ninkur was attended by

a woman experienced in making sounds which mimicked those of a woman

in ecstasy, thereby adding an element of reality to the scene. Ninkur was then

escorted to the chapel of Udba (according to no. 385) or the temple of

Ninurta (according to no. 388) on the evening of the fourth day, where a

'party' was held to celebrate the consummation of the marriage of Dagan

and Ninkur. On the second day offering-tables for the gods were set up out-

side on the bare ground, quite probably a custom analogous to those prac-

ticed by many cultures, wherein the friends of the groom kept a vigil, with

eating, drinking, and merry-making, while the newlyweds consummated

their marriage. As befitting a royal wedding, offerings were continuously

provided by the high-priestess of Ba'al, and the high-priestesses of the towns

8atappu and 8umu. After the 'party ' on the fourth day, the king performed

a consecration service for the temple diviner and for the chief administra-

tor(?) (gal dub-sar-mes) of the temple.
The ritual descriptions of the kizzu-festivals of Ereskigal and of Ishara and

Ninurta are rather abbreviated. And the tablet describing the kizzu-festival of

Ea is poorly preserved. The following is a translation of the tablets detailing

these five kizzu-festivals:

Dagan (a)

(Emar VI/3 385)

A tablet of the rites for the kizzu-festival of the city of Satappu:

When young and old of the city of Satappu observe the kizzu-festival for
Dagan, on the day of (ritual) purification usingaromatics, they perform the
purification (rites) while bread and beer (are) on the offering-tables of the
gods of the city. [The same rule for] the diviners; the same rule for the chief
(temple) administrator. They lay out Ninkur (upon the bed) in his (i.e., Da-
gan's) temple. They make an offering of one ox and one sheep to Ninkur.
The female-crier makes her noises. ] They perform the rites involving the ox
and sheep before Ninkur. They set up four offering-tables. Concerning
these (tables), they erect them on the open ground: one offering-table for
Dagan, one offering-table for Mara and Ninurta, and two offering-tables for
Alai and Amaza.

10. On the second day they make an offering of meat and thick loaves
(upon each of the four offering-tables set up the previous day outside). They
distribute one of the offering-table loaves to the gods of the city of Satappu.
They offer up two sheep over the censer which is (back) inside the temple
(in the bedchamber). They perform their rites before the gods. The men sup-
plied by the king for the purification on the third day may eat and drink
within his (Dagan's) temple. And on that third day they make the standard
offering of two sheep for them (i.e., Dagan and Ninkur). The high-priestess
of Ba'al, the high-priestess of the city of Sumu, and the high-priestess of the
city of Satappu take [... from] their (own) offering-tables the standard offer-
ing of pitchers of barley beer and ...-containers and set them by the four of-
fering-table loaves (outside the temple of Dagan). Throughout the day they
place (these offerings) before the gods. They (also) set out an offering of a
white bread and a white bread made with fruits.

21. On the fourth day they lift up Ninkur (from the bed) and the bride
(i.e., Ninkur) is presented (to everyone) during the evening. Thereupon
they bring bread and beer to the temple of Udba. The singers enter and ser-
enade 8uwala and Ugur. Their (i.e., the gods') rites are performed. The
singers reenter and the men supplied by the king for the (ritual) purifica-
tion take (the remaining) three offering-table loaves. The king of the land
purifies the diviner and the chief (temple) administrator using the jlukku-bread
and the pitcher of barley-beer. He hands over thirty silver ... to Ereskigal.

1. Perhaps this woman's noises were intended to simulate the sexual sounds during the love-making
process, presumably occurring between Dagan and Ninkur. The text contains BON-.i, but note that thisline occurs in the kizzu.ritual for Ninkur (EmarVI/3 no. 388:4) with the term ki-i4la-Si (ikkillu).
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Dagan (b)

(EmarVI/3 388)

On the day of (ritual) purification of the kizzu-festivals in the residence
of the lord of the house (i.e., Dagan) they lay out Ninkur (upon the bed).
They make an offering of one ox and one sheep to Ninkur. They perform the

rites before the gods. The female-crier makes her noises. They erect four of-
fering-tables before the gods according to specification and they purify (the
statues) of the gods of Satappu while bread and beer (are on the offering-
tables). On the same day they offer one sheep to Suwala. On the same day
they place (before the gods) thick crescent-breads, one and a half strips of
barley dough, one and a half strips of wheat dough, [...], two ... of white
wine, fourteen bricks of figs, four liters of ..., two liters of sesame oil, < > ...
of pistachio nuts, ten doves, thirty birds, and ten ... and the cooks who pre-
pare the food do the cooking by the gate of the lord of the house and while
they do the cooking, they offer a sheep to Assila. The cooks who prepare the
food take that sheep, three thick loaves, thirty thin loaves, and a vessel of
beer. They eat and drink. On the second day [they ...] by the Doorway-of-
the-Shrine before Dagan-Lord-of-the-Valley. They carry by hand one ox, one
sheep, seven containers of oil, one container of [...], one ljulafu-bread, one
zariu-bread, one jlukku-bread, three hundred [...], one jar of sour (milk),
two liters of white wine, and two bricks of figs for [...7, for the lord of the
house, and for those supplied by the king to perform the purification. They
[place] three skins and one white sheep at his feet. They (also) p [lace at his
feet] four shekels of silver (and?) ... The diviner [...] large vessel [...] twelve
containers [...] which are offered up [...]. From these [...] the men sup-
plied by the king for the purification [take ...]. [...] seven seashells, [...] sev-
en ... [...], seven ... [...] the offering-table [...], a ...-vessel, [...] before
them [...] they cover him with a girdle. They carry [...]. They feed [...]. [...]
the same men [...]. Two [...]. [...] and an ox from [...]. [...] of seashells
[...]. [...] those offerings [...]. The singers [walk in] in front of [the offer-
ings]. [...] offerings to the god [...]. [...] one meal f[or ... The Goddess]-
of-War [...] and the rites involving [the ox ...]. [...] the meat of the ox and
one [...] oils and [...]. [...] seven days in the temple [of ...]. [The ...] eat

and drink]. They take the sacred breads [...] regular [...]. The men sup-
plied by the king to perform the purification place (upon the offering-table)
seven pitchers of barley-beer. [...] the men supplied by the king to perform
the purification [...]. One the same day [...] the bride to the temple of
Ninurta. Those men [...] offerings. The singers serenade 8uwala. [...] When
they are finished, [the ...] enter [...] eat and drink. They ... [...] for the
gods. The men supplied by the king to perform the purification [...] the
breast-meat, the heart, the liver ... The ... distribute [...] to the gods. The
king of the land takes the head, the flank, and half the intestines of the ox
and the men supplied by the king to perform the purification eat the (other)
half of the intestines of the ox and the fat of the sheep (and) ox. They dis-
tribute the crescent-breads. They give (them) to the gods. They give a large
meal and a pitcher of barley-beer to the songstress. They give the (remain-
ing) meat, breads, and barley-beer to the potter for twelve (shekels of) silver.

Eregkigal
(EmarVI/3 385)

On the day of (ritual) purification of the kizzu-festival of Ere gkigal they
consecrate (the statue of) Ere gkigal with lbukku-bread, white bread made
with fruits, and pitchers of barley beer (on the offering-table). They slit the
throats of an ox and four2 sheep in the residence of the master of the house
(i.e., Dagan). On the second day (they perform) the rites involving the ox and
the rites involving the sheep. (They offer) four offering-table loaves and four
white breads, including among them a white bread made with fruits. The
singers walk in (and stand) before the offerings. They (the priests) make an
offering before Eregkigal. They fill the cups of the gods with wine and barley-
beer. They fill seventy vessels with barley-beer before Ere gkigal. They set sev-
enty bukku-breads and seventy ...-cuts of meat in front of them (i.e., the sev-
enty vessels). At this point they present four of the (se) vessels (to the gods).
They distribute the (other sixty-six) vessels (to) all the men supplied by the
king to perform the (ritual) purification. Each of the men supplied by the
king to perform the purification goes back to his own home to eat and
drink.S The holy men (i.e., the priests?) take (from the remaining) four of-
fering-tables, as (had the others) previously.

Ea

(EmarVI/3 386) 4

On the day of (ritual) purification of the kizzu-festival of Ea they conse-
crate (the statue of) Ea while bukku-bread, a white bread made with fruits,
and pitchers of barley-beer (are on the offering-tables). On the second day
they sacrifice one ox, six sheep and a lamb. They proceed along with the
singers from the residence of the master of the house (Dagan) to the temple
of Ea. They sacrifice an ox and sheep to Ea. They perform the divine [Titles(?)
before Ea. They make an offering to [Ea] of four offering-table loaves and
four white breads, including among them a white bread. They fill (the cups
of the gods) with wine and barley-beer. They fill seventy vessels (with barley
beer) by the door to the temple of Ea. Before them they put out four jyukku-
breads, the beef and the mutton. They present four vessels to Ea. All of the
men supplied by the king to perform the purification give a gift of silver to
Ea in the residence of the master of the house.

1. For a recent edition of this text, as well as a new fragment join, see A. Tsukimoto, "Akkadian
Tablets in the Hirayama Collection (III)," Acta Sum 14 (1992), 299ff. no. 49.

2. Variant: three sheep.

3. The Akkadian states "they go to his house." Since all activity is already occurring in the temple
of Dagan, it seems more likely that his house, refers to the homes of those involved in the ritual.

4. See note 1.
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Ihhara and Ninurta

(EmarVI/3 387)

[On the day] of (ritual) purification of the (kizzu)-festival [of Ilbar]a and
Ninurta they purify (their statues) while one bukku-bread, a white bread
made with fruits, and [...] pitchers of barley-beer (are on the offering-ta-
bles). They bathe them. They knead(?) by hand seventeen strips (of dough
from) milled flour to make thick bukku-loaves and fifteen strips (of dough
from) ..:flour to make thick round-breads - a total of thirty-two dough
strips. They give Mara and Ninurta a bucket of bitters, a bucket of sweets, a
bucket of barley-beer, two (regular) sacrificial sheep, two ewes, and two ...-
sheep. They [giv]e [...] seven offering-table loaves, seven white breads made
with fruits, and a basket (of other breads). They give Ninurta a white bread
made with fruits and one basket of (other) breads. They give Mara two of-
fering-table loaves and one pitcher of barley-beer.

17. And all the men and women of the city, each and every one of
them, takes in their presence the breads made from thirty of those dough
strips and the buckets (of bitters, sweets, and barley-beer). They get a ser-
vant-girl to bake (breads) using (some of) the sweets (from the bucket).
They take hold of the ljukku-bread and the pitchers of barley-beer and the
men supplied by the king to perform the purification [...] eat and drink.
They carry away the sacred breads and the offering-tables. [They return]
Iibara and Ninurta to the temple of Dagan.

THE YEARLY CULTIC CALENDAR

During the month SAG.MU there were three special days: (1) the 8th, (2)

a day whose date is not preserved but is between the 8th and 15th, and (3)

the 15th of the month, the 15th involving special rites for Ninurta by the

main gate. There is no mention of the zukru-festival in this text-its special

nature apparently warranted a completely separate ritual tablet.

On the 15th of the month before Ninkur there were special sacrifices at

the ox stalls, at the horse stables, and in the garden of the birikku of Baal.

There was also a special ceremony involving seeding: an offering was made

to Dagan-Lord-of-the-Seeds and then the diviner strewed seeds over the

ground, either symbolically planting the first seeds of the season or reading

the signs for the upcoming planting season from the pattern of the scattered

seeds.
A festival for Ninkur was celebrated during the month Ninkur for at least

two days beginning on the 17th of the month. Offerings were made on the

17th at her temple or chapel. On the 18th Ninkur was led out of her temple

to a site where she received further offerings.

Offerings to Adamteri, Dagan, for the ab/pu of the temple and for the

town are mentioned for the month An(na). However, no dates are specified.

The 7th and 8th of Adam were marked by a festival of processions. On the

7th the attendees of the festival made a procession, presumably on their way

to the temples, and on the 8th the gods themselves participated in the pro-
cession.

On the 14th of Marzaltani there was a ritual involving cattle-the text
states simply "On the 14th: cattle. " On the 16th there was a procession in the
streets as well as the Hunt of Mar (sadu). This however, appears to be a
monthly event, since the 16th of Aba'u is also listed as the time of the Hunt
of Mar. The next day was the Hunt of Ba'al, perhaps this too a monthly rit-
ual.

The month Ijalma was a time of increased cultic activity. At the beginning

of the month a special festival was celebrated, though the name is slightly
broken, so that it can be restored as either the bijaru festival of Dagan or the
Day-of-renewal(?)-of Dagan. On the 8th the god Ijalma, for whom the month

was named, journeyed out from his temple and on the 9th Ba'al left his tem-
ple. The 18th of the month was the bijaru festival of Ba`al. l

The 7th of Zarati, the last month of the year, was an occasion for providing
offerings to the temples of the major deities. The remainder of the text is not

preserved, so it cannot be ascertained whether this was the beginning of a
longer festival.

The importance of the month Aba'u is reflected in there being a separate
ritual tablet devoted to this month. On the 1st or 2nd of the month offerings

were made to Ba'al. On the 3rd offerings were presented to I`tar and to

Mount Sinaps`i. Offerings to this mountain occurred also on the 8th and 20th

of the month. On the 19th an offering was made to Mount Suparatu. Since

offerings to mountains occurred only during this month, perhaps these rit-

uals relate to this month having been the occasion for the cult of the dead.

Possibly these mountains were believed to have been entrances to the Land

of the Dead, a concept common throughout the Near East. 2 Special offer-
ings are detailed for the 14th, probably the 15th, for the 16th, 17th or 18th,

19th, and 20th of the month. The 25th through the 27th was the occasion
for offerings at the ab/pum. The offerings to the dead were unusually boun-

tiful, including gazelles, fowl, honey, and fruit. For the 27th and 28th of the

month as the time for offerings to the spirits of the dead in other cults, see
pp. 454-455.

1. For the bijaru festival in the Near East, see pp. 310, 374-375.
2. For the association of mountains with the netherworld, see, for example, M. Astour, "The

Nether World and Its Denizens at Ugarit, " Death in Mesopotamia, Mesopotamia 8, B. Alster, ed.
(Copenhagen, 1980), 229.
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Sagmu, ..., Ninkur, Anna, Adam, Marzabanu, Ijalma

(Emar VI/3 446)

1. [The month Zagmu: ...] of the town's shee[p ...]. On the 8th day
[...]. One sheep [...]. [...] they [appr]oach/[gat]her [...] temple [...]. On
the [...] day they provide [...]. On the 15th day Dagan [...] they place [...]
sheep from the nupubannu-men The [...] men [...]. On that day [the chariot

of ...] is harnessed and goes out. They place [...] the temple [...]. [...] the
sheep from the nupubannu-men [...]. The axe of the god [... follows behind
them]. [The commanders and] all (their) men [...] put [...]. They provide
[...]. On the [...] day [...] goes to the main gate of the temple of [...]. Two
sheep [...]. The [diviners?] eat bread (and) beer from the temple of [...].
On [that] day they provide [... for] the temple of Ninurta. [...] goes out to
the main gate. Oxen ...] go before him. [...] takes a side of meat for the
god [...]. The skin of the head [...] ... of the diviner. The commanders and
(their) men [...]. From temple to temple [...] they slit the throat of an ox.

[...] They make offerings for [...] Ninurta (of) the temple of Mara [...].
Thick [pieces of ...] meat are given to the commanders, [(their) men], and
to those performing the sacrificing. The brethren of the temple of Udba
take [...]. The commanders and all (their) men eat the meat in the presence
of [...]. The diviner takes the [....]. They place [...]. The axe of the god

(major gap)

41'. They slaughter those sheep. They offer up their fruit(?) along with
the breast portion. The axe of the god follows behind them and the skins of
the slain (animals) are for the diviner. On the 15th they bring Saggar down
to the oxen's stalls (and) they slaughter (an ox?). They slaughter a sheep at
the horses' stables. In the same month, (during) the evening, they take out
(the statues of the gods(?) ). They slaughter one sheep in the presence of the
men who ..., then first a sheep at the garden of the ... (-structure) of Ba'al,
(and then) [a sheep for] Dagan-Lord-of-the-Seeds. The diviners toss seeds
about onto the ground. ... from the temple ... A side of meat is for the di-
viner. During the next day they slaughter ... for the country(?). They honor

... and for ... Not until the honors are complete may anyone who wishes de-

part.
70'. The month of Ninkur: on the 17th day, they provide a lamb for(?)

Ninkur. On the 18th day Ninkur goes out. One quality, white sheep from the

nupubannu-men and four(?) oxen(?) of those who [...] who consecrates
[...] bread [...] Dagan [...] bread [...] the diviners [...] the diviners [...] a
lamb [...] nineteen [...] before [...] after [...]

(major gap)

[...] sheep [...] a sheep to the god [...] and a sheep to the god [...] great
... and to the [...] the casings of the intestines [....] belong to the diviners.
The ...meat [...] the king of the land [...]

77". The month of An (ha): all the nupubannu-men along with the con-
tingent of fifty give a sheep to Adamteri. (There is) one sheep for the ab/pu
of the temple, one sheep for Dagan, and one sheep for the town - the divin-
er takes the skins of those sheep of those nupubannu-men.

EMAR

82'. The month of Adam: on the 7th day is the procession of the attend-
ees. On the 8th day is the procession for all the gods.

85'. The month Marzabani: On the 14th cattle. On the 16th he goes out
into the street .... One of the town's sheep and the axe of the god follows in
the street ... The same day is the hunt of Mar. On the 17th is the hunt of
Baal. They roast one sheep from the nupubannu-men in the storehouse(?).
The men ... carry it to the table for the gods. Half of one sheep is for the
diviner.

95'. The month Balm: On the [...] day they perform honors in the
temple of Dagan. In the evening they fill ... wine. They sacrifice birds. On
the day of the renewal(?) 1 of Dagan one of the town's sheep (is sacrificed).
The axe of the god stays in its place in the temple. The skin of the sheep is
for the diviner. On the 8th day Ualma goes out. The axe of the god follows
him. The men performing the ritual eat one of the town's sheep. Bread and
beer are for the diviner. On the same day a sheep is provided for the temple
of Ba'al. On the 9th Baal [...] goes out. An ox and six sheep go to his tem-
ple. From these (sheep), the temple of Ba'al [...] takes [...]. The [...] take
[...]. From these [...] those performing the ritual [...]. On the 18th day is
the bijaru-festival of Baal. A calf and two sheep are slaughtered. He who per-
forms the ritual eats and drinks.

Zaratu
(Emar VI/3 447)

6'. The month Zerati: On the seventh day the men give [...]: one sheep
to the temple of the god [...], one sheep to Ba'al, one sheep to the temple
of Dagan, [... sheep] to the temple of Alai and Amaza, one sheep [for ...],
one sheep for the temple of Samas, one sheep for the temple of Na[..., one
sheep for] The-Lord-of-the-..., one sheep for the temple of [...], one sheep
for the temple of Musani, one sheep for [...], one sheep for the temple of
An, one sheep for the temple of [...]. The axe of the gods follows behind
them. The ritual meat [...]. On [that?] day [...] (the remainder not preserved)

Aba u
(Emar VI/3 452)

In the month Abibu, on the day of ..., they distribute to Ba'al twenty-two
liters of second quality flour, one pitcher of beer, ten doves, one ... of oil,
and one liter of white wine.

3. On the 3rd day they make an offering to Istar of one liter of the
flour (used for) bread pudding, one liter of second-quality flour, ..., a bowl
of fish, a container (of ...) from the temple, a kid from the ...-men, a thou-
sand [...] cedar oil, barley (mixed with?) ghee, a hundred aromatics, one ...-
container, a brick of figs, ten pomegranates, [... and ... liters] of white wine
from the palace. On the same day they make an offering to Mount Sinapsi

1. Arnaud (Emar VI/3, 425) suggests the possibility of reading bi ja!-um (the bikini festival of
Dagan) instead of bida-al.
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of one liter of flour (used for) bread-pudding, two liters of second quality

	

flour,	 one dove, fruits, and oils.
7.

	

On the 8th day they distribute to the gods two liters of second qual-
ity flour, one pitcher of beer, [...] of oil, and one liter of white wine.

8. Also on the 8th day they make an offering of one liter of flour (used
for) bread-pudding, two liters of second-quality flour, [...] ... fruit, and oil;
one dove for Mount Sinaps-i.

9. On the 14th day they make an offering to Istar-of-... of twenty-one
liters of flour (used for) bread-pudding, one bowl of fish, one ...-container,
[...], and ten pomegranates. Bread and beer [...]. On the same day [they
make an offering to ... of] eleven liters [of flour used for bread-pudding,
one] bowl of fish, one [...]. [They make an offering to ... of] eleven liters of
flour used for bread-pudding, one bowl of [fish, ...] of the king's sheep [...].
[They make an offering to ... of] eleven liters of flour used for bread-pud-

ding, [...].

(gap)

15'. [...]. They make an offering to Istar-of-... [of ...]. They celebrate
days of special observances. They make an offering to IM'tar-of-... [of ... ]. [... ]
They gives them [...] liters of bread, barley flour, and a bowl of fish. They
make an offering to Mar-of-the-Seas of [...] from the temple, and one sheep

from the nupulannu-men.
18'. [On the ... day] they make an offering of [...], one bowl of fish, and

sweet-cakes. They cause [...] to enter with her [...] the treasure-[house?].
[...] they cause to enter [...]. On the same day there is a hunt. They bring
out [...] into the street of the granary. On the 16th is the hunt of Istar.

22'. [On the ... day they make an offering to ... of ...], a container (of
), one ...-container from the temple, [...]. On the same day [they make an

offering to ...'of ...], one ...-container from the temple, [...]. The weapon
of the god goes out. Behind the temple of Ninurta [...].

27". [On the 19th] day: [..., liters of flour used for bread-pud]ding,
three ..., one brick of figs, ten pomegranates, and one hundred aromatics
go out on the 19th day. At the ... of the day they offer them up. They make
an offering [...]. They make an offering to Mount Supuratu of [...], [... of]
the king's [...] , two liters of flour (used for) bread-pudding, two liters of sec-
ond-quality flour, one measure of barley flour, one pitcher of beer from the
temple, [one] kid from the nupujlannu-men, and ... wheat.

30'. On the 20th day they make an offering to Mount Sinapsi of one li-
ter of flour (used for) bread-pudding, one liter of second-quality flour, one
...-container, one dove, fruits, and oil.

31'. On the 25th day half five liters of flour (used for) bread-pudding,
two liters of barley flour, one container of beer from the temple, one ...-con-
tainer, one brick of figs, ten pomegranates, one sheep from the nupul!annu-

men, one dove for the ab/pu of the ...-house. On the same day they give two
...-breads (made from) second-quality flour, one dove, and fruit for the ab/

pu of the temple of Ninkur. One the same day they shall observe major ritu-
als by the entrance to the cemetery, (offering) ten liters of barley flour, two
liters of second-quality flour, one bowl of fish, two of the king's sheep, one

.-container, and twenty-five -

EMAR

36'. On the 26th day they make an offering to all the gods of twenty li-
ters of barley flour, two pitchers of beer, twelve sheep from the nupujjannu-
men, sheep from the men of Immaru, one ... of oil [...] up to doors [...J.
They (then) close the doors. On the same day they make an offering to the
ab/pu of the palace of eleven liters of flour (used for) bread-pudding, ten li-
ters of second-quality flour, twenty liters of barley flour, two pitchers of beer,
one ... of palace wine, one ox, one sheep, one gazelle, one bird, honey, fats,
ghee, and fruit. On the same day (they make an offering of) two ...-breads
(made from) second quality flour, one dove, and fruit for the ab/pu of the
temple of Dagan; two ...-breads (made from) second-quality flour, one dove,
and fruit for the temple of Alal; two ...-breads, one dove, and fruit for The-
Lord-of-the-Habitations; four ...-breads (made from) second-quality flour
and one bird for Itbara.

43'. On the 27th day they make an offering of eleven liters of flour
(used for) bread-pudding, one container (of ... ), a container of-barley-beer,
a container of wine, one sheep, one dove, honey, fats, ghee, beef, gazelle-
meat, fish, an armannu-(fruit) tree, soured milk, a fig tree, all kinds of fruit,
and four doves, and perform abbreviated honors before the ab/pu of the
temple of Dagan. [They make an offering of] ten liters of flour (used for)
bread-pudding, half a liter of second-quality flour, [...+10] liters of barley-
flour, and two pitchers of beer from the temple for the ab/pu of the temple
[of ...]; they will perform the songs of the gods. On the same day (they make
an offering of) of eleven liters of flour (used for) bread-pudding, one con-
tainer (of ...), a container of barley-beer, a container of wine, honey, fats,
ghee, one dove, beef, gazelle-meat, a lamb, and all kinds of fruit for the ab/
pu of the temple of Alal. On the same day they give honey, fats, ghee, beef,
gazelle-meat, fish, and all kinds of fruit for the ab/pu from [...] to the ab/pu
of the ...-house.

53'. On the beginning of the (next) month, at the time of the conjunc-
tion of the moon and sun, they purify the city as long as (the new moon)
does not appear. They make an offering to The-Lord-of-Akka of half a liter
of barley-flour, one container (of ...) from the temple, [...] sheep of the nu-
pujyannu-men. On the third day they take out the Lulal-gods.
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THE SECOND AND FIRST MILLENNIA I.C.

From Elam to Alalakh

The calendars of the ancient cities of Elam-Susa and An gan-as well as that

of later Persepolis, can, at least partially, be reconstructed.

SUSA

Some Susa month names are attested in the royal inscriptions of Sennach-

erib and Esarhaddon. l The most recent reconstruction of the calendar used

at Susa was proposed by Reiner. 2 Reiner assigned Addaru as the first month

of the year on the basis of deliveries recorded on a stela from the neighbor-

ing site of Haft Tepe being listed from Addaru to Sabatu. This accords well

with K.104 (5R 43), which equates Elamite Addaru with the first month of the

Standard Mesopotamian calendar itibara-zag-gar (= Nisannu), (although Sp.

II 381 equates Elamite Addaru with the second month itigu4-si-sa) . The twelve

months comprising the calendar at Susa are as follows:

i. Addaru

This month, which may well be native to Elam, was eventually incorporat-

ed into the Standard Mesopotamian calendar as the twelfth month.

ii. Ser 'i sra esedi

The month of "the furrow (ready) for reaping " ; among the numerous

variants are see-er-i EBUR, ke-rum EBUR, see-er-i 3a e-se-di, .le-er-bum SE.KIN.KU5, and

Se-er-bum ZIZ.KIN.KU55.A. 3 Reiner has suggested that the Elamite month name

A.SA DINGIR.RA SE.KJN.KU5 is probably a variant for this month. 4

1. Reiner, op. cit., 101; J. Lewy, `The Assyrian Calendar," ArOr 11 (1939), 36; see p. 299.

2. E. Reiner, "Inscription from a Royal Elamite Tomb, " Excursus: The names of the months in

Elam, MO 24 (1973), 97ff.

3. For references and other variants see E. Reiner, op. cit., and CAD E 339-340 sub e.gdu mng. e'.

4. E. Reiner, op. cit., 99 n. 7.
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iii. drat baba

The month of " the Opening-of-the-Gate "; a festival or ritual called the
"Opening-of-the-Gate" is mentioned in an Old Babylonian letter: "I shall

come to you for the Opening-of-the-Gate, mention me with blessing to
Anu" 1 ; a Neo-Babylonian letter 1500 years later states: "on the fourth is the
Opening-of-the-Great-Gate"2; and a late ritual text refers to the "Opening-of-
the-Gates."3 Most probably this festival or ritual refers to the departure of the

god from his temple, where he had been cloistered, for either an appearance

in his city or at the onset of a trip to another temple or city. 4

iv. DINGIRMAIJ

According to Stolper, this month name is probably to be rendered as Belili
on the basis of the An§an month Belili (and the Persepolis month Belilit) and
the known equivalency Belet-ili = DINGIR.MAIJ.5

v. Abu

This month is named for the ab/pum observance. 6

vi. Lallubu / Lanlubii / Lullubu

Note the Elamite name Lallubitu, "born in the month Lallubu. "7

vii. Sibutu / Sebutu

The month occurs also at Old Babylonian Sippar. 8 Reiner suggests that
the unusual variant Se-bu-le-bi-i on the Haft Tepe stela "may have arisen by

analogy to the endings of La-lu-bi-e and Hu-ul-tu-up-pi-e."9 Charpin has sug-
gested that Se-bu Se-bi-i is analogous to sebut sebim at Mari, "the seventh (day)

of the seventh (month)," on which special observances were held at Mari. 10

1. TCL 1 19:19, CAD B 20 sub babu mng. b'.

2. ABL 496:10, CAD B 20 sub MSu mng. b'.

3. RAcc. 79:36.

4. For possibly analogous festivals, see pp. 32, 138-139, 290.

5. Stolper Tall-I Malyan, 14-15. Reiner (op. cit., 99 n. 20a) had proposed that DINGIR.MA(1 in the
Susa month name may have been an orthography for the goddess Mammitum, for whom a month
was named in the Amorite calendars. However, the texts from Antan had not been published at the
time of Reiner 's suggestion.

6. For the ab/pum month name and festival, see pp. 259-261.

7. MDP 22 137:25, quoted CAD L 48.

8. See p. 270 for a discussion of this month name.

9. Sec E. Reiner, op. cit., 98

10. D. Charpin, NABU 1987/4, 66. For the ritual of the 7th Day of the 7th Month, seep. 391-392.
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viii. Seri 3'a eres~i

The month of "the furrow of the seeding"; among the numerous variants

are le-er-lu-um URU4.A, le-er-i 3'h e-re-Ji, see-er-i Ri URU4, and se-er-i e-re-gi. 1 Reiner

has suggested that the Elamite month name A.SA DINGIR.RA URU4.A is prob-

ably a variant for this month. 2

ix. Tambiru

The month occurs also in the Amorite calendars.

x. Silittu

An explanation of the equivalency of this month with the Standard Meso-

potamian month Sabalu occurs in Rm.2, 127 rev. (MO 24 [1973], 102): "the

(Elamite) month Sililitu (corresponds to the Babylonian) month Sabatu, be-

cause in Sabatu the marriage of the gods [takes place]."

xi. &ltuppu

Variants for this month include IjUL.DOB.BA.E (K. 104; "[when] the de-

mons go out"), bul-dub-bi-e (ACh Supp. 2 79), 6u-ul-tu-up-ii-e (Haft Tepe ste-

la), and bu-u3'-tu-[up-pi] (MDP 22 100:7). For other variants to this month

name and to Sumerian bul-dub (rabicu), "demon," see Langdon Menologies,

46 n. 1. Sumerian & §bul-dub-ba (Akkadian Iultuppu) is a "whipping rod as a

tool of the conjurer "3 which is used against the bul-dub (rabi;u) demon.

xii. Sabatu / Sabatu / BAR.SAG.SAG

The month Sabaluwas the eleventh month in the Standard Mesopotamian
calendar. The orthography BAR.SAG.SAG, (which, along with Sabatu, is equat-

ed to itibara-zag-gar on Rm. 2, 127) occurs also in the inscriptions of Sen-

nacherib.4

ANSAN

Over a hundred tablets and fragments from ancientAn§an (Tall-I Malyan)
dating to the end of the second millennium B.C. have been published by M.

Stolper in Texts from Tall-I Malyan, Philadelphia, 1984. Stolper identified two
groups of tablets from levels 1Va and IIIa in a building at location EDD con-

1. For references and other variants, sec E. Rciner, op. cit.. and CAD E 286 sub erliu mng. B 4'.

2. E. Reiner, op. de„ 99 n. 7.

3. CAD U 231 sub bultupp-1

4. Reiner, op. cit., 101 n. 21.
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taming month names. Stolper states: "The chronological interval between
EDD IVa and EDD IIIa is of uncertain length; it is probably short. It is likely
that the same calendar was in use at the times of both levels." 1

Level Ira: This group includes seven non-Sumerian month names: Belili
(according to Stolper possibly to be identified with Susa month 4 [DINGIR.
MAI3]), Api (Susa month 5), Lallubu (Susa month 6), Manlarki (Persepolis
month 7), Addaru (Susa month 1 and Persepolis month 3), Se-er-man(?) (ac-
cording to Stolper possibly to be identified with Semi, Persepolis month 10),
and Ka4-te-en-ka4. In addition, three Sumerian orthographies from the Stan-
dard Mesopotamian calendar were found: GU4.SI.SA (and GU4), KIN and
BARA.ZAG.GAR.

Level IIIa: These tablets come from the rebuilding on the burned EDD
site and thus are slightly later than Group 2. Four month names are found
on one tablet: S[i-b]a-ri, Se-ru-um, Se-ru-um-x-[...], Gam-ma-ma. Stolper notes
that these four months are somewhat parallel to the three months at Perse-
polis which comprise months 9 to 11: Sibari, Sermi, and Kutmama (or Kammama).
At Susa the months Ser'i 3'a a edi (month 2) and Ser'i la eres"i (month 8) are
non-contiguous. Therefore, perhaps the two consecutive references to Se-ru-um
and Se-ru-um-x-[...] may refer to the same month, presumably Ser 'i la ere3'i .

Based on the somewhat parallel Susa and Persepolis calendars, we pro-
pose a highly speculative partial reconstruction of the An§an calendar at the
end of the second millennium B.C.:

Standard Mesopotamian Calendar
An§an at An§an

i. Addaru i. GU4.SI.SA
ii. ii.

iii. iii.
iv. Belili iv.
v. Api v. JUN

vi. Lallubii vi.
vii. Manlarki vii.

viii. viii.
ix. Sibari ix.

x. Seri .ia ereji x.
xi. G/Kammama xi.

xii. xii. BARA.ZAG.GAR

I. Stolper Tall-I Malyan, 15.
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PERSEPOLIS

Hallock noted that the tablets from Persepolis dated to the middle of the
first millennium B.C. utilized two different calendars. ) The majority of tab-

lets were dated according to the Old Persian calendar, while a smaller group
used a different calendar, one which Hallock suggests is presumably Elamite.

Old Persian Elamite

i. Hadukannal (Adukanfa]ila) i. Zikli

ii. Turmar (Thuravahara) ii. Zarpakim

iii. Sakurrizii (Thaigarcii) iii. Hadar

iv. Karmabatas" (Garmapada) iv. Hallime

v. Turnabazis" v. Zillatam

vi. KarbaJiyai vi. Belilit

vii. Bakeyati.{` (Bagayadi3) vii. Mani'arki

viii. Markafanof2 viii. Lankelli

ix. Haiiyatisr (Apiyadiya) ix. Sibari

x. Hanamaka.i (Anamaka) x. Sermi

xi. Samiyamai xi. Kutmama / Kammama

xii. Miyakannai (Viyaxna) xii. A.d3'etkupi

Hallock has proposed that the month name Lankelli means "(the month

of) administering the tan (ceremony) " and that zikli denotes a kind of

bread. 3 The texts from Persepolis also contain references to a month
RA.UAL, which is also attested in texts from Susa. 4

I. R.T. Hallock, Persepolis Fortification Tablets, 01P 92, 74-75.

2. Sce pp. 330-331 for a discussion or the relationship of this month name and the Standard

Mesopotamian month name Arebsamnu.

3. Hallock, op. cit.

4. Hallock, op. cit., suggests that at Susa RA.J3AL represented the seventh month. However, he

reserved judgment as to whether RA.I)AL was a logogram for Mantarki.

Nuzi

Tablets from third millennium Gasur (later known as Nuzi) utilized the Early
Semitic calendar. But, as at other sites, that calendar was abandoned in favor
of another Semitic calendar. And when Nuzi experienced the migration of
Hurrians into its territory, a Hurrian calendar was adopted as well. The Nuzi
calendar was reconstructed by Gordon and Lacheman, l who identified the
simultaneous use of Hurrian and Semitic calendars. 2 The two systems were
so intertwined that, as Gordon and Lacheman note: "Hurrian and Semitic
months were often mentioned in one breath. For example SMN 221 provides
the sequence `Sabutu, Seblu, Kinunu, Hum, Mitirunnu' of which the first and
third are Semitic while the second, fourth and fifth are Hurrian."

None of the Nuzi documents contains any indication of an intercalary
month, despite the existence of over three hundred tablets containing
month names. Among the Ur III tablets approximately 2% of the references
to months are to intercalary months. 3 If Nuzi followed the same approximate
pattern of intercalation as the cities of the Ur HI period, there should be six
references to an intercalary month at Nuzi. If there was no intercalation at
Nuzi, then either Nuzi utilized a lunar calendar with a year of 354 days (as
did pre-thirteenth century B.C. Assyria), or the Nuzi/Hurrian calendar was
non-lunar, presumably consisting of twelve months, each month containing
approximately thirty days. A resolution to the possibility that Nuzi utilized a
lunar calendar without intercalation might be reached by associating the
months with seasonal events described in those tablets. This was the method-
ology used by Oppenheim in his initial attempt at reconstructing the Nuzi
calendar, wherein Oppenheim examined those tablets dealing with sheep
shearing and with the harvest. 4 Unfortunately there is an insufficient num-
ber of meaningful seasonal references for each month to clearly establish
whether a particular month occurred during different seasons of the year.
However, Oppenheim did observe that the month Kurillu occurred in con-
texts involving sheep shearing, thus March/April at the latest, as well as ap-
parently being "after the harvest, " which agrees with Gordon and Lache-
man 's positioning of Kurillu (on the assumption that intercalation occurred)

1. Gordon and Lacheman, 'The Nuzu Menology," ArOr 10 (1940), 51ff.;A.L. Oppenheim, "Die
nichtsemitischen Monatsnamen der Nuzl-Texte," ArOr 8 (1936), 290ff.; Cordon, "The Names of the
Months in the Nuzi Calendar," RSO XV (1934), 253ff.; G. Wilhelm, Das Archie dos Silwa-Te3.lup, Heft
2 (Wiesbaden, 1980), 28.

2. There is one reference to a "month of Funerary offerings" at Nuzi (AASOR 16 66:31: UDU.MES
annti itti 3ipaliiunu ina ar1{i kispatum Ba idkidki PN ilge "PN received these sheep with their wool in the
month of the funeral offering of i[ikiThii] " (translation CAD 1250 sub idkiiki).

3. This statistic is based upon the number of entries in Sigrist and Gomi Catalogue.
4. Oppenheim, op. cit., 290ff.
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as the third month around May/June. Gordon and Lacheman note, howev-
er, that on the basis of HSS 5 82, sheep shearing in Kurillu was unusual, not
standard. ] A factor, however, which indicates that the Hurrian calendar may
have been adjusted to the seasonal calendar is the occurrence of the Semitic
month name and festival kinunu ("brazier") at Nuzi. Throughout Mesopota-
mia the Brazier Festival occurred at the onset of cold weather or during the
middle of the cold season-the brazier being an object which counteracted
the cold. There are five texts in which the month kinunu is listed along with
Hurrian months and in all five cases the order is the same. 2 If we assume that
the seasonal observance of the brazier festival was fixed, then these texts in-
dicate that the Hurrian months were also seasonally fixed.

Therefore, though surprisingly an intercalary month at Nuzi is not attested,
the apparently fixed position of the Brazier Festival in relation to the Hurri-
an calendar indicates that the Hurrian calendar was seasonally adjusted.

Several of the months were named for festivals occurring during the
month: isinni . a lebali, isinni .sra Jebali sra dTeiup, isinni is arkabinni, isinni kinu-

ni, and isinni mitirunni. 3

HURRIAN CALENDAR

i. Impurtanni

There is one attestation of the orthography in-pur-ta-an-ni (HSS 15 232).

ii. Arkuzzi

iii. Kurill

The month name Kurillu denotes a pile of sheaves, indicating a harvest occa-

sion.4

iv. Sejyali .i`a dTe§up (=dam)

Noting the seeming parallelism with the Sippar month Isin-dAdad, Gor-

don and Lacheman suggest that the Hurrian term ?ebalu means "festival " de-

spite the aforementioned references to isinni .ia lebali. Gordon and Lache-

1. Gordon and Lacheman, op. cit., 55 n. I.

2. See Gordon and Lacheman, op. cit., 53 for these references (SMN 872 has inverted the
established order of the months brunt and Mitirunnu).

3. For these references see Gordon and Lacheman, op. cit., 63. For another reference to isinni la

kini7ni see Nuzi Studies 1, 431 NBC 6500.

4. See CAD IC 572 sub kurullu A with variant kuritlu.
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man suggest the reading dTe§up for dIM, l which is supported by the personal
name ge-bal-Te-§up (HSS 15 294).

v. &ejyali ,a dNergal

vi. Arkabinni

The Nuzi term arkabu (pl. arkabena) denotes a bed ornamentation. 2 One
Nuzi document mentions a festival during this month: ina arki isinni Ia Arka-
binni, "after the arkabinnu-festival."3

vii. Attand(we)

According to Gordon and Lacheman: "It is not certain whether the final
syllable is the Hurrian genitive case ending. "4 This month name Attanai(wa)
may be a cognate of the Alalakh month Attana/Attanatu. There is a reference
to the "gods entering the garden" during this month. 5

viii. Seblu

During this month the goddess dU(=I§tar/8au§ka) "lay down to rest" (is-
ku-pu) .6

ix. [...]

x. guru

Gordon and Lacheman state: "The interpretation of arab (luri as 'the
month of the Hurrians' is suggestive but uncertain.* 7

xi. Mitirunni

There are two Nuzi references to wheat or emmer provided for the mitir-
unnu (festival). 8 During this month the gods paraded to the canebrake, per-
haps as part of the mitirunni festival. 9

1. Gordon and Lacheman, op. cit., 52 n. 1.

2. CAD A/2 272 sub arkabu. CAD sees no relationship between the month name and arkabinnu A,
which denotes a kind of door.

3. See ArOr 10 (1940), 63.

4. Gordon and Lacheman, op. cit., 61.

5. Mayer Nuzi, 148.

6. Mayer Nuzi, 148.

7. Gordon and Lacheman, op. cit., 62.

8. Sec CAD M/2 139 sub mitirunnu for references.

9. Mayer Nuzi, 147: a-na DINGIR.MES a-na DU la i+ l -sd.
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xii. jjutal.i

The reading is confirmed by the orthography bu-fa-al-ii and /.u-tat-le-e. 1

During this month the statue of one of the gods journeyed to the town of
Natmani. 2

FROM ELAM TO ALALAKH

vii. Sabutu / Sibutu

This month name, which probably means "seven, " occurs both at Old
Babylonian Sippar and at Susa. l

viii. [...]
SEMITIC CALENDAR

ix. Kinunu

ii.

	

Jliaru

The bijaru festival ( "donkey festival") is attested in calendars across north-
ern and western Mesopotamia. 3

jjinzuru

CAD suggests that the month binzurri(wa) may be related to the Nuzi word
benzuru which denotes a particular fruit tree or a color or dye. 4 Gordon and
Lacheman, however, had considered this month to be of Semitic origin, and
favored H.L. Ginsberg 's identification of this month with Syro-Arabic Hizran,
also the third month of that calendar.5

iv. Tamuzu

The reading of this month name is based upon the Nuzi orthographies
both in SMN 2212: to-mu-i -zi and ta-mu-u[z-...].

V.

	

[...]

vi. Ululu

This month name occurs in the Standard Mesopotamian calendar and in
the form Elulu at Old Babylonian Sippar. 6

1. For references see Gordon and Lacheman, op. cit., 68. Note below the similar soundingAlalakh
month dataldi.

2. Mayer, op. cit.

3. Sec our discussion of the Alalakh calendar below for this festival and sec further pp. 309ff. for
our discussion of the month Alone.

4. See CAD Ij 170 sub benzilru.

5. Langdon Menologies, 65 associated the Syro-Arabic month name with Akkadian bumsiru, Arabic
binzir ("pig", "hog"), and the constellation babasiranu. Langdon's interpretation was possibly
affected by his assertion that this Nuzi month name was related to the third month of the Palmyra
calendar, binzaru.

6. For a discussion of this month name, see pp. 321ff.

Documents mention the kinunu ("brazier") festival, 2 as well as groats and
barley for the festival. 3 The personal names Ki/Kf-nu-nu/ni, Kf-nu-na/ni-ti,1R-
kf-nu-ni, and . I-il-kf-nu-ni are attested at Nuzi. 4

X. to xii. [...]

In addition to these month names, one Nuzi tablet is dated to the month
itible-gal-la (SMN 1203) and another mentions iti Qarrati (HSS 15 134 rev. 41),
a month known from Assyria. A month Jamannu is attested on a Nuzi docu-
ment: a-di-i u4-mi d-Ji ga-ma-an-ni, "up to the new moon of (the month)
Hamanni. "5

. "Jana /Terqa

Alphabetic texts from the liana region have been unearthed, texts which
probably date to the same period as the alphabetic tablets from Ugarit, i.e.,
the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries B.C. Among these texts is the earliest
reference to the month Kissilimu: yrb kslm. 6 Cuneiform tablets from liana in-
clude the months itiGIS.GU.ZA (=Kussti, "throne") and iti Teritum. 7 The only
other known month name utilizing the word for kussu, " throne," is from
Emar: iti dNin-kur-ra .fa kussi. e

1. For a discussion of this month name, see p. 270.

2. HSS 14 145 (isinni hi'-nu-ni-h).
3. HSS 14145: (ki-nu-ni-h); HSS 15 235 (kf-nu-ni). For a discussion of this festival, see pp. 392-394.
4. For references see CAD K 395 sub kinunu.
5. HSS 15 56:23. For the name Ijammanitum see CAD 13 59 sub "bamannfi.
6. Syria 57 (1980), 352.

7. VAB 5 219 35 and for other references see Greengus, "The Akkadian Calendar at Sippar, "JAGS
107 (1987), 222 n. 54.

8. See p. 344. However, note the unidentified month name itiai-te mufen, & a5-te also being
equated to kussd, " throne " (W.W. Hallo, "A Letter Fragment from Tel Aphek, " Tel Aviv 8 (1981), 20
(NBC 1007]).
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I aana/Terqa was located near Mari and, based on Mari references, was in
close economic, religious and political communication with Mari. And seven
of the months names preserved from Terqa/ijana are used in the Mari cal-
endar (Malkanum (2), dIGI.KUR.RA (6), Kinunum (7), Liliatum (9), Belet-biri

(10), Kiskissum (11), andElArum (12)). 1 The month Birizarrumis attested at
both Mari and in the Ijana region. Podany suggests that "the name Bi-
rizarrum may have been peculiar to Terqa even during the kingdom of Mari;
all texts that mention that name possibly originated in Terqa." 2

One text (BiMes 16 no. 6) contains a month it'Ba/MaAK-re-e, which Roualt
suggests may be identical with the Alalakh and Ugarit month name itiPagril.

Podany suggests reading this month as Ma-ag-re-e-<num>, identifying it with

the month Magranum attested at Mari. 3

Alalakh

Tablets from Alalakh Level VII date to the Old Babylonian period and uti-
lized a local calendar. The tablets of the later Level N can be dated to ap-
proximately 1500 B.C. The Level VII tablets reveal a large Hurrian popu-
lation, reflected in the onomastikon and the month names. However, by the
Level N period, the calendar contains both remnants of the Level VII Alalakh
calendar and the Sumerian logograms used in the Standard Mesopotamian
calendar. The Sumerian scribal notation differs, however, from those used
earlier in Southern Mesopotamia in that only the first Sumerian sign of the
month name is written on the tablet (i.e., se instead of se-kin-ku5). Thus
1500 B.C. at Alalakh appears to have been a period of calendrical transition,
adoption of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar.

There are sixteen different months names preserved on tablets from Level
VII. Two of these months occur at Level IV, while an otherwise unattested
Hurrian(?) month (.fu-mu-(}a-al-le) occurs for the first time at Level N.

LEVEL VII

ai-ta-bi (AT 263); although the divine-determinative does not occur,
this month would seem to be named for the Hurrian deity
Astabi. Note that the Eblaite calendar of the third millenni-
um contained a month named dAs-da-PIL.

FROM ELAM TO ALALAKH

at-ta-na-tim (AT 246), at-ta-na (AT 247, 249, 250), at-ta-an-na-tim (AT 248,
251), at-to-na-ti (AT 65, 252); quite possible the Nuzi month
name Attanaiwa is a cognate of the Alalakh month Attana/At-
tanatu. 1

az-za-li

	

(AT 273), i-za-al-li (AT 7)

ba-la-e

	

(AT 258, 259)

e-ki-na

	

(AT 239, 242), e-ek-ki-e-na (AT 240), e-ek-e-na (AT 241), e-ek-ki
(AT 38)

e-qa-li

	

(AT 269)

gi-ra-ri

	

(AT 52, 245, 251), ki-ra-ri (AT 40); note the existence of a first
millennium B.C. Phoenecian month krr.

fi-is-re-e

	

(AT 54, 61, 242, 243), (yi-ia-ri (AT 6, 63), i-na u4-um jyi-is-ri-i
Ei4-tdr (AT 346)

fju-ti-iz-zi

	

(AT 264), fu-di-iz-zi (AT 39, 265), (yu-di-zi (AT 11), (ji-di-iz-zi
(AT 96)

dl.AMA

	

(AT 266)

li-iq-qa-.?e

	

(AT 255), if-qa-ii (AT 256), if-qa-fi (AT 257)

mi-ia-ri

	

(AT 33)

Nl-qa-LIM

	

see li-iq-qa-ie

pa-ag-ri

	

(AT 35, 37, 38, 253, 269); cf. the Ugarit month yrb pgrm; this
month name may be attested also at Terqa.

.fa-am-me (AT 260), ia-am-me-na (AT 261, 262). This month might be
related to the partially preserved month at Ugarit yrb .fm[ J.
la-ta-al-fi/lim (AT 264)

(AT 37, 236, 237, 238)

LEVEL N

yi-ia-ri

	

(AT 46)

la-qei-.fi

	

(AT 51)

Nl-qd-LIM see l{-04i

.fu-mu-fa-al-le (AT 46)

ab (AT 311, 317)

1. For references see Greengus, op. cit., 222 n. 54 and O. Roualt, Terga Final Reports no. 1, L 'Archive

de Pusurum, BiMes 16.

gu4 (AT 310)

2. A. Podany, The Chronology and History of the Hanel Period, disc., UCLA (1988), 189-191.

3. Podany, op. cit.
1. Note the possibility that this month may be related to the Phoenecian month yrb 'tnm.
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kin (AT 315, 318)

ne (AT 316)

§e (AT 312, 313, 314)

§u (AT 309)

Both CAD N/2 214 and AHw 792b relate the Alalakh month Nl-qa-LIM to
nggallum, "sickle" (for the month name Niggallum see our discussion of the
Amorite calendars). However, the occurrence of the orthography li-iq-qa-3'e
at Alalakh raises the possibility that NI-qa-LIM at Alalakh is to be read li-qa-.ii
(perhaps related to kg, "late planting," as in the Gezer calendar). A month
Niqalu is attested at Emar and nql at Ugarit.

In a tablet from Alalakh the emesal form of the Assyrian month Belet-ekallim
is attested (Wiseman Alalakh 238): iti GASAN.E.GAL

Across western and northern Mesopotamia in the second millennium B.C.
the bijaru festival was observed, providing a month name at Alalakh, Ugarit,
and Emar. The term bijaru has been most recently discussed by J.-M. Durand,
who argues convincingly that the festival and month name bijaru is to be
identified with the Mari term bare, ba'aru, or ajaru, meaning "donkey" 1 ; thus
bijaru was the 'Donkey Festival'. 2 Quite possibly Ajaru, an Amorite month
name, which was adopted also at Sippar and later in the Standard Mesopot-
amian calendar, is related to the month and festival bijaru. The positioning
of this month as the twelfth month at Sippar suggests that this may have been
a celebration over the newborn donkeys, perhaps expanding into a festival
for all newborn herding animals, such as sheep and cattle.

Two tablets from Alalakh list offerings of sheep for the "day of the bijaru
(festival) of I§tar."s At Emar and Aleppo the bijaru festival was a festival of
the storm-god Adad.4 The bijaru offering (sizkur-re bi jam-im) is attested at
Aleppo in the correspondence of Asqudum, who writes in several letters that
he plans to arrive at Aleppo several days before the bijaru offering.5 Upon
his arrival in Aleppo he states that the offerings have been made: anse dIM
ma a sizkur-re it-ta-qti-u. 6 Durand has understood this reference to an§e dIM-
ma as referring to the bijaru, 'the donkey offering'. The importance of this

1.J: M. Durand, MARI 1/1, 121-122. Durand observes On trouve en effet cc terme de hiydrim
rcmplace par ]'expression <<anke dlM>>, <<l 3ne du dicu de 1 ' Orage>>, dan le texte n° 20 [A.2387]."

2. Hittite texts mention a similar sounding festival EZEM biya(r)ral (H Guterbock, Some Aspects
of Hittite Festivals, " CRRA 17 [1970), 177, for which Cilterbock offers no translation).

3. Alalakh 346 and 348, treated most recently byJ: M. Durand, MARI 1/1, 121.

4. EmarVI/2, 590 edge: On the 18th day (of the month ljalma) is the (jijaru-festival of Adad. A
calf and two sheep arc slaughtered. He who performs the ritual cats and drinks."

5. A.711 and A.2369, J.M. Durand, op. cit., 127 and 131.

6. A. 2387, J: M. Durand, op. cit., 131.
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festival is underscored by Asqudum's continual references to the bijaru festi-
val in his letters to the king. At Mari a tablet records the disbursement of
good quality oil for the goddesses Ninijursag and Marat-iltim for the "wash-
ing of the bijaru (me-si-il 1 a-ya-ar-tim)" on the 28th of the third month) And
during the reign of Zimri-Lim an ox was sacrificed as a royal offering for the
bijaru of the goddess Diritum. 2

The bijaru festival was observed in Ugarit on the 18th of the second
month, Fjiyaru. An offering lists for the month Jjiyaru specifies that on the
18th of the month the king participated in a ritual washing and various types
of offerings to various deities were offered at three sites: the cultic place (kb)
of Mt. $apanu (the site of Ba'al's temple), at the cultic place of rs'p "the
Mighty," and at the cultic place of by., a special site somehow associated with
this festival.

Calendar of Unknown Provenience

A Neo-Assyrian lexical tablet lists six different calendars, associating each
month with the supposed corresponding month in the Standard Mesopota-
mian calendar.4 The first three calendars are Sumerian: the first is the Ur
calendar, the second is from Uruk, and the third is from Laga§/Girsu. The
last three are Semitic: the fourth is of unknown provenience, the fifth is the
calendar of Susa, and the sixth is the Restored Assyrian calendar.

There are two features which aid in identifying the native site for this
fourth calendrical system. First, the calendars were listed south to north: Ur,
Uruk, and Girsu, and then the two identified Semitic calendars, Elam and As-
syria. (Ordering cities south to north is a somewhat common scribal practice
when listing cities.) If this supposition is correct, then the home of calendar
four should be south of Susa. Secondly, the sites identified in this calendar
are major historical sites. Unfortunately, however, we are unable to offer an
identification of this site. The months are:

i.

	

[..]
ii.	[x]-su-um

iii.

	

a-pi-nu-um
iv.

	

a -pa-um
v.

	

[...]-tum
vi.

	

s/zh-ar-qd-tum

1. TH 82.68, D. Charpin, MARI 3, 87 no. 25.

2. See J: M. Durand, op. cit., 122 with n. 12.

3. G. del Olmo Lete, Aula Orientolis6 (1988), 190ff.

4. 5R pl. 43.
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vii.	NAR-ba-[a] -te/na
viii.	Su-[...] -um

ix.	[..]

x.

	

[..]

xi.

	

ib-ta-a-zu
xii.

	

[...] 1

Several of the months in this fourth calendar appear to be Semitic. Per-

haps the third month a-iii-nu derives from epinnu, "plow. " The fourth month,

a-pa-um is probably a form of the month Ab/pum. The sixth month might be

related to saraqu, "to sprinkle, " alluding to a ritual observance.

1. The scribe placed the twelfth month of the Elamite calendar in this position and repeated the

twelfth month of the Ur calendar (ezem- 1 ' Me-ki-gkl) as the twelfth month of the Elamite calendar.

THE SECOND AND FIRST MILLENNIA B.C.

The Levant

From Ugarit of the fourteenth and thirteenth centuries B.C. many of the

month names are preserved on ritual and economic documents, some tab-

lets listing multiple months, thereby aiding in the reconstruction of the se-
quence of months. The month names are written as part of the genitival
construction "montl7(yrA) of ..." The following eleven month names which

differ from those of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar are attested on
tablets from Ugarit utilizing the alphabetic script: gn, Alt, Ayr, ib'lt, itibnm,
mgmr, nql, pgrrn, rig yn, and gm[ ].1 Four of these month names occur on tab-
lets from Ugarit using the Akkadian cuneiform script rather than the Ugarit-
ic alphabetic script: jliyaru,2 ballatu,3 rej jani,4 and magmaru. 5 Another
month, occurs only in Akkadian cuneiform script from Ugarit. 6 As dis-
cussed below, the months pgtmand dbltmmay denote the same month-thus,
with iJigu, all twelve months of the Ugarit calendar may be attested.

The civil calendar quite likely began in the spring as elsewhere through-

out the Near East, as noted by J.C. de Moor: 7

Now there exists some evidence that this date too may have been regarded
as a New Year at Ugarit. ... king Krt had to bake bread during the fifth and
the sixth months for his campaign against Udm. Thus it is likely that the
campaign started in the seventh month. After a week's march his army en-
counters firewood gatherers... As the gathering of firewood took place in
September and early October it is almost certain that ... refer to a year be-

1. For references to and/or discussions of the Ugarit calendar see Gordon Ugaritic Textbook, 414;
J.-M. de Tarragon, Le culte h Ugarit, Cahiers de la revue Biblique 19 (1980) Chapitre I: Le calendrier
cultuel, 17-29; J.P.L. Olivier, "Notes on the Ugaritic Month Names," journal of Northwest Semitic
Languages 1 (1971), 39-45 and "Notes on the Ugaritic Month Names I1," journal of Northwest Semitic
Languages 2 (1972), 53-59. The month lm[ J occurs in KRU 1.87 (transliterated G. del Olmo Letc,
Ault: Orientalis 5 [1987], 269).

2. RS25, 455 quoted by Gordon Ugaritic Textbook, 401; RS 34.169 nos. 2 and 25 in Une bibliothkque
au sud de la vile Ras Shamra - Ougarit VII, ed. P. Bordreuil (Paris, 1991).

3. C. Schaeffer, Mission de Ras Shamra 12, no. 101, ii, 5'.

4. C. Schaeffer, Mission de Ras Shamra 12, no. 107 11.

5. See AHw 577.

6. C. Schaeffer, Mission de. Ras Shamra 12, no. 152, 4.
7.J.C. de Moor, The Seasonal Pattern in the Ugaritic Myth of Ba'lu, AOAT 16, 61-62.
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ginning about the time of the vernal equinox. ... Whereas the Ugarit cultic
year appears to begin in autumn and the civil year in the spring ...

The month yrb rig yn as 'Month of Head-of-Wine' refers to the first month

of wine production, which should occur around September. ] Moreover, as

dc Moor demonstrates, this month was one of the starting points of the cultic

calendar. Thus this month should correspond to the seventh month of the

civil calendar.

The month byr occurs during the harvest period. 2

UT 1088 contains the months byr, bit, gn, and itb in sequence. UT 1106

contains four sequential months: rig yn, nql, mgmr, and pgrm and UT 1099

precedes rig yn with ittbnm. UT 1160, however, lists nql, mgmr, followed by the

month name dbhminstead ofpgrmas in UT 1106. Olivier notes the possibility

that yrb dblzm may have been the Canaanite alternative for the Ugaritic-Ala-

lakh month pgrm. However, de Tarragon, following the suggestion of Virol-

leaud, asserts that yrb dbhm was not an actual month name, but rather was

descriptive: "the month of sacrifices." S According to UT 2012 ittbnm preced-

ed rig yn. Therefore most of the months can tentatively be positioned within

the Ugaritic calendar:

i.

	

yrb ib'lt
ii.

	

yrb biyaru
iii.

	

yrb isalatu
iv.

	

yrb gn
v.

	

yrb ill)
vi.

	

yrb ittbnm
vii.

	

yrb reg yani
viii.

	

yrb nql
ix. yrb magmaru
x. yrb pgrm

xi.

	

yrb gm[ ] /i.figu
xii.

	

yrb gm[ ] /igigu

i.

	

yrb ib'lt

Based on ritual text KTU 1.119, the month yrb ib'lt may be the first month

(March/April) of the year:

1. Gordon Ugaritic Textbook, 414.

2.J.P.L. Olivier, "Notes on the Ugaritic Month Names, " Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages 2

(1972), 52.

3. Dc Tarragon, op. cit., 27-28.

THE LEVANT

KTU 1.119 details a seven day festival during this month which cre-

ates the symmetry with the seven day festival of the seventh month

(yrb rig yn), although the seven day festival in yrb ib'lt began on the

17th or 18th (cf. the Hebrews' seven-day festivals of the first and

seventh months);

a- this festival involved special offerings for the royal dynasty which

would be appropriate for the first month of the civil calendar, the
month from which kings counted the reigns; moreover the refer-

ence to libations for primordial kingship (mtk mlkt rigyt) reinforces

the likelihood that this was a festival of kingship;

n the special offerings to Ba'al and the references in the prayer to

Ba'al to a banquet in his temple is reminiscent of the dedication of
Ba'al's temple with its banquet as described in the myth of Ba'al

(CTA 4:VI 40-43, 55-59) which de Moor assigns to the March/April

time period. ]

ii. yrb biyaru

For byr as the month of the "Donkey Festival," see our discussion of the

month Ui-ia-ri at Alalakh.

v. yrb ijb

Olivier suggests that the Ugarit month ijb is related to the Alalakh month

Ag-to-bi. 2

viii. yrb nql

At Emar a month name Ni-qa-li is attested, possibly to be identified with

the Ugaritic month ngL 3

ix. yrb magmaru

Gordon suggests that the month mgmr (magmaru in cuneiform script) is a

nominal derivative of the verb gmr, "to complete."4

1.De Moor, op. cit., 155: "Since the typical Oriental house-warming is related in a part of the myth that
must be dated about the time of the vernal equinox it is likely that the dedication of the temple of Ba ' lu
was celebrated at the civil New Year, but further evidence corroborating this hypothesis must be awaited."

2.J. P. L. Olivier, "Notes on the Ugaritic Month Names, Journal ofNorthwest Semitic Languages 1
(1971), 43.

3. For discussion of possible other occurrences, see p. 374.

4. Gordon Ugaritic Textbook, 380.
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x. yrb pgrm

The month pagru occurs at Alalakh and possibly Terqa, as well. l Gordon

quotes Virolleaud who suggests the term means 'corpses', and refers to fu-

nerary activities. 2 At Mari there were special libations called niq pagre and the

god Dagan had the epithet bel pagre. 3 Whether these cultic allusions are re-

lated to the ritual of a month pagrit cannot be determined.

The month yrb db)tm, "the month of sacrifices, " (which is used to describe

this month [see p. 378]), may be analogous to the Phoenician month zbjy3'm'.
This Phoenician month name has been understood as referring to a specific

month during which special sacrifices were made to the sun. 4

xi/xii. yrlj sum[ ]/i.igu

A partially preserved term which some have suggested may be a month

name occurs on one of the Ugaritic alphabetic texts, which de Tarragon sug-

gests be read as either .tai[...] or.fm[...].5 De Tarragon apud Olivier draws at-

tention to the Alalakh month Samrne/Sammenawhich might be related to the

Ugaritic month if the reading ..m[...] is correct. As noted below, one of the

Ugaritic texts utilizing the Akkadian script lists a month Thgi. Perhaps this is

a variant of the Ugaritic month .s`i[...] in the alphabetic script and not a dis-

tinct month name.

At least one of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar months is attested

on tablets containing the alphabetic-script from Ugarit or Uana. 6 The

month yrb kslm is attested on an alphabetic-script tablet from Cana, probably

of the same time period as the Ugaritic tablets (Syria [1980], 352 no. 5ani

78/14). And another Standard Mesopotamian month, Addaru, is possibly at-

tested in the expression On 'dr, "the rains of Addaru(?)," (although the term

yrjy does not occur). 7

There is an Akkadian literary composition for which there is a copy writ-

ten at Ugarit in which a knowledge of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar

I. For pagru at Alalakh, see p. 373; for the pagru sacrifice atTerqa, seep. 372. However, A. Podany,
The Chronology and History of the 5ana Period, diss., UCLA (1988), 189-191 suggests reading the Terqa
month as Ma-ag-re-e-enum>, identifying it with the month Magranum attested at Mari.

2. Gordon Ugaritic Textbook, 466 aped Virolleaud, CRAIBL (1952), 230.
3. Sec AHw 809 sub pagra'um.

4. See Olivier, op. cit., 56 for references to this interpretation.

5. Sec de Tarragon, op. cit., 19 for a discussion as to whether this is a month name.

6. Sec p. 327 note 1 for yrf 'irt having been erroneously read yrb tin and, as a result, being
understood as a reference to the seventh month of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar.

7. P. Bordreuil, "La mention du moil d 'Adaru dans une lettre du roi de Tyr au roi d ' Ougarit (RS

18.59 i.14)," Semitica 40 (1991), 28-30.
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is demonstrated. The first month of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar
was Nisannu, denoted by the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian first month
itibara-zag-gar. This relationship, as well as the derivation of the name Nisannu
from nisag, "first," is intertwined in the composition "The Message of Lu-

Dingir-ra to His Mother," wherein a syllabic rendering of itibara-za-gar as pa-
ra-za-an-kar occurs in the Ugaritic version. The non-Ugaritic recension par-
allels zag-mu, "the new year" (translated loosely into Akkadian as "early")
with nisag, "the first produce": gurun-zag-mu-a ni-to-bu-um (var.: gi§.U.SAR;
u.gi§.SAR) nisag-ga inbu pan kW mutt ummu nissani "An early fruit, the yield
of the first month." 1 In the Ugaritic version the month itibara-zag-gar has re-
placed nisag but is still translated by nisannu: [gurun-zag]-mu G[URU]N ? .
GIS.KIRI6 litil bara-zag-gar ku-ru-um za-an-ku mu-ut-bu pa-ra-za-an-kar inbu Ja
pana [...] MU x ti mutbummi nissani. 2 Thus the Ugarit scribe was aware that
itibara-zag-gar was the first month of the Standard Mesopotamian calendar
and that it was an orthography for Nisannu.

Festivals at Ugarit

Some of the festivals which comprised the Ugarit cultic year can be dis--

cerned from mythological contexts as well as from monthly offering lists. 3

As suggested above, the month yrb ib'lt may have been the first month of
the year. The one-day festival occurred on the 7th. A seven day festival whose

basic theme seems to have been the reaffirmation of divine and temporal

kingship began on the 17th or 18th of the month. On the 17th the king par-
ticipated in a ritual lustration, followed by sacrifices of cows to the gods Ilu
and Ba'al, and to the 'lord' and ' lady ' . Thereafter a fire was lit in the assem-
bly-room(?) ('d) of the temple of Ba'al, and a lamb and a dove were offered

for the dynastic line(?) (t'). On the 18th day (which either began a seven-day

festival or was a continuation of the festival of the 17th) an ox was sacrificed

in the tower of Ba'al's temple, a burnt-offering was made, the king per-

formed a sacrifice, offerings were presented to Isbarayu and Ba ' al at the tem-

ple of flu, and an ass was sacrificed. The festival ended at sunset on the
seventh day.

The liyaru festival, which may well have been the occasion for celebrating
the birth of domesticated animals, in particular that of the newborn don-

1. M. Civil, "The Message of Lit-Dingir-ra to His Mother, "JNES 23 (1964), 1ff.
2. Ugaritica V 314.
3. The following presentation is limited to an overview of those cultic events which appear to be

annual celebrations. For rituals for the new moon and other monthly rituals, see de Tarragon, op.
cit., pp. 17-30, wherein de Tarragon discusses the entire ritual calendar at Ugarit in depth.
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keys, was observed in Ugarit on the 18th of the second month (yrb byr). A

schedule of offerings] for this month specifies that on the 18th of the month

the king participated in a ritual washing and various types of offerings to

many deities were offered at three sites: the cultic place (gb) of Mt. Sapanu

(the mythologized site of Ba'al ' s temple), at the cultic place of r3p "the

Mighty," and at the cultic place of byr, a special site somehow associated with

this festival.
De Moor observes that on the 1st of the month yrb rig yn:

The king had to sacrifice b . gg 'ar[b' .] 'arb ' . mtbt 'azmr. bh 'on the roof on

which there are four by four dwellings of cut-off foliage. ' In my opinion this
clinches the matter: important elements of the Hebrew Feast of Tabernacles
originated with the Canaanites. 2

The wine festival (rig yn) of Ugarit commenced during the full moon of

the seventh month (yrjy rig yn).3 On the 13th of the month the king partici-

pated in a ritual washing. On the 14th there was an offering for the first of

the purple dye (rig argmn). De Moor, in his seasonal interpretation of the

myth of Ba'al, interprets the passage as relating the goddess 'Anat ' s adorning

herself with the purple snail as a reference to this observance. Offerings were

then made to several deities followed by a ritual washing for the king, who

then performed an expiation rite (mlty) and officially proclaimed the seven-

day festival. On the first day a bunch of grapes was offered to Ilu. Various

types of offerings to various deities were performed, and at sunset of the sev-

enth day the festival was over, i.e., the king was no longer in a state of holi-

ness (hl mlk). De Moor observes that "according to one tablet a man was

allowed to drink his fill on the first day [of the festival]. Even the dead re-

ceived libations of wine. Thus it becomes fully understandable why Eli took

it for granted that Hannah was drunk at the festival (1 Sam. 1:13)1 "4 Con-

cerning the wine libations for the dead, one text records " 'the hill of the li-

bation-pipes ' , i.e., the burial mound, receives three jars of wine. This offering is

hardly different from ... 'and into the mountain fourteen jars of wine ' . "5

Based upon the myth of Ba'al, De Moor suggests that during this wine festival

ritual combat (perhaps lasting as long as four days) may have been per-
formed, symbolizing the goddess 'Anat's bloody combat, the shedding of

1. G. del Olmo Lets, Aula Octentalis 6 (1988), 190ff. Fora discussion of the term byr at Ugarit, see
de Tarragon, op. cit., pp. 22ff., which was written before Durand ' s suggestion that the month byr
probably refers to a Donkey Festival. For a discussion of the meaning of the term byr in other
calendrical systems, sec pp. 374-375.

2. Dc Moor, op. cit., 59.
3. Sec G. del Olmo Lew, Aula Orientalis5 (1987), 258ff.

4. De Moor, op. cit., 59.
5. De Moor, op. cit., 79.
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blood perhaps being an act to ensure the coming rains. ] De Moor notes: 2

Official Judaism celebrated the Feast of Tabernacles at this time of year. Ac-
cording to Zech. 14:17 it depended on the celebration of this Feast whether
people might expect enough rain in the following agricultural year. Thus
prayers for rain occupy a prominent place in the liturgy and the Mishna
states that libations of water and wine should be poured on each day of the
Feast (Sukka IV.9). Because this rite was designed to promote rainfall, it may
originally have been a rite of sympathetic magic.

A cuneiform text found at Ugarit refers to the festival of Kubaba (EZEM :
i-si-nu 3`a dKu-ba-ba). 3 Unfortunately the tablet does not record the name of
the month. Moreover, it is not certain that the author of the letter is refer-
ring to a festival at Ugarit.

OtherOther Calendars

A limestone slab discovered in 1908 has been dubbed the Gezer Calendar,

though it is not a true calendar, but rather a seasonally ordered listing of ag-
ricultural activities. 4

His two months are (olive) harvest, ('sp)
His two months are planting (grain),(zr')

His two months are late planting;(lgs)
His month is hoeing up of flax,5 (' $dpgt)

His month is harvest of barley,(gsr s' rm)
His month is harvest and feasting,(vrkl)

His two months are vine-tending,(zmr)
His month is summer fruit.(gs)

According to Albright "recent discoveries establish its relative archaism

and point to the second half of the tenth century or the very beginning of

the ninth as its probable time. ... The language is good biblical Hebrew, in

a very early spelling; it is written in verse and seems to have been a kind of
mnemonic ditty for children."6 Wirgin suggests that the content is a prayer:
"Rather should we call it a silent prayer that nothing should happen which

1.De Moor, op. cit., 94.
2. Dc Moor, op. cit., 99.
3. Ugaritica 5, 159 no. 63 (R.S. 20.182c): "My brother, don't you know that the festival of Kubaba

is upon us?"
4. Published by R.A.S. Macalister, Excavations at Gan; II, 241f.; translation according to W.F.

Albright in J. Pritchard, ANET, 320.
5. Talmon, "The Gezer Calendar and the Seasonal Cycle of Ancient Canaan, " JAOS 83 (1963),

177, noting the lack of evidence supporting the growing of flax in Palestine before the middle of the
first millennium B.C., supports Tur-Sinai's suggested translation: "cutting of sundry herbs and grass."

6.W.F. Albright, op. cit.
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would interfere with the normal order of things in nature. The hole in the

stone served for fastening the tablet on the wall of a public holy place for ev-

eryone to see and to watch and to behave according to the divine command-

ments, so the community should deserve divine grace."' Talmon places the

authoring of this document between 950-925 B.C. and suggests " One may

surmise that the G[ezer] C[alendar] is an official document which presents

in proper chronological sequence the main farming seasons in the district

of the lowlands of ancient Palestine. Most probably it was drawn up for the

purpose of tax-collections on behalf of the royal administration. "2

This document lists an agricultural activity for each month or two month

period, although never providing the actual month names. The list con-

cludes with the summer months, which has raised the possibility that the

starting point of the activities in this tablet mirrors the start of the local cal-

endar, i.e., the calendar began in the autumn. Note that a Sumerian text,
popularly called the Farmers' Almanac, describing the yearly agricultural ac-

tivities, begins with spring activities, which coincides with the beginning of

the Mesopotamian calendar year.
From the last centuries B.C. most of the months of the Phoenician calen-

dar are attested in Semitic inscriptions from Sidon, Kition, Idalion, Tamos-

sos, Larnax Lapethos, Pyrgi, and Carthage: yrb bl, yrb mp ; yrb ntrp ; yrb zbh.Isn ,

yrf^ 'tnm, yrb p' It, yrb krr, yrh zhb, 3 and yrb /byr. 4 Two of these months, yr/} 'lnm

and yrll bl, are attested in I Kings (6:37-38, 8:1) and equated with the seventh

1. Eretz Israel6 (1960), 9*-12*.

2. Talmon, op. cit., states that the document "did not precede the rebuilding of Gezer as an

Israelite fortress by Solomon " and "cannot be dated later than the destruction of that city by Pharaoh
Shishak in the fifth year of Rehoboam ' s reign. "

A Syriac prayer (ca. 400-800 A.D.) is somewhat reminiscent of the contents of the Gczcr tablet and
might provide support for Wirgin 's interpretation (S.P. Brock, "A Dispute of the Months and Some
Related Syriac Texts," Journal of Semitic Studies 30 [1985], 188):

Through your mercies, Lord, may the months
be for us the source of joys, the years, of delight;
let them bring us (their products) in peace, Lord:
Nisan its flowers, lyyar its lilies too,
Haziran its sheaves, Tammuz its heaps of grain;
let Ab and illul bring along clusters (of grapes) on poles,
let the two Teshris give response to each other in the (grape-)pressing;
let the two Kanuns bring rest, Shebat and Adar, the Fast.
To you, Lord, be the praise.

3. For yrb zhb sec OA 4 (1965), 175.

4. There is a reference to mrzjy (Cooke NSI no. 33 found at Piraeus, dated to 96 B.C., but concerns
individuals from Sidon), which might be a month name, but omits the term yrb ("month ") expected
before month names. For a discussion of this entry see Langdon Menologies, 25 n. 3 and cf.
'°Marzabani at Emar (p. 344 with note 2). There is a reference to yrb mp' lpny, which might refer to
a second month by the same name, or to the same month in the previous year (Donner and Rollig
Inschriflen no. 43).
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and eighth months respectively.' A third month attested in I Kings, yrb zv
(month 2), is probably also from the Phoenician calendar:

yrb zv - "In the four hundred and eightieth year after the Israelites left

the land of Egypt, in the month zv-that is, the second month-in

the fourth year of his reign over Israel, Solomon began to build the
House of the Lord" (I Kings 6:1).

yrl/j'lnm- "All the men of Israel gathered before King Solomon at the Feast,
in the month 'tnm-that is, the seventh month" (I Kings 8:1).

yrjj zv and yrb bl- "In the fourth year, in the month zv, the foundations.of

the House were laid; and in the eleventh year, in the month bl-
that is, the eighth month-the House was completed according to
all its details and all its specifications" (I Kings 6:37-38).

We have serious reservations as to whether the Hebrews of Israel and
Judea ever utilized the Phoenician calendar with any regularity. All referenc-

es derive from the account of Solomon's construction of the temple, a
project which necessitated the cooperation of and coordination with Hiram

of Tyre-who most certainly did use the Phoenician calendar. Quite possibly

the use of the Phoenician calendar in this account of the temple construc-

tion may be partially based upon Phoenician source documents or upon roy-
al correspondence between Solomon and Hiram, which, for international

purposes, utilized Hiram's Phoenician calendar. The absence of even one

reference to the Phoenician calendar in any other section of I Kings or in

any other biblical book is a strong argument against the hypothesis that the

Phoenician calendar, at some period, was the official calendar of the Hebrews.

Exodus and Deuteronomy refer to a spring month (March/April) as Abib
(Exodus 13:4, 23:15, 34:18, Deuteronomy 16:1), a month unknown from any
other source. 2 The month hSdel haabib is attested in more than one section
of the Bible, although always in the same context, i.e., laws concerning the
festivals of the spring. One unusual aspect of the term is the form hadei
haabib, rather than *hodei abib. If Odd is the Judean term for month; then
this might be a month from the Judean calendar. However, the form haabib
does raise the possibility that this is not a month name, but rather a refer-

ence to an agricultural or seasonal event, "the month of the ...," a practice

in many of the cuneiform documents of the Old Babylonian period.

The most pervasive method of designating particular months in the Bible

is simple ordinal enumeration, i.e., "the first month," "the seventh month,"

I. The month yrb '1nm may be related to the Alalakh level VII month at-la-no and at-ta-na-ti(m) and
to the Nuzi month Attanalwa.

2. The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, 485 sub Calendar interprets Abib as the "green heads of
grain appearing in this month "; H.L. Ginsberg, Israelian Heritage, 44 n. 60 translates "milky grain."
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etc. Aramaic documents refer to yrb smnnh, which might be a month name or

the ordinal "eighth month" and yrb lb, an ordinal: "the seventh month." 1 How-

ever, since actual month names occur in Aramaic documents these ordinal

month references were probably not part of a system which used numbers

instead of proper month names, as has been suggested for the Hebrew cal-

endar in some periods.

The Jews, the Nabateans, the Palmyrans, and other Aramaic-speaking peo-

ples adopted the Standard Mesopotamian calendar. 2 All biblical references

to the Standard Mesopotamian month names occur in books dealing with

the Persian period, the period of the Jews return from exile. 3

The Standard Mesopotamian month names appear also in the Elephan-

tine papyri from the end of the fifth century B.C. These documents are legal

documents which were dated to both the Egyptian and local Jewish calen-
dars, i.c., the Standard Mesopotamian calendar. 4

In addition to months from the Standard Mesopotamian calendar in the

Aramaic texts, there are other months from unidentified calendars. There is

a receipt of silver for the two months yrb 'yr (the second month of the Stan-

dard Mesopotamian calendar) and yrb trlt.5 Another month yrb tsrb (translat-

ed by Lipinski as "the month of Purification") is attested in an Aramaic

document. 6

The month Adnatum is found on an early second millennium text from

Mari. The term adnatu is attested in Standard Babylonian as a plural tantum

"world" (CAD A/I 128). However, no Old Babylonian references exist. The

tablet containing this month name was probably written in Carchemish. 7

FESTIVAL THEMES

7I c maid-oeurant
p
, L1o saitot, pan/d1^ t/LE sap goof_L otj,,

1
aT.o

tlig 14tee GEingppa/ E{Lat cloy a noL[day tcyond t fie
,,.It of t/.c cuo id.

1. F.M. Fales, AramaicEpigraphs on Clay Tablets of the Neo-Assyrian Period, Univcrsith dcgli studi "La
Sapienza" (1986), 230 nos. 50 and 51.

2. For the variations among these calendars, sec pp. 299-300.

3. Nisan: Neh. 2:1 and Esth. 3:7; Sivan (= Simanu) Esth. 8:9; Elul: Neh. 6:15; Kislev (= Kis(si)limu):
Neh. 1:1; Tevet (= Tebitu): Esth. 2:16; Sevat (= Saba)u): Zech. 1:7; Addar. Ezra 6:15 and Esth. 3:7 and
following. The months Nisan, Elul, Kislev, Sevat and Addar arc also mentioned in several of the books
of the Apocrypha.

4. For such documents, cf. E.G. Kraeling, The Brooklyn Museum Aramaic Papyri (New Haven, 1953).

5. E. Lipinski, Ada Antiqua 22 (1974), 383 0.3656.

6. F.M. Fales, op. cit., 230 no. 49 = Donner and Rollig Inschriften no. 236.

7. ARM 8 no. 78: la Kar-su-um k' .

1'Eiyfi c4tunt
The Maid-Servant
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Festival Traditions

Our understanding of the nature and development of the cultic calendar of

Mesopotamia is, to a large measure, at the mercy of the vagaries of archaeol-

ogy. This is a caveat tacitly accepted by Assyriologists in all areas of Mesopot-
amian research. Theory which withstood decades of excavation and research

may suddenly have to be abandoned or reformulated in light of just one,

newly unearthed tablet. Thus generalizations and comparisons of the cult

from place to place, from period to period, are inherently flawed. In one city

the tablets may have been excavated in temple remains, in another among.

royal archives, and at a third site in the storeroom of a commercial enter-

prise. The tablets at each of these locations fulfilled different requirements,

and any reconstruction of cultic life will be skewed according to the perspec-

tives of these sources. This relationship between our ability to reconstruct

the cult and the nature of our sources is typified in the study of pre-Sargonic

Lagai, where we are, for the most part, restricted to the administrative records
of the governor's wife. Most cultic activities for which she was not responsible

are hidden from us.

The abundance of economic documents from the third millennium, par-

ticularly from Puzri§-Dagan, whose very charter was to serve the cultic re-

quirements of Sumer, depicts a relationship between the festival cycle and

agricultural life. There were observances to mark the grain harvest, the plow-

ing and planting seasons, the making of malt, and the gathering of the fall

produce. However, although there are scattered references to ritual objects

and sacred locations, little information concerning the use of these objects,

places, or rites is available. The opposite holds true beginning with the end

of the second millennium. From excavations at Emar, Babylon, Nineveh, and

Uruk there are detailed accounts of festival rituals-schedules of activities in

the temples; the role of divine statues, priests, artisans, singers, and the king;

procedures for making offerings; and the timing and contents of prayers to

the gods. Yet the economic documents are generally silent on cultic activity,

and, perhaps as a result of this, understanding of the relationship between

the cult and the agricultural cycle in the first millennium is almost entirely

lacking, (with the exception, perhaps, of the cult of Tammuz).
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And in all periods our appreciation of the cult is restricted to those ele-

ments of society serviced by the clay tablet-usually the palace and the tem-

ple. There are but glimpses into the citizen's involvement in the cultic life of

his city-pre-Sargonic accounts of festival disbursements to artisans and

workers or ritual comments, such as at Emar: "When young and old of the

city of Satappu observe the kizzu-festival for Dagan ..."; "and all the men and

women of the city, each and every one of them, takes in their presence the

breads made from thirty of those dough strips and the buckets (of bitters,

sweets, and barley-beer) ."l
Despite these limitations imposed by the source material, we are aware of

certain festivals which transcended time and place: the akitu-festival, festivals

for the netherworld, festivals for Dumuzi/Tammuz, the observance of the

7th day of the 7th month, and the elunum, (yunttum, kinununt, and nabrunt ob-

servances. Unfortunately, with the exception of the akitu-festival, we have but

fleeting references to these observances, little substance with which to devel-

op an understanding of each holiday.
Two of the major observances of the Ur calendar were the a-ki-ti festivals

of the first and seventh month, observances which marked the beginning of

the equinox cycles2-the perceived struggle between the moon (the chief

god of Ur) and the sun. The pageantry of Nanna triumphantly entering his

city Ur appealed to other Mesopotamian cities, which in turn adopted the

festival, celebrating it two times a year, as at Ur. The festival was adapted for

the chief deity of each city and no longer had any overt connection with the

equinoxes. As at Ur the others cities constructed an akitu-building outside

the city walls. in which the god resided until his grandiose entry into the city.

Having entered the city, the god then performed ritual activities which sym-

bolized his setting in order the administration of his new home. (For a full

discussion of the development and ritual associated with the akitu-festival,

see the following chapter.)
A festival dealing with netherworld spirits of deceased family members

was a common observance throughout Mesopotamia. In Nippur the festival

was the ne-IZI-gar, a term probably based upon the lighting of lamps and

torches to aid the ghosts through the dark corridors leading out of the neth-

erworld at night. At other Sumerian cities the name of the observance was

ab-c. Another observance, perhaps of Amorite origin, was the ab/punt, a term

denoting a mound which covered a passageway to the netherworld through

which the deceased could return to the surface or through which the living

could provide offerings to the dead.

1. For these references, see p. 352.
2. For a discussion of this equinox cycle, sec p. 6.
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Festivals involving gods consigned to the netherworld were also observed

throughout many cities of Mesopotamia. These festivals were tied to the cult

of the disappearing god, occasionally becoming intertwined with observanc-

es for deceased kings-rulers identified with those disappearing deities. In
most cities it was Dumuzi who had gone to the netherworld, while at Ur it

was Ninazu, and at Laga§ Lugalurubara, Lugalurub, or Baba. This cult of Du-

muzi or Tammuz persisted vigorously not only into the first millennium B.C.,

but rituals involving the dead Tammuz were performed at Iarran in Syria as

late as Medieval times. (For a full discussion of festivals of the netherworld,

see pp. 454ff.).

The 7th Day of the 7th Month

Thomas Mann observed: "Seven is a good handy figure in its way, pictur-
esque, with a savour of the mythical; one might say that it is more filling to

the spirit than a dull academic half-dozen." 1 The importance of the seventh

in Near Eastern cult is perhaps best-known in the Hebrew's Feast of Weeks,
seven weeks of seven days, and can be discerned at Emar by the seven-year

cycle of the zuk/qru festival. The 7th day of any month was unfavorable in

many Mesopotamian traditions (cf. Landsberger, LSS 6 1/2, 119-126) and all

the more so, then, the 7th day of the 7th month.

Hemerology tablets from first-millennium B.C. Assur record lucky and un-

lucky days, as well as unpropitious acts for each day of the year. And for no

day are there more warnings than for the 7th day of TaMtu, the seventh

month. 2 The term for this most-unlucky of days was sebut sebim "7th (day) of

the 7th (month). " The unfavorable nature of this day was typified by the

need of the Sumerians to cleanse themselves (scrubbing away any possible

evil) on this day: i-nu-ma se-bu-um se-bi-im sa-al-ma-at SAG.D[U] i-te-el-li-la "on

the '7th (day) of the 7th (month)' the black-headed [=Sumerians] cleanse

themselves."3 These same cleansing activities on the 7th day of the 7th

month may be alluded to in Assyrian Astrolabe B.4 At Mari the 7th day of the

7th month (sebut sebim), the day before the kinunu festival, was a special day. 5

One Mari text, dated to the 7th of Kinunum, lists a special distribution of

clothing for the day and another, dated to the 6th of Kinunum, records oils

for divine lustrations. 6 Special observances for the day were practiced to the

east at Susa. Charpin suggests that the Susa month name Se-bu 3'e-bi-i denotes

1. The Magic Mountain, Chpt. 6.
2. KAR 147 rev. 8-23, 177 rev. ii 18-40, and 178 iv 32-66.
3. CT 58 no. 45:3. We are indebted to A. Cavigneaux for bringing this passage to our attention.

4. See p. 327 for our tentative interpretation of this passage.

5. Discussed by D. Charpin, NABU 1989/4, 66.
6. ARM 22 113 and ARM 23 351, both cited by Charpin ibidem.
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the 7th (day) of the 7th (month) and again refers to special observances on

this unlucky day at Susa, as well. A somewhat obscure passage in a first mil-

lennium B.C. Sulu incantation alludes to the ritual associated with this day:

"the pure quay, the horn-like soap-plant, the pure water he [Enki] gave you,

to perform correctly the New Year (festival) for seven days. In the seventh

month on the seventh day (iti-7 u4-7-kam) (at) the place which may not be

entered [...] arrived."'

Kinunum

Throughout Mesopotamia the Brazier Festival occurred at the onset of

cold weather or during the middle of the cold season. 2 The brazier was a

common ceremonial object in the temple cult throughout the year. But one

time a year, at the kinunu-festival, the braziers throughout many of the tem-
ples of the city were ritually lit as part of a city-wide ritual to mark the use of

braziers and other type of heating devices throughout the coming winter to

counteract the cold and early darkness. The timing of the festivals, however,

does not indicate any specific connection to the winter solstice or a need to

replenish a weakening sun.
The earliest reference to a month or festival called kinunu ("brazier") is

probably the personal name Gi/Ki-nu-na, "(born in the month) Kinunum" or

"(born during) the ki.nunum(-festival), " attested in Ur III documents. 3 How-

ever, among the documents from the Sumerian cities during this period

there are no references to a kinunu festival. 4 However, at third millennium

Ebla the eighth month was named NE.GAR (a term possibly meaning "bra-

ziers"/ "lamps "), as well as there being a NE.GAR observance (p. 31), perhaps

indicating a Brazier Festival in the third millennium.
From the Old Babylonian period on, when documentation from many of

the more northerly sites becomes plentiful, there are references to a month

and festival kinunu. Kinunum, the Brazier Festival, provided the name for the

seventh month at Mari, Esnunna and Tell Rimah, and the ninth month at

Nuzi.

I. E. Reiner, Surpu, MO Beiheft 11 (1958) p. 47:65-66. Reiner translates this key section
differently: "to perform correctly the New Year (festival) for seven days, seven months, seven days,
(at) the place ..."

2. Note the Book of Jeremiah which specifically mentions the use of the brazier in the ninth
month to keep one warm (36:22): "Since it was the ninth month, the king was sitting in the winter
house, with a fire burning in the brazier before him."

3. Gelb, MAD 3 148; some references are YOS 4 254. PDT 1 216, PDT 2 not. 903 and 1353.

4. There are months and festivals at Lagat and Nippur named for torches or braziers (seep. 126).
However, these festivals occur in the spring or summer, and, at least at Nippur, is related to the
netherworld cult.
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A Tell Rimah text relates the nabru ritual to the kinunu observance: "On
the 20+[x] th day of this month, for the occasion of the nabra of the kinunu
(festival)" (OBT Tell Rimah 110). The nabru ceremony may have been a rite
involving the reading of omens to foretell the coming year,' and since the
nabru ceremony may well have been performed several times throughout the

winter months (see below), it is to be expected that it would have been per-

formed at a major winter celebration such as the kinunu festival.

In some cities there may have been individual Brazier Festivals perhaps at
different times of the month at various temples, as noted in the references
from Mari. In one Mari text the kinunu festival of Dagan is mentioned (ARM
3 72) and in another, occurring on the 8th of the month, the kinunu of Belet-
ekallim. And yet another tablet records oil being disbursed for the kinunu
festival in Mari on the 12th day of the seventh month. 2 Four tablets from Sip-
par mention a month ITI Kinunu3 and a tablet from Der mentions the kinu-
nim of Iltar, though this latter reference may refer to the brazier of Is- tar
rather than to a specific knunum festival. An Old Babylonian text records
pibu-containers of beer brought to Babylon (ka-dingir-raki ) for the kinunu
festival (ezem-KI.NE) (YOS 13 406). 4 And the Brazier Festival occurred at
Nuzi, where the term was isinni gi-nu-ni-ti, isinni ginuni, or simply gi-nu ni ti. 5

In late first millennium B.C. Uruk the Brazier Festival was observed
throughout the temples of the gods. The instructions for the ninth month
for the staff of the Eanna complex state: 6

In the ninth month on the 1st, 2nd, 6th, 7th, 14th and 15th days the [...] are
on duty. ? He [...] the brazier ofThe-Lady-of-Uruk, Nanna-amassu, and Aska-
jaitu. [...] gives drink [...], sits at the side of The-Lady-of-Uruk, and serves the
meal. [...) Fire is thrown into the brazier. Nanna-amassu and Alkajaitu [...]
the censer ... the brazier of Nanna-amassu and Askajaitum [...] for The-
Lady-of-Uruk along with the braziers of all the other gods [...)

The reference to the braziers of the other gods in the closing line raises the

possibility that this was, indeed, the brazier festival, and not merely a special
ritual of the Eanna. The celebration of the kinunu festival at Babylon in the

ninth month is perhaps noted in a ritual text which mentions decorations for

1. See pp. 394-395 for the nafinlm festival. Dailey, et. al. interpret nabru in this reference as
referring to a special type of offering usually given at the nabru festival, but now being offered at the
kinanum festival.

2. TH 82.105, D. Charpin, MARI 3 (1984), 87 no. 21.

3. For references see CAD K 395.

4. For KI.NE, kinunu, see CAD K 393.
5. For references sec CAD K 395.

6. LKU 51 rev. 13-18.

7. On the basis of the instructions for the other months the break regarding those on duty should
be restored by one or a combination of kale-priests, diviners, and musicians.
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the brazier of Lugal-asal in Babylon: "on the 8th of Kissilimu the brazier of

the god Lugal-asal will be clad in nibi6u-garments. "1 There is a possibility that

in Assyria the kinunu festival was observed in the tenth month ( 1ttAB) and

that the name of the tenth month in Assyria was, at least in some periods,

Kan.unu. 2 This observation is based upon the Nco-Assyrian eponym lists in

which the eponym for the year 671 B.C. (and probably to be restored for 666

B.C.) is written itIAB-a-a in some texts, but written Ka-nun-a-a in others. The

Brazier Festival began in Assyria on the evening of the 10th day: 3 "The days

of the brazier (festival) should not be left on the loose! The brazier is on the
evening of the 10th. Huge sacrifices will be (performed) on the 11th (and)

the 12th day." A month Kinunu is attested at the end of the first millennium

B.C. at Palmyra, where the eighth month was named knun.

Nabrum

The nabru festival is attested at Ur during the Ur III period, where it was

observed as a festival of Ulmasitum and Annunitum in the eighth month.

The nabril festival of Belat-subner and Belat-terraban was observed in the

ninth month, most likely at Uruk. The festival occurred also at Ur III Mari:

a-mu-wa-tim sk na-ab-ri-i "omina for the nabru-(festival) "4 and 1 UDU in na-ab-

ri-i[m] PN [ea]mhur, "PN received one sheep for the nabr)-festival " (ARMT

19 324). The festival is attested in the Old Babylonian period at Sippar,

Nerebtum, Subat-Enlil, Chagar Bazar, Mari, Kish, Saduppum, and Tell Rimah.

Ungnad (MVAG 20/2, 69) related the term to bard, "to divine," whereas

Langdon Menologies, 30 also assumed the root bare, but interpreted the festi-

val name as meaning `manifestation ' , corresponding to the winter display of

lights in honor of the resurrection of the sun-god at the winter solstice. The

term nabr) may, indeed, be a derivative of bar), "to observe omens," in which

case the festival might have been an occasion for determining the destiny of

the city for the coming year. This hypothesis fits well with the above quoted

Ur III Mari reference: a-mu-wa-tim sd na-ab-ri-i "the omina of the nabr)-(festival). "

In addition to the Mari references from the Ur III period previously cited,

the nabr)m festival is mentioned in Old Babylonian Mari texts. 5 Dossin has

suggested that the nabn2 festival may be attested at Mari in another undated

1. SIlH p. 144:12.

2. CAD K 395 sub kiminu; Al-1w 482 sub kinunu(m). The reading KanOnaja instead of Tebitaja was

noted by Ungnad, RIA 2, 456. For Neo-Assyrian month names which may have differed from those

at Babylon, see p. 299.

3. ABL 49, translation Parpola AOAT 5/1, 267.

4.Jean, RA 46 (1952), pl. i no. 5 = ARMT 19 no. 311 (wherein a-mu-wa-tim has been translated

"omina "). I J. Gelb, RA 50 (1956), 8 interprets a-mu-wa-tum as the plural of amfttum, "liver, " "omen. "

5. Sec Greengus, JAOS 107 (1987), 222 for references and add ARM 23 no. 595 for '"na-ab-ri-i.
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tablet: "silver and ebony ... which he purchased at the nabrium house." 1
There are, however, no other attestations of a special nabrium house and thus
this restoration is questionable-perhaps to be restored [and na]-ab-ri-im "at
the house for the nabra (festival)." The Mari references to the nabr) festival
do not indicate the month. However, elsewhere throughout Old Babylonian
Mesopotamia, the nabril festival occurred in the ninth month. Perhaps the
references to a festival of Istar at Mari in the ninth month might, in fact, be
a reference to the nabril festival. 2

The nabr) festival was celebrated in Saduppum, as noted in a letter to
Warbum-magir in which Imgur-Sin states: "When you have received and de-
livered your kipru, have the god brought in for the nabr)-festival."3 A refer-
ence to the kinunu festival at Tell Rimah indicates that the nabr) ritual
occurred during the kinunu observance: "On the 20+[x] th day of this month,
for the occasion of the nabril-rite of the kinunu (festival)" (OBT Tell Rimah
110). 4 At Subat-Enlil the nabril ritual is attested on the 6th of the tenth
month, Mammitum. Thus, noting that the nabril rite occurred in two months
other than the month Nabru, it would appear likely that this ritual was per-
formed throughout the winter in order to detect any changes to the previous
month's predictions, probably concerning the upcoming harvest and plant-
ing. Perhaps this nabril ritual had originally been confined to one month,
thus the naming of a month Nabru. However, the importance of predicting
the future year-with an assumed ability to alter that future through ritual
acts-may have led to several nabr) rites in order to reinterpret the omens
throughout the winter.

The nabril-festival was celebrated throughout much of Mesopotamia in
the second millennium B.C., but only a few references are attested from the

entire first millennium B.C. One of the references records that the nabr)-fes-
tival occurred in the tenth month, Tebetu (BIN 2 129): " (oil for) four (festi-
vals) in Tebetu, including the nabrti-festival, and four in Sabatu, including the
vigils." The nabru-festival is also mentioned as occurring at the Eanna in first
millennium B.C. Uruk-but the month is not mentioned (YOS 6 239). The

other two references are protases which associate the season of the nabr)-fes-
tival with cold weather (hussu): "if it is cold during the nabru-(festival)," pos-
sibly based upon the observance of the nabru-festival in a month which was
not always cold. 5

1. RA 64 (1970), 27 no. 13: i-na E [na)-ab-ri-im [i-fl a-mu.
2. Sec p. 292.

3. Sumer 14 (1958), 23 no. 7 (translation CAD K 400 sub Ora).
4. Sec p. 258.
5. For references see CAD N/1 30. See p. 268 note 3 for a reference to the term na-ab-ra-tum,

perhaps related to namritum "festival(?)"
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Jjumtum

The earliest reference to the term is from the reign of Ibbi-Sin of Ur (RA

13 [1916], 134:8): iti JJu-um-tum. The provenience of the tablet is unknown.

All five individuals named in this text possess names that are neither Sume-
rian nor clearly Semitic (Ku-u-a, Iju-ma-a, 1-bi-lu-lu, 5u-NE-nir, and AN-ti).

In the Old Babylonian period there are several references to the bunztum

festival of Samag , some from Sippar, which have been collected and analyzed

by Greengus. I In a tablet of transactions (VAS 9 191a) the following months

occur in the following order: Sibut Sattim, dug-kit, su-numun-a, ab-c, iti Ju-um-

tum. As Greengus and Kugler2 have observed, the known months are out of

order if this truly represents transactions from the same year. A more infor-
mative reference is a fragmentary Old Babylonian historical inscription:

"The (sacrifice for) the bumtum festival [i-si-in bu-um-tim] I offered to Sama g
and Adad in Arrapha. (In)se-kin-ku5, on the 20th of that month, I crossed

the Zab ...
"3 Greengus notes "Subsequently, after a break in the text, the in-

scription (col. iii 10) speaks of conquering the district of Urbil in itu Magra-

num." Goetze suggests that the unknown monarch is Dadusa of Esnunna. 4

The only city whose known calendar employed both Magranum and g e-kin-

ku5 was Esnunna. This tablet places a lumturn observance either in the

twelfth month or before the 20th of the first month. The twelfth month in

Esnunna was the occasion of the kinkum-festival of the storm-god, Tispak.

Thus the coupling of offerings to Sama g and unexpectedly to Adad in the

aforementioned historical inscription might represent the king of Es-nun-

na's fulfillment of his obligations to the weather-god for the kinkum-festival.

This passage may refer to a native Arrapha bumtunz celebration, one in which

the king of Esnunna participated for political reasons.
Goetze cites a Sippar contract concerning the hiring of harvesters in ad-

vance of the harvest in Fjumtum. 5 This would support placing Jfumtum at the

end of the year. The "Cruciform Inscription of Mani`stulu " lists the bunztum

festival before the festivals of the months ne-IZI-gar (v) and apin-dug-a (viii) .6

However, this document is believed to be a Neo-Babylonian expansion of a

shorter original, thus it sheds little light on Sargonic Sippar. 7 The lunztum

1. Crcengus, op. cit., 219.

2. SSB II 245.

3. RA 7 (1910), 151-156; col. ii (translation Grecngus).

4. RA 46 (1952), 155ff.

5. JCS 11 (1957), 29 no. 17.

6. CT 32 pl. i-iv.

7. M. Powell, "AIA = EOS, " Studies Sjoberg, 448: "... the so-called "Cruciform Monument of

Maniltutu, " ... is a Neo-Babylonian pastiche put together for the consumption of Nabonidus by sonic

ecclesiastical forger at Sippar."
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festival of Samag is attested at Assyria around the eleventh century B.C. (KAR
178 ii 40): ezem bu-un-t[iYa] dSamal and, according to a first millennium B.C.
incantation text it occurred on the 18th of the month: UD-18-KAM lip-,fur
EZEM bu-un-t'z dUTU. I An Old Babylonian Mari text which lists rituals span-
ning several months, beginning with the twelfth month, refers to a ritual in-
volving the king and the term bu-um-tim, which Birot believes is related to the
bump= festival: 2 "[...] to the bumtu [...]. The king takes the front(?) of the
bumtu and brings it into the temple of Dagan." 3 However, the orthography
bumtim and jyumtam, instead of bumtim and /yumtam, may indicate that this rit-
ual is unrelated to the bumtu festival.

Von Soden suggests that bumtum is related to bamatu, "to heat. "4 Although
the month occurs at the end of winter, and thus is not a hot month, this does

not negate von Soden's suggestion. Since the festival was a celebration of the

sun, a meaning "to heat" is quite appropriate. Possibly the festival was to be-
seech Samag to increase his heat in these cool months, or to pray that there
will be enough warmth in the coming months. ,

In summary, the llumtum festival to Samag probably occurred in the
twelfth month of the year. It was celebrated, at a minimum, in Sippar, possi-
bly Egnunna, and later in Assyria. The timing of the festival and its probable
derivation from jyamatu indicate that the observance marked the onset of the
warmer months. The objective of the observance may have been to ensure

that the sun's warmth would be sufficient to guarantee the success of normal
warm-weather agricultural activities.

Elunum

The reading a/e-lu-num is based upon the Old Babylonian orthographies
e-lu-nu-um and e-lu-nu-um. 5 The cult of Belat-terraban and Belat-subner at
Ur and Uruk included the observance of the e-lu-num festival in the second
or first month: 6 grain-fed bulls for the celebration of the @-lu-num (YOS 4
240); grain-fed sheep for the a-lu-num D. Uri ki-ma (AnOr 7 67); grain-fed
sheep for the e-Iu-num of Belat- s̀ubner (RA 19 192 no. 4); grain-fed sheep
for the e-lu-num of the temple of Belat-subner (PTS 830); and 3 grass-fed

1. DJ. Wiseman, "A Liplur Litany from Nimrud," Iraq 31 (1969), 77.
2. M. Birot, "Fragment de ritucl de Mari rclatif au kislium," CRRA 26, 139ff.
3. Birot, op. cit., 143: [...] ana frumtim [...Jr lazrum anapavz bumtim isabbatma jlumtam ana bitDagan

ulenib.

4. AHw 355 and OrNS 22 (1953), 255.
5. Sec CAD E 136 sub elitlu for references.
6. Perhaps the texts dating to the first month were recorded on the last day of the month,

indicating that the a-lu-num was observed at the beginning of the second month. Note that one text,
whose month is not preserved, is dated to the 30th of the month (Jones-Snyder SET 44).
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sheep and 1 large grain-fed goat for the c-lu-nt m of the temple of Belat-

lubner and Belat-terraban (SET 44). An c -lu-nt m observance for Inanna oc-

curred during the second month in Ur III Uruk (RBC 2496).

Festival Related context Date Reference

c-lu-num Beelat-"subner/Belat-terraban

Ur S41 ii AnOr 7 67

e-lu-num Belat-subner/Belat-terraban S42 30 SET 44

e-lu-num Belat-ssubner S44 i? RA 19 192 no. 4

8-lu-num YOS 4 240

i-lu-num Innana at Uruk S47 ii RBC 2496

e-lu-num Beelat subner AS8 i PTS 830

During the Ur III period there was an c-lu-nlun of dGe g tin-an-na-SLA-tum

recorded on an Umma tablet (MVN 15 162) dated to the eighth month (e-

iti-as): 30 sa gi 1 gu gi1ma-nu dGestin-an-na-SLA-tum-ma. The tablet includes

the note "withdrawn in Ur."
The Old Babylonian references to the elunum observance at Ur refer to an

elunum for Ningal (the moon-god Nanna's wife), recording the withdrawal

of ghee, cheese and dates from the storehouse of Ningal for the elunum dur-

ing the second and sixth months of the year. ] The second month in the Amorite

calendar at Egnunna was named for the eh:mum observance, ili e-lu-nu-um. 2

An apparently unique aspect of the festival scheduling at Tell Rimah was

the observance of the elunum festival during the 15th day of the ninth month

Nabru: a-na UD.15.KAM tt'na-ab-ri-i e-lu-un-nam e-ep-die-e.l "On the 15th day of

the month Nabru I shall perform the elunum celebration " (O13T Tell Rimah

64). At Ur the elunum festival occurred in the second and possibly the sixth

months. Unfortunately it cannot be determined whether in Ur the transition

into the Old Babylonian period involved a switch from Belat-ssubner to Nin-

gal for the elunum observance or whether at Ur the elunum. was observed in

the second month (and perhaps in the sixth) for various deities, not just for

one goddess.
At Subat-Enlil, however, the elunum festival was celebrated in the eighth

and tenth months, where a document dating to the 2nd day of the month

Tamiirum of the eponymy of Isme-AN states: "king ' s drink at night when he

leaves the house of [the goddess]; total 24 containers of wine which were

1. H. Figulla, Iraq 15 (1953), 116 no. 42 (e-lu-nu-um, month 2, Sumucl 5), no. 43 = UET 5 787 (e-

lu-nu-um, month 2, Abisare 9), p. 173 no. 56 = UET 5 755 (i-lu-nu-um d Nin-gal, month 2, Sumucl 9),

p. 173 no. 55 = UET 5 781 (edu-nu-um dNin-gal, no date preserved), p. 117 no. 44(?) (e-[... ], month
6, Sumucl 15), p. 179 no. 63 = UET 5 768 (i-lu, month 6 Sumucl 28 ), and UET 5 786 (ni-dab5-e-lu-

nu-[um], no date).
2. For references see S. Greengus, or. cit., 209ff.

FESTIVAL TRADITIONS

used up for the e-lu-un-ni festival" (Ismail no. 30). There is a delivery receipt
for the elunum to the E.UZU on the 11th of Tambiruzn in the eponymy of
Amer-Mar i-nu-ma e-lu-un-ni (Ismail no. 127). During the eponymy of .Ijabil-
kinu, however, deliveries of rings, vases, silver palm leaves(?), garments, fine
oil, wine, fish, oxen, sheep, and goats for the elunum observance are attested
on the 14th to 17th of the tenth month, Mammitum. I

Both the CAD and AHw relate the month and festival name elunum to the
month name elulu, presumably on the basis of two Old Babylonian references to
an elulu observance, as well as the apparent similarity between the month names
itiElunum and itiElulu. 2 Edzard Tell edDer notes that the seventh Sippar
month, iti

Elulu, should be distinguished from the month designation ITI
elunim. "the month of the elunum festival" on the basis of his text no. 117
which contains separate entries for the months ITI e-lu-ni-im and ITI e-lu-li.

Greengus demonstrates the likelihood that the contract VAS 8 36 indi-
cates that an elunum observance was held during the second month at Sip-
par. 3 Another Old Babylonian reference indicates that at Sippar an elunum
observance occurred in the temple of Samas`, the sun-god and chief deity of
Sippar. 4 At an unspecified Old Babylonian site there is an elunum attested for
Inanna (BIN 9 331: 'e-lu-num dlnanna). There is a reference to the participa-
tion of the Larsa king Sin-iddinam (1849-1843 B.C.) in the elunum-festival:
"this is the (appearance of the) liver which fell to the lot of King Sin-iddinain
when he sacrificed (a sheep) in the temple of Sama g at the elunum-festival"
(YOS 10 1:3).

In summary, the meaning of the term elunum is unclear. In the Ur III pe-
riod at Ur and Uruk the festival is attested only in the spring. However, dur-

ing the Old Babylonian period, the festival was not relegated to one

particular season. Most likely, then, the festival was not a celebration of a sea-
sonal phenomenon. The elunum observance was usually part of the cult of a
goddess. Although there are references to the observance of the elunum at
the temple of Samag, this does not preclude the possibility that the elunum at
the Samag temple may have been part of the cult of Aja, Sama g ' spouse.

1.Vincente not. 57 (14th), 62 (14th; duplicate of no. 57), 70 (15th), 133 (16th), 109 (17th).
2. U4.SAKARx la e-lu-li-[x] la dlnanna URU.AN.NA (MDP 10 p. 36 no. 24) and kima t -zdu a-du-lu

qurncbu Z1Z.AN.NA ana la/On kurummatija ul ilu, "as you know, the (days of the) elute-festival are
approaching and there is no emmer-wheat for the presentation of my food offering" (PBS 7 120,
translation CAD E 136 sub eliilu).

3. Crcengus, op. cit., 220.
4.YOS101.
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FESTIVAL THEMES

The Akitu Festival

The Mesopotamian cultic calendar was influenced by the seasonal cycle and

the lunar cycle. However, the Mesopotamians were affected by a third cycle-

the period between the equinoxes, a period when the sun and the moon vied

with each other for time in the sky.
This concept is attested in the first-millennium B.C. observation: i°SE itIKIN

SAG MU.AN.NA ki-i a iti BAR it DU6 " (this year) the months Addaru [=Feb./

Mar.] and Ululu [=Aug./Sep.] begin the equinox-year, what the months

Nisannu [=Mar./Apr.] and Tas'ritu [=Sep./Oct.] (normally) do." 1 The an-

cient Hebrews recognized the significance of this cycle, referring to the equi-

noxes, the times when the year turns, as tequfat ha.lfanu (Exodus 34:22): "You

shall observe the Feast of Weeks, of the first fruits of the wheat harvest; and

the Feast of Ingathering at the turn of the year" (the autumnal equinox) and

as te i'ubat 1aa lima (2 Samuel 11:1): "At the turn of the year, the season when

kings go out [to battle], " (probably referring to the vernal equinox). The Is-

raelite incorporation of this six-month cycle into its ritual can further be de-

tected in the duration and timing of the festival of the first month, the Feast

of Unleavened Bread, and the festival of the seventh month, the Feast of In-

gathering.2 The Amorite calendar at Nerebtum included a reference to a

month Salaratum. Noting the term saj{ar -ante, "evening, " literally "turning of

the day," and the use of sab.dru as indicating temporal points in the day, 3 per-

haps the month name Sa(}aratum denoted a month which marked a major

change, again this concept of "the turning (of the year)," thus indicating the

seventh month of the year. 4

This concept of a six-month equinox year was a major factor in the estab-

lishment of the cultic calendar throughout the Near East. In many locations

there were parallel major festivals in the first and seventh month-suggest-

ing that rather than considering one of these festivals as marking the begin-

1.RMA 16:5. Parpola (AOAT 5/2, 187). For the possible significance of the term MU.AN.NA, see p. 7
with notc 1.

2.Sec p. 6 note 4 for this six month year concept in Ezekial 45.

3. Sce CAD S 36 sub safj5r acme.

4. Sce p. 266.

ping and the other the half-way point of the year, the ancients viewed each

as a beginning, the onset of this 6-month equinox year.

The a-ki-ti festival is one of the oldest recorded Mesopotamian festivals,

the earliest reference being from the Fara period (middle of the third mil-

lennium), probably referring to an building or celebration in Nippur)

In the pre-Sargonic period the a-ki-ti festival is attested at Ur, providing the

name for one of its months. Economic documents indicate that in the Sar-

gonic and Ur III periods (2350-2100 B.C.) the a-ki-ti was a semi-annual festi-

val, being observed at Ur, Nippur, Adab, Uruk, and probably Badtibira.

However, in each of these cities the timing of the festival varied. In Ur it was

celebrated at the beginning of the first and seventh months, at Nippur and

Adab around the full moon of the fourth and twelfth months, and at Uruk
during at least the eighth month.

Although the a-ki-ti festival is attested at both pre-Sargonic Ur and Nip-

pur, Ur was probably the original site of the a-ki-ti festival. Two Girsu texts
refer to "the a-ki-ti of Ur in Nippur " (a-ki-ti Uriki-ma la Nibruki ).2 One of
these texts is dated to the third month, thus the festival referred to

must be the upcoming a-ki-ti in Nippur during the fourth month. Yet the
scribes use the expression "the

	

of Ur in Nippur." These two references
are acknowledgments that the a-ki-ti festivals of Nippur (albeit in different

months) were believed to have derived from the

	

at Ur.

Being a semi-annual event, the festival in Ur was not a celebration

of the New Year of the seasonal cycle. Rather, it would seem to have been

based upon an event occurring twice a year, six months apart. The most ob-

vious event occurring around the first and seventh months of the year was

the equinox. The Mesopotamians unswervingly adhered to fixing all annual

festivals to the lunar cycle, even if this meant that the observance would not

coincide exactly with the solar or seasonal event being celebrated. Thus Ur

fixed the celebration of the vernal and autumnal equinoxes, the beginning

of the equinox-years, to the months in which they usually occurred, the first

and seventh months.

There may have been at least two factors which determined the days of the

month in which to celebrate the event. Since the festival marked the begin-

ning of the equinox-year, the six month cycle between equinoxes, it seemed

only proper that the new year should begin on the new moon. However, a

more mythical underpinning may have been involved. The equinoxes began

a period of disharmony between the moon and the sun. During the equinox-

year between the seventh and the first month the moon was visible longer in

1.Jestin TSS 881 obv. ii 1'-2'.

2. Lafont Tello 29 and ITT 6756: maf-da-ri-a 5-ki-ti Urfui -ma 9I Nibru ki ,

3. LaFont Tello 29.
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the skies, the reverse during the other equinox-year. In Ur, the city of the

moon, the a-ki-ti was a celebration of the triumph of Nanna, the moon-par-

ticularly the a-ki-ti of the seventh month, when Nanna would begin having

visible superiority over the sun, Utu. This may be the reason why at Ur the a-

ki-ti of the seventh month was more important than that of the first month

(as noted in the seventh month being itia-ki-ti and possibly the greater length

of the festival of the seventh month). By celebrating the a-ki-ti at the new

moon, the waxing moon represented the arrival of Nanna into his city (as the

moon became larger and larger, Nanna seemed to be coming closer and

closer)-an arrival which was reenacted by a triumphal entry of the statue of

Nanna back into Ur from the a-ki-ti building.

The form of the new moon resembles a boat, the image frequently cited

by the Sumerian poets to describe the moon, who was even identified as a

ship: "Father Nanna, when you sail (across the sky) like a ship on flood wa-

ters." 1 In fact, in Ur on the 3rd day of the of the first month special

offerings were made to the Boat of Nanna. 2 An ezem-ma-nu-ru festival was

part of the a-ki-ti festival in the seventh month in Ur during the Old Babylo-

nian period.3 The term elip nun, "the boat of light, " referring to the moon,

occurs in a first millennium text. 4 The term nu-ru in ma-nu-ru is a loanword

from Akkadian nurum "light, " thus "the festival of the boat of light " or " the

festival of the boat of the moon. " From the tablets of Ur III Ur there is a ref-

erence from the seventh month in the reign of Ibbi-Sin to a sheep and a lamb

for the ezem-ma-dSuen "the festival of the Boat of the Moon" (UET 3 190).

Thus the Old Babylonian ezem-ma-nu-ru is most likely an evolved name for

ezem-maaSuen from the Ur III period, both indicating a sub-festival during

the a-ki-ti festival, evidence that the a-ki-ti festival is intricately tied to the

moon.
The length of the festival, at least in the seventh month, of eleven days

may have been to enable the moon to nearly complete its waxing, its full ar-

rival into Ur. Perhaps the festival lasted as long as the moon retained the

shape of a barge-once the moon became almost full, the illusion was gone.

At Nippur and Adab the a-ki-ti festival also was celebrated twice a year,

however, in the fourth and twelfth months, eight months apart. Clearly this

was not a festival of the beginning of the equinox-year. Moreover, the festival

occurred during the full moon. None of the symbolism which surrounded

the festival at Ur existed at Nippur and nearby Adab. As part of its function-

1. CT 15 17 11; for other references to Nanna as a ship and to his being identified with the deified
magurship, sec A. Sjoberg, Mondgou, 27.

2.Jones-Snydcr SET 59.

3. H. Figulla, Iraq 15 (1953), 174 no. 58; UET 5 748, 752, and 782; D. Loding, JCS 28 (1976), 240

no. 8: u 4-ezem-m5-nu-ru.

4. Dclitsch AL3 88 5 40.

ing as a religious center, Nippur provided a focal point for the diverse reli-
gious practices throughout Sumer. Various gods-not native to Nippur-

were honored with small niches and cellas in its temples. l Nippur's adoption
of the of Ur (albeit at a very early period) may well have been part of

this process. However, Nippur placed the two Ur observances ("the akitu of
the harvesting season [§e-kin-ku5]" of Ur month 1 and "the akitu of the seed-
ing season Du-numun]" of Ur month 7) in its ritual calendar in the same

months as in the names of the two Ur festivals , thus the fourth ( 't'ku-numun)
and twelfth (' tike-kin-ku5) Nippur months. These two months at Nippur al-

ready contained two major Nippur agricultural festivals (the §u-numun and
ke-kin-ku5 festivals), and so the a-ki-ti was fully integrated into these two pre-

existing festivals. Adab, whose calendar shared certain affinities with Nippur,

presumably adopted the integrated a-ki-ti from Nippur :

At Ur the a-ki-ti festivities were conducted in Ur proper and at a building

named a-ki-ti, which was situated outside Ur at a nearby site called Gae g ,
where the Ekarzida temple-complex of the moon-god Nanna was located. A

Middle-Assyrian ritual text indicates that the akitu-house (though not specif-

ically mentioned in the preserved portions) was outside the walls of Assur

and had to be reached by barge. Texts from first millennium B.C. Assyria in-

dicate that the akitu-house again was located outside the walled-city ofAklur

and that the area was, at times, referred to as the steppe or park land (sera).
Sennacherib makes a point of noting that he rebuilt the akitu-house outside

the city walls, where it used to be. (At Nineveh, however, the akitu-building

of Iktar may have been inside the walled city-unless Akkurbanipal's state-
ment "in Nineveh " meant metropolitan [not walled] Nineveh.) In first mil-

lennium B.C. Uruk the akitu-house was outside the city wall. And although

the location of the akitu-house at Babylon was not specified, it was far re-

moved from the Esagil, necessitating a long procession and barges to reach

it. And a Demotic text recording the observance of assuredly the akitu festival

by exiles from Rak states that events were held in a temporary structure out-

side the city, near a graveyard.

In addition to this apparent prerequisite of the akitu-house being placed

outside the city walls, the other unexpected feature is that nothing unusually

significant occurred at the akitu-house. Of course, the expected offerings

and prayers were presented to the god at the akitu-house-the gods had to

be fed wherever they resided. However, at Babylon the reading of the Enuma

Eli, to Marduk and the humbling of the king before Marduk occurred back

in the Esagil. And at both Babylon and Uruk the determining of destiny by

the gods took place in the Esagil or the Res-temple, not at the akitu-house.

In Middle Assyrian Akkur the Throne-of-Destiny, where the fate of the city

1. Cf. MVN 10 144.
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was determined; was in the temple of Marduk in A?;sur, not at the akitu-

house. Thus the gods did not meet at the akitu-house to determine the des-

tiny for the city and its people.
What then was the importance of this akitu-house? The solution is the ob-

vious. Perhaps the best-known child's riddle is "Why did the chicken cross

the road?" The answer to this riddle is the obvious: "to get to the other side."

Why then was an akitu-house built outside the city? The answer: "so that the

gods could march back into the city." This is the essence of the akitu-house.

Its main function was to serve as temporary residence for the chief god of the

city until the moment arrived for his glorious reentry into his city-it was a

holding station from which Nanna returned to Ur by barge, just as the Boat

of the Moon was approaching in the sky) This is the reason the akitu-build-

ing had to be outside the city proper-the statue of the god had to be escort-

ed into the city with great pomp and circumstance-and why Sennacherib

choose to rebuild the akitu-house outside the city, although, as he acknowl-

edged, the rites for Assur had been observed inside the walled-city. And this

is the reason, the expression "to escort Bel" (literally, "to grasp the hand of

the Bel") was the synecdoche in the Babylonian chronicles for holding the

festival. This act was the essential ceremony of the occasion-the actual es-

corting of the god ' s statue into the city, not the humbling of the king before

Marduk, or the reading of the Enuma Eli!, or the myriad of offerings, or even

the determination of destiny. These were all adjuncts, superimposed upon

the basic theme of the festival, i.e., the god has just entered his city and been

declared chief god of the city. And it was this procession, bringing the chief

god into his city, that so captured the minds of the Mesopotamians and en-

abled the akitu-festival to proliferate, each city observing it for its own chief

god. It is highly unlikely that a procession to some obscure building outside

the city would have captured the imagination of an entire civilization for

over thirty-five hundred years; this could have, at most, limited relevance for

these towns. However, each city could relate to reenacting the mythologized,

original, glorious entry of its own chief god into his city. This had universal

meaning and appeal. These towns assuredly had other, native festivals. But

possibly the akitu was modified locally and integrated with an existing cele-

bration or, due to the appealing nature of the festival, may have been added

anew to the cultic calendar. In Assyria a new mythological basis was assigned

to the akitu-festival and the significance of the akitu-house was altered as a

result of political events as well as contention with the cult of Assur (see below).

1. Falkenstein (Falkenstein Topographic. 42) suggests that the grand akitu-procession was from the

city temples to the akttu-house. So too Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia, 115. We believe the more

important procession was in the opposite direction.

THE AKITU FESTIVAL

Gelb and Von Soden suggest that Sumerian is a loanword from
Akkadian) CAD A/1 267-272 lists akitu as a foreign word and states that the
etymology of the term is unknown. The one Fara attestation, the pre-Sargon-

ic texts from Ur, and the post-Sargonic Sumerian economic texts all contain
the orthography

	

never *a-ki-tu(m) or *a-ki-tu(m), which indicates

that the term is not Akkadian, but perhaps, then, Sumerian. Perhaps Sume-
rian a in the term may indicate a moment in time 2 and that the term
may mean "(the house where the god) temporarily dwells (on) earth." Thus

a-ki-ti may represent a mythological, ancient residence removed from the

realm of man, where the god had once resided before choosing his city. The

a-ki-ti procession commemorated the god leaving his temporary residence

and entering his new, permanent residence in his chosen city for the very
first time.

There had to be two processions associated with the akitu-house, one go-

ing, the other returning. The late Uruk ritual text BRM 4 7 describes the pro-

cession going to the akitu-house, depicting no unusually significant events-

only the expected priests attended, neither a great host of gods nor the king

is mentioned as having accompanied Anu. In Babylon the opulence of the

procession way between the Esagil and the akitu-house, as well as the richness
and decoration of Marduk 's barge, is described by Nebuchadnezzar. But this
luxuriance obviously was applicable to the return trip as well as to the pro-
cession to the akitu. The chief god was usually accompanied by a large reti-
nue of gods on his procession to the akitu-house-in most cities it assuredly

was a wonderful spectacle. But the return trip had to be at least as magnifi-

cent-it is hard to imagine the god being given a lesser reception upon his
return than on his departure. The Uruk ritual for the akitu-festival for Nisannu
indicates that the return procession was the more important of the two. It is

clear from the ritual that Anu left for the akitu-house on the first day, remain-
ing there for seven days. During these first seven days the ritual just summa-
rizes the significant events. It is only on the 7th day, the day of the return

procession, that this ritual notes: "processions, barques and the akitu"; no
such note exists for the first day, indicating that the return procession was

considered the major procession of the festival. This was the great moment
of the festival, the recreation of Anu 's mythical entry into Uruk and his as-

sumption of suzerainty. From the 8th to the 11th days all activity occurred

back at the Res-temple, which contained the sanctuary of Anu and Antu.

So too at Af§ur and Nineveh the return procession on the 7th of Nisannu
appears to have been the more important, for it celebrated Bel's release

I. I .J. Gelb, MAD 3 25 and Von Soden, A.Hw 29a; the Akkadian plural is written d-ki-a-ti or d-ki-
tum.MES.

2. For references to £ indicating a point in time, sec Wilcke Lugalbandae/sos, 149.
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from the akitu-house where he had been held prisoner, undergoing trial by

ordeal: "The man who on the 7th of Nisan ... is the messenger of Samas and

Adad. He brings him (Bel) out of the prison" (Livingstone, Court Poetry no.

34: 2 and no. 35: 45). 1

In summary, the akitu festival probably originated in Ur as a celebration

of the onset of the equinox-year. The major theme of the festival was the

coming of the moon-god Nanna, symbolized by the waxing of the moon in

the sky and reenacted by the entry of his statue by barge into Ur from outside

the city, where it had temporarily resided in a building called a-ki-ti. The fes-

tival was adopted at Nippur as part of its function as a religious center repre-

senting all Sumer, but was adapted to Nippur's own calendar, losing much

of the significance of the Ur cult. The festival had great appeal to the other

cities of Sumer and eventually the rest of Mesopotamia, for each city saw the

occasion as a reenactment of the original entry of its own chief god into the

city. It was a spectacular opportunity to welcome its god and show him the

respect he deserved, for which in turn the god would administer his city just-

ly and decree a good fate for it. In some cities this welcoming of the god oc-

curred with other deities, such as Bear, at other times of the year, when it

would not conflict with the akitu-of the chief god.

The basic ritual format of the festival was rather straight-forward. The stat-

ue of the god left the city in fitting procession for temporary residence in the

akitu-house, where it received the standard offerings and prayers during its

stay. The statue returned to the city in a grand procession, after which the

god set in order the administration of his city, including the determination

of the city ' s fate.

The Akitu Observances through the Millennia

During the first month at Ur the a-ki-ti festival was celebrated in at least three

locations throughout metropolitan Ur: at the dug-tar-sanctuary in Ur, at the

Ekilnugal-temple of Nanna in Ur, and at the Ekarzida in Gaes, a small town

on the outskirts of Ur. The full name of the festival of the first month was

ezem-5.-ki-ti-§e-kin-ku5, "the a-ki-ti festival of the harvesting (season). "2 How-

ever, the akitu festival was a semi-annual event in Ur, being observed in the

same three cultic sites during the beginning of the seventh month, which was

differentiated in documents from the festival of the first month as ezem-a-ki-

ti-lu-numun, "the akitu festival of the seeding (season)."

1. Sec below for further discussion of the significance of this ritual.

2. Saurcn NY Public Library 374.

An Ur month named a-ki-ti is attested as early as the pre-Sargonic period,

where it probably served as the name for the seventh month (as it was later
in the Ur III period). 1

According to the Temple Hymns the temple of Nanna in Gae g was the
Karzi-da, which included a cattle pen, probably a remnant of the original site

upon which the temple and city had been built, and a gipar-building, the res-

idence of the entu-priestess of Nanna. The name "Dependable Quay" indi-

cates that the temple complex was built along a canal and included a quay as

part of its design. The determinative KI attested in Kar-zi-da kt (Sauren NY
Public Library 48) clearly identifies Karzida as a geographic location and not

solely as a temple name. The Ur III economic documents refer to the temple

as the e-kar-zi-da, "the temple of Karzida," which included an e-kis`ib-ba for

storing barley (UET 3 888). Thus the Karzida area of Gad, which was situat-

ed along the canal, may have consisted entirely of the temple complex, ex-

plaining the alternation of the names Karzida and Ekarzida when referring

to the temple of Nanna in Gad. Economic documents refer to the temple
also as simply "the temple of Nanna in Gaes." 2

The site of Karzida and/or Gad may have originally been a stockyard,

which eventually developed into a small suburb of Ur. The Sumerian Temple

Hymn no. 12 to the temple of Nanna in Gad begins "Shrine, great sanctu-

ary(?), founded at a cattle-pen, small town, moonbeam(?), Karzida, ...." The
Ekignugal temple of Nanna at Ur is described as the moon: "Ekisnugal,
beaming moonlight, which comes forth in the land" 3 and tiny Gae§/Karzida
but a moonbeam emanating from Ur.

The building of the Karzida temple may have been completed by the

ninth regnal year of Sulgi (or at least a major restoration having then oc-

curred), the year being named after the installation of Nanna in the Karzida:

"The year Sulgi, the mighty man, king of Ur, king of the four quarters,

brought Nanna of the Karzida, into (his) temple." Twenty-seven years later
there may have been another restoration or remodeling of the Karzida un-

der Sulgi's auspices, for his thirty-sixth regnal year is "The year Nanna of the

Karzida was brought into his temple a second time."The year AS9 was named

"The year the high-priest of Nanna who loves Amar-Suen, was installed as

high priest of Nanna of the Karzida" and a building inscription of Amar-

Suen's refers to his building the gipar-building for the entu-priestess of Nan-
na of the Karzida. 4

1. UET 2 Supplement nos. 41 and 46(?).

2. UET 3 207 and 1540; Kang Mahon 199.
3. Temple Hymn no. 8, translation SjObcrg, TCS 3, 23.
4. SAKI 198 e.
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The

	

complex was also situated along a canal as noted in an Ur text

which records workmen for restoring the basin of the canal of the

kun-zi-da-i7-a-ki-ti gi 4-a (UET 3 1432; cf. ITT 3:6431, 8). In the month a-ki-ti

special barges for Nanna and Ningal moved along this canal, laden with

ghee, oil, dates and cheese (UET 3 377). Workmen were hired and sent to

Ur to pull these barges to Gae§ (ma gu4 udu gid-da ezem-a-ki-ti) (MVN 3 214

[S46/AS3]). However, although documents refer to the a-ki-ti of Gae§, no

document indicates the relationship between the Ekarzida and the a-ki-ti

complex.
The a-ki-ti complex included a royal storehouse (e-gi-na-ab-tum-lugal-a-ki-

ti) at which, throughout the year, provisions such as reeds, date-palm fronds,

bitumen and copper implements were stored) The a-ki-ti grounds included

a field on which farmers on the payroll of the king grew barley 2 and a court-

yard (MVN 3 331: kisal §a a-ki-ti) for cultic activities.

There are references which could be construed as referring to an a-ki-ti

building in Ur proper. A Drehem text (MVN 3 331) dated to the first month
( itige-kin-ku5) of IS5 (involving the celebration of the §e-kin-ku5 festival)

records: kisal ga a-ki-ti Uriki-ma zi-ga "(garments) disbursed (for) the court-

yard in the a-ki-d of Ur." Another tablet from Drehem (Limet, RA. 62 [1968]

no. 4 [SS6 vii]) refers to the delivery to the palace of a maid aria offering of

dates destined for the a-ki-ti of Ur. 3 Note also Durand, RA 73 [1979] no. 2

for Uriki-ma a-ki-ti-a sag-u4-sakar-IA. Ur in these Drehem texts may connote

metropolitan Ur, encompassing Gad. In other instances the goods intended

for the a-ki-ti-building in Gae§ may have been sent from Drehem first to the

palace complex in Ur for subsequent shipment by barge to the in Gae§

as royally provided offerings. It is unlikely that these texts refer to an actual

a-ki-ti building inside Ur proper.
The a-ki-ti celebration in the first month lasted at least from the 1st

through the 5th of the month, as noted in a series of tablets all dating to IS7.

The festival may have continued past the fifth of the month. A tablet dating

to SS4 records 2 grain-fed oxen for the a-ki-ti, and although partially illegi-

ble, the day appears to be the 6th of the month (Dhorme, RA 9 [1912], SA

217). Indication of the 6th of the month being part of the a-ki-ti festival may

be discerned on an Umma(?) tablet dated to the 6th day of the first month

(AS5 iti§e-kin-ku55) which records two tin standards for Nanna for the mid-

night ceremony at the temple of Nanna for the a-ki-ti festival of the first

1. UET 5 295 (LA Lgi-tum-£-ki-ti), 839 (6-gi-na-tum-£-ki-ti-lugal), 840, 851 (c-gi-na-tum-£-ki-ti), 1050 (e-

gi-na-ab-tum-fugal-£-ki-ti), 1188 (LA e-tum-gi-na-£-ki-ti), 1191 (e-gi-na-ab-tum-ma-fugal-£-ki-ti).

2. UET 3 1384: a-33-£<ki>-ti; UET 3 1766: clothing rations for "the royal farmers who harvest the

barley at the £-ki-ti-complex" (tOg-ba nam-cngar-lugal Ic KIN.K1N-da-bi I£ £-ki-ti).

3. Durand Catalogue ENE 419: m£I-da-ri-a

	

Uriki ki-PN glr PN e-gal-la ba-an-ku 4; this text also

records offerings for the £-ki-ti being brought into the palace.
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month (dNanna-§e 2 §u-nir-an-na §a a-ki-ti a-gi6-sag-a zi-ga a§-es`-lugalsa e-d
Nanna-ka u4-6-kam) (YBC 11751 [AS5 xii 6]). A Drehem tablet (Nakahara

Sumerian Tablets 46, SS9 i) most probably refers to offerings intended for the
a-ki-ti celebration at Gae§ on the 7th of the month: "6 grain-fed oxen, 13
grass-fed sheep, and 1 goat as maidaria offerings for the place of the entu-
priestess of Nanna in Gae§; via PN; on the 7th day."

Delivery documents provide a glimpse into the ritual activities during the
five days. The activities occurred at three sites: (1) the dug-tar-sanctuary in

Ur, presumably similar in concept to the Sacred Mound at Nippur, a repre-

sentation of that primordial mound from which the gods and civilization

sprang; (2) the Eki§nugal temple of Nanna in Ur; and (3) the Ekarzida tem-

ple complex in Gae§, outside Ur. The high point of the festival was Nanna's

entry by barge into Ur from the a-ki-ti-house in Gae§. This occurred probably

on the third day, when a special offering to the Boat of Heaven (perhaps

Nanna's transport from Gae§) was offered. Moreover, there were no offer-

ings at Gae§ on the third and fourth, indicating Nanna's absence from that

complex. On the fourth day the Great Offering (sizkur-gu-la) was conducted
at both the du b-tar and the Eki§nugal, indicating Nanna's presence in Ur
proper. The following schedule of events can be reconstructed for the festi-
val in the first month:

Nanna; Ningal;
dug-Or;
Place of the
Throne

Day I

	

Day 2

Evening

	

dug-tar;
Nanna (at the
Eki§nugal);
at Gae§

Midnight

Daybreak £-ki-ti at Gae§

Unspecified

Great Offering

	

at Gae§
at the dug-tar;
Great Offering
for Nanna (at
the Eki§nugal)

Boat of Heaven
Nanna (at the
Eki§nugal);
dug-tar;
Ninbursag

Day 3

	

Day 4

dug-tar;
Nanna (at the
Eki§nugal);
funerary shrines

Nanna (at the

	

Nanna (at the
Eki§nugal);

	

Eki§nugal);
Gate for Ijaya;

	

Utu(?) in a field
Place of the
Throne

Day 5
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The following events are described on tablets all dating to IS7:

DAY1 (UET 3 230)

1) midnight(?) offerings: a bundle of reeds for the offering at the dug-Ur-

mound in Ur; 2 bundles of reeds and 2 bundles of plants for

Nanna (for the offering in the Eki5nugal);

2) daybreak offering: 1 bundle of figs for the offering in the a-Id-ti-complex

in Gael.

DAY4 (UET 3 231, 232)

1) midnight offerings: dates for the temple of Nanna (the Eki5nugal), for

the "Gate," for ljaya and for the "Place of the Throne."

2) daybreak offerings: 1 bundle of reeds for the Great Offering for the du 6-

6r-mound in Ur and [...] for the Great Offering at the tem-

ple of Nanna (the Ekilnugal).

DAY5 (UET 3 233, 235)

1) evening offerings: 1 sheep, 1 goat, beer, ghee, oil, dates and various

types of meal at the dug-Ur in Ur; beer, pea flour and [...J

for the temple of Nanna in Ur (the Ekilnugal); a sheep and

a goat for the royal funerary shrine (ki-a-nag) in Ur.

2) midnight offerings: an ox, sheep, goats and lambs for Nanna (in the

Eki5nugal); 1 goat for Utu(?) and a sheep [offered in(?)]

the [...] field;

3) daybreak offerings: various types of meal, a date and flour mixture, an

ox, sheep, goat and lambs for Nanna in the A-ki-ti in Gae5.

Tablets from other years display a similar pattern of celebration:

DAY1 (MVN 8 189 [ISO])

1) Evening offerings: 2 bundles of reeds for the dub-ur-mound; bundles of

reeds and plants for the offering at the a-ki-ti-complex;

2) Daybreak offering: 1 bundle of figs for the a-ki-ti complex.

DAY 3 (JONESSNYDER SET 59 [AS3] )

1) Offerings of grain-fed sheep for the "Boat of Heaven," for Nanna, for

the dub-ur-mound, and for Ninbursag.
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DAY5

1) S48 (AUCT 2 175): 2 sheep and 2 lambs for Nanna, 1 sheep and 2 lambs

for Ningal, 1 sheep and 1 lamb for the dug-ur-mound, and 2
sheep for the "Place of the Throne";

2) AS3 (AUCT 1 327): deliveries for the a-ki-ti-5e-kin-ku 5 .

The a-ki-ti festival of the seventh month lasted for at least the first eleven

days of the month, compared to perhaps only five to seven days for the a-ki-

ti festival of the first month. (The first millennium akitu-festivals at Uruk and

Babylon were also eleven days in duration.) As with the festival of the first

month, the three central ritual sites were the du6-tir-sanctuary, the Eki5nugal

temple of Nanna, and the a-ki-ti building in Gae5.

The Great Offering, a major event of any festival celebration, was per-

formed during the on several occasions at the Ekarzida in Gae5, being
attested on the 1st, 8th, 9th, and 11th days of the month. At the onset of

night the Great Offering was performed in Gae5 for Nanna at the a-ki-ti-com-

plex. A Drehem tablet dated to 1S2 (Holma-Salonen Cuneiform Tablets 27) de-

tailing the offerings for the beginning of the seventh month ( itia-ki-ti) has

the entry: 1 gu4-niga dNanna sizkur-gu-la 5a Uriki-ma u 4-8-kam "The 8th day:

1 grain-fed ox (for) Nanna, the Great Offering in Ur." Another occurrence

of the Great Offering as part of the celebration is from the 30th day in the
sixth month ( itia-ki-ti) of AS1 (Or 47-49 no. 8): 4 gu4-niga dNanna igi-5u-nir

sizkur-gu-la sa "4 grain-fed oxen for Nanna, before (his) emblem; the

Great Offering in the a-ki-ti complex." Midnight offerings (a-gib-sag-a) oc-

curred in Ur at the dub-fir-mound and at the Eki5nugal, followed by the day-

break offering to Nanna (probably at the Eki5nugal) (UET 3 193): "2 lambs

for the dub-ur-mound and 1 ox, 2 Iambs and 1 goat for the temple of Nanna

... in Ur. 1 Sheep and 1 lamb as the midnight offering to Nanna; 2 lambs as

the daybreak offering to Nanna; 1 two-year old cow, 1 sheep and 1 lamb from

the ... building(?) and 1 reed-fed pig from the preserve as the nightly Great

Offering for Nanna at the a-ki-ti. Disbursed on the 11th of the month

as royal offerings." Another Drehem text records ovine offerings destined

for Ur, Gael and the in Gae5 through at least the first nine days of the

seventh month (Jones-Snyder SET 98). An undated Ur tablet (UET 3 283)

containing offerings for the 9th probably of iti a-ki-ti (rather than it '5e-kin-

ku5) records midnight offerings: good quality black beer and farina for the

dub-ur, quality beer and black beer poured into bowls, pea flour and farina

for the temple of Nanna (in Ur), and cheese, ghee, [...J and farina for Nan-

na at the

	

in Gae5; daybreak offerings for Nanna at the 5-ki-ti in Gae5

consisting of black beer, pea flour and farina; and quality black beer for the

Great Offering of Nanna at the

	

complex in Gad.
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During the day Belat-gubner and other deities travelled by barge from Ur to
Nanna in Gae§ at the where there probably was a ritual lustration of Nan-
na's statue, followed by ceremonies wherein the visiting gods paid homage to
Nanna (Sauren NY Public Library 48 = Eames Coll. E3) (S46/AS3 vi):

I ewe and 1 goat for the temple of Belat-Iubner (at the occasion) of her going
on Nanna's boat for the a-ki-ti; 1 grain-fed sheep as an offering to Nanna in the

2 grain-fed sheep, I duck, 2 ...-birds, 5 turtle-doves, 1 small reed-(fed)
hog bred for roasting for the "place of the king" at Karzida; 2 Iambs for the of-
fering for the Place of Disappearance; [...].

A Drehem tablet records offerings for manna and Nana for the a-ki-ti
(Watson Birmingham 1 68 [847 vii 5]). But more interestingly the document
lists one grain-fed sheep each for the procession-way(?) (§a kaskal-la) for En-

Ninlil, Nanna, Inanna, Ninsun, and Lugalbanda on the 5th day. This may
refer to Nanna's reentry into Ur from the a-ki-ti house at Gae§, the event
which was the essence of the festival.

The king participated in some of the ceremonies, staying at his royal res-
idence there, the "Place of the King" (ki-lugal) at Karzida (UET 3 186 and
Sauren NY Public Library 48). During the festival the king held a banquet, al-
though the site (Gae§ or Ur) is unspecified (YBC 16828 [AS8]): "3 grain-fed
oxen for the royal banquet (ka§-de-a-lugal) of the a-ki-ti-§u-numun (festi-
val). " The presence of the king is attested in another Drehem text dated to
the 5th day of the seventh month ( itiezemdSul-gi) of AS9 (MVN 8 221) ac-
cording to which ovines were disbursed and loaded onto a barge for when
"the king goes to Gae§ " (fugal Ga-a§ki-§c gin-ne ma-a ba-na-a-ga-ar).

UET 3 1641 mentions clothing for young girl singers, who participated in
the festivities. This use of special oxen for the a-ki-ti festival is recorded in
two Ur texts, one listing rope for cowherds, cattle, and for the oxen
(gu4-a-ki-ti) (UET 3 1504) and another listing garments for the drivers of the
a-ki-ti oxen and sheep (UET 3 1641). Another text records a royal ma§-da-ri-
a offering of silver ox nose-rings for the a-ki-ti-§u-numun festival (UET 3
380).

Many tablets record ma.fdaria and other offerings for the a-ki-ti-festival in
Gael. One text records maidaria-offerings of clothing, dates, and fish for the
"place of the king " (ki-lugal) for the a-ki-ti-§u-numun festival (UET 3 186);
ma.fdaria-offerings of sheep, goats and oxen for the a-ki•ti-su-numun for both
Ur and Gae§ are recorded on an undated Drehem tablet (AUCT 1 637). Oth-
er tablets list mafdaria-offerings of dates (Reisner Telloh 276 [IS5] and Virol-
leaud Lagash 73 [SS5 x]); animals (CTMMA 1 17 [AS4 vii]); and flour and
beer (MVN 13 118 [S41 vi]: for the ni-GIS.DILI-§c §a a-ki-ti). 1 Hallo, Acta Sum

1. The term nl-CIS.D1L1 occurs also in broken context in Sauren NY Public Library 373 i 10. The copies
preclude a reading of-6 1-rum in these two passages.
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3 (1981) YBC 16652 refers to the a-ki-ti-§u-numun-na; AASF B 92 298 and 510
also mention supplies for the a-ki-ti; MVN 12 414 mentions dates for mall-da-
ri-a-ki-ti; a delivery of animals for the a-ki-ti-complex (unclear which festival
since no month) (MVN 13 517); AUCT 2 239 (SS7 viii 10) records disburse-
ments of sheep and goats originally intended as provisions for a-ki-ti-§u-nu-
mun festival for the entu-priestess of Inanna-of-Uruk; MVN 13 477 (AS9 vii)
records a disbursement of goats for the a-ki-ti-§u-numun festival; an undated
tablet (AUCT 1 316) records oxen, cows, sheep and ewes for both the
§u-numun and the a-ki-ti-§e-kin-ku5. A broken reference (Durand Catalogue
EPHE419) mentions supplies for the a-ki-ti which were delivered to the pal-
ace. A fragment of an unpublished Drehem tablet (YBC 16652) lists provi-
sions for various months. The only preserved entry for iti a-ki-ti is for the 26th
and records barley for "the boat laden with dabin-paste for the brewers of the
temples for the a-ki-ti-§u-numun festival " (ma-dabin lu-bappir 2 e-n[e?-...] a-
ki-ti-§u-numun). The year name is not preserved, but presumably the tablet
dates before SS4, thus to the sixth month of the year. This would explain the
date of the 26th, i.e., four days before the a-ki-ti-festival in Ur.

There are references from Girsu to mafdaria-offerings for the. a-ki-ti festi-
val at Ur (ITT 6167; ITT 6922; ITT 6959). A contract from Girsu dated to the
fifth month of AS7 concerns the delivery of oxen to Ur by the beginning of
the month for the a-ki-ti (RA 73 [1979] no. 2): ... Uri ki-ma a-ki-ti-a sag-u4-
sakarx-§e. Two Girsu texts refer to the a-ki-ti of Ur in Nippur (a-ki-ti Uri ki-ma
§a Nibruki). 1 Lafont Tello 29 is dated to the third month, thus the a-ki-ti fes-
tival referred to must be the upcoming a-ki-ti in Nippur during the fourth
month. Yet the scribes use the expression "the of Ur in Nippur." These
two references are acknowledgments that the a-ki-ti festivals in Nippur (albe-
it in different months) were believed to have originated at Ur.

In Old Babylonian Ur, as at Ur HI Ur, the first month marked the obser-
vance of the a-ki-ti-festival of the month §e-kin-ku5. However, the Old Baby-
lonian texts mark this occasion also as the observance of the u 5-gu 7 of
Nanna, the 6-sag of Ningal, and, according to one text, the "Procession to
Eridu " (kaskal-Eridu ki-ga). 2 The texts record the withdrawal of ghee, cheese,
dates, milk and yellow milk from the storehouse of Ningal for the observances. 3

In the Old Babylonian period at Ur the er-gu-la, "Great Wailing," was an
integral part of the a-ki-ti-celebration (UET 5 748, 752, and 782). It was per-
formed during the fourth month as part of a ritual for Nanna, "provisions for
the Great Wailing and the ... for Nanna " (ni-dab5-er-gu-la-u5gu7 1-dNanna)
(UET 5 744). Another text dated to the fourth month records the offering

1.Lafont Tello 29 and ITT 6756: mat-da-ri-a a-ki-ti Urfa-ma Li Nibnti'.
2.For references to these rituals, see p. 229 note I.

3.Edzard Zwischenzeit, 19 suggests reading UET 5 524 6': a-kit? .
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for the Great Wailing (sizkur-er-gu-la) (UET 5 734). 1 The introduction of

the "Great Wailing" as part of the festival may be an innovation in the

Old Babylonian period. This observance may have been instituted as a re-

membrance of the terrible devastation of Ur by the armies of Elam and

Simalki (2004 B.C.), preserved in the two laments, the "Lamentation over the

Destruction of Ur" and the "Lamentation over the Destruction of Sumer and

Ur. "2 Perhaps these two compositions were read aloud as part of the obser-

vance at Old Babylonian Ur.

Nippur, as did Ur, observed two a-ki-ti celebrations. However, unlike Ur,

the Nippur a-ki-ti festivals occurred in the fourth and twelfth months (in-

stead of the first and seventh) and were held during the middle of the

month, not on the occasion of the new moon. Nippur consciously integrated

the Ur festivals into the already existing Nippur agricultural festivals, chang-

ing the original intent of the a-ki-ti festival.

The term

	

is first attested on a list of barley rations from Suruppak

(Jestin TSS 881 obv. ii 1'-3'): [...] e-kur e-zi, its tantalizing juxtaposi-

tion to the Ekur in this passage possibly indicating an early connection with

Nippur. The festival name a-ki-ti-lu-numun for this festival of the fourth

month in Nippur occurs in a Drehem tablet dated the 8th day, month four
( iti ki-sig-dNin-a-zu) in AS4: "1 grain-fed sheep and 1 grain-fed large goat

each for Enlil and Ninlil ... for the akiti-Junumun (festival) ... for Nippur ...

disbursed " (TLB 3 98). Although this disbursement occurs on the 8th, it is

most likely that the actual observance occurred days later. A Drehem tablet

dated to the fourth month ( itiki-sig-dNin-a-zu) in AS7 records a day by day

disbursement of bovines for Nippur and from the 11th of the month through

the 13th grain-fed oxen were disbursed la a-ki-ti-§u-numun (MVN 13 694).

PDT II 1232 also places the akiti-3'unumun-festival in Nippur around the 11th

day of the fourth month: "[...] for the akiti-.unumun (sa-a-ki-t[i]-su-numun-

na); 1 grass-fed ox for Enlil and 1 grass-fed cow for Ninlil-it is a black ox-

for the offering at daybreak at the entrance of the king in Nippur." A Dre-

hem tablet from the fourth month ( iti ki-sig-dNin-a-zu) of AS4 records the

withdrawal of 3 sheep which had originally been delivered for the akiti-.iunumun-

festival (AUCT 1 794). A Girsu document records maidaria-offerings: mak-da-

ri a-ki-ti la Nibruki (Lafont Tello 29); TuM NF 1/2 264 (SS8 iv 11): "1 grain-

fed ox for Enlil and 1 grain-fed ox for Ninlil ... the midnight offering la a-ki-

ti-§u-numun "; and a Drehem tablet which record two grain-fed oxen 01. a-ki-

ti-§u-numun-a ... li Nibru ki (PTS 138 [SS1 iv]). An a-ki-ti-street (e-sir a-ki-ti)

in Nippur is mentioned in another Drehem text (PDT II 1050) as the loca-

tion of an offering of a sheep and goat.

1. For 6r-@l-b'anda "the wailing for the minor shrine" at Ur, sec Figulla, Iraq 15 [1953], 176 60).

2. S.N. Kramer, AS 12 andMichalowski Sumer and Ur.

The a-ki-ti festival at Nippur is mentioned in the "Message of Lu-Dingira
to His Mother," in which a courier to Nippur is asked to hand a note from a

loving son to his mother. One of the passages refers to the a-ki-ti-festival, (the

Akkadianized forms a-ki-tum and a-ki-tum are used): "My mother fills songs

(and) prayers with joy, her glance is sparkling in the Akitum-festival. "1 The

mother's name was Sat-Istar and this, coupled with lines 15-16: "She stands

humbly before the goddess, her lady, knows how to look after Inanna's

place," raises the possibility that her participation in the a-ki-ti festival was

more than that of an observer along the procession-way. She may have served

the cult of manna in some capacity during the ceremonies.

The fourth month in the Sargonic Adab calendar, as at Nippur, was

named for the a-ki-ti-festival. At both Nippur and Adab the fourth and
twelfth ( stile-kin-ku5) months were named for the same festivals. The fourth
Nippur month was itilu-numun, during which an akiti-festival was held,

whereas the fourth month in Adab was named for the akiti-festival. An Adab

economic document (A 835+840) contains a passage, albeit somewhat un-

clear, that relates the Adab akiti-festival with the term lu-numun: 2 1/2 sila ge
2% sila lu-numun ez[em]-a-ki-ti [...] %2 sila ziz ni-le-sag-ku; ra [.:.]. The le-

kin-ku55 festival of the twelfth month in Adab is probably mentioned in an-

other Adab text (O1P 14 98): ezem-le-[...].

There is a tablet which raises the possibility that the a-ki-ti-festival was ob-

served at Uruk in the eighth month. As late as the third century B.C. the a-ki-

ti-festival was celebrated in Uruk twice a year, in the first and seventh
months, as at Ur III Ur. 2 The earliest attestation of the a-ki-ti-festival in Uruk

is in an Ur III document which records offerings destined for the a-ki-ti-su-

numun festival in Uruk in the eighth month (AUCT 2 239 [SS7]): "3 grass-

fed sheep and 2 grass-fed large goats for the entu-priestess of lnanna in Uruk;

provisions for her akiti-Junumun festival. " Another Drehem tablet, recording

the repayment of silver as a ma.idaria.offering for the a-ki-ti, does not men-

tion any city (Limet, RA 62 no. 5). However, since this tablet also dates to the

eighth month, it is quite likely that this too is a reference to the a-ki-ti-festival

in Uruk.

During the Old Babylonian period the Sumerian form was still used

to denote the festival in Ur. However, documents from the more northerly

cities indicated the festival in an Akkadianized form akitum (a-ki-tum or a-ki-
tum). 3 Larsa documents utilize both the Sumerian and Akkadian forms.

1. Translation M. Civil, JNES 23 (1964), 5: 41-42.

2. See pp. 429ff. for the rituals accompanying these two late first millennium Uruk akitu-festivals.

3. MAOG 4 2:7; Landsberger, LSS 6 1/2, 12 n. 4, Aliw and CAD all suggest that the E-sign
frequently occurring before akitum, may, at least on some occasions, be a determinative to indicate
a building, thus fd-ki-tum.
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As mentioned above, the a-ki-ti festival continued to be observed in Ur in

the Old Babylonian period at the beginning of the first and seventh months.

The innovations at Old Babylonian Ur were the inclusion of the Great Wail

(er-gu-la, presumably lamenting the destruction of Ur by invaders during the

reign of Ibbi-Sin) and the formalizing of the ezem-ma-nu-ru, "festival of the

ship of the moon " during the celebration, which is attested once dur-

ing the Ur III period as ezem-ma-dSuen.

A Larsa document (YOS 14 202) refers to the day of the a-ki-ti in Ur (u 4-

a-ki-ti la Uriki-ma) in the seventh month. Two other Larsa documents, also

dating to the seventh month, mention the u4-a-ki-ti of Dumuzi of Badtibira

(YOS 14 194): 1-gi g sizkur-dDumu-zi sa Bad-tibiraki u4 a-ki-ti i e-lu-lu "oil for

the offering to Dumuzi of Badtibira for the day of the a-ki-ti-festival and the

elulu-celebration"; (YOS 14 265):1-gig u4 d-ki-tum dDumu-zi uruki Bed-tibiraki

"oil for the day of the akitum-festival of Dumuzi of Badtibira. " In Ur the a-ki-

ti-festival was directed to Nanna, the moon and patron deity of Ur. These two

Larsa references concerning Dumuzi of Badtibira are the earliest references

to an a-ki-ti-festival for a deity other than Nanna. There is another Larsa doc-

ument which refers to provisions for the a-ki-ti-festival (Sumer34 [1978], 167

L.74186), but this may refer to the celebration in Ur or Badtibira. According

to a royal inscription, king Warad-Sin of Larsa provided offerings for the a-

ki-te festival, but this probably refers to the celebration at Ur, since Warad-

Sin also claims to have built/rebuilt the e-AB/ES-ki-te for Nanna in Ur. ]

Thus, there is no evidence that an akiti-festival occurred in Larsa.

The akitum festival is attested in the year name of Sin-abu gu, perhaps the

same Sin-abusu who was ruler of Egnunna: MU a-ki-tam dEN.ZU-a-bu-.i`u is-ku-

nu "the year Sin-abusu held the akitum festival." A document delineating the

borders of a house in Terqa refers to the "the open square of (the god) Mer's

akitu(-house). " Samusiluna 's 27th regnal year is named after his commission-

ing of a statue of Adad of Babylon for the akitu festival: "Year Samsuiluna

dedicated for his life to Adad of Babylon his lord who helps and who listens

to his supplications the most splendid offering such as is suitable for the feast

of the new year, a brilliant image of silver, 10 talents in weight." Several let-

ters from the reign of Ammisaduga mention the bit akiti: "the sheep shearing

will take place in the akitu-house." 2 Thus, there appears to have been an

akitu-house in Babylon by the Old Babylonian period.

1. Nesag,c-S-ki-te, RIM 4,222 line 97.

2. For references see CAD A/I 270. It is unclear whether this refers to a ritual shearing or to
regular shearing performed in the akitu-building because it was a simple, unused structure, located
conveniently outside the city wall where the noise and smell of the shearing wouldn ' t bother the
populace inside the walled city.

There are a few scattered references indicating the observance of an akitu-

festival at Sippar. However, there is no information as to the time of year the

observance occurred or the deity around whom the festival was centered. ]
From the Middle Babylonian period there is a reference from Nippur to

the singers at the akitu-gate (KA.GAL ei-ki-te) and two references to the akitu-
house in Akkad. 2

In the north, the akitu-festival does not appear to occur at the New Year.

It is a completely separate festival. In fact, the Old Babylonian letter of Sam§i-

Adad's (see below) records the festival as occurring in the middle of the sec-

ond month.

Hildegard and Julius Lewy suggested that the observance of the akitu-fes-

tival in A§kur is attested as early as the period of Cappadocian colonization,

at the beginning of the second millennium at Level 2.3 The reference in TC

II 37 to a ten day procession, does, indeed bring to mind the akitu-celebra-

tion (although the akitu-festival was eleven days). However, there really is no

evidence to indicate that the akitu-festival is the subject of this letter. And

Lewy's interpretation of TC II 15 seems somewhat contrived, since this could

refer to any celebration, perhaps to even a native Cappadocian one. More-

over, the distant days referred to by Sennacherib may extend no further back

than the Middle-Assyrian period (if, indeed, that far back!), from which

there is a ritual indicating a procession to an akitu-house outside of the city
gates.4

During the period of the Amorite interlopers (ca. 1800 B.C.), an akitu-fes-

tival was celebrated in the middle of the month itiGUD, as noted in a letter

from Samsi-Adad to his son Yasmah-Adad at Mari: 5

The current month is itiGUD; when the sixteenth day comes the akitu-festival
will be performed. The envoys of the ruler of the city of Elnunna are already
present. As to the [...]-ceremony, let your teams of damdammu-mules and
horses come here to the New Year's festival; the chariots and harnesses for
the horses should be new. They will pull (the chariot) during the New Year's
festival and will then be returned directly to you.

Your animals should depart for here the very day you receive this message
without even waiting for next morning."

However, it is unclear whether Sam?li-Adad was stationed at Subat-Enlil or

some more southerly location when this letter was written, particularly in

I. Note the personal name Mar-a-Id-tuts (YOS 13 200). Harris Sippar. 20 notes references to an
akitu chapel (BM 81143: E.GAt. akitim) and an akitu street (BE 6/1 82: 18 SILA a-ki-tim).

2. For references see CAD A/1 271.

3. "The Week and the Oldest West Asiatic Calendar,- IIUCA 17 (1942/43), 62-64. Sec pp. 244-
245 for this text.

4. ZA 50 (1954), 192-202.

5. ARM 150: translation based upon Oppenhcim Letters, 109.
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view of the month being written itiGUD, which is unexpected from scribes at

Subat-Enlil, where a different calendar was in use.

The observance of an akitu-festival for Marduk in Assur during the Middle

Assyrian period is attested in a ritual from As'sur. l Van Driel notes "The sup-

position that this Marduk was the statue of Marduk of Babylon brought to

Ashur by Tukulti-Ninurta 1 and not that of a local Marduk from the temple

of the god in Assur itself seems acceptable, especially if one compares EAR

135+ ... [These texts may) belong to the period between the conquest of

Babylon by Tukulti-Ninurta I and the return of Marduk to his residence, pos-

sibly in the reign of Ninurta-tukul-ASSur [ca. 1350-1250 B.C.)."2 Although the

preserved portions of the text do not actually name the festival, several pas-

sages indicate that it, indeed, concerns the akitu-festival: (1) the king is an

active participant before Marduk; (2) Marduk is seated on the Throne-of -

Destiny, (which occurs in the akitu-rituals of the first millennium B.C.); and

(3) there is a procession of gods outside the city and the gods travel by barge.

This text points to the existence of an akitu-house outside the walls of Assur

during the Middle Assyrian period and may be the period of time referred

to by Sennacherib: "when the akitu-temple outside the walls had been forgot-

ten for a long time."3 According to this ritual the king presented gifts to the

gods, some of which were sent to the temple of Mar. The king, the , angu-

priest and the statues of the other gods stood before Marduk, as Marduk sat

on the Throne-of-Destiny, receiving libations and offerings. The procession

to the akitu-house outside the city wall then began. At certain points along

the procession-way hymns to soothe Marduk were sung and offerings of

sheep and wine were made. After exiting the city gate, the gods boarded

barges. After arriving at the akitu-house a ritual meal was presented by the

king to Marduk and the other gods.

(beginning of obverse destroyed)

[one] artificial [lapis lazuli bottle] (filled) with wine ...
.., all these [gifts ...]

... white [garment] and one garment ...

... of stone, decorated with gold ...
[one] artificial lapis lazuli [bottle] (filled) with wine ...
... all these gifts ...
[places] these gifts at the entrance to the temple of Iltar.

1. F. Kocher, "Ein mittclassyrischcs Ritualfragmcnt zum Ncujahrsfest, " ZA 50 (1954), 192-202.

2. Van Dricl Mfur, 54.
3. OIP 2 136 26f.

The king [sets] on [the offering table] roasted meat and ... [He ... ] six
bowls of ...

As soon as the king [has given] these gifts,
the priest stands by the gods and the king places himself in front of the

gods.

[The king] and the priest set Marduk on the Throne-of-Destiny.
Over a brick kiln the ... shake out coals.
Before Marduk they cut a live lamb in half and place (the halves) over

the charcoal.
The king, instead of the priest, scatters over the lamb a half liter of ju-

niper, a half liter of cedar chips, and three bowls of flour made
from roasted grain.

He empties out a bottle of wine and a bottle of beer onto the ground at
both sides of the kiln.

The priest offers water for (washing) the hand(s) of Marduk.
The priest stands by Marduk and the king walks before Marduk.
He walks (a distance of) two ikii-field measures. They appease Marduk

(with prayers). The king offers up two sheep before Marduk.
They set the (sheep) heads before Marduk.
The king pours out two bottles of wine onto the ground.
When Marduk and the (other) gods leave via the door of the city gate,

and

when Marduk turns around and stops during the traversal(?) of the
gate, they appease Marduk (with prayers).

The king offers up two sheep before Marduk. They set . the (sheep)
heads before Marduk.

[The king] empties out two bottles of [wine] onto the ground.
Marduk sets out and [goes to the river bank].
The king offers up two sheep before Marduk. He sets [the (sheep)

heads before] Marduk. [The king empties out] two bottles [of
wine].

Marduk, $arpanitu, and Nabt1 board [barges]. Ea ...
[god]s to the barges ...

[The ki]ng ... salt ...
The king ... bowls ...
ten ... three of the same ...
Oxen and sheep ...
He scatters [over them ...]
On both sides [of the kiln] he empties out [two bottles of wine and

beer].
... the gods ...
... the priests ...
On the offering table ...] roasted meat. [He ...] four bowls of ...
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The king [sets ...] on [the offering table] and blesses Nana. He offers
as before.

Before Nabt3 and 8ama§ ...

The king [sets ...] on the offering table. He blesses ...
He offers roasted meat and ... [He ...] five bowls of ... wood.

The king [sets ...] on the offering table. He blesses ...
He offers roasted meat and ... [He ...] bowls of ... wood.

... Ea(?) and ...

(remainder destroyed)

An Assyrian ritual commentary, preserved in widely divergent versions

from A§§ur and Nineveh, is an etiology for various customs and rituals asso-

ciated with the akitu-festival in Assyrian More important, this text reveals a

mythological background to the akitu-celebration in Assyria, according to

which Marduk/Bel transgressed against A§§ur and was imprisoned in the akitu-

house, where he underwent trial by ordeal, being released after seven days.

The evidence against Bel may have been the Enuma Eli.f itself: "The Enuma

Eli.f, which is recited and sung before Bel in Nisan, concerns his imprison-

ment" (Livingstone, Court Poetry no. 34: 34 and no. 35: 28). According to

these commentaries, Bel committed an offense against A§§ur, for Bel pro-

tests "I only did what was good to A§§ur. I waged battle by the order of A§§ur,

so what is my crime?" (Livingstone, Court Poetry no. 35: 29). This "order of

Assur's" presumably was An§ar's (whom the Assyrian equated with A§§ur 2) in-

struction to his grandson Marduk to save the gods and to fight against Tiamat.

The seeming intrusion into this commentary of the explanation for the

races in Kissilimu (Livingstone, Court Poetry no. 34: 57-60) as a commemoration

of Ninurta's triumph over the anzu-bird is integral to the accusation against

Marduk/Bel-a counter argument against Eel's claim to deserving suprem-

acy over the gods as a result of his victory over Tiamat. When A§s'ur commis-

sioned Ninurta to defeat anvil, Ninurta obeyed, yet did not venture to usurp

A§§ur ' s position afterwards, despite his victory. However, Bel, also commis-

sioned by: Anus to fight for the gods, did dare to usurp A§§ur 's position after

his victory. Therefore Bel's crime was his claim to supremacy over the gods,

in effect, usurpation of his grandfather Al-gar ' s supreme position-through-

1.The most recent editions of these two versions, as well as references to all previous treatments,
is in A. Livingstone, Court Poetry nos. 34 (Allur) and 35 (Nineveh).

2. Cf. Livingstone, Court Poetry no. 34: 54.

out the Enuma Eli,f it is An§ar who assumes the role of the leader of the gods;
it is An§ar who gives Ea and then Marduk their commissions to defend the gods.

There was another, unrelated, charge against Marduk, the dispute be-
tween Marduk and A§§ur regarding the wearing of the water, perhaps an allu-
sion to the waters of Tiamat. The commentary cites the Enuma Eli?' as a
prooftext, according to which the water originally covered A§§ur, not Bel
(Livingstone, Court Poetry no. 34: 55-56 and no. 35: 44-47):

[The outfit] which is on him and of which it is said: "That is water"-that is
a lie. It is said in Enuma Ells': When heaven and earth were not created, A§§ur
came into being. (Only) when city and temple (already) existed, did he
come into being. It is the water which was over A§§ur. His criminal [outfit] is
gathered in the storeroom. He is not clad in water. The storeroom ... the
daughter of Anu. They kil[led her].

Perhaps A§§ur is claiming that he, not Marduk/Bel, had defeated Tiamat and

that Bel was pretending to this victory, draping himself with waters which he
falsely claims to be those of the vanquished Tiamat, waters which rightfully

should have been worn by the true vanquisher of Tiamat, A§§ur. To support

his charge, A§§ur claims that Marduk had not yet come into existence at the

time of this primordial battle and thus could not possibly have defeated

Tiamat. The reference to the daughter of the sky-god Anu may indicate the

real source of Marduk 's waters which he falsely claimed to be those of
Tiamat(?) .

These two charges are, of course, irreconcilable, and, if our interpreta-

tions are valid, they represent separate traditions as to the perfidy of Mar-

duk. If A§§ur, not Marduk/Bel, had defeated Tiamat, then Marduk could not

have shown disrespect for A§§ur after fulfilling A§§ur 's order to slay Tiamat.

Bel, branded a criminal by A§§ur, was detained in the akitu-house, where

he underwent trial by ordeal: "The Akitu-house where he goes is the house

at the edge of (the place of) the ordeal; they question him there " (Living-
stone, Court Poetry no. 34: 7 and no. 35:7). Thus the akitu-house, which else-

where represented a temporary, mythological residence of the god before

claiming residence in his new city, was transformed into a temporary jail for

Bel in the A§§ur and Nineveh rituals. 1

Bel, however, is released, as noted in Sennacherib's naming of the akitu-
house at A§§ur: "upon an omen and an oracular order of Sama§ and Adad I

(re)built the akitu-temple outside the walls whose location had been forgot-

ten long ago, I named it House-That-Fetters-Death," 2 apparently a reference

I. The "accomplice " of Bf'I described in Livingstone, Court Poetry no. 34: 24 might be Ea, Antar ' s
son and Marduk ' s father. The reeds (no. 34: 24 and no. 35: 15) seem to represent B@l's accomplice
(perhaps an allusion to Enki/Ea's association with the reeds of Eridu). And no. 34: 27 mentions the
exorcists (lu-mal-ma3) who go in front of him (the accomplice?). Ea was the patron deity of diviners.

2. O1? 2 139 (translation CAD A/I 270).
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to Bel having escaped a judgment of death. (Note that it was Sama§ and Adad

who sent the emissary to rescue Bel from the akitu-house [Livingstone, Court

Poetry no. 35: 4].) And the commentary states that on the 7th day of Nisannu

an emissary of the gods brought Bel out of the akitu-house.

The evolution of ritual is rarely a simple process; many factors are in-

volved. However, identifiable political considerations may well have influ-

enced the development of the Assyrian akitu-ritual. During the last half of

the thirteenth century B.C. the Assyrian monarch Tukulti-Ninurta I defeated

the Babylonian Kassite king Ka§tilia§u IV, bringing both the king and the

statue of Marduk to A§§ur. The capture of Marduk avenged the perceived in-

sults by Babylonia against Assyria, of Marduk's usurpation of A§§ur ' s rightful

position. The Assyrians assumed responsibility for maintaining the cult of

the captured Marduk, for performing the akitu-festival. However, the back-

ground for the event was greatly altered in Assyria. Not only did A§§ur re-

place Marduk/Bel as the chief deity honored during the festival, but it

included the trial of Marduk to avenge these historical wrongs. This may be

the reason that this commentary surprisingly states at the end that "whoever

crushes this tablet or throws it into water, or sees it but does not tell about it

to one who does not know it" (Livingstone, Court Poetry no. 34: 70) be cursed,

i.e., it was pro-Assyrian propaganda intended for dissemination. During the

akitu-festival A§§ur was acknowledged as the legitimate supreme ruler-he

was An§ar, who, according to the Enuma Eli.sr, had continually assumed the

leadership of the young gods against Tiamat and her cohorts-he was the

true hero of the Enuma Elik It was An§ar/Al§ur who had been wronged by

Marduk whom he had commissioned for battle. Although there is no infor-

mation as to the outcome of Marduk's trial by ordeal other than his being

set free on the 7th day, perhaps Marduk/Bel admitted his wrong-doings and

acknowledged A§§ur as his supreme lord. Thereafter Marduk/Bel would

have been allowed to return to the city to participate in the determination

of destiny and other functions befitting the great god of Babylon.
According to this commentary the goddess Lady-of-Babylon (Belet-Babi-

li) was the jailor in charge of the Assyrian akitu-house. Her statue did not par-

ticipate in the procession to the akitu-house, but rather she greeted the

procession upon its arrival, (either her statue was permanently displayed

there or the goddess ' portrait was in relief near the entrance). On the 8th

day of the festival Belet-Babili was involved in the offering of a pig, the sig-

nificance of which is unclear.

During the akitu the statue of Bel returned to the city on the 7th of the

month. Either at the akitu-house or back in A§§ur, meat and flour were pre-

sented to Bel, special hand-waters for lustration were offered, a cloak was

draped about the statue of Bel, and the Enuma Eli.i was recited to him. ] The

Enuma Elise recounted Marduk's victory over Tiamat, the primary event re-

sponsible for his election to kingship over the gods, (although, as we have

noted above, at A§§ur it was used to document the charge against Bel). This

battle served as a motif for the decoration of the door to Sennacherib's akitu-
house, which included ten gods in front of A§ur and fifteen parading be-

hind him. W.G. Lambert has noted that the same gods depicted as preceding

As§ur are also mentioned in an Assyrian ritual ] which mentions these ten
gods going to the akitu-house. 2 This has led Lambert to suggest "a combina-
tion of these two items of information suggests, if it does not prove, that the
procession of gods from the city to the akitu-house was construed as a setting
out for battle with Tiamat. Presumably the battle took place inside the
house."3 Lambert also notes that the victory over Tiamat was probably a mo-

tif in the akitu-house in Babylon as well, suggesting (based upon several tex-

tual allusions) "the Sea (Tiamat) was no doubt a small cultic structure in the

akitu-house (probably a dais) and when the statue of, Marduk was taken

there, it was set on the dais to symbolize victory over Tiamat." 4

An Assyrian ritual text records the seven names of Marduk at different

stages in the pageantry of the akitu-festival of Marduk in A§§ur. 5 It is not clear

whether this document describes the events comprising just one day of the

observance or those which spanned several days. The seven stages were: 6

Residence in Marduk's chapel;
Between the curtains;
At the sacred dwelling of Enme garra;
On the Throne-of-Destinies;
A procession through the streets;
The journey by barge;
Residence in the akitu-house.

According to a ritual description of the events of the akitu-festival of the

first month, A§§ur left his temple for the akilu-house in a chariot drawn by

white horses on the 2nd of Nisannu, after a ritual meal. ? Van Driel suggests:
"Probably he [A§§ur] was back on the 4th, or perhaps even on the 3rd-or
even on the 2nd itself-if the mu3'u .{a u4 4.kam of BM 121206 VII 20' is the
night between the 3rd and the 4th, which is rather certain, when the king

1. See the Middle-Assyrian ritual translated above for the offering of roasted meat and the
presentation of hand-waters as part of the ceremonies.

I. KAV 49.

2. W.G. Lambert, "The Great Battle of the Mesopotamian Religious Year-The Conflict in the
Akita House (A Summary)," Iraq 25 (1963), 189-190.

3. W.G. Lambert, op. cit., 189.

4. W.G. Lambert, op. cit., 190.

5. KAR 42 and CT 46 53.

6. CT 46 53 omits the sixth stage (the journey by barge) and instead of ina E 6-ki-ti for the scvcnth
stage has ina -uzu-diri. We thank W.G. Lambert for bringing these passages to our attention.

7. VAT 13596.
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visited the cult-room and the chapel of Ninlil, a visit without much purpose

if the gods were not present. "1 Another text indicates that A§§ur stayed in the

akitu-house on the 8th of the month. Unfortunately the name of the month

is not preserved and thus we cannot be sure that this ritual is the Nisannu

akitu-festival. 2 A Neo-Assyrian commentary mentions gifts: "the gifts that are

given in the month of Nisannu from the 6th to the 12th day," presumably a

custom related to the akitu-festival. It is unclear whether the gifts are pre-

sented to the gods or whether there may have been an Assyrian custom of

exchanging gifts among the populace at this time of year.

In the Neo-Assyrian period Sargon, who had subjugated Babylon, as-

sumed the monarch ' s responsibility for escorting Marduk in the Babylonian

akitu-procession: " (In) the month Nisannu, the month when the Lord-of-the-

Gods goes out in procession, I conducted Marduk, the great lord, (and)

Nabu."4 According to an inscription of A§§urbanipal ' s, Sargon also commis-

sioned the building of an akitu-house back home at Nineveh for I§tar: "at that

time the akitu-temple of my lady I§tar which stands in Nineveh, (and) which

Sargon had built, had become old-I cleared away its rubble ... I ushered

A§§ur and Ninlil into it, celebrated the festival of the akitu-temple [isinni E a-
ki-it], (and) presented them with splendid offerings and gifts, whenever

A§§ur and Ninlil enter that akitu-temple to celebrate the joyful festival (they

should look with favor upon [me])." 5 Mar of Nineveh dwelled in this akitu-

house on the 21st of Tebetu. 6 Thus this akitu-house seems to have serviced

both Htar of Nineveh and the pair A§§ur and Ninlil. According to A -s§urban-

ipal ' s inscription, this akitu-building was located in Nineveh, which may refer

to metropolitan, not walled, Nineveh.

An akitu-house at A§§ur was built by Sennacherib: 7 "in connection with

this very undertaking, I conceived the idea of (re)building the a[kitu]-tem-

ple (for?) the festival of the banquet [isinni gireti] of A§§ur, the king of the

gods, when the akitu-temple outside the walls ["of the plain"] had been for-

gotten for a long time because of disturbances and disorders, (and) the rite

1.Van Dricl Ailur, 145.

2. Ph 4123 (see Van Dricl Allur, 164). Frankena TSkultu, Chapter VI suggests that the takultu

observance was part of the akitu-festival in Assyria. Van Dricl Allur, 164 secs no evidence to support
Frankena ' s thesis and concludes that without further evidence the connection of the two
observances is uncertain.

3. CT 1332 r. 6.
4. Lic Sar. 384 (CAD B 193).
5. Thompson Esarh. pl. 17 v 33ff. (translation CAD A/1 267).

6. Van Driel Ailur, 149.
7. 01P 2 136 26f. (translation CAD All 267). Cf. another Sennacherib statement (Ebeling

Parfumrez pl. 27:5, quoted CAD Z 12 sub zagmukku): "in the month of Nisannu at the beginning of
the year, when Allur had to go for the banquet into a garden within the city (instead of into the akiti)
on account of the disturbances and rebellions."
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ofA§§ur, the king of the gods, had been celebrated within the city." Sennach-
erib also states: "upon an omen and an oracular order of Sama§ and Adad I
(re)built the akitu-temple outside the walls whose location had been forgot-

ten long ago, I named it House-That-Fetters-Death, I named its chapel the

House-ofRepose(?)[e-dub-dub-ba], the exalted [...]" (followed by descrip-

tion of the decoration of the door depicting the battle of A§§ur and
Tiamat). 1 The previously discussed Middle-Assyrian akitu-ritual of Marduk

states that the procession went outside the walls of A§§ur and used barges to

reach its destination. Thus it appears that there was an akitu-house outside

the walled city of A§§ur already in the Middle-Assyrian period. 2 The fact that
excavators could find no evidence of this older structure beneath what is as-

sumed to be Sennacherib's akitu-house, increases the likelihood that Sen-

nacherib did not rebuild the house on the same spot as its Middle Assyrian

predecessor-for as Sennacherib noted: "its location had been forgotten
long ago."

Parpola suggests that an akitu-festival of the seventh month is mentioned

in a Neo-Assyrian letter: 3

Yesterday, on the 3rd, A§§ur (and) Ninlil set out safely (and) entered (the akitu-
temple) intact; all the gods who set out with A§§ur took up their residences safe-
ly. The king, my lord, can be happy. ... Now, in the month Tai' tu, they have
filled neither the libation wine nor the vats in front of the god A§§ur ...

Throughout the Assyrian cities, however, there were several akitu-festivals
during the year, occurring in different months.

The Old Babylonian letter of Sam§i Adad (translated above) mentions an

akitu-festival being observed on the 16th day of the second month ( itiGUD).
As noted the use of the Southern-Mesopotamian calendar month name,

rather than the Subat-Enlil calendar, raises the possibility that this akitu-fes-

tival, at which envoys from E§nunna attended, may not have been held in As-

syria. Another reference to an akitu-festival in the second month is in a Neo-

Assyrian letter which states that on the 6th day of the second month Adad

will take up residence in the akitu-house. 4 An Assyrian record of the distribu-
tion of wine for various occasions throughout the year notes that the 13th of

the second month was a festival, alth6ugh the name or nature of the occa-

sion is not mentioned. 5 However, according to an Assyrian ritual tablet from

1. 01P 2 139 (translation CAD A/1 270).
2. Van Driel Allur, 58, disagrees with this conclusion: "It is rather speculative to think of a possible

akitu-house near Ailur to which the Marduk procession of VAT 16435 went." Rather, Van Dricl
interprets Sennacherib's construction of the akitu-house outside the city wall as an innovation.

3. ABL 42 translation Parpola, AOAT 5/1, 267.
4. ABL 1197.
5. KAV 79.
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the reign of Sennacherib, the 13th of the second month marked the obser-

vance of the emas" of I§tar in the akitu-house: l

On the 13th of Ajaru the ennui` of I§tar within the town in the akitu-house they
make; A§§ur, Ninlil, Ninurta and Adad go to the ahitu-feast; he arranges the ta-
bles, slaughters the sheep, offers the cooked meat, ... bread, a grain-fed sheep
is brought, an unblemished one year old goat, kamanu-cake, burnt cynoglos-
sum, a bariu^pot [...] he gives the Sibitti to eat (...]. He finishes the pagutu-con-
tainer [...J two singers, one (sings [...], the other sings [...]. When they have
finished the [...], they place two necks in the [...] of the bread, the sangu. [...].

Before the god he raises three times [...]. They raise their arms before [...J.
They pass the [...]. They heap up the aromatics [...]. The gods start to move, in
[...J. The whole town in the [...]-house [...] they enter, the chariot of [...] be-
fore the father of the gods [...].

There is a reference in the Assyrian Astrolabe B to an akitu-festival during

the eighth month: "The month Arabsamna, the releasing of the plow, the hoe
and plow hold a disputation in the field, the akitu-festival of the seeding (sea-
son) is celebrated, the month of Adad, the canal inspector of heaven and
earth." The akitu-festival called a-ki-tu ur seems to have evolved from a-ki-ti-
§u-numun, the akitu-festival of (the month) of seeding." 2 Since the akitu-fes-

tival involved a procession in which the deity returned back to his home city
(after his temporary stay in the akitu-house), perhaps the above Astrolabe ref-

erence to an akitu of the seeding season, might refer to the plow returning to its

"home" (i.e., the shed, where it hung until next year).
During the Ur III period Uruk observed an a-ki-ti festival in the eighth

month. However, by the close of the first millennium the Uruk akitu-festivals
were observed in the first and seventh months.

There is a reference to the goddess Ninlil staying in the akitu-house on the

21st of the tenth month Tebetu. 3
Van Driel notes another akitu-festival, perhaps to I§tar in Nineveh, during

the twelfth month: "... Addaru the month of the feast of the akitu-house of

the queen of the goddesses, which the gods [my?] fathers(??) ..."4

In the Neo-Assyrian period the akitu-festival was observed at many Meso-
potamian sites. One letter refers to the statue of the moon-god Sin going to
the akitu-house in ]3arran on the 17th of an unspecified month: 5

On the 17th Sin will leave and take his place in the akilu(-house). The king
should give the (necessary) orders. The kuzippu-cloaks of the king go (there),

1. BM 121206 (Van Dricl Allur, 89).

2.The Sumerian term ur in k-ki-tu ur (rendered into Akkadian as a-ti-it e-re-li) is a variant for uru4

erelu.

3.Van Dricl Allur, 149.

4.Van Dricl Anal., 149.

5. ABL 667.
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every year they go (there) in this way. We will perform (the rites of) the erlabun-
ga(-prayers) [...]. (Sin) will bless my Lord.

There is an undated reference to the statue of Ta§metum going to the
akitu-house in Calah. This letter also mentions a ritual in which a cultic reed
object is smashed: I

Tomorrow is the banquet of the gods-afterwards Ta§metu will go out (and)
take her seat in the akitu-house (in Calah). Sacrifices will be made before her.
She will smash her ... (qanitu)

A§§urbanipal constructed an akitu-house for Mar of Arbela in Milkiya,
wherein he celebrated the "festival of the akitu-house" on the 17th of Ululu. 2
And a Neo-Babylonian tablet lists distributions to individuals involved with
the akitu-festival of the sixth month: itikin d-ki-it. 3

In the south, the akitu-festival was celebrated in Uruk for Anu, in Babylon
for Marduk,4 in Dilbat for Urag, in Nippur for five deities during the first
month, and in Sippar for Belit-Sippar. 5

In Seleucid Uruk the akitu festival was an eleven day event observed at the
beginning of the first and seventh months, just as it had been observed two
thousand years earlier at Ur. In Uruk the festival was directed to the sky-god
Anu, who, though always considered to be among the elite of the gods, ex-
perienced a resurgence of popularity during the Seleucid period, as noted
in the construction of his temple, the R'e§-temple, in Uruk. 6 There are refer-
ences to several other akitu-festivals in Uruk from the Neo-Babylonian peri-
od: the akitu of Beltu-§a-Uruk, the akitu of U$ur-amassu, and the akitu of the
Steppe (pert') (though this latter reference may refer to one of the other akitu
observances) .7

An inscription of Nabu-na$ir (747-734 B.C.) mentions the rebuilding of
the akitu-house for the goddess U$ur-amassu. 8 According to this inscription
Bel-ibni and Nabu-zera-u§ab§i, the sons of Bullutu of Uruk, rebuilt the akitu

temple for the goddess U$ur-amassu, a goddess of Uruk, who could then "sit
on high in the dwelling of her great divinity." 9 Apparently the building had
fallen into such disrepair that "its walls had collapsed and their foundations

1.ABL 858.

2.Streck Ash., 248 Inscription L and, 320, K. 2637 7; Iraq 23 (1961), pl. 23; Van Dricl Allur, 149.

3. L. Jakob-Rost and H. Freydank, VS 20 no. 98.

4.The supremacy of the akitu-festival for the Babylonians is evident in the following passage
(BHT pl. 6 ii 11 [quoted CAD Z 12)): "Twill omit (all) festivals, even) the New Year's festival I will
order to cease."

5.For references see CAD A/1 269-270.

6.For the construction of the Ret-temple see Falkenstein Topographic, Off.

7.For references see Falkenstein Topographic, 42.

8.J.A. Brinkman, "The Akitu Inscription of BLl-ibni and Nabu-zera-utabti," WO 5/1 (1969), 39ff.

9.For references to this goddess, see RAcc., 101 ii 13 and 114 8; J.A. Brinkman, op. cit., 44 n 12.
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crumbled; its outlines had been forgotten and their shape changed. " It is

possible that rather than being a separate akitu-house, as Falkenstein sug-

gests, it may have been the regular akitu-house of Anu. The akitu-house at

A§§ur was the permanent residence of Belet-Babili, who was considered the

j
ailor of the house according to the motif in which Bel/Marduk was impris-

oned there. Ugur-amassu may have had permanent residence in the akitu-

house in Uruk, although her exact function there is unclear. The akitu-house

at Uruk included a garden/orchard planted by the entrance to the building. 1

More of the ritual for the seventh month, than for the first month, has

been preserved and it is for this reason that the akitu-festival of the seventh

month is presented first. The preserved ritual instructions for the akitu-festi-

val of the seventh month describe activity in the Res-temple of Anu and Antu

(with the possible exception of a sacred marriage the first day in the Ean-

na(?)). 2
The only mention of the akitu-house is two short notations, i.e., Anu's two

chariots accompanied by musicians travelled back and forth to the ahitu-

house the first seven days and on the 7th day there were "processions, barques

and the akitu." The Nisannu account of the akitu-festival describes the cere-

monies at the akitu-house. But no similar instructions have been preserved

for the akitu of the seventh month at Uruk. Rather the intent of these docu-

ments is to instruct the High Priest on the conduct of that part of the festival

which occurred in the Re§-temple only. This is the reason that the ritual in-

structions for the first seven days are either lacking or greatly abbreviated.

The festival lasted eleven days. During the first seven days Anu resided in

the akitu-house outside the city wall of Uruk. The two chariots of Anu appar-

ently transported meals and other ritual necessities to the akitu-house during

those seven days. The omission of any mention of Anu or of any other gods

as going to the akitu-house with the chariots suggests that Anu remained at

the akitu-house during this entire period, rather than returning at the end

of each day. At the end of the 7th day the great akitu-procession occurred

(referred to in the ritual text as "processions, barques and the akitu"), re-

turning from the akitu-house to the Res-temple inside the walled city. This

was the great moment of the festival, the recreation of Anu ' s mythical entry

into Uruk and his assumption of suzerainty. From the 8th to the 11th days all

activity occurred back at the Re§-temple, which contained the sanctuary of

Anu and Antu.

1. E. Gehlkin, Uruk: SpdtbabytonischeWirtschaJistexte aus demEannaArchiv, Teil I (Mainz, 1990) no. 114.

2. Marriage rites are performed in the Ebilikuga, the bed chamber(?) of the Ebiliana, the temple

of Nana. In the Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian periods this temple ofNana was part of the Eanna

complex in Uruk. Falkenstein Topographic, 41 raises the question as to whether it might have been
moved to the new RH-temple during the Selcucid period.
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The procession described in the ritual BRM 4 7 is probably not the main

akitu-procession, but rather the escorting of the statue of Anu on the 1st day

of the festival from the Res-temple to the akitu-house, where he was to reside

for seven days. According to Falkenstein's reconstruction of the procession
route, l the statue of Anu and the High Priest departed from the Enamenna,

Anu's cella in the Anu and Antu temple in the Res-temple complex, and ex-

ited by the northeast side of the Re§-temple through the High Gate, where

Anu was greeted by an entourage of exorcists and assorted temple person-

nel. (During the Neo-Babylonian period, before the construction of the Res-

Temple, the akitu-procession began at the Eanna complex.) From the High-

Gate the procession moved southeast along the Street-of-the-Gods (suga
ilanz) until reaching the Holy-Quay, the wharf of the Boat-of-Anu, where the

party sailed northeast along the Istar(?)-canal until reaching the upper

wharf of the Holy-Quay. Upon disembarking, the procession moved through

the district of the Adad-Gate, the district of the I§tar-Gate, and the district of
the Samas-Gate, finally exiting the city through the King's-Gate. Outside the

city the procession, despite the absence of any mention in the ritual, must

have forded a branch of the Euphrates before arriving at the akitu-house,

which perhaps is to be identified with a 120 by 140 meter rectangular build-

ing about 500 meters outside the city wall. 2

During the last four days of the festival, at the RH-temple, Anu performed

all the functions expected of a ruler who had just entered his new domain.

He met with his counsel of gods who would help him rule, determined the

destiny of his subjects, and bestowed plenipotentiary power upon the king.

The following is a translation of ritual instructions, dating to 251 13.C., on

escorting Anu from the RH-temple in Uruk to the akitu-house outside the
walled city on the first day of the festival. As mentioned above, this probably

was not the important akitu-procession which was to subsequently occur on

the 7th day and in the other direction, i.e., from the akitu-house back to the
Res-temple:3

... After Anu has gone out from the cella, the Enamenna, and arrives at the
High-Gate, all the exorcists chant the (Babylonian) spell "The King Has
Gone Out" three times. The exorcists stop and then the High Priest, the ex-
orcists, the temple personnel and the brewers who are tied to the carrying-
poles shall greet Anu, (saying) "Great Anu, heaven and earth greet you!"

After the prayers the exorcists chant the (Babylonian) spell "The King
Has Gone Out" four times along the Street of the Gods. The High Priest, the

1.Falkenstein Topographic, 45ff.

2. Falkenstein Topographic, 42.

3. BRM 4 7; treated by A. Falkenstein, Topographic von Uruk, 45-46 and F. Thureau-Dangin, RA 20
(1925), 107ff.
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exorcists, the temple personnel and the brewers who are tied to the carrying-
poles shall greet Anu, (saying) "Great Anu, heaven and earth greet you!"
After the prayers along the Street-of-the-Gods the exorcists chant the (Sum-
erian) spell "The King, Who in Heaven and Earth Surpasses All Other Kings "
four times.

They stop and the High Priest, the exorcists, the temple personnel and
those tied to the carrying-poles shall recite the same (prayer) to Anu as be-
fore.

After the prayers the exorcists chant the (Sumerian) spells "The King is
Coming to the Festival " and "From the Holy Water Basin" seven times until
(they arrive at) the Holy-Quay, the wharf of the Boat of An, (along) the path
of the gods. They stop and the High Priest, the exorcists, the temple person-
nel and those tied to the carrying-poles greet Anu.

Upon Anu's arrival at the wharf of the Boat-of-Anu, the exorcists and the
temple personnel chant the (Sumerian) spell "He has Sailed the (Cargo)-
Ship," a .luilla-prayer for Anu. Afterwards the High Priest, the exorcists, the
temple personnel and those tied to the carrying-poles shall recite the same
prayer to Anu as before.

From the upper wharf of the Holy-Quay to the King's-Gate the exorcists
will recite the spell "He who surpasses all kings, after he has passed by in the
holy street" seven times. They stop and at the King's-Gate the High Priest,
the exorcists, the temple personnel and those tied to the carrying-poles
greet Anu.

From the King's-Gate to the akitu, the house of prayer, the exorcists chant
the same spells as at the Street-of-the-Gods. They stop (chanting) the spells
and the High Priest, the exorcists, the temple personnel and the brewers
tied to the carrying-poles recite the greeting seven times and greet Anu.

When Anu arrives at the Akitu-house the exorcists recite the (Sumerian)
spells "Holy House, House of the Gods," "Anu, My King, Your Good Heart,"
"(In) the Banquet Hall, At the Evening Meal of Anu," "He Befitting the Lofty
Dais" and the (Babylonian) spells "The House Has Been Purified" and "The
Dwelling of the Great Gods. "

" Great Anu, may heaven and earth greet you!
May Enlil, Ea and Belet-ili joyously greet you!
May the pair of gods Sin (the moon) and SamaI (the sun) greet you with

their countenance.
May Nergal and the seven gods greet you with kindness in their hearts.

May the Igigi of heaven and the Anunnaki of earth greet you!
May the gods of the subterranean waters and the gods of the sacred

mound greet you!
May they greet you daily, each day, month and year."

This is the greeting with which the High Priest, the exorcists, the temple per-
sonnel and the brewers tied to the carrying-poles greet Anu seven times (on
the way) from the Red-temple to the akitu-house.

The spell: "The King Goes Out! The King Goes Out!"

THE AKITU FESTIVAL

The following is a translation of the Uruk Ritual for the akitu-festival of
the seventh month, Talritu: 1

On the first day of the month TaMtu, Enlil, Ea and the other (gods) of Uruk
are robed. The silver chariot of Anu and the golden chariot of Anu go each
day until the 8th day together with the second course of the morning (meal)
to the exalted akitu-temple of Anu. The musicians walk before them. The
marriage rites in the Ebilikuga-chapel, the bedchamber of the Ebilianna, the
temple of Nana, are performed.

On the 6th day Adad, Samaf, Lugalbanda, and Ninsun are robed. The
holy water basin is set up during the first watch of the night.

On the 7th day: the Arousing-of the-Temple (ceremony) by the singers
and the musicians; the bakers of bread and songs of jubilation; roasted meat,
both beef and mutton, the regular provisions for the singers, all kinds of fine
wines, including "drawn wine" and milk, date-confection, fine billatu and
moistened billatu, ..., vats and receptacles, the entering of Papsukkal and
Kusigbanda at the sanctuary; the raiment for An and Antu and the raiment
for Iftar, the placing of an ox into the curtained-off cubicle; the songs of the
musicians and singers; offerings for after the clothing(-ceremony) and the
(presentation of) food offerings; the purification of the temple; the street
processions, the barques and the akitu-house; the preparation and removal
of the morning and evening meals; (all this is carried out) as on the 7th of
Nisannu.

On the 8th day he opens the gate before Anu and Antu. He picks up (the
statue of) Papsukkal and brings it down to the main courtyard and in the
KA.KESDA.ZJU.HU-cella, its standing place, he sets it facing Anu. (The gods)
Nusku, Usmt, and Kusu are picked up and placed beside Papsukkal. The
golden carrying poles for use inside (the temple) are taken. The symbols of
the sun and the chariots are picked up and placed in the main courtyard fac-
ing Anu. Adad, Sala, Sin, Samaf, Ninurta, Pisanunuk, Pali], Lugalbanda, and
Ninsun are taken up from their sanctuaries and brought down to the main
courtyard and set facing Anu. (The priest) offers a (bowl of) hand water to
Anu and Antu and sprinkles the king and the (other) attendees. He makes
a libation with a golden goblet and offers a meal and hot, roasted meat on a
golden tray to Anu. He passes around the golden tray which is before Anu
to the other gods in the main courtyard. Papsukkal goes over and stands by
the Einimbiduga-cella. A member of the temple staff offers a libation from
the golden goblet. Papsukkal and the exorcists grasp the hands of Anu and
together with the exorcists (Anu) departs and the member of the temple
staff whose duty it is to tie the girdle carries the Mace-of-Kingship before
him. A soon as Anu has reached the curtained-off cubicle, he sits down on a
golden seat inside the cubicle. (The priest) offers a (bowl of) hand water. At
the place of offerings he scatters aromatics and offers up before Anu an of-
fering of an ox and a sheep. He sets the heart of the ox and the head of the
sheep before (Anu). He spills a golden cup full of fine flour over the heart.
With a cup of wine he makes a libation over the sheep's head. He offers (a
bowl of) hand water to Anu and [sprinkles the king and the other attend-

I. AO 6459 and AO 6465 (TCL 6 39 and 90); RAcc., 89ff.
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ces]. He makes (another) libation with the golden goblet and Papsukkal and
Nusku ... The exorcists and the musicians ... (break of several lines)

[On the 9th day	 ] The chief singer goes [...], the ecstatic [pours
water?] from the bucket [onto ...], the rest of the water [he pours] over the
hands of the chief singer. [The chief singer] stretches out his hands and of-
fers up to Anu [the Sumerian composition]: "Lord, the Respected One of
Heaven [...]," which is a Iuilla[Hand-raising]-prayer. [(The priest) [offers]
(a bowl of) hand water to Enlil and [sprinkles the king and the (other) at-

tendees.] The charioteers ... the corpses of the oxen [...]. The king offers a
libation with a golden goblet, [...] enters the High-Gate, and before the
Throne-of-Destiny [...] the sheep which from the evening ceremonies at the
gate to the courtyard [...] its rites [be performed] as on the 8th day in the
same manner. The door of the great shrine, [Urugal...] does not leave. He
writes upon it. The golden carrying poles [for use inside (the temple) are
taken] and the king offers Anu a libation from the golden goblet. [Papsuk-
kal and the exorcists] escort Anu from the Throne-of-Destiny, but [the
meal] is not removed [...]. As soon as Anu reaches the curtained-off cubicle,
[...] he is placed in the curtained-off cubicle facing east and [...] sits on a
seat of gold. Adad [sits] on a large seat in the middle of [the curtained-off
cubicle] and all the (other) gods stand at their places [facing Anu]. All the
goddesses are facing Antu and [...]. (The priest) offers (a bowl of) hand wa-
ter to Anu and Antu and [he sprinkles] the king and the (other) attendees.
He offers a libation from the golden goblet and an offering of an ox and a
sheep as on the [8th day]. He sets the heart of the ox and the head of the
sheep before th[em]. He spills a golden cup full of fine flour over the heart.
With a cup of wine he makes a libation over the sheep's head. He offers (a
bowl of) hand water to Anu and Antu and sprinkles the king and the other
attendees. In two golden bowls with handles he offers hand water jointly [for
Anu and Antu]. The king makes a libation with a golden goblet. Papsukkal,
the king, and the exorcists escort Anu from the curtained-off cubicle and he
enters and takes his seat on the Throne-of-Kingship in his sanctuary. [The
male-deities?] (then) enter and stand to the right and left (of Anu). The
king makes a libation with a golden goblet. The king, the exorcists and the
goddesses escort Antu and [she enters ... and ...] Belit-ill, Sala, the Daugh-
ters-of-Anu, Aya, [Gula ... accompany her] and she takes her seat in the ...
of the courtyard of Antu. Just as the [...], the king [offers] a libation from a
golden goblet to Enlil and [Ea?]. Nusku, Kusu, Usmu, and the king escort
[... to] the entrance of the chapel, facing [...]. Sama§, Aya, Bunene, Ninur-
ta, [...] and Subula, Pisansagunuga, [... face ...]. The king [offers a libation]
from the golden goblet to [...] and the king [takes ...] to the Ub§ukkinaki-
sanctuary, along with the exorcists, the singers, and the musicians, [the lin-
en curtain, and the golden goblet....] (break of several lines)

He sits in his place in the courtyard. They offer up the liver and set it be-
fore the throne of Anu. The diviner and priest of Adad take the liver. The
grand (repast) is removed and he serves the second course. He refills the
censer and the musicians play. They recite (the Akkadian composition): "He
is reconciled (to) the house. She is filled with peace" and (the second course)

is not removed. At night it is removed and the great repast of the evening is
served. The golden censer is refilled and an offering of an ox and a sheep is
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performed. The musicians play. The great repast is removed and the second
course is served. The musicians play and they recite (the Akkadian compo-
sition): "He is reconciled (to) the house. She is filled with peace" and (the sec-
ond course) is not removed. It continues through the night. The door is
locked.

On the 10th day at night (the Sumerian lamentation): "Lord, the Respect-
ed One of Heaven and Earth" (is recited) to Anu and (the Sumerian lamen-
tation): "The Honored One of Heaven" (is recited) to all the gods. In the
Ub§uukkina-sanctuary the Arousing-of-the-Temple (ceremony) is per-
formed. At dawn the door is opened, whatever remains from overnight is re-
moved, and a (bowl of) hand water is offered. Oil is provided. The great
repast of the morning is served. The musicians play and the great (repast) is
removed and the second course is served. The second course is removed and
the great repast of the night is served. The musicians play. The second
course of the night is removed and the door is locked.

On the 11th day at night (the Sumerian lamentation): "The Bull in His
Fold" (is recited) to Anu and (the Sumerian lamentation): "The Honored
One who Wanders About" (is recited) to all the gods. In the Ub§uukkina-
sanctuary the Arousing-of-the-Temple (ceremony) is performed. At dawn
the door is opened and a (bowl of) hand water is offered. (The gods) Adad,
Sin, Sama§, Ninurta, Pisanunuga, Papsukkal, Nusku, Usmfl and Kusu arise
and face Anu in the main courtyard. They take their places and await Lugal-
banda and Ninsun. (The priest) serves the great repast of the morning to
Anu, Antu, and all the other gods. When Lugalbanda and Ninsun arrive,
they enter the courtyard of Anu and face him. The great (repast) is removed
and (the priest) offers a libation from the golden goblet to Lugalbanda, Nin-
sun and those other gods and they (then) return to their seats. The great
(repast) and the second midday course, as usual, (is performed) in the same
way.

These are the rites for the month Tafritu-complete

The ritual instructions for the akitu-festival of the first month, Nisannu,
provide a somewhat different perspective on the events. First, IUar is more

prominent, being treated as Antu's equal. Secondly, the text describes the

procession order of the gods and chariots as they journey from the Re§-tem-

ple to the akitu-house. And thirdly, the text provides ritual instructions for
events at the akitu-house.

The number of the day or days when these events occurred is not pre-
served. However, if the akitu of the first month basically paralleled that of the

seventh month, then all the events described in this ritual tablet pertain to
the first day of the festival.

It is not inconceivable, however, that great differences may have existed

between the two celebrations-an assumption of parallelism perhaps being

unwarranted. If the two akitu-festivals were identical, then there would have

been no need to have separate ritual tablets for each of the akitu-festivals, as
was done. Secondly, since the Nisannu akitu-festival occurred at the New
Year, there may have been a synthesis of the akitu and New Year's festivals,



altering the nature of the celebration. These factors may explain why the

procession to the akitu-house in Nisannu seems so much grander than that

described for Talritu in BRM 4 70, for in the Ta.ritu-procession to the akitu

not only are the other gods not mentioned, but neither is the king.

The participation of the king is mentioned in this text. If this text does in

fact pertain to the first day of Nisannu, this would be rather convenient for

the king-who also had to participate at the akitu in Babylon-for in Babylon

his participation was needed towards the middle, not the beginning of the

festival. Of course, his schedule might also have had to consider participa-

tion in the akitu festivals at Dilbat and Sippar as well. The king assuredly

could not have participated at every akitu-festival each year, but probably ap-

peared at each city only sporadically, as political, diplomatic, or military

events dictated.

The following is a translation of the Uruk akitu-ritual for the first month,

Nisannu: l
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(Beginning not preserved)

He passes [a golden tray] to [Anu], Enlil, and whatever gods are in the main
courtyard. He passes a golden [tray] to Antum and to the (other) goddesses
who are in the courtyard. He passes a golden [tray] to I§tar and whatever gods
are in the Ub§uukkina. [Enlil], Ea, Adad, Sin, Sama§ and all the gods, the sym-
bols of Sama§ and the chariots move from their places in the towboat which is a
present from the king. They descend to the main courtyard and face Anu. Enlil
enters and takes his seat to the right of Anu on the (chair called) "Beloved and
Faithful." Ea enters and takes his seat to the left of Anu on the (chair called)
"Beloved and Pure." Sin, Sulpaea, Ninurta, Mi§arri, Nusku, Inninlal, and iarru
stand by the right door of the chapel beside Adad. Sama§, Bunene, Girra, Zaba-
ba, Nergal, Lugalgirra, Il-amurri, Kusu and Usmu stand by the left door of the
chapel. The king goes to the chapel of Antu and prostrates himself. Belet-ili,
Sala, the Daughters-of-Anu, Aya, Gula, Nine§gal, Amasagnudu, Sadaranunna,
Mrat, and Sarrat-game move from their places in the towboat which is a present
from the king and face Antu. The king offers a libation to Antu from a golden
goblet. He, along with the exorcists, the singers, and the musicians, takes the lin-
en curtain and the golden goblet and goes to Antu, places himself in his station
in the main courtyard facing east on a golden seat and sits down. All the god-
desses stand facing Antu. The exorcists, the singers, and the musicians stop
(their procession) before her. The king and a member of the temple staff go to
the great shrine, Urugal; a member of the temple staff offers (a bowl of) hand
water to Iftar; the king presents the towboat, which is a gift, to Iftar; he brings
If tar and Anu's chair in the chapel of Iftar, along with the exorcists, the singers,
and the musicians, the linen curtain, and the golden goblet; Nana, Ninsianna,
Ninigizibarra, I§artum, Ninmeurur, Abeturra, Sagepada, the Daughters-of-

1. VAT 7849 (RAcc., 99ff.).
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Uruk, the Daughters-of-the-Eanna, Ninsun and Sarrat-parakki face [If tar], de-
scend to the main courtyard and [stand] at their stations.

(break in the text)

Sin, [Sulpaea, Ninurta, Mi§arri, Nusku, Inninlal, and Harris stand] by Adad.
[Sama§, Bunene, Girra, Zababa, Nergal], Lugalgirra, Il-amurri, [Kusu and
Usmu ...] stand by Ea. Belet ili, Sala, [the Daughters-of-Anu, Aya], Meme, Baba,
Nine§gal, Amasagnudu, [Sadaranunna], A§rat, and Sarrat-fame stand behind
Antum. [Nana, Ninsianna, Ninigizibarra, I§artum, Ninmeurur, [Abeturra],
Sagepada, the Daughters-of-Uruk, [the Daughters-of-the-Eanna, Ninsun] and
Sarrat-parakki go and [stand behind I§tar]. [...] goes and stands to the right of
Nana. (...), Lugalbanda, the Seven-Gods, Palil, Meslamtaea, [...], Ijendursag-
ga, and Subula stand before her. [...] are placed and stand there. Usur-amassu,
[...], Ninurba, Ninimma, Silamkurra, [...] stand behind Ninsianna. [...] stand
by the door of the great shrine. [...] stand before [...] by the wall opening of the
great shrine. [...] the ritual slaughterer [...].

(break in the text)

Next, two [...]. Next, four [...]. Next, two cooks [...J. Next, the chariot of (the
constellation) Auriga, (the chariot-star). Next, the chariot of Ninurta and the
chariot of [...J. Next, the chariot of Sama§ and the chariot of [...J. These are
the chariots and the personnel [...]. The golden quiver of Anu and Antu [...].
He walks alongside the chariot of Ann. Next, [...] and Lugalbanda. Next the
Seven-Gods, Pali], [...], ]jendursagga, and Subula. Next Lugalgirra, Meslam-
taea, [...], Innin-lal and ]jarru, Ma§tabba, Tumamu, [...]. Next Ninurta,
Bunene, Zababa. Next Sama§ and Adad. Next Papsukkal, Nusku, Girra, the mu-
sicians and singers. Next, the ..., Il-Amurri, Kusu, Asarri and the exorcists. To
the right and left of the exorcists, two offering supervisors pullwooden ... inlaid
with lapis-lazuli. They bring out to (the god) cedar (shavings burning) in a clay
brazier. Next, (the priest) offers (a bowl of) hand water to Anu and Antu and
sprinkles the king and the (other) attendees. Papsukkal, Nusku, and Usmu face
Mu and the king makes a libation to Mu from a golden goblet. Papsukkal,
Nusku, Usmu and the king escort Anu from the Throne-of-[King]ship, Enlil
proceeds at his right and Ea proceeds at his left, and for a second time ... Next
Antu, [If tar], and Nana. Next, Ninsianna, Sala, and [the Daughters-of-An].
Next, Aya, Meme, Baba, and Nine§gal. Next Amasagnudu, Sadaranunna, A§rat
[and Sarrat-§ame ...].

(break in the text)

[They place the throne] of Anu on the ramp of [the ...-sanctuary]. All the gods
face him. [...] The wooden stand is assembled and [...J. The king [makes a li-
bation] to Anu with a golden goblet. Papsukkal and the king face Anu, escort
Anu and enter the courtyard of the akitu-house, and (Anti) takes his seat on the
great throne in the courtyard of the akitu-house facing east. Enlil and Ea enter
and sit (respectively) to the right and left (of Anu). Antu, If tar, and Nana sit on
seats behind Anu. Adad sits beside Enlil to the right of Anu. All the other gods
enter and stand before (Mu) in the courtyard of the akitu-house. (The priest)
offers (a bowl of) hand water to Mu and Antu and sprinkles the king and the
attendees. The king offers a libation to Anu and Antu with a golden goblet. Pap-
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sukkal and the king escort Anu from the great throne and he enters and takes
his seat in his chapel. Next, Enlil and Ea enter and sit (respectively) to his right
and left. Antu enters and sits on her seat. gala and the Daughters-of-An sit (re-
spectively) to the right and left of Antu. Iltar enters and takes her seat. Nana and
Ninsianna sit (respectively) to the right and left of Mar. Adad enters and sits be-
side Enlil to the right of Anu. Sama3 enters and sits beside Ea to the left of Anu.
Papsukkal stands by the ... of the door to the chapel. They lift up the golden
carrying pole [of Anu]. They do the same for (the carrying-poles) of Enlil, Ea,
Antu, I3 tar, Adad and Samas. As soon as (her) carrying pole has been produced,
Papsukkal comes and sits at her place. [The chief singer] stands to the side and
chants the duilla[Hand-Raising]-prayer: "0, Great Anu. " [...] come and take
their seats in the courtyard. Hum comes [and sits by the side of] the king on the
right. Pisansagunuga comes and sits [by the side of] Anu on the left. [...] Anu
they [...] in front of them. [...].

An Uruk ritual text is preserved which lists two compositions to be recited

to Anu on the 10th and 11th of Nisannu. The beginning and end of the tablet

are no longer preserved and the extant portions do not state whether these

prayers constituted part of the akitu-festival ritual. However, in view of the

Talrttu festival lasting eleven days, it is likely that this Nisannu text does, in-

deed, refer to the last two days of the akitu-festival of the first month. ] The

main body of the text contains a bilingual 3u-il-la (Hand-Raising) prayer for

recitation to Anu on the 10th day of the festival. The text then names a

prayer to be recited on the 11th day:

On the 11th day of Nisannu, when Anu takes his seat on the throne of Amu, the
Throne-[of-Kingship], the singers take their positions and, to the accompani-
ment of harp(s), sing the Hand-Raising prayer "Mighty Anu, (full of) self-re-
spect, he alone is lord in heaven and earth."

The following partially preserved ritual describes special ceremonies for

Iltar at the akitu-house.2 The fact that the Mace-of-Kingship stands at the side

of Iltar and not by the side of Anu, as in the other Uruk akitu-rituals, and the

absence of any mention of Antu, may possibly indicate that this is a separate

festival for Iltar and not merely part of the regular two akitu-festivals. At Nin-

eveh there had been a special akitu for Mar. Moreover, a special akitu-house

of Iltar [E a-ki-tum la dlltar] in Uruk is mentioned in economic documents. 3

However, as mentioned above, Iltar assumed a prominent position in the

Nisannu akitu-festival in Uruk, thus the possibility that the following ritual

pertains to the Nisannu akitu-festival.

1. AO 6461; RAcc., 108ff.

2. AO 7439 (TCL 6 42); RAcc., 114ff.

3. E.g. BRM 2 22; D. Weisberg, t3iMes 24 no. 1.
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(Beginning not preserved)

[...] in the courtyard [...]. [...] descends to the main courtyard. [...] Adapa
[...] the Eulma3-temple [...]. [...] the performers from the ...-temple [...].
[...], Sagepada,A3du[...], She-Who-Gives-Him-Advice, Pali!, [...], Usur-amassu,
the two divine high priests, and the three [...], Belili and Bariritum [...] from
the ..:temple. [...] four urmattlulhl from the temple of the divine Genieof-the-
Steppe, the Daughters-of-the-Eanna, [the Daughters-of-Uruk, ...], and Lam-
ma3aga arise and descend to the inner courtyard and [...]. [...] Silabad, Igibar-
luti, Inimbilusig, Ada, [...], Ninbenunna, Enuranna, ses.nrt-tur, Nineanna of
[...], Banat-3ame and Sadaranunna, Ninimma, Sarrat-parakki, Miiari, and lIar-
tum arise from their seats and, as the sun rises, all the gods face I3tar. The king
performs the prayer "Ud-en-na." (The king) is robed in his clean attire. Sarabitu
comes and prostrates herself. Sarabitu arises [and ...]. The golden carrying-
poles of the inner area are given to I3tar. [...]

(break in the text)
[... the golden] carrying-poles [...]. All the gods and chariots [enter and sit
down in their seats]. He places the ... in the hands of the king. ... Usmu [and
the king] escort the Mace-of-Kingship and Iltar and (I3tar) enters the courtyard
of the akitu-house and she takes her seat on the great throne in the courtyard
of the akitu-house. The Mace-of-Kingship stands at her side. All the (other) gods
enter and stand before her in the courtyard of the akiho-house. A linen curtain
surrounds them. The performers and cult personnel (of I3tar), who have
donned masks of (the goddess) Naruda, as before, go around them from left to
right. (The priest) offers (a bowl of) hand water to I3tar and sprinkles the king
and the (other) attendees. (The king) performs a libation from a golden goblet.
Usmu and the king escort Iltar and she enters and takes her seat in her chapel.
The Mace-of-Kingship stands at her side. Beltu-faref enters and sits to the left in
the chapel of I3tar. Arm's armchair and Nana enter and sit down in their cella,
all the gods and the chariots enter, and they sit down in their seats in the court-
yard. The exorcist, who lifts the bowl for I3tar and all the gods, libates water and
the copper kettledrum, (set on) a stand, [is played to her]. [...] is taken. The
copper kettledrum arises and the golden carrying-poles of 1 -star [...]. A golden
[...] is set up before Mar. A silver table [is set] before all the gods. [...] (The
Priest) fills the golden censer (set) before I3tar. [...] (The priest) fills the gold-
en [censer] (set) before Nana and Beltu-3are3. [... ]

The akitu-festival at Uruk followed a clear, logical schedule, beginning

with a seven day stay at the akitu-house, followed by the grand entrance of
Anu into Uruk, and his subsequent arrangement of the city's administration.
Such clarity of schedule is not apparent, however, in the akitu at Babylon.

Babylon also celebrated akitu-festivals in the first and seventh months.

The schedule of events at Babylon for the akitu-festival in Nisannu can par-
tially be reconstructed based upon ritual texts, commentaries and historical

inscriptions. However, large gaps in our knowledge of events remain:
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DAY2

Morning prayers to Bel in the Esagil. l

DAY3

Morning prayer to Bel in the Esagil; craftsmen are instructed to fashion

two figurines to be kept in the cella of the god Mad -anu until their ritual use

on the 6th day. 2

DAY 4

Morning prayers to Bel and Beltiya in the Esagil and the blessing of the

Esagil-temple 3 ; after the evening meal the High Priest's recitation of the

Enuma Elif to Marduk4 ; a procession from the Ezida temple in Borsippa to

the Ezida chapel in the Esagil complex in Babylon, in which the statue of

Nabu, Marduk's son, entered Babylon: "The Ezida of the Esagil, the chapel

of 'Nabu-of-the-Courtyard ' , whence at New Year's [zagmukku], at the begin-

ning of the year, for the akitu-festival [i-si-in-ni a-ki-it] , Nabu, the valiant son,

proceeds from Borsippa. "5

DAY5

Morning prayers to Bel and Beltiya in the Esagil; exorcist purifies the Es-

agil and the Ezida; ritual slaughterer slaughters a sheep for the exorcism; ex-

orcist and the ritual slaughterer leave Babylon until Nabu departs; cry of

distress uttered by High Priest and artisans in the Ezida; High Priest recites

a prayer to Bel; the king is humbled before Bel; the High Priest, having

placed the accoutrements of kingship before Marduk, fetches the king. The

High Priest strikes the king 's cheek, presumably to instill within the king the

feeling of penitence, and drags him by his ear before Marduk. The king,

forced to kneel like a servant, swears to Marduk that he has not sinned

against Babylon, that he has fulfilled his obligations. Thereafter the High

Priest strikes the king's cheek once more and, according to the ritual, if tears

flow, then Marduk has accepted him. If tears do not flow, however, Marduk

will have the king overthrown. A white ox and bundled reeds are burned in

a pit in the courtyard. 6

1. RAcc., 127ff.

2. RAcc., 127ff.

3. RAcc., 127ff.

4. RAcc., 127ff.; the Enuma Elid was also recited to Marduk during the akitu-festival in Babylon in
the seventh month; note the Assyrian ritual text translated above, which mentions that (tablets of)

the Enuma Elid were among the possessions B61 was carrying when he was attacked.

5. VAB 4, 152 47-52.

6. RAcc., 127ff.
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On the 5th and the 11th days the statue of Nab() of Borsippa resides at the

Ezida: "the official dais within Ezida on which Nabu ... rests on the 5th (and)

11th day going to and returning from Babylon, whenever he goes to Babylon

at the beginning of the year, the occasion of the akitu-festival." 1

DAY6

Nabu arrives at the Ebursagtila where the two statues are beheaded and
burned before Nab6 2; Naba sits on the Throne-of-Destiny [...] Be1 3 ; begin-
ning of a period of gift-giving. 4

DAYS

Gods assemble at the Sacred Mound in the ubluukkina to determine des-
tiny5; procession to the akitu-house 6; Marduk takes his seat in the akitu-
house 7 ;

	

-

DAY 10

Marduk and the gods assemble in the akitu-house; 8

DAY 11

Gods celebrate a festival at the akitu-house (e-sizkur) 9; Marduk returns
from the akitu-house 10 ; Marduk, Nabu, and other gods assemble at the Sa-
cred Mound in the ubluukkina to determine destiny ll ; Nabu resides in the
Ezida in Babylon before returning to Borsippa 12; marriage of Marduk and
Sarpanitum.

1. VAB 4 210 i 35 (translation CAD A/1 268).
2. RAcc., 127ff.

3. Reference courtesy W.G. Lambert, for which sec p. 441 note 1.
4. New Year's commentary (CT 13 pl. 32 +).

5. VAB 4 126; the events for this day are reconstructed from different sources, thus we cannot be
sure of their order. We have suggested the order presented here, since this would fit with our
hypothesis as to the events of the akitu-festival.

6. See W.G. Lambert, drag 25 (1963), 189-190.

7. New Year's commentary (CT 13 pl. 32+); W.C. Lambert, "Myth and Ritual as Conceived by the
Babylonians, " .journal of Semitic Studies 13 (1968), 107 noted in Marduk 's sitting on the dais at the
akitu-house a reenactment of his victory over Tiamat: "Here Marduk achieved victory, apparently by
having his statue (or cult symbol) placed on top of a dais representing the sea. At this the
accompanying gods heaped presents on him and extolled his victory. "

8. VAB 4 282.

9. SBH no. Vlli.

10. WVDOG 4 pl. 14.

11. Marduk and NabO are mentioned by name in New Year's commentary (CT 13 pl. 32 +); only
Marduk is mentioned by name in VAB 4, 126ff.

12. VAB 4210.
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DAY 12

Conclusion to the period of gift-giving. 1

There are several unexpected aspects to this schedule of events at Baby-

lon. First, in the ritual there is an unusually high visibility role for a god from

another city, Marduk's son Nabu from Borsippa. Second, the gods meet to

determine the fates on two separate occasions, on the 8th and the 11th. 2

Third, the role of the akitu-house appears to be rather insignificant. At Baby-

lon the stay is at most two days, relegated to the end of the festival. Finally,

the ceremony involving the humbling of the king before Bel seems mis-

placed. It should occur after the god enters Babylon, not before his resi-

dence in the akitu-house.
As previously stated, the main theme of the akitu-celebrations throughout

Mesopotamia was the reenactment of the triumphal moment when the god

first entered and claimed his city. The akitu-house functioned as the primor-

dial residence of the god before selecting his city. This accords well with

W.G. Lambert ' s interpretation of certain events at the akitu-house in Baby-

lon being a reenactment of Marduk's triumph over Tiamat, a primordial

event. 3 Thus, if this hypothesis is valid, in the akitu-celebration the god had

to reside first in the akitu-house and then enter his city triumphantly. This

description of events actually seems to fit the activities of Nabu more than
Marduk. First, Nabu does not arrive at the beginning of the festival, but re-

mains away from the city until the 4th day, (this elapsed time representing

his stay in his primordial residence), when he enters Babylon by barge in a
grand procession. Two days later he makes his triumphal entrance into the

Esagil-complex, dramatized by the decapitation and burning of two statues

(representing his or his father's enemies). Two days after this the gods as-

semble to determine the destiny in the Ub guukkina, (Nabu arranges the city's

administration). Had the festival concluded during the middle of the 8th

day, the schedule of the Babylonian akitu would have generally paralleled

the order of events at Uruk. And Nabu, not Marduk, would be viewed as the

god of the akitul The last three and a half days, days eight to eleven, appear

to refer to a second akitu-festival. On the 8th day Marduk's procession went

to the akitu-house and stayed overnight. At the end of the 10th day or early

on the 11th Marduk' s procession returned to the Esagil and on the 11th the

fate of the city was determined, its administration arranged.

1 . New Year ' s commentary (CT 13 4)1. 32 +).

2. W.C. Lambert, "Myth and Ritual as Conceived by the Babylonians, " Journal of Semitic Studies 13

(1968), 107 notes that at the first determining of the fates Nabu takes precedence, at the second

Marduk, Lambert noting: " But the double occurrence is still strange. "

3. See page 471 note 3 above.
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In first millennium B.C., with the ever-increasing importance of the cult of

Nabfa, there may have been a syncretism of two separate akitu-festivals, the
akitu of Nabe and the akitu of Marduk. At some period the akitu-festival of
Nabfi in Borsippa and that of Marduk in Babylon were combined into one

Babylonian akitu-festival. The appearance of the king before Marduk was

one of Marduk's acts in organizing the city he had just entered for the first

time. However, one result of this combination of festivals was that the timing
of Marduk 's celebration was greatly reduced to three and a half days, provid-
ing no time for the humbling of the king after Marduk ' s arrival from the
akitu. Thus this ceremony was placed on the 5th day, when time was avail-
able. This "double" akitu seems to be alluded to in a report of Sargon's par-
ticipation in the Babylonian celebration: (Lie Sar. 384 [CAD B 193]): "(In)
the month Nisannu, the month when the Lord-of-the-Gods goes out in pro-
cession, I conducted Marduk, the great lord, (and) Nabu."'But perhaps the
clearest indication of this double akitu, first the akitu of Nabu and then the
akitu of Marduk, is a commentary to the Enuma E1i3: "On the 6th day at the
Throne of Destiny Nan [sits in front of] Bel and on the 11th day behind
Bel." 1

Fortunately several tablets have been preserved which contain major por-

tions of the ritual instructions for the High Priest during the New Year's fes-
tival of Nisannu in Babylon: 2

On the second day of the month Nisannu, during the final two hours of the
night, the High Priest arises and bathes (with) the waters of the river. He enters
before the (statue of) Bel and removes the linen curtain from before Bel. He
recites the following prayer to Bel:

Bel, in his vengeance unequalled,
Bel, gracious sovereign, lord of (all) lands,
He who can alter the disposition of the great gods,
Bel, who overthrows the mighty with (but) his frown,
Lord of kings, light of mankind, he who apportions the lots (of destiny)!
Bel, your dwelling is Babylon, your crown Borsippa,
The expanse of heaven is (but) your insides.
With your eyes you scan the universe,
With your lungs you investigate omens,
With your frown you issue orders,
With your nose you consume the mighty (with fire),
With your ... you capture....
(But) with your glance you show them mercy,
You set them free and they bespeak your valor.
Lord of (all) lands, light of the Igigi-gods who speak of (your) goodness,

1. We thank Prof. W.C. Lambert for this reference to the commentary to EnOma Eli.? Tablet VII
92: dNabu Ma parak simatinial UD.6.K[AM mabar] dBel [U]D.11.KAM arki dB21 [uUabu],

2. RAcc., 127ff.



cites the following prayer: (We have based our translation of the following bilin-
gual hymn based on the Akkadian.)

All-powerful ruler of the Igigi-gods, exalted among the great gods,
Master of the universe, king of the gods, Marduk, who confirms the (di-

vine) plan (for the whole world),
Important, exalted, lofty, distinguished,
Who holds kingship, grasps sovereignty,
Glowing light, Marduk, who dwells in the Temple-Eudul,
..., who levels the land of (his) enemies,

He who has traversed the heavens, heaped up (the dirt of) the earth,
Measured (the depths) of the sea, and cultivated (all) the arable land,
Who dwells in the Temple-Eudul, the lord of Babylon, exalted Marduk,
Who determines the destiny for all the gods,
Who presents the sacred mace to the king who reveres him!
I am the High Priest of the Etufa, the one who is blessing you.
Grant release to your city, Babylon!
Have mercy on your temple, the Esagill
With your sublime word, 0 lord of the great gods,
Let there be light for the citizens of Babylon!

He exits from before (the statue of) Bel and recites the following prayer to
Beltiya:

All-powerful goddess, exalted among goddesses,
$arpanitum, brightest of (all) stars, she who dwells in the Temple-

Eudul,
... of the goddesses, draped in light,
She who has traversed the heavens, heaped up (the dirt of) the earth,
Sarpanitum, whose (divine) station is of the highest,
Gleaming, Beltiya, sublime and elevated,
There is none like her among the goddesses,
(Both) prosecutor and intercessor,
She who can impoverish the wealthy, enrich the destitute,
Who strikes down the enemy who doesn't revere her divinity,
Who rescues the captive, who assists the fallen,
Bless the servant who is blessing your name!
Decide a (good) fate for the king who reveres you!
Grant life to the citizens of Babylon, people under your divine protec-

tion!
Defend them before the king of the gods, Marduk!
May they utter your praise! May they glorify your dominion!
May they speak of your valor! May they make your fame resound!
Have mercy upon the servant who is blessing you!
Help him through trial and tribulation!
Through sickness and suffering grant him life!
Let him live constantly with joy and happiness!
Let him tell everyone of your valor!

THE AKITU FESTIVAL
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Who does not speak of your valor?
Who does not utter your praise, glorify your dominion?
Lord of (all) lands, who dwells in the Temple-Eudul,

who helps the fallen,
Show compassion for your city, Babylon!
Turn your countenance upon the Esagil, your temple!
Establish freedom for the citizens of Babylon, for those under your di-

vine protection!

21 verses of the secret rite of the Esagil for Bel. No one may show them to any-
one but another High Priest!

After he has recited this prayer, he opens [the doors]. The temple staff

[arises] and performs its duties before Bel and Beltiya as is customary. [The

singers and] the musicians (do) likewise.

(116 lines partially destroyed or missing)

On the [3rd day] of the month Nisannu, [during ..., the High Priest] arises and

bathes. [He recites the following] prayer to Bel:

(24 lines partially destroyed or missing)

He opens the doors. [The entire temple staff] enters and performs [its duties
as is customary. The singers and the musicians (do) likewise.]

(3 lines partially destroyed or missing)

Three hours into the morning he summons a craftsman and provides him
with precious stones and gold from the treasury of Marduk in order to make
two figurines for the 6th day. He summons a carpenter and provides him
with cedar and tamarisk. He summons a goldsmith and provides him with
gold. From the 3rd to the 6th day, from (the offering table set) before Bel,
the craftsman (receives) the rump, the goldsmith the breast, the carpenter
the shoulder, and the weaver the ribs. From (the offering table set) before
Bel the High Priest of the Etufa brings (the meat) to the artisans.

These figurines shall be seven fingers high, one of cedar and one of tam-
arisk. Their mountings shall be (fashioned from) four shekels of gold and
four dui'u-stones shall be set in them. One (figurine) is to hold in its left
hand a snake made of cedar. Its [right] hand is raised towards Nabu. The
other (figurine) is to hold a scorpion in its left hand. Its [right] hand is
raised towards Nat :off. They are to be clothed in red garments, tied around
their middle [with a be] It made from the date palm. Until the 6th (of Nisan-

nu) they are to be kept in the temple of the god Madanu. Bran from the of-
fering table of Madanu is to be offered to them. On the 6th day, when (the
statue of) Nabu arrives at the Ebursagtila, the slaughterer and seller (of pre-
pared meat dishes) cuts off their heads, ashes are kindled in front of Nabu
and the (the figurines) are thrown into the ashes.

On the 4th day of the month Nisannu, during the final three hours and

twenty minutes of the night, the High Priest arises and bathes (with) the wa-
ters of the river. He removes the linen curtain from before Bel and Beltiya.
He offers up to a Bel the following supplication with hands upraised; he re-
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He exits to the main courtyard, faces north, and blesses the Esagil temple
three times, (saying): "The constellation Pegasus and the Esagil, (they are)
the image of heaven and earth." He opens the doors. The entire temple staff
enters and performs its duties as is customary. The singers and the musicians

(do) likewise.
When this has been completed, after the second meal, that of the evening,

the High Priest of the Etu ga recites from beginning to end (the composi-
tion) "When on High" [Enuma Elif] to Bel. While he recites (the composi-
tion) "When on High" to Bel, the front of the crown of Anu and the resting
place of (the statue of) Enlil are to be covered. '

On the 5th day of the month Nisannu, during the final four hours of the
night, the High Priest arises and bathes in the waters of the Tigris and Eu-
phrates rivers. [He enters before the (statue of) Bel] and removes the linen
curtain from before Bel and Beltiya. He recites the following prayer to Bel:

My lord is he! Is he not my lord?
My lord is just. Is his name not 'My-Lord?'

My lord causes trembling. My lord is the prince of all the lands.

My lord ... My lord ...
My lord, is he not (the source of all) giving? My lord, do you not (also)

• uproot?
My lord, his ... My lord (and) his father who begot him!
My lord ... My lord who can withhold (his favor),
My lord ... My lord who dwells in the Eudul,
My lord ... My lord who cannot be overwhelmed.
My lord ... My lord, (the source of all) giving,
My lord ... My lord, ensconced on his throne,
My lord ... My lord, he is my lord!
God-of-Heaven-and-Earth, determiner of the fates! My Lord! My Lord,

be calmed!
Boiites, holding mace and loop! My Lord! My Lord, be calmed!
Eridanus, possessed of wisdom' My Lord! My Lord, be calmed!
Asari, bestower (of the gift) of cultivation! My Lord! My Lord, be

calmed!
Jupiter, bearer of signs to the universe! My Lord! My Lord, be calmed!
Mercury, who brings rain! My Lordl My Lord, be calmed!
Saturn, star of justice and right! My Lord! My Lord, be calmed!
Mars, blazing fire! My Lord! My Lord, be calmed!
Sirius, who measures (the depths) of the seal My Lordl My Lord, be

calmed!
SU.PA star, ruler of the supreme gods! My Lord! My Lord, be calmed!
NEizigar-star, self-generated! My Lord! My Lord, be calmed!
Numu§da, who brings lasting rain! My Lord! My Lord, be calmed!
Star, Sting of the Scorpion, who strides across the surface of the seas! My

Lord! My Lord, be calmed!
Sun, light of the universe! My Lord! My Lord, be calmed!

I. For the arrival of the statues of these two major gods from Uruk and from Nippur note PSBA

30 82 col. D (quoted CAD S 33): "as formerly Anu and Enlil (would go) from Uruk and Nippur to

Babylon to take BL'I's hand and march in procession with him to the temple E.SISKUR. "
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Moon, who illuminates the darkness! My Lord! My Lord, be calmed!
My lord is my god! My lord is my Bell There is no other lord!

To Beltiya he recites the following prayer:

My lady, turn back (to us)! Turn back (to us) ! My lady, be calmed!
My lady, who does not withhold herself! My lady, be calmed!
My lady who can sweep away (wealth)! My lady (who is also the source

of) wealth!

My lady, you who can cause deprivation! My lady (who is also the source
of) wealth!

My lady who does not withhold comforting! My lady who confers gifts)
My lady (who listens to) prayer! My lady who confers gifts!
Damkina, mistress of heaven and earth-this name (is a name for) my

lady,
Venus, brightest star-this name (is a name for) my lady,
Bow-star, who fells the mighty-this name (is a name for) my lady,
She-goat star, who scans the heavens-this name (is a name for) my

lady,
Star of Abundance, the star of abundance-this name (is a name for)

my lady,
Star of Dignity, the star which moves out of orbit-this name (is a name

for) my lady,
Wagon star, the mast of heaven-this name (is a name for) my lady,
Star Aru, who engenders fertility-this name (is a name for) my lady,
Star of Ninmab, who makes a gift of life-this name (is a name for) my

lady,
My lady is indeed Beltiyal Is this name not my lady's?

After the prayer which is recited, he opens the doors. The entire temple
staff enters and performs its duties before Bel and Beltiya as is customary.
The singers and the musicians (do) likewise.

Two hours after sunrise, when the preparations for the table of Bel and
Beltiya have been completed, he summons the exorcist, (who) purifies the
temple and sprinkles the temple with water from a well along the Tigris and
from a well along the Euphrates. He (the exorcist) makes the copper ...(-
instrument) sound forth shrilly in the temple. He moves the censer and the
torch to the center of the temple. ... does not enter into the chapel of Bel
and Beltiya. When he has finished the purification of the temple, he enters
the Ezida, to the chapel of Nabt , purifies the temple with a censer, torch,
and holy water vessel, and sprinkles the chapel with water from a well along
the Tigris and from a well along the Euphrates. He smears the doors of the
chapel all over with cedar resin. In the center of the chapel court he sets a
silver censer and scatters over it aromatics and juniper. He (the High Priest)
summons the ritual slaughterer and he (the slaughterer) cuts off the head
of a sheep, and the exorcist purifies the temple with the carcass of the sheep.
He recites the spells for exorcising the temple. He thoroughly purifies the
entire chapel and (then) removes the censer. The exorcist picks up the car-
cass of the aforementioned sheep and proceeds to the river, (where), facing
west, he casts that sheep's carcass into the river. (From there) he goes out to
the countryside. The ritual slaughterer does the same with the sheep's head.
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The exorcist and the ritual slaughterer go out to the countryside and, as
long as (the statue of) Nabu remains in Babylon, they are not to reenter
Babylon, but are to stay in the countryside from the 5th until the 12th day
(of Nisannu). The High Priest of the Etula may not actually view the purifi-
cation of the temple, (for) if he does watch (it), he is ritually unclean. After
the purification of the temple, three hours and twenty minutes past sunrise,
the High Priest of the Etula leaves (the temple) and summons all the arti-
sans. They bring the golden canopy from the treasury of Marduk. They cover
the Ezida, the shrine of Nabu, (the canopy) being suspended to the base of the
temple. The High Priest of the Etufa and the artisans recite the following cry
of distress:

They are purifying the temple:
Asarlubi [Marduk], the offspring of Eridu, who dwells in the Etufa,
Kusu, who adorns the clear sky from his (Chapel-of)-the-Darkening Sky,

and Ningirim, who listens to prayer.
Marduk purifies the temple,
Kusu designs the plan, and Ningirim casts the spell.
Whatever evil resides in this temple, get out!
Great demon, may Bel kill you!
May you be cut down wherever you are!

All the artisans leave through the doorway.
... the High Priest enters before Bel ... and prepares the golden (offer-

ing) table. He places roasted meat on it.... he places on it; he places on it
the amount for twelve regular offerings. He fills a golden ... with salt and
places it on it. He fills a golden ... with honey and places it on it. He places
on it ... He ... four golden containers and places them on the table. He ... a
golden censer and sets it in front of the table. He [scatters] aromatics and
juniper [over the censer].... libates wine. He recites the following:

[Marduk, supreme one of the gods!
[He who dwells] in the Esagil, who establishes justice,
... the great gods,
[... bo]lt, ... your lock,
[...] your heart to him who seeks your help!
In the Esizkur, the house of prayer,
[...] your place, may he honor him!

After (this) recited prayer, he clears off the (offering-) table. He summons
all the artisans. He hands the entire table over to the artisans so they can
take it to Nat'l). The artisans take it and they go to the place of the heroic
one, [the king], at the Kuyamassu-canal. When he arrives to [greet] Nabu,
they usher him before Nabu. After they have placed the table before Nabu,
they raise up the bran (from) the table while Nabu disembarks from the Id-
dabedu-barge and on the table ... They move the waters for (washing) the
king ' s hands ... and they accompany him to the Esagil. The artisans leave
through the gate. When he (the king) arrives before Be!, the High Priest
leaves, taking the mace, the loop and the scepter. He (also) takes the crown
of his kingship. He then brings them before Bel and places them on a ped-
estal before Bel. He leaves and strikes the king's cheek. He places [the king]
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behind him and brings him before Bel. He drags him in by his ears. He forc-
es him to kneel down on the ground. The king says the following only once:

I have not sinned, Lord of all Lands! I have not neglected your divinity!
I have not caused the destruction of Babylon! I have not ordered its dis-

solution!
[I have not ...] the Esagil! I have not forgotten its rituals!
I have not struck the cheek of those under my protection!
... I have not belittled them!
[I have not ...] the walls of Babylon! I have not destroyed its outer forti-

fications!

(break of approximately five lines)

[... the High Priest recites:]

Have no fear ...
... which Be! has uttered ...
Bel [listens to] your prayer, ...
He will glorify your dominion, ...
He will exalt your kingship, ...
On the day of the del-festival -
Cleanse your hands at the Opening-of-the-Door, ...
Day and night ...
He, whose city is Babylon, ...
Whose temple is the Esagil, ...
The citizens of Babylon, those under his protection, ...
Bel will bless you ... forever!
He will destroy your enemy, smite your adversary!

After he has spoken, the king regains his dignity as usual. (The High
Priest) retrieves the mace, loop, scepter, and crown and hands them back
over to the king. He strikes the king's cheek. If, as he strikes his cheek, tears
flow, Bel is friendly. If tears do not flow, Bel is angry. The enemy will arise
and bring about his downfall.

After this has been done, forty minutes after sunset the High Priest ties
together forty uncut, unbroken, and straight reeds of three cubits each,
bound with date palm bast. A pit is opened up in the main courtyard and
(the bundle of reeds) is set in the pit. (The High Priest) places honey, ghee,
and the best quality oil ... the sheaf Awhite bull [is ...] before [the pit]. The
king [sets all this ablaze] with a lighted reed. The king and [the High Priest]
recite the following utterance:

Divine Bull, brilliant light which illuminates the darkness!
... ofAn...
... fire ...

Although the ritual is broken at this point, an inscription of Nebuchad-

nezzar IT (604-562 B.C.) in which he commemorates his refurbishing the

chapels and barges associated with the New Year festival states that on the 8th

- 446 -

	

- 447 -
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and 11th days of the festival the great gods met at the "Sacred Mound " (du6-

kt) to decide eternal destiny: 1

The "Sacred Mound," where the fates (are decided), in the Ub§uukkina, the
Throne-of-Destiny, where at New Year ' s (zagmukku), (at) the beginning of the
year on the 8th and 11th days, the god, the king of the gods of heaven and earth,
the lord, the (foremost) god takes his seat, (where) those gods of heaven and
earth, trembling, pay him homage, (where) they come before him prostrating
and (together) decide eternal destiny, my life's destiny, this chapel, the chapel
of kingship, the chapel of the ruling gods, of the wisest of the gods, of the prince
Marduk, which my predecessor had decorated with silver, I decorated with
gleaming gold (as) an ornament (of) glory. I plated the furnishings of the Esagil
with red gold and the processional barge [of Marduk] (g'§m'a-tu§-a) with yellow
gold and (precious) stones, (so that it was studded) like the heavens with stars.

... I decorated the ... and the cabin of the processional barge [of Nabu]
(gikm5-£d-da-be-du7), the vehicle of his princeship, the processional barge of
the New Year's festival, the festival of 8uanna [Babylon].

Marduk's stay at the Sacred Mound on the 8th to decide the fates is men-

tioned in another ritual text, which describes the various buildings and

shrines visited by Marduk and the divine forms he assumes: 2

On the 8th and 11th days of the month Nisannu, when [Marduk] resides in
the courtyard, on a seat not decorated with gold, sitting in the dwelling of
Mes, Marduk's name is Mes-Marduk; secondly, when he takes a seat opposite
the Mound, the sacred place, his name is Enbilulu; when he takes his seat on
the Throne-of-Destiny, his name is Lugaldimmerankia; when he takes a seat
in (his) tulatransport ... his name is Sirsir. Ti[amat (the sea) ... which he
st]eps upon [...], Tiamat (the sea) is his vessel and [...]. When he [takes his
seat] upon the dais of the gate [...] his name is "God-of-the-Esizkur "

On the 10th of the month Nisannu ... night [...] mother Damkina ... child [...]
in his(?) wrath(?) ... [...] in the chapel [...]

Another text records that Marduk took up residence in the akitu-house on

the 8th day. 3 According to an inscription of Nabonidus (555-539 B.C.) on

the 10th day Marduk and the gods assembled in the akitu-house :4

On the 10th day of Nisannu, when the king of the gods, Marduk, and the gods
of heaven and earth take their seat in the Offering-House, the house of prayer,
the akitu-house of the Lord-of-Justice ...

A partial description of Marduk°s procession from the Etu§a, his dwelling

in the Esagil, to the Offering-House, i.e., the akitu-house, is described in an

1. VAB 4, 126-128; for further details on the akttu-festival gleaned from royal inscriptions, see P:

R. Berger, "Das Neujahrsfest nach den Konigsinschriften des ausgehenden babylonischen Reiches, "

CRRA 17 (1970), 155ff.

2. Cavigneaux, Textes Scolaires du Temple de Nabsi 3a Had I (Baghdad, 1981), 141.

3. K.4657, quoted CAD A/1 268.

4. VAB 4, 282.
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inscription of Nebuchadnezzar II, who speaks of the grandeur of the event
he has organized for Marduk: l

The barge, the Tula-transport,2 a cargo-ship, his gleaming transport, its sides,
prow and stem, its appurtenances, its ..., and its railings(?) I had decorated with
eagles and dragons of gold. I adorned it with precious stones. On the current of
the clear Euphrates I made (the ship's) brilliance as resplendent as the stars of
heayen. I filled (the boat) with splendor, (so that it) would be admired by all the
citizenry. At the New Year (zagmukku), the beginning of the year, I set inside it
Marduk of the gods, and I arranged for him to go in procession to his glorious
festival, his great akitu-(festival). I let him proceed in the barge, the holy Tula
transport and then travel along the wall ... of the Arab tu-(canal). For the en-
trance (into) the Offering-House of the exalted lord of the gods, the lord of
lords, I organized the procession for the great lord Marduk from the mooring
place of the barge, (of) the Tula-transport, to the Offering-House, with ..., op-
ulence to the right and left (of the procession way) (lined with) splendid firs.

A ritual calendar from Seleucid Babylon lists events for the 10th and 11th
of the month.3 The text notes that on the 10th of Nisannu the god is ritually
attired and proceeds to the House of Offerings. The next day, the 11th, there

is a festival, which includes a wedding, presumably between Marduk and Sar-
panitum.

[The month Nisannu, the month of ..., who] is called by the name "[King]
of Heaven and Earth"; [...] purification proceeds to the Lord of Lords;
[On the 10th day] he is dressed in his lordly garment, he is adorned in glory;
[...], he proceeds to the House-of-Offerings; [...], who dwells on earth and
in heaven; [...] bring before them;

[On] the 11th day they hold a festival in the House-of-Offerings; [...]...
the wise men ..., he rushed to the wedding celebration; [...] of Anu he
founded for kingship; [...] the mighty(?) gods before him and brought in
good time before all the gods.

The end of the festival was marked by the return of Marduk from the
akiiu-house back to his residence at the Esagil on the 11th day.4

A schedule of offerings for the festival is partly revealed in a Neo-Babylo-
nian letter from Innin-gar-u$ur to Nabu-abbe-§ullim: 5

1 am now sending you the official order for the separation of the young animals
from the cattle and sheep in the month Addaru. Separate them according to the
written order. Do not be careless. All the cattle that can already eat fodder, and
also the sheep, should enter Uruk on the 25th day. Deliver on the evening of

1. VAB 4, 156.

2. CL CT 37 13 ii (quoted CAD S 33): "the boat of Marduk, (called) gi3-m5-tus-a, for the
procession on the Euphrates and on the road to the akttu-temple, in which the prince Marduk goes
in procession at the beginning of the New Year."

3. SBH p. 245.
4. WVDOG 4 pl. 14.

5. Oppenheim Letters, 190.
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the first day the lambs for (the service of) the second day. Please, have ready in
the early morning of the second day the two-year-old bulls about which I write
to you. On the evening of the second day, deliver at the New Year's Chapel 17
lambs for the (service of the) 3rd day. Deliver on the 3rd day, at eight o'clock
in the morning, 5 suckling bull calves and 5 lambs. Deliver on the 5th day a heif-
er for the jtanl-ceremony. Bring in and hand over to the priests 30 he-goats on
the second day.

The Babylonian Chronicles, outlining the relations between the Assyrian

and Babylonian empires, considered the Babylonian observance of the akitu-

festival important enough to warrant a note whenever political or military

events prevented its observance) In fact, one tablet, called the akitu Chron-

icle (Chronicle 16), is devoted to listing the events from Sennacherib's ab-

duction of the statue of Marduk from Babylon in 689 B.C. (until the accession

of Nabopolasser in 626 B.C.) which prevented observance of the festival. 2

During the twenty years from 689 B.C. through the rule of Esarhaddon (680-

669 B.C.) "Bel [Marduk] stayed in Baltil [Aslur] and the akitu-festival did not

take place. Nabii did not come from Borsippa for the procession of Bel." 3

The phraseology that is commonly used throughout the Chronicles to indi-

cate observance of the festival is "He [the king) took the hand of Bel [some-

times adding "and of the son of Bel"] (and) celebrated the akitu-festival." 4

Grayson, discussing the significance of the phrase "to take the hand of Bel,"

notes Olmstead and Smith, who asserted that this was a symbolic gesture by

which Marduk granted the king authority to rule for another year, and

Thureau-Dangin, who understood this idiom as a reference to the king es-

corting Marduk (and Nabu) during the procession. Grayson, noting many

instances in which the king did not participate, yet was acknowledged as

rightful king in Babylonian sources, disagrees with Olmstead and Smith,

concluding that participation in the akitu-festival "was not relevant to their

recognition as legitimate rulers by native sources." 5 Grayson attributes great-

er significance to the act of holding the god ' s hand than simply leading him

in procession, noting in particular the Neo-Assyrian relief from Nimrud "on

which is depicted an Assyrian king (Shalmaneser III) and a Babylonian king

(Marduk-aakir-?;umi I) each with a hand extended, gripping the other's

hand. "6

1. K. Grayson, "Chronicles and the Akita Festival," CRRA 17 (1970), 161 n. 1 lists the 11 of 21

chronicles that mention the festival.

2. Sec K. Grayson, TCS 5, 35-36 and 131-132.

3. Grayson, op. cit., 127.

4. Grayson, op. cit., 100; Grayson, CRRA 17 (1970), 164ff.

5. Grayson, CRRA 17 (1970), 169.

6. Grayson, CRRA 17 (1970), 165.
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We agree with Thureau-Dangin's view. Throughout the Uruk akitu-in-

structions, the phrase "to take the hand of the god" clearly connotes escort-

ing the deity from one location to another. In fact, deities, as well as the king,

"take the hand of the god": "Papsukkal, Nusku, Usmu and the king escort

[take the hand of] Anu from the Throne-of-Destiny." If this were interpreted

literally, Anu would need four hands! Thus physical hand-holding is not in-

tended and therefore such scenes of hand-holding as on the Nimrud relief

are not relevant in regard to the akitu-festival. As already stated, the most im-

portant ritual aspect of the entire celebration was the entrance of the god

into his city, the procession in which the king escorted Marduk from the
akitu-house into the Esagil. This is the reason the chroniclers use the synec-
doche "to escort Bel " to refer to the akitu-festival. It was the crucial event of
the entire festival.

As at Uruk, Babylon celebrated an akitu-festival in the seventh month as

well. Although the tablets do not mention the festival by name, the ritual in-

formation contained clearly refers to an akitu-celebration. This kinship with
the akitu-festival in Nisannu is noted in a letter to the Assyrian king: l

... [The king, my lord, knows that the god Bel is dressed (for the festival) [on
the 3)rd of Tasrritu; on the 6th day the gate (of the temple) is kept open, (and)
the procession of Bel sets out like in the month Nisa[nnu]. [The ceremonies
of the city of Der are conducted in the same way.

Regarding this Babylonian observance in Ta.fritu Parpola states: 2

The Tarim festival of Babylon referred to in the letter has remained very im-
perfectly known up to the present date. According to private communication by
W.G. Lambert, there exists in the collections of the British Museum a large tab-
let doubtless forming part of the "Festkalender" of Babylon, which gives in sev-
eral columns detailed instructions about the cultic ceremonies performed in
Babylon both in Ta?;ritu and the immediately preceding and following months.
This tablet, which unfortunately remains unpublished, fixes the dressing ritual
of Bel, also mentioned in the present letter, on the 7th of Tatritu and the sub-
sequent opening of the gate on the 8th. The text then goes on to state that a
great meal was offered to Bel following the opening of the gate, and a couple of
lines later tells that sections from Enumn Eli.? were recited to Bel by a chanter
(naru) on the same day. The general outline of the ceremonies thus indeed re-
sembled those of the New Year's festival of Nisannu; and as pointed out in Rev.6,
even the procession of Bel to the akitu house took place exactly on the same day
(the 8th) as in Nisannu.

One section of a first millennium B.C. scholarly work called "The Nippur
Compendium" concerns Nippur festivals. The following portion applies to

1. ABL 956, translation Parpola, AOAT 5/1, 143.
2. AOAT 5/2, 186.
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the first month and lists five different akitu-observances in the first month
(translation George Topographical Texts, 155):

In the month Nisan festivals are celebrated:
the Akitu of Marduk:

	

for his supreme divinity;
the Akitu of Ninurta:

	

for his father Enlil;
the Akitu of Mar, Queen of Nippur (or,) of Ninurta;
the Akitu of Sin:

	

for Ninurta, the net of the gods;
as many Akitu ' s as there are:

	

for Ninurta, the net of the gods;

R. Steiner published a preliminary account of a first millennium B.C. New

Year' s (d.i.n.nm) ritual in Demotic script.. The ritual, celebrated in the sev-
enth month, represents the tradition of exiles from Ra§, a country which at
one time was captured by Aurbanipal on his expedition against Elam. Ac-

cording to Steiner's synopsis: 2

The ceremony begins with the celebrant's arrival at the gate leading to the
courtyard of the New Year's chapel, which appears to have been erected for
the occasion next to a graveyard; he stops there and recites a blessing. A

voice from within calls out to him to enter the courtyard. After he enters and
washes his hands the statue of Marah (=Nanai), the Queen of r1, is brought
into the assembly of the gods. The gods rise from their thrones and give the
order for her to be seated among them. Each of the assembled gods is asked
to bless the king. Sheep are slaughtered and turned into smoke, while sixty
singers lift their voices and sixty temple servitors burn myrrh and frankin-
cense....

The high point of the festival is the sacred marriage ceremony. The king
initiates the rite by declaring: "Nana, thou art my wife." "In thy bridal cham-
ber, a priest sings," he continues, "Nanai, bring near to me thy lips." The
king and the goddess keep a vigil outside the bridal chamber, with music
from a nearby grave preventing them from dozing off. At the appointed
hour, the king invites the goddess to enter the bridal chamber: "My beloved,
enter the door into our house. With my mouth, consort of our lord, let me
kiss thee." They enter the "perfumed hideaway," where the goddess is laid
upon an embroidered bedspread. The ceremony culminates in an exchange
of blessings between Nanai and Baal of Heaven and a promise by the king to
rebuild the ruined capital of d.

The occurrence of this akitu-festival in the seventh month is not surprising
since Uruk, Babylon and probably Assyria held akitu-festivals in both the first
and seventh months. The reference to a New Year's chapel erected for the
occasion near a graveyard should refer to an akitu-house, which, as noted,

was constructed outside a city 's walls. The goddess Nana had a major cult at
Uruk and throughout first millennium B.C. Mesopotamia was identified with

1. "The Aramaic Text in Demotic Script: The Liturgy of a New Year 's Festival Imported from

Bethel to Syene by Exiles from Rash,"JAOS 111 (1991), 362-363.

2. In these quoted lines from Steiner ' s article we have omitted the interspersed Aramaic

transliterations and the line references.
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Ta§metum, Nabu's spouse, and in liturgy with I§tar, for whom special akitu-
festivals were held in Uruk and in Nineveh.

The Babylonian akitu-festival included a wedding on the 11th day, al-
though the preserved texts provide no further information about it-pre-
sumably the wedding was between Marduk and Sarpanitum (just as the
following month began with a wedding between Nabu and Talmetum). How-
ever, this Demotic text indicates a wedding between the king (or his substi-
tute) and the goddess Nana, the first clear attestation of a sacred marriage
rite since Iddin-Dagan of Isin at the beginning of the second millennium B.C.

In summary, the akitu-festival originated in Ur as a festival of the moon to
celebrate the equinoxes. The pageantry of Nanna triumphantly entering his
city Ur appealed to other Mesopotamian cities, which in turn adopted the
festival or integrated it into local festivals, frequently celebrating it two times
a year, as at Ur. However, the festival was adapted for the chief deity of each
city. Although, as at Ur, the god 's primeval assumption of control of the city
was reenacted, the festival no longer had any overt connection with the equi-
noxes. As at Ur the others cities constructed an akitu-building outside the
city walls in which the god resided until his grandiose entry into the city. Hav-
ing entered the city, the god then performed ritual activities which symbol-
ized his setting in order the administration of his new home.
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ESTIVAL THEMES

Festivals for the Men and
Gods of the Netherworld

Death did not end the deceased's membership in his family, nor did death
absolve the living from responsibilities to the dead. Throughout the year and
during festivals the deceased were cared for, brought flour and water at
shrines and places of burial-food needed by those whose shadows wan-
dered about the netherworld. So too, the gods of the netherworld, no less
than their divine counterparts above, required offerings and libations.

The netherworld, the Land of the Dead, lay below the earth, the Land of
the Living: 1

Traditionally the ancient Mesopotamians had made a conception of the uni-
verse that was, so to speak, vertical and bipolar; they saw it as an immense
globe composed of two symmetrical hemispheres horizontally separated in
the middle, ... Heaven and the Below ... or the Netherworld. In its center, en-
circled like an island by the bitter waters of the sea ..., and lying on a sheet of
sweet water ..., was what we call the earth: the earth of living humans.

Certain seasonal or monthly phenomena were thought to have momen-
tarily brought the Land of Living and the netherworld closer together, af-
fording easier access between the two worlds. And these opportunities were
realized through the cult by the establishment of seasonal festivals such as
the ne-IZI-gar, the ab-L, and the abum. This "moment when the two worlds
met" is exemplified by the last few days of the month, considered an oppor-
tune time for interacting with the spirits of the dead:

At third millennium B.C. Nippur the Sacred Mound festival, involv-
ing offerings to Enlil's ancestors in the world below, was celebrated
on the 27th and perhaps 28th of the seventh month;

At second millennium B.C. Emar rituals for the ab/pu, which cov-
ered the passageway to the netherworld, were performed on the
26th and 27th of the fourth or fifth month;

In the first millennium B.C., observances for the dead Dumuzi oc-
curred from the 26th to the 29th of the fourth month;

1. Botttro Mesopotamia, 273.

In the Ur III period the Wailing at the Mourning-site(?) (er-ki-gu-
la, MVN 15 193) was performed at a funerary libation site (ki-a-nag)
of Amar-Suen in the first year of his brother's reign on the 27th
and 28th of the twelfth month;

In the first millennium B.C., the maglu ritual, which included dis-
pelling evil spirits of the netherworld, was recited on the 28th of
the fifth month.

The coming disappearance of the moon was, most likely, the reason that
these last days of the waning moon were the efficacious moments for rites for
the dead spirits-the last possible moment to propitiate the spirits before
they interacted with the world of the living on the day the moon disap-
peared. Without the moonlight, of course, the night darkness was an oppor-
tune time for robbers and other evil-doers to go about their business unseen.
And this, by extension, would also be the time malevolent spirits, residing
normally in the netherworld, would chose to perform their evil in the world
above.'

As can be noted in the above examples, the summer months, from June
to August, were viewed as a time when there was a confluence of the worlds
above and below. This is manifest in the fifth month being the time of the
ne-IZI-gar festival at Nippur (the paternalia in which the dead returned to visit
the living), of the cult of the netherworld deity Ninazu at Ur, and of the ab-
e festival for the dead at Adab. This perception of the summer months may
have been based upon an interpretation of the agricultural cycle. The
grain-the staple of Mesopotamian existence-had already been harvested.
During these summer months the stubble lay motionless on the hot, parched
ground. The seeding, the infusion of new life into the earth, would not begin
until the fall. Thus, there was a lifelessness above, the conclusion of one life-
cycle, awaiting the beginning of another. This was the time of the dead Dumuzi
and of the dying Baal, deities associated with the grain.

The continual interaction of these two worlds was portrayed in a mytho-
logical context. Inanna, Queen of the Above, descended to the netherworld;
and yet, ultimately, she returned. The galla .demons, sent from below to fetch
a substitute for Inanna, were able to pass freely back and forth through the

1. The Day of the Disappearance of the Moon (Sumerian urnti-a, Akkadian bubbulu) was in some
traditions considered a perilous time, (although some traditions viewed this day as favorable). For the
Day of the Disappearance of the Moon as unfavorable note (all following references are quoted in
CAD B 299): KMI 76 K.4659, Sm. 352 r. 17, Surpu VIII 43, K.9666 ii 6'; as favorable, note: 4R 33* iii
28 and 39 (Inbu series), BMS 1:17. For discussion on the Day of the Disappearance of the Moon, sec
Landsberger, LSS 6 1/2, 144.

Bottero Mesopotamia, 286 suggests that a major change in man's understanding of the
netherworld had occurred by the first millennium B.C.: "one can postulate a change in the ideas of
the Netherworld: first it was the home of the ex-living, later, little by little, of the anti-living."
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threshold that divided the two worlds. Dumuzi and his sister Ge§tinanna al-
ternated six month periods below and above. But perhaps the greatest sym-
bol of the interaction between the two regions was Utu or Sama§, the sun.
During the day he ruled above, while at night he entered the netherworld,
where he was the supreme judge over that domain-a reminder of the con-
tinual interplay of the two worlds.

Thus consignment to the netherworld did not preclude continued inter-
action between the deceased and those in the Land of the Living. The dead
did not sever their tie to the living, just as the grain which had died came
back through the power of the seed, and as the sun returned each day after
its stay below. This, undoubtedly, presented the living with a frightening
problem-how was one to interact with these beings, whose existence and
experiences were now so totally different from one's own. This was the func-
tion of the festivals and rituals for the dead-these rites provided a protocol
which ensured respect for both worlds, while protecting the living when con-
fronted with those from below.

At Nippur the main festival for the dead was the ne-IZI-gar observance,
when the spirit returned to his family, to briefly visit those with whom he had
shared his life. Elsewhere in Sumer the main festival for the dead was the ab-

e festival. There is no evidence from the sites celebrating the ab-8 festival
that it too was a time when the deceased returned to the land of the living.
However, since Nippur celebrated the return of the dead spirits, so too the
rest of Sumer probably adhered to this attractive belief-it seems unlikely
that the spiritual center of Sumer, Nippur, would be isolated in such a fun-
damental belief concerning the dead. The third major festival for the dead

was the ab/pum observance, a festival probably of western (Amorite) origin.
The ne-IZI-gar festival, whose ritual was directed towards accommodating

the spirits of the deceased, is attested in the fifth month (July/August) at
Nippur, providing the name for the month. References to the ne-IZI-gar ob-
servance in economic documents indicate that the observance occurred
around the 11th and 12th of the fifth month, just before the full moon,
whose light may be have been instrumental (along with the fires and torch-
es) in guiding the dead from the darkness of their netherworld abode at

night. )
The ne-IZI-gar observance involved ceremonies for the dead, as suggested

in the "Death of Gilgarne§ "2 :

Let ..., the child of the sun-god Utu,
light up for him the netherworld, the place of darkness)
Let him set up a threshold there (as bright) as the moon

1. For these economic documents, see pp. 100ff.

2. Kramer, BASOR (1944), 94 2-12; van Dljk StudiesFaLce,utein 249.
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(for) all mankind, whatever their names be,
(for) those whose statues were fashioned in days of yore,
(for) the heroes, the young men, and the ...I
From there the strong and the mighty will march out.
Without him no light would be there during the month ne-IZI-gar, during

the festi[val of the gh]osts. ( t°ne-IZI-gar e[ze)m-gi(di]m ?-ma-ke4-ne)
According to this passage the "festival of ghosts" occurred during the

month ne-IZI-gar, a time when the spirits of the dead followed a special pas-
sage of light leading from the darkness of the netherworld back into the
world of the living for a brief stay. The setting of fires and lighting of torches
by each household would guide the spirits of the dead back to the ancestral
home, where a ceremonial meal, presumably the ne-IZI-gar offering, awaited.
Langdon likens this occasion to the Roman paternalia with "funeral meals
..., and families entertained the ghosts of their dead relatives. "1

Although the term ezem ("festival") is employed with ne-IZI-gar only at
Nippur, the practice of making the ne-IZI-gar offering was widespread
throughout Sumer, although not in the fifth month as at Nippur. In the
eighth month at Larsa there was a festival involving the ne-lzl-gar offering,
as can be deduced by coordinated ne-IZI-gar offerings being made in the
temples. The eighth month at Ur and Adab was also the occasion for these
offerings. There are references to the ne-IZI-gar at Ur in the ninth and tenth
months as well. 2 The reference from Ur to the ne-IZI-gar of the tenth month
may note a one-time, special observance for the recently deceased king of Ur
as one of his son 's first acts of succession. The reference to the ne-IZI-gar of-
fering in the ninth month may be for Uruk, rather than for Ur. The sixth
month at Uruk may have been named for a combination of the ab-paternalia
and the ne-IZI-gar offering: iti ab-N[E-IZI(?)]-gar. And at Old Babylonian E§-
nunna the ne-IZI-gar offering was part of the u4 e-lu-um of the goddesses
Belat-terraban and Belat-subner in the fourth month, an observance that was
probably based upon a myth of the goddesses' sojourn in the netherworld. 3

The texts record the ne-IZI-gar offering as being made to various deities-
there is only one mention of the ne-IZI-gar being offered to the deceased
(the offering to Su-Sin at Ur). Several explanations are possible as to why de-
ities received this offering. Evil ghosts and witches exited the netherworld
along with the welcomed ghosts. 4 In the first millennium B.C. the Maglti cer-
emony was performed to ward off the evil of witches. Perhaps the deities
were being asked to protect the populace from the ghosts and witches. Or,
perhaps offerings were made to the gods so the gods would guide the ghosts

1. Langdon Menologies, 123.

2. See p. 102 for references.

3. See pp. 252-253 for a discussion of this observance and a translation of the text.
4. Cf. T. Abusch, "Mesopotamian Anti-Witchcraft Literature,"JNES 33 (1974), 259-261.
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to their families, or so that they would intercede with the gods of the neth-
erworld in achieving the temporary release of the deceased, or they were of-
fered in the name of the deceased who was reentering the community, a sign
that the deceased recognized the authority of and his obligation to the gods
of the city.

The earliest reference to the ab-8 festival is from one of the pre-Sargonic
Lagasl calendars, where it served as the name of the tenth month.

The ab-e festival is documented as having been celebrated in Old Sumer-
ian LagaL Langdon interprets the month name as meaning "the ancestors
go out (from the netherworld). "1 A hint that this festival in Old Sumerian
Laga§ also involved ritual activities for the dead is a basket tag which lists
among the basket's contents a tablet for Lugalurub for the ab-@ festival. The
deity Lugalurub was identified with Dumuzi and thus probably with the neth-
erworld.

Based solely upon the month names, the alb-8 festival probably occurred
in the fitfth month at Adab and in the sixth month at Uruk. However, we have
no details concerning the ab-c at these two Ur III sites.

The names of the months in Nippur remained constant from the earliest
recorded documents, with the exception of this change from it'k i-sux to iuab-c,

which had occurred at least by AS4 (Fish Catalogue 35). A festival and month
iti ab-et had existed in pre-Sargonic and Sargonic Laga§ and as the fifth month
at Adab. Since, but for the ab-c festival, there are no other references from
Nippur to offerings to the funerary shrines of the Ur 111 kings during festi-
vals, the ab-e festival in Nippur may have centered solely about the deceased
Ur III kings, and was not a paternalia for the general populace.

The adoption of a month named for an Ur III king throughout the Sum-
erian calendars always occurred during the life of the monarch; it was never
intended to memorialize a dead monarch. Thus there may have been great
pressure applied upon the revered Nippur religious community by Amar-
Suen and the Ur political/religious establishment to perpetuate the great-
ness and memory of the divine Sulgi, especially since Nippur had never
named a month for Sulgi. This may have been the basis for the adoption of
a foreign observance, perhaps originating in Lagag , during a month devoid

of festivals, in honor of the deceased monarch. The festival, which became
the unique religious event of the month, caused the replacement of the
month name itikt ..sux by itiab-P. Upon the death of Amar-Suen the festival in
Nippur was already established, and thus the now dead Amar-Suen was also
memorialized in the ceremonies.

During the fifth month, iti ne-lZl-gar, ceremonies for the deceased were
observed probably by most of the populace of Nippur for their dead rela-

1. Langdon Menologies, 139.
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tives. Major distinguishing features between that observance and the newly
adopted ab-e practice may well have been that the ab-6 observance was polit-
ical in nature, devotion probably restricted to just the dead Ur III kings, and
observance relegated to the religious and political elite of Nippur.

Throughout Mesopotamia many cities observed a rite involving the dead
called abum or apum, this observance providing the name for the summer
month in which it occurred. The orthography a-BU-um does not enable us to
determine whether the month was Abum or Apum. The month name a-pa-um
attested as the fourth month of an unidentified calendar (5R pl. 43) may be
an orthography for our month. At Emar the month in which the ab/pum ob-
servance was held was written a-ba-i or a-bi-(.e/KAM.

There are several references to a term ab/pum which may be related to the
Ab/pum festival: I

r In two Assyrian rituals the apu2 was the conduit to the dead wherein
the offering meal was placed: "he will go and collect the blood in the
apu, pour honey and oil into the apu" (KAR 146 r. i); " (the king) pre-
sents food to the spirits of the dead, (the singer) removes (the meal
from the table), places it in the apu, he pours honey, oil, beer, and
wine over it, the singer fills the apu, the king puts his foot over the
apu, kisses [the ground?]" (KAR 146 r. ii).

According to a text from gubat-Enlil there were special observances
to Belet-apim and Nergal on the 14th of the month Abum: i-nu-ma a-
na dNIN-a-pi it dNe-erii1-gal LUCAL iq-qti-gti. 3 Subat-Enlil/Sebna was
the capital of an area called mat apim, 4 whose goddess was Belet-
apim. The above quoted passage may indicate that Belet-apim might
have been considered another form of the queen of the netherworld,
Nergal's spouse, Ere§kigal. This may have derived from a play upon
the name of the locality referred to as mat apim and the ab/pum-festi-
val. The wordplay and the identification of Belet-apim with Ere g kigal
may have been based upon a perceived parallel construction of the
names of the two goddesses, i.e., ab/pum paralleled ki-gal. The term
ki-gal connoted both a raised area for cultic purposes and the neth-
erworld. 5

1. See p. 260 note 1 for other interpretations.

2. The text has the orthography a-pi.

3. F. Ismail, Altbabytonische Wirtschaftsvnkunden aus Tell Leilan (Syrien), diss. Tubingen ()991), no. 65.
4. For the geographical term Apum, see p. 260 note 3.

5. For KI.GAI, as denoting a burial mound, see p. 260 note 4.
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An Emar ritual text for the month *Abu records the giving of offer-
ings on the 27th of the month a-na pa-ni a-bi-i kit E dKUR; a-na a-bi .ia

E dA-Ml; a-na a-bi-i 3'a E lick-li.

An Old Babylonian text from Sippar (YOS 12 345), dated to the fifth
month, records: 3 slla a-na i-na e-ri-ib a-bi "3 liters of por-

ridge at the entrance to the a-bi."

> Concerning the meaning of the Assyrian month Ab/p .t"arrani, CAD

states: "Since the first element is consistently written ab in the O [Id]
A[ssyrian] refs., it is unlikely that the month name is composed with
abu, "father"; the fact that no writings with AD are found in the M [id-
die] A[ssyrian] texts supports this interpretation."' Possibly the ele-

ment ab/p in the Assyrian month name may be related to ab/pum as

in the month and festival name. If true, this month name refers to a
yearly observance for the deceased Assyrian kings.

The ab/pum was probably a mound placed over a supposed passage to the
netherworld through which the dead could return to the land of the living
and through which the living could provide for the dead. The term ab/pum

may not necessarily have referred to actual burial mounds, but perhaps just
to a mound (perhaps one per temple as at Emar) constructed not for the
purpose of covering the dead, but only as a conduit to the netherworld, i.e.,
no bodies may have been buried there. Obviously, even if no bodies were
buried under the ab/pum, the concept surely evolved from the burial mound
of dirt and/or rocks which covered the hole in which the deceased was in-
terred. The occurrence of an ab/pu in a temple may be somewhat analogous
to the Sacred Mound (dug-kd) at Nippur and other cities, which may also
have covered a passageway to the netherworld. 2

Complicating our attempt to understand the meaning of the term ab/pum

in the festival and month name is the recent publication of a Drehem tablet
which raises the possibility that the festival name may have been Apum, from

apum "canebrake. " There is a Drehem reference to the ezem-gis-gi, "the fes-

tival of the canebrake, " on the 1st day of the fourth month (MVN 15 352 [SS2
iv I]) : "1 grain-fed ox for Enlil and 1 grain-fed cow for Suzianna ... provisions
for the Festival of the Canebrake. " (The references to Enlil and Suzianna
suggest that Nippur may have been the site of the observance.) Thus a Festi-
val of the Canebrake was observed during the same month which other cities

have called Abum/Apum, a term for which a translation "canebrake " is possi-

ble. Moreover, it is not inconceivable that the Festival of the Canebrake may
have been related to a cult of the dead. Swamps and canebrakes were fre-

1. CAD A/1 2 sub ab farrdni.

2. For a discussion of the Sacred Mound, see pp. 106ff.

quently places of burial, as discussed by P.-A. Beaulieu.' Among the exam-
ples cited by Beaulieu is an inscription of the pre-Sargonic ruler of Laga§,
Uruinimgina: "as a deceased was taken to the reed thicket of Enki " (gi-dEn-
ki-ka-ka adda t -tum). 2 Beaulieu observes "... burial marshes were considered
in the IIIrd millennium a normal funerary practice on an equal footing with
interment."

The earliest references to the Ab/pum festival are from Sumerian texts of
the Ur III period. An Ur document detailing an allotment of oxen for cere-
monies comprising the funerary offerings for the deceased Ur-Nammu men-
tions the ab/pum observance as part of the cultic activities (UET 3 244 (no
month)): "2 oxen: provisions for the abum (observance); 1 ox: provisions for
the festival of Ninazu; 1 ox: provisions for the festival of AN.14UL; (all these
are) the provisions for the funerary offerings (ki-a-nag) for Ur-Nammu." 3

In the Ur III period the abum was observed in the fourth month at Mari
and probably at Ishan Mizyad. However, we know nothing of the ritual ob-
servances at these sites-merely that these months were named for the ob-
servance. There are no references to an ab-e or abum observance at Umma
nor any Ur III references from Laga§/Girsu, despite pre-Sargonic references
to the ezem-ab-i at Laga§.

In the fifth month the abum festival was observed at Sippar. There are var-
ious references to funerary offerings (ki-sI-ga/ kispu) being provided in the
fifth month in Sippar: "a one year old calf for the funerary offering for the
month ne-IZI-gar " (CT 48 100); "turtles and tortoises are needed for the fu-
nerary offering for the month ne-IZI-gar " (VAS 16 51); and "milk and ghee
will be needed for the funerary offering of the month ne-1Zl-gar" (TCL 1 7).
A reference probably to the abum festival at Sippar is YOS 12 345, dated to
the fifth month, which records: 3 sila a-na,cI-ir-pi-lim i-na e-ri-ib a-bi "3 liters of
porridge at the entrance to the abi." The placement at Sippar of the abum
festival in the fifth month (rather than in the fourth month as in the more
northerly cities) may have been a conscious rearrangement to enable the
abum and the ne-IZI-gar ceremonies to merge into one major observance for
the dead. Sippar was strongly influenced by the southern Sumerian cities as
witnessed by its parallel usage of the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian cal-
endar. There may have been a division among the Sippar population, some
elements observing the ne-lZI-gar paternalia from the south, others the abum
festival from the north. To resolve the issue the Sippar calendar may have

1. NABU 1988/3, 36.
2. P. A. Beaulieu, NABU 1988/3, 36 quoting the inscription of Uruinimgina published by M.

Lambert, RA 50 (1956), 172-173.

3. Sec pp. 149ff. for other references from Ur.
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been altered by moving abum one month later to coincide with the paternalia
of the fifth month in the Southern-Mesopotamian Sumerian calendar.

At early Old Babylonian E§nunna offerings for several days of festivities
are recorded on a tablet dated to the 18th day of the fourth month Abum (TA
1931-325). 1 This text mentions rituals for the cult of Belat-§ullner and Belat-
terraban, goddesses who were mythologized as journeying to the nether-
world. And the ne-IZI-gar, a ritual or offering associated with the cult of the
dead in the fifth month at Nippur, is mentioned as part of this observance at
E§nunna. Thus the abum observance at E§nunna seems to have been inter-
twined with the cult of goddesses identified with the netherworld.

At Mari offerings for the dead kings (ana kispim la LUGAL.MES) were pro-
vided throughout the year, usually on the first of the month. 2 However, an
abum festival was observed at Mari in the tenth month, as noted in a text list-
ing oil a-na ki-is-cif-im 3'a ab-be-e, "for the funerary offering for the ab/pum" dur-
ing the tenth month. 3

The Old Assyrian month name abIarrani may have denoted a observance
restricted to the ancestors of the monarch involving offerings at the ab/pum.

A festival of the netherworld was observed at Subat-Enlil in the middle of
the fourth month Abum. According to one text there were special observanc-
es to Belet-apim and Nergal (lord of the netherworld) on the 14th of the
month: i-nu-ma a-na dNIN-a-pf is dNe-eril I-gal LUGAL iq-0-0.4

At Emar in the second millennium B.C. the month of Abu was ritually ac-
tive. On the 1st or 2nd of the month offerings were made to Ba'al (or
Hadad). On the 3rd offerings were presented to Mar and to Mount 8inap§i.
Offerings to this mountain occurred also on the 8th and 20th of the month.
On the 19th an offering was made to Mount Suparatu. Since offerings to
mountains occurred only during this month, perhaps these rituals relate to
this month having been the occasion for the cult of the dead. Possibly these
mountains were believed to have been entrances to the Land of the Dead, a
concept common throughout the Near East. 5 Special offerings are detailed
for the 14th, probably the 15th, for the 16th, 17th or 18th, 19th, and 20th of
the month. The 25th through the 27th was the occasion for offerings to the
ab/pum. The offerings to the dead were unusually bountiful, including ga-
zelles, fowl, honey, and fruit.

The Assyrian Astrolabe B for this month mentions activities associated
with observances for the dead: "The month Abu, ... of Ninurta, braziers are

1.For a transliteration and translation of this text sec pp. 251-252.

2.Charpin, MARI 3 (1984), 88-89 nos. 30-36, which date to months 1, 2, 6, 9, 10, and 12.

3.Charpin, op. cif., 88-89 no. 36.

4.Ismail, op. cit., no. 65.

5. Scc p. 260 note 4 for this concept.

kindled, a torch is raised to the Anunna-gods, Girra comes down from the
sky and rivals the sun, the month of Gilgame§, for nine days men contest in
wrestling and athletics in their city quarters." The kindling of lights during
the month was presumably to enable the deceased to find their way at night
from the darkness of the netherworld. Gilgame§ was one of the overlords of
the netherworld and he too joined the land of the living for the festival. Ac-
cording to Astrolabe B, in Gilgame§ ' honor athletic contests were held, cel-
ebrating his legendary physical prowess. Directly related to this month's
preoccupation with the nether-world is the reference in a Nimrud incanta-
tion to Abu as the month of Ningi§zida, lord of the netherworld. l

Concomitant with the month of Abu being a time of festivals for the dead,
it was a time when both benign and malevolent ghosts from the netherworld
joined the living. To protect the living from witches and other evil spirits, the
rites called Magliii, "burning," were practiced during this month, as noted in
a Neo-Assyrian letter to the king, in which a figurine of Gilgame§ was used: 2

At night the king will perform the (ritual) "burning, " [maqlu] in the morn-
ing the king will perform the balance of the ritual. Furthermore: a figurine
of Gilgame§ will certainly be used in the (periodical) rites of the month Abu
[which] will be performed on [the ... t]h; should (the rite) be performed
for the queen mother? What is it that the king says?

The purpose of the series Magill' was the transformation of the live witch
into a ghost and the expulsion of the formerly live witch 's ghost as well as
ghosts of witches returning from the netherworld outside the universal or-
der, from which they could never again return. "3 Abusch in his analysis of
Maglu noted that Maglu was divided into three sections, the first two sections
being recited at night (with incantations to the gods Nusku and Girra), and
the final section at dawn (involving incantations to 8ama§). 4 Commenting
on the use of Maglu rituals in the month Abu, Abusch noted a ritual whose
closing instructions were basically identical to a Magill ritual, except for add-
ing an instruction to perform the ritual on the 28th of the month Abu:5

...Thereafter, you recite the incantation "Evil demon, to your steppe" all the
way to the outer entrance; then you encircle the entrance with [flour-paste.

1. DJ. Wiseman, "A Liplur Litany from Nimrud," Iraq 31 (1969), 1751!.; cf. 4R 33 (K.2049 and 1.129).

2.ABL 56, translation Parpola, AOAT 5/1, 155. Note also ABL 223: "the rites of the month Abu
about which the king has written "; also quoted T. Abusch. "Mesopotamian Anti-Witchcraft Liter-
ature, " JNES 33 (1974), 259. For references to the use of figurines of Gilgamel to cure diseases
caused by ghosts, see Parpola, AOAT 5/2, 204.

3. T. Abusch, paper delivered to the American Oriental Society, Berkeley CA. 1991 and personal
communication.

4.Abusch, "Mesopotamian Anti-Witchcraft Literature, " JNES 33 (1974), 256ff. According to
Abusch's analysis the first section of Mag10 involved "judgment. destruction by fire, and expulsion";
the second: "fumigation, protection, and salving"; the third: "washing and retributive reversion."

5. Translation of UET 6/2 410 according to Abusch, op. cit., 260.
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This rite is to be perfor[med] on the 28th day of Abu, and [he] will [then]
recover.

Concerning the likely recitation of Magill during Abu Abusch notes: l

... the suggestion that Magill was performed in Abu receives further support
from the netherworld character of that month; for the cultic-calendrical as-
sociation of Abu with Gilgame§ in his netherworld capacity and with the ap-
pearance of ghosts and their return to the netherworld would certainly go a
long way toward providing a partial explanation for the performances of
Maglu in that month. This feature of Abu need not, however, be the only fac-
tor responsible for its performance in Abu, since the existence of a known
association between the fire-god and Abu and the centrality of the fire-god
in the first division of Magltl would now seem to be too much of a coinci-
dence and to suggest further lines of association between Magill and Abu.

Maglll was recited, as Abusch observes, at the end of the month, at the
time of the disappearance of the moon, an ominous event-completely in
keeping as the time of the month when evil spirits were most likely to cause
trouble.

The Old Assyrian month name Ijubur may refer to special religious activ-
ities along the 1ubur (or ljabur) river, a river which was frequently identi-
fied with the netherworld. The sixth month at Old Babylonian Mari was
d IGI.KUR and Durand has suggested that the month d IGI.KUR may designate
the I ubur river. The signs IGI.KUR may also be read bilib or balib, which may
be based upon West Semitic bib, "hill. " If this reading is valid, then the Mari
month d IGI.KUR may refer to a festival similar to the ab/pum. Thus these As-
syrian and Mari month names may allude to observances involving the neth-
erworld during that time.

At Nippur the Sacred Mound (du b-kiz) was the object of special devotion
throughout year. Perhaps a key to understanding the nature of this special
festival for the Sacred Mound, (aside from the normal attention the Sacred
Mound at Nippur received throughout the year), was the occurrence of the
festival on the 27th and perhaps 28th of the month, these last days of a
month being the time for observances involving the spirits of the dead (see
above).

The Sacred Mound, as did the ab/pu, covered a conduit to the world below
the surface. However, the Sacred Mound was more positive in nature-erect-
ed perhaps over Enki ' s home, the subterranean waters of the apsii, from
which culture and civilization sprang. Thus the Sacred Mound was a logical
place through which to communicate with gods of the netherworld, in par-
ticular Enlil ' s ancestors who dwelt there. The somber nature of this festival
may be noted in a passage from the Curse of Akkad: "Their laments were

1. Abusch, op. cit., 261 and note 34 for cultic references to the month Abu.

(like) laments which Enlil's ancestors perform in the awe-inspiring duku,
-"I Thus the festival of the Sacred Mound may have focused less on the
site's positive aspect (i.e., the place from which civilization came to man-
kind-which was more likely the theme of the cult practiced at the Mound
throughout the year), and more as an appropriate site from which to com-
municate with Enlil's ancestors, who resided in some level of the nether-
world. Whether the need to communicate with Enlil's ancestors was simply
to honor Enlil, himself, or rather to seek their assistance in dealing with the
spirits below, cannot be ascertained from existing references.

Festivals for the Dying Gods

A second type of festival involving the netherworld was also observed
throughout many cities of Mesopotamia. This festival was based upon the
cult of the disappearing god, occasionally becoming intertwined with obser-
vances for deceased kings-rulers identified with those disappearing deities.
In most cities it was Dumuzi (or a form such as Lugalurub in pre-Sargonic
Laga§) who had gone to the netherworld, while at Ur it was Ninazu. This cult
of Dumuzi or Tammuz persisted vigorously not only into the first millenni-
um B.C., but rituals involving the dead Tammuz were performed at ]Jarran
in Syria as late as Medieval times.

Pre-Sargonic Ur observed a major festival for Ninazu, naming a month for
him: ezem-mab-dNin-a-zus-ka, "the great festival of Ninazu. " Later, during
the Ur III period at Ur both the fifth and sixth months were named for the
god Ninazu; the fifth month was ltiki-sig-dNin-a-zu and the sixth was the
month of "the festival of Ninazu " (ezemdNin-a-zu). A cult of Ninazu was ob-
served in Ur, Enegi, E§nunna, Laga§/Girsu and to some extent at Nippur. 2
In the myth Enlil and Ninlil, Ninazu was the offspring of these two gods,
born to prevent their firstborn, Suen, from having to live in the netherworld.
According to Jacobsen: "Ninazu, the third son, was a netherworld deity of the
'dying god' type. Essentially he would seem to be a god of the spring rains
which die when summer sets in. His name may be interpreted as 'the water-
pouring lord'."3 His wife was Ningirida, as noted at the close of the compo-
sition Enki and Ninbursag: "may Ninkiriedu [= Ningirida] marry Ninazu! "4

1.See p. 107.

2.For Ninazu in Ur, Enegi and Elnunna sec van Dijk CBtterlieder, 71-78; Sjoberg, TCS 3, 87-89.
Note the Old Babylonian reference, probably from Sippar, to the "genic" of Ninazu in the name of
a site to be rented (YOS 12 354): kaskal-d lM-lamadNin-a-zu.

3.Jacobsen Harps, 170. For Ninazu as bil ertcti "lord of the underworld, " sec W.C. Lambert, "The
Theology of Death," Mesopotamia 8, B. Alster, ed. (Copenhagen, 1980), 60.

4.Jacobsen, Mitten', 204.
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and in the Emesal 1 Vocabulary (I',1SL 4 9) 103-104: dumun-a-zu = dnin-a-zu

SU-ma / galan-gir-da = dnin-gir-da dam-bi munus and in the god-list AN =
Anum V 241: dGlr-da dam-bi munus.

In Enegi Ninazu, whose temple was the Egidda, l was the child of the
queen of the netherworld, Ere§kigal, and perhaps of Gugalanna, who is iden-
tified with Nergal. Ninazu ' s son was Ningi§zida, the god of Gi§banda. Note
the Temple Hymn to the house of Ninazu in Enegi: 2

Enegi, great [runnel, runnel] of the earth (= Nether World), which be-
longs to Erelkigalla,

Gudua of Sumer, (the place) where all mankind is gathered,
Egidda, your shadow has stretched over the princes of the 'land', who (live)

in the ' land ' ,

Your prince (is) the seed of the great lord, the pure one of the 'great
earth', borne by Erelkigalla,

He who with a loud voice plays the zanaru-instrument, sweet (as) the voice
of a calf,

Ninazu, (who hears) the word (s) of prayer,
Has, 0 house Enegi, placed the house upon your ..., has taken his place on

your dais.

In a god-list Ninazu is placed almost directly after Ere§kigal and her
spouse Gugalanna and is equated with Enlil's son in Nippur, Ninurta. His
wife, Ningirida, is equated with the goddess Gula (who in some traditions
was Ninurta's wife). 4 The ancient za-mi hymn found at Abu Salabikh in-
cludes an obscure hymn to Ninazu which deals solely with his powers over
the cattle herds, the earliest literary reference to Ninazu.5 Biggs states: "This

hymn is probably addressed to Ninazu of Enegi rather than to Ninazu of E§-
nunna, not only because towns in the Diyala area are otherwise entirely ab-

1.Jacobsen, it'idem, 178: "he [Enlil] poured into the womb for her [Ninlil] the sperm, (germ) of

Ninazu, owner of the (temple) manor Egida. "
2.Sjoberg, TCS 3, 27. See W.G. Lambert, "The Theology of Death," Death in Mesopotamia,

Mesopotamia 8. B. Alster, ed. (Copenhagen, 1980), 60-63 for a discussion of the netherworld aspect
of Ninazu, wherein Lambert discusses this passage of the Temple Hymns.

3.Sjoberg, TCS 3, 88 interprets lita on the basis of lita - ellu, ramku "pure." Lambert, op. cit., 61:

"His[Ninazu's] relationship to the nether world is given in the Temple Hymns as lita ki.gal.la . The
precise meaning of lita in such contexts is not certain, see J. J. A. VanDijk, Sumerische Gottcrlieder 11,

I26ff., though it seems to be an elected office rather than a permanent autocracy. Had the author
meant that Ninazu were the supreme ruler, he could have expressed himself much more clearly by
using other terms. If this conclusion is correct, there is a contradiction between the implications of

the description of city and temple and the term used for their owner. The former imply that Ninazu
was head of the underworld, the latter seem to withhold that rank from him. In the context of the
Akkad period that is perhaps not surprising. There had been a Sumerian god of the infernal regions.
Ninazu, and an Akkadian god. Ncrgal. "

4. CT 25 pl. 8, quoted by van Dijk Gotterlieder, 71.

5. OIP 99, 50.
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sent in sources from Sumer during this period but because of the possibility
that IM in line 135 is to be read Enegi." 1

In E§nunna Ninazu's temple was the Esikil and his parents were Enlil and
Ninlil, for which note the conclusion to the Temple Hymn to the Esikil in
E§nunna:2

The ' true ' seed, born of the great mountain and Ninlil,
Esikil, your lord (king), the warrior Ninazu,
Has, 0 E§nunna, placed the house upon your ...,

has taken his place on your dais.

The special relationship of Ninazu to the city of Ur is espoused in a balbale-
hymn according to which Ninazu was born in Ur of Enlil and the "exalted lady"
(nin-mab) and was invested with authority in Nanna's temple, the Ekilnugal: s

Suen has perfected your mace of lordship,
the great scepter, outstretched over the foreign lands, holds sway over the

people.
In the Eki§nugal has your protective genie ... great authority(?) for you.
Ninazu, born in Ur, may Nanna rejoice at you!
Lord Ninazu, born in Ur, may Nanna rejoice at you!
Your father begetter, the great mountain Enlil, has caused your name to go

forth.
Your mother who bore you, the exalted lady, has decided your fate for you

in the forecourt (of the Ekur).

Also in this hymn Ningirida is mentioned as Ninazu's wife: "Your wife, the
young girl, the lovely woman, the lady Ningirida." This relationship with the
city of the moon-god may be part of the same mythological schema as in the
composition Enlil and Ninlil, wherein Ninazu was conceived to free the
moon from eternal consignment to the netherworld. The temple of Ninazu
in Ur (e-dNin-a-zu) is in a long list of Ur temples receiving regular (satukku)
offerings (UET 3 267) and in another Ur text as receiving emmer (UET 3 1393).

In the cults of Enegi and of Ur Ninazu is a god of the underworld. Yet, as
van Dijk observes, the tradition in E§nunna differs: Ninazu is a great warrior,
there being no hint of a role in the netherworld pantheon. 4

There are references to Ninazu ' s cult at Laga§/Girsu. 5 The Old Sumerian
texts from Laga§ record offerings to the god dNin-a-su (=dNin-a-zu). 6 A pre-
Sargonic text from Laga§ (DP 51) lists offerings for Ninasu and Ere§kigal,
suggesting a relationship with Ere§kigal similar to the one in Enegi. An Ur

1. 011' 99, 55.

2.Sjoberg, TCS 3, 42.

3.Van Dijk Gotterlieder, 57ff.

4.Van Dijk Gotterlieder, 77.

5.Falkenstein, AnOr 30, 88 with n. 4.
6.Sec Bauer Lagasch, 566 for references.
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III legal text from Girsu lists a witness Ur-ki-gu-la, the gudu-priest of Ninazu l
and Falkenstein notes a text from Girsu which references the "house of Sul-
pae (and) Ninazu " and the "house of Ninazu (and) Ningi§zida. " Two tablets
stating "from Laga§ " include entries for Ninazu. 2

The role of Ninazu as an underworld deity, similar to that of the dying and
returning Dumuzi and Damu, is evident in the lamentation eden-na i-sag-ga-
ke4, wherein a refrain groups Ninazu with Damu, Alla, Lugalsudde, I§taran-
ibi§uba, and Amau§umgalanna (=Dumuzi). 3 At Ur Ninazu is listed in two of-
fering lists which record gods associated with the netherworld: Ningi§zida,
Ninazimua, Ningirida, Alla, dIDIM-§u-x-tum, and Ninpumunna (UET 3 69),
and with Ninpumunna, dNin-KA, dLal, and dNin-Uriki-Tl l? (UET 3 72). 4 Nin-
azu immediately follows his son Ningi§zida, lord of the netherworld, in an-
other Drehem offering list (MVN 13 120).

The only hint of a cult of Ninazu at Nippur is a long list of offerings dis-
bursed from Drehem on the third day of the ninth month in IS2 (MVN 10
144). This most unusual document lists the gods who were to receive offer-
ings in the temples of Enlil, Ninlil, Nintinugga and Ninurta. In this tablet Nina-
zu is grouped with his spouse, Ningirida, and his son, Ningi§zida, among the
large number of deities receiving offerings in the temple of Ninurta. A vast
array of gods from all over Sumer is listed, many of whom are nowhere else
attested as having a cult in Nippur. Possibly, since Nippur was the religious
center of a Sumerian amphictyony,5 the gods of each member city were given
a place in sacred Nippur, enabling that city 's gods to participate in the divine
assemblies of the gods at Nippur. This would create a religious bond among
Nippur and the participating cities. Another possibility is that this tablet is
chronicling a singular event, a response to pressures suddenly thrust upon
Ibbi-Sin. To defeat those growing forces which sought to dissolve his empire
of Sumerian cities, Ibbi-Sin may have commissioned a massive series of offer-
ings to all the gods of his kingdom in that most sacred of cities, Nippur, even
though cults of many of these gods had not previously existed in Nippur.

The naming of two consecutive months at Ur for Ninazu would seem to
indicate an underlying cult of a netherworld god.

Landsberger was the first to suggest that ki-sig in this Ur month name was
an early form of ki-si-ga, kaspu, kisikku, "funerary offering." 6 Landsberger

1. Limet Textes Sumfiens 14.

2. Saurcn NY Public Library 219 and 391.

3. M.E. Cohen Lamentations, 675 and 683 and see Jacobsen Harps, 59-60 for the relationship of
these deities to the netherworld cult.

4. In a Drehem text he and his spouse, Ningirida, receive offerings (Sigrist PTS 72).

5. Sec Hallo, "A Sumerian Amphictyony,"JCS 14 (1960), 88ff.

6. Landsbcrger, LSS 6 1/2, 5 note 5; Falkenstein Gerichtsurkunden II, 142 note. 5; Sollberger, TCS
1, 143; Krccher Kultlyrik, 41. For other meanings of ki-sl-ga, see v. Dijk, Studies Falkenstein, 242.

suggested that the mythology surrounding Ninazu was probably similar to
that of Dumuzi and that this month and the next involved a cycle of mourn-
ing for the dead Ninazu followed by a festival upon his return (ezem dNin-a-
zu). 1 However, there is no evidence to support the suggested relationship be-
tween the terms ki-sig and ki-si-ga. There is not one variant ki-sig for ki-si-ga
in lexical or literary texts. Moreover, were ki-sig synonymous with ki-si-ga,
most certainly a variant month name * itiki-si-ga should occur. But such is not
the case. Thus there is no substantiation for an interpretation "the month of
the funerary offerings for Ninazu. " All references to ki-sig or ki-siki refer to
"wool workers."2 For wool workers associated with the cult of a deity note
MVN 11 106 (AS4): ki-sig-tugdNin-gir-su, "the wool workers (weavers) of the
clothes of Ningirsu." 3

The sixth month at Ur was named for the festival of Ninazu. An important
reference from Ur for understanding the nature of this festival of Ninazu is
in a text detailing an allotment of oxen for ceremonies comprising the fu-
nerary offerings to Ur-Nammu (UET 3 244): "2 oxen: provisions for the abum
(observance); 1 ox: provisions for the Festival of Ninazu; 1 ox: provisions for
the Festival of AN.II.1L; (all these are) the provisions for the funerary offer-
ings (ki-a-nag) for Ur-Nammu. " This text from the reign of Ibbi-Sin (no
month is recorded) thus links all three observances to the cult of the dead.

The first of these three, the abum (or apum) observance, was practiced
throughout much of Mesopotamia. 4

The second of these three observances involves a god d UUL, who is attest-
ed in the late god list AN = Anum VI 279 as bibru (CAD B 222: a bird or rhy-
ton); AN.UUL in na4-AN.UUL-za-gin as bibru, "rhyton. " Note also dUdug =
bibrii (quoted CAD B 222). (The signs UDUG and I:IUL are somewhat similar
in form, possibly explaining both being equated with bibru.) In the Contest
of Summer and Winter the bibru-bird is listed among the winter fowl, 5 yet the
month itiezem-dNin-a-zu is a summer month. Thus, it is unclear as to what
the term AN.UUL in ezem-AN.13UL refers.

The Festival of Ninazu was the third of the observances performed for the
cult of the deceased Ur-Nammu. A Drehem text also connects the ezem-
dNin-a-zu with the ki-a-nag ritual for another deceased Ur III king, Sulgi
(AUCT 1 35 [AS6 vi]): "1 grain-fed sheep for each of the first 5 days of the
month: provisions for the ki-a-nag of Sulgi, the ezem dNin-a-zu. "

1. LSS 6 1/2, 70.

2. Selz Wirtschafisurkunden, 60.

3. See p. 148 note 9 for ki-sig in the Ur III period.

4. See pp. 259-261 for a discussion of the month name Ab/pum.

5. Civil, quoted CADS 222.
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Landsberger suggested that the ezemdNin-a-zu was a joyous occasion:
"M[onat] des (Freuden)festes des N[inazu]" celebrating the return of Nina-
zu from the netherworld. 1 Although Landsberger may be correct in assum-
ing that the basic motif was the return of Ninazu (and the deceased kings
who were identified with him) from the netherworld, the ceremony probably
did not involve the public and likely was somber in nature.

Ritual observances in Ur at the funerary shrines of the Ur III kings, includ-
ing the obligatory offering of water and strewing of flour, occurred through-
out the year. However, during this month special elaborate ceremonies were
observed at these funerary shrines.

In Old Babylonian Ur, just as at Ur III Ur, the festival of Ninazu was
marked by offerings to funerary shrines, as noted by offerings to the shrines
of the deceased entu-priestesses, Enmegalanna and Enanatumma. 2

In the pre-Sargonic Laga-state there were at least four annual festivals
dealing with netherworld themes: the festivals of Baba, Lugalurub, Lugaluru-
bara, and the ab-e £estival. 3 Aside from ritual indications of the nature of
these observances, there is no mythology or other evidence to identify Baba,
Lugalurub, or Lugalurubarra as chthonic deities. Offerings to deceased
members of the royal family were performed as preliminary events to these
first three festivals. As yet there is no evidence of such offerings during the
ab-is festival.

The first day of the festival of Baba was named the Courtyard Festival (ezem-
kisal-la) and was marked by offerings to deities whose statues presumably were
assembled in the courtyard. On the second day offerings were made to Ningirsu
and Baba, although only half the quantity they had been given on the first day.
Offerings were also made at the house of the ruler or high-priest (e-en-na). On
the third day, according to Fo 74, after offerings to Ningirsu and Baba, the par-
ticipants journeyed to and made offerings at the ib-shrine of Badtibira; whereas
DP 54 records that the third day concluded at the temple of Uruk and offerings
at the ib-shrine of Badtibira did not occur until the fourth day. The fourth day
(apparently in the Badtibira area) involved offerings to Gilgame§, Ninhursag-
Seda, and Me-Kulabata 4 along the "Banks of Gilgamesh. " Bauer suggests that
the "Banks of Gilgamesh" was a site associated with the cult of the dead. 5

1. LSS 6 1/2, 70.

2.For further information on this Old Babylonian observance at Ur, sec pp. 230-231.

3. For an overview of the pre-Sargonic L.agat tablets in relation to rites for the dead and the
netherworld, see J. Bauer, "Zum Totcnkult Im altsumerischen Lagasch, " ZDMC Supplement 1

(Wiesbaden, 1969), 107-114.

4.For a discussion of the term Me-Kulabata, sec Bauer Lagasch, 439.
5.Bauer Lagasch, 439.
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There were three preliminary days of offerings to royal ancestors. ) Ac-
cording to RTC 46 ovine offerings were made on the first day at the ki-gt5-ka
for the deceased governor, Enentarzi, on the second day at the ki-a-nag for
Enentarzi and at the e-ki-SIL-la for Dudu, the chief administrator of the tem-
ple of Ningirsu, and on the third day at the gu- g u-RIN-na for Enentarzi. These
offerings to royal ancestors as well as the offerings by the Banks of Gilgamesh
indicate that the cult of the dead was the major theme of the festival of Baba.
Kobayashi observes: "In the case of the festival of Baba, offerings such as food
and drink are explained as i-ku-de ' (These are) to be eaten (for the ancestors), '
so that the aim of the festival seems to have been to give food and drink to the
ancestors. "2 However, this was probably just one aspect of the festival. Festivals
with netherworld themes (such as Lugalurub and Lugalurubara) were oppor-
tune occasions for providing offerings to one's ancestors in the netherworld.

One indication that the festival of Lugalurub involved ritual activities for the
dead is a basket tag (DP 25) which lists among the basket's contents a tablet for
Lugalurub for the ab-c festival. Offerings for the funerary shrines of the royal
ancestors are recorded on texts for the festival of Lugalurub. 3 And one text
(VAT 4875) lists ancestor offerings for both of these festivals. This tablet
records ancestor offerings for the first day for the festival of Lugalurub and
offerings to the gods Lugalurub and Adana on the second. During the festi-
val of Lugalurubara, there were offerings to the ancestors on the first day,
offerings to Lugalurubara on the second, to the ki-a-nag (funerary shrine)
on the third, and to Gilgamesh on the fourth. On each day of both festivals
there were offerings to a group of five (ancestors). 4

Since Lugalurubara and Lugalurub were identified with Dumuzi, the fes-
tivals may have involved the journeys of these god to or from the nether-
world, concomitant with ceremonies for important personages in the nether-
world. Selz understands the ritual bathing associated with Lugalurub (ezem-
dLugal-Urub.ki-ke4 a-a-§a-ga a-tu 5-a [Nikolski 289]) as purification of the god
after his return from the land of the dead.

The ab-@ festival is documented as having been celebrated in pre-Sargonic
Laga. (DP 164) and in one document the month is actually named "the ab-e fes-
tival of Laga§" (HSS 3 17: it'ezem-ab-^-Laga§ki-ka). Langdon interprets the
month name as meaning "the ancestors go out (from the netherworld)." 5

1.For these three days of ancestor offerings being preliminary to the actual festival of Baba, see
P. 54 n. 3.

2.Kobayashi, aft. cit., 11.

3.See T. Kobayashi, 'The Id-a-nag of Enentarsi, " Orient 21 (1985) , 12 for the names of these ancestors.
4.Kobayashi, op. cit., 13: "... the relatives of Uruinimgina (such as Unfit', GuSri, Lugaludde, Hebaba

and Hegirid) appeared as "5-ne-ne-kam" ("(they) are five").
5.Langdon Menafogies, 139.
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As noted above, a basket tag (DP 25) lists among the basket's contents a tablet
for Lugalurub (a god whose festival involved the netherworld) during the ab-e
festival and offerings for the festival of Baba, another observance involving the
netherworld. However, there are no references to ancestor offerings during this
netherworld festival as there are for the festivals of Baba, Lugalurub, and Lugal-
urubara.

The sixth month in the Ur III calendar at Girsu is named for a festival of
Dumuzi (itiezemdDumu-zi), suggesting some type of observance for the
dead. However, there are no references from post-Sargonic Laga§ and Girsu
to a paternalia or festival involving the netherworld during this month or any
other month.

At Ur and Uruk a ritual common to the goddesses Inanna, Nana, Belat-
gubner, BElat-terraban, Annunitum, and Ulmasitum was the gi-ra-num obser-
vance ] . The term is a Sumerianized form of Akkadian girranu, which in lexi-
cal lists is equated with Sumerian er, "wailing." The term Er in Ur III texts is
used to denote wails for various occasions (e.g. at Uruk the er-uru-nigin2-na
[Jacobsen Copenhagen 9] and the er-nigin 2-a [AnOr 7 58] and at Ur the er-u-
sag-ga-ke4 [UET 3 242]); whereas gi-ra-ntim appears to denote a specific rit-
ual. At Uruk the gi-ra-num of Inanna is attested in months 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 10,
and 11; the gi-ra-num of Nana in month 6; and the gi-ra-num of BElat-terra-
ban and Belat-§ubrer in months 3, 5 (?), 6, and 8. Most of the Uruk referenc-
es date to the last five days of the month. However one text indicates a multi-
day observance during the middle of the month (MVN 13 715). At Ur the gi-
ra-num of Inanna is attested in month 5; the gi-ra-num of Annunitum and
Ulmagitum in months 5, 6, and 7(?); and the gi-ra-ntim of BElat-terraban and
Belat-§ubner in months 1 and 10. Considering that there are additional ref-

1. Sauren (CRRA 17 (1970], 15ff.) has suggested that two related festivals of the goddess
Annunitum, one fixed, the other moveable, were celebrated at Ur and Uruk. According to Sauren's
hypothesis the moveable festival was the gi-ra-num an-nu-ni-turn, lamentation for the goddess
Annunltum, " also called u 4-e-ru-ba-turn, " the day of the entrance (of the goddess), " or u4-ka(d6-a
an-nu-ni-tum, "the day of the libation of beer in honor of Annunitum." The gi-ra-num of Annunitum
was attested in the 5th, 6th, and 7th months. There was a second, fixed festival called ezem-dingir-6-
ta-e, "the festival of the exit of the goddess (Annunitum) from her temple," also called u 4-du-lu-um
S'J Urlki-ma, "the day of cultic service in Ur. " This second festival is attested as occurring between the
end of the second month and as late as the second day of the third month. Sauren noted that
offerings to Annunitum at Ur were not attested between this festival and the fifth month, at the
occurrence of ezendingir-ku4-ku4, " the festival celebrating the entrance of the goddess. " Thus the
goddess, according to Sauren ' s calculations, resided in her temple, the Eulmai in Ur, for nine
months, or between 255 and 279 days. leaving for three months. Sauren. seeking a rationale for this
duration, discounted the symbolism of the nine months of pregnancy as well as this duration being
tied to the hot season, a period of agricultural inactivity between the harvest and the sowing, as
explanations for the goddess leaving her temple. Noting that in Neo-Babylonian astronomy the
goddess Annunitum represented the constellation Pisces, Sauren suggested that the dates for the two
aforementioned festivals were tied to the appearance and disappearance of this constellation, which
in turn influenced the determination of an intercalary month.
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erences to the gi-ra-num ritual for which we cannot determine whether the
city of observance was Ur or Uruk, and taking into account our limited num-
ber of references, it seems likely that the gi-ra-num was at least a monthly ob-
servance. In fact, at Uruk in S41 the gi-ra-num of Inanna apparently was
observed on the 15th and 30th of the same month. The following references
to a gi-ra-num ritual are attested in the Ur III period:

Goddess(es) Year Month Day Location Textual Reference
Inannada-bad-da 833 v Ur PDT II 1017
Inanna-da S33 x Uruk AnOr 7 53
Belat-ssubner 835 i Ur PTS 95
Nana S35 vi PDT II 998
Nana S35 vi Uruk AnOr 7 55
Belat-tubner /

BElat-terraban S35 vi Uruk AnOr 7 55
Belat-tubner /

Belat-terraban S35 x Ur AnOr 7 56
Inanna-da-badda S36 ix Uruk(?) I AnOr 7 60
Inannada-badda S36 Uruk AnOr 7 57
Inanna $37 v Uruk Jacobsen

Annunitum/Ulmalitum $37 v Ur
Copenhagen 9

AnOr 761
Inanna $37 vi AnOr 7 62
Inanna $37 vi Tummal MVN 3 153
Belat-?;ubner S38 v? Uruk JonesSnyderSET 42
Inanna giildri6 S39 viii 12 RBC 2493
Annunitum/Ulmalitum $40 vii 6 Uruk Legrain TRU 273
Inanna $40 i 25 Archi-Pomponio

Inanna $40 x 27 Uruk
Drehem 184

MVN 5 93
Inanna $40 x Uruk PTS 833
Inanna $40 x 29 Uruk AnOr 7 66
Inanna $40 xi 30 Uruk A4233
Inanna S40 ? 30 Uruk(?) AnOr 7 65
Inanna $4I i 30 Uruk Legrain TRU 274
Inanna S41 i 15 Uruk Toronto 910.209.5
Inanna S41 vii 26 Uruk Legrain TRU 275
Inanna S42 iii 13 Uruk AnOr 18 21
Belat-lubner /

Bela t-terraban S42 13 Uruk AnOr 18 212

1. Text records "in Ur," but the shrines and rituals seem to be for Uruk. Perhaps the offerings
were disbursed in Ur and then sent on to Uruk.

2.AnOr 18 21 contains separate entries for the gi-ra-nOm of Inanna and for the gi-ra-nurn of
Belat-tubner and BElat-terraban.
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Inanna S42 vliil 281 Uruk Jones-Snyder
SET 43'

Inanna
Belat-mubner /

542 viii 30 Uruk A2823

Belat-terraban S42 viii 30 Uruk A28232
Inanna 545 v 14 PDT I 645
Inanna-DU-a S45 vii 15 Uruk AnOr 7 72
Inanna gia 6 -gal S45 vii 25 A4200
Inanna 545 xi 25 Uruk Nesbit 12
Annunitum/Ulma Ttum 546 vi 21 Ur AnOr 783
Inanna 547 v 30 OA 11, 263 no. 2
[

	

] S48 x Uruk Cr 32 pl. 49
Inanna AS2 viii 15-18 Uruk MVN 13 715

Inanna AS3 xii 28 PDT I 61
Belat-tubner AS9 xi Durand Catalogue

EPHE 306

El
Belat-§ubner /

SS1 vii 24 Uruk TIM 6 8

Belat-terraban [] [ 1 A2957

Although these economic documents do not supply the mythological ba-
sis for the gi-ra-nfim observance, the most apparent background for ritual
wailing for Inanna is the common motif of her imprisonment in the nether-
world, as narrated in such compositions as Inanna's Descent. However, the
observance of this ritual throughout the year indicates that it was not based
upon a mythological explanation for one particular agricultural activity or
for one natural phenomenon.

The gi-ra-num ritual, at least that of Annunitum and Ulma§itum at Ur, in-
cluded a banquet (kg-de-a) as part of the observance, perhaps a joyous meal
celebrating the return of the goddesses from the netherworld. 3

Festival

	

Related Context

	

Date

	

Reference

U4 ka5-de-a-An-nu-ni-tum

	

gi-ra-num Annunitum/Ur S37 v

	

AnOr 7 61

ka3-de-a-An-nu-ni-tum

	

gi-ra-n6m Annunitum

	

S40 vii 6 Legrain TRU 273

U4 kaS-dc-a-An-nu-ni-tum

	

gi-ra-n6m Annunitum/Ur 546 vi 21 AnOr 7 83

Offerings for several days of festivities at early Old Babylonian E§nunna
arc recorded on a tablet dated to the 18th day of Alum (TA 1931-325). This

1.This tablet duplicates portions of A2823, for which see our discussion of the eighth month at
Uruk. We have dated the tablet to S42, rather than to AS6, since A-pil-If-a functioned as early as 838

(Jones-Snyder SET 42).

2. A2823 contains separate entries for the gi-ra-n6m of Inanna and for the gi-ra-n6m of BSlat-
lubner and Belat-terraban.

3. PTS 1377 records the banquet of BElat-iubncr and Belat-tcrraban at Ur; but there is no
mention of the gl-ra-nlm observance.

text mentions the day of the elum as an observance for Belat-§ukner (=Belat-
§ubner). The day of the elum is mentioned as a special day for Belat-terraban
in the month Abum in another E§nunna tablet (TA 1931-261) dated to the
13th of the month ('A sila ne-IZl-gar-§c u4 e-lu-um dNin-ter-ra-ba-an itiA-bu-um
u4-13). The ne-IZI-gar offering, which is mentioned as part of this elum obser-
vance at E§nunna, was an offering associated with the cult of the dead in
southern Mesopotamia. As noted, the gi-ra-num wail was performed in Ur
and Uruk for Belat-terraban and BElat-§ubner. Possibly the goddesses Belat-
terraban and Belat-§ubner were mythologized as journeying to the nether-
world, similar to the myths surrounding Inanna.

Two Drehem texts dated to the third month of 837 and 840 refer to offer-
ings for the Festival of Chains (ezem-§e-er-§e-er-ru-um) of Belat-§ubner and
Belat-terraban (A 4165): "5 grain-fed sheep as the regular offering for the
sacrifices; 2 goats as the offering for the Place of Disappearance (for) the
Festival of Chains (for) the temple of Belat-§ubner and Belat-terraban" and
(AnOr 7 63): "1 grain-fed sheep and 2 grass-fed sheep for the (Festival) of
Chains of Belat-§ubner and Belat-terraban. " In this latter text the offerings
were disbursed in Ur. The Festival of Chains may be based upon a myth in
which Belat-terraban and Belat-§ubner were captured and led to the nether-
world in chains or were chained once they arrived in the netherworld. This
suggestion is bolstered by the association of offerings to the Place of Disap-
pearance with the Festival of Chains in A4165. Consequently, the day of the
elum at E§nunna may have been part of this netherworld cult-particularly
since Abum was the month of ceremonies for the dead. This may explain the
special offering to Inanna of Uruk-another goddess who descended to and
arose from the Netherworld. And this raises the possibility that the term
elum, instead of deriving from elum, "god, " may derive from elu, "to arise," re-
ferring to Belat-terraban and B elat-§ubner arising from the Netherworld.
The orthography e-lu-um, which does not convey the final weak consonant,
may be a result of "Sumerianizing" the term (e-lu-um-§e in our text).

The term arum, which occurs in this E§nunna tablet in "the day of the
arum," is presumably the same term as the month name, which is attested as
early as the Sargonic period. The term tirum in our context may be related
to tdru, "to return, " (as with tiru, tiranu, " twisting") thus the day of the elum

followed by the day of tarum, the day of arising from the netherworld fol-
lowed by the day of the return to the netherworld. Note that the month
Thrum at Sippar immediately followed the month of the ab/pum, Isin-abi, which
might indicate that the spirits of the dead were believed to have arisen from
the netherworld in Isin-abi and to have subsequently returned to the nether-
world the following month.

Also related to this shared motif of the goddess' disappearance in the neth-
erworld were offerings for the Place of Disappearance (ni-ki-zi b). These offer-
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ings were made in Uruk to Nana in months 1 (ni-ki-zab offerings for the en-
trance of the gipar-building and ni-ki-zab offerings for Nana at daybreak and
morning offerings for the entrance of the shrine, the entrance of the gipar, and
Nana [Durand Catalogue EPEE 289]) and 5 (Jacobsen Copenhagen 9) and for
Be'lat-terraban and Belat-§ubner in months 7 (Legrain TRU 273), 9 (Legrain
TRU 272), and 10 (Legrain TRU 284). 1 The ki-zab offering was performed at
Gad as part of the Ur observance and it seems to have been connected
with the cult of Belat-3ubner. Belat-lubner and other deities travelled by barge
from Ur to Nanna in Gael at the a-ki-ti, where there probably was a ritual lustra-
tion of Nanna's statue, followed by ceremonies wherein the visiting gods paid
homage to Nanna. (Sauren NY Public Library 48 = Eames Coll. E3 [S46/AS3 vi] ):

1 ewe and 1 goat for the temple of IBilat-Iuljner (at the occasion) of her go-
ing on Nanna's boat for the a-ki-ti; I grain-fed sheep as an offering to Nanna
in the a-kJ-ti; 2 grain-fed sheep, 1 duck, 2 ...-birds, 5 turtle-doves, 1 small
reed-(fed) hog bred for roasting for the "place of the king " at Karzida; 2
lambs for the offering for the Place of Disappearance; [...].

The Sumerians composed works based upon a central Dumuzi myth, add-
ing episodes or changing events. But the core of the narrative told of a Dumuzi
who made merry while his ambitious and powerful wife Inanna was held cap-
tive by her sister, Ere gkigal, in the netherworld. Inanna, released on condi-
tion she provide a substitute, saw her husband Dumuzi partying in her
absence and, enraged, she instructed the demons to seize her unlucky
spouse and drag him to the netherworld in her stead. A favorite theme of the
poets was Dumuzi 's futile attempts to evade the demons of the netherworld,
who finally bound him and dragged him away. According to one account, his
loyal sister, Geltinanna, agreed to share her brother's fate, the two of them
alternating in the netherworld for six months each, a concept which was to
a large degree based upon the alternation of the barley and wine-growing
seasons, (Dumuzi embodied the grain, Geltinanna the vine). 2

The god Dumuzi evolved into the most complicated, multi-faceted deity
in the Mesopotamian pantheon, becoming a syncretic figure embodying, as
Jacobsen observes, the power behind the date-palm (Amau g umgalanna), the
power in the milk (Dumuzi the shepherd), and the power of the life-giving
waters entering the trees as sap (Damu). 3

The kings of Ur identified themselves with Dumuzi the shepherd, for, as
the metaphor repeated throughout their inscriptions and prayers reminds

1. For references to discussions of the term ki-zeb, see Gregoire AAS 191. Note Legrain TRU 272
for the ni-ki-zhb of the temple of Ilkur at Uruk. This offering may have been directed to a goddess
residing in Iikur 's temple and not to likur himself, for whom detention in the netherworld is
unknown in the mythology.

2.Jacobsen Treasures, 62.

3. Jacobsen Tammuz, 82ff.

us, they were the shepherds of their people. So too there was a strong bond
between Ur and the traditions of Uruk, where Dumuzi in ancient times sup-
posedly reigned as king. And this identification persisted after the ruler's
death-the dead king was Dumuzi, who had been carried away by the de-
mons. In fact the composition "Inanna and Bilulu," which relates a totally
different scenario surrounding the death of Dumuzi, may have been com-
missioned by gulgi to mythologize his father Ur-Nammu's tragic death while
away on a campaign.' It seemed natural that festivals for the deceased Dumuzi
evolved into festivals for the deceased kings.

Dumuzi/Tammuz was the power in the barley seeds planted in the fall,
which ultimately would manifest itself in the bountiful harvest of the spring.
Thus from autumn through the first months of spring, Dumuzi-the grain-
was growing and prospering. Yet by summer, the fourth month, the grain
had been cut down and only the stubble remained-Dumuzi was spent. Thus
the summer was the occasion to mourn for the dead Dumuzi, for the power
in the seeds and grain which was no more. Jacobsen observes "His [Dumuzi's)
death, accordingly, is when the grain is cut at harvest and then brewed into
beer which goes into storage underground: that is to say, into the. nether-
world."2 The theme of the death of the god embodying the power of the
grain at this time of year is also prevalent at Ugarit, as described in the myth
of Ba 'al. 3

And Dumuzi 's role as the power in the growth of the herds, new-life for
both animals and vegetation, enabled him to become the power behind the
coming of spring-the time of new life perhaps realized through the sacred
marriage.

All these aspects of Dumuzi/Tammuz (and perhaps others yet not noted)
served as the bases for the cults of Dumuzi for over three millennia through-
out Mesopotamia.

The twelfth month of the Ur III Umma calendar was named for Dumuzi.
Two Sargonic mu-iti-tablets from Umma record the delivery of goats and
skins for the festival of Dumuzi (MAD 4 82; MAD 4 116). A third tablet (MAD
4 149) mentions the field of Dumuzi (a-§a_dDumu-zi-da). Kutscher, noting
the absence of a temple of Dumuzi in Umma, suggests "From these scanty
data it seems that Umma celebrated a festival in honor of Dumuzi, perhaps

1. See Jacobsen Tammuz, 521t The Myth of Inanna and Bilulu" and note M.E. Cohen Erlemma,
72 n. 207 for a note on our interpretation of the composition.

2. Jacobsen Treasures, 62.

3. J.C. de Moor, The Seasonal Pattern in the Ugaritic Myth ofBa'lu, AOAT 16. Cf. M. Astour, "The
Nether World and Its Denizens at Ugarit, " Death in Mesopotamia, Mesopotamia 8, B. Alster, ed.
(Copenhagen, 1980), 230-231: "Mat is identified with ripe grain which is cut, winnowed, partially
burned (straw and chaff), partially ground into flour, and partially sown, for the next harvest, in the
fields, where some of it is eaten by the birds; and that in Ugarit, as in other agricultural societies all
over the world, reaping was perceived as the slaying of the "spirit of the grain," ..."
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the sacred marriage rite, independent of a temple ... The field mentioned
above [MAD 4 149J might have been the site of the festivities." However, in
the Ur III period the observance appears to have been celebrated in a court-
yard (kisal-el l -e). 1 Th. Jacobsen has suggested that the festival of Dumuzi in
Umma was to celebrate the sacred marriage with Innnna, in the form of the
entu-priestess. Jacobsen cites Or 47-49 (1930) 344 which dates to the twelfth
month of AS5: 3 udu-u 3 ma§ dDumu-zi en-§c gin-na, "3 grass-fed sheep and
3 male goats for Dumuzi going to the priestess. "2 Kutscher notes "This text
also records gifts of small cattle to Dumuzi in Umma and Ki-dingir, as well as
to other deities, to the dead Sulgi, to Amar-Suen and to the ki-a-nag of dead
ensis. Other texts dated to the twelfth month record expenditures for Dumuzi ' s
wedding gifts (nig-mi-us-sa), probably to Inanna." 3 Noting other tablets
which indicate a journey of Dumuzi of Urua, Kutscher suggests that his des-
tination for reaching the priestess was Ki-dingir and Apisal.

There are three Ur III texts dealing with preparations for the festival of
Dumuzi. 4 MVN 5 50 is dated to the month iG dDumu-zi in AS6. The JCS 24
(1972) text is closely related since the same individual, A-1u 5-lu5 , took charge
of the offerings. All three texts list offerings on behalf of both Sulgi and
Amar-Suen,5 refer to ceremonies in the kisal-ge§bu2 ba-ell-e or kisal-ell-e,
and mention offerings for the ma-sar-sar-re boats. AO 6040 records an opu-
lent assortment of fruits, cheeses, honey and oil for the "festival of Dumuzi
(for) Sulgi" and for the "festival of Dumuzi (for) Amar-Suen. " The other two
texts list two sets of satukku-offerings, one on behalf of Sulgi and the other
on behalf of Amar-Suen. All three texts mention offerings loaded(?) onto
special boats, ma-sar-sar-(r)e. Possibly these ritual boats, bearing special of-
ferings for Dumuzi, were set adrift along the canal, intended to fetch Dumuzi's
back from the netherworld, the means by which Dumuzi would cross the riv-
er separating the netherworld from Sumer.

A most important aspect of the observance as seen in these three texts is
that the ceremonies were not restricted to deceased monarchs, since at least
MVN 5 50 occurred in the sixth year of Amar-Suen 's reign. Clearly the Ur 111
monarchs, in particular Sulgi, identified themselves closely with Dumuzi.
And rather than being offerings to dead kings identified with Dumuzi, we

1. "The Cult of Dumuzi, " Bar-Ilan Studies in Assyriology, 32. Kutscher notes Nikolski 2 14, the only
Umma text to mention a temple of Dumuzi at Umma and at Urua. Kutscher suggests that this may
refer to a small cclla for Dumuzi 's statue or to a temple located outside of Umma.

2.Jacobsen in Unity and Diversity, 78 n. 6 and Kutscher, op. cit., 33.

3. Kutscher, op. cit., 34: add Toronto 925.62.166 (SS3 xii).

4.A0 6040, MVN 5 50, and C. Wilhelm, "Fine ncusumerische Urkunde zur Beopferung
vcrstorbencr Kenige,"JCS 24 (1972), 83.

5. Yildiz and Coati Umma no. 1863 (AS9) is another example of festival offerings made on behalf
of a deceased monarch: nl-czem-ma dSul-gi-ra ... nl-ezem-ma AAmar-dSucn.
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suggest that these offerings were being made on behalf of the kings to Dumuzi,
the shepherd, to the harbinger of spring, and that this festival did not involve
a cult of the dead Ur III kings. This Umma festival may have marked the be-
ginning of the process in which Dumuzi, the power of the herds and new life,
returned from the netherworld, the return of spring. And it is not unreason-
able to suggest that upon Dumuzi's return, he would have needed to have
been reunited with his spouse, Inanna, thus providing the setting for the re-
enactment of the sacred marriage rite, as Jacobsen suggests.

The month of Dumuzi was the sixth month in Ur III Girsu. There is little
known of the cult of Dumuzi at Laga§/Girsu, except that any cult associated
with this Girsu month does not seem to have been related to Dumuzi's re-
emergence on earth as a harbinger of spring.

During the fifth month (ne-IZI-gar/Isin-a6i) at Old Babylonian Sippar
there is a reference to the um kimit dDumu-zi "the day of the captivity of Dumuzi"
(YOS 12 427). During the first millennium B.C. this tradition continued, two
texts referring to the entire month as the time of Dumuzi's captivity) The
mythology surrounding Dumuzi in this month is alluded to in the Assyrian
Astrolabe B: "The month Dumuzi, Orion, (the month) of Papsukkal, the ex-
alted vizier of An and I§tar, the month of heaping up of seed, of sprouting
of the early sowing, the cry of Ninrurugu, the month the shepherd Dumuzi
was bound." This "binding of Dumuzi" is mentioned also in a Seleucid Baby-
lonian ritual text: ITI ki-mi-tum d [...] ... ina BARA2 SIPA [...J, " the month of
the binding, [Dumuzi] ... on the dais the shepherd [...J.

"2

In early second millennium Mari the fourth month marked the occasion
for a cult of Dumuzi which included female mourners. 3 R. Kutscher cites fur-
ther first millennium evidence as to the annual observance of the festival of
Dumuzi:4 (I) Gilgame§ VI 46-47: "for Dumuzi, the beloved of your youth, you
decreed an annual wailing (ana . atti bitakkd) "; (2) an incantation against sei-
zure by demons to be performed: "in the month Dumuzi ( itiSU) when Mar
made the people of the land wail over Dumuzi, her beloved. "5 And Kutscher
cites the famous vision of the Hebrew prophet Ezekial who saw the women
of Jerusalem mourning over Tammuz. 6

Jacobsen cites an A§§ur incantation in which Dumuzi is asked to take a
troublesome ghost along with him to the netherworld and in which the 28th

1. See CAD K 373 sub kimitu and see pp. 315ff.

2. SBH p. 245. During the fifth month at Old Babylonian Sippar, the month of the ab/pum festival.
there is a reference to the Om kimit dDUMU.21 "the day of the captivity/binding of Dumuzi" (YOS 12
427).

3. See p. 289.

4. "The Cult of Dumuzi, " Bar-Ilan Studies in Assyriology, 42.

5. LKA 69.

6. Ezekial 8:14.
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of the month was called the "Day of the Stall. "1 (The sheepfold or stall was
the place where Dumuzi was captured by the galla-demons who subsequently
dragged him to the netherworld. 2) On the 29th day a couch was erected on
which the dead shepherd would lie in state. At Nineveh, AMur and Calah,
where there was wailing for Dumuzi, his statue was displayed from the 26th
to 28th while in Arbela it was displayed from the 27th to 29th, as is noted in
this letter to the king: 3

On the 26th the god [...], on the 27th the god [...], on the 28th the god
Tamfuzu ...]. On the morning of the 26th they introduce [...] (and) the
dis[play] takes place; on the 2[7th and the 28th they do] in like manner.
This is for the city of Assur. On the 26th: the wailing, on the 27th: the re-
demption, on the 28th: Tamuzu. In this way the display is performed in Nin-
eveh. In Calah, the display (takes place) on the 27th (and) the 28th in like
manner. In [Arbe]la, the displays [take place] on the 27th, the 28th (and)
the 2[9th]. (Remainder not preserved).

The following letter to the king mentions this same observance in Arbela. 4

Parpola suggests that this second letter was "to make sure that the important
ceremonies of Arbela would not be performed on the same days as the cor-
responding ceremonies in the other cities of Assyria, which lasted from
Tamuzu 26 to Tamuzu 28."5

[As re]gards what the king, my lord, wrote to me: "The present day, [t]omor-
row, (and) the day after tomorrow, these are (the days) [of] the displays!",
on [the ...]th [day] the king, my lord, said as follows about the old displays:
"In Arbela, the display should be arranged from the 27th till the 29th day."

According to Parpola the ' displays ' mentioned in this letter refer "to the
exhibition of (a statue of) the (dead) god (lying on biers) to his devotees
(mourners, sick people hoping for miraculous cure, etc.)."6

The capture and death of Dumuzi is mentioned in another ritual text,
presumably for this month, as translated by Livingstone, Court Poetry no. 38
rev. 2-8) :7

[...] are [perfor]med until the 30th day.
[The ...th day is] the striking [when ...] goes down [to ...].
[The 26th day] is the day of the screaming, the da[y when] Anu [...].
[The 28th day] Tammuz rises at the request of (...J.

1. "Religious Drama in Ancient Mesopotamia, " Unity andDiversity, 71-72.

2. For this motif cf. Alster Dumuzi sDream, 82 lines 250-261.

3. ABL 1097; translation Parpola AOAT 5/1, 5.

4. ABL 35; translation Parpola AOAT 5/1, 5.

5. Parpola, AOAT 5/2, 8-9.

6. Parpola, AOAT 5/2, 9.

7. LKA 72; see Livingstone Court Poetry no. 38 for a full edition of this text as well as references to
other treatments of this text.
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His [de]ath is when they burn the roasted barley, which they were casting on
Tammuz, on the stones. The burned parts which are produced go up to the
upper regions, as it is said. [The image of] your brother which they soak in
beer lifts up the body of the brother, as it is said.

Jacobsen (Unity and Diversity, 72) translates this passage:

The 26th is the day of the hue and cry, on the 27th he is caught, Anu is ...
Dumuzi is interrogated... . His death is when they grind the roasted grain
that has been thrown on Dumuzi on the millstones. The ... of roasted grain
that is placed there (means): He ascended to the upper regions according
to what they say... . your brother which they moisten with beer (means): they
install the brother in office according to what they say.

Jacobsen notes "The rite generally survived into Medieval times, when, we
are told, the women of Harrah celebrated a rite called "the rattle" at which
they wept for Ta'uz, i.e., Tammuz or Dumuzi, whose master cruelly ground
his bones in a mill. The women during this celebration also abstain from all
milled foods. "1

A Neo-Assyrian letter mentions: "The substitute figure (salam pu(t t) exer-
cised its function in the town of Akkad from the 14th of Tamuzu to the 5th
of Abu."2 But whether this ritual is related to the Dumuzi motif is uncertain.

The death of Dumuzi was observed on the 27th of the month 'at Uruk,
where the kalu-priest attempted to revive the dead god by whispering prayers
into his ears: 3

On the 27th day A§kayaitu returns to the E[bilgu]. A (wooden) figurine of
Dumuzi is brought out and is cast down by the main gate. [The figurine(?)]
is brought in before The-Lady-of-Uruk. The kaltl-priest whispers (the prayer)
ni-§u-il- P into the right ear and into the left ear of the piece of wood which
has been cast down.

A possible reference to this particular annual wailing over Dumuzi may
occur at the conclusion of the Akkadian composition "I?;tar's Descent to the
Netherworld" (lines 136ff., translation Foster, Before the Muses, 403ff.):

On the day Tammuz (says) "hurrah!,"
the lapis flute and carnelian ring (say) "hurrah!"

With him (say) "hurrah!" the wailing men and wailing women,
Let the dead come up and smell the incense.

1.Jacobsen, "Religious Drama in Ancient Mesopotamia, " Unity and Diversity, 72.

2. ABL 46:8, quoted CAD A/2 391.

3. LKU 51 obv. 28-31.



Index
[(m) = month name]

6(m)
'dr (m)
lul (m)
'trim (m)
yr (m)

-A-

299
300
299

384f.
299, 386

58
233

117, 132, 280
206

31
33

368, 344
33
33

8, 126
56

178
288

31
260, 375

375
58
33

362
364

176, 190ff.
220
172
234

92
88

181
172, 189f., 199

a-ki-ti

	

95, 97, 100ff., 125, 130f.,
140ff., 150ff., 157, 164, 169,

174f., 181, 201ff., 206, 214ff.,
229ff., 233, 235, 390, 400ff

a-ki-ti-se-kin-ku5	100, 110, 124,
140, 143, 150, 152, 229

a-ki-ti-Su-numun

	

97ff., 140, 143, 150,
152, 174, 213, 229, 231

Ab/p 3'arrani (m)

	

243
ab-bi (m)

	

117, 132
ab-bi-in (m)

	

117, 226
ab-e (m)

	

117
ab-edSulgi

	

117
ab-e-zi-ga (m)

	

202f.
abgirguq-dEn-ki-ka (m)

	

125f.
ab-n[e-IZI(?)]gar (m)

	

212
ab-pa-e (m)

	

117
ab K1D-ku

	

46
Abau (m)

	

343f., 357, 359
abib

	

385
Abu Salabikh

	

23, 25
abul-lugal-gu4-si-su

	

89
ab/pum

	

149, 259ff., 275ff.,
343f., 390, 454ff.

Abum (m)

	

259ff., 275, 289,
303, 317, 319ff., 363

Abum II (m)

	

284
abzu-banda

	

47
abzu-gu-i7-da

	

47f.
Adab

	

35f., 102f., 108, 117,
119f., 123, 201ff., 401f., 415

dAdad

	

252, 255, 278, 273,
286, 293, 308f., 312f.,

323f., 331f., 337, 339, 341

a-a-si-ga
a(?)-ba(?)-e (m)
a-bi / a-bi (m)
a bi (m)
d'A-da (m)
dA-da-ma-um (m)
dA-dam (m)
dA-dam-ma (m)
dA-dam-ma-um (m)
a-DUgir5k"6 (m)
a-e-saga a-tu5-a
a-id-8 (m)
a-mu-wa-tim
A.NUN.NUN (m)
a-pa-urn (m)
a-pi-nu-um (m)

a si-ig
'a-si-iu

A.BA.DINGIRRA.BE.KIN.KU5 (m)
A.BA.DINGIRRA.URU4.A (m)
a-se23-de-a
dA sur4/sari (m)
a-tu5-aaDumu-zi-Uruald
a-tu5-a-dNe-iril l-gal
a-tu5-a-dNin-do-u5-ga
a-tu5-a-dNin-urta
a-tu5-a-dNinibgal
a-tu5-a-dSara
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A..etkupi (m)
As'surld

dAs`sur

As-s-urbanipal

Assurnasirpal II
d'Astapir
Attanai (m)
Attanatu (m)
Az za-li (m)

dBa-bag

dBa-bag-egibil-na-
gingin-na (m)

Ba-bi-irEGIR (m)
Bajyi-irIGI (m)
Ba-/i-irIGI.ME (m)
Ba-/ i-ir MA (m)
Ba-la-e (m)
Ba-ra-um (m)
Baal

Babylon

BAD-li (m)
Badtibira
Bakeyatil (m)
BAL-na (m)
BARSAG.SAG (m)
Bara-nam-tar-ra
bara-zagal-ra (m)
bara-za-gar (m)
bara-zaggar (m)
dBel

dBelat subner

dBelat-terraban

dBeletapim
dBelet-Babili
dBeletanri (m)
dBelet-ekalli
dBelet-ekalli (m)
dBel^ ekallim (m)
dBelet Erum
dBelet ill
dBelet-Sippar
Belili (m)
Belilit (m)
dBeltiya
dBeltu-"a-Uruk
bi-in dDARA3.GAL (m)

42, 57, 60
35
35
35
35

373
221

263, 344, 348,
350, 352f., 356f., 379ff.
234f., 307f., 310f., 313,

315, 323, 329, 334ff., 437ff.
30

53, 235
366
233

299, 364
53
80
80

80ff., 254
312f., 322ff., 328f.,

333, 337, 341, 420ff.
103, 136ff., 145, 147,

151, 154, 210f., 214f.,
217f., 252f., 472ff.

103, 136ff., 145, 147,
154, 210f., 214f., 217f.,

252f., 472ff.
257

315, 422
284

290f., 347ff.
239

239, 243
284
315
427
365
366

312, 337
342, 427

314

dAdamteri

	

356
Addaru (m) 18, 298, 300, 302f.,

308, 324, 337f.,
340ff., 362, 365.

Adnatum (m)

	

285, 386
AIJ-teen -zi-im

	

258
ajaru

	

309
Ajarum (m)

		

258f., 262, 285,
298f., 303, 309ff.

akit serf

	

403, 427
akitum

	

244f., 251, 306ff., 312f.,
323, 327ff., 331f., 335f.,

342, 390, 400ff.
Alalakh

	

309, 372ff.
Allanatu (m)

	

242
dAMA KI

	

281
dAMA ra (m)

	

30
amar a-a-si (m)

		

38, 40, 42,
60, 65ff., 69, 74f.

amar-sag (m)

	

125, 129
amar-saggurdNanna (m)

	

125, 129
Amar-Suen

	

136, 158, 172ff., 177
Amorites

	

17, 248ff.
amutum

	

288
AN.EUL

	

149f.
dAn-na (m)

	

344, 358
an-ta-sur-ra

	

42, 56f., 60
AN.ZA.GU.DAR?-um (m)

	

221
ana balli

	

288
ana , umtim

	

289
ana kulIll

	

289
ana pa. o Annunitim

	

290
ana temrim

	

289
ana zariiq ekallim

	

293
An(n)a

	

244
Ansan

	

364f.
dAnsar

	

422
dAntu

	

309, 329f., 342
dAnu

		

306, 311, 314, 317,
323ff., 335, 337, 339, 341

Anunna-gods

	

319, 326ff.
Annunitum

		

86, 102, 136ff., 154,
210, 215, 290, 472ff.

292, 313, 333
365

112, 208
112

97, 112f., 285
84

375
306
289

299, 303, 330ff.
316f., 323, 427

321, 369
368
396
333

297ff., 237ff.
237ff.

290
233

31
372
371

315, 318, 334, 336
221

116, 167, 171,
175, 195, 197, 199

366
237f., 244, 246f., 306f.,

316, 403ff., 417f., 420ff.
243, 247, 308, 312, 321,

323, 328, 333f., 338ff.,
404,420ff.

315, 323f.,336, 338,
403, 424, 427, 452

323, 337
31

369, 373
373
373

-B-

39, 42, 51ff.,
57, 60, 65ff., 75

Bibbulum (m)

	

273, 282
dBirikkum (m)

	

285f.
Birizarrum (m)

	

286, 288
bit kupri

	

290
bl (m)

	

384E
Boat of An (see ma-an-na)
Borsippa

	

311
Brazier Festival (see kinunum)
Burials

	

460
buru l4-mas (m)

	

43, 70
buru.-mas (m)

	

15, 37f.,
43f., 65ff., 69ff.

-C-

Calah

	

332, 337, 345, 427
Carchemish

	

285
Chagar Bazar

	

255ff., 262
Chariot of Nergal

	

292
Courtyard Festival

(see ezem-kisal)
Cruciform Inscription

of Manistus`u

	

396
Curse ofAkkad

	

107, 111, 123
Cuthean Legend of

Naram-Sin

	

307

-D-

Da---u-bu-um (m)
Dadusa
dDagan (m)
dDamgal-nun-na
Day of the Stall
dbbm (m)
Death and Resurrection

of Marduk
Death of Gilgames`
DI-kindlnanna (m)
Dilbat
DINGIR-gu4-gu4
DINGIR-ku-ku
DINGIR-ku4-ku4

anzwbird
Api (m)
g'tapin (m)
apin-dug-a
g'gapin-dug-a (m)
g'tapin-dSara-da-s- -a
apinnum (m)
arad Jarri
aradum
Araj;samnu (m)
Arbela
Arkabinni (m)
Arkuzzi (m)
Arrapha
asakku-demon
Assyria
Assyrian calendar
asu
AS.A.KU5 (m)
dAs-da-PIL (m)
a,- to-bi (m)
As.TEmusen (m)

dAskajaitu
Ailum (m)
dMnan

dDagan 104, 285, 289ff.,
294, 338ff., 344ff.

221
396
283

183, 185, 203
316

378, 380

420ff.
103, 456f.

104
270, 427

138f.
'138f.
138f.

- 484 - - 485 -
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diri (m)

	

188
diri-ezem-an-na (m)

	

159
diri-ezem-dMe-ki-gal (m)

	

159, 225
diri-ku (m)

	

188
diri-§e-kin-ku5 (m)

	

76, 124, 134, 188
dDiritum

	

290, 293
Disputation of Plow and Hoe 96, 331
Donkey Festival

	

310, 374f., 382
Drehem

	

131ff., 205
dug-kil (m)

		

106ff., 168, 261,
328, 460, 464

dug-UD.UD

	

107
dug-ur

	

108, 140, 142,
150f., 406, 409ff.

112
186ff., 254, 262f., 287,

315ff.
dDumuzi

	

44, 47, 53, 55f., 64,
66, 73f., 76, 162ff.,

171, 185ff., 262,
289f., 315ff., 476ff.

dDumuzi of Badtibira

	

233, 235, 416
dDumuzi of Urua

	

172, 186

-E-

e-bir5-ti (m)
e-ki-na (m)
e-MA-tum (m)
e-mas
e-qa-li (m)
e-ru-ba-tum
e-en-na
egal-dLugalgu4-si-su

egibil
e-iti
e-iti-as` (m)
e-iti-da-buru 14
e-ki-SIIrla
6-PA
e-sikil
e-sizkur
e-thr
e-[...]-AN (m)

$ (m)

	

32
e-lu-num

	

145,. 224
e-ru-ba-tum

	

138
dEa

	

307, 324, 326,
340, 348, 350f., 355

Eanna

	

311, 314f., 318, 323,
329f., 334, 336f., 342

Early Semitic calendar 15, 23ff.
Ebla 23ff.
Eblaite calendar 24
Eburum (m) 282, 284, 293
Ebarum II (m) 284f.
Egidda 466
Ehenunna 332
Ehiliana 329
Ehilikuga 329
Ehil§u 318, 336
Ehursaba 311
Ekarzida 403,406ff.
Ekisnugal

	

140, 142, 150f., 160,
409ff., 467

Elam

	

299, 303, 322f.,
337, 340, 362ff.

ele iarri

	

306
eliu

	

290
elulum

	

233f., 277
Elulum (m)

	

206, 270f., 277,
299, 303, 321f.

elum

	

252f., 475
elunum

	

138, 145, 211, 229f., 234f.,
257f., 277, 397ff.

Elunum (m) 233, 49f., 254f., 271, 273
Emar

	

260, 301, 303, 326, 350ff.
Emas-mas̀

	

335
Emeteurur

	

311
dEn (m)

	

343, 345
dEn-dag,,(AMAS)-ga-DU.DU (m)

	

220
dEn-dug-kdga

	

107
dEn-ki

	

60, 86f., 108, 111,
126, 158, 180, 203, 216

dEn-ki-im-du

	

184
Enegi

	

465f.
Enki and the World Order

	

84, 180,

184, 204
Enkidanigin 64
dEnmesarra 325, 336
Enuma Elis 101, 108, 420ff.
Eponym year 237f.
Equinox Year 6, 140f.
er-es-banda 230
ergu-la 230
er-kigu-la 158
er-nigin2-a 210
er-ii-sagga 144, 164, 472
er-uru-nigin2-na 210
ere-Sum 293
dEreskigal 260, 351ff., 355
Eridu 216, 229
Esabad 315, 333
Esagil 307, 313, 319, 336;

403, 405, 438, 440,
442ff., 446ff., 451

es-ga-zu (m) 221
esgana2-ra (m) 201f.
e§gar-sugar-ra (m) 201f.
Esnunna 25ff., 132f., 135ff.,

148, 154, 205, 250ff.,
396, 416f., 474f.

Eturnunna

	

324
Etusa

	

442ff.
ezem-3-ku

	

163
ezem-a-dara4 (m)

	

207f.
ezem-a-ga (m)

	

207f.
ezem-ab-e

	

117, 461
ezem-ab-e (m)

	

38, 41f., 51, 58
58

158
58, 65, 75
171, 177f.
149f., 469
78, 158f.

221
57

113
39ff., 51, 53, 65f.,

69f., 75, 221

ezem-buru.-ma's (m)

	

65, 70
ezem-DINGIR-ku-ku

	

138f.
ezem-DINGIR-ku4-(ku4)

	

138f.
ezem-dug-kt

	

85, 109
ezem-dug-x (m)

	

222
ezemdDumu-zi

	

162f., 192f., 205
ezem 'Dumu-zi (m) 68ff., 74, 185, 221
ezem-dur-ru-na

	

112
EZEM e-lu-lu1i

	

235
ezem-e-iti-as

	

178, 181ff.
ezem-e-iti-asdSara-Ummak'

	

178
ezem-e-tur-ra

	

235
ezemdEn-ki

	

158
ezemga-ma-amp	213f.
ezemga-ma-am-mum

	

115, 213f.
ezem-gidim-ma

	

103
ezemgis gi

	

100
ezemgu4-ra-IZI-mit-mu (m) 50, 66, 72
ezem-gu4-si-su (m)

	

81, 83ff., 110
ezem-' gug-alam-

dEn-lil-la

	

124
EZEM biyar(r)aS

	

374
ezem 'Inanna (m)

	

105, 208
ezemaInanna-sig

	

209
ezem-dlnanna-UD

	

209
ezem-KI.NE

	

234
ezem-KIN (m)

	

168, 222
ezem-kisal-la

	

53, 470
EZEM Kiskissum (m)

	

251
ezem-ku-ku

	

138f.
ezem-kuga

	

158
ezem-ku4-ku4	138f.
ezemaLig-si4 (m)

	

38, 41, 51,
65f., 68ff., 208, 221

ezemaLugal-amas (m)

	

212
ezem-dLugal-e-mus" (m)

	

212
ezemdLugal-uru-bar-ra (m)

	

38, 40,
42, 55

ezem-dLugal-urubld (m)

	

55f.
ezem-ma-an-na (m)

	

215f., 234
ezem-ma-nu-ru

	

141f., 229, 231f.
ezem-ma-dSuen

	

142, 153, 232
ezem-mah (m)

	

232156ff.,

dug
dDumu-zi (m)

280, 282
373
206
312
373
138
53
89

42, 56f., 60, 71
180

178ff.
180
54

46, 51
236
444

58, 60, 74, 235
235

ezem-ab-e-Lagaskka (m)
ezemdAm-an-kiga
ezem-amar-a-a-si (m)
ezemdAmar--dSuen (m)
ezem-AN.IJUL
ezem-an-na
ezem-an-si4-an-na (m)
ezem-an-ta-sur-ra
ezem-apin
ezem-dBa-bag (m)
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Ga-sum (m) 26 GIS.IG.DIJB (m)

	

30
gagar 94f. gn (m)

	

377ff.
ga-udu-ur4 (m)

	

61, 202, 217 Going Out of Annunitum

	

290
ga-ur4 (m) 61 Great Festival
gasgas-e (m)

	

113 (see ezem-mat)
Gad 140ff., 150ff., 403, 406ff. Great Offering

	

86ff., 92, 99, lOlf.,
G.ammama(m) 365 106, 109f., 113, 115, 118,
g'sgan 114 142, 150f., 156f.,
gan(-gan) 114 211ff., 216, 409ff.
dGangan 114 gim 'dr

	

406
gan-gan-e (m) 113ff. dGu-la

	

159, 169, 199,
gangan-mu-e (m) 113E. 324, 326, 333
dGangir 53 g"GU.ZA (m)

	

371
dGan-tirr 46, 52 gudBilga-mes"

	

54
GANA2 (read burux) 43, 70 gugu-me-e

	

115
Gasur 23 gugu-mu-e

	

115
dGaz-ba-ba 319 gu si-sa (m)

	

226
dGestin-an-na-SI.A-tum 145, 154 gu-su-R1N-na

	

54
Gezer calendar 17, 383 gu-za-um

	

46, 54
gi-im-ki-im 294 dGU-ni-sur-ra

	

319
Gi-NI (m) 25 gu4 (m)

	

245, 256
gi-ra-num 213, 215, 218, 472ff. gu4 DU

	

50
gi-ra-ri (m) 373 gu4ra	50
gi-sig-ga (m) 208 gu4-ra-IZI-mu-a (m)

	

38, 40f., 49f.
Gi-um (m) 25 gu4-r5.-IZI-mu-a-dNanse (m)

	

49f., 72

.g''6 (m) 61 gu4-ra-IZI-mu-a-
dGirir-nun 46, 51f. dNingir-su (m)

	

48
gibbum 288 gu4-raIZI-mfr-mri (m)

	

39, 41, 49f.,
Gilgames- 54f., 316, 319ff. 65f., 69f., 72
GIRxguni) nu en 34 gu4-si

	

84
giro 127 gu4-si-dili

	

84
girx (UM) 126f. gu4-si-sa (m)

	

84
dGiri,(UM) -dagal-la 127 gu4-si-su (m)

	

83ff.
girix (UM) ki ra-ra 128 gu4-si-sir (m)

	

83
Gina 320 gur

	

185, 188
girranu 472 kusgur-dumu-zi-da

	

185, 188
Girsu 37ff., 129, 131f., 148, 153, (kus`)gur-dPa4-kus-e

	

185, 188
157ff., 161, 164, 167, 170, ku gur-se-il-la-dNanse

	

185, 188
174, 180, 182, 186, 208f., 221, gururdub-ba (m)

	

38, 40f., 56
235, 401, 413f., 461, 465, 479 gururim-dug-a (m)

	

38, 40, 56

gig-gal-tag. (m)

	

30 gurum2-51-ka (m)

	

61
gis-gi 100 gurum2-ma-ka (m)

	

61f.
GIS.GU.ZA (m)

	

371 gurum2-udu-ka (m)

	

61f.

- 488 -

	

- 489 -

ezem-mat-an-na (m)

	

158
ezem-mat--dNanna (m)

	

129
ezemmatdNin-a-zu5-ka (m) 125, 131
ezem-mat-dNin-e-gal (m)

	

130

ezem-mat-dNingublaga

	

130, 156
ezem-dMe-ki-gal (m) 158f.
ezem-munu4gu7 (m) 44, 65f., 69, 72f.

ezem-munu4-gur

dLugal-urubk' (m)

	

51, 55

ezem-munu4-gur
dNanse (m)

		

38f., 41f.,
44, 51, 58, 72

ezem-ssu-numun

	

98, 174f., 178, 189f.
ezem-dSu-dSuen

	

154f.
ezemd8u--dSuen (m)

	

135, 154f.
ezem-d8uba3-nun-na (m)

	

202f.
ezemdSulgi (m)

	

68ff., 74, 153,
162, 182f., 192ff., 208

ezem-u5-bi-gu7 (m) 147
ezemdUtu (see ,sin dSama3)

ezem-zi-zi x {x] MES (m)

	

212
Ezida

	

311, 319, 336

-F-

ezemmunu4-gu7-

dNingir-su (m)

	

38, 48, 55, 72

ezem-na-ab-ri-um

	

154

ezem-ne-IZIgar

	

101
ezemdNE-la

	

34
ezemdNP-fri ll gal (m)

	

213, 232

ezem-ni g'skirig

	

202

ezem-ni-sag-e (m)

	

176

ezem-dNin-a-zu (m)

	

149f., 206, 230f.

ezem-dNingir-su-ka
burux-ma`s-ba (m)

	

43
ezem-dNingig-zi-da

	

77, 160
ezemdNin-si4-na (m)

	

221
ezem-dNin-zadim (m)

	

202

ezem-nisag (m)

	

168ff., 178, 190ff.

ezem-(d) Pa4-kui-e

	

183f., 190ff.
ezem-ri

	

173, 178, 192f.

ezemdSa-magan

	

34
ezem sag IGI.GANA2	131
ezem-SAk/SUL-ur-re

	

203

ezemdSaradEn-lilgar

	

188, 205

ezem-ge-er-ge (-er) -ru-urn

	

211
ezem-segu7 (m)

	

44, 51

ezem-s`e-gurdNange (m)

	

38, 40f., 44
ezem-se-gurdNingir-su (m) 38, 40f., 47

ezem-se-il-Gir-suk'

	

78

ezem-ge-l-la (m)

	

65ff., 69, 76

ezem-se-kar-ragal-la

	

166f.

ezem-se-kin-ku5	124, 165f., 175

ezem-s`e-sag-ku5

	

165

ezem-su-e`s-sa

	

232

ga-anga-na (m)

	

113, 226

Ca-du-act (m)

	

35

gaga-e (m)

	

113

Fara

	

8
Feast of Ingathering

	

33

Feast ofTabernacles

	

382

Festival of:
7th Day of the 7th Month 327, 391f.

Barley Consumption
(see ezem-s"e-gurDN)

Barley Harvest
(see ezem-se-kin-ku5 )

Boat of An
(see ezem-ma-an-na)

Boat of the Moon
(see ezem-ma-dSuen
and ezem-ma-nu-ru)

Canebrake

	

100, 460

Chains

	

211,475
Early Grass

(see a-sag)
First (Malt?)

(see ezem-nisag)

Malt Consumption
(see ezem-munu4-gurDN)

Sacred Mound
(see ezem-du6-ku)

Sowing
(see ezem-su-numun)

-G-
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dIGI.KURZA (m)
igi-nam-girix ni-

ba-dabs-ba (m)
dIGI.ZA.KUR (m)
dlgi-zi-bar-ra
Igigi-gods
dlksudam
IM.BAR11 .BAR11 (m)
im dug
Impurtanni (m)
ina ganini ilabbuni
dlnanna

Inanna and Enki
Intercalation
inuma dDiritim

inuma elippi

inuma isinnim u kinunim
inuma ituru

inuma kurki

inuma wardi3'a

inuma wasiga

inuma zaban ittersu
Iq-za (m)

Iq-za II (m)
Iq-zum (m)

Ir-me (m)
Ishan Mizyad
Isin
IsindAdad (m)
isin dSama3'
isin dTispak
isinni dKubaba
isinni farrati kabitti
islitu

Israel/Judea

Isbi-dErra
dlsbara
dIsbara (m)

Gusisi (m) 226, 272 Hu-ru12 lu (m)

	

31

i

	

tu 267 ifubur (m)

	

240f., 244, 247, 301
IJUL.DUB.BA.E (m)

	

364
l ulili

	

289
Ira-a[l-lz] 288 Jlultuppu (m)

	

364
ifa-li (m) 26 bumtum

	

289, 294
5a-li-da (m) 26 (yumtum

	

279, 289, 294, 396ff.
Ha-lil (m) 26 Hunt of Baal

	

357, 359
(m) 26 Hunt of Igtar

	

357, 359f.
^a-li-tu (m) 26 Jur-mu (m)

	

31
fa-lug-ut (m) 35 Human calendar

	

368ff.
hamta-an-du-ni 257 lbursubum 234

244 Jiuru (m) 369
1aaru 309 futals"i (m) 370
Hadar (m) 366 Iry^ (m) 377ff., 381f., 384
Hadukannaf (m) 366

-I-
dual-ma (in) 343, 345, 350, 357ff.
Jjallatu (m) 377f. I-ba-.§a-as'' (m) 27
Hallime (m) 366 I-ba4-sa (m) 27
iamannu (m) 371 I-iq-za (m) 29
Jana 371 I-rd sk (m) 26
Hanamak& (m) 366 I-ri-sa-at (m) 26
Jarran 317, 426 I-si (m) 29

jaru 309 I-za-alli (m) 373
Has'iyati. (m) 366 i-dug-ka-dug-kaga 107
Ilaziran (m) 300 Ila-mu (m) 31
He-gal-la (m) 371 I.NUN (m) 31
dUendur-sag 47, 52, 74 I.NUN.NA-at (m) 27
dUi-bi-ir-tu 282 i.NUN.NUN (m) 31
Iyiaru 374f., 382 )-si (m) 29
ifiaru (m) 309, 370 iq-eden-na 53
Hibirtum (m) 282f. larati (m) 303, 309
Hibirtum

	

(m) 284 ib 47f., 53f., 57
djilib (m) 283 ib-gal 46, 51
Him 'at (m) 27, 31 IB.SES.2 33
Ijinzuru (m) 370 ib-ta-a-zu (m)

	

376
Jjiyar (m) 309, 373ff., 377ff. ib'lt (m)

	

377ff., 381
biyar(r)a. 374 Ibbi-Sin

	

142, 144, 149, 155ff., 160
hlt 26 Iddin-Dagan

	

235
felt (m) 377f. dlg-alim

	

47, 53, 55, 71
Odes haabib 385 dlgi-ama-s'e

	

60
hu-d/ti-izzi (m) 373 dIGI.KUR (m)

	

280f., 283, 290
gu-lu-mu (m) 31 dIGI.KUR II (m)

	

284

283

	

IJigu (m)

	

377, 380
Isme-Dagan and Enlil's

Chariot

	

90
dlstar

	

290, 292, 308f., 312f.,
315f., 318, 322ff., 326,

335, 341f., 350, 357, 359f.,
374, 426f., 431, 433ff., 452

Istar of Arbela

	

323, 427
Mar of Tuba

	

291
Is`tar's Descent to the

Netherworld

	

318
dlstaran

	

319
ITI bi-in dDARAg.GAL

	

314
TTI KU5

	

125
iti SIM bal-la

	

116
dItur-Mer

	

294
,itb (m)

	

377f.
ittbnm (m)

	

377f.
izi-gar

	

100

-K-

KA.si / Ka-si (m)

	

135, 250
KA.SES (read ka/i5-zab.)

	

147
dKA.TUN-na

	

319
dKa-mi-ig (m)

	

30
Kalmartu (m)

	

239
Kammama (m)

	

365
Kanunu (m)

	

299, 335
Kanwarta (m)

	

242
kar-nisag

	

172
Karbasliyai (m)

	

366
Karmabata3' (m)

	

366
Karzida

	

406f.
kaskal-Eridukiga

	

229
Kassites

	

298, 301f., 304
kazazum

	

26, 351
Kesi

	

207
ki-a-nag

	

46, 54f., 117,
149f., 158, 186, 259

ki-gu-la

	

158f.
kigu-ka

	

54
Id-it-ki-ma (m)

	

222
ki-lugal

	

152, 412
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43, 62
283
164
338
294

280, 282
56

368
338

15, 135, 126, 128ff.,
136f., 145, 151f., 154ff.,
159, 164, 169, 186, 188,

211ff., 251ff., 262f., 472ff.
Inanna and Bilulu 263

216f.
5f.

293
290
291
289
259
289
290
259

29
29
29
31

117, 122, 206f.
225, 227, 230, 235f.

271, 273
274, 290
255, 264

383
336
291

15, 20, 299f.,
302, 315, 330, 385f.

225, 270
350ff., 356, 358, 361

30
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KLNE
ki-ra-ri (m)
ki-si-ga
Id-4g
ki-sig-ba (m)
Id-sig-dNin-a zu (m)

ki-sig-tugdNin-gir-su
ki-sikildBa-bag (m)
ki-su7-su-suga (m)
ki-su-numun-a
Id-[...]-lugal/in (m)
Ki-li (m)
KIN (m)
kin a
kin ak
kin-dDagan
kin-ga sa-an-an-na (m)
kindInanna (m)
kin-ku5?mu[m] (m)
kin-dNanna
Kinatum (m)
Kingu
kinkum
Kink= (m)

kinun Belet-ekallim
Kinunatum (m)
kinunum

Kinunum (m)

kiril-si-ak (m)
Okiri6-dInanna
kisal-e 11-e
kisalgesbu2ba-e

11-e
Kiskissum (m)

kispum

Kissilimu (m)

Kis`
kizzu

127
373

148, 278
52f., 148

52, 149
52, 148,

206, 467f.
155
221
62f.

98
211

26
280, 282

122
122
104
105

107ff., 322
122, 206f.

227
274

325, 333
255, 267, 294
122, 218, 249,

251, 254ff., 264
291
286

32, 258, 283,
291, 334f., 368, 392ff.

248, 250, 254, 256f.,
264f., 335, 368, 371

208
215

186f.
186

248, 251, 254, 257,
265, 284, 286, 293

288
298, 301,

303, 313, 333ff.
36, 270

351ff.

Lustrations (see a-tu5-a
and rimku)

-M-

Magrattum (m)

Majtburili (m)
dMalik-kinu (m)
Malkanum (m)
Malkanum II (m)
Mammi (m)
Mammitum (in)

Mana (m)

Maniarki (m)

Maglu

g` margid-da

ma (m)
dMa-lik-ki-nu (m)

ma-wa-tim

MAxGANAteniasag (m)
MAxGANAtenio-sag 2 (m)
MAxGANAtenii ugur (m)
ma-an-na
ma-an-na (m)
ma-nisag
ma-nu-ru
ma-sar-sar-re
madSuen
ma ul-la gub-ba
Magmaru (m)
Magranum (m)

280
346

34
28
28
28

215ff., 234f.
219, 254

169
141, 402

186f.
142, 153
199, 171

377f.
239, 256f., 259,

265, 286, 372
250, 254, 265

243
346

282, 284, 287
284

254, 265
249, 251, 254,

256ff., 265, 286
219, 254, 256f.,

259, 265, 286
365f.

103, 320, 455, 457, 463f.
292

dLugal-bagara
dLugal-a-mtls
dLugal-gu4-si-su
Lugal-TAR
dLugal-uru-bar-ra
dLugal-uru-s`a-ga
dLugal-urub
Lugalanda
Lugalzagesi
Lullubu (m)

73
47

85, 87ff.
62

54f., 58, 470f.
54

47, 51, 55f., 58, 470f.
44f., 49, 52

62
363

knun (m)

	

299f., 335
krr (m)

	

373, 384
kslm (m)

	

333, 371
kslul (m)

	

300
kslv (m)

	

300
dKu-ra

	

34
dKu-nun-na

	

159
dKA-stl/su.

	

116, 324
kil-su,(SIM) (m)

	

116
dKubaba

	

383
kulilu

	

289
dKUR (m)

	

281
kur-kur ku4

	

115
Kurilli (m)

	

368
Kussiic (m)

	

371
Kutmama (m)

	

366
Kuzallu (m)

	

241f., 301

-L-

la-NI

	

94
dLagamal

	

294
Lagas

	

15f., 25ff., 37ff.
La3bfum (m)

	

206, 282, 284, 289
Lalbum II (m)

	

284
Ial-ezen-ka

	

78
Lallubu (m)

	

363, 365
dLAMA (m)

	

373
dLama-e-tar-sir-sir

	

47, 49
Lankelli (m)

	

366
Lanlubu (m)

	

363
Larsa

	

103, 227, 231ff., 415f.
Length of months

	

4, 228
li-iq-ga-.fie (m)

	

373
li-qa-,i (m)

	

373
dLi9-sig (m)

	

165, 182
Liliatum (m)

	

284, 292, 345
lilissati

	

308, 323, 328, 337, 340
Lipit-Htar

	

89f., 225, 236
Lipit-Htar and the Plow

	

84, 89f., 116
Lismum (m)

	

274
lu-Unu^"ga

gin-na (m)

	

43, 62
dLugal-asal

	

335

mar-za-u9

	

34
dMarduk

	

245f., 268, 307ff.,
325, 339, 403ff., 418ff.,

438ff., 452
Mar/,yevan (m)

	

331, 333
Man

	

18, 23, 25ff., 280ff.
Markman (m)

	

299, 302, 330, 366
Marriage of the gods 311f., 324, 337,

477f.
Marzalbani (m)

	

344f., 357ff.
mas-da-gu7 (m)

	

144
mas-da-gu7-gu7 (m)

	

228
mas-da-ku-gu7 (m)

	

144
mas-da-ku5 (m)

	

144
mas-kugu7 (m)

	

144
Magkannum (m)

	

254, 284
me-e-kiga-<<SAL>}al (m)

	

221
me-Kul-ab4k'-ta

	

53
dMes-an-DU

	

44, 47, 54f., 65f.
mes-en-DU (m)

	

66f.
mes-en-DU-s`e-a-nu (m)

	

65
dMes-lam-ta-e

	

215
Message of Ludingira

	

80, 99
mgmr (m)

	

377f.
mi-k-ri (m)

	

373
Milkiya

	

323, 427
min-ES (m)

	

175f.
MIN-months

	

135
dMisarri

	

332
Mitirunni (m)

	

369
MiyakannaS (m)

	

366
mp' (m)

	

384
mri,}svn (m)

	

299
mrp'(m)

	

384
mrtlb

	

344
mu-an-na

	

7
MU.ITI tablets

	

161
mu-su-du7 (m)

	

70, 75
mu-§u-dug (m)

	

65ff., 69, 75
mu-TIR (m)

	

205
Muljffjur ilani (m)

	

239
mul-UD-sag-e-ta-sub-ba (m) 38, 42, 62
munu4-gu7 (m)

	

66, 70, 72f.
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MU$.Mi 8

	

86f.

-N-

154, 215
154, 215
154, 215

288
249, 251, 254, 256ff.,

264, 266, 271, 286, 394ff.
138, 154, 254f., 258,

275f., 278, 288, 292f., 336f.
308f., 311ff., 315, 319,

322, 324f., 337, 342,
419f., 424, 438ff.

427
19, 270, 274f.

268
136f., 151, 311,

318f., 329, 472ff.
dNanna

	

3, 125, 129ff., 135, 140ff.,
144ff., 150f., 154ff., 160, 169,

227, 229ff., 306, 408ff.
318

14, 37, 39, 41, 43,
51ff., 60, 63f., 68,

71ff., 76f., 130, 163f.,
167, 178f., 185

NAR-ba-[a]-te/na (m)

	

376
Narmak A.Our, a kinatim (m)

	

243
128

31, 100, 128, 264
126ff.

100, 126
100ff., 212, 287

100, 227, 234,
390, 396, 454f.

34

405, 447, 449
249, 251, 253f., 266f.

213, 220, 232,
234, 257, 260, 265, 292,
334, 336, 345, 348, 350

454ff.
12ff.

31
373
93

207f.
34
95

207f.
207f.
217f.

100, 227
63

217, 475f.
201ff.

168, 281, 305
31
31
34
30
34

18, 250f., 254, 266
53, 57

53, 148ff., 465ff.
125

16, 44, 57, 60,
64, 71, 73f., 77

dNin-dar-egibil-na-
igingin-na (m)

	

42, 57, 60
dNin-dub-kuga

	

107
dNIN-e-bir5-turn

	

282
dNin-e-gal

	

130, 156
dNin-gal

	

229, 232, 234, 324
dNingi6-par4	163
dNingir-su

	

46ff., 51ff.,
60, 63, 179, 311

dNingir-su-^gibil-an-to-sur-
ra-igingin na (m)

	

38, 42, 56, 60
dNingir-zi-da

	

77, 160, 234, 320
dNin-gublaga

	

130
dNin-hur-sag

	

290
dNin-bur-sag (m?)

	

130
dNin-bur-sag-§e-da

	

54

dNin-ibgal

	

163
dNin-imma

	

204, 324
dNin-ki-gigir (m)

	

281
dNin-kur

	

344, 347f., 350,
352ff., 358, 360

dNin-kur .fa GU.ZA (m)

	

344
dNin-kur-ra (m)

	

344, 356, 358
dNin-kur-ra is kussi (m)

	

344
dNin-111

	

308, 312, 328,
336, 339ff., 424ff.

dNin-mar

	

59f., 74f.
dNin-mug

	

204
dNin-sar

	

53, 55
dNin-rubur

	

47, 53, 55, 57
dNin-to-za-ga

	

46, 52
dNin-urta

	

84, 86ff., 98, 101,
106, 109, 110, 169, 309f.,
312f., 315, 319, 323, 330,

333f., 337, 343, 345,
347ff., 356, 358, 360,

420, 426, 452
dNin-urta (m)

	

345
dNin-zadim

	

202ff.
Nina

	

14, 39, 45f., 51ff.,
57, 64, 73

ninda-buruXmag-ka (m)

	

43f.
ninda mas̀

	

43
Nineveh

	

316, 342, 403, 405,
420f., 424, 426, 436, 453

Nipas

	

244
Nippur

	

15, 79ff., 203, 225ff.,
236, 270, 297, 304,

306f., 310f., 314, 332,
427, 444, 456, 468

Nippur Compendium 309, 313, 315,
320, 322, 324, 326,

328, 330, 334,
338, 340, 451f.

Niqalu (m)

	

18, 343, 351
Niqmum (m)

	

248, 250, 253f.,
256f., 266, 287

nisag

	

167f.
nisag-gu7	229

Nisannu (m)

	

19, 168, 281, 298f.,
303, 305ff., 381

nql (m)
nu-ru
Numeric month notation

377ff.
141

38ff.
dNusku

	

86f., 98, 101, 107,
109f., 112, 119, 320, 324

Nuzi 367ff.
nysn (m) 299

-O-

Opening-of-the-Gate 32, 139, 363

-P-

p` (m)
pa4-kr i-e (m)
dPa4-kiO-e (m)
pas-kt I-e (m)
pagru
Pagru (m)
dPalil
Palmyra
Parka
pafdgum
pafru
Paternelia
patarum
Persepolis
pgrm (m)
Phoenician calendar
Pit babi (m)

-Q-

garratu
Qarratu (m)
Qati-ersetim (m)
Qerretu (m)
gilasatu
qnyn (m)
dQurltum

na-ab-ri-bum
na-ab-ri-um
na-bi-ri-um
dNa-ni
Nabrum (m)

nabriim

dNabu

Nabu-nasir
naditu
namritum
dNana

dNanna-amassu
dNange

NE-gar
NE.GAR (m)
negir. (UM)
negir- IZIgar
ne-IZI-gar (m)
ne-IZI-gar

dNE-la
NE.UM (see negir,)
Nebuchadnezzar II
Nerebtum
dNergal

Netherworld
New Years
NI.DU (m)
NI-go-LIM (m)
g'iNI-sub
ni-a-dara4 (m)
ni-ba dBE SAL dNi-da-KUL
ni-dab5 sig4 g'§NI-sub-ba gar
ni-e-ga (m)
nidEn-lil-la (m)
ni-I:jA nisi (SAR)ga
ni-IZI-gar (m)
ni-ka-i7-ka (m)
ni-ki-zab
nI- kiri6
ni-ni-sag (m)
nidbad'A-da (m)
nidbadAs-da-PIL (m)
nidba dEn-ki hi gig-nu-kiri6
nidbadKa-mi-is` (m)
nidbadKu-ra
Niggallum (m)
dNin-a-su
dNin-a-zu
dNin-a-zu5
dNin-clar

384
183ff.
183ff.
183ff.

294
372
318

299f., 309, 332, 335
244

27
338

455ff.
112
366

377f., 380
384
363

247, 340
241, 371

271f.
254, 266, 371

294
319
293
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se-kin-ku5 II (m)
se ku5
se-nisagga
se-numun (m)
se-sag
se-sagku5 (m)
se-sag-sigsga (m)
Sebutu (m)
Sebali is dNergal (m)
Sebali.a dTesup (m)
Seblu (m)
Seri EBUR (m)
Ser'i g a erfi (m)
Ser'i . a esedi (m)
Serlyum SE.KIN.KU5 (m)

dSara-dEn-lil-gar
Sarrani (m)

(m)
3b¢ (m)
se gur10-gur10
se-l-la (m)
se-il-la-dNanse
se-kar-ra-gal la
se-kin-a (m)
se-kin -a (m)
se-kin-ku (m)
se-kin-ku5 (m)

Samna Adad
ds

Sadduttum (m)
Saduppum
iakultu-dINANNA
Samar

Sa-ni-i (m)
San-sas
Sabatu (m)

(m)

35
53, 60

299f., 303, 308,
312, 323f., 337ff., 364

254, 259, 273f.
254f.

210
270, 274f., 279, 311f.,

320, 323, 328, 330, 332,
335, 338, 347f., 359

245f.
166, 168ff., 178,

181, 184f.
188
206
386
300

120f.
76f.

163f., 167, 185
166f.

66f., 69, 76, 121
65, 76, 120ff., 202

227
15, 33, 39, 41f, 54, 70,

76f., 119ff., 125, 133ff.,
140ff., 165f., 202,

266, 287, 298
33, 124

123
168, 170, 172, 198, 200

95
123

120, 122, 165f.
123, 205ff.

363
369
368
365
362
364
362
362

-R-

Ra-a-tu (m) 243
RA.UAL (m) 366
Races (see Lismum) 313, 333f.
Reichskalender 136
rest jani (m) 377f., 382
Res-temple 309, 329ff., 428f.
ri 173
ri (m) 173
Rim-Sin calendar 227f.
rimku 290, 308,312,323,

328, 332, 334, 337
rig yn (m)

	

377f., 382

-S-

dSama-gan

	

34
Sabium 269
Sacred Marriage 235f., 311f., 324, 337
Sacred Mound (see dug-k^)
sag-mu (m)

	

18, 343, 349, 351, 358
Saggaratum

	

294
SAGSU

	

34
sah-dagu7 (m)

	

145f
sah-gu7 (m)

	

145
sab-kAgu7 (m)

	

145
sah-ze-dagu7 (m)

	

146
Salbaratum (m)

	

251, 254, 266, 400
Sizkurrizi, (m)

	

366
Samiyamaf (m)

	

366
Samsuiluna 269, 297, 300, 302, 304f.
dSappum

	

291
Sargon II

	

424, 441
Sarqatum (m)

	

375
Sennacherib

		

244ff., 403f., 417f.,
421, 423ff., 450

SI.A-a archive

	

207f.
Sibut s'attim (m)

	

18, 270f., 291
Sibutu (m)

	

18, 272, 363, 371
sig ba

	

52
sig-ba (m)

	

38, 42, 52f., 57
sig-dBa-bag-e-tagar-ra (m)

	

38ff.,
52f., 149

254, 314
93, 166

93
92f.

34
299, 337, 364

298ff., 303, 314ff.
306, 309, 312, 315,

323ff., 328, 332, 347ff.,
355, 426, 452

239
416
234

18f., 269ff., 303
112
230

115
61

386
86, 90f.

225ff.

297ff.
84

313, 330
18, 340, 362ff.

300
299

Sa-lul (m)

	

27
Sarpanitum

	

319
dSillustab

	

319
Sip % (m)

	

241
Sippu (m)

	

239
Sta.` (m)

	

299, 314

-S-

is-am-me (m)

	

373
Sa kinatim (m)

	

243
Sa sarrrtim (m)

	

243

Serllum URU4.A (m)

	

364
Serlium ZIZ.KIN.KU5A (m)

	

362
Sereni (m)

	

365
SES (read za1 )

	

146f.
SES-da-gu7 (see zahx-da-gu7 )
Sibari (m) 365
iigulu-plant 330
SIM (m) 116, 222
SIM bal-la (m) 116
gym[...] (m) 377f., 380
sru-[...]-um (m) 376
suak 96
su dug 97, 112
§u-es 130
§u-es-gi 130
su-es-dlnanna 130
siu-es-dNanna (m) 130
§u-e§-§a (m) 154ff., 232
sugar (m) 201E., 205
§u-ba-a-sah-a 146
`su ba-a za1 X (SES)-a 146
§u-mar-ra (m) 205
,lu-mu-6a-a1-e (m) 373
§u-nigi-na (m) 96, 227
§u-nigi-na (m) 96, 227
§u-numun (m) 66ff., 95ff.,

135, 165, 170, 174f,
202f., 221, 250

Su-Sin

	

102f., 117, 124, 133f.,
144, 155f., 159, 163, 185

su su/siz 63
§u-se-numun (m) 96
.lu-x (m) 206
dSubag-nun-na 203
Subat Enlil 255ff.
SUKU (m) 32
SUKU.BI (m) 274
dSul-saga-na 47, 53, 55
Summum (m) 254
Surpu 307

-T-

Take the hand of Bel 450f.

sig4-a (m)
sig4-g'SNI-`sub-ba-gagar (m)
sig4 A-IGI-sub (m)
sig4- u5-sub-baga-gar (m)
sikil
M1,atu (m)
Simanu (m)
dSin

dSin (m)
Sin-abuiu
Sin-iddinam
Sippar
sizkur-apin-dit-a
sizkur-er-gu-la
sizkur-gu-la (see Great Offering)
sizkur-kur-ku4
sizkur-sa-ga-udu
smnh(m)
Song of the Plowing Oxen
Southern-Mesopotamian

Sumerian calendar
Standard Mesopotamian

calendar
su/st
Sultantepe
Susa
Syriac calendar
syvn (m)
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Tambirum (m)

	

251, 254, 256ff.,
266, 287, 364

370
247, 311f.,

319, 337f., 427, 453
280

276, 326, 345
299, 303, 323, 326ff., 345

239, 242
207

271ff., 326
255ff.

289
6

267, 371
286, 294, 371

6
46f.

420ff.
299ff.

36, 253, 256f.,
267, 269ff., 278, 287

253, 475
251ff., 255, 264, 267

299
386
386
327
299

34
291, 294

244
246, 418

79
79

16, 78f., 81ff., 93, 107, 109
archive 207

391
391
294

T

300
298ff., 335ff.

-U-

144, 163f., 219, 229, 234
373

119,226
251, 254, 267

u4 e-ru-ba-turn
u4 8-ru-ba-tum
u4 elum
u4 ezemdEn-ld
u4 ezem-ma nu-ru
u4 GIRxgunii'en

u4 jyimmatim
u4 jyulili
u4 IB.SES.2
u4 kas-a
u4 ma-wa-tim
u4 ni-ba dBE SAL dNi-daKUL
u4 nidba dEn-ki lu

giis-nu-kiri6
U4 dQuritum in-kar-ra
u4 to-ra-sic
u4 SAGSU
u4 SUKU
U4 tiru
u4 g' ze

u5-bimusen
u5-bimu§engu7 (m)

udu-se-se-a-it-la-
dNingir-su (m)

	

37f., 48, 76
Ugarit

	

19, 303, 377ff.
Ulmasitum

	

102, 136ff., 154, 210,
215, 472ff.

Ululu (m)

	

104f., 298f.,
303, 321ff., 370

um erelim la dAdad

	

293
um jyiari Iltar

	

374
um kimit dDumu-zi

	

262, 278, 479
gm tab-Wm

	

326
UM (read gir')

	

126ff.
dUM(read giri,)-dagal-la

	

127
UM(read giri.) ki ra-ra

	

128
Umma

	

17, 83, 93ff., 97, 108,
116, 120ff., 135ff., 144f.,

153, 157, 161ff.,
205, 222, 477f.

ur

	

68
ur (m)

	

67f., 192
Ur

	

15, 102, 108f., 112, 118f.,
125ff., 177, 228ff.,

401f., 406ff., 469f., 472f.
Ur-dBa-bag

	

68
dUr-da (m)

	

345
Ur-dNammu

	

130, 144, 149f., 159,
259, 263

Ur-tiu

	

64
Urajyum (m)

	

282, 288
dUras

	

427
Uruk

	

54, 62, 102f., 108, 112,
115, 118, 136ff., 145, 150,

152, 154, 158ff., 177, 208ff.,
306ff., 311, 314, 318, 323f.,

332, 334ff., 342, 401, 403,
405, 415, 426ff., 470, 472ff.

Uruku

	

48, 55, 61, 71
Urusagrig

	

102
dUsur-amassu

	

427
dUtu (see Samas)

	

3, 203, 456
uzu-a-bal

	

85, 88, 101, 106, 109,
118, 156, 211ff.

-W-

Warad-Sin

-y-

yrjl smnh (m)

yn/j lb' (rn)

-Z-

25
25

15, 23, 25
27

161
80
80

14, 16, 80f.,
143f., 168, 211

18, 343
162, 200

14
145ff.

147
293

345, 347ff., 357, 359
366
375
384
146
34

345
384
210

206, 249f., 254, 267
366
366

ZIZ.A (see tid-duru5 )
zuk/qru

	

343,346ff.
zv (m)

	

385

[...]-si-mu-mi (m)

	

221
[x]-sig-ur4-ra-a (m)

	

61
[...]-su-um (m)

	

375

Tammuz (see dDumuzi)
Tam(m)uzu (m)
dTasmetum

Talnitum (m)
tas tum
Tcthitu (m)
Te 'inatim (m)
Tell al-Wilayah
Tell ed-Der
Tell Rimah
temrum
tequfat haana
Teritum (m)
Terqa
tes^ubat haggling
ti-ra-as
Tiamat
Tiglath-Pileser I
Tiru (m)

tiru
dTi§pak
tmuz (m)
trlt (m)

Lcr (m)
*tbrrt
thy (m)
to-ra-s t

Tuba
Tuljtujyani
Tukulti-Ninurta I
tuna-al (m)
turn-ma-al (m)
Tummal
Turam-ili
Turmar (m)
Turnabazi.' (m)
Tuttul

tbt (m)
Tebetu (m)

u-sag
ai-ti-it-1 i (m)
tl-ud-ri-im (m)
diJ gul-la (m)
U4 'asi-pu 33

138
138
252
158

141f.
34

234
289

33
334
34
34

34
253

34
34
32

253
34

148
147f.

ub-bimu§engu7 (m)

	

147f.
UD.DU (m)

	

32
ud-du-ru-u (m)

	

119
ud-ra (m)

	

119
t d-duru5 (m)

	

118f.
ud5de-gci-ra-a (m)

	

63
udra (m)

	

226
udu-dNin-gir-su-ka-ka-

si-bidtib-ba (m)

	

63
udu-i' -se-a-il-la (m)

	

38f
udu-se-se-a-Il-la-dNanse (m) 48, 63f., 76

231

386
386

Za-'a-na (m)
Za-'a-na-at (m)
Za-'a-tum (m)
Za-LUL (m)
Zabalam
zag-galgar (m)
zag-gar-ra
zag-mu

zag-mu (m)
zag-mu -Sara
zagmukku
zah,,(SES)da-gu7 (m)
zah.-dagu7 dNanna
zarrq ekallim
Zaratu (m)
Zarpakim (m)
Zarqatum (m)
zbj;MI (m)
ze
oze
Zeratu (m)

zhb (m)
ziga-ze-na
Zibnum (m)
Zikli (m)
Zillatam (m)
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